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Introduction

Digital technologies have brought many benefits for society, transforming how people connect, commu-
nicate and interact with each other. However, they have also enabled abusive and harmful content such as
hate speech and harassment to reach large audiences, and for their negative effects to be amplified. The
sheer amount of content shared online means that abuse and harm can only be tackled at scale with the
help of computational tools. However, detecting and moderating online abuse and harms is a difficult
task, with many technical, social, legal and ethical challenges. The Workshop on Online Harms and
Abuse (WOAH) is the leading workshop dedicated to research addressing these challenges.

WOAH invites paper submissions from a wide range of fields, including natural language processing, ma-
chine learning, computational social sciences, law, politics, psychology, sociology and cultural studies.
We explicitly encourage interdisciplinary submissions, technical as well as non-technical submissions,
and submissions that focus on under-resourced languages. We also invite non-archival submissions for in
progress work and reports from civil society to facilitate a meeting space between academic researchers
and civil society.

This year marks the eighth edition of WOAH, which is co-located with NAACL 2024 in Mexico City,
Mexico. The special theme for this year’s edition is “online harms in the age of large language mo-
dels”. Highly capable large language models (LLMs) are now widely deployed and easily accessible
by millions across the globe. Without proper safeguards, these LLMs will readily follow malicious in-
structions and generate toxic content. Even the safest LLMs can be exploited by bad actors for harmful
purposes. With this theme, we invite submissions that explore the implications of LLMs for the creation,
dissemination and detection of harmful online content. We are interested in how to stop LLMs from fol-
lowing malicious instructions and generating toxic content, but also how they could be used to improve
content moderation and enable countermeasures like personalised counterspeech.

We received 56 submissions, of which 33 were accepted for presentation at the workshop. These papers
will be presented at an in-person poster session on the day of the workshop. Authors who are unable
to attend in person will instead give a virtual lightning talk describing their work. The workshop day
will also include keynote talks from Alicia Parrish (Google), Yacine Jernite (Hugging Face), Seraphina
Goldfarb-Tarrant (Cohere), Apostol Vassilev (NIST), and Lama Ahmad (OpenAI). Finally, we will close
the day by inviting the keynote speakers to participate in a panel discussion on this year’s special theme.

We thank all our participants and reviewers for their work, and our sponsors for their support. We hope
you enjoy this year’s WOAH and the research published in these proceedings.

Paul, Yi-Ling, Debora, Aida, Agostina, Flor, and Zeerak
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Abstract

We identify and analyse three sociolinguistic
indicators of radicalisation within online ex-
tremist forums: hostility, longevity and social
connectivity. We develop models to predict the
maximum degree of each indicator measured
over an individual’s lifetime, based on a mini-
mal number of initial interactions. Drawing on
data from two diverse extremist communities,
our results demonstrate that NLP methods are
effective at prioritising at-risk users. This work
offers practical insights for intervention strate-
gies and policy development, and highlights an
important but under-studied research direction.

1 Introduction

Online extremism is a pressing problem with a
proven relation to not only indirect societal harm
(Blake et al., 2021) but also to concrete offline dan-
gers in the form of terrorist activities (Gill et al.,
2017; Baele et al., 2023). Though disconcerting,
the growth of publicly available online content that
espouses extremist views presents an opportunity
to use computational methods for detecting, chan-
nelling, and combating extremist behaviour.

Despite the significance of language to this issue,
there has been limited NLP research on extremism
and radicalisation. Existing work has focused on
behaviours related to specific communities. For in-
stance, de Gibert et al. (2018) introduced a dataset
of hate speech on a white supremacist forum, and
Hartung et al. (2017) develop a method for identi-
fying right-wing extremist Twitter profiles. How-
ever, there is a dearth of NLP research on the more
general process of radicalisation. Yet relevant re-
sources exist: recent studies in political science
(Baele et al., 2023) and cybersecurity (Vu et al.,
2021; Ribeiro et al., 2021) have developed large
datasets on online extremism. They address the
strongly developed in-group language and imagery
using surface features such as the lexicon devel-
oped by Farrell et al. (2019).

A challenge is that the concept of “radicalisation”
is poorly defined (Della Porta and LaFree, 2012;
Schmid, 2016), although it is generally agreed that
it involves a gradual process, rather than an instan-
taneous conversion (Munn, 2019; Bowman-Grieve,
2010). Computational works in this area have
tended to treat it as a binary state (eg. Ferrara
et al., 2016; Magdy et al., 2016), which ignores
this nuance. The lack of a clear definition of the
phenomenon further means that human annotation
is likely to provide an imperfect and subjective in-
terpretation of the data. Fernandez et al. (2018)
have proposed a different approach: looking to be-
haviour (in particular, the use of terms from an
extremist lexicon) as an indicator for how much
radical influence an individual is under. This avoids
the potentially biased human annotation step, as
well as recognising that radicalisation exists along
a spectrum. We follow a similar approach in this
work, with three further contributions:

• We propose a more holistic approach, consid-
ering three dimensions of behaviour: hostile
language usage, long-term engagement on an
extremist platform, and connectedness within
the social network.

• We apply and evaluate modern NLP language
modelling techniques, as opposed to count-
based methods favoured in prior work.

• We investigate dedicated extremist platforms.
Prior work has predominantly focused on
Twitter data. Extremist forums are in gen-
eral operationally different from Twitter, no-
tably lacking a follower graph and user pro-
files, which necessitates specialised systems.

We proceed by providing a theoretical grounding
(Section 2) and formal definition (Section 3) for the
three indicators. We further investigate the interac-
tion and development of these factors within anti-
women communities (Section 4), which illustrates
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that they provide complementary and compelling
perspectives. Finally, we investigate the early signs
of these indicators, in particular predicting the max-
imum degree of hostility, longevity and inter-group
connectivity measured over an individual’s lifetime,
after observing an initial subset of their interactions
within the group (Sections 5 and 6).

Our results indicate that it is possible to prioritise
at-risk users with a concordance index of 0.70 after
10 posts and 0.68 after 5 posts. Our top-performing
approach is a multitask model that jointly predicts
the three factors based on a combination of inter-
action and linguistic inputs. We further investigate
the effect of the number of input posts on prediction
accuracy, finding a good tradeoff between early pre-
diction and performance is achieved after 6 posts.

2 Radicalisation in online communities

In this work, we follow the definition of Dalgaard-
Nielsen (2010) as “a process in which radical
ideas are accompanied by the development of a
willingness to directly support or engage in violent
acts”, and we specifically focus on radicalisation
within online extremist communities.

Bowman-Grieve (2010) argues that the internet
can play a role in facilitating individual radicalisa-
tion by providing connection to communities that
reaffirm and strengthen extreme beliefs. They state
that members of these communities tend to inhibit
various stages in the radicalisation process, and
that the formation of interpersonal bonds with radi-
calised members is an important factor for success-
ful recruitment. According to Winter et al. (2020),
linguistic and semantic analysis of online content
have been shown to have great potential as part
of intelligence-gathering measures; however, they
also note that studies in this area have not attempted
to identify a definitive set of signals for the poten-
tial presence of radicalisation.

The goal of this work is to identify such signals
within the scope of online extremist communities.
Following the above descriptions, we identify three
observable behaviours that relate to online radicali-
sation at the individual level:

1. Using hostile language originating from a vio-
lent extremist ideology (exhibiting adoption
of radical ideas and support of violent acts),

2. Connecting to a network that espouses these
extreme ideas (exhibiting connection to the
community), and

3. A sustained engagement with its doctrine over
time (following a process).

Existing research has investigated some of these
signals in isolation. Targeted hate speech has been
used to identify the promoters of various extrem-
ist ideologies (Hartung et al., 2017; Vidgen and
Yasseri, 2020; Alatawi et al., 2021). Community
connectedness, as measured through network fea-
tures, has been used to identify key members of
terrorist organisations (Gialampoukidis et al., 2017;
Berzinji et al., 2012). In research on commu-
nities more broadly, connectedness in the social
graph and the adoption of in-group language have
been found to be indicative of a user’s likelihood
to churn (Rowe, 2013; Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil
et al., 2013), as well as a user’s loyalty to a particu-
lar online community (Hamilton et al., 2017).

A lesser-studied component is the effect of sus-
tained engagement in an extremist group. Bowman-
Grieve (2010) states that a sense of status is associ-
ated with long-term membership in online extrem-
ist communities, and that increased involvement
over time may parallel increased ideological devel-
opment. This notion is also supported by research
in psychology: social identity theory holds that
group members derive part of their sense of self
from the groups to which they belong and will ad-
just their own behaviours to conform to the group
norms (Hogg and Terry, 2014). Empirical support
is provided by Youngblood (2020), who model rad-
icalisation as a social contagion process requiring
reinforcement for adoption, and find that social
media usage and group membership enhance the
spread. Hassan et al. (2018) further find a causal
link between membership of Reddit hate groups
and the use of hate speech.

Thus, we have identified three radicalisation in-
dicators grounded in prior work: use of hostile
language, connectedness in the social graph, and
longevity on the platform. In Section 4, we detail
how these factors are quantified. Similar to Fernan-
dez et al. (2018) and Rowe and Saif (2016), we do
not claim to predict radicalisation, but rather inves-
tigate behaviours that may indicate radicalisation.
Furthermore, we do not consider these indicators
to be exhaustive, but believe that they offer diverse
and well-justified perspectives.

3 Quantifying radicalisation

We calculate betweenness centrality as a measure
for the connectedness of an individual in an extrem-
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ist community. Betweenness centrality provides
a measure of the importance of a node as a func-
tion of the number of shortest paths that traverse it,
and is often used to identify prominent members
of a community (Brandes, 2001). We construct
an interaction graph where each node represents
a user, and an undirected edge is added between
user nodes if they engage in the same conversation
thread. The edges are weighted by the number of
shared threads. To account for the dynamic na-
ture of the user base, we construct the graph at
monthly increments for each community and re-
calculate the centrality scores for each user. Similar
snapshot-based approaches are followed by Hamil-
ton et al. (2017) and Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al.
(2013). An objection to this approach may be that
the coarseness of aggregation might not capture
rapid changes in the network; however, it ensures
that our models are not overly sensitive to minor
fluctuations.

To calculate hostility, we use a lexicon of in-
group language associated with the community.
Extremist factions commonly define themselves
through the deliberate exclusion of a specific out-
group, and consequently, their internal jargon tends
to be hostile towards this out-group. An alternative
approach could be to consider a broader definition
of hostility using pre-trained toxicity models. How-
ever, as mentioned in Section 1, these groups have
a propensity for using non-standard in-group lan-
guage which would not be captured by generalised
toxicity models. Lexicon-based approaches are
similarly used to investigate radicalisation in Fer-
nandez et al. (2018) and Lara-Cabrera et al. (2017).

Longevity is calculated as the number of posts
produced by a user in their time on the platform.
Time on the platform, in days or months, would
also be a possible indicator for longevity and is gen-
erally correlated with the volume of posts. How-
ever, the former is considered to be a more robust
measure as it penalises intermittent and sporadic
engagement. A similar argument was adopted by
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2013) and Rowe
(2013), who quantify the lifecycle stage of users
based on the elapsed proportion of their total life-
time post volume, rather than clock time.

4 Analysis

In this section, we investigate the indicators de-
scribed in Section 2 using a dataset of discussions

Figure 1: The intersection of the 90th percentile users of
longevity, hostility and centrality, showing the number
of users per section.

on 8 extremist anti-women forums1 by Ribeiro et al.
(2021). The dataset consists of 7.4 million posts
by 139 090 users ranging from 2005 to 2019. For
each post, the author, date, thread ID and text are
provided. Ribeiro et al. (2021) used this data to
study the evolution of different communities over
time, whereas this work focuses on the trajectories
of individuals.

The forums in this dataset belong to a larger net-
work of online communities collectively referred
to as the “manosphere”, which is characterised by
sexual objectification of women or endorsements
of violence against women. Farrell et al. (2019)
and Baele et al. (2023) showed that the language
used in manosphere communities is becoming in-
creasingly extreme in nature, and at least 15 acts
of real-world terrorism have been connected to this
network (Latimore and Coyne, 2023). To measure
hostility within this community, we use the lexicon
developed by Farrell et al. (2019), consisting of 424
words and phrases. Evaluating the radicalisation
indicators on this dataset, a number of conclusions
can be drawn.

(i) Longevity, hostility and centrality provide com-
plementary perspectives. Figure 1 illustrates the
intersection of the 90th percentile users per indi-
cator. To find these groups, we use the maximum
indicator value over each user’s lifetime (hereafter
referred to as their eventual value) and we calculate
percentiles for each forum separately. It is evident
that the sets intersect to some degree, but there is
also substantial non-overlapping components. We
further calculate the Spearman correlation between
these factors for the full population. The strongest

1The dataset also contains posts from anti-women sub-
reddits; however, we chose to focus on single-community
dedicated extremist platforms.
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Figure 2: Survival curves for 8 manosphere forums, il-
lustrating the likelihood of a user to continue interacting
on the platform after N posts, for N < 10.

correlation (ρ = 0.798) is observed between the
eventual longevity and centrality values, whereas
the weakest correlation is between hostility and
centrality (ρ = 0.469), and ρ = 0.613 for hostility
and longevity. All three correlations are statistically
significant (P << 0.05). Thus, we conclude that
these factors interact but that each offers a distinct
perspective, with hostility being the most disjunct.

(ii) Many users churn quickly. There is a steep
drop-off in users after relatively few interactions,
which aligns with the proposition by Barrelle
(2010) that high turnover is characteristic of ex-
treme groups. Figure 2 shows the survival function
(Goel et al., 2010) for the number of posts per user
for each forum, which illustrates the fraction of
users who have more than N posts, for N ≤ 10.
For half of the forums, more than 60% of their users
have less than 5 posts in their lifetime. This may be
due to users realising after further exposure to the
community that the extremeness of the ideology
does not resonate with them. The forum with the
least churn is Incels, which could be related to the
fact that many users migrated to this forum after
the r/incels subreddit was banned in 2017 (Hauser,
2017); as such, users would already have been in-
ducted into the ideology before joining.

(iii) Some users start out hostile; others be-
come hostile. The radicalisation factors vary over
the course of a user’s lifetime on the platform.
From the positive correlation between hostility and
longevity, we know that that users who are on the
platform for longer reach higher levels of hostility,
but how quickly does this happen? Figure 3 shows
the number of days it takes for users to reach the
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Figure 3: The number of days (logscale) for users to
reach the 90th percentile of hostility, per forum.

90th percentile of hostility. For five of the forums,
a bimodal distribution is observed, with an early
peak (< 10 days) as well as a later peak between
100 and 1000 days. This indicates that a subset of
users already exhibit these behaviours when they
join the platform, whereas others develop them
over time. The stage in their radicalisation process
at which a user joins the platform would likely play
a role in this phenomenon. This supports the social
science research that states that there is no single,
agreed upon pathway to radicalisation (Schmid,
2016; Munn, 2019), and highlights the importance
of considering multiple indicators.

The three platforms that do not exhibit this trend,
having only an early peak, also had higher early
churn rates (Figure 2). For the longevity and cen-
trality factors, this bimodality is not present: only
a later peak (100–1000 days) is observed.

(iv) Early signals of eventual behaviour. Hav-
ing noted that the indicator values vary over time,
we turn to the question of which early signals are
predictive of eventual behaviour along the three
dimensions. We calculate the following features
for the first 10 user interactions for users with 10
or more posts:

• Post length: median character count per post,

• Number of hostility terms: the median num-
ber of terms from the Farrell et al. (2019) lexi-
con per post,

• Number of threads in which a user engaged,
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Feature Centr. Host. Long.
Post length -0.040 0.545 -0.101
# hostility terms 0.156 0.363 0.070
# threads 0.288 -0.075 0.063
Time between posts -0.184 -0.014 -0.134
# days engaged 0.470 0.468 0.748

Table 1: The Spearman correlation between features of
the first 10 posts by a user and eventual indicator levels.

• Time between posts: the median number of
hours between posts, and

• Days engaged: number of distinct days on
which the user engaged on the platform.

We calculate the Spearman correlation of the even-
tual indicator values with the above feature values
after 10 interactions. The results, in Table 1, show
that these early behaviours are correlated to vary-
ing degrees with each of the indicators. All cor-
relations are significant at the α = 0.05 level. A
strong correlation to all three indicators is given by
the number of distinct days a user engaged on the
platform through their first 10 posts. A possible
explanation is that a user who comes back repeat-
edly on separate occasions indicates a higher level
of interest and receptiveness, compared to one who
posts a larger volume of posts at once, and then dis-
connects for several days. The largest correlation
is to eventual longevity, which aligns with our ex-
pectation that longevity is tied to loyalty (Hamilton
et al., 2017). Linguistic features (post length and
hostility terms) are correlated to eventual hostility,
but have no strong relationships to eventual central-
ity or longevity. Similarly, the number of threads in
which a user engaged has a positive correlation to
eventual centrality, but a weak relation to longevity
and hostility (in a negative direction). This shows
that there are early signs of each of the three indica-
tors that are not correlated to the others, providing
further support for our multi-indicator approach.
The time between posts has a slight negative cor-
relation to centrality and longevity, meaning that
more frequent engagements are positively corre-
lated to these indicators.

These results illustrate that there are early sig-
nals that preempt users’ eventual behaviour. In
the remainder of this paper, we investigate how
accurately the three indicators can be predicted.

5 Early prediction of indicators

We define the task of predicting a user’s maximum
lifetime score on the three radicalisation indicators

after observing an initial subset of N posts by that
user, with N ∈ {5, 10}. We choose these values of
N based on the survival curves (Fig. 2), which in-
dicate a substantial drop-off in users with less than
5 posts and a stabilisation after N = 10. Earlier de-
tection is better, but models do require sufficiently
strong signals which may not be present if the infor-
mation is too limited. Since these indicators take
on real-valued numbers, this is a regression task.

5.1 Metrics

We use two metrics to compare performance on
this task. Since an aim of this work is to prioritise
users for deradicalisation initiatives, the ordering
of users is of interest. To measure this, we report
the concordance index (CI, Harrell et al., 1982).
A pair of observations i, j is considered concor-
dant if the prediction and the ground truth have the
same inequality relation, i.e. (yi > yj , ŷi > ŷj)
or (yi < yj , ŷi < ŷj). The concordance index is
the fraction of concordant pairs in the test set. A
random model would achieve a CI of 0.5 and a per-
fect score is 1. We also report the mean absolute
error (MAE) for each indicator. MAE is widely
used in regression studies as it provides an intuitive
measure for numerical accuracy. However, it is
susceptible to outliers and could not be compared
between factors, since they operate on different nu-
meric scales. Consequently, we rely on the CI for
model selection. Significance testing is performed
with the two-sided randomised permutation test,
using Monte Carlo approximation with R = 9999.

5.2 Data

We use the Ribeiro et al. (2021) manosphere
dataset, described in Section 4, in this evaluation.
We filter entries with missing dates, texts, authors
or thread IDs and remove users with less than 10
interactions. The resulting dataset contains 7.1 mil-
lion posts by 39 765 users. The median post length
is 33 tokens and the median number of posts per
user is 30. The labels are given by the indicator def-
initions as provided in Section 4 and we release our
labels to the community2. Since the distributions
are heavy-tailed, we truncate the indicator values
beyond the 95th percentile of each indicator per
forum. We split the data into a training, test and
development set with a ratio of 75:15:10.

2https://github.com/christinedekock11/
radicalisation-indicators
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5.3 Methods

Our objective in these experiments is to develop
quantitative methods for the early prediction of
radicalisation indicators. We therefore experiment
with various input and auxiliary task combinations
to evaluate their efficacy.

Feature-based models We use the features de-
scribed in Section 4 as a baseline, evaluating mod-
els with and without glossary features to investigate
the effect of adding linguistic information. For the
glossary features, we use the mean and maximum
of number of glossary terms per post. The feature
and indicator values are normalised using min-max
scaling. The model architecture consists of a multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) with two hidden layers.
Three separate models are trained to predict each
indicator value independently. Hyperparameters
and training details are provided in Appendix A.

Text-based models Models that operate directly
upon text, as opposed to engineered features, are
expected to capture more nuanced features that ex-
tend beyond the hostility lexicon and post length.
We use the pretrained all-mpnet-base-v23 sen-
tence transformer (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019)
to obtain an embedding of length 768 for each post.
The model architecture consists of an LSTM layer
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) followed by
two hidden layers. Since the embeddings are pro-
duced by a large pretrained language model, we ex-
pect that a relatively small number of layers should
be sufficient to finetune them to our task.

Mixed-input models A dual-input architecture is
used to combine the text-level learning from embed-
dings with the engineered interaction and glossary-
based features. The glossary-based features cap-
ture the use of non-standard in-group terms which
may not appear in the vocabulary of a pretrained
language model; as such, both types of linguistic
inputs may be useful. An LSTM layer and two
MLP layers are used to process the text and feature
inputs in parallel. The outputs are concatenated
and two further hidden layers are applied.

Multitask models The analysis in Section 4 in-
dicated that the different indicators interact and
correlate to some extent. As such, we expect that
parameter sharing might be beneficial, as opposed
to training a separate model for each indicator. We

3https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/
all-mpnet-base-v2.

keep the same initial architecture as in the mixed
input models, but use a separate prediction head
with two additional hidden layers for each output.

Our dataset consists of user profiles from 8 plat-
forms, which may have distinct user-level charac-
teristics. To investigate whether there are useful
features that are tied to the different platforms, we
further experiment with predicting the forum from
which the sample originates as an auxiliary task.

Survival regression For time-to-event predic-
tion from text inputs, such as the longevity predic-
tion task, survival regression has been illustrated
to outperform traditional regression approaches
(De Kock and Vlachos, 2021). This framework has
a more explicit treatment of time and events within
a standard regression setting, and is particularly
effective for modelling real-valued, exponentially-
distributed outcomes. We use the logistic hazard
model (Gensheimer and Narasimhan, 2019) for the
longevity predictions. This framework enables us
to retain the same neural architectures, but modify
the objective to predict the probability of churn for
an individual within each timestep, given survival
up to that point (also known as the hazard). The out-
puts are transformed into 100 equidistant timesteps,
and the loss is the negative log likelihood of the
predicted versus actual hazard per timestep.

6 Results

Our results are shown in Table 2. Significance of
improvements in CI (P ≤ 0.05) as compared to the
model directly above is indicated by asterisks. The
CI scores for the three indicators are in a relatively
close range to one another for most models. The
top-performing model has a CI of 0.667 for cen-
trality, 0.698 for hostility and 0.681 for longevity
(at N = 10), constituting a statistically significant
improvement over baselines of respectively +1%,
+6.3% and +7.9%. For all models and indicators,
the performance at N = 5 is worse than at N = 10.
Of the three indicators, centrality has the largest
increase in CI between N = 5 and N = 10. The
MAE values generally follow the CIs in terms of
direction of improvement.

Adding sources of information or auxiliary
tasks tends to improve performance in our experi-
ments. Using glossary-based features in addition
to interaction-based features improves CI (signifi-
cant for 4 out of 6 cases), which supports our cen-
tral hypothesis that linguistic cues can be helpful
at foreshadowing radicalisation. Using only post
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Centrality Hostility Longevity
Model CI ↑ MAE ↓ CI ↑ MAE ↓ CI ↑ MAE ↓

N = 5
Interaction features 0.620 0.380 0.616 7.150 0.561 49.43
Interaction + glossary features 0.621 0.388 0.640∗ 7.258 0.572∗ 50.46
Transformer embeddings 0.595 0.376 0.658∗ 7.628 0.647∗ 46.33

+ all features 0.608∗ 0.381 0.666 7.754 0.652 46.55
+ multifactor training 0.622∗ 0.315 0.672 5.730 0.645 45.18
+ forum aux. task 0.621 0.314 0.677 5.737 0.656∗ 45.675

N = 10
Interaction features 0.657 0.388 0.635 7.279 0.602 48.15
Interaction + glossary features 0.659 0.390 0.665∗ 7.341 0.615∗ 47.59
Transformer embeddings 0.616 0.382 0.679∗ 7.749 0.654∗ 45.12

+ all features 0.651∗ 0.393 0.689 7.956 0.677∗ 44.40
+ multifactor training 0.666∗ 0.287 0.693 5.527 0.672 43.56
+ forum aux. task 0.667 0.288 0.698 5.538 0.681∗ 43.24

Table 2: Results for predicting the eventual centrality, hostility and longevity values at N = 5 and N = 10. Arrows
indicate the preferred directions per metric and best models per indicator and metric are shown in bold. Significance
of improvements in CI (P ≤ 0.05) as compared to the model directly above is indicated by asterisks.

embeddings outperforms feature-based approaches
for hostility and longevity prediction, but reduces
the CI for centrality. Combining features and em-
beddings improves the CI over embedding-only
models (significant for 3 out of 6 cases), indicating
that the features contain useful information beyond
what is captured by the language model. Joint
training of the three indicators yields a further im-
provement, particularly in MAE, which aligns with
expectation that the three factors contain mutually
informative signals. Marginal improvements, sig-
nificant in 2 cases, are made by adding the forum
prediction auxiliary task. The experiments in the
remainder of this section use this model.

The performance of the feature-based centrality
model declined when the text embeddings were
added, and although the highest score for this indi-
cator was achieved by the multifactor model which
uses embeddings, this improvement was smaller
than for the other indicators. Considering that the
analysis in Table 1 showed no correlation between
the early use of hostility terms and eventual central-
ity, this is perhaps not surprising. We can conclude
that the language features and models used in this
study are less apt at detecting the early cues that
foreshadow centrality, if they are present.

6.1 Optimising the number of inputs

Our aim in this work is the early identification
of users who are at risk of radicalisation. In this
section, we consider how early such a prediction
might be made. Given the tradeoff between pri-
oritising performance versus earlier prediction, the
optimal prediction point will be where improve-
ment starts to saturate as N increases. To find this,

Figure 4: Performance at different N .

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 .029 .037 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 - .994 .325 .093 .02 .004 .01 .013 .009
3 - - .323 .098 .017 .006 .005 .007 .006
4 - - - .475 .167 .078 .105 .119 .082
5 - - - - .47 .276 .316 .419 .268
6 - - - - - .65 .755 .86 .652
7 - - - - - - .907 .791 .988
8 - - - - - - - .88 .875
9 - - - - - - - - .767

Table 3: Significance of performance increases with
larger N for the hostility indicator.

we train models with inputs ranging from 1 to 30
posts, sampling more densely at N < 10 as larger
improvements are expected.

The results are shown in Figure 4. Only users
with 30 or more posts are included in this experi-
ment, so the CI values cannot be directly compared
to the results in Table 2. For all three indicators,
there is an upward trend in CI as N increases, with
a steeper increase for N < 5 and a more moderate
improvement for 5 < N ≤ 10. Beyond N = 10,
diminishing returns are observed for the longevity
and hostility indicators, meaning that delaying the
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Manosphere Stormfront
Training data Cent Host Long Cent Host Long
Manosphere 0.666 0.693 0.672 0.592 0.660 0.584
Stormfront – – – 0.635∗ 0.682∗ 0.603∗

Combined 0.662 0.689 0.667 0.635 0.705∗ 0.590
+ forum task 0.668 0.699 0.675 0.640∗ 0.721∗ 0.598

Table 4: Concordance index of multifactor models for
the Manosphere and Stormfront datasets.

prediction beyond this point is not well-justified. It
is worth noting that centrality still improves sub-
stantially beyond this point.

We are interested in the minimum improvement
in N which would constitute a significant improve-
ment in CI. We use randomised permutation testing
to evaluate the significance of the improvement at
each step for N < 10. The P-values for hostility
are shown in Table 3, with significance (P ≤ 0.05)
indicated in green. A significant improvement
(P = 0.029, shown in bold) is observed between 1
and 2 inputs. From 2, we would need to increase
the number of inputs to 6 to obtain a significant
improvement (P = 0.02). No further significant
improvements are possible in the observed range.
For centrality and longevity, following a similar
procedure yields significant improvements until
N = 8 and N = 6, respectively. As such, we
recommend using the initial 6 posts made by a user
to predict radicalisation as early as possible with a
good tradeoff in accuracy.

6.2 Application in other communities
This paper is concerned with radicalisation as a
general concept, and not only its specific manifes-
tation in the manosphere. As such, we also evaluate
our framework on the white supremacy platform
Stormfront, using the ExtremeBB dataset (Vu et al.,
2021). Applying the same filters as in Section 5.2,
we obtain a dataset of posts by 25 895 users. The
centrality and longevity indicators are calculated
as described in Section 3. The hostility indicator is
intended to capture the adoption of extreme ideas
from the community in question, which we oper-
ationalise using a lexicon. A list of 293 alt-right
phrases and symbols was scraped from Rational-
Wiki4 and is shared with the community. The indi-
cator labels for this dataset cannot be shared under
the ExtremeBB data agreement.

We expect to see differences in the numeric val-
ues of the indicators as their distributions will differ

4https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Alt-right_
glossary

between the populations. This is accounted for in
our framework by (i) applying min-max scaling to
the indicator values during training, and (ii) using
the CI metric for evaluation, which is concerned
with relative ordering rather than absolute values.

We evaluate a number of different training con-
figurations, with CI values at N = 10 shown
in Table 4. Using the best model as trained on
manosphere data, lower CI values are recorded
for all three indicators compared to the original
dataset. Training on the Stormfront dataset instead
improves the scores for all three indicators on the
same data (significant at the α = 0.05 level). Train-
ing on both datasets increases the CI for the hos-
tility prediction on Stormfront but reduces the CI
for all others. However, when the forum prediction
auxiliary task is included, there is a statistically sig-
nificant improvement on the centrality and hostility
metrics on the Stormfront data.

In conclusion, a drop in model performance is
to be expected if a model trained on data from one
extremist community is transferred to a different
community without any adjustment. However, joint
training on unrelated communities is useful if the
platform information is provided in the form of an
auxiliary task. Future work may explore training
on larger multi-community datasets.

7 Conclusion

We have proposed a framework for quantifying be-
haviours that are indicative of radicalisation. We in-
vestigated the interaction of these indicators using
a dataset of posts on extremist platforms and iden-
tified early signals that correspond to the eventual
indicator levels of an individual. We then devel-
oped and evaluated models that can preemptively
rank potentially at-risk users.

A comprehensive understanding of radicalisa-
tion requires inputs from several disciplines to cap-
ture the various contributing factors, including the
psychological, educational, economic, and social-
adjustment parameters of the individual. Capturing
these factors in a single predictive model is not
feasible within the current data landscape. Using
behaviour as a proxy for some of these parameters,
identifying the most predictive attributes, and mod-
elling them using NLP is a promising methodology.
We look forward to addressing more of these pa-
rameters in work across relevant disciplines.
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8 Limitations

We hope that this work will serve as a foundation
for further NLP work in this direction, which may
address some of the following limitations.

The hostility indicator is reliant on a lexicon,
which is a standard practice for work in this space.
Linguistic resources have been developed for many
online extremist communities. However, using
manually constructed lexicons is sub-optimal as
they are bound to have imperfect recall and they
are constructed for the community at a particular
point in time, which ignores the fact that commu-
nity language is highly dynamic.

The centrality indicator is intended to capture
social connectedness and is a well-established met-
ric for this purpose. However, extremist groups are
known to be prone splintering, a process whereby
the more extreme community members form sub-
groups with limited interaction with the larger com-
munity. This behaviour is highly indicative of radi-
calisation but is not captured by the centrality indi-
cator.

The longevity metric assumes that users who
churn early, do so because they are disengaging
from the group. It is also plausible that some users
may leave a community to seek out more extreme
groups. However, since early churn is commonly
observed in all extreme groups (Barrelle, 2010), we
assume that the former explanation holds true for
the majority of users.

Finally, our work builds on prior research in on-
line communities. More consideration could be
devoted to the characteristics that differentiate ex-
treme communities from online communities more
broadly.

9 Ethics

A motivation of our work is the ability to mon-
itor discussions and identify at-risk users in on-
line extremist communities. It could conceivably
be misused to profile and pre-emptively prosecute
individuals. Since our evaluation shows that the
predictive models are not perfectly accurate, that
would be a gross abuse of the technology, and we
do not release our models publicly to mitigate this
risk. However, the models can be useful as a part of
larger intelligence gathering systems, as mentioned
by Winter et al. (2020).

We would further like to reiterate that these are
not general purpose approaches for online discus-
sions, and that the indicators would not make sense

to signify radicalisation within more general so-
cial networks, where people engage on various top-
ics. We are specifically looking at individuals in
dedicated extremist forums, and aiming to antici-
pate how much they will become entrenched in the
commmunity and express ideas from the extremist
ideology.
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A Training specifications

In all experiments, we use a batch size of 32 and
ReLU activation functions between hidden layers.
We train with early stopping with a patience of 20
epochs. Models are developed in PyTorch. We use
a gridsearch to determine the best hyperparameter
values, experimenting with hidden layer sizes in
{32, 64, 128} and dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014)
with p ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.5}. The Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) optimiser is used, with η ∈ {1e−4, 5e−
4, 1e− 3}. The best value per model are reported
in Tables 5.
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Model Factor Dropout
(p)

Hidden units
per layer

Learning
rate

N = 5

Frequency features
Centrality 0.1 32 0.0005
Hostility 0.2 32 0.0005
Longevity 0.2 128 0.0005

Frequency + glossary features
Centrality 0.1 64 0.0005
Hostility 0.1 32 0.0005
Longevity 0.1 64 0.0005

Embeddings
Centrality 0.1 32 0.0001
Hostility 0.1 64 0.0001
Longevity 0.2 128 0.0005

Embeddings + features
Centrality 0.1 64 0.0005
Hostility 0.1 32 0.0001
Longevity 0.1 64 0.0005

Multifactor All 0.1 64 0.0005
+ forum aux.task All 0.1 128 0.0005

N = 10

Frequency features
Centrality 0.1 128 0.0005
Hostility 0.1 32 0.0005
Longevity 0.2 128 0.0005

Frequency + glossary features
Centrality 0.1 32 0.0005
Hostility 0.1 128 0.0005
Longevity 0.1 32 0.0005

Embeddings
Centrality 0.1 32 0.0001
Hostility 0.2 64 0.0001
Longevity 0.1 128 0.0005

Embeddings + features
Centrality 0.1 32 0.0001
Hostility 0.2 64 0.0001
Longevity 0.1 128 0.0005

Multifactor All 0.1 128 0.0005
+ forum aux.task All 0.1 128 0.0001

Table 5: Hyperparameters for per-factor models.
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Abstract

The automated detection of conspiracy theories
online typically relies on supervised learning.
However, creating respective training data re-
quires expertise, time and mental resilience,
given the often harmful content. Moreover,
available datasets are predominantly in English
and often keyword-based, introducing a token-
level bias into the models. Our work addresses
the task of detecting conspiracy theories in Ger-
man Telegram messages. We compare the per-
formance of supervised fine-tuning approaches
using BERT-like models with prompt-based ap-
proaches using Llama2, GPT-3.5, and GPT-4
which require little or no additional training
data. We use a dataset of∼4, 000 messages col-
lected during the COVID-19 pandemic, without
the use of keyword filters.

Our findings demonstrate that both approaches
can be leveraged effectively: For supervised
fine-tuning, we report an F1 score of ∼ 0.8
for the positive class, making our model com-
parable to recent models trained on keyword-
focused English corpora. We demonstrate our
model’s adaptability to intra-domain temporal
shifts, achieving F1 scores of ∼0.7. Among
prompting variants, the best model is GPT-4,
achieving an F1 score of ∼0.8 for the positive
class in a zero-shot setting and equipped with a
custom conspiracy theory definition.

1 Introduction

Conspiracy theories (CTs) are not a new phe-
nomenon, but digital communication on social
networks and messenger services allows them to
spread at an unprecedented speed and scale. This
becomes particularly acute in times of crisis, such
as the COVID-19 pandemic (Kou et al., 2017; Shah-
savari et al., 2020), when individuals turn to sim-
plistic narratives in an attempt to restore clarity and
alleviate feelings of powerlessness (Sunstein and
Vermeule, 2009; Douglas et al., 2017). The spread

of CTs can hinder informed decision-making and
erode public trust in institutions. Many conspiracy
theories promote dehumanizing, racist, antisemitic,
or otherwise objectionable worldviews, and have
contributed to an increase in hate speech and hate
crimes both online and offline (Gover et al., 2020;
Vergani et al., 2022).

Although the automated detection of related phe-
nomena such as misinformation or fake news has
made notable strides (Zhou and Zafarani, 2020;
Aïmeur et al., 2023; Chen and Shu, 2023), con-
spiracy theories remain relatively underexplored.
Moreover, prior research has predominantly fo-
cused on English-language data, commonly built
through pre-filtering of corpora using keywords
that introduce a bias towards a few particular CTs
and rather explicit narratives. This limits the under-
standing regarding the efficacy of existing model-
ing approaches in broader thematic contexts, and
the practical applicability of such models for civil
society organizations that often monitor, e.g., entire
communities rather than posts containing specific
keywords. Our work addresses this gap by un-
dertaking a comprehensive modeling attempt for
automated CT detection in German-language texts.
We leverage an annotated dataset from the pan-
demic time, randomly sampled from public Tele-
gram channels known for disseminating conspiracy
narratives (Steffen et al., 2023), without relying on
keyword-based filtering.

We compare text classification approaches us-
ing supervised fine-tuning with BERT-based mod-
els (Devlin et al., 2019), and prompt-based clas-
sification using generative models including the
closed models GPT-3.5 and GPT-4, and the open
model Llama 2. Our first objective is to determine
whether BERT-based models fine-tuned on a cor-
pus obtained without keyword-based filtering can
achieve a performance in a similar range as models
trained on English keyword-based online datasets
(RQ1). Next, we investigate the model’s practi-
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cal utilization by evaluating it in a wider range
of channels and a different time frame within the
same platform (RQ2). We then investigate whether
prompt-based models can match or even surpass
models obtained through supervised fine-tuning
(RQ3), and explore the impact of different configu-
rations on their performance, including zero-shot
vs. few-shot, provided definition, and output con-
straints (RQ4).

With regard to RQ1, we present the model Tel-
ConGBERT which achieves a macro-averaged F1
score of score of 0.85 (0.79 for the positive and 0.9
for the negative class, respectively). This perfor-
mance is close to that of other models trained to
detect conspiracy theories in English language so-
cial media posts obtained through keyword-based
filtering (with F1 scores around 0.85, see Section
2.1). When applying the model to data from later
time ranges (RQ2), it shows moderate to good per-
formance (F1 score of up to 0.72 for the positive
class). Regarding RQ3, both the supervised fine-
tuning and the prompting approach achieve results
in the same range, with no statistically significant
difference. Nevertheless, the models’ predictions
disagree on 15% of the test data. A notable obser-
vation regarding RQ4 is the superiority of zero-shot
models over few-shot models, confirming the re-
sults reported by, e.g., Chae and Davidson (2023).
The best performing and most stable generative
model is GPT-4, provided with a tailored expert
definition of CTs, while the performance of GPT-
3.5 and Llama 2 is less robust with regard to input
configurations and output constraints.

2 Related Work

In research, the term conspiracy theory is often
used synonymously with disinformation, misinfor-
mation, rumors, or fake news (Mahl et al., 2022).
While these phenomena can overlap (e.g., by us-
ing misinformation to support a conspiracy theory),
CTs have distinct features: They assert a strong
belief in a secret group intending to control institu-
tions or even the world through intentionally caus-
ing complex, often unsolved events. (Mahl et al.,
2022; Sunstein and Vermeule, 2009). CTs offer
alternative interpretations by attributing events to
hidden powerful figures. They typically involve ac-
tors such as corrupt elites pursuing malicious goals,
such as population control, through strategies like
microchip insertion via vaccinations (Samory and
Mitra, 2018). In the realm of social media and

messaging services, complex narratives are often
fragmented, especially when the audience is as-
sumed to be partly informed (Sadler, 2021; Ernst
et al., 2017).

2.1 Supervised Fine-Tuning of (small) LMs

The increasing dissemination of conspiracy theo-
ries in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic has
prompted computational efforts for their large scale
detection and analysis. A fundamental step in such
efforts is typically the creation of labeled datasets
by human experts or crowd annotators. Until re-
cently, Twitter has been an important source of
data. Pogorelov et al. (2021b) compiled a dataset
of ∼10, 000 tweets containing keywords related to
COVID-19 and 5G, and trained a binary classifica-
tion model which attained an F1 score of 0.84. The
dataset was later extended to the COCO dataset
(Langguth et al., 2023), which also contains labels
indicating whether a tweet relates to or supports a
mentioned CT.

Phillips et al. (2022) compiled ∼ 3, 000 texts
based on keywords related to climate change, the
COVID-19 virus, and the Epstein-Maxwell trial. A
macro-F1 score of 0.9 was achieved, indicating that
even smaller corpora can be sufficient in a restricted
scenario1. Moffitt et al. (2021) collected a dataset
of ∼8, 000 tweets by using search terms related to
CTs. They fine-tuned a BERT model and the spe-
cialized COVID-Twitter-BERT model CT-BERT
(Müller et al., 2023), achieving an F1 score of 0.87
on a test set of 200 tweets. CT-BERT and other
models adapted for Twitter or COVID-19 have also
been successfully used for the ‘FakeNews: Corona
Virus and Conspiracies Multimedia Analysis Task’
(Pogorelov et al., 2021a) in the MediaEval chal-
lenge 2021, see, e.g., (Peskine et al., 2023; Vaigh
et al., 2021).

When interpreting the performance of these mod-
els, it is important to take into account that the un-
derlying corpora were obtained through keyword-
based filtering. This is a typical step in pipelines
for the automated detection of CTs and related
phenomena (Marcellino et al., 2021; Memon and
Carley, 2020; Moffitt et al., 2021; Medina Serrano
et al., 2020), usually deemed necessary to obtain a
sufficient number of examples from the target class
(sometimes even as high as 75% in Phillips et al.
(2022)). As shown by the authors of the LOCO

1The corpus was created using the terms epsteincoverup,
GhislaineMaxwellTrial, JeffreyEpstein, LolitaExpress, Pe-
dophileIsland, epsteinDidntKillHimself.
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dataset(Miani et al., 2021), CT related keywords
such as ‘big pharma’ or ‘NWO’ can already serve
as a well performing binary classifier of CT con-
tent for some types of content such as standalone
web-documents.

However, as such filters narrow the scope to texts
explicitly mentioning pre-defined signal terms, it
is unclear whether similar performance is realistic
for broader data cohorts.2). Diverging from this
paradigm, the TelCovACT dataset, which we uti-
lize in this article, consists of ∼4, 000 messages
randomly sampled from around 100 public Ger-
man Telegram channels previously identified as
frequently disseminating CTs and misinformation
in the context of COVID-19 (Steffen et al., 2023).
It was annotated with regard to the occurrence of
CTs, narrative components and stance. The col-
lection procedure ensured a decent proportion of
relevant samples (around 36%). Furthermore, fo-
cusing on Telegram data enables researchers to
analyze a domain with hardly any content modera-
tion (Holzer, 2021; Hoseini et al., 2023; Salheiser
and Richter, 2020; Winter et al., 2021), providing
a haven for accounts ‘deplatformed’ from major
platforms due to spreading of disinformation and
hate speech (Curley et al., 2022; Zeitung, 2021).
As such, we believe that it requires more attention
from research.

2.2 Zero-Shot and Few-Shot Classification

The availability of advanced autoregressive Large
Language Models (LLMs) stimulated research into
their capacity to detect deceptive and harmful on-
line content, including misinformation (Bang et al.,
2023; Pan et al., 2023; Chen and Shu, 2023), hate
speech (Li et al., 2023), toxic language (Wang
and Chang, 2022), antisemitism (Pustet and Mi-
haljević, 2024), or racism and sexism (Chiu et al.,
2021). Such models enable text classification with
prompts containing minimal (few-shot) or even no
(zero-shot) in-context examples. Prompting, the
design of textual instructions for the model, plays
a vital role: These instructions may shape response
formats, guide model focus, or offer additional in-
formation like definitions or in-context examples
(Liu et al., 2023; White et al., 2023).

Initial evaluations show that these models can
outperform human annotators in content modera-

2It should be noted that keyword-based pre-filtering not
necessarily results in a limited set of CTs, as this clearly
depends on the set of selected keywords (cf. methods in
(Miani et al., 2021)

tion (Gilardi et al., 2023) and political text classifi-
cation (Törnberg, 2023). When tasked with the de-
tection of hateful, offensive, and toxic (HOT) con-
tent, GPT-3.5-turbo achieved F1 scores between
0.43 to 0.67 for the positive class of the respective
HOT category, with an approximate accuracy of
80% compared to crowdworkers’ annotations (Li
et al., 2023). Huang et al. (2023) demonstrated
ChatGPT’s capability not only in identifying 80%
of implicit hateful tweets from the LatentHatred
dataset (ElSherief et al., 2021) but also in generat-
ing explanations of comparable quality to human
annotators. Mendelsohn et al. (2023) evaluated
GPT-3 and GPT-4 on the task of identifying ‘dog
whistles’, finding that performance varies greatly
across different target groups.

Comparisons between fine-tuned small LMs and
prompting-based experiments with LLMs yield in-
conclusive results, which vary depending on the
task, corpus, and experimental setting (Russo et al.,
2023; Bang et al., 2023; Pelrine et al., 2023; Pustet
and Mihaljević, 2024). Fine-tuned BERT-based
models can compete or even outperform genera-
tive models, at significantly reduced costs (Chae
and Davidson, 2023; Mu et al., 2023; Yu et al.,
2023). Pelrine et al. (2023) conduct extensive ex-
periments on detecting misinformation, comparing
small LMs with GPT-4 in settings similar to ours.
GPT-4 achieves the highest performance (F1 score
of 0.68) for binary classification when predicting a
probabilistic score with a threshold optimized on a
validation set.

Liu et al. (2024) used a corpus created from
the COCO dataset (Langguth et al., 2023) and an
annotated subset of the LOCO dataset (Mompelat
et al., 2022) to fine-tune an emotion-based LLM for
five prompt-based classification tasks, comparing
it to a number of baselines. The best model in the
binary classification task achieved an F1 score of
0.74, while the ChatGPT baseline F1 score was
0.66. Several works use prompt-based zero shot
classification with ChatGPT to establish baselines,
reporting F1 scores around 0.40 (Lei and Huang,
2023), 0.66 (Liu et al., 2024), or a macro-averaged
F1 score of 0.44 (Poddar et al., 2024).

Other findings point to certain limitations and
inconsistencies of prompt-based approaches. These
include the non-deterministic outputs of GPT-3 and
Llama 2, as well as the substantial impact of minor
prompt variations on the models’ outputs (Reiss,
2023; Mu et al., 2023; Khatun and Brown, 2023).
Chae and Davidson (2023) observed a decline in
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performance in few-shot scenarios compared to
zero-shot settings.

Some studies focus on deceptive content in low-
resource languages. Kuznetsova et al. (2023), for
example, conduct prompt-based experiments in
Ukrainian, Russian, and English, albeit with a
small dataset containing only five statements per
language across five topics, including one CT state-
ment each. The ACTI challenge (Russo et al., 2023)
utilized an Italian-language Telegram dataset, re-
sulting in models with F1 scores between 0.78 and
0.86. The data compilation procedure is similar
to that of TelCovACT (that we utilize). However,
the final dataset is smaller in size and appears to
be skewed towards four CTs (data selection and
annotation process are not fully clear). To the best
of our knowledge, our work is the first to compre-
hensively evaluate prompt-based approaches for
the automated detection of German-language con-
spiracy theories.

3 Data and Methods

3.1 Dataset

We employ the dataset TelCovACT (Steffen et al.,
2023), in whose creation we participated and which
is accessible upon request. It contains 3,663
German-language messages from public Telegram
channels known for their opposition to pandemic
countermeasures. The messages were posted be-
tween March 11, 2020, and December 19, 2021.
The dataset was annotated by an interdisciplinary
research team with regards to three aspects: (1)
the presence of a CT, indicated by a binary label,
(2) narrative components of a CT, including ac-
tor, strategy, goal, and references to known CTs
(e.g. #NWO), and (3) the stance, which can be
belief, authenticating, directive, rhetorical question,
disbelief, neutral or uncertain. The models and
experiments presented in this paper consider the
binary task only. Around 36% of the texts contain
CTs, 95% of which express belief in the communi-
cated content. The two most frequently identified
narrative components were strategy (72%) and ac-
tor (64%). Only 26% of the records contained all
of actor, strategy, and goal, indicating that the ma-
jority of narratives are fragmented. For the positive
class, we include only texts that express belief, and
exclude texts that contain only a reference (such
as a hashtag), in order to prevent the model from
focusing solely on explicit signal words. Table 1
provides an overview of the dataset split for train-

ing and evaluation.

Dataset Negative class Positive class
Train (80%) 1,873 886
Validation (10%) 241 104
Test (10%) 230 115
Total 2,344 1,105

Table 1: Training, validation and test dataset sizes.

3.2 Supervised Fine-Tuning
As a first step, we evaluated nine pre-trained BERT-
based models to determine the most promising ones
for the subsequent experiments. The models were
selected from Huggingface based on their suitabil-
ity for German texts, relevance to the TelCovACT
corpus, and popularity within the platform. Var-
ious combinations of model- and dataset-related
hyperparameters were evaluated through Bayesian
optimization. No German models specifically de-
signed for pandemic-related documents or for data
from Telegram were found3. As previous studies
have shown improved performance through further
pre-training (retraining) on in-domain data (Belt-
agy et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2019; Nguyen et al.,
2020), we also applied this step to the pre-trained
model that performed best in the initial experiment.
Details on fine-tuning and retraining are provided
in the appendix. Additionally, we compared the per-
formance of the best BERT-based model with a gen-
erative model, GPT-3 davinci-002, fine-tuned us-
ing default hyperparameters. To ensure the model
adhered to the most probable answer, the tempera-
ture was set to 0. To restrict the outputs to 0 and 1,
we set a maximum of one token and adjusted the
logit bias for the corresponding token IDs to 100.

3.3 Prompt-Based Setting
We evaluate the models GPT-3.5
(gpt-3.5-turbo-0613), GPT-4 (gpt-4-0613),
and Llama 2 (Llama2-70b-chat). Although
Llama 2 was primarily trained on English data
(Touvron et al., 2023), it was selected due to the
absence of scientifically evaluated open alterna-
tives for German texts. Preliminary experiments
showed that Llama 2 has a basic comprehension of
German and can differentiate texts related to CTs,
justifying its inclusion.

All GPT model experiments were carried out
through OpenAI’s API4, while Llama 2 was ac-

3The COVID-Twitter-BERT model (Müller et al., 2023)
was exclusively trained on English language data.

4https://openai.com/
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cessed via Replicate’s API5.

3.3.1 Zero-Shot

Experiments were conducted in two settings: a bi-
nary prediction task with answer options limited to
‘Yes’ and ‘No’, and a probabilistic prediction task
that required predicting a probability score between
0 and 1. We opted for this approach that was also
applied by Li et al. (2023) to assess the model’s
confidence, as recent research indicates the ability
of LLMs to articulate better-calibrated confidences
using (numerically) verbalized probability scores
compared to the internal conditional probabilities
(Tian et al., 2023). The experimental setup varied
additionally in terms of the definition of CTs pro-
vided to the model: a) a custom definition based
on the annotation guide used for the TelCovACT
dataset, b) a 100-word version of Lorem Ipsum,
and c) no definition. The same prompt structure
was used for GPT and Llama 2 to ensure compara-
bility, with minor adjustments to achieve a parsable
output with Llama 2. See Table 7 and 8 in the
Appendix for the concrete prompts.

3.3.2 Few-Shot

For this experiment, the model was provided with
a set of in-context examples and corresponding la-
bels. It was then tasked to classify a given text by
returning the corresponding label (cf. Table 9 in the
Appendix). To evaluate robustness, we composed
ten sets of 14 in-context examples, each compris-
ing seven randomly selected instances for the posi-
tive and the negative class. The sampling of posi-
tive examples reflected the distribution of narrative
components (actor, strategy, goal) in the dataset,
including two messages with one component, three
messages with two, and two messages with three
components. While some studies propose that se-
lecting in-context examples based on their semantic
similarity with the target message can enhance per-
formance (Liu et al., 2021), it may not be feasible
in real-world situations, as it would require a sub-
stantial array of different examples, nullifying the
advantage over supervised fine-tuning approaches.
Therefore, we opted to use random sampling of in-
context examples. To avoid lengthening the input
and due to cost considerations, we made the deci-
sion not to include a definition in this experiment.

5https://replicate.com/

3.4 Comparison of models
Relevant differences in model performances are
tested for statistical significance using suitable tests,
mainly the t test and McNemar’s test, with signifi-
cance level of 0.05 (Japkowicz and Shah, 2011).

4 Results

4.1 Supervised Fine-Tuning
Based on the initial assessment, the pre-trained
model deepset/gbert-base was selected as the
most suitable. However, most models produced
comparable results, suggesting their usefulness for
the task. We present the fine-tuned model that
achieved the best F1 score for the positive class
and a possibly balanced precision and recall on the
validation set during hyperparameter tuning. Table
2 displays the model’s performance on the test set,
with an F1 score of 0.75 for the positive class and
a macro-averaged F1 score of 0.82.6 As expected,
applying the same hyperparameter optimization to
the additionally pre-trained model resulted in sig-
nificantly higher scores: As Table 2 shows, the F1
score on the positive class increases to 0.79, espe-
cially due to an improvement in precision. Note
that, in contrast to the previous experiments, several
hyperparameter configurations yielded satisfactory
results, indicating an overall improved suitability
of the domain-adapted model.

The last column in Table 2 presents the test set
performance of the GPT-3 davinci model. Fine-
tuned solely with standard hyperparameters, it
achieves performance almost as good as the fine-
tuned domain-adapted BERT-based model. In fact,
the difference between these two models is not sta-
tistically significant. This demonstrates that achiev-
ing comparable performance with a model much
larger than BERT requires significantly less effort
in fine-tuning.

The retrained model that achieved the best F1
score among the fine-tuned models will be referred
to as TelConGBERT.

4.1.1 Intra-Domain and Temporal Transfer
To evaluate the robustness of TelConGBERT, we
annotated two ‘transfer datasets’ following the an-
notation scheme of the utilized dataset TelCovACT
(Steffen et al., 2023). The additional data was pro-
vided by Bundesarbeitsgemeinschaft ‘Gegen Hass

6Replacing the cross-entropy loss with the self-adjusting
dice loss during hyperparameter optimization resulted in a
slightly higher recall for class 1. However, this came at the
cost of a lower precision, and subsequently a lower F1 score.
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Table 2: Performance of the best fine-tuned models,
for the base model deepset/gbert-base, the retrained
model TelConGBERT, and GPT-3 davinci. The highest
scores for each metric are highlighted in bold.

Metric Class Base Retrained GPT-3

Precision 0 0.87 0.88 0.87
1 0.76 0.83 0.83

Recall 0 0.89 0.92 0.93
1 0.73 0.76 0.71

F1 score 0 0.88 0.90 0.89
1 0.75 0.79 0.77
macro 0.82 0.85 0.83

Accuracy 0.83 0.87 0.86

im Netz’ (BAG)7, an NGO that monitors hateful
communication on Telegram in the long term, and
has categorized a large number of Telegram chan-
nels based on their ideological stance. Our sam-
ple covers channels categorized as conspiracism
(’Konspirationismus’) and right-wing extremism
(’Rechtsextremismus’).

For the first transfer dataset, we randomly se-
lected 1,000 messages from these channels that
were posted within the three months immediately
following the time range of TelCovACT (mid De-
cember 2021 to March 31, 2022). For the second
set, we sampled 1,000 messages posted between
April 1, 2022, and July 31, 2023, thus extending
the time frame to include more recent topics. To
test the model with more intricate examples, we
restricted to channels categorized under the subcat-
egories ’QAnon’ and ’conspiracy ideology’ (Ver-
schwörungsideologie).

It should be noted that both transfer sets were
sampled from a wider range of channels than the
TelCovACT dataset: Set 1 covers a total of 1,021
channels, out of which only 66 were represented in
TelCovACT, while set 2 covers 450 channels, out
of which only 46 overlap.

Messages that were considered too short after
removing URLs and author handles were excluded.

Table 3 presents the performance of
TelConGBERT on the two transfer datasets:
For set 1, the model achieves an F1 score of 0.72
for the positive class and a macro-averaged F1
score of 0.84, which is close to its performance
on the test set (see Table 2). For set 2, we report
an F1 score of 0.67 for the positive class. The
decrease in performance suggests challenges
due to the broader temporal and topical scope of
the data. However, the results demonstrate that
TelConGBERT has moderate to good transferability,

7https://bag-gegen-hass.net/

providing a positive answer to RQ2.

Table 3: Performance of TelConGBERT on data sourced
from an expanded set of channels within a time frame
following the training data.

Metric Class
Transfer
dataset 1

Transfer
dataset 2

Support 0 672 589
1 84 (11%) 88 (13%)

Precision 0 0.98 0.96
1 0.64 0.64

Recall 0 0.94 0.94
1 0.82 0.7

F1 score 0 0.96 0.95
1 0.72 0.67
macro 0.84 0.81

Accuracy 0.93 0.91

4.2 Zero-Shot Classification

Table 4 presents the results of the zero-shot exper-
iments. To binarize the probabilistic outputs, we
computed an optimal threshold for each model on
the validation set based on precision-recall-curves.
With optimal thresholds of 0.8 for GPT-3.5, 0.7
for GPT-4 and 0.85 for Llama 2, respectively, the
models appear to be sub-optimally calibrated.

Table 4: Zero-shot performance by model, provided
definition, and prediction type (binary vs. probabilistic).
In the probabilistic setting, scores ≥ a model-specific
threshold are assigned to class 1. Highest scores for
each prediction setting are highlighted in bold.

Model Definition F1_0 F1_1 macro
F1

Acc.

Binary classification

GPT-3.5
Custom 0.87 0.68 0.78 0.82
Lorem Ipsum 0.86 0.63 0.75 0.80
None 0.87 0.72 0.8 0.83

GPT-4
Custom 0.89 0.79 0.84 0.86
Lorem Ipsum – – – –
None 0.84 0.75 0.8 0.81

Llama 2
Custom 0.85 0.59 0.72 0.79
Lorem Ipsum 0.81 0.08 0.44 0.68
None 0.87 0.63 0.75 0.81

Probabilistic classification

GPT-3.5
Custom 0.83 0.72 0.78 0.79
Lorem Ipsum 0.86 0.76 0.81 0.82
None 0.84 0.72 0.78 0.80

GPT-4
Custom 0.89 0.79 0.84 0.86
Lorem Ipsum – – – –
None 0.84 0.74 0.79 0.80

Llama 2
Custom 0.56 0.60 0.58 0.58
Lorem Ipsum 0.71 0.61 0.66 0.67
None 0.64 0.63 0.64 0.63

The best performing model was GPT-4 with
an F1 score of 0.79 for the positive class and
a macro-averaged F1 score of 0.84. The model
performs best when provided with the custom
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definition.8 Within each of the two settings (bi-
nary/probabilistic), the best performing GPT-4
model is statistically significantly better than the
other models. GPT-4 performs equally well in the
binary and the probabilistic setting (no statistically
significant difference), with disagreement on only
7 out of 345 texts from the test set. Also, there is no
significant difference compared to TelConGBERT.

In contrast to GPT-4 and our expectations, GPT-
3.5 does not achieve its best performance with a
custom definition. It attains its highest F1 score
for the positive class in probabilistic prediction
with the Lorem Ipsum definition. While most of
the performance differences for GPT-3.5 are not
significant, e.g. providing no definition vs. Lorem
Ipsum in the probabilistic setting, some are, e.g.
probabilistic vs. binary setting using Lorem Ipsum.

Llama 2 underperforms compared to both GPT
models. We assume this to be due to the model’s
low exposure to non-English training data (Touvron
et al., 2023). The model achieves its best F1 score
on the positive class without a definition, both in
the binary and probabilistic settings. It produces
similar scores for each definition in the probabilis-
tic setting, but its performance varies greatly in
the binary setting, ranging from F1 scores for the
positive class from 0.08 to 0.63.

Further experiments showed that even minor
and semantically negligible modifications of the
prompt, such as changing the notation or the order
of labels, impacted the performance of both GPT-
3.5 and Llama 2. Additionally, formatting Llama
2’s output in a parsable format was more difficult
than for GPT models. Further investigation into
this issue is required, e.g. to determine whether
this is a language-independent issue. Moreover,
that fact for both models, the optimal definition
setting depends on the prediction setting, suggests
that both are less robust than GPT-4.

All models, except for Llama 2 in one experi-
ment, have higher F1 scores for class 0 compared
to class 1, mirroring the trends observed in super-
vised fine-tuning. This outcome is expected due to
the predominance of negative examples and their
overall easier detection (Li et al., 2020).

In summary, concerning RQ3, we can conclude
that GPT-4’s performance in the zero-shot setting
with a custom definition of conspiracy narratives is

8Due to its higher performance with a custom definition
compared to the setting without a definition, and for cost
reasons, we did not conduct the Lorem Ipsum definition ex-
periment for GPT-4.

Table 5: Few-shot performance targeting binary label
prediction. The values represent the mean ± standard
deviation from ten runs using distinct training sets.

Mean ± SD
Class GPT-3.5 GPT-4 Llama 2

Precision 0 0.88±0.03 0.93±0.02 0.64±0.26
1 0.59±0.04 0.59±0.05 0.34±0.06

Recall 0 0.72±0.06 0.68±0.08 0.29±0.23
1 0.80±0.07 0.89±0.05 0.75±0.22

F1 0 0.79±0.03 0.78±0.05 0.36±0.22
1 0.68±0.02 0.7 ± 0.03 0.45±0.07
macro 0.73±0.02 0.74±0.03 0.41± 0.1

Accuracy 0.75±0.03 0.75±0.04 0.43± 0.1

comparable to that of the best supervised fine-tuned
model, TelConGBERT.

4.3 Few-Shot Classification

Table 5 shows that in the few-shot setting, all exper-
iments produced inferior results compared to the
corresponding zero-shot setting. These findings res-
onate with the conclusions drawn in a recent study
by Chae and Davidson (2023). The F1 score for
the positive class hovers around 0.7, while nearly
0.8 are achieved in zero-shot settings. It could be
assumed that the lower performance in the few-shot
setting is due to the lack of a definition. However,
the performance also falls below that of zero-shot
prompts without definition. Notably, there is no
statistically significant advantage of GPT-4 over
its predecessor GPT-3.5 in this setting. In contrast,
Llama 2 shows instability in few-shot scenarios,
with high standard deviations. The model’s outputs
were also difficult to control, resulting in unusable
data for analysis. Regarding the fact that Llama 2
was trained mainly on English-language data, its
instability may be caused by the larger amount of
German input in the few-shot setting.

Few-shot experiments took 8 hours for GPT-3.5,
24 hours for GPT-4, and 15 hours for Llama 2.

4.4 Comparative analysis

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the dataset TelCov-
ACT encompasses information whether a text com-
municating CTs alludes to the narrative compo-
nents actor, strategy, and goal. Expert annotators
faced the most challenges when the narrative was
fragmented in the sense that not all three of these
components were simultaneously present (Steffen
et al., 2023). This raises the question of whether
detection models encounter the same difficulties.
Furthermore, there is a broader question regarding
the overlap in the models’ predictions, particularly
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between TelConGBERT and the best prompt-based
model (GPT-4, binary, custom definition).

When tested against positive samples, both
TelConGBERT and GPT-4 demonstrate enhanced
performance when at least two of the three com-
ponent are simultaneously present (82% and 88%
detected, respectively) compared to highly frag-
mented narratives in which only one component
was present (61% and 69% detected, respectively).
This supports the hypothesis that increased frag-
mentation of the conspiracy narrative challenges
the model’s detection capabilities.

Moreover, the prediction probabilities of
TelConGBERT and the output scores of the best
GPT-4 model in probabilistic mode correlate with
the fragmentation score of a text in the positive
class, defined as the number of missing narrative
components (thus ranging between 0 and 2), as
shown in Table 6. (Note that the scores are only
meaningful per model.) For GPT-3.5, on the con-
trary, no clear trend is visible.

Table 6: Mean probability and probabilistic output score,
respectively, grouped by fragmentation score of the test
data.

fragmentation
score TelConGBERT GPT-4 GPT-3.5

0 0.9 0.78 0.76
1 0.85 0.77 0.78
2 0.81 0.63 0.71

While TelConGBERT and GPT-4 achieve compa-
rable performance, their predictions do not align
too well. In fact, the models do not agree on 15% of
the test data. Fragmentation, however, seems not to
explain the divergence in assessment. It would be
interesting to explore the differences in more detail,
by e.g. allowing the prompting models to produce
explanations and analyzing these qualitatively.

4.5 Application of TelConGBERT

As posited initially, models adept at detecting texts
that propagate CTs can be invaluable for entities
monitoring communications on both mainstream
and fringe platforms. To indicate some insights
that can be gained from utilizing such a model
in practice, we applied TelConGBERT to a total
of 2,358,751 messages that were posted between
March 11, 2020, and December 19, 2021, on one
of 215 public channels that heavily focused on
mobilization against Corona measures in German-
speaking regions. Details regarding the channel
selection can be found in the Appendix.

The model estimated that an average of 11.74%
of all messages circulated CTs, translating to over a
quarter-million such messages. In fact, the average
frequency of messages per channel communicating
CTs stood higher at 13.3%, as one of the extremely
populous channels, boasting more than 100,000
messages during the examined time frame, had a
mere 2.5 messages predicted by the model as part
of the positive class. Delving deeper into the 178
channels that dispersed a minimum of 500 mes-
sages during this period, the ones most rife with
conspiracy-laden communication were: ‘freiAuf’
(with 40% out of 1,323 messages), ‘DanielPrinzOf-
fiziell’ (38.7% from 3,084 messages), and ‘stefan-
magnet’ (36.1% out of 714 messages). On narrow-
ing our focus to channels dispatching over 1,000
messages, the ‘ATTILAHILDMANN’ channel, as-
sociated with its notorious namesake conspiracy
theorist and antisemite, ranks third with 34.1% of
respective posts. A cursory glance at the descrip-
tions of these channels corroborates the model’s
evaluations. For instance, ‘freiAuf’, shorthand
for ‘Freiheitliche Aufklärung’ (engl.: Liberty en-
lightenment), headlines its Facebook page with the
claim, “if you’re not convinced, watch this video
which explains that the virus is a cover for 5G.”
‘DanielPrinzOffiziell’ is operated by Daniel Prinz,
who gained notoriety through his book ‘Wenn das
die Menschheit wüsste...’ (engl.: If only mankind
knew that ...), and promises to provide insights on
the background to politics, Corona, and Deep State.

5 Summary, Discussion and Future Work

We comprehensively evaluated fine-tuning and
prompting based approaches to classify Telegram
posts obtained without keyword filters regarding
the presence of conspiracy theories. Several of our
modelling approaches demonstrate performance
close to that of existing models for keyword-
constrained English-language corpora. It is note-
worthy that detecting conspiracy theories in Tele-
gram posts is challenging, even for expert anno-
tators, as evidenced by a Cohen’s kappa value of
0.7 on the dataset utilized (Steffen et al., 2023).9

We thus encourage data compilation strategies that
mitigate keyword bias and better reflect real-world
application scenarios, even when dealing with chal-
lenging tasks and datasets.

9Solopova et al. (2021) report κ = 0.65 as interrater agree-
ment on message-level assignment of categories of harmful
language in data from one Telegram channel of Donald Trump
supporters.
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Our best supervised fine-tuning approach
TelConGBERT presents a viable and dependable
choice that will be made available for researchers
and NGOs in this field.

With regard to RQ2, our evaluation of tempo-
ral transfer scenarios within Telegram offers prac-
tical insights into model adaptation, suggesting
that models like TelConGBERT can be applied in
real-world scenarios with modest additional anno-
tation and fine-tuning efforts. In collaboration with
NGOs, we will conduct a transdisciplinary research
project aimed at optimizing the real-world deploy-
ment of TelConGBERT to monitor CTs on Telegram.
We will investigate strategies for efficiently acquir-
ing samples to update training data, methods for
effectively communicating overall error rates and
individual probabilities to end users, and mecha-
nisms for collecting and integrating user feedback.
These efforts address the current gap in practical
applications of detection models for political texts
(cf., e.g., (Salminen et al., 2021; Kotarcic et al.,
2023)), while exploring opportunities for transdis-
ciplinary collaborations to maintain and improve
these technologies. Furthermore, this work will
expand the dataset TelCovACT by posts on dif-
ferent topics and from other Telegram channels.
Extending it further by texts from other platforms
would be beneficial, as a larger, more diverse cor-
pus would allow for the exploration of CT detection
in German on a more realistic corpus.

Nevertheless, it is essential to acknowledge
that continuous annotation by experts requires re-
sources and time, while exposing annotators to
mental stress. Zero-shot classification using GPT-
4, and even GPT-3.5, offers an alternative with
competitive performance that does not require ex-
plicit training data. However, it comes with its own
set of challenges, primarily associated with high
computational and monetary costs at prediction
time, and its proprietary character. The decision re-
garding which approach to adopt ultimately hinges
on the specific use case and available resources.
Practitioners contemplating the integration of such
models into real-world scenarios must carefully
evaluate their needs and constraints to determine
the optimal path (Chae and Davidson, 2023).

Our findings have demonstrated that few-shot
learning consistently produces suboptimal out-
comes when compared to zero-shot scenarios. Ad-
ditionally, this approach necessitates more time,
resources, and financial investment than zero-shot
learning. As other research has shown, the decline

in performance within few-shot settings might stem
from the fact that “some examples may negatively
impact performance when compared to using the
prompt alone, potentially due to their increased
length and complexity” (Chae and Davidson, 2023).
While strategic sampling might mitigate these neg-
ative impact, this method might not be practically
viable in real-world scenarios, as argued in Sec-
tion 3.3.2. Nevertheless, alternative strategies for
selecting in-context examples warrant further ex-
ploration. For instance, investigating aspects such
as the impact of total input length could shed light
on whether reduced examples (i.e., shorter input
length) yield better results than longer inputs (Chae
and Davidson, 2023; Zhang et al., 2022). Addition-
ally, our experiments employed an equal distribu-
tion of examples from positive and negative classes.
However, a well-balanced set of examples does
not have to consistently enhance performance or re-
duce variance. Some experiments even suggest that
the model might not require exposure to examples
for all labels (Zhang et al., 2022). Considering this,
experimenting with different label balances, such
as providing only positive examples, could offer an
approach applicable to real-world scenarios with
limited financial resources.

The outputs of Llama 2 experiments were chal-
lenging to control and at times hard to explain,
especially in the few-shot setting. Furthermore, the
stark predominance of English pre-training data of
the model may have contributed to the model’s
struggle with processing German-language in-
put. Against this background, fine-tuning German-
specific Llama 2 models as well as the utilization
of other open models for German texts would be
a promising area for future work, hopefully allow-
ing for results comparable to TelConGBERT and
GPT-4 at lower mental and monetary cost.

Another prospective direction for future re-
search, particularly in examining differences be-
tween prompt-based and supervised fine-tuning ap-
proaches, entails analyzing the reasonings gener-
ated by prompting models. We have already con-
ducted some exploratory experiments to obtain re-
spective output, and are planning to continue fur-
ther in this direction. Nevertheless, expectations
regarding achieving very high F1 scores should
be toned down however. The task of CT detec-
tion remains complex due to the complexity of the
phenomenon, and often defies binary classification.
Acknowledging this complexity is vital, particu-
larly regarding real-world application.
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A Appendix

A.1 Ethical Considerations

Our research adheres to established ethical stan-
dards and is guided by best practices outlined in
(Rivers and Lewis, 2014). Our work is centered
on enhancing methods for the detection of harmful
content, ultimately contributing to the reduction of
negative impacts associated with online communi-
cation. The data employed in our experiments was
thoroughly collected and processed, adhering to
established best practices, namely gathering only
publicly available data and ensuring that no infor-
mation could be used to identify authors or individ-
uals. Moreover, the data utilized for model training
is available upon request and adheres to FAIR prin-
ciples (Bischoff et al., 2022). In the context of our
research, it is essential to acknowledge the inher-
ent challenges associated with the deployment of
AI models. Model errors can have negative conse-
quences, especially when applied in real-world con-
texts: False positives may penalize counter speech
or lead to unjustified regulations or sanctions on
users. Conversely, detection algorithms are vul-
nerable to strategic deception by malicious actors,
which might increase the number of false negatives
and therefore proliferate the dissemination of CT
content instead of mitigating it.

In contrast to NLU-oriented models like our best
performing model TelConGBERT, the use of gener-
ative models in this context presents unique ethical
considerations, as they can potentially be misused
to produce harmful content. We emphasize that
our experiments did not request models to generate
such content, and that providers of these models
have implemented guardrails to prevent misuse.

Further ethical challenges stem from the lim-
ited transparency of closed models, and the costs10

associated with their usage, resulting in severe lim-
itations of accessibility for e.g. smaller monitoring
NGOs who could benefit from automated detection

10The total cost of our experiments using models from Ope-
nAI amounted to around 500 Dollars.
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methods, but only have limited resources. To ad-
dress these concerns, we will make our best model
publicly available under a permissive license, to
promote accessibility and usage among organiza-
tions with limited resources.

A.2 Fine-Tuning of Transformer Models

Initial Experiment The following
pre-trained models were assessed:
bert-base-multilingual-cased,
bert-base-multilingual-uncased,
deepset/gbert-base, deepset/gbert-large,
distilbert-base-multilingual-cased,
distilbert-base-german-cased,
xlm-roberta-base, xlm-roberta-large,
uklfr/gottbert-base. We used the following
hyperparameter setting: both dropout probabilities
set to 0.1, batch size of 16, learning rate set to
5e-05, no weight decay, trained for 8 epochs. For
all models the validation loss starts to grow after
2 epochs latest. We thus evaluated the models in
terms of the F1 score on class 1 and the macro F1
score based on the first 2 epochs.

Hyperparameter Optimization A Bayesian op-
timization of the best performing pre-trained model
was employed to assess various combinations of
model and dataset-related hyperparameters. Specif-
ically, we examined the impact of emojis and
channel-specific footers; we created a balanced
variant of the training data by randomly downsam-
pling the negative class; and we allowed adjust-
ments of typical model-specific hyperparameters.
Fine-tuning was limited to a maximum of 4 epochs
as fine-tuning for classification tasks on small
datasets typically converges after 2 to 3 epochs.
The optimization procedure encompassed 600 itera-
tions, aiming to minimize the cross-entropy loss on
the validation set. We additionally conducted a grid
search within a narrowed hyperparameter space in-
formed by the results of the Bayesian optimization
to assess the tradeoff between computing time effi-
ciency and performance improvement. Moreover,
Bayesian hyperparameter tuning was repeated with
the self-adjusting dice loss (Li et al., 2020) which
should be more immune to the data-imbalance is-
sue than cross-entropy loss. The parameter α that
regulates the weight of easy examples during train-
ing was in the range between 0 and 0.7.

All experiments were run on a server equipped
with two Nvidia A30 GPUs, an Intel(R) Xeon(R)
Gold 6346 CPU, and 251 GB RAM. Details con-

cerning fine-tuning can be found in the Appendix.
The grid search ran for 12 days on a single

Nvidia A30 GPU to complete almost 7,000 runs,
while the Bayesian optimization with 600 runs com-
pleted within 1 day. Since the latter yielded a model
with measured scores lowered only by 0.01, this
would be the recommended approach in practice.

Model Retraining We utilized the corpus from
which the annotated TelCovACT dataset was
crafted (Steffen et al., 2023), encompassing ∼1.35
million messages from 215 public Telegram chan-
nels. The records were pre-processed by removing
URLs, user handles, IBANs, and trailing white
spaces as well as duplicate texts and those with
less than five tokens. The remaining data was split
at an 8:1 ratio into a training (1,199,643 records)
and a validation (149,956 records) set. The best
performing model with regard to the initial exper-
iment was further pre-trained over 20 epochs on
the Masked Language Model (MLM) task only, en-
abling a shorter training time without a negative
impact on downstream tasks (Idrissi-Yaghir et al.,
2023; Liu et al., 2019; Tunstall et al., 2022). The
tokenizer vocabulary was left unmodified, since
the addition of in-domain vocabulary, if it is not
expected to differ substantially, has a rather limited
impact (Beltagy et al., 2019; Idrissi-Yaghir et al.,
2023). To achieve faster training, the maximal se-
quence length of the inputs was reduced to 128 as
this fits well the length of typical messages in our
corpus. The learning rate was set to 2e-5 as pro-
posed by (Müller et al., 2023), and the remaining
hyperparameters were left at their default values.
The retraining encompassed 20 epochs and took
approximately 3.5 days on an Nvidia A30 GPU,
with validation loss decreasing from 1.71 to 1.46.

A.3 Zero-Shot and Few-Shot Experiments

Conspiracy Theory Definition Conspiracy theo-
ries formulate the strong belief that a secret group
of people, who have the evil goal of taking over
institutions, countries, or the world, intentionally
cause complex, and in most cases unsolved, events
and phenomena. Conspiracy theories can be con-
sidered an effort to explain some event or practice
by reference to the machinations of powerful peo-
ple, who have managed to conceal their role. Such
a narrative is based on a simple dualism between
good and evil which leaves no space for uninten-
tional, unforeseeable things or mistakes to happen.
A conspiracy theory typically involves actors who
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use a strategy to pursue a concrete malicious goal.
Often, conspiracy theories are communicated in a
fragmented way, so that not all of these components
need to be present in a text. In some cases, a con-
spiracy theory is not explicitly articulated, but only
referenced in a text via certain codes or hashtags.

System Prompt ‘You are a data annotation ex-
pert trained to identify conspiracy theories on social
media.’

Hyperparameters temperature: 0 (GPT models)
and 0.01 (Llama 2); footers removed and emojis
kept for all models.

Table 7: Prompts for zero-shot binary classification.
The bold part of the instruction is replaced by ‘or not’
in those experiments, where no definition is provided.

Model GPT-3.5 & GPT-4 Llama 2
Instruction Consider the following message: ‘{message}’.

You have to decide whether the message com-
municates a conspiracy theory considering
the following definition: ‘{definition}’. Give
your answer using one of the two options:
a) Yes
b) No

Output
con-
straint

Do not provide any
other outputs or any
explanation for your
output.

Answer in one line,
only use Yes or No.

Table 8: Prompts for zero-shot probabilistic classifica-
tion. The bold part of the instruction is replaced by
‘or not’ in those experiments, where no definition is
provided.

Model GPT-3.5 & GPT-4 Llama 2
Instruction Consider the following message:’{message}’.

You have to decide whether the message com-
municates a conspiracy theory (considering
the following definition: ’{definition}’. I
want you to provide a probability score be-
tween 0 to 1 where the score represents the
probability that the message communicates a
conspiracy theory. A probability of 1 means
that the comment is highly likely to communi-
cate a conspiracy theory.

Output
con-
straint

Do not provide any
other outputs or any
explanation for your
output.

Answer in one
line, only return
the score. Do not
provide any other
outputs or any
explanation for
your output. The
score is:

Table 9: Prompts for few-shot binary classification.

Model GPT-3.5 & GPT-4 Llama 2
Instruction
including
few-shot
examples

You have to decide whether the message com-
municates a conspiracy theory or not.
Examples:
message: {message_1}
label: {label_1}
. . .
message: {message_14}
label: {label_14}

Output
con-
straint

message: {mes-
sage}
label:

Answer in one line,
only return the
label.
message: {mes-
sage}
Label:

A.4 Telegram Channels with Focus on
Mobilization Against COVID-19
Measures

In Section 4.5, we applied the model TelConGBERT
to a corpus comprising 215 public Telegram chan-
nels. The selection of these channels is described
in detail in the datasheet of the dataset TelCovACT
(Bischoff et al., 2022) which we utilized for model
training. The method for channel selection was
roughly as follows: firstly, all channels identified
as relevant for mobilization against Corona mea-
sures in a research report (Salheiser and Richter,
2020) during the pandemic’s early phase that had a
minimum of 1,000 followers were selected. Addi-
tionally, channels mentioned in tweets related to the
‘Querdenken’ movement against Corona measures
from three distinctive periods centering around piv-
otal demonstrations in 2020 and 2021 were added.
The dataset TelCovACT itself was sampled from a
subset of these channels.
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Abstract
Nigerians have a notable online presence and
actively discuss political and topical matters.
This was particularly evident throughout the
2023 general election, where Twitter was used
for campaigning, fact-checking and verifica-
tion, and even positive and negative discourse.
However, little or none has been done in the de-
tection of abusive language and hate speech
in Nigeria. In this paper, we curated code-
switched Twitter data directed at three muske-
teers of the governorship election on the most
populous and economically vibrant state in
Nigeria; Lagos state, with the view to detect of-
fensive speech in political discussions. We de-
veloped EKOHATE—an abusive language and
hate speech dataset for political discussions be-
tween the three candidates and their followers
using a binary (normal vs offensive) and fine-
grained four-label annotation scheme. We anal-
ysed our dataset and provided an empirical eval-
uation of state-of-the-art methods across both
supervised and cross-lingual transfer learning
settings. In the supervised setting, our evalu-
ation results in both binary and four-label an-
notation schemes show that we can achieve
95.1 and 70.3 F1 points respectively. Further-
more, we show that our dataset adequately
transfers very well to three publicly available
offensive datasets (OLID, HateUS2020, and
FountaHate), generalizing to political discus-
sions in other regions like the US.

1 Introduction

The internet, with various social media platforms,
has interconnected our world, facilitating real-time
communication. One area that has benefited from
the use of social media platforms is elections at
various levels. Research has shown that these plat-
forms have an impact on the outcome of elections
in different countries (Fujiwara et al., 2021; Car-
ney, 2022), but not without the spread of false in-
formation (Grinberg et al., 2019; Carlson, 2020;

*Equal contribution.

Yerlikaya and Toker, 2020), dissemination of hate
speech (Siegel et al., 2021; Nwozor et al., 2022),
and various other forms of attacks. Therefore, ef-
forts have been made to automatically identify hate-
ful and divisive comments (Davidson et al., 2017).
They include supervised methods, that focus on
curating hate speech datasets (Mathew et al., 2021;
Demus et al., 2022; Piot et al., 2024).

However, the majority of these datasets were
created for elections in the US (Suryawanshi et al.,
2020; Grimminger and Klinger, 2021; Zahrah et al.,
2022) and other non-African countries (Alfina et al.,
2017; Febriana and Budiarto, 2019). In this work,
we focus on Nigerian elections. Nigerians have a
notable online presence and actively discuss politi-
cal and topical matters. This was particularly evi-
dent throughout the 2023 general election, where
Twitter was used for campaigning, fact-checking,
verification, and positive and negative discourse.
However, little or none has been done in the detec-
tion of offensive and hate speech in Nigeria.

In this paper, we create EKOHATE—a new code-
switched abusive language and hate speech de-
tection dataset containing 3,398 annotated tweets
gathered from the posts and replies of three lead-
ing political candidates in Lagos, annotated us-
ing a binary (“normal” vs “offensive” i.e abusive
& hateful) and fine-grained four-label annotation
scheme. The four-label annotation scheme cate-
gorizes tweets into “normal”, “abusive”, “hateful”,
and “contempt”. The last category was added based
on the difficulty to classify some tweets that do
not properly fit into “normal” or “abusive” but ex-
press strong disliking in a neural tone, suggested by
(Ron et al., 2023). Table 1 shows some examples
of tweets and their categorization. The last exam-
ple “You will still be voted out of office sir.” does
not fit the categorization of “offensive” but can be
“contemptuous” to a sitting Governor, implying that
despite his campaign, he would still be voted out.

Our evaluation shows that we can identify the
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Tweet N-O N-A-H-C

Bro, go to the field and gather momentum. Social media can only do so much N N
LOL. This guy na mumu honestly O A
A bl00dy immigrant calling another person immigrant... O H
You will still be voted out of office sir. - C

Table 1: Examples of tweets and their labels under two labelling schemes. In the second example “na mumu” can
mean “is a fool" . N is Normal, O is offensive (i.e. Abusive & Hateful), A is abusive, and C is contempt.

offensive tweets with the high performance of
95.1 F1 by fine-tuning a domain-specific Twit-
ter BERT model (Barbieri et al., 2020). How-
ever, on a four-label annotation scheme, the F1-
score drops to 70.3 F1 showing the difficulty of
the fine-grained labeling scheme. Furthermore,
we conduct cross-corpus transfer learning exper-
iments using OLID (Zampieri et al., 2019), Ha-
teUS2020 (Grimminger and Klinger, 2021), and
FountaHate (Founta et al., 2018) which achieved
71.1 F1, 58.6 F1, and 43.9 F1 points respectively
on EKOHATE test set. Interestingly, we find that
our dataset achieves a good transfer performance
to the existing datasets reaching an F1-score of
71.8 on OLID, 62.7 F1 on HateUS2020 and 53.6
on FountaHate, which shows that our annotated
dataset generalizes to political discussions in other
regions like the US despite the cultural specificity
and code-switched nature of our dataset. We
hope our dataset encourages the evaluation of hate
speech detection methods in diverse countries. The
data and code are available on GitHub1

2 EKOHATE dataset

2.1 Lagos Gubernatorial Elections

Lagos (also known as Èkó) is the commercial nerve
centre of Nigeria, the former federal capital of
Nigeria, and the most populous city in Nigeria and
Africa with over 15 million residents according to
Sasu (2023). In the 2023 Nigerian election, Lagos
is probably the most strategic state because of its
voting power, and most importantly because the
leading candidate for the presidential election is
from Lagos. There were three leading candidates
from the major political parties: All Progressives
Congress (APC), Peoples Democratic Party (PDP),
and Labour Party (LP). The latter was particularly
popular on social media and especially among the
youths because Nigerians saw it as a third force.
Therefore, there was a lot of controversial and of-
fensive tweets on social media during the election

1https://github.com/befittingcrown/EkoHate
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Figure 1: EkoHate: The distribution of the classes per
candidate.

of Lagos. Thus, we focus on analyzing the political
tweets during the last Lagos election.

2.2 Labelling Scheme

There are different labeling scheme for offensive
and hate-speech on social media. The simplest ap-
proach is to categorize the tweets as either offensive
or non-offensive (Zampieri et al., 2019). In the liter-
ature (Davidson et al., 2017; Founta et al., 2018), it
is popular to distinguish between the type of offen-
sive content as either abusive or hateful. Here, we
adopted the labelling scheme of normal (or non-
offensive), abusive, hateful, and contempt. The
last one was added based on the difficultly of accu-
rately classifying some political tweets showing a
strong disliking to someone but expressed using a
neutral tone, following the categorization of Ron
et al. (2023). Examples of such tweets are: “Just
dey play oooo” and “The sheer effrontery! (..to be
contesting)”, “As if we were sitting before” (a re-
sponse to—Èkó E dìde (stand up Lagos)!! GRV..).

Anotators The annotators consist of two female
individuals: one undergraduate and one postgradu-
ate student in computer science. Neither annotator
is from Lagos state nor affiliated with any of the
political parties. They underwent a training session
for the task, which involved introducing them to
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Figure 2: The label distribution according to languages.

the task and Label Studio2 annotation platform.

Data collection and Annotation Tweets were
manually extracted from twitter platform over a
period of ten weeks and about 3,398 tweets were
collected and annotated. For the purpose of this
study, only tweets and replies from three candi-
dates—Babajide Olusola Sanwo-Olu representing
APC, Gbadebo Chinedu Patrick Rhodes-Vivour
popularly known as GRV representing LP, and
Abdul-Azeez Olajide Adediran, popularly known
as Jandor representing PDP, were utilized due to
the substantial traffic and reactions on their pages,
providing ample data for this research. The corpus
was annotated by two volunteers for the following
five different label categories, normal, contempt,
abusive, and hateful and indeterminate. None of
the tweets were classified as indeterminate. The
inter-agreement score of the annotation in terms of
Fleiss Kappa score is 0.43 signifying a moderate
agreement. Since, we only have two annotators,
we could not use majority voting. To determine the
final annotation, we ask the two to meet in-person,
discuss and resolve the conflicting annotations. Fi-
nally, one of the authors of the paper did a review
of the annotation to check for consistency.

EKOHATE data statistics Figure 1 shows the an-
notated data distribution for the three political can-
didates: Jandor, GRV, and Sanwo-Olu, with 332,
1385, and 1682 tweets respectively. The incumbent
governor, representing APC, garnered the highest
engagement, resulting in more tweets. Among the
candidates, the proportion of abusive tweets is sim-
ilar at 41%. In contrast, hateful tweets associated
with the GRV account exceed those from other can-
didates by more than 4%. Additionally, tweets with
the contempt are approximately 8% more frequent
for Jandor and GRV compared to Sanwo-Olu.

2https://labelstud.io/

Number of tweets
Data train dev test

Binary
OLID (N-O) 11, 916 1, 324 860
HateUS2020 (N-H) 2, 160 240 600
EkoHate (N-O) 1, 950 278 559
EkoHate (N-H) 976 139 280

Multi class
EkoHate (N-A-H) 1, 950 278 559
FountaHate (N-A-H) 79, 625 2, 042 4, 299
EkoHate (N-A-H-C) 2, 377 339 682

Table 2: The split of the different datasets

The dataset exhibits three primary characteris-
tics: it is multilingual, features code-switching, and
is inherently noisy due to its social media origin. It
has tweets in English, Yoruba, and Nigerian Pidgin
(or Naija), which are commonly used languages in
Nigeria. Moreover, it includes instances of code-
switching between these languages. Figure 2 shows
the distribution of tweets across Yoruba, Naija,
Code-Switch and English, with 120 (3.5%), 247
(7.3%), 884 (26.0%), and 2,144 (63.2%) tweets re-
spectively. The abusive tweets outnumber normal
tweets across all languages, with Yoruba, Code-
Switch, and Naija tweets having a higher propor-
tion of abusive content compared to other cate-
gories within each language.

We split the data per label into 70%, 10% and
20% to create the training, development and test.

3 Experiment Setup

Dataset For our study, we opted for both binary
and multi-class settings. For binary settings with
EkoHate, we consider binary label configurations:
“normal vs. offensive” (N-O), and “normal vs. hate-
ful” (N-H). For the multi-class, we consider: “nor-
mal vs. abusive vs. hateful” (N-A-H), and “normal
vs. abusive vs. hateful vs. contempt” (N-A-H-
C). And in the multi-class setup, we remove the
instances of the excluded classes in the train, devel-
opment and test splits.

To assess the quality and consistency of our
annotations relative to previous work, we con-
ducted cross-corpus transfer experiments. For this
task, we opted for three widely known datasets
which are offensive language identification dataset
(OLID) (Zampieri et al., 2019), a corpus of offen-
sive speech and stance detection from the 2020 US
elections (HateUS2020) (Grimminger and Klinger,
2021), and a large hatespeech dataset (Founta-
Hate) (Founta et al., 2018). These are datasets col-
lected from Twitter and manually annotated. While
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schema normal offensive abusive hateful contempt F1

N-O 93.4±0.4 96.8±0.2 - - - 95.1±0.3

N-H 94.6±0.3 - 89.2±0.7 - 91.9±0.5

N-A-H 93.4±0.5 - 85.9±1.3 55.4±4.7 - 78.2±2.2

N-A-H-C 90.5±0.6 - 78.6±0.8 51.1±2.2 61.1±1.7 70.3±1.3

Table 3: Result of hateful and offensive language detection on EkoHate dataset.

dataset normal offensive abusive hateful F1

OLID 88.3±0.2 69.5±1.0 - - 78.9±0.6

→ EkoHate 69.2±0.2 73.1±0.4 - - 71.1±0.3

EkoHate 93.4±0.4 96.8±0.2 - - 95.1±0.3

→ OLID 80.4±0.7 63.2±0.8 - - 71.8±0.7

HateUS2020 95.2±0.5 - - 60.7±2.5 77.8±1.5

→ EkoHate 83.1±0.6 - - 34.1±4.7 58.6±2.6

EkoHate 94.6±0.3 - - 89.2±0.7 91.9±0.5

→ HateUS2020 87.2±1.2 - - 38.3±1.6 62.7±1.4

FountaHate 95.2±0.1 - 89.0±0.1 41.1±1.4 75.1±0.5

→ EkoHate 63.5±0.7 - 34.9±2.7 33.3±2.3 43.9±0.7

EkoHate 93.4±0.5 - 85.9±1.3 55.4±4.7 78.2±2.2

→ FountaHate 82.8±0.7 - 61.2±3.4 16.8±1.5 53.6±0.9

Table 4: Cross-corpus transfer results between EkoHate and other datasets.

OLID used offensive and non-offensive schema,
HateUS2020 used hateful and non-hateful schema,
and FountaHate used four classes which are, nor-
mal, abusive, hateful, and spam. However, for this
work, instances labeled as spam were removed.

OLID and HateUS2020 had no validation set,
therefore, we sampled 10% of their training splits
as the development set. However, due to the large
size of FountaHate and the absence of dedicated
development and test sets, unlike OLID and Ha-
teUS2020, we split the data using the proportions
of 92.5%, 2.5%, and 5% for training, development,
and test sets, respectively. See Table 2 for the splits
and sizes of data.

Models and Training Using the respective
datasets, we fine-tuned Twitter-RoBERTa-
base (Barbieri et al., 2020). 3 Each model was
trained for 10 epochs with a maximal input length
of 256, batch size of 16, a learning rate of 2 · 10−5

using the Huggingface framework. We reported
label-wise F1 score as well as macro F1 of 5 runs
for the different models for the different classes
and also Macro-F1.

Furthermore, given that the baseline model was
trained using 5 runs, we explored the effect of
model ensembling on the EkoHate dataset. The use
of model ensembling has been shown to achieve
better results than individual models(Zimmerman
et al., 2018; Rajendran et al., 2019; Saha et al.,

3While our data is multilingual and code-switched, we find
that English-only model performed better than multilingual
model from our early analysis. Result is in Appendix A

2021; Singhal and Bedi, 2024). Therefore, we also
evaluated hard ensembling, which involved major-
ity voting on five model predictions.

4 Results

EkoHate baseline We fine-tuned Twitter-
RoBERTa-base on the EkoHate dataset in both
binary and multi-class settings and present the
results in Table 3. We observed that binary
configurations are easy tasks, achieving high F1
scores of 95.1 and 91.9 for normal versus offensive
and hateful categories, respectively. However,
multi-class configurations are difficult, as classes
are not predicted equally well. Lastly, we observed
that in all settings, the hateful class was the most
challenging. We attribute this to the hateful class
being the least occurring in the EkoHate dataset
and the language model’s inability to correctly
model the class, despite being trained as few-shot
learners. Due to class imbalance in the data, we
explored models ensembling using majority voting.
Our results indicate potential improvements of
up to +2.3 for multi-class setups, with relative
improvements observed in the binary setups. More
details are provided in Appendix D.

Effect of code-switching Going further, we ex-
amine the in-language performance of the baseline
models, focusing on the F1 scores for the languages
present in the test sets (English, Code-switch, Naija
and Yoruba). Appendix B shows the distribution
of these languages in the test sets, while Table 6
shows the corresponding results. The results indi-
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schema Tweet Lang. Gold Pred.

N-A-H

Leave Lagos and return to Anambra omo werey CDW hateful abusive
Ogun kill you! By the time we’re done with you, you’ll tell us the
real truth behind 20-10-2020. Murderer!

CDW hateful abusive

N-A-H-C The way pitobi failed you will also failed woefully CDW hateful abusive

Table 5: Examples of correct and incorrect predictions.

Language
Data English Code-Switch Naija Yoruba

N-O 94.7±0.3 95.4±0.6 82.3±0.0 100.0±0.0

N-H 91.7±0.4 92.6±0.8 73.3±0.0 100.0±0.2

N-A-H 77.5±0.6 78.0±2.9 57.5±7.0 91.4±7.4

N-A-H-C 68.9±1.0 64.2±2.7 60.4±1.2 86.2±12.7

Table 6: In-language performance for English, Code-
Switch, Naija, and Yoruba on EkoHate test set.

cate that the models struggle more with Naija, as
shown by consistently lower average in-language
performance compared to the overall test perfor-
mance in Table 3. We attribute this primarily to the
small size of the Naija examples. In contrast, we
observed higher F1 scores for Yoruba. However,
considering both Yoruba and Naija have the fewest
number of examples, we cautiously attribute their
performances to chance and leave this for future
work to explore.

Cross-corpus Transfer setting For this experi-
ment, we trained Twitter-RoBERTa-base on exist-
ing datasets and evaluated its performance on the
EkoHate dataset and vice versa. Table 4 shows the
result of our zero-shot cross-corpus transfer result.
As expected, when models trained on any of the
datasets are evaluated on their corresponding test
sets, we obtained a high F1 score with the lowest be-
ing FountaHate, where we obtained 75.1 F1 score.
However, when these models are evaluated on a
different corpora, we observed significantly low
performance, for example, HateUS2020→EkoHate
gave 58.6 points. Surprisingly, transferring from
our newly created data, EkoHate performs slightly
better than OLID (+1%) & HateUS2020 (+4%),
which shows our dataset generalizes more, possi-
bly due to the fact that EkoHate has a majority of
English tweets.

5 Error Analysis

Results from Tables 3 and 4 show that the hate-
ful is a difficult class to correctly predict. Hence,
we examined the predictions of one of the base-
line models for the N-A-H and N-A-H-C. In Ap-
pendix C, we showed that hateful tweets were often
misclassified as abusive. Table 5 highlights some

misclassified hateful tweets. For example, the first
N-A-H example expressed hatred toward someone
who perhaps is non-Lagosian, asking them to return
to their place of origin (Anambra) after referring
to them as a mad person (omo werey). The second
example is a wish for the recipient to be killed by
Ogun4, while the third example shows the recipient
being wished failure just like Pitobi (Peter Obi5).
However, the models failed to capture these tweets
as hateful. See Table 13 for more examples.

6 Related Work

Several works have been conducted to create hate
speech datasets, but the majority have focused on
English and other high-resource languages, often
within the context of specific countries (Mathew
et al., 2021; Demus et al., 2022; Ron et al., 2023;
Ayele et al., 2023a; Piot et al., 2024). However,
in the context of Africa, only a few hate speech
datasets exist to the best of our knowledge. For ex-
ample, Ayele et al. (2023b) created a hate speech
dataset for Amharic tweets using a hate and non-
hate speech schema, while Aliyu et al. (2022) cre-
ated a dataset for detecting hate speech against
Fulani herders using hate/non-hate/indeterminate
schema. These works, however, primarily focused
on racial hate. In this work, we focused on election-
related hate speech, which includes racial elements.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present EkoHate dataset for of-
fensive and hate speech detection. Our dataset is
code-switched and focused on political discussion
in the last 2023 Lagos elections. We conducted
empirical evaluations in fully supervised settings,
covering both binary and multi-class tasks, find-
ing multi-class to be more challenging. However,
ensemble methods slightly improved multi-class
performance. Additionally, cross-corpus experi-
ments between EkoHate and existing datasets con-
firmed our annotations’ alignment and our dataset’s
usefulness.

4Yoruba god of iron and war.
5Nigeria’s LP presidential candidate in the 2023 elections.
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A Performance using different
pre-trained language models

We compared the performance of RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019) (English PLM model), XLM-
RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2019) (multilingual
PLM trained on 100 languages excluding Nigerian-
Pidgin and Yoruba), Twitter-RoBERTa (Barbieri
et al., 2020) (trained on English tweets) and AfroX-
LMR (Alabi et al., 2022) (an African-centric PLM
that cover English, Nigerian-Pidgin, and Yoruba in
it’s pre-training). Our results show that the English
models have better performance than the multilin-
gual variants, and the Twitter domain PLM have a
similar performance as the RoBERTa model trained
on the general domain. We have decided to use the
Twitter domain-specific model for the remaining
experiments.

B Languages in the test sets of EkoHate

EkoHate contains tweets in English, Yoruba, Naija,
and their code-switched versions. While Figure 2
provides a plot comparing the distribution of these
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Models F1

RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019) 70.4±1.2

XLM-RoBERTa-base (Conneau et al., 2019) 66.5±1.5

Twitter-RoBERTa-base (Barbieri et al., 2020) 70.3±1.1

AfroXLM-RoBERTa-base (Alabi et al., 2022) 69.9±1.0

Table 7: Comparing variants of RoBERTa on EkoHate
N-A-H-C. We report the average Macro F1 after 5 runs.

languages in the whole dataset, Table 8 shows the
distribution of these languages within the test split
of each EkoHate schema. Yoruba and Naija have
the smallest proportion in the test sets.

Number of tweets
Data English Code-Switch Naija Yoruba

N-O 364 150 25 20
N-H 212 62 4 2
N-A-H 364 150 25 20
N-A-H-C 437 170 49 26

Table 8: Language distribution in the EkoHate test sets
for English, Code-Switch, Naija, and Yoruba.

C Error analysis with confusion matrix

Tables 3 and 4 shows that the different models
struggle with correctly classifying the hateful class.
Hence, we examined the predictions of the baseline
models in the multi-class setup by computing the
confusion matrices for the N-A-H and N-A-H-C, as
presented in Tables 9 and 10, respectively, compar-
ing the counts of correct and incorrect predictions
given the ground truth and the predictions.

Prediction
normal abusive hateful Total

G
ol

d

normal 173 5 7 185
abusive 5 236 38 279
hateful 8 38 49 95

Total 186 279 94 559

Table 9: Confusion Matrix of one of the models trained
and evaluated on EkoHate N-A-H.

Table 9 shows that the baseline model struggle
with classifying between abusive and hateful tweets
in the N-A-H setup, where 40% of hateful tweets
were misclassified as abusive, while 13.5% of abu-
sive tweets were predicted as hateful. With the
inclusion of contempt in the label schema, as we
have in N-A-H-C, Table 10 shows that more abu-
sive tweets were classified as contempt than as hate-
ful, with 12.9% and 7.5%, respectively. However,

Prediction
normal abusive hateful contempt Total

G
ol

d

normal 166 4 2 13 185
abusive 2 220 21 36 279
hateful 5 35 42 13 95
contempt 11 30 6 76 123

Total 184 289 71 138 682

Table 10: Confusion Matrix of one of the models
trained and evaluated on EkoHate N-A-H-C.

schema F1

N-O 95.3
N-H 92.0
N-A-H 78.8
N-A-H-C 72.3

Table 11: Model ensembling results on EkoHate dataset.

36.8% of hateful tweets were misclassified as abu-
sive, showing how difficult it is for the models to
correctly classify hateful tweets which forms the
smallest portion of EkoHate.

D Effect of model ensembling

Given the result of the baseline model, we investi-
gate the use of model ensembling, which has been
shown to improve model performance by leverag-
ing the different strengths of various underlying
models in class imbalance setups like ours. There-
fore, instead of reporting the average F1 score, we
opted to assess the impact of ensembling the 5 runs
of the EkoHate baseline models. Table 11 shows
a +0.6 improvement in the N-A-H and +2.3 im-
provement in the N-A-H-C scheme with ensem-
bling, while binary schemes showed only marginal
improvement, perhaps due to their initially good
performance. We leave further analysis with model
ensembling for future work.

E Annotation guidelines for EkoHate

Introduction This document presents guidelines
on how to annotate potentially harmful tweets that
can cause emotional distress to individuals, incite
violence, or discriminate against, and exclude so-
cial groups.

As an annotator, it is important to approach this
task with objectivity (as much as possible). We
welcome your feedback on how we can update the
guidelines based on the peculiarity of the language
you are annotating, your background, or any socio-
linguistic knowledge that we may have overlooked.
Consider the following when performing the task:
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Always use the guidelines and you should be
objective and consistent in your annotation.

• Focus on the message conveyed in the tweets
and try not to focus on your personal opinion
on the topic.

• Do not rush to finish the task and always reach
out to your language coordinator with ques-
tions when in doubt.

Mental health risk and well-being Annotating
harmful content can be psychologically distressing.
We advise any annotator who feels anxious or un-
comfortable during the process to take a break or
stop the task and seek help. Early intervention is
the best way to cope.

Definitions

• Hate speech is language content that ex-
presses hatred towards a particular group or
individual based on their political affiliation,
race, ethnicity, religion, gender, sexual ori-
entation, or other characteristics. It also in-
cludes threats of violence.

• Abusive language is any form of bad lan-
guage expressions including rude, impolite,
insulting or belittling utterance intended to
offend or harm an individual.

• Contempt is any form of language that con-
veys a strong disliking of, or negative atti-
tudes towards a targeted individual or group,
and does so in a neutral tone or form of ex-
pression.

• Indeterminate is any tweet that is not read-
able or is completely written in another lan-
guage other than your language of annotation.

• Normal is any form of expression that does
not contain any bad language belonging to any
of the above classifications.

Task Given a tweet, select the option that best
describes it. Table 12 show examples of tweets
classified as hate, offensive, contempt, intermedi-
ate, and normal.
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Label Tweet

Hateful

We will kill the hoodlums disrupting this election process! it time to take law into our hands.
Women belong to the kitchen and not in politics.
We hate small boys, you are a small boy with no experience, you can’t rule us.
Leave that one to ur family members, nobody need ur bitter ass You are Igbo, you can’t rule us in Lagos.

Abusive

You are very stupid!
Olodo, oloriburuku
U be mumu , see gbadego ur mumu never do abi eke nparo funro.
Mumu your principal is using Eko o ni baje ...u r using Eko edide..oloshi ..Ori yi ti o pe ye ma pe laipe.

Contempt

Joker
Dide Go Where
Just dey play oooo
U go school so? Vapour abi wetin be ur name?

Normal

I will vote for you.
My Incoming Governor.
Godbless you
May his soul rest in peace

Indeterminate Tweets that are completely written in languages other than English and Nigerian language of annotation.
Tweets that make no sense or do not have any meaning

Table 12: Examples of tweets classified as hateful, abusive, contempt, intermediate, and normal.

schema Tweet Lang. Gold Pred.

N-A-H

Leave Lagos and return to Anambra omo werey CDW hateful abusive
Ogun kill you! By the time we’re done with you, you’ll tell us the
real truth behind 20-10-2020. Murderer!

CDW hateful abusive

There’s bomb in your brain. Eng. hateful abusive

N-A-H-C

Your tribunal case is being prepared. Enjoy the office while it lasts.
The actual election result is loading. Your and your boss will be
retired.

Eng. hateful contempt

The way pitobi failed you will also failed woefully CDW hateful abusive
Bro, go to the field and gather momentum. Social media can only do
so much

Eng. normal contempt

Thumb to the working Governor! Eng. normal abusive

Table 13: Examples of correct and incorrect predictions.
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Abstract
Abusive language detection has drawn increas-
ing interest in recent years. However, a
less systematically explored obstacle is label
imbalance, i.e., the amount of abusive data
is much lower than non-abusive data, lead-
ing to performance issues. The aim of this
work is to conduct a comprehensive compar-
ative study of popular methods for address-
ing the class imbalance issue. We explore
10 well-known approaches on 8 datasets with
distinct characteristics: binary or multi-class,
moderately or largely imbalanced, focusing
on various types of abuse, etc. Addition-
ally, we propose two novel methods special-
ized for abuse detection: AbusiveLexiconAug
and ExternalDataAug, which enrich the train-
ing data using abusive lexicons and external
abusive datasets, respectively. We conclude
that: 1) our AbusiveLexiconAug approach,
random oversampling, and focal loss are the
most versatile methods on various datasets; 2)
focal loss tends to yield peak model perfor-
mance; 3) oversampling and focal loss pro-
vide promising results for binary datasets and
small multi-class sets, while undersampling
and weighted cross-entropy are more suitable
for large multi-class sets; 4) most methods are
sensitive to hyperparameters, yet our suggested
choice of hyperparameters provides a good
starting point.

1 Introduction

The rapid expansion of social media platforms fa-
cilitates easy expression of opinions. However, the
anonymity and lack of accountability can encour-
age speaking without inhibition, especially in an
aggressive, offensive, or hateful way. To confront
the surging amount of user-generated web content,
we need effective automatic approaches to detect
abusive content. Various systems and datasets have
been introduced recently, such as for hate speech
(de Gibert et al., 2018), offensive language (David-
son et al., 2017), cyberbully (Chen et al., 2012) and

sexism (Samory et al., 2020) detection. Therefore,
we consider abusive language as an umbrella term
to refer to a wide range of improper content.

Since the majority of accessible online texts are
not abusive, only a small portion of the data falls
into the positive (abusive) classes, leading to imbal-
anced label distribution in the available resources.
In some datasets, an abusive class may comprise
only a few percent of all data, even as low as 4%
as in the dataset released by Bretschneider et al.
(2014). Class imbalance impedes learning and
classification performance of machine learning al-
gorithms, leading to over-classifying the majority
classes. Previous approaches attempt to mitigate
the issue with specific techniques, such as down-
sampling the majority and augmenting the minority
class (Rizos et al., 2019), or adjusting the bias term
of the output neurons (Pavlopoulos et al., 2020).
However, there is an absence of comprehensive
empirical studies that systematically compare dif-
ferent methods for the class imbalance problem for
abusive language detection. Our work closes this
research gap and provides insights and guidelines
for selecting suitable methods for a given setup.

Existing methods for mitigating the class
imbalance issue can generally be categorized
into data-level, model-level and hybrid methods.
Data-level methods focus on utilizing data resam-
pling or augmentation (Chawla et al., 2002; Han
et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2009a; Yen and Lee, 2009;
Zhang and Li, 2014), model-level techniques adjust
the classification model to increase the importance
of the minority class (Lawrence et al., 1996; Phan
and Yamamoto, 2020; Lin et al., 2020; Li et al.,
2020), while hybrid methods combine both data-
and model-level techniques (Chawla et al., 2003;
Guo and Herna L., 2004; Zhou and Liu, 2006;
Buda et al., 2018). As the main contribution of
this project, we conducted an extensive study to
examine the effectiveness of popular techniques
in resolving the class imbalance issue, specifically
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in abusive language detection. We explored 8 bi-
nary and multi-class datasets with varying degrees
of imbalance ratios and diverse definitions of abu-
sive labels. Additionally, based on observations
of existing methods, as a secondary contribution,
we propose two task-specific methods and evalu-
ated their efficacy: augmenting texts of the minor-
ity class 1) with synonym replacement of abusive
terms (AbusiveLexiconAug) and 2) with external
datasets (ExternalDataAug). Our results suggest
that random oversampling, focal loss (Lin et al.,
2020) and AbusiveLexiconAug are applicable to
the widest range of datasets, with focal loss be-
ing the most promising method to achieve the best
model performance, albeit requiring careful hyper-
parameter tuning. We analyzed different aspects of
the tested methods and datasets to provide useful
insights and guidelines for practitioners in the field.

2 Related Work

2.1 Abusive Language Detection

Various datasets and approaches have been pro-
posed for detecting abusive language (de Gibert
et al., 2018; Davidson et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2012,
inter alia). In terms of model architectures, most
approaches involve fine-tuning Transformer-based
models, such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). Ex-
cept for artificially balanced datasets, most corpora
contain the non-abusive class as the majority of the
samples. Previous work attempted to solve this
problem with several methods, including random
sampling (Rizos et al., 2019), data augmentation
with synthetic samples (Steimel et al., 2019) or
back-translation (Al-Azzawi et al., 2023), adjust-
ing the bias term of output neurons (Pavlopoulos
et al., 2020) or using weighted cross-entropy (Das
et al., 2021). However, most work only tests a few
methods to mitigate class imbalance, and there is a
lack of a systematic comparison.

2.2 Class Imbalance

Since many machine learning tasks are affected
by this problem, various approaches have been
proposed to solve it. We can categorize these ap-
proaches into three groups: data-level, model-level
and hybrid methods. We refer to (Krawczyk, 2016;
Johnson and Khoshgoftaar, 2019; Kaur et al., 2019;
Henning et al., 2023) for comprehensive surveys.
Our primary objective in this study is to provide
practical insights and guidance for researchers
when confronting the class imbalance problem,

specifically in the abusive language detection task.

2.2.1 Data-level Methods

The general idea is to preprocess the training data
to reduce the imbalance among different classes.
Popular methods include resampling and text aug-
mentation. Resampling mainly involves manip-
ulating the class distributions of the initial train-
ing sets. The most fundamental versions of the
resampling strategy are random over- and under-
sampling, which involve making copies of minority
and deleting majority samples to balance the class
distribution. Experimental results in (Buda et al.,
2018; Padurariu and Breaban, 2019) showed that
random oversampling is the best method for ad-
dressing the imbalance issue in most circumstances.
Liu et al. (2009b) showed that deleting some ma-
jority class samples can lead to a performance drop
and proposed two methods, EasyEnsemble and Bal-
anceCascade to mitigate this issue by combining
multiple models trained on different subsets of the
original data. Estabrooks et al. (2004) conducted
comparative experiments with both resampling
methods on medical image data, concluding that
oversampling and undersampling can have equiva-
lent performance, and there are no obvious optimal
resampling ratios for either of the strategies. We
also experimented with random over- and under-
sampling in our study.

Text augmentation includes methods for increas-
ing the diversity of training texts without explic-
itly collecting new data (Feng et al., 2021; Bayer
et al., 2022). Representative strategies can be
categorized into three parts: rule-based, instance
interpolation-based and model-based. Rule- and
model-based methods are mainly implemented
with text replacement, deletion, and insertion oper-
ations, while interpolation-based approaches com-
bine two real samples to synthesize a new one.
Rizos et al. (2019) proposed three techniques, in-
cluding synonym replacement, to reduce the degree
of class imbalance in abusive datasets and achieved
significant F1 improvements on a selection of neu-
ral architectures. In our study, we compare the
effectiveness of the text augmentation method im-
plemented by token-level synonym replacement
based on different replacing strategies. We also
proposed two innovative augmentation methods
with abusive lexicons and external abusive texts.
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2.2.2 Model-level Methods
To address the negative influence of the imbal-
ance in the original training data, adjustments can
be made to the classification models. There are
two main approaches: threshold-moving and loss
function modifications. Threshold-moving (also
known as thresholding or post-scaling) is applied
only during inference time by moving the classi-
fication threshold toward minority classes so that
they are more likely to be predicted. Among the
different variants (Lawrence et al., 1996; Zhou and
Liu, 2006; Tian et al., 2020), one of the most basic
versions is to compensate for prior class probabil-
ities (Richard and Lippmann, 1991). Due to no
hyper-parameter tuning requirements, we test this
method in our work.

The widely used cross-entropy (CE) loss grants
equal importance to each class without taking their
numbers of samples into account. A simple modifi-
cation of the CE loss is to add a class weight coeffi-
cient so that all classes make the same contribution
to the weight optimization (Phan and Yamamoto,
2020). Lin et al. (2020) further pointed out that the
hard, misclassified samples are suppressed by easy-
to-classify samples during training and presented
focal loss (FL) to increase the importance of mis-
classified samples. Li et al. (2020) held the view
that the CE loss is accuracy-oriented and thus not
optimal for improving the F1 scores for the classifi-
cation of imbalanced datasets. They introduced the
dice coefficient as the harmonic mean of precision
and recall to minimize the gap between the training
objective and the evaluation metrics. In our study,
we mainly focus on the weighted cross-entropy loss
and the focal loss.

2.3 Hybrid Methods

It is also possible to combine multiple types of
methods. Based on the observations that oversam-
pling and undersampling are both useful to some
degree, Estabrooks et al. (2004) designed a combi-
nation scheme to jointly employ results from mul-
tiple oversampling and undersampling classifiers.
Buda et al. (2018) found that thresholding worked
well together with oversampling for image data.
Inspired by their work, we experimented with the
combination of over- and undersampling.

3 Methods

In this section, we first provide a formal definition
of the label imbalance problem, followed by a dis-

cussion of the methods that were investigated in
our work. With our method selection, our aim is
to focus on approaches that are widely used and
easy to implement in real-world applications. In
this way, we expect our conclusions to be practical
and valuable to practitioners.

Given an abusive dataset of N text samples de-
noted as D = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN , yN )} and a set
of labels C, where yi ∈ C indicates whether
a sample xi is non-abusive or belongs to a cer-
tain subtype of abusive language (offensive, sex-
ist, etc).1 We denote Nc as the number of sam-
ples in a class c ∈ C. Due to the existence of
more non-abusive speech than abusive speech on
the Internet, we have an uneven distribution of
Nc among different classes. We define the im-
balance ratio ρ, as the ratio between the maxi-
mum number and the minimum number of texts
among all the classes: ρ = Ncmax/Ncmin , with
cmax = argmaxc∈C Nc, cmin = argminc∈C Nc.

3.1 Data-Level Methods

3.1.1 Random Sampling
With random sampling methods, we attempt to ad-
just our training set such that a certain class is
distributed against other classes with a desired im-
balance ratio (ρ′) for re-sampled data.

Random Oversampling (ROS) In ROS we ran-
domly pick a text from the minority classes and
duplicate it to achieve the desired imbalance ratio.
After applying ROS, a class c will be represented
with N ′

c =
Ncmax
ρ′ examples, if Nc < N ′

c.

Random Undersampling (RUS) Contrary to
ROS, we randomly delete certain numbers of texts
from a majority class to obtain an expected dis-
tribution among classes. After RUS, a class c is
expected to only contain N ′

c = Ncmin · ρ′ examples,
if Nc > N ′

c.

Hybrid Sampling (Combi RS) We also combine
ROS and RUS to filter texts from majority and
duplicate minority classes to obtain an balanced
distribution with ρ′ = 1. To this end, we first
choose a resampling percentage p. A resampled
dataset with |C| classes will have a total number
of N ′ = p ·N samples, with N ′

c =
N ′
|C| samples in

class c. Then, we randomly selected N ′
c samples

from each class with replacement. In view of the
choice of p =

|C|·Ncmin
N resulting in all the classes

1We focused on single-label classification in this work.
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undersampled to Ncmin samples, and p = |C|·Ncmax
N

leading all the classes to be oversampled to Ncmax

samples, we tuned the resampling percentage p

within the range of ∈ (
|C|·Ncmin

N , |C|·Ncmax
N ).

3.1.2 Text Augmentation
Instead of simply duplicating samples as in ROS,
we augment texts from the minority class by re-
placing words with their synonyms to obtain an ex-
pected imbalance ratio. We test a technique based
on contextual embeddings for word replacement:

BERTAug Similarly to random oversampling,
we randomly pick texts from the minority classes
to achieve the desired imbalance ratio. However,
instead of simply duplicating the selected samples,
we use them to generate new samples by replac-
ing some of the words in them. To this end, we
randomly mask augp percentage of the words in
a given input and feed the surrounding tokens to
HateBERT2 (Caselli et al., 2021) to find the topk
most suitable replacements at each masked position.
New samples are generated by randomly sampling
a token for each masked position from the topk
candidates. We tune the values of augp, topk and
ρ′.

3.2 Model-Level Methods
Threshold-Moving (TM) Adjusting the thresh-
old of the decision boundary allows us to prior-
itize the underrepresented classes. An effective
approach that works well for various tasks is to
compensate for the imbalance with the prior proba-
bility of the classes (Buda et al., 2018). Instead of
adjusting the actual decision threshold, we adjust
class probabilities at inference time as:

p̃(yi = c|xi) =
p(yi = c|xi)
p(yi = c)

, (1)

where p(yi = c) = Nc
N . We do not use the develop-

ment nor the test set to tune the adjustment.

Weighted Cross Entropy (Weighted CE) In-
stead of adjusting the prediction as in TM, weighted
CE accounts for label imbalance during model
training. The standard loss function for classifi-
cation tasks is cross-entropy:

Li = −
∑

c∈C
δ(yi, c) log p(y

∗
i = c), (2)

2We choose HateBERT over a plain pre-trained BERT
model because it is a re-trained BERT model on a Reddit
abusive dataset is the same domain what we are working on.

where y∗i is the predicted class of sample i ∈
{1, . . . , N}, and δ(·, ·) is 1 in case of equal param-
eters and 0 otherwise. This form assigns the same
importance to all the classes, meaning the contri-
bution of each class to the loss is greatly affected
by the number of samples, i.e., minority classes are
suppressed when the imbalance ratio is large. To
mitigate this issue, we leverage a weight for each
class to balance their influence. The class weight
αc for a class c can be either a fixed number pro-
portional to the training set distribution defined as
1
Nc

or a hyperparameter to be tuned during train-
ing. We compared the performance of both settings.
The weighted CE loss is thus defined as:

L̃i = −
∑

c∈C
αcδ(yi, c) log p(y

∗
i = c). (3)

Focal Loss (FL) In contrast, FL aims to differen-
tiate between hard and easy texts. Easy-to-classify
samples may result in a low loss value, causing pre-
mature stopping, while hard samples are still not
correctly classified. To address this issue, Lin et al.
(2020) proposed FL by introducing a modulating
term to the CE loss to make the loss function focus
more on hard and misclassified samples. This is
particularly beneficial for minority classes, which
are usually harder to learn compared to the major-
ity classes. With FL, the majority class is gradually
down-weighted, so that the minority class can be
further improved. FL is defined as:

FLi =

−
∑

c∈C
δ(yi, c)(1− p(y∗i = c))γ log p(y∗i = c),

(4)
where γ is a modulating factor. With γ = 0 fo-
cal loss degrades to the original CE loss. When
γ > 0, misclassified samples with a small prob-
ability (p(y∗i = c)) have a scaling factor near 1,
and their losses remain unaffected. However, for
well-classified samples with a probability close to
1, the scaling factor approaches 0 and the loss is
down-weighted.

Weighted Focal Loss (Weighted FL) As pro-
posed by Lin et al. (2020), we can apply an α-
balanced focal loss in practice:

F̃Li =

−
∑

c∈C
αcδ(yi, c)(1− p(y∗i = c))γ log p(y∗i = c).

(5)
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4 Our Methods

Although ROS and RUS improve class imbalance,
ROS can lead to overfitting if samples are dupli-
cated too many times, while RUS removes valuable
information. Naive data augmentation methods try
to enrich the training data with new information
(words), however efficacy on abusive datasets is
limited, since most of the randomly replaced words
are not abusive. Considering these disadvantages,
we propose two new abusive language detection-
specific data augmentation methods.

ExternalDataAug Instead of simply duplicating
samples as in ROS, we augment a certain class in
the training data with texts from another abusive
dataset bearing classes with analogous definitions.
In this way, we can improve the distribution of the
minority classes and provide more abusive informa-
tion at the same time without sample duplication.
For each minority label, we randomly choose a sub-
set from one or more suitable datasets to reach a
desired imbalance ratio ρ′, as in ROS. For minor-
ity labels that do not have enough external data to
augment, we use ROS to oversample them. We pro-
vide details of the combined datasets and classes in
Appendix A.1.

AbusiveLexiconAug Since BERTAug chooses
words to be replaced randomly, it fails to introduce
new informative words regarding abusive classi-
fication. Therefore, we turn to an abusive lexi-
con, which we use to find abusive words to replace
in the inputs, as well as to select replacements
from. As the lexicon, we leverage a combination of
the following existing lexicons: 1) English swear
words on Wiktionary3 with 60 words; 2) English
profanity on Wiktionary4 with 55 words; 3) Mul-
tilingual Offensive Lexicon (Vargas et al., 2021)
with 610 terms; 4) Hate Speech Lexicon (Davidson
et al., 2017) with 178 terms; 5) Lexicon of Abusive
Words (Wiegand et al., 2018) with 2858 unique
abusive words, resulting in a lexicon of 3331 dis-
tinct abusive terms. Given an input sample, we
choose augp percentage of terms that are contained
in the abusive lexicon, and look for their topk most
similar pairs in the lexicon based on the similar-
ities of their FastText embeddings5 (Bojanowski

3https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Category:
English_swear_words

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:
English_profanity

5We use FastText instead of BERT embeddings to find
topk replacements of a given word, since we have no context

Dataset #Texts Label Distributions (%) ρ Source
Twitter-
Hate-Speech

31,962 Non-Hate 93% Hate 7% 13.3 Twitter

Civil-Comments 5,000 Non-Toxic 92% Toxic 8% 11.5
Civil
Comments

Gibert-2018 10,703 Non-Hate 89% Hate 11% 7.9 Stormfront
US-Election-2020 3,000 Non-HoF 88% HoF 12% 7.5 Twitter
CMSB 13,631 Non-Sexist 87% Sexist 13% 6.5 Twitter

Founta-2018 46,452
Normal 72% Spam 16%

20.3 Twitter
Abusive 8% Hateful 4%

Davidson-2017 24,783
Offensive 77% Neither 17%

13.4 Twitter
Hate Speech 6%

AMI-2018 2,245
Discredit 51% Harassment 18%

11.2 TwitterStereotype 14% Dominance 12%
Derailing 5%

Table 1: Statistics of the used datasets. The column ρ
contains the imbalance ratios. HoF stands for hateful or
offensive.

et al., 2017) using cosine similarity. To generate a
new input text, we replace the selected words by
sampling from their topk pairs. We generate a new
training dataset with a desired imbalance ratio ρ′.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Setup

As the basis of our classifiers, we used bert-base-
uncased which we fine-tuned on the training set of
the tested datasets using the following hyperparam-
eters: number of epochs 10, learning rate 5× 10−5

and weight decay 0.01. We test the mentioned label
imbalance approaches by applying them in the fine-
tuning phase (prediction phase in the case of TM),
and compare them to the baseline using no such
techniques. For implementation, we used the Hug-
gingface library for modeling (Wolf et al., 2020)
and the NLPAug (Ma, 2019) for text augmenta-
tion. All models were trained 3 times with different
seeds. We used the macro F1 score to compare the
model performance with different methods, as it is
frequently used for imbalanced datasets, including
abusive language detection. We tuned hyperparam-
eters on the validation sets. Trainer hyperparam-
eters mentioned above were chosen based on the
baseline model and the US Election-2020 dataset
for simplicity. Only imbalance method specific hy-
perparameters, such as ρ or γ, were tuned for each
approach, which we discuss below.

5.2 Datasets

We utilized multiple English datasets. Since some
Twitter datasets had to be downloaded using tweet-
IDs, the number of samples and the distribution of
classes may differ from the original due to unavail-
ability. Considering the main focus of our project is

for lexicon entries which is needed for the latter model.
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Macro F1 (%)
Binary Datasets Multi-Class Datasets

Avg. #+Twitter- Civil- Gibert- US Election- CMSB Founta- Davidson- AMI-
Hate-Speech Comments 2018 2020 2018 2017 2018

Baseline 87.21±0.55 75.99±0.46 76.89±0.70 75.62±1.53 84.36±0.53 62.70±0.91 74.70±0.59 54.65±2.35 74.02

ROS 87.65±0.28 75.85±2.60 77.25±0.82 76.23±1.59 84.83±0.41 63.98±0.25 75.64±0.46 55.70±1.68 74.64 7/8
RUS 87.16±0.29 73.97±2.66 75.72±0.62 77.00±1.73 84.33±0.62 64.38±1.68 76.57±0.19 54.46±1.45 74.20 3/8

Combi RS 87.10±0.70 74.15±2.78 77.21±0.70 74.87±2.87 84.84±0.31 62.46±0.50 74.94±0.74 53.62±1.28 73.65 3/8
BERTAug 87.49±0.52 75.88±1.43 75.74±1.04 74.22±0.26 84.85±0.50 63.37±0.77 75.19±0.34 54.62±2.25 73.92 4/8

TM 86.18±1.10 75.27±2.12 77.11±0.97 77.06±2.34 84.91±1.12 61.90±0.35 74.33±0.91 53.83±0.79 73.82 3/8
Weighted CE 87.39±0.38 73.55±0.54 75.62±1.03 77.02±0.99 84.19±0.38 64.33±1.36 75.48±0.18 55.35±3.37 74.12 4/8

FL 88.01±0.63 76.75±0.91 77.45±0.34 74.44±2.76 84.72±0.49 63.55±0.50 74.74±0.86 56.44±0.76 74.51 7/8
Weighted FL 87.36±0.67 73.45±3.04 76.39±0.96 74.73±2.25 84.84±1.18 64.22±0.98 75.52±0.52 55.54±3.82 74.01 5/8

ExternalDataAug 87.16±0.45 76.77±3.04 75.85±0.45 - 84.59±0.58 64.20±0.82 73.71±0.50 - - 3/6
AbusiveLexiconAug 87.36±0.54 75.67±0.96 77.25±0.22 73.81±0.24 84.59±0.46 63.51±0.45 76.05±0.06 55.613.31 74.23 6/8

Table 2: Macro F1 scores (%) and standard deviation (±) of the tested methods on different datasets. We present the
average performance in column Avg., while column #+ indicates the number of improved datasets compared to the
baseline. For each column, the best scores in each method type (data-level, method-level, and our novel methods)
are underlined and the highest overall scores are in bold. Systems achieving worse performance than the baseline
are in gray. A − indicates that the method is not applicable.

to analyze the effectiveness of various methods for
label imbalance, we do not perform any preprocess-
ing steps but rely only on the subword tokenizer of
the used models. We perform a 60/20/20 random
split on each dataset for training, validation, and
testing, if the original dataset is not split for testing.

We experiment with 8 datasets, including 5 bi-
nary and 3 multi-class datasets, covering various
types of abusive language, such as hate speech, of-
fensive language, sexism, etc., as well as various
sources from microblogging platforms (Twitter) to
forums (Stormfront, Civil Comments). We refer
to Table 1 for the list of used datasets and their
statistics, such as label imbalance ratios. Dataset
specifics are presented in Appendix A.

6 Results and Analysis

Our main results are presented in Table 2. In gen-
eral, there is no single method that achieves the
best performance on the majority of the datasets.
Random oversampling (ROS), focal loss (FL) and
our AbusiveLexiconAug method achieve better re-
sults than the baseline on most of the datasets. On
binary datasets, model-level methods appear to be
more effective than data-level methods, while for
multi-class sets both methods exhibit comparable
performance. On Civil-Comments, we found de-
graded performance with almost all the methods.
We thus did a further investigation of this dataset
in Section 6.1.

Our Proposed Methods AbusiveLexiconAug
method shows promising improvements over ex-
isting methods, particularly when compared to
BERTAug. It enriches the abusive information in
the training set leading to these improvements. We

anticipate further improvements in case a larger
lexicon is available. Conversely, ExternalDataAug
did not demonstrate sufficient efficacy, except on
a limited number of datasets. We attribute this to
potential dataset shifts being the main cause. Even
though for each augmented dataset, we selected
datasets with the most similar label definitions (as
shown Table 6), it still introduces texts that are out-
of-domain. To achieve further improvements, only
external data from the same platform or domain
should be utilized.

Data-Level Methods We found that for almost
all the binary and small multi-class sets (AMI-
2018), oversampling performs better than under-
sampling. However, on larger multi-class datasets
(Founta-2018 and Davidson-2017), undersampling
has better performance. The hybrid resampling
method, Combi RS, tends to yield worse perfor-
mance than over- and undersampling.

Model-Level Methods Other than focal loss be-
ing the most universally effective method in deal-
ing with the class imbalance issue, we found
that threshold-moving, which does not require hy-
perparameter tuning, is also quite effective on
most binary datasets while achieving no improve-
ments on multi-class datasets. On the contrary,
weighted CE (with tuned class weights, as de-
tailed in Appendix C) shows better performance
on the multi-class sets compared to the binary sets.
Weighted FL yields slightly better results on 4 out
of 8 datasets when compared to FL.

6.1 Analysis
Sampling Ratio In ROS and RUS, a sampling
ratio (ρ′) has to be chosen. Figure 1 presents the
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Figure 1: Macro F1 scores of models with ROS/RUS with varying imbalance ratio ρ′. The y-axis δROS =
Macro F1ROS −Macro F1Baseline for a certain dataset, the same goes with RUS.

Dataset #Texts ρ ρ
2

Actual best ρ′

ROS RUS
Founta-2018 46,452 20.3 ≥ 10.2 10.0 15.0
Twitter-Hate-Speech 31,962 13.3 ≥ 6.6 7.5 7.5
Davidson-2017 24,783 13.4 ≥ 6.7 5.0 5.0
CMSB 13,631 6.5 ≥ 3.3 5.0 5.8
Gibert-2018 10,703 7.9 ≈ 4.0 3.0 5.0
Civil-Comments 5,000 11.5 ≤ 5.8 5.0 3.0
US-Election-2020 3,000 7.5 ≤ 3.8 2.0 6.1
AMI-2018 2,245 11.2 ≤ 5.6 3.0 3.0

Table 3: The best ρ′ of ROS and RUS. A good starting
point for ρ′ is ρ

2 , while the best value tends to be ≤,
≈ or ≥ based on the dataset size (threshold at 10,000).
Exceptions are in red.

model performance when applying different ρ′ val-
ues. In the case of ROS when the value is close to 1,
examples are duplicated too many times, leading to
overfitting. Further analysis in Appendix B shows
that on small datasets it is less likely to overfit than
on large datasets. A large target ρ′ close to the
original imbalance ratio of a certain dataset is also
not effective enough for improving performance.
Similarly for RUS, we found that in most of our
datasets, when ρ′ is close to 1, i.e., perfect balance
in the training set, too many samples are discarded
and much information is lost, which leads to lower
performance. Furthermore, we observed a decrease
in F1 scores when ρ′ surpasses a certain thresh-
old. There is a sweet spot for both methods, where
the imbalance ratio is not too high to harm perfor-
mance, but there aren’t too many duplicates for
the model to overfit (ROS), and it obtains enough
information from the original training set (RUS) to

Figure 2: Model performance when employing Focal
Loss with different γ to train the models. The y-axis
δFL = Macro F1FL −Macro F1Baseline for a certain
dataset.

classify the samples well.
According to our experiments, we found a gen-

eral rule to estimate a good ρ′ is to halve the orig-
inal imbalance ratio of a certain dataset (Table 3).
Further tuning of the value should be done around
this half point to find the best value. However,
our results indicate that for datasets of size at least
10 000, the best value is slightly higher (which
means a lower amount of copied/deleted data),
while for smaller datasets it tends to be lower than
the half-point mark.

Tuning Focal Loss γ decides how much focus is
put on the misclassified samples and the extent to
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Davidson-2017
Macro F1 Hate Speech Offensive Neither

Baseline 74.70 40.46 94.54 89.10
ROS 75.64 43.64 93.96 89.34

BertAug 75.19 41.84 94.51 89.22
AbusiveLexiconAug 76.05 44.10 94.49 89.55

Table 4: Macro and class-wise F1 scores when applying
ROS, BertAug and AbusiveLexiconAug.

which well-classified samples are ignored. As seen
in Figure 2, we found that smaller values of γ ∈
{0.1, 0.2, 0.5} perform the best on the evaluated
datasets, with 0.2 achieving the peak performance
in most of the cases. We also further analyzed
how the abusive class performance changes as γ
increases in Appendix D.

In weighted FL, the best results on binary sets are
obtained with larger γ compared to FL. Addition-
ally, the class weight of the abusive class (which
is always the minority class in binary sets) in the
best setting of WFL is slightly smaller than the
best choice in WCE. This is logical as the weights
of the easy-to-classify classes are already reduced
with γ, thus it does not need to put as much impor-
tance on the minority classes as in WCE, and vice
versa. Note however, that WFL is the best among
WCE, FL and WFL only in the case of CMSB
dataset. In the case of multi-class sets, the same
class weights perform the best for both WCE and
WFL for all three datasets. While a larger γ (com-
pared to FL) on Founta-2018 and AMI-2018 sets
puts WFL in between of WCE and FL, a smaller
γ in Davidson-2017 allows WFL to be the best
among all model-based methods.

Augmentation with Abusive Lexicon vs. Bert
As introduced in Section 3, ROS randomly dupli-
cates samples and BertAug replaces random words
in a sample, both do not enrich abusive information
in the training data. In contrast, our AbusiveLexi-
conAug (Section 4) augments samples specifically
with abusive terms. As shown in Table 2, BertAug
did not achieve better results than ROS, but Abu-
siveLexiconAug yielded some improvements. Ta-
ble 4 presents a comparison between the model
performance when applying ROS, BertAug and
our new method AbusiveLexiconAug. F1 scores
for the minority abusive class (Hate Speech) are
greatly improved with the abusive lexicon. This
indicates that our strategy to focus on the abusive
terms of a text and augment them is quite effective
in providing models with more information about
various abusive categories. In terms of hyperpa-
rameters, we find that it is better to use a value

Macro F1 (%)
Civil-Comments

#Texts=5k #Texts=20k #Texts=40k
ρ = 11.5 ρ = 7.5 ρ = 11.5 ρ = 11.5

Baseline 75.99±0.46 78.95±2.16 79.19±1.24 79.22±0.55

ROS 75.85±2.60 80.30±0.76 79.07±1.56 79.65±0.85

RUS 73.97±2.66 81.46±1.53 78.73±1.70 79.21±0.35

TM 75.27±2.12 79.47±0.36 77.66±1.14 77.73±0.25

FL 76.75±0.91 79.05±0.42 78.83±1.31 78.85±0.82

ExternalDataAug 76.77±3.04 79.57±0.50 77.88±0.65 78.85±0.54

AbusiveLexiconAug 75.67±0.96 78.98±0.94 78.09±0.62 79.11±0.44

Table 5: Macro F1 scores (%) and standard deviation
(±) of the tested methods on variants of the Civil-
Comments dataset. Systems achieving worse perfor-
mance than the baseline are in gray. Standard deviations
> 2 are marked in red, while the ones > 1.5 are in
orange.

of aupp = 0.1 in the case of BertAug, while a
value between augp = 0.1 or 0.3 works best for
AbusiveLexiconAug.

Challenges with Small Datasets As analyzed
in Figure 4a, a substantial standard deviation of
the results of models with different seeds is ob-
served in several datasets: Civil-Comments, US-
Election-2020, AMI-2018. These datasets are all
of a relatively small scale with a total number of
texts N ≤ 5, 000 (Table 1). Our advice when deal-
ing with small datasets is to conduct more experi-
ments with different seeds to acquire unbiased re-
sults since they are highly sensitive to any changes
in the models.

A particularly challenging dataset is the Civil-
Comment (CC), as most of our methods did not
achieve better results than the baseline on it. We
thus explore the potential causes in terms of data
sizes and imbalance ratios. As mentioned, we
used a 5k-sample subset with an imbalance ratio
ρ = 11.5 of the full dataset in our main experi-
ments. For comparative experiments, we resam-
pled another 5k-sample set with an imbalance ratio
ρ = 7.5, and 20k-/40k-sample sets with an imbal-
ance ratio ρ = 11.5. We then conducted exper-
iments with our best methods and methods with
which the main CC results (Table 2) have large
standard deviations. Results are shown in Table 5.
As the results show, with larger data sizes or with a
smaller imbalance ratio, the standard deviations are
reduced (Figure 4b). Interestingly, we see a sub-
stantial performance improvement on the subset
with a smaller imbalance ratio ρ = 7.5, in com-
parison to the setups with considerably increased
data sizes (#Texts=20k/40k). These findings further
support our suggestion above that more rigorous ex-
perimentation is needed in the case of small and/or
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largely imbalanced datasets.

7 Conclusions and Final Suggestions

In this study, we investigated four data-level and
four model-level strategies for addressing the class
imbalance problem in abusive language detec-
tion. As secondary contributions, we proposed
two novel methods, ExternalDataAug and Abu-
siveLexiconAug, to compensate for the limitations
of existing methods. We evaluated the effectiveness
of these methods across a diverse set of datasets.
Our experiments demonstrated that AbusiveLexi-
conAug and focal loss consistently delivered strong
performance over all datasets. However, no single
method emerged as the clear winner out of the
tested methods and experimented methods did not
significantly boost model performance. Thus, we
outline our key findings for practitioners seeking
the most suitable solution for their specific task:

1. Random oversampling, focal loss and Abu-
siveLexiconAug are the safe first choices for
various abusive datasets. However, tuning
their parameters is suggested. Further options
also include a combination of these methods.

2. Focal loss is the most effective model-level
approach. Weighted focal loss is likely to
further improve performance with proper
weights. For multi-class datasets, weighted
cross-entropy loss is also a good choice.

3. In terms of augmentation methods, using syn-
onym augmentation with an abusive lexicon
(our AbusiveLexiconAug) brings an overall
enhancement to the model performance com-
pared to methods that replace randomly cho-
sen words.

4. Random undersampling, can achieve high per-
formance, but only if a large training dataset
is available, with some exceptions.

5. Datasets with a small number of training sam-
ples (N ≤ 5, 000) are extremely sensitive. In
this situation, we suggest a rigorous search
for the best method and parameters, starting
with focal loss, or AbusiveLexiconAug to add
more information to the training set.

8 Limitations

Although we tested on 8 datasets, we only in-
cluded English corpora in this study. We believe

that our findings are valid for other languages as
well, however we leave such experiments for future
work. Similarly, we selected the most popular ap-
proaches from data-level, model-level and hybrid
approaches, but we were not able to test all previ-
ously proposed methods. In future work, we are
interested in approaches tailored specifically for
the abusive language detection task. Out of prac-
tical values, we experimented only on BERT with
a classification head, but it’s also worth exploring
other classifiers in the future work.
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Category Dataset & Label

Hate

Twitter-Hate-Speech: Hate
Gibert-2018: Hate
Founta-2018: Hateful
Davidson-2017: Hate Speech

Sexism
CMSB: Sexist
AMI-2018: All 5 labels

Toxic
Civil-Comments: Toxic
Founta-2018: Abusive
Davidson-2017: Offensive

Non-Hate
Twitter-Hate-Speech: Non-Hate
Gibert-2018: Non-Hate
Davidson-2017: Neither

Table 6: Categories of labels from our datasets. A
dataset and its specified class is used to augment the
listed class of another dataset in the same cell.

Hate Speech in US 2020 Elections (US-Election-
2020) is a binary set of tweets collected by Grim-
minger and Klinger (2021) during the US 2020
Election to examine whether supporters of Biden
and Trump communicate in a hateful and offensive
manner.

Sexism Detection (CMSB) is a binary dataset
created by Samory et al. (2020), combining four
existing datasets to detect subtle and diverse ex-
pressions of sexism.

Hate and Abusive Speech on Twitter (Founta-
2018) is a fine-grained dataset by Founta et al.
(2018) to study four types of abusive behavior on
Twitter.

Hate Speech and Offensive Language on Twitter
(Davidson-2017) is collected by Davidson et al.
(2017) to better differentiate between serious hate
speech and commonplace offensive language. We
used its fine-grained labels.

Evalita 2018 Task on Automatic Misogyny Iden-
tification (AMI-2018) is a dataset for misogyny
identification and categorization. We used its imbal-
anced find-grained set to categorize 5 misogynous
behaviors.

A.1 ExternalDataAug

As discussed in Section 4, instead of simple over-
sampling, we augment the minority classes of a
given training dataset with texts from external
datasets. To find a suitable augmentation source for
each label in our data, we examined the definitions
of all the labels and grouped them into 4 categories
as presented in Table 6. Classes from a specific

dataset within the same category is thus used as
augmentation sources for each other.

B Overfitting in ROS

We checked the performance correlation between
the evaluation and training splits when using dif-
ferent target ρ′ values. We observed that in the
case of small datasets (US-Election-2020 and AMI-
2018) the validation and train scores positively cor-
relate. However, as shown in Figure 3, for large or
highly imbalanced sets, when the performance on
the training set improves with a smaller ρ′ value,
we see a reduction in validation scores, indicating
overfitting. Nevertheless, overfitting has to be han-
dled with care when applying ROS using a suitable
imbalance ratio.

C Class Weights in Weighted CE

In weighted CE, class weights α = (α1, . . . , α|C|)
determine how much importance we assign to each
class. As discussed by Lin et al. (2020) and Li
et al. (2020), α can be either obtained directly from
training set distributions or as a hyperparameter to
tune. We thus would like to determine which op-
tion is better. Table 7 presents how the overall and
label-wise macro F1 scores change when applying
different α. We observe that a larger αc increases
the performance for a specific class, but after it sur-
passes a certain threshold, it harms both the overall
and the performance on class c. To choose the best
α, we conclude that although the class weights
( 1
Nc

) from the training set on binary datasets do not
guarantee the best model performance, they can
ensure decent macro F1 scores. With a slight ad-
justment based on this, we can achieve the highest
macro F1 scores. The same rule applies to multi-
class datasets. We can see from table (b) that a
class weight of 1.2 does not obtain the highest F1
score for the class hate speech. Rather, we need
to consider other classes when assigning weights
in multi-class sets. A slightly deviated version of
the weights (0.9, 0.1, 0.4), which increases and de-
creases the portions of certain classes in a minor
way, while keeping the relative proportion of dif-
ferent classes, yields the best model performance.

D Focal Loss with Varying γ

Although focal loss brings improvements in the
overall macro F1 scores on almost all of our
datasets, we observed that some datasets are sensi-
tive to varying γ and larger values do not guaran-
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Figure 3: Correlation between training and validation performance when applying varying ρ′ in ROS.

α+
Twitter-Hate-Speech

Macro F1 Non-hate Hate
0.1 86.94 98.37 75.51
0.25 87.21 98.31 76.10
0.75 87.60 98.33 76.88
0.9 87.48 98.31 76.65

0.930 87.42 98.25 76.59
0.99 82.73 97.02 68.44

α+
Gibert-2018

Macro F1 Non-hate Hate
0.1 77.69 95.40 59.97
0.25 78.43 95.27 61.60
0.75 78.98 94.88 63.09

0.888 79.72 95.39 64.04
0.9 79.10 94.84 63.37
0.99 76.09 93.45 58.73

α+
US-Election-2020

Macro F1 Non-hate Hate
0.1 57.94 94.42 21.45

0.25 80.44 95.76 65.13
0.75 79.75 95.43 64.08
0.878 79.47 95.47 63.47

0.9 81.16 95.63 66.70
0.99 32.50 30.71 34.29

(a) Results on binary datasets.

α
Davidson-2017

Macro F1 hate speech offensive neither
(0.1, 0.7, 0.9) 68.48 23.35 94.19 87.90
(0.5, 0.6, 0.1) 74.08 41.61 94.01 86.62
(0.9, 0.1, 0.3) 76.57 47.52 93.67 88.51
(1.2, 0.1, 0.4) 75.85 46.08 93.58 87.89

(b) Results on multi-class datasets.

Table 7: Macro and label-wise F1 scores on the validation set when applying varying α for Weighted CE Loss.
Class weights α calculated from training sets are underlined. Best α (bolded) is selected based on the highest
validation macro F1 scores.

tee a more significant punishment on non-abusive
class, nor a greater improvement on the abusive
classes that were not well classified. In Table 8
we present a comparison of two kinds of datasets
when applying different γ. In table (a), we observe
that as γ increases, initially both datasets achieve
improved macro F1 scores, and then despite some
decrease, the overall and label-wise scores do not
vary significantly. On the contrary, there is a signif-
icant change (degradation) in model performance
when γ increases on datasets presented in table
(b). In general, we found that small datasets (US-
Election-2020, AMI-2018) tend to be sensitive to
varying values of γ.

E Standard Deviation

We provide a statistical analysis of the standard
deviation of macro F1 scores in our experiments.
From the box plots in Figure 4a, we can see that
three datasets with N ≤ 5, 000 (Civil-Comments,
US-Election-2020, and AMI-2018) have abnor-
mal standard deviations with medians larger than
1.0 and relatively large spans of values. By com-
paring the standard deviations on variants of the
Civil-Comments dataset in Figure 4b, we found
that larger data sizes or smaller imbalance ratios
both lead to smaller standard deviations. However,
smaller datasets still tend to have higher standard
deviations even with a smaller imbalance.
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γ
Civil-Comments Gibert-2018 Founta-2018

Macro F1 Non-Toxic Toxic Macro F1 Non-Hate Hate Macro F1 Normal Spam Abusive Hateful
0.1 78.74 96.77 60.70 79.31 95.60 63.02 62.30 86.55 52.49 76.89 33.27
0.2 78.80 96.69 60.91 79.70 95.39 64.02 62.46 86.22 54.31 77.37 31.95
0.5 79.42 96.90 61.94 79.53 95.55 63.51 62.45 86.98 53.22 77.90 31.70
1.0 77.43 96.71 58.15 78.71 95.47 61.96 61.99 86.65 54.80 76.77 29.75
2.0 78.46 97.03 59.90 79.29 95.18 63.40 62.28 86.54 53.85 76.73 32.00
5.0 78.93 97.18 60.68 79.32 95.01 63.62 61.79 84.84 54.97 75.51 31.84

(a) Varying γ with moderately divergent model performance.

γ
US-Election-2020 AMI-2018

Macro F1 Non-HoF HoF Macro F1 Discredit Stereotype Dominance Harassment Derailing
0.1 81.92 95.56 68.28 52.93 75.64 45.58 35.45 54.40 53.60
0.2 81.60 96.08 67.11 54.00 76.50 47.97 33.89 52.37 59.28
0.5 80.13 95.77 64.49 52.46 76.90 48.44 35.76 51.19 50.02
1.0 80.78 95.08 66.48 51.67 77.12 47.95 35.19 50.88 47.21
2.0 77.01 95.57 58.46 49.45 76.47 39.76 29.53 55.63 45.86
5.0 78.14 95.01 61.27 50.11 77.47 39.21 26.72 53.39 53.54

(b) Varying γ with extremely divergent model performance.

Table 8: Macro F1 scores and label-wise F1 scores on the validation set when applying varying γ for Focal Loss.
For each column, the highest scores are in bold, while lowest ones are in gray.

(a) Standard Deviations of our main experimental results in Ta-
ble 2.

(b) Standard deviations of experiments on variants of the Civil-
Comments (CC) dataset in Table 5.

Figure 4: Distribution of Standard Deviations.
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Abstract

We introduce the first expert annotated corpus
of Facebook comments for Hausa hate speech
detection. The corpus titled HausaHate1 com-
prises 2,000 comments extracted from Western
African Facebook pages and manually anno-
tated by three Hausa native speakers, who are
also NLP experts. Our corpus was annotated
using two different layers. We first labeled each
comment according to a binary classification:
offensive versus non-offensive. Then, offensive
comments were also labeled according to hate
speech targets: race, gender and none. Lastly,
a baseline model using fine-tuned LLM for
Hausa hate speech detection is presented, high-
lighting the challenges of hate speech detection
tasks for indigenous languages in Africa, as
well as future advances.

1 Introduction

In African countries, the hate speech phenomenon
is especially serious due to a historical problem
regarding ethnic conflicts. Specifically, the Western
region still lacks more research on hate speech
focusing on its indigenous languages. Moreover, as
most of the existing hate speech data resources are
developed for the English language, the research
and development of hate speech technologies for
African indigenous languages are less developed.

Hate Speech (HS) is defined as any expression
that attacks a person or a group based on identity
factors, such as ethnicity, religion, origin, gender
identity, sexual orientation, or disability (Zampieri
et al., 2019; Fortuna and Nunes, 2018). Further-
more, hate speech is a particular form of offensive
language that considers stereotypes to express an
ideology of hate (Warner and Hirschberg, 2012),
which may be used by terrorist groups to justify
their acts by attacking targets, or even serve to prop-
agate its ideology, acting as propaganda. In this

1HausaHate corpus: https://github.com/
franciellevargas/HausaHate

regard, in Nigeria, which was divided into ethnic
lines during independence, online hate speech and
hate crimes have been a recurring issue.

Most existing conflicts in Nigeria are due to dif-
ferences between Hausa and Fulani ethnic groups
concentrated in the north, and between Yoruba and
Igbo in the southwest, in which there are continuing
ethnic tensions. In recent years, there was an in-
crease in the hate rhetoric against the Fulani group
(Nwozor et al., 2021), which lives as herdsmen, mi-
grating across the region, and the ethnic-religious
differences between the Igbo and the Fulani, the
first being majority Christians and the second Mus-
lims, which fuel hateful rhetoric in the country.
Table 1 shows examples of offensive comments
and hate speech targets in Hausa.

According to Ezeibe (2021) and Ridwanullah
et al. (2024), the culture of hate speech is an of-
ten neglected major driver of election violence in
Nigeria. Nevertheless, although the implementa-
tion of existing anti-hate speech laws presents an
opportunity for protecting the rights of minorities
and preventing election violence, its regulation is
still not effective due to the difficulty of identifying,
quantifying and classifying online hateful content.

Here, we introduce a benchmark corpus for
Hausa hate speech detection. The corpus titled
HausaHate comprises 2,000 comments extracted
from the Western African Facebook pages and man-
ually annotated by three Hausa native speakers,
who are also NLP experts. Our corpus was anno-
tated according to two layers: (i) a binary classifica-
tion (offensive versus non-offensive), and (ii) hate
speech targets (race, gender and none). We also de-
scribe our methodology to build data resources for
indigenous languages in Africa that comprises data
collection, data annotation, and annotation evalu-
ation. Finally, a baseline model using fine-tuned
LLM for Hausa hate speech detection is presented,
highlighting the challenges of hate speech detection
tasks for African indigenous languages.
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Comment Offensive HS Target

Ai abun Nace allah ne shike rayawa shike kashewa
Translation: God is the one who gives life and takes it away. No No

To angaya muku mu wawaye kamar iyan kauye
Translation: Who told you we are stupid like your parents. Yes None

95% Fulani makiya suna da hanu a Taadacin Arewa kasa Nigeria.
Translation: 95% of Fulani herdsmen are involved in the crisis in Northern Nigeria. Yes Race

Ai Mata masu gemu nan akwai Dan Karin Gulma Masifa
Translation: All women with beards, are hypocrite. Yes Gender

Table 1: Examples of Hausa comments annotated with offensive, non-offensive and hate speech targets.

2 Related Work

While most hate speech technologies are developed
for English, African indigenous languages lack
data resources to counter this problem. Towards
addressing online hate speech in African countries,
Ababu and Woldeyohannis (2022) proposed a cor-
pus and baselines for Afaan Oromo hate speech
detection. They obtained an accuracy of 0.84 using
word2vec and BI-LSTM. Oriola and Kotzé (2019,
2020) proposed and evaluated different Machine
Learning (ML) classifiers for hate speech detection
in South African tweets. Reddy (2002) proposed
a study on hate speech against LGBT people in
Africa. They analyzed linguistic choices in a par-
ticular context of use to explain their links with
gender, language, and power. Oriola and Kotzé
(2022) explored word embeddings and mBERT-
case to classify hate speech in South African so-
cial media texts. Taking into consideration the
West African indigenous languages, there is a lack
of papers that address hate speech detection (Rid-
wanullah et al., 2024; Abdulhameed, 2021; Auwal,
2018; Aliyu et al., 2022). Previous efforts analysed
hateful content from Facebook pages data (Auwal,
2018), Twitter/X profiles (Abdulhameed, 2021) and
Twitter/X interactions during an election campaign
(Ridwanullah et al., 2024). In addition, an anno-
tated hate speech corpus focused on Fulani herds-
men in Nigeria was released (Aliyu et al., 2022),
which comprises three languages: English (97.2%),
Hausa (1.8%) and Nigerian-Pigdin (1%). Another
relevant resource called PeaceTech HS Lexicon2,
was proposed by the PeaceTech Lab3 to address
HS in Nigeria. It consists of a hateful lexicon for
English, Fulani, Hausa, Igbo, Pidgin, and Yoruba.

2https://www.peacetechlab.org/
nigeria-hate-speech-lexicon

3https://www.peacetechlab.org/history

3 Hausa Language

Hausa is a West Chadic branch of the Afro-Asiatic
language family and a sub-Saharan African lan-
guage with an estimated 30 million or more speak-
ers (Chamo, 2011). Most Hausa speakers live in
northern Nigeria and in southern areas of the neigh-
boring Republic of Nigeria, where Hausa repre-
sents the majority language (Jaggar, 2001). Nigeria
prior to British colonization existed as a sprawling
territory of diverse ethnic groups with linguistic
and cultural patterns expressed in traditional politi-
cal, educational and religious systems (Dike, 1956),
and there is an influence of the Hausa language
in different ethnic groups in this region (Lambu,
2019). For instance, the Hausa ethnic group uses
Hausa as the main language of communication. In
addition, the Fulani ethnic group uses Hausa as
their first language due to the historical relation-
ship between the two groups (Hausa and Fulani) in
terms of religion, inter-marriages, and social activi-
ties, which lead to the loss of their first language.

In northern Nigeria, the minority languages tend
to lose their functional values due to the growing
preference for Hausa. In contrast, in southern Nige-
ria, considering that the English language is the of-
ficial communication medium, according to Chamo
(2011), there has been a replacement of the mother
tongues. Furthermore, the Hausa is a language of
everyday communication for different domains in
northern Nigeria. It is also a vehicle of specific
domains in the whole country. Several business
activities are dominated by the Hausa ethnic group,
such as exchange of money, sales of domestic an-
imals, trailer transportation, sales of second hand
cars, etc. Hausa language is also regarded as the
language of Muslim community in Nigeria. This
identification is a sign of membership of the Hausa
community (Chamo, 2011).
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Furthermore, the permanent contact with differ-
ent languages in communication of day-to-day life
(e.g. it is contact between Hausa and English) lead
in introducing of new words into the language. New
vocabularies are generated by the group through
discussion of political issues, presentation of new
products or by commenting on films. The borrow-
ings are usually inherited from English, although
there are also words borrowed from Arabic and
from other African indigenous languages. The
reason for the use of these words is the lack of
their equivalents in Hausa, when they are easily
understood as terms of the source language. In gen-
eral, this borrowings are considered a type of Hau-
sanized, which it means new words are accepted
in wide variety of communication spheres. This is
reflected on the dictionaries (Chamo, 2011).

Finally, according to Ogunmodimu (2015), there
is a constant concern related to language policy in
order to recommend the adoption of indigenous lan-
guages (e.g. Hausa, Yoruba, Igbo, etc.) in African
countries as national lingua franca towards obtain-
ing emancipation from colonial legacy. In Nigeria,
this would mean the promotion of Hausa over En-
glish, hence highlighting the importance of devel-
oping specific NLP data resources, methods and
tools for the Hausa language.

4 HausaHate Corpus

4.1 Data Overview

We introduce a new expert annotated corpus for
Hausa hate speech detection, and its statistics are
shown in Table 2. Our corpus comprises 2,000
comments annotated according to two different
layers: binary classification (678 offensive com-
ments and 1,322 non-offensive comments), and
hate speech targets: race (391 comments), none
(222 comments), and gender (65 comments). In
terms of percentage, 67.5% of comments are non-
offensive and 32.5% are offensive. Regarding the
hate speech targets, 57.66% are against race, 9.58%
against gender, and 32.74% are non-target. In av-
erage, each comment comprises 1.31 sentences
and 18.33 tokens. Specifically, hate speech tar-
gets against race and gender present 1.40 and 1.38
sentences, and 24.77 and 22.43 tokens, respectively.
On a smaller scale, non-target hate speech and non-
offensive comments present in average 1.17 and
1.31 sentences, and 14.22 and 16.92 tokens, respec-
tively. In total, our corpus comprises 36,670 tokens,
2,637 sentences and 2,000 documents.

4.2 Data Collection

4.2.1 Automated Data Collection
We used the Meta CrowdTangle platform4 to find
relevant Facebook pages and posts. On this plat-
form, it is possible to search for Facebook pages,
public groups, or posts by keywords. Our main fo-
cus was on the Hausa language and Fulani group5.
Hence, we asked to Hausa native speakers, who
live in that region, potential keywords to identify
hateful content in Hausa. Accordingly, we first
searched keywords related to the Fulani group and
also added a set of keywords directly related to
terrorism (e.g. “terrorist”, “terrorism”, “the uniden-
tified armed man”, “fulani”, “fula”, “fulanin”). The
search returned 1.968 posts from 11 pages and 8
groups written in Hausa, Yoruba, and Igbo. Thus,
as expected, most comments comprised events and
themes related to violence mainly triggered by the
racial and religious beliefs. The collected com-
ments were posted between 2021 and 2022, with
57.14% of the Facebook posts classified as photos,
28.57% as videos, and 14.29% as textual content.
Lastly, we also used the Facebook Graph API 6

to collect public comments published as response.
In total, we found 1,364 comments in Hausa from
which 132 were responses to previous comments.

4.2.2 Manual Data Collection
During the data collection process, the platform
restricted our API for keeping the automatic col-
lection. As a result, we also manually collected
636 comments. The manual data collection relied
on extraction of comments from Facebook pages
identified by the automated data collection process.
The majority of comments manually collected were
extracted from the Facebook page called Labarun
Hausa7. We randomly selected posts published in
this page during 2021 and 2022 and then manually
extracted their comments.

4.2.3 Data Anonymization
In order to anonymize our corpus, we first removed
any user or account reference from the data au-
tomatically collected. Subsequently, during the
manual data collection, we selected only the text
content of comment, therefore, without any user or
account reference.

4https://www.crowdtangle.com
5https://tinyurl.com/542x6svh
6https://developers.facebook.com/docs/

graph-api/
7Hausa News: https://www.facebook.com/lbrhausa
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Description Offensive Non-Offensive All
race gender non-target

#Documents (comments) 391 65 222 1,322 2,000
#Sentences 548 90 261 1,738 2,637
#Tokens 9,686 1,458 3,157 22,369 36,670

#Avg Sentences/Document 1.40 1.38 1.17 1.31 1.31
#Avg Tokens/Document 24.77 22.43 14.22 16.92 18.33

Table 2: HausaHate corpus statistics.

4.3 Data Annotation

4.3.1 Selection of Annotators
The first step of the annotation process comprises
the selection of annotators. Given the complexity
and subjectivity related to the annotation of hate
speech and offensive language, only experts should
be selected (Vargas et al., 2022, 2021). Accord-
ingly, we selected three Hausa native speakers an-
notators, who are NLP experts with high education
level (at least a Ph.D. degree) from Nigeria.

4.3.2 Annotation Schema
We adopted an annotation schema proposed in Var-
gas et al. (2022), which provides a distinguish def-
inition for offensive language and hate speech de-
scribed as follows.

For offensive language classification, the anno-
tators classified as offensive, the comments with
any term or expression used with pejorative conno-
tation, otherwise, it was classified as non-offensive.
Examples of offensive and non-offensive com-
ments are shown in Table 1.

For hate speech classification, offensive com-
ments were annotated according to hate speech
targets: race, gender and none. We used the defi-
nition of racial categories (ethnicity, religion, and
color) proposed by Silva et al. (2016). Moreover,
we assumed that comments with gender discrim-
ination comprises hostility against self-identified
people as female gender, treated them as objects
of sexual satisfaction, reproducers, labor force, or
new breeders (Garrau, 2020). Examples of hate
speech targets are shown in Table 1.

It should be pointed out that our annotators also
had access to the context of the comments (i.e.,
link to the original post with information related
to neighboring comments, post topic, and domain).
Finally, we selected the final label for HausaHate
corpus taking into consideration the majority of
votes among the three annotators.

4.3.3 Annotation Evaluation
We used the Cohen’s kappa inter-annotator agree-
ment to evaluate our corpus and the results are
shown in Table 3. Observe that our annotation pro-
cess presents substantial results achieving an inter-
annotator agreement of 79% for offensive language
annotation (offensive and non-offensive), and 60%
for hate speech targets annotation (race, gender and
none).

Peer Agreement AB BC CA AVG

Offensive language 0.81 0.82 0.75 0.79
Hate speech targets 0.60 0.61 0.59 0.60

Table 3: Cohen’s kappa.

5 Baseline Experiments

5.1 Model Architecture and Settings

We split the data into 80% train (1,599 instances),
10% test (201 instances), and 10% dev (200 in-
stances). Then, we fine-tuned various LLMs adding
a binary offensive classification task layer on top of
the encoder, and training the whole model end-to-
end, described as follows. It should be pointed out
that although the annotation of hate speech targets
may be used to better understand hatred comments
in West Africa, we did not implement hate speech
targets classifiers due to their smaller size.

AfriBERTa-base8 (Ogueji et al., 2021) consists
of 126 million parameters, 10 layers, 6 attention
heads, 768 hidden units, and 3,072 feed-forward
sizes. This multilingual model was pretrained on
11 African languages including Hausa.

Afro-XLMR-base9 (Alabi et al., 2022) was
created using MLM adaptation of XLM-R-large
model on 17 African languages including Hausa.

8https://huggingface.co/castorini/afriberta_
large

9https://huggingface.co/Davlan/afro-xlmr-base
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mBERT-cased10 (Devlin et al., 2019) consists of
multilingual Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers. We held batch size at 64, a
maximum of 500 features, a learning rate at 2e-05,
the number of epochs at 4, and utilized Keras.

XLM-R-base-Hausa11 (Adelani et al., 2021)
is a “Hausa RoBERTa” model obtained by fine-
tuning xlm-roberta-base on the HausaHate corpus.
It presents better performance compared to the
XLM-RoBERTa on text classification and Named-
Entity Recognition (NER) tasks.

6 Evaluation and Results

We evaluated the implemented LLMs described
above using Precision, Recall, and F1-Score mea-
sures, as shown in Table 4.

Models Precision Recall F1

AfriBERTa_base 80.3 80.1 80.2
Afro-XLMR-base 74.8 75.6 74.8
mBERT-cased 74.3 75.1 73.7
XLM-R-base-Hausa 85.9 86.1 85.8

Table 4: Performance of various fine-tuned LLMs.

Notice that the best performance was obtained
using the XLM-R-base-Hausa model with an F1-
Score of 85.8, in contrast with the mBERT-cased,
which presented the worst performance for the task.
This result is based on the fact that multilingual
models such as mBERT-cased tend to be more
successful to predict texts in English given that
they are pretrained on English data. Furthermore,
African languages have distinct linguistic charac-
teristics and cultural aspects that may be not totally
covered by this multilingual model. Consequently,
for subjective tasks such as hate speech and offen-
sive language detection, which are also culturally
dependent, monolingual models tend to be more
realistic. Lastly, we also observed that AfriBERTa-
base is the second-best model. Meanwhile, the
Afro-XLMR-base model has a worse result than
the XLM-R-base-Hausa, which is a smaller model
compared to XLM-R-base-Hausa. Furthermore,
the XLM-R-base-Hausa was pretrained on social
media data, which is from the same domain as our
corpus, thus, showing that LLMs tend to perform
better when trained on data from the same domain.

10https://huggingface.co/
bert-base-multilingual-cased

11https://huggingface.co/Davlan/
xlm-roberta-base-finetuned-hausa

6.1 Error Analysis
Finally, we also rely on a ROC error analysis of
LLMs, as shown by Figure 1. Observe that the
XLM-R-base-Hausa, AfriBERTa and Afro-XLMR-
base models are most successful to predict Hausa
hate speech compared to mBERT-cased multilin-
gual model.
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AfriBERTa_base ROC curve (area = 0.78)
mBERT-cased ROC curve (area = 0.68)
XLM-R-base-Hausa ROC curve (area = 0.83)

Figure 1: HausaHate Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curves for the various implemented models.

7 Final Remarks and Future Work

This paper provides a benchmark corpus and base-
line models for Hausa hate speech detection. The
HausaHate corpus was manually annotated by three
NLP experts and Hausa native speakers according
to two different layers: binary classification (of-
fensive and non-offensive), and hate speech targets
(race, gender and none), which obtained substantial
annotators agreement. Based on our findings, we
concluded that the efforts to counter HS in West
Africa should be focused on the detection of racist
comments since comments classified as offensive
in our corpus are composed mostly of racial hate.
Furthermore, a suitable understanding of political
conflicts by region is crucial to propose effective
HS classifiers for African indigenous languages.
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Graph API 12, along with the CrowdTangle plat-
form. By the very nature of the access used, any
users with privacy restrictions are not included in
our dataset. Data is downloaded from Facebook
pages that are public entities. The content of the
comments published on such pages is also avail-
able on the Graph API to Facebook developers that
are authenticated to access the public data of all
pages. If any user has privacy settings changing
the privacy of its comments from the default, they
become unavailable to us.

Furthermore, we followed the steps to
anonymize the data describe in Section 4.2.3,
as it is standard for papers with this kind of
data. There are public corpus of anonymized
Facebook comments available, e.g. Chowdhury
et al. (2020). However, since the last change
on the Meta platform terms of service was in
2020, we only decided to disclose the ids of
the comments (only when requested) in order to
allow the reproducibility, while also compelling
researchers to pass through Meta’s authorization
procedures to access the full data.
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Abstract

Images increasingly constitute a significant por-
tion of internet content, encoding even more
complex meanings. Recent studies have high-
lighted the pivotal role of visual communica-
tion in the spread of extremist content, partic-
ularly that associated with right-wing political
ideologies. However, the capability of machine
learning systems to recognize such meanings,
sometimes implicit, remains limited. To enable
future research in this area, we introduce and
release VIDA1, the Visual Incel Data Archive, a
multimodal dataset comprising visual material
and internet memes collected from two central
Incel communities (Italian and Anglophone)
known for their extremist misogynistic content.
Following the analytical framework of Shif-
man (2014), we propose a new taxonomy for
annotation across three primary levels of anal-
ysis: content, form, and stance (hate). This
allows for associating images with fine-grained
contextual information that helps identify the
presence of offensiveness and a broader set of
cultural references, enhancing the understand-
ing of more nuanced aspects of visual commu-
nication. In this work, we present a statistical
analysis of the annotated dataset and discuss an-
notation examples and future lines of research.2

1 Introduction

While digital visual artifacts and memes are a
global communicative phenomenon, social scien-
tists have argued they often carry distinct local val-
ues rooted in the national or regional cultures and
traditions and in specific groups (Denisova, 2019;
McSwiney et al., 2021). The intersection of vi-
sual content and cultural capital within web-based
communities has been extensively documented in
contemporary literature in the field of Cultural An-
alytics, Social Science, and Semiotics (Shifman,

1https://github.com/uhh-lt/vida
2Content Warning: This document contains some ex-

amples of hateful content. This is strictly for the purpose
of enabling this research.

2013, 2014; Nissenbaum and Shifman, 2018), but
still needs to be explicitly addressed as a crucial
element in the field of computer science. In fact,
grasping the geographic and cultural nuances em-
bedded in visuals is pivotal for unrevealing the
processes of signification, both within specific com-
munities (e.g., inside jokes) and in broader, general
contexts. To this end, this paper introduces a mul-
timodal, comparable corpus of images and texts,
focusing on the hateful contents as well as their con-
textual use within the Italian and English-speaking
Incelosphere — a community known for its extrem-
ist rhetoric targeting women and other minorities.
Moreover, we explore the differences in represen-
tations, discussion themes, and cultural references
between the two communities that might be impor-
tant in relation to different targets of hate and new
forms of extremism. Given the multimodal nature
of digital platforms and the implicitness of the po-
tentially abusive content (Suryawanshi et al., 2020),
our dataset challenges annotators to understand
content beyond mere visual inspection. We also
propose a nuanced annotation oriented to visual
content analysis across three analytical dimensions,
following state-of-the-art theories on memes: form
(evaluating types, formats, and layouts); stance
(sub-categories of stereotypes and hate), and con-
tent (topics, gender, and ethnicity targeted, and
references to popular as well as internet culture).
In doing so, we analyze the instrumental use of
images, assessing associated stereotypes and hate-
ful connotations through the interplay of text and
visuals. This study is rooted in a grounded theory
of visual culture, leading to the development of a
unique taxonomy. To summarize, our contributions
are as follows:

1. We have collected and archived a total of
445.442 images and memes from two promi-
nent anti-feminist extremist communities of
the Manosphere in Italian and English.
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2. We introduce an innovative taxonomy for the
classification of images in the context of in-
ternet cultures, incorporating semantic, con-
textual, and morphological aspects to enhance
our comprehension of the cultural references
embedded in hateful content. Then, we manu-
ally annotated and tested the taxonomy on a
sample of 2181 images randomly extracted.

3. We emphasize the importance of creating mul-
timodal datasets considering production and
circulation’s geographical, cultural, and social
context.

4. We release the annotated part of the dataset
for use by the research community.1

2 Related Works

2.1 Offensive Multimodal Datasets

As the Internet continues to evolve and social me-
dia becomes more and more complex, the need to
identify and categorize offensive and hateful con-
tent is becoming crucial. In the so-called web 2.0,
determining the exact ratio of multimedia content
(including images, video, and audio) to text-only
content on the Internet is a complex and fluctuat-
ing endeavor. What is clear, however, is that the
amount of multimedia content on the Web is on the
rise. As a result, there has been a significant in-
crease in research efforts to address the challenges
of multimodal data collection and analysis, partic-
ularly in identifying subtle and implicit offensive
content. This section provides a brief overview
of existing datasets and resources to detect hate
categories in multimedia content.

One of the first large-scale initiatives dedicated
to detecting abusive content in images and memes
is the relatively recent enterprise by Facebook AI
(Kiela et al., 2020). They released a large artifi-
cial dataset of 10.000 annotated memes for uni-
modal and multimodal hate detection in social me-
dia. However, due to its artificial nature, the dataset
exhibits significant difficulty in generalizing to real
cases. To overcome this limitation, (Suryawanshi
et al., 2020) created the MultiOff dataset by collect-
ing visuals from social media related to the 2016
US election and manually annotating them based
on multiple classes. Although this work is of great
interest, the dataset’s small size restricts its suitabil-
ity to highly specialized machine learning systems
only.

Due to the implicit nature of hate expressed
through images and the multimodality of the task,
detecting abusive content in images can be chal-
lenging and requires specialized expertise. Thus,
the construction of this kind of resource is often
oriented to a single domain. Examples of such
resources include the Jewtocracy dataset devel-
oped by (Chandra et al., 2021), which collects anti-
Semitic material from social network sites such as
Gab and Twitter, and HarMemes (Pramanick et al.,
2021), focusing on memes related to the COVID-19
pandemic. (Fersini et al., 2021) conducted prelimi-
nary work on hate subtypes, including sexism and
misogyny, while the problem of automatic detec-
tion of misogyny in memes was further explored by
the SemEval-2022 Task 5: Multimedia Automatic
Misogyny Identification (MAMI) by (Fersini et al.,
2022).

2.2 Visual Culture and the Incelosphere

Incel is a portmantous for involuntary celibate. Ac-
cording to the Cambridge Dictionary, incels can
be defined as "members of a group of people on
the internet who are unable to find sexual part-
ners despite wanting them and who express hate
towards people whom they blame for this"3. The
Incelosphere forms a sub-cultural group within
the wider context of digital culture that broadly
promotes racism, anti-feminism, misogyny, and
hateful ideas about women, trans, and non-binary
people (Ging, 2019). As with any extremist web-
based community, incel groups are also character-
ized by a unique set of expressive forms, a lexicon,
rituals, and inside jokes, which are regularly dis-
seminated on the Internet in order to gain more
attention and recruit new members. For this rea-
son, the content produced and consumed within
the incelosphere travels in a cross-platform mode
(Baele et al., 2023) and the mainstream Internet cul-
ture can appropriate the same communication tools,
which become conventions. Visual culture refers to
the extensive place of the visual in social life, em-
phasising the way visual media are embedded into
a wider culture (Rose, 2016). Whether deployed
as inward or outward orientated communication,
"visual media function as arenas of political and
identity construction, activating or deactivating par-
ticular social boundaries which then form the basis
for future contentious collective action"(McSwiney

3https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/
english/incel
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et al., 2021). Thus, visual culture in the incelo-
sphere provides useful insights into how members
perceive themselves and the world in sharply delin-
eated categories, highlighting the potential use of
the aesthetic dimension in constructing identitarian
claims and exclusive solidarity. In this polarized
context, women and men who do not adhere to the
red pill ideology and heterosexual normativity are
common targets of hostility.(O’Malley et al., 2022).
Moreover, some members condone and encourage
violence against women through direct appeals to
misogyny and objectification (Krendel et al., 2022;
Jaki et al., 2019). During the COVID-19 pandemic,
some members of the English-speaking community
engaged in anti-vaccination campaigns, while oth-
ers supported white supremacist, anti-Semitic, and
racist discourses (Nagle, 2017). Thus, the dataset
we propose in this paper contains a wide range of
examples of abusive categories, from basic sexist
stereotypes to direct calls for violence.

3 Data Collection

The selection of the Incel’s forums was carried out
with qualitative methods, including expert-domain
close reading, for the purpose of balancing the con-
tents between the two communities. Thus, we se-
lected only those forums of the Incelosphere that
showed the greatest similarity in structure, topic of
discussions and purposes. After the selection of the
forums, we chose to select and collect only specific
freely accessible sections of the forums that did
not require any formal subscription or login. This
was for two main reasons: first, the ethical one -
avoiding violating the platform’s privacy policies;
second, to reduce the risk for the researchers to be
subjected to potential violence and other forms of
retribution. For the composition and collection of
the dataset, we implemented multiple crawlers us-
ing the scrapy framework4, one for each forum, in
order to systematically download threads and posts
of the sections of our interest. Given the URLs to
the forums’ sections, e.g., Introduction, Inceldom
Discussion, Off-Topic, the crawlers extract struc-
tural information that form our dataset as depicted
in Figure 1. With this procedure, the created dataset
captures the hierarchical structure of the forums of
sections, threads, and posts, as well as the conver-
sational flow of the threads and posts of referring,
citing, and replying to other users. Detailed statis-
tics about the crawled data can be seen in Table 4.

4https://scrapy.org/

Thread

+ id: uuid

+ title: str

+ permalink: url

+ created: date

Post

+ id: uuid

+ thread_id: uuid

+ author: str

+ title: str

+ content: str

+ images: List[Image]

+ reply_to: uuid

+ permalink: url

+ created: date

Figure 1: Schema diagram (ERD) of the structural in-
formation, i.e., the introduced dataset, crawled from the
forums.

For the purposes of this work, only the images and
the contextual content of the post in which they are
inserted have been extracted and made available,
while the full conversations will be released soon.

For the annotation of images, 2000 unique im-
ages were randomly selected from both datasets,
including the discursive textual context wherein the
images appear. Then, we uploaded all the images
and context to a self-hosted LabelStudio5 instance
and set up the annotation projects with interfaces
for the three levels of analysis.

4 Annotation: Theory and Method

4.1 Conceptual Framework

The theoretical framework is based on Shifman’s
analysis of memes, extending her categories to ap-
ply them to analyzing digital visual artifacts in
general (Shifman, 2013). In Bourdieu’s terms, the
circulation of online visual artifacts also represent
important cultural capital for internet communi-
ties, actively participating in defining their iden-
tity, uniqueness, and boundaries (Nissenbaum and
Shifman, 2018). As Shifman notes, another char-
acteristic of visual content online is that they can
be repackaged through mimicry and remix strate-
gies. For instance, the same meme’s macro can
vary greatly depending on the sociocultural envi-
ronment in which they propagate.

In order to make sense of the cultural variation
of digital visual artifacts, Shifman theorized three
main dimensions of analysis: content, form, and
stance. Starting from this framework, we could

5https://labelstud.io/
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derive three main macro-categories of annotation
for our data, each divided into more fine-grained
categories.

• Content refers to the main topic, idea, and ide-
ology an image can convey (categories listed
in Table 5);

• Form refers to the physical shape of the image
and its morphological dimension, as well as
genre-related organization (categories listed
in Table 7);

• Stance refers to the tone and style of commu-
nication, such as the way the senders position
themselves in relation to the potential audi-
ence of the image. Within this level, one can
also consider the emotion of the addressee
(categories listed in Table 6).

Although Shifman’s definition of stance is more
complex than this, considering the concept within
the pragmatic tradition, for this work, we nar-
row the meaning of stance as the expression of
a strongly hostile position of the sender, encoded
in some way within the image or the mix between
text and image, and directed towards a single target
or a target group.

4.2 Method

Four different annotators with experience in the do-
main of internet memes, two self-identified women
and two self-identified men, were involved in the
manual annotation process. All voluntarily partici-
pated in two pilot annotation rounds on a random
sample of 150 images for both datasets to develop
the final version of the taxonomy. For all the rounds
of annotation, we chose to use a self-hosted Label-
Studio instance, which offers a highly flexible inter-
face. After the two pilot annotation cycles, we were
able to develop a complete guide with instructions6.
After the two pilot rounds, it was decided to collect
feedback and discuss the problems encountered by
the annotators. All four annotators contributed to
the extension of the Content categories, which ini-
tially contained only 6 categories. During the first
and the second pilot rounds, in many cases, the
annotators demonstrated different interpretations
of the classes present in the Stance category, in par-
ticular when the task was multimodal. In some of

6Annotation Guideline: https://github.com/uhh-lt/
vida/blob/main/data/Codebook_Annotation_MEME.
docx

these cases, the images per se did not contain hate
(i.e., portraits, male/female human bodies, anime
characters), and the hateful meaning was implicitly
transmitted even within the associated textual con-
tent. An example is summarized in Figures 8a and
4.

In an attempt to overcome these interpretative
obstacles, the guide was subsequently integrated
with clarifications regarding how to handle the la-
beling in cases where the task is multimodal and
more detailed descriptions of some salient charac-
teristics of the ideology associated with the Incel
community that can facilitate future annotators in
the task of identifying more subtle nuances.

The annotation guidelines are organized as fol-
lows:

1. Explanation of what kind of images should
be considered memes from the perspective of
theory and templates.

2. Description of the classes on the level of the
form.

3. Description of the classes on the level of the
content.

4. Description of the classes on the level of the
hate.

Table 1: Cohen’s K and Cramer’s V measures for Inter
Annotated Agreement on Form categories.

Cohen’s K

Artwork Cartoon 0.80
Image Macro 0.65
Infographic Map Graph 0.98
Internet Meme 0.74
Logo 0.97
Other 0.78
Photography 0.77
Poster 0.55
Screenshot 0.74
Sharepost 0.62

Cramer’s V 0.78

5 Statistics

Considering the absolute count of the three cate-
gories, Tables 5, 6 and 7 show the statistics for the
sample dataset. The most common categories for
the Content classes are PERSON MEN and PERSON

WOMEN, both frequently associated with stereo-
types and body shaming categories, as we can read
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Table 2: Cohen’s K measure for Inter Annotated Agree-
ment on Content categories.

Cohen’s K

Alt-Right 1.0
Animal 0.88
Conspiracy Theory 0.49
Covid 19 0.44
Ethnicity 0.64
Feminism 0.83
Mainstream Meme 0.83
Nazi Fascism 0.71
Numbers 0.56
Other 0.66
Person Man 0.74
Person Woman 0.73
Person Queer 0.65
Politics Left 0.90
Politics Right 0.66
PopCult Anime Manga 0.72
PopCult Cinema 0.55
PopCult Comics Cartoons 0.73
PopCult Influencers 0.53
PopCult Music 1.0
PopCult TVseries 0.60
Pornography 0.73
Red Pill 0.81
Religion 0.82

Table 3: Cohen’s K measure for Inter Annotated Agree-
ment on Stance categories.

Cohen’s K

Anti Feminism 0.47
Body Shaming 0.58
Misogyny 0.98
Moral Shaming 0.30
None 0.61
Objectification 0.73
Other 0.58
Seduction Conquest 0.76
Stereotype 0.82
Violence 0.88

Cramer’s V 0.78

from the co-occurrence plots in Figure 2 and Fig-
ure 3.

Contrary to what we expected, memes are not the
visual content favored by the communities. This
result is interesting because it signals that hatred,
prejudice, and stereotypes can be embedded in sim-
ple images and should often be captured in a mul-
timodal context through the association between
visuals and text. This clearly emerges from the
prevalent hate categories that have been labeled
considering the context of the entire post: STEREO-
TYPE (example in Figure 5), BODY SHAMING (ex-
amples in Figures 4) OBJECTIFICATION (exam-
ple in Figure 9a). Also, in reference to style, the
co-occurrence matrix between the topic and style

categories confirms the prevalent association be-
tween photographic genre and STEREOTYPE (129
images in total) and between INTERNET MEMES

and STEREOTYPE categories (98 memes in total).
Finally, in both communities, examples of misog-
yny in images are rare but extremely explicit (ex-
amples in figure 6 and 7a).

Table 4: Key statistics of the dataset.

Italian English

Forums 5 2
Threads 35624 369174
Posts 740278 7359727
Avg. posts / thread 20.78 19.94
Avg. images / post 0.084 0.067
Images 20183 425259
Unique images 94 % 0.72 %
Oldest post 2009/04/29 2017/11/08
Latest post 2023/03/02 2023/03/14
Users 7010 12584

Table 5: Absolute counts of Topic annotations.

Italian English

Alt-Right 0 16
Animal 63 91
Conspiracy Theory 16 16
Covid 19 41 7
Ethnicity 45 197
Feminism 29 42
Mainstream Meme 51 126
Nazi Fascism 20 36
Numbers 20 27
Other 280 385
Person Man 800 963
Person Woman 652 550
Person Queer 11 20
Politics Left 75 43
Politics Right 83 91
PopCult Anime Manga 27 211
PopCult Cinema 140 94
PopCult Comics Cartoons 50 122
PopCult Influencers 86 46
PopCult Music 38 30
PopCult TVseries 60 57
Pornography 54 60
Red Pill 61 72
Religion 35 35

6 Comparability

From a comparative point of view, the absolute fre-
quency of the classes noted for both datasets can
provide some initial clues as to the continuities and
differences between the two communities analysed.
First of all, we compare the categories related to
politics within the macro-category Topic, i.e.: alt-
right, nazifascism, feminism, left-wing politics and
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Table 6: Absolute counts of Hate annotations.

Italian English

Anti Feminism 41 54
Body Shaming 111 116
Misogyny 24 45
Moral Shaming 97 105
None 3324 3541
Objectification 108 136
Other 35 53
Seduction Conquest 159 123
Stereotype 357 462
Violence 89 195

Table 7: Absolute counts of Style annotations.

Italian English

Artwork Cartoon 143 380
Image Macro 8 0
Infographic Map Graph 42 75
Internet Meme 145 299
Logo 13 35
Other 2 10
Photography 965 967
Poster 48 55
Screenshot 410 412
Shared Post 27 41

right-wing politics. While the annotators did not
find any visual references to the category alt-right
in the Italian community, references to the generic
right-wing politics and Nazi-Fascism are prevalent
in the English-speaking community (see in Ap-
pendix A). Conversely, references to the generic
left and Communist iconography are prevalent in
the Italian community (see in Appendix A).

While this quantitative information alone does
not tell us much about how political ideologies are
framed in a multimodal context, the co-occurrence
matrix between the politics-related classes shows
that these categories are often associated with
stereotypical and violent content. Sentiment analy-
sis of the textual content associated with the images
could provide more accurate insights for interpret-
ing these data. However, based on a close reading
of the content, this difference could indicate a less
politicised and ideologically motivated orientation
within the Italian community and a general ten-
dency to adopt qualunquist political positions that
place the extreme right and the extreme left on the
same negative level. On the other hand, the abso-
lute numbers of pop culture-related categories un-
derline a strong emphasis on entertainment within
the communities, particularly in the areas of cin-
ema, cartoons and TV series. This prevalence sug-
gests an increased engagement with media and pop-

Figure 2: Co-occurrence matrix between Hate and Topic
categories (Eng)

Figure 3: Co-occurrence matrix between Hate and Topic
categories (It)

ular culture. In particular, the English-speaking
community has a significantly higher number of
references to Japanese manga and anime, indicating
a robust interest in this particular cultural sphere.
When examining the co-occurrence matrix, which
maps themes to hate categories, there is a clear cor-
relation between the anime and manga label and
the use of objectifying language. Furthermore, a
detailed examination of visual content from the
English-speaking community reveals a recurring
depiction of erotic content and feminine representa-
tionunder the guise of anime and manga, as shown
in Figure 10a. This observation prompts considera-
tion on the highly stereotypical and abstract repre-
sentation of the female body, which could be con-
sidered in future studies on the visual representa-
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tion of women in Incel communities. Furthermore,
it could highlight possible links between otaku geek
subcultures and toxic Manosphere subcultures. Fu-
ture research might also examine the continuity of
visual references more closely, shedding light on
the intersection of the two online communities.

Although many reports from terrorist studies
have examined the representation of in-group and
out-group identity through language(Ging, 2019;
Krendel et al., 2022), we are still at the beginning
of our work to understand the modalities of vi-
sual communication within the transnational In-
celosphere ecosystem. However, these preliminary
numerical results may open up some further ques-
tions and possible new lines of research. Given
the large amount of material at our disposal, our
dataset can certainly be a useful resource for re-
searchers interested in studying the spread of hate
through visual artefacts in misogynist extremist
online communities.

7 Limitation

The main limitations of our work are related to the
possibility of generalizing the annotation protocol
to other data sources. In this sense, a first limitation
concerns the presence of several specific classes at
the level of content, which were developed in an
iterative way based on the content of our data set.
Although the annotation protocol has been devel-
oped on the basis of a solid theory for the analysis
of online visual culture in general, the annotation
of images on fine-grained categories could make
it difficult to apply this protocol to other datasets,
thus compromising interoperability. For the cate-
gories of the scheme related to hate, the same ar-
gument applies. Indeed, the most present category
is stereotype, while few images were detected as
hateful in the strict sense, as our preliminary anal-
yses show. This is due to the ideological charac-
teristics of the community analyzed. Although the
images in our dataset can spread highly offensive
messages (such as ethnic stereotypes and pornogra-
phy), during the annotation phase, our annotators
preferred to limit inferences about hateful content
to what is expressed, limited to the image and the
text associated with it, leaving out any contextual or
backgrounding information. Future research could
address and overcome these limitations by applying
the same taxonomy to data from other sources and
considering the integration of classes to annotate
hate at the implicit level.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we explored the possibility of inte-
grating information related to the visual culture
of misogynistic extremist subcultures on the In-
ternet in order to make the annotation of hateful
content more sensitive to the context and linguistic
community of reference. For this reason, we se-
lected a state-of-the-art theory for the analysis of
Internet visual artifacts such as digital images and
memes, and extended our analysis by integrating
other identified subcategories to obtain more infor-
mation about the cultural references contained in
the images (i.e., pop culture and various religious
and political themes). We mapped the digital sites
populated by the community and collected this ma-
terial by relying on a custom-built crawler to mine
the platforms. This allowed us to create a compa-
rable dataset in two main languages, English and
Italian. Then, experienced annotators improved
and used our annotation scheme to annotate a to-
tal of 2181 images and, where present within the
post, to annotate the hateful content in light of the
text associated. Finally, based on this work, we ob-
tained significant inter-annotator agreement scores,
which allowed a first quantitative exploration of
the frequency of individual categories and the cor-
relation between them. Our results showed the
prevalence of stereotypical content regarding both
male and female targets, as well as ethnic and racial
stereotypes. We also found the presence of numer-
ous images related to categories of shaming (body
and moral shaming), a type of discrimination and
abuse that is widespread online and has a strong
impact on the psyche of those who are targeted.
This initial introduction of VIDA is only our first
step in systematically evaluating hate related to In-
ternet visual culture. In future work, we plan to
release all crawled data, including threads, posts,
and more images, anonymized to prevent the leak
of the authors’ identities as much as possible. This
will be achieved by applying advanced anonymiza-
tion techniques such as Differential Privacy (Dwork
et al., 2014) algorithms and removing source URLs.
Further, we will evaluate the proposed taxonomy
to test its applicability to other domains, such as
hateful memes in the wild, reducing the number of
categories if necessary in order to make them as
generalizable as possible. Moreover, we will train
a classifier on our dataset and apply the human-
in-the-loop paradigm to scale our annotations and
extend the labeled data in VIDA.
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9 License

The dataset is licensed under the Creative Com-
mons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC
BY-SA 4.0) 7. This allows copying and redistribut-
ing the data in any medium or format when appro-
priate credit is given and a link to the license is
given. Further, it is allowed to mix, transform, or
extend the dataset for any purpose. However, every
change has to be indicated.
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Visual examples of the multimodal labeling of the
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Figure 4: Example of Person Women and Body Sham-
ing associated categories

Figure 5: Example of Stereotype in memes

Figure 6: Example of Person Women and Violence
associated categories

Figure 7: Example of Meme and Misogyny associated
categories

(a) Meme text: Sluts, sluts everywhere

Figure 8: Example of Person Women, Ethnicity and
Body Shaming associated categories, annotated consid-
ering the context

(a) Post: The fat ugly black one gets more attention according
to juggernaut law.

Figure 9: Example of Objectification, annotated consid-
ering the context

(a) Post: Put foids on a leash - and take away all their rights,
treat them like soulless inanimate objects who are just basic
fuck dolls and breeding machines.

Figure 10: Example of Pop_Cult_Anime_Manga cate-
gory associated with Objectification, annotated consid-
ering the context.

(a) Post: I like 2D legs.

Figure 11: Example of Nazi Fascism category asso-
ciated with Objectification, annotated considering the
context.

(a) Post: They subconsciously want the fuhrer to return.

Figure 12: Example of Politics Left category in the
Italian dataset.

(a) Meme text: I repeat: women in gulags.
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Abstract

Detecting problematic content, such as hate
speech, is a multifaceted and ever-changing
task, influenced by social dynamics, user popu-
lations, diversity of sources, and evolving lan-
guage. There has been significant efforts, both
in academia and in industry, to develop anno-
tated resources that capture various aspects of
problematic content. Due to researchers’ di-
verse objectives, these annotations are often
inconsistent and hence, reports of progress on
the detection of problematic content are frag-
mented. This pattern is expected to persist
unless we pool these resources, taking into
account the dynamic nature of this issue. In
this paper, we propose integrating the avail-
able resources, leveraging their dynamic na-
ture to break this pattern, and introduce a con-
tinual learning framework and benchmark for
problematic content detection. Our benchmark,
comprising 84 related tasks, creates a novel
measure of progress: prioritizing the adapt-
ability of classifiers to evolving tasks over ex-
celling in specific tasks. To ensure continu-
ous relevance, our benchmark is designed for
seamless integration of new tasks. Our results
demonstrate that continual learning methods
outperform static approaches by up to 17% and
4% AUC in capturing the evolving content and
adapting to novel forms of problematic content.
Warning: datasets contain offensive language.

1 Introduction

Our social contexts continuously evolve and adapt
to new situations, a characteristic that has empow-
ered us to navigate through various challenges such
as wars or pandemics. Peoples’ expressions of hate,
toxicity, and incivility, among other types of biases
and prejudices, undergo adaptations in response to
such changing circumstances. For instance, when
there is a shift in the social or economic context,
novel forms of hate speech emerge (Tahmasbi et al.,

*These authors contributed equally to this work.

2021). In such scenarios, fear and uncertainty con-
tribute to the proliferation of stereotypical beliefs
and the attribution of blame to particular groups
(Cinelli et al., 2020). The rise of anti-asian racism
during the Covid-19 pandemic (Cowan, 2021) or
surges of anti-muslim and anti-semitic hate dur-
ing the Israel-Hamas conflict (Frenkel and Myers,
2023) are two recent examples of such cases. Even
in stable social situations, differences in countries,
contexts, and perspectives shape the boundaries of
what is considered problematic (Klonick, 2017).

The field of problematic content detection has
produced an abundance of resources aiming to
capture various aspects of this ever-changing phe-
nomenon (Poletto et al., 2021; Vidgen and Der-
czynski, 2020). While the accumulation of such
resources may appear to bring us closer to effec-
tively addressing this problem, the static viewpoint
adopted by each resource has resulted in hetero-
geneity among them, posing a significant chal-
lenge for integration of their knowledge into mod-
els. This heterogeneity has also caused fragmenta-
tion in progress reports on the automatic detection
of problematic content (Yin and Zubiaga, 2021).
Therefore, it is crucial to establish a benchmark
that integrates these annotated resources while cap-
turing the dynamic nature of this problem. Such a
benchmark would provide a more practical setting
to test our models under stress and offer a new way
to measure progress.

In this paper, we introduce a continual learning
benchmark and framework for problematic content
detection comprising 84 related tasks encompass-
ing 15 annotation schemas from 8 sources. By
doing so, we present a novel perspective to address
the problem of problematic content detection. In-
stead of focusing solely on specific aspects, such
as the toxicity of a snapshot of a platform, we ad-
vocate for a dynamic formulation that builds on the
ever-changing nature of problematic content.

Further, we propose a framework for identifying
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Figure 1: Current static approaches (I) train and evaluate models on a fixed set of datasets. Our benchmark embraces
the dynamic aspects of problematic content detection in two stages. The upstream training (II) and evaluation (III)
where data is assumed to be coming in a stream, and downstream fewshot evaluation (IV) that measure models’
generalization to novel forms of problematic content.

problematic content in a dynamic setting which
satisfies the following two objectives: First, an
optimal model should have the capability to ac-
quire and retain knowledge about various types of
problematic content. This capability is particularly
crucial for effectively utilizing the diverse datasets
that exist for detecting problematic content. We
model this capability through a continual learning
formulation, drawing inspiration from previous re-
search (Robins, 1995; de Masson D’Autume et al.,
2019; Sun et al., 2019). Our models are designed to
learn and understand the intricacies of problematic
content by performing a diverse set of related tasks.
Second, an optimal model should also have the abil-
ity to quickly learn and recognize new instances
of problematic content, regardless of whether they
appear on new platforms, in different languages, or
target new groups. To assess and reward models
that can adapt rapidly to emerging problematic con-
tent, we employ a few-shot evaluation benchmark
on a separate set of related tasks, as suggested by
recent work (Jin et al., 2021).

Through these objectives, we establish criteria
for an ideal model that can effectively handle the
dynamic nature of problematic content. We define
metrics and evaluations that capture these criteria,
and we create a benchmark that accurately reflects
the complexities of the problem. In constructing

this benchmark, we integrate existing resources in
the field, leveraging their strengths to develop a
comprehensive framework for studying the evolu-
tion of problematic content online.

To validate the effectiveness of our proposed
approach in a practical setting, we set up our ex-
periments to simulate the evolution of problematic
content research (§5). Our results show that dy-
namic continual learning approaches outperform
static methods in all the identified criteria for an
ideal model, namely, accumulating knowledge and
generalizing to novel forms of problematic content
(§6). In sum, by addressing the dynamic nature of
problematic content and embracing its complexi-
ties, our framework, benchmark, and experiments
offer valuable insights, resources, and practical so-
lutions for combating problematic content 1.

2 Background

2.1 Problematic Content Detection

Social media platforms offer individuals means to
freely express themselves. However, certain fea-
tures of social media, such as partial anonymity,
which may promote freedom of expression, can
also result in dissemination of problematic content.

1Our benchmark and experiments are
available at https://github.com/USC-CSSL/
Adaptable-Problematic-Content-Detection
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Researchers and social media companies recognize
this issue and have developed various strategies to
tackle it, including automated systems to identify
problematic content. Consequently, multiple defi-
nitions of problematic content have been proposed
(Poletto et al., 2021), encompassing specific areas
like misogyny detection (e.g., Fersini et al., 2018),
to hate speech (e.g., Kennedy et al., 2022) and
broader categories such as offensive language de-
tection (e.g., Davidson et al., 2017). Ideally, such
systems should possess the capability to identify
undesirable content irrespective of factors such as
timing, specific linguistic form, or the social me-
dia platform used. However, recent studies have
revealed limited generalizability of such systems,
particularly in the context of hate speech detec-
tion (Yin and Zubiaga, 2021; Ramponi and Tonelli,
2022). Yin and Zubiaga (2021) recognized that the
scarcity of hate speech in sources poses a challenge
to constructing datasets and models. They also
acknowledged the difficulty in modeling implicit
notions of problematic content. Combining diverse
datasets can alleviate both issues by reducing the
scarcity of problematic content and enhancing a
model’s ability to identify implicit notions through
exposure to a broader range of data.

2.2 Multitask Learning for Problematic
Content

In recent years, multitask learning (Caruana, 1997)
has gained considerable attention as a promising
approach for problematic content detection (Kapil
and Ekbal, 2021; Plaza-Del-Arco et al., 2021;
Farha and Magdy, 2020; Kapil and Ekbal, 2020;
Talat et al., 2018). Multitask learning leverages
the inherent relationships and shared characteris-
tics among related tasks (e.g., hate speech, racism,
sexism detection etc. in the context problematic
content) to improve performance over a model that
learns the tasks individually. By jointly training
on multiple related tasks, the models can benefit
from knowledge transfer and information sharing
across different domains. Furthermore, empirical
evidence shows the advantage of multitask learning
in enhancing generalization and robustness. This
advantage could potentially be due to the model’s
ability to learn common patterns and effectively
differentiate between various forms of harmful lan-
guage across different tasks (Mao et al., 2020; Zhou
et al., 2019; Kapil and Ekbal, 2020).

Although multitask learning has demonstrated
potential in the field of problematic content de-

tection, it is not exempt from limitations. A sig-
nificant drawback is the expense involved in re-
training the model whenever a new task is intro-
duced to the existing set. As the number of tasks
grows, so does the complexity and computational
resources needed for retraining. This becomes
particularly challenging in the context of a dy-
namic landscape of problematic content, where new
types of hate speech or toxic behavior emerge con-
stantly. Multitask learning encounters various other
challenges apart from computational complexity.
These challenges include task interference, a phe-
nomenon wherein the acquisition of multiple tasks
concurrently can exert a detrimental impact on each
other’s learning processes, and catastrophic forget-
ting, which entails the loss of previously acquired
knowledge when learning new tasks (Robins, 1995;
Kirkpatrick et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2023).

2.3 Continual Learning and Few Shot
Generalization

Continual learning is an approach that has emerged
to address challenges like task interference, com-
putational complexity, and catastrophic forgetting
faced by multitask learning; instead of simulta-
neously learning all the tasks, continual learning
models learn new tasks over time while maintain-
ing knowledge of previous tasks (Robins, 1995).
This incremental approach allows for efficient adap-
tation to new tasks while preserving the knowl-
edge acquired from the previous tasks (Parisi et al.,
2019). By leveraging techniques such as param-
eter isolation, rehearsal, or regularization, contin-
ual learning mitigates catastrophic forgetting and
ensures that the model retains its proficiency in
previously learned tasks (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017;
de Masson D’Autume et al., 2019; Wang et al.,
2020; Schwarz et al., 2018). Moreover, the capabil-
ity to incrementally update the model alleviates the
computational burden associated with retraining
the entire multitask model every time new tasks
are added. As a result, continual learning presents
a promising approach to tackle the scalability and
adaptability issues inherent in multitask learning.
This framework becomes particularly attractive for
tasks like hate speech detection, toxicity detection,
and similar endeavors within a rapidly changing en-
vironment of problematic content. The only work
in this space is Qian et al. (2021) which applies
continual learning to detect hate speech on Twitter.
However, their focus is limited to a single definition
of hate speech and they analyze a single snapshot
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Figure 2: Sequence of upstream tasks in the experiment with chronological task order. Note that datasets are ordered
according to the earliest publication date of the data and tasks (i.e., labels) within each dataset are ordered randomly.

of Twitter data. Consequently, their approach does
not fully account for the dynamic nature of prob-
lematic content across the internet.

3 Continual Learning Benchmark for
Problematic Content Detection

3.1 Problem Formulation

Our objective is to develop models that are not only
agile in detecting new manifestations of problem-
atic content but are also capable of accumulating
knowledge from diverse instances across different
time periods and platforms. Such models should
possess the ability to rapidly learn and identify new
manifestations of problematic content on novel
platforms, even when only limited data is avail-
able. As time progresses, we anticipate a natural
increase in the availability of resources for prob-
lematic content detection. Therefore, to encourage
building models that leverage this increase in re-
sources, we consider the existing resources as a
continuous stream of incoming data. In this con-
text, we make the assumption that there exists a
problematic content detection model denoted as f ,
which undergoes continual learning on a stream of
problematic content detection binary classification
tasks (T u = [T u

1 , . . . , T
u
Nu

]) over time. We refer to
this set of tasks as upstream tasks. In addition to
accumulating knowledge from the stream of tasks,
this continual learning model should be able to
rapidly generalize its knowledge to numerous re-
lated unseen tasks (Jin et al., 2021). We formulate
this ability as few-shot learning over a separate set
of binary classification tasks T d = [T d

1 , . . . , T
d
Nd

],
referred to as downstream tasks.

3.2 Training and Evaluation

During the continual learning stage, the model en-
counters a sequentially ordered list of Nu upstream
tasks: [T u

1 , . . . , T
u
Nu

], where each task has its own
distinct training and test sets. To evaluate the few-
shot learning capability of the sequentially trained
model f , we proceed to adapt it to a collection of
Nd few-shot tasks individually represented as T d

i .
In this scenario, each unseen task is associated with
only a small number of training examples.

For evaluation purposes, a task is considered
“new” if the model hasn’t been exposed to labels
from that task. This applies to the ith upstream task
(T u

i ) in the upstream training process before the
model’s upstream training reaches T u

i , as well as
to all downstream tasks (Figure 1). The paucity of
problematic content online results in most datasets
used in this work being quite unbalanced. In
the evaluation of models trained on such unbal-
anced datasets, Area Under the Curve (AUC) often
takes precedence over the F1 score (Bradley, 1997).
AUC serves as a measure of a model’s ability to
differentiate between positive and negative classes,
calculated by assessing the area under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. Hence, we
chose AUC as our primary evaluation metric for
both the upstream training and downstream adapta-
tion processes. We acknowledge that the selection
of an evaluation metric is not without its contro-
versies. The rationale behind this choice primarily
stems from the extensive adoption of the AUC in
the problematic content detection literature. In the
context of this work, it is important to note that our
conclusions would have remained consistent even
if we had opted for the F1 score as our primary met-
ric (§A.7.) To enable fair comparisons, we used a
fixed set of held-out test data for all models. Be-
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low we outline the specific measures we employ to
characterize the desired attributes of each model.
Few-Shot Performance To assess the model’s few-
shot generalization ability, we evaluate the contin-
ually trained model f on unseen tasks by individ-
ually fine-tuning it for each task T v

i using a few
annotated examples. The few-shot AUC for task
T d
i is denoted as AUCFS

i , and we report the aver-
age few-shot AUC across all downstream tasks.
Final Performance To assess the accumulation
of knowledge in upstream tasks, we evaluate the
AUC of f at the end of the continual learning over
upstream tasks. This evaluation allows us to de-
termine the extent to which model f forgets the
knowledge pertaining to a specific task once it ac-
quires the ability to solve additional tasks. We
report the average AUC over all upstream tasks.
Instant Performance To assess the extent of pos-
itive transfer among upstream tasks, we evaluate
the AUC of f on task T u

i right after the model is
trained on T u

i . We report the average of instant
performance across all upstream tasks.

3.3 Datasets
We have selected datasets for our benchmark based
on the following criteria: 1) must be related to prob-
lematic content detection, 2) must be in English,
and 3) must include a classification task (or a task
transformable into classification). We aimed to use
datasets that span different sources and time peri-
ods, and rely on different definitions of problematic
content. Even though we currently focus on one
language, the dynamic nature of our formulation
easily allows for expansion of this benchmark to
other languages (see §8 for more details). Our
benchmark currently covers data from 8 different
sources, namely, Twitter, Reddit, Wikipedia, Gab,
Stromfront, chat dialogues, and synthetically gen-
erated text. These datasets cover a wide range of
definitions of problematic content, from focused
definitions such as sexism and misogyny to broader
definitions such as toxicity. All datasets in our
work are publicly available for research purposes.
We do not redistribute these datasets but offer in-
structions in our repository for downloading and
recreating the benchmark from publicly available
sources. In addition, we provide license informa-
tion for all datasets, along with descriptive statis-
tics in §A.2. For all datasets, we use the original
train/test/dev splits when available, otherwise split
the data 80/10/10 randomly. We briefly discuss
each dataset below; [U] and [D] denote upstream

and downstream datasets respectively.
Call Me Sexists, But (CMSB; Liakhovets et al.,
2022) [D] Consists of 6,325 tweets from two
sources: 1) Twitter data that was previously an-
notated for sexism and racism (Waseem and Hovy,
2016), and 2) Twitter data collected between 2008
and 2019 using the phrase “call me sexist, but.”
Each tweet is labeled for sexist content and sexist
phrasing, with both being single-choice options.
US-election (Grimminger and Klinger, 2021) [D]
Consists of 3,000 tweets, covering hate speech and
offensive language, which were collected during
the six weeks prior to the 2020 presidential election,
until one week after the election. Each tweet was
annotated for being hateful or not, without consid-
ering whether the target is a group or an individual.
Misogyny Detection (misogyny; Guest et al.,
2021) [D] Contains 6,567 Reddit Posts from 34 sub-
reddits identified as misogynistic from February to
May 2020 annotated with a three level hierarchical
taxonomy. We only use the top level annotations
which are binary labels for misogynistic content.
Contextual Abuse Dataset (CAD; Vidgen et al.,
2021a) [U] Consists of 25k Reddit posts collected
from 16 Subreddits more likely to contain a diverse
range of abusive language, and focused on taking
the context of the conversations into account. A
hierarchical annotation schema is proposed which
takes the context of the conversation into account;
Level 1: abusive, non-abusive, and Level 2: for
abusive (i) identity-directed, (ii) affiliation-directed
and (iii) person-directed. In our benchmark, we
use the three labels from the second level to stress
test models’ ability in learning variations of abuse.
Ex-Machina: Personal Attacks at Scale (Per-
sonal attack; Wulczyn et al., 2017) [U] Includes
100k annotated comments from a public dump of
Wikipedia from 2004-2015. Annotators were asked
to label comments that contain personal attack or
harassment in addition to some finer labels about
the category of attack or harassment. We included
the detecting personal attacks, quoted personal at-
tacks (QA), and personal attack targeted at third
party (TPA) as separate tasks in our benchmark.
Unhealthy Comment Corpus (UCC; Price et al.,
2020) [U] Consists of 44,355 comments collected
from the Globe and Mail news site. Every com-
ment is annotated according to a two-level hier-
archy; Level 1: healthy or unhealthy. Level 2:
binary labels indicating the presence or absence of
six specific unhealthy subattributes: (i) hostility,
(ii) antagonism, (iii) insults, (iv) provocation, (v)
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trolling, (vi) dismissiveness, (vii) condescension,
(viii) sarcasm, and (ix) generalization.
The Gab Hate Corpus (GHC; Kennedy et al.,
2022)[U] Contains 27,665 posts from Gab.com,
spanning January to October, 2018, annotated
based on a typology for hate speech derived from
definitions across legal precedent. Posts were an-
notated for Call for Violence (CV), Human degra-
dation (HD), Vulgarity and/or Offensive language
(VO), and explicit or implicit language.
Stormfront (De Gibert et al., 2018) [D] Includes
a 10,568 sentences collected from 22 sub-forums
of Stormfront.org spanning from 2002 to 2017.
Each sentence has been classified as containing
hate or not depending on whether they meet the
following three premises: “a) deliberate attack, b)
directed towards a specific group of people, and c)
motivated by aspects of the group’s identity.”
Dialogue Safety (Miller et al., 2017; Xu et al.,
2021) [D] The Dialogue Safety dataset includes
five datasets in the domain of dialogue safety.
Three datasets, namely ParlAI single standard,
ParlAI single adversarial, and ParlAI multi, are
sourced from ParlAI (Miller et al., 2017). The
other two datasets, BAD2 and BAD4, are from Bot-
Adversarial Dialogue (Xu et al., 2021). The ParlAI
datasets consist of 30,000 samples, while the BAD
datasets consist of 5,784 samples. Conversations
in the BAD dataset can span up to 14 turns, and
following (Xu et al., 2021), we consider the last
two and four utterances of the conversation (BAD2
and BAD4) in our benchmark. All dialogue safety
datasets provide toxic or safe labels.
Dygen (Vidgen et al., 2021b) [hate U, rest D] Con-
sists of 41,255 samples dynamically generated us-
ing the human-and-model-in-the-loop setting to
train more robust hate detection models. The au-
thors collected four rounds data using Dynabench
(Kiela et al., 2021), and annotated each sample hi-
erarchically; Level 1: binary hate/non-hate label,
Level 2: subclasses of hate (i.e., derogation, ani-
mosity, threatening language, support for hateful
entities and dehumanization) and 29 target identi-
ties (e.g., immigrant, muslim, woman, etc.). We
use Level 1 for upstream training and Level 2 for
downstream adaptation.
Hatecheck (Röttger et al., 2021) [D] Contains of
3,728 synthetically generated sentences motivated
by 29 hate speech detection model functionalities;
18 of these functionalities test for hateful content
and cover distinct expressions of hate, and the other
11 functionalities test for non-hateful content and

cover contrastive non-hate.
Multitarget-CONAN (CONAN; Fanton et al.,
2021) [D] Consists of 5003 samples of hate speech
and counter-narrative pairs targeting different tar-
get groups (LGBTQ+, Migrants, Muslims, etc.)
created using human-in-the-loop methodology, in
which the generative language model generates new
samples and, after confirmation by expert annota-
tors, would get added to the dataset. In our bench-
mark we included detection of hate speech toward
each target group as a separate task.
Civil-comments (Dixon et al., 2018) [U] Includes
two million comments from the Civil Comments
platform annotated by human raters for various
toxic conversational attributes. Each comment has
a toxicity label and several additional toxicity sub-
type attributes which are severe toxicity, obscene,
threat, insult, identity attack, sexual explicit.
Twitter Abusive (Abusive; Founta et al., 2018) [U]
Contains 80k tweets from March to April 2017 an-
notated for multiple fine-grained aspects of abuse,
namely, offensiveness, abusiveness, hateful speech,
aggression, cyberbullying, and spam.
Large-Scale Hate Speech Detection with Cross-
Domain Transfer (hate; Toraman et al., 2022) [U]
Includes 100k tweets from 2020 and 2021, each an-
notated by five annotators for hate speech. Tweets
are labeled as hate if “they target, incite violence
against, threaten, or call for physical damage for
an individual or a group of people because of some
identifying trait or characteristic.”

4 Models and Methods

4.1 Models

We represent all tasks in a consistent binary classi-
fication format and conduct our experiments using
a pretrained language model, specifically BART-
Basew (Lewis et al., 2020). In addition to fine-
tuning all the model weights of BART-Base, we
also explore two other variations 1) Adapter: We
experiment with Adapters (Houlsby et al., 2019).
In addition to the classification head, adapter train-
ing only trains parameters of Adapters, which are
two-layer multilayer perceptrons inserted after each
layer of BART. We used a hidden size of 256 for
all Adapter layers. 2) BiHNet: The hypernetwork
(h) accepts a task representation z as input and
generates model parameters for a separate predic-
tion model, denoted as f , in order to address the
specific task at hand (Jin et al., 2021).
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Final Instant Fewshot

Model AUC ∆ AUC AUC ∆ AUC AUC ∆ AUC

Adapter-Single - - 0.879 - 0.806 -
BiHNet-Single - - 0.870 - 0.786 -
Adapter-Vanilla 0.518 - 0.882 - 0.765 -
BiHNet-Vanilla 0.617 - 0.878 - 0.772 -

BiHNet-Reg 0.792 +0.174 0.882 +0.003 0.819 +0.047
BiHNet-EWC 0.676 +0.059 0.881 +0.003 0.766 -0.006

Adapter-Multitask 0.873 +0.355 - - 0.816 +0.052
BiHNet-Multitask 0.834 +0.216 - - 0.796 +0.024

Table 1: AUC scores for chronological experiment. ∆ values are calculated in comparison to the corresponding
Vanilla model.

4.2 Upstream Training

Single Task Learning We finetune a pretrained
model on each of the tasks separately. Note that
this model completely ignores the sequential order
imposed on our upstream tasks and serves as a
baseline for evaluating the performance of the base
model each tasks without any knowledge transfer.
Sequential Finetuning (Vanilla) We also finetune
a pretrained model on the sequence of upstream
tasks [T u

1 , . . . , T
u
Nu] without any continual learn-

ing algorithms. Previous research suggests that
this model will suffer from catastrophic forgetting
(Robins, 1995). Comparing the final performance
of this model with a continual learning algorithm
will give us a measure of the ability of these algo-
rithms in knowledge accumulation.
Multitask Learning (MTL) To assess the upper
bound of knowledge accumulation on the set of
upstream tasks we finetune a pretrained model with
multitask learning on all upstream tasks imple-
mented via hard parameter sharing. For Adapter-
Multitask models we shared only the adapter pa-
rameters and for BiHNet-Multitask models we
used a shared BiHNet for all tasks.
Continual Learning Finally, we finetune a model
continually on a sequence of upstream tasks
[T u

1 , . . . , T
u
Nu]. This model should ideally be able

to 1) use knowledge from previous tasks to learn
a new upstream task, and 2) retain knowledge of
the seen upstream tasks. We experiment with two
regularization-based continual learning algorithms:
Bi-level Hypernetworks for Adapters with Reg-
ularization (BiHNet-Reg: Jin et al., 2021). This
model is specifically designed to enhance the gen-
eration of adapter weights by optimizing bi-level
long and short-)task representations. Its primary
objective is to address two important challenges:

mitigating catastrophic forgetting and enhancing
the overall generalizability of the model. Towards
the first challenge, regularization is imposed on the
generated adapters. To improve generalization this
model learns two representations for each task task;
one for high-resource settings and one for few-shot
cases. We calculated the long task representation
by averaging the embedding of all text samples in
the training split of a dataset. short task representa-
tions were computed by averaging embeddings of
64 texts sampled from the training set.
Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC: Kirkpatrick
et al., 2017): leverages the principles of Bayesian
inference, suggesting a method that selectively
slows down learning on the weights important for
previous tasks. The model retains old knowledge
by assigning a larger penalty to changes in crucial
parameters, effectively making them “elastic”.

4.3 Downstream Adaptation

An ideal model for problematic content detection
should be able to learn its new manifestations
quickly. Therefore, we evaluate our models’ ability
on learning unseen datasets of problematic content
using only a few examples. We report the perfor-
mances using k = 16 shots. Sensitivity analysis on
the number of shots is provided in §A.5.

5 Experiments

Most of the datasets in our benchmark include an-
notations for various aspects of problematic content
(e.g., UCC includes labels for antagonism, insults,
etc.). To ensure flexibility, we treated each label
as a separate task. This choice is rooted in the
likely possibility that we will need to introduce ad-
ditional labels to the existing set in the future. To
accommodate potential future updates to the label
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taxonomy, it is preferable to have models that can
quickly adapt and learn new labels.

In order to minimize the exchange of informa-
tion between the upstream and downstream tasks,
across all our datasets with the exception of Dy-
gen, we categorized all tasks within the dataset as
either upstream or downstream. Our selection of
larger datasets for the upstream tasks was driven
by both the data requirements of upstream training
and the fact that larger datasets typically encom-
pass a broader range of problematic content. This
decision enables the model to accumulate knowl-
edge on general notions of problematic content,
which aligns with our objectives. Subsequently, we
assigned tasks as downstream that 1) had limited la-
beled data, and 2) had minimal overlap (e.g., same
domain or labels) with the upstream tasks.

To assess the efficacy of our proposed framework
in practical scenarios, we ran our main experiments
by ordering the upstream tasks chronologically.
Specifically, we used the earliest publication date
of each dataset as the temporal reference point to
order the upstream datasets. Note that each dataset
consists of multiple labels (i.e., tasks). Since we
don’t have any information about the temporal or-
der of tasks within datasets, we chose this order
at random. This experiment allowed us to capture
the evolution of the research landscape on problem-
atic content detection, thereby providing a more
nuanced understanding of the progress of model
performance over time. Figure 2 shows the order of
upstream tasks in this experiment. We experiment
with alternative orders of upstream tasks in §A.4.

6 Results

Baselines: To determine the learning capabilities
of each model, we finetune a classifier from each
architecture on each task. The average fewshot,
final, and instant performance of Adapter-Vanilla,
and BiHNet-Vanilla is presented in the first two
rows of table 1 respectively. We see the largest
gap in performance for these models on the final
performance metrics. This can be attributed to
BiHNet’s meta learning capabilities.
Multitask Upperbound: When there are no adver-
sarial tasks, multitask learning is often used as an
empirical upper bound for continual learning. The
last two rows of table 1 show the few shot and final
evaluation of multitask models. Note that since
these models see all tasks at the same time, instant
performance is not defined for them.

Does the collection of problematic content tasks
help with learning new upstream tasks? In
other words, do the models benefit from upstream
training when learning a new task with substantial
amount of annotated data available? To answer this
question, compare the instant performance of a CL
model on T u

i with a pretrained model finetuned
on just T u

i . Our results (∆ Instant AUC) show
evidence of slight positive transfer, however, the
magnitude of this transfer is negligible.
Does continual learning improve knowledge re-
tention? The final AUC values, as shown in Table
1, indicate the models’ ability to retain knowledge
from a sequence of tasks at the end of training. Our
results suggest that all continual learning variations
outperform naive training. Most notably, BiHNet-
Reg outperforms BiHNet-Vanilla by almost 18%
in AUC, indicating its potential to mitigate catas-
trophic forgetting, while falling only 4% short of
the multitask counterpart.
Does upstream learning help with generalization
to new manifestations of problematic content?
Comparing the single-task baselines with contin-
ual and multitask learning, our results (Table 1)
demonstrate a noteworthy improvement in models’
generalization ability as a result of upstream train-
ing. Specifically, BiHNet-Reg shows remarkable
generalization ability in fewshot settings, outper-
forming the BiHNet-Vanilla by nearly 5% in AUC.

7 Discussion and Conclusion

In conclusion, we propose a continual learning
benchmark and framework for detecting problem-
atic content, that realizes its dynamic and adapt-
able nature. We define essential characteristics
of an ideal model and create a continual learning
benchmark and evaluation metrics to capture the
variability in problematic content. Our benchmark
has two key components: First, an upstream se-
quence of problematic tasks over which we mea-
sure a model’s ability in accumulating knowledge,
and second, a separate set of downstream few-shot
tasks on which we gauge a model’s agility in learn-
ing new manifestations of problematic content. Our
experiments clearly demonstrate the effectiveness
of this formulation, particularly in its ability to
adapt to new types of problematic content. To
keep the benchmark up-to-date, we have designed
it with continuous updates in mind; tasks can be
effortlessly added, removed, or repositioned. We
encourage the community to actively contribute to
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and expand this benchmark, as it serves as a collab-
orative platform for advancements in the field.

8 Limitation and Negative Societal
Impact

We emphasize that this is only one experimental
scenario for dividing the tasks into upstream and
downstream. Our benchmark’s modular design
allows for easy experimentation with other scenar-
ios allowing researchers to further study various
continual learning setups and evaluate a variety
of continual learning algorithms. The social sci-
ence examination of the evolution of problematic
content carries its own importance and follows a
dedicated line of inquiry. Due to space constraints,
we have not provided an exhaustive discussion of
this subject. We recommend referring to (Klonick,
2017; Atlantic-Council, 2023) for a comprehensive
overview of this area. We acknowledge that the ex-
periments in our paper are limited to the continual
learning methods employed. We encourage future
researchers to explore other continual learning ap-
proaches. The benchmark under discussion is cur-
rently designed only for English language content,
neglecting the challenges posed by problematic
content in other languages and cultures. Our design,
however, allows for an easy expansion of the bench-
mark to include other languages. We have outlined
the procedure to expand the benchmark on the ac-
companying repository and encourage the commu-
nity to contribute to the benchmark. Though it
presents a new measure of progress and baseline
results, further investigations and extensive experi-
mentation are needed to fully evaluate the potential
of continual learning in detecting evolving prob-
lematic content. The study’s approach, predom-
inantly using majority label datasets, potentially
leads to bias and overgeneralization in detecting
problematic content, given the inherent subjectiv-
ity of such content influenced by cultural norms,
individual sensitivities, and societal changes over
time. The effectiveness of this benchmark could
significantly vary due to the diversity of sources
and annotation schemas, potentially leading to cul-
tural bias and an overreliance on AI for content
detection, thereby neglecting the importance of nu-
anced human moderation. Future work can explore
the potential considering this subjectivity under
our continual learning framework. Moreover, the
benchmark opens possibilities for misuse, includ-
ing training models to generate problematic content

or designing adversarial attacks, where malicious
actors can exploit the understanding of detection
systems to craft content that evades detection.

Datasets used in this benchmark may have a
high prevalence of problematic content targeting
certain social groups. Hence, models trained on
these datasets could produce unfair outcomes, such
as higher false positive rates for the aforemen-
tioned groups (Dixon et al., 2018; Wiegand et al.,
2019). Recently, various methods have been pro-
posed to mitigate these biases, such as those by
Mostafazadeh Davani et al. (2021); Kennedy et al.
(2020); Omrani et al. (2023). Future research could
examine the extent of biases’ influence on the
model within our framework and the effectiveness
of the mentioned techniques in mitigating them.
Moreover, some datasets may hold personally iden-
tifiable information or data from which individual
details can be inferred. Since we are not redis-
tributing any of the datasts, to address this con-
cern, we suggest applying Google’s DLP, a tool
designed to scan and classify sensitive data, to the
datasets. Another concern in research on problem-
atic content detection is the potential misuse for
censorship. However, we emphasize that, in con-
trast to private methods concealed behind corporate
doors, an open-access or academic approach to de-
tecting problematic content fosters transparency.
This allows the public to understand and critique
the detection criteria. Such transparency ensures
accountability, given that academic methods fre-
quently undergo peer review and public scrutiny,
thereby addressing biases and mistakes.
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A Supplementary Material

A.1 Hardware and Runtimes

Experiments were conducted on Nvidia Quadro
6000 GPUs with Cuda version 11.4. Each upstream
training for 26 tasks takes around 12 hours, and few-
shot training and evaluation for all 58 downstream
tasks for a single model takes around 6 hours to
complete.

A.2 Data Sources, Statistics, and License
Information

All of the datasets used in this benchmark are pub-
licly available for research purposes. Table 5 pro-
vides license information for all datasets. We do
not redistribute these datasets. In our Github repos-
itory2 we offer a clear guide on how to create a
local copy of all the datasets used in our bench-
mark, from the original sources. Our benchmark
consists of English classification datasets that con-
tain tasks related to problematic content detection.
Each label from each dataset is treated as a separate
task and we only used tasks with more than 100
positive examples in their training sets. Table 2 and
3 show dataset statistics along with the number of
positive samples per task for downstream and up-
stream tasks, respectively. Table 4 shows number
of datasets from each source.

2https://github.com/USC-CSSL/
Adaptable-Problematic-Content-Detection
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Dataset Labels
Abusive abusive (2763); hateful (503); total (8597)
CAD affiliation directed abuse (242) ; identity directed abuse (514); person

directed abuse (237); total (5307)
Dygen hate (2268); total (4120)
GHC human degradation (491); vulgarity (369); total (5510)
Gate hateful (170); offensive (1247); total (10207)
Civil comments identity attack (687); insult (5776); obscene (543); threat (221); toxicity

(7777); total (97320)
Personal attack attack (3056) ; recipient attack (1999) ; third party attack (204); total

(23178)
UCC antagonize (203); condescending (269) ; dismissive (150) ; generalisation

(96) ; generalisation unfair (91) ; healthy (320) ; hostile (108) ; sarcastic
(201) ; total (4425)

Table 2: Number of label occurrences in upstream tasks test sets.

Dataset Labels
Dygen Black men (7); African (8); Muslim women (10); Asylum seekers (13);

Asians (15); Indigenous people (18); Gender minorities (21); Chinese
people (25); Foreigners (26); Black women (27); Travellers (27); Non-
whites (28); Mixed race (30); Gay women (31); East Asians (32); South
Asians (32). Gay men (34); support (35); Arabs (45); threatening (48);
Refguees (51); dehumanization (70); People with disabilities (79); Gay
people (81); Immigrants (81); Trans people (90); Jewish people (111);
Muslims (126); Black (211); animosity (315); derogation (1036); total
(3009)

CONAN disabled (22); jews (59); muslims (134); migrant (96); woman (67);
LGBT (62); people of color (35); total (501)

Hatecheck trans (42); black (44); immigrants (45); muslims (47); gay (48); disabled
(50); women (60); hate (117); total (373)

single
toxic (300); total (3000)adversarial

multi
BAD2

toxic (44); total (190)
BAD4
Stormfront hate (239); total (478)
US-election hateful (31); total (300)
GHC calls for violence (24); total (5510)
CAD counter-speech (66); total (5307)
Misogyny misogynistic (73); total (657)
CMSB sexist (181); total (2363)

Table 3: Number of label occurrences in downstream tasks test sets.

Source: Twitter (6); Reddit (2); Wikipedia (2); Gab (1) ; Stormfront (1);

Chat dialogue (4); Synthetically generated (2); Civil Comments (1).

Table 4: Number of datasets by source.
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Table 5: License information for all datasets used in the benchmark. According to this information, all datasets can
be used for research purposes

Name License Source

UCC and Ex
Machina

CC-BY-SA https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Wikipedia:Copyrights#Contributors’
_rights_and_obligations

Civil Comments
Corpus

CC0 https://www.kaggle.com/ competitions/jigsaw
unintended bias in toxicity classification/data

Misogyny Detec-
tion

MIT https://github.com/ellamguest/
online-misogyny-eacl2021

CAD CC-By Attribution 4.0 In-
ternational

https://zenodo.org/record/4881008

DYGEN CC By 4.0 Footnote of the first page of the paper:
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/
3580305.3599318

HateCheck CC By 4.0 https://github.com/paul-rottger/
hatecheck-data/blob/main/LICENSE

CONAN "resources can be used for
research purposes"

https://github.com/marcoguerini/
CONAN

Stormfront CC-BY-SA https://github.com/Vicomtech/
hate-speech-dataset

GHC CC-By Attribution 4.0 In-
ternational

The GHC is available on the Open Science
Framework (OSF, https://osf.io/edua3/),
and the license is discussed in detail in section
4 of the paper

CMSB CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 https://data.gesis.org/sharing/#!
Detail/10.7802/2251

Large-Scale Hate
Speech Detection
with Cross-Domain
Transfer

CC-BY-SA 4.0 https://github.com/avaapm/
hatespeech/blob/master/LICENSE

US Election data is publicly available https://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.
de/forschung/ressourcen/korpora/
stance-hof/

Dialogue Safety MIT https://github.com/facebookresearch/
ParlAI/blob/main/LICENSE

Twitter Abusive CC-By Attribution 4.0 In-
ternational

https://zenodo.org/record/2657374
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Figure 3: Shuffled sequence of tasks for the chronological experiment.

A.3 Model Implementation Details

For all experiments, we used a batch size of 32
and trained the models for at most 100 epochs. To
prevent the model from overfitting, we used early
stopping with a patience of three and chose the best
model based on the F1 score.Due to the paucity
of problematic content online most of the datasets
in this benchmark are heavily sparse. This spar-
sity poses challenges to the optimization process.
To address this, we used a weighted random sam-
pler ensuring each batch consists of at least 30%
positive samples.
Adapter: To implement Adapter models, we added
an adapter (Houlsby et al., 2019) between each
layer of BART transformers. The adapter consists
of an autoencoder with input and output layers of
size equal to embedding dimensions and a hidden
layer of size of 256 in the middle.
BiHNet: The BiHNet uses is an extension of the
hypernetworks. BiHNet computes two different
losses using two forms of task representation, long
task representation and short task representation,
to generate wights for the classification model. In
our experiments, we calculated the long task rep-
resentation by averaging the embedding of all text
samples in the training split of a dataset. The short
task embeddings, which are designed to help the
model in few-shot settings, were computed by av-
eraging embeddings of 64 texts sampled from the
training set. For both long and short task represen-
tations, we used sentence-transformers (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2019) 3 with mean pooling. The
final model weights are calculated as the sum of
weights generated using long and short task repre-
sentations. Following Jin et al. (2021), we used a
two-layer MLP model with a hidden size of 32 as

3https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/
paraphrase-xlm-r-multilingual-v1

our weight generator hypernetwork for each classi-
fication model. When BiHNet was used in a model
variatoin that utilizes adapters, we used it to only
generate the weights of all adapters in addition to
each classification head.
Multitask Learning: In the multi-task setting,
we used hard parameter sharing. For Adapter-
Multitask models we shared only the adapter pa-
rameters and for BiHNet-Multitask models we used
a shared BiHNet for all tasks. We use the BiHNet
to generate task-specific parameters using the long
and short task-specific representations.
Continual Learning Parameters: For BiHNet-
Reg and BiHNet-EWC, both of which are
regularization-based approaches (Ke and Liu,
2022), we used regularization coefficient of 0.01.
Downstream Adaptation: For downstream adap-
tation, we conducted few-shot training for 800
epochs with a batch size of 8 for 8-shot experiments.
For 16-shot and 32-shot experiments, we used a
batch size of 16. Since the total number of training
samples is less than 64 in our downstream few-shot
adaptations, we only use the long task representa-
tion for BiHNet models. For Adapter-Multitask,
we initialize a new classification head for each
downstream task. However, for the Adapter-Vanilla
model, we keep the existing classification head.

A.4 The Impact of Upstream Task Order

Both humans and animals demonstrate enhanced
learning abilities when examples are presented in
a deliberate sequence (Elman, 1993; Krueger and
Dayan, 2009). Curriculum learning, a strategy in-
volving the organized presentation of examples or
tasks to expedite learning, has been proven to sig-
nificantly influence the performance of neural mod-
els (Bengio et al., 2009). In the context of our
proposed framework, a crucial question arises: to
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Figure 4: Random sequence of upstream tasks.

what extent does the sequence of upstream tasks im-
pact the performance of different strategies on both
upstream and downstream tasks? Furthermore, can
we find the optimal ordering for upstream tasks?
While the exhaustive exploration of these questions
is beyond the scope of the current work, we inves-
tigate two alternative orders of upstream tasks. We
emphasize that the modular design of our bench-
marks allows for the effortless reordering of up-
stream tasks and facilitates seamless experimen-
tation with curriculum learning. Specifically, we
first modify our experiment in section 5 by keep-
ing the upstream dataset order intact but modifying
the order of tasks within each dataset. Addition-
ally, we present results with a completely random
order of tasks. Overall, these experiments show
that BiHNet-Reg, the top-performing model in our
main experiment, is also the least sensitive to task
order, in comparison to other approaches. These
results suggest BiHNet-Reg is a robust architecture
for practical settings were the sequence of upstream
tasks frequently evolves.

A.4.1 Chronological Upstream Datasets with
Shuffled Tasks

In our chronological experiment, we initially as-
signed tasks within each dataset in a random order,
as we lacked information regarding their prece-
dence. To gauge the potential influence of the se-
lected task sequence on our results, we train all
model variations again but use an alternative ran-
dom task order reshuffling while maintaining the
dataset order intact. The sequence of upstream
tasks in this experiment is illustrated in figure 3.

Our results reflect a similar pattern as the ini-
tial experiment (Table 6) Specifically, the few-shot
AUC of BiHNet-Reg improves by nearly 2% com-
pared to BiHNet-Vanilla, falling only 1.2% short
of BiHnet-Adapter-Multitask. In terms of the fi-

nal AUC, once again, BiHnet-Reg outperforms all
sequential fine-tuning variations, and the instant
AUC of all models falls within a close range. Over-
all, this experiment suggests that our proposed
approach is robust to task perturbations within
datasets. In other words, while the order of tasks
within a dataset affects the resulting model’s perfor-
mance, the order of performance among different
algorithms remains consistent.

A.4.2 Random Upstream Task Order
To show the efficacy of our proposed continual
learning approach in adapting to any scenario, we
randomly ordered the upstream tasks. Figure 4
shows upstream task sequence used in our exper-
iments. Note that, we kept the dataset splits (i.e.
train/dev/test) consistent with chronological exper-
iment. This approach ensures that our comparison
remains fair and valid, allowing for a meaningful
assessment of the model’s performance under the
altered evaluation conditions. Overall, we observe
similar performance patterns among the different
algorithms, but the differences in performance are
now less pronounced (Table 6). Below we discuss
the results in detail;
Baselines: Interestingly, in this experiment, the
Adapter-Vanilla baseline performs exceptionally
well on downstream tasks despite achieving lower
final performance. This could be attributed to the
order of tasks, specifically the tasks at the end of
the upstream. While this result might be favorable,
the Adapter-Vanilla is not well-suited for practical
settings where the of upstream tasks constantly
evolve. This is evident from the high variations in
the final and few-shot performance of the model
across experiments.
Multitask Upperbound: The final and few-shot
evaluation results for multitask models are dis-
played in the last two rows of table 6. It is impor-
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Method
Upstream Downstream

Final Instant Few-shot ∆ Final ∆ Instant ∆ Few-shot
C

hr
on

ol
og

ic
al Adapter-Vanilla 0.7648 0.8844 0.7568 — — —

BiHNet-Vanilla 0.7594 0.8815 0.7865 -0.0054 -0.0031 +0.0297

BiHNet-Reg 0.7963 0.8830 0.8043 +0.0315 -0.0014 +0.0475

BiHNet-EWC 0.7513 0.8783 0.7702 -0.0135 -0.0061 +0.0134

R
an

do
m

O
rd

er Adapter-Vanilla 0.6784 0.8859 0.8321 — — —

BiHNet-Vanilla 0.7115 0.8838 0.8146 +0.0331 -0.0021 -0.0175

BiHNet-Reg 0.7859 0.8846 0.8087 +0.1075 -0.0013 -0.0234

BiHNet-EWC 0.6571 0.8863 0.8190 -0.0213 +0.0004 -0.0131

Adapter-Multitask 0.8752 — 0.8531 —- — —

BiHNet-Multitask 0.8321 —- 0.8215 —- — —

Table 6: Results in AUC for experiments with alternative upstream task order. Rows marked with “Chronological”
show the results of experiments with chronologically ordered datasets but shuffled task orders within a dataset.
Rows marked with “Random Order” show the results on complete random order of upstream tasks. The ∆ values
are computed in comparison to Adapter-Vanilla in each experiment. Notably, BiHNet+Reg demonstrates very stable
performance regardless of the upstream task order.

tant to note that these models, having been exposed
to all tasks simultaneously, do not have an instant
performance metric defined for them.

Does the collection of problematic content tasks
help with learning new upstream tasks? To ad-
dress this inquiry, we can assess the immediate
performance of a continual learning (CL) model
when applied to [T u

1 , T
u
2 , ..., T

u
i ] and compare it to

a pretrained model fine-tuned exclusively on T u
i .

Our results (∆ Instance) show evidence of slight
positive transfer, however, the magnitude of this
transfer is negligible.

Does continual learning improve knowledge re-
tention? The final AUC values, as shown in the
first column of Table 6, indicate the models’ ability
to retain knowledge from a sequence of tasks at the
end of training. Our results suggest that continual
learning (BiHNet-Reg) outperforms naive training
(BiHNet-Vanilla) by at least 0.07 in AUC, indicat-
ing its potential to mitigate catastrophic forgetting.
However, BiHNet-Reg falls 0.04 short of the multi-
task counterpart. Further investigation is needed to
understand this difference.

Does upstream learning help generalize new
manifestations of problematic content? Com-
paring the single-task baselines with continual and
multitask learning, our results demonstrate a note-
worthy improvement in models’ generalization abil-

Figure 5: Few-shot performance (AUC) based on num-
ber of shots (K)

ity due to upstream training.

A.5 The Impact of Number of Shots in
Downstream Adaptation

We performed a sensitivity analysis on the num-
ber of shots to examine how it affects our models.
Specifically, we conducted few-shot training using
8, 16, and 32 shots. You can find the correspond-
ing results in Figure 5. Our results show a con-
sistent pattern; all models improve as the number
of shots increases and the order between models
stays the same. Interestingly, there is only one ex-
ception. BiHNet-Reg outperforms BiHNet-Vanilla
with more shots. We leave further investigation of
this effect is left for future work.
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Adapter-Multitask Adapter-Vanilla BiHnet-MultiTask BiHNet-EWC BiHNet-Reg

Adapter-Vanilla 0.015 - - - -

BiHNet-Multitask 0.334 0.144 - - -

BiHNet-Reg 0.018* 0.955 0.159 - -

BiHNet- EWC 0.916 0.012* 0.284 0.014* -

BiHNet-Vanilla 0.037* 0.738 0.259 0.781 0.028*

Table 7: P values to pairwise T-test between the fewshot performances for experiments with the chronological order
of upstream tasks.

A.6 Qualitative Analysis

We provide qualitative examples of texts correctly
classified by the BIHNet-Reg and misclassified
by adapter-vanilla below. Examples from CMSB
dataset with sexism present.

• This is the exact reason why Women shouldn’t
be involved. Not sexist. But situations like
this will always be blown out of proportion.

• I’m not sexist, but women are inferior. proving
that you can still be an idiot regardless of your

“high IQ”

Examples from CMSB dataset labeled as not
sexist.

• I’m not sensitive... But if in this modern era,
a good adult is judged as one that pays the
bills? A good adult is also one that can cook!

• I do not like dumb refs for football....

• Advice for adults: Think like an adult "act"
like a pro

• I almost hate every song by any Southern
country artist

As demonstrated in the first two examples,
BiHNet-Reg is able to correctly classify instances
with a direct mention of “not sexist” but the vanilla
model fails to do so. In the later examples, the
vanilla model misclassifies texts that mention any
gender stereotypes despite the fact that the men-
tions are not used in the context of gender.

A.7 Detailed Results

Below we provide detailed results, including AUC
and F1 scores, for all upstream and downstream
tasks in our experiments. Specifically, tables 8 and
9 show detailed results for upstream training on

experiments with chronological and random up-
stream task order. Table 10 and 11 provide detailed
results on all downstream tasks for chronological
and random upstream task order respectively.

Table 7 shows the p values for pairwise T-
tests conducted on the fewshot AUC of various
models. Our results indicate a significant differ-
ence between Adapter-Vanilla and BiHNet-Reg in
downstream adaptation (i.e., few-shot). Further-
more, there is no significant difference between
the BiHNet-Reg and Multitask models which are
considered as the upper bounds. However, BiHNet-
Reg significantly outperforms classic continual
learning approaches such as EWC. These findings
underscore the importance of developing continual
learning approaches that have an emphasis on gen-
eralization as solutions to practical scenarios for
dealing with the ever-evolving nature of problem-
atic content.
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order dataset task model final-f1 instant-f1 final-auc instant-auc

0 personal-attack a BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.305006 0.750957 0.540933 0.962732
0 personal-attack a BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.265491 0.749760 0.727950 0.957005
0 personal-attack a BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.743326 0.751853 0.956610 0.959739
0 personal-attack a BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.295845 0.737895 0.896827 0.954632
- personal-attack a BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.703736 - 0.957941 -
- personal-attack a BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.747288 - 0.954593 -
1 personal-attack tpa BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.062567 0.321267 0.461003 0.948346
1 personal-attack tpa BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.061224 0.296041 0.639220 0.938166
1 personal-attack tpa BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.093847 0.224464 0.884294 0.929268
1 personal-attack tpa BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.051033 0.275862 0.826217 0.924251
- personal-attack tpa BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.311203 - 0.940889 -
- personal-attack tpa BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.100756 - 0.894707 -
2 personal-attack ra BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.360275 0.722284 0.601506 0.968865
2 personal-attack ra BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.340474 0.729980 0.786089 0.969692
2 personal-attack ra BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.684231 0.712880 0.965032 0.968443
2 personal-attack ra BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.385978 0.733111 0.924772 0.968828
- personal-attack ra BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.678799 - 0.970798 -
- personal-attack ra BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.682053 - 0.958645 -
3 jigsaw threat BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.105263 0.099762 0.863857 0.987086
3 jigsaw threat BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.084746 0.119318 0.839035 0.983698
3 jigsaw threat BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.013133 0.130612 0.747348 0.983460
3 jigsaw threat BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.037736 0.086580 0.741358 0.986048
- jigsaw threat BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.031847 - 0.944563 -
- jigsaw threat BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.067901 - 0.981188 -
4 jigsaw insult BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.130737 0.560664 0.485944 0.948078
4 jigsaw insult BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.079646 0.548204 0.595428 0.943907
4 jigsaw insult BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.422827 0.556169 0.887573 0.944491
4 jigsaw insult BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.025848 0.586301 0.646605 0.944762
- jigsaw insult BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.483731 - 0.925866 -
- jigsaw insult BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.496063 - 0.946926 -
5 jigsaw toxicity BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.145535 0.569122 0.497406 0.937929
5 jigsaw toxicity BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.087558 0.575450 0.615918 0.930685
5 jigsaw toxicity BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.433930 0.576525 0.875425 0.933619
5 jigsaw toxicity BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.024783 0.545455 0.652824 0.934314
- jigsaw toxicity BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.552734 - 0.924050 -
- jigsaw toxicity BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.495274 - 0.935170 -
6 jigsaw identity-attack BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.053476 0.191682 0.542978 0.982650
6 jigsaw identity-attack BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.040000 0.173077 0.623106 0.981113
6 jigsaw identity-attack BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.041958 0.142012 0.822579 0.973798
6 jigsaw identity-attack BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.045977 0.160883 0.610788 0.982633
- jigsaw identity-attack BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.072587 - 0.918391 -
- jigsaw identity-attack BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.166365 - 0.971636 -
7 jigsaw obscene BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.045977 0.199513 0.422526 0.972589
7 jigsaw obscene BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0 0.288973 0.676161 0.978831
7 jigsaw obscene BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.051030 0.156701 0.900776 0.968669
7 jigsaw obscene BART-BiHNet+EWC 0 0.171779 0.651265 0.976982
- jigsaw obscene BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.066298 - 0.949782 -
- jigsaw obscene BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.113821 - 0.961654 -
8 abusive abusive BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.044897 0.906134 0.165191 0.976826
8 abusive abusive BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.041800 0.904637 0.512914 0.974778
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8 abusive abusive BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.782107 0.906317 0.911893 0.974146
8 abusive abusive BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.032074 0.901350 0.686447 0.975405
- abusive abusive BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.871585 - 0.930225 -
- abusive abusive BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.900779 - 0.973485 -
9 abusive hateful BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.074675 0.392539 0.476841 0.862842
9 abusive hateful BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.067797 0.433871 0.591083 0.861912
9 abusive hateful BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.206936 0.391649 0.772192 0.857521
9 abusive hateful BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.080279 0.419483 0.724583 0.860007
- abusive hateful BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.188304 - 0.779141 -
- abusive hateful BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.430430 - 0.832692 -
10 ghc hd BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.183333 0.422484 0.522991 0.870717
10 ghc hd BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.138568 0.437736 0.607691 0.859721
10 ghc hd BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.370881 0.389571 0.839976 0.863519
10 ghc hd BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.062827 0.413381 0.701330 0.865431
- ghc hd BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.422880 - 0.862535 -
- ghc hd BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.380296 - 0.836859 -
11 ghc vo BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.223844 0.491176 0.542028 0.904490
11 ghc vo BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.168937 0.501466 0.675985 0.905508
11 ghc vo BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.325468 0.497396 0.850554 0.907117
11 ghc vo BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.089457 0.504425 0.737284 0.898693
- ghc vo BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.461366 - 0.892245 -
- ghc vo BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.394544 - 0.863356 -
12 ucc hostile BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.166667 0.209677 0.565535 0.847778
12 ucc hostile BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.058394 0.218274 0.582643 0.811822
12 ucc hostile BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.103139 0.205379 0.722313 0.852443
12 ucc hostile BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.018018 0.201754 0.614855 0.832668
- ucc hostile BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.189474 - 0.819008 -
- ucc hostile BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.138947 - 0.773304 -
13 ucc generalisation-unfair BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.082759 0.156250 0.449118 0.826243
13 ucc generalisation-unfair BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.079365 0.198925 0.542561 0.853333
13 ucc generalisation-unfair BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.140312 0.182796 0.839903 0.867649
13 ucc generalisation-unfair BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.040000 0.167173 0.641156 0.836470
- ucc generalisation-unfair BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.184332 - 0.848067 -
- ucc generalisation-unfair BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.104545 - 0.768346 -
14 ucc dismissive BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.100000 0.193750 0.601274 0.789372
14 ucc dismissive BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.032967 0.208333 0.564912 0.790613
14 ucc dismissive BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.103784 0.230624 0.642689 0.808192
14 ucc dismissive BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.012903 0.224543 0.594760 0.804139
- ucc dismissive BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.240642 - 0.797518 -
- ucc dismissive BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.162362 - 0.741484 -
15 ucc antagonize BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.095238 0.226455 0.553457 0.825648
15 ucc antagonize BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.018868 0.253859 0.571401 0.825812
15 ucc antagonize BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.154799 0.243506 0.711969 0.830656
15 ucc antagonize BART-BiHNet+EWC 0 0.244898 0.607714 0.831594
- ucc antagonize BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.239080 - 0.789518 -
- ucc antagonize BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.182469 - 0.744412 -
16 ucc condescending BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.067797 0.240994 0.537908 0.774688
16 ucc condescending BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.021739 0.250000 0.495190 0.776334
16 ucc condescending BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.137736 0.251880 0.631144 0.786145
16 ucc condescending BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.008000 0.246575 0.538720 0.759145
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- ucc condescending BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.248175 - 0.759093 -
- ucc condescending BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.174603 - 0.700839 -
17 ucc sarcastic BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.039683 0.146974 0.524464 0.697387
17 ucc sarcastic BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.017167 0.153846 0.521057 0.693673
17 ucc sarcastic BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.102000 0.173307 0.579365 0.707746
17 ucc sarcastic BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.009662 0.164539 0.489642 0.712868
- ucc sarcastic BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.074349 - 0.664485 -
- ucc sarcastic BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.113014 - 0.629825 -
18 ucc healthy BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.071247 0.247126 0.537509 0.727002
18 ucc healthy BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.026738 0.238141 0.567775 0.715351
18 ucc healthy BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.211990 0.250223 0.665776 0.716110
18 ucc healthy BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.005747 0.256209 0.575490 0.730077
- ucc healthy BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.180055 - 0.691591 -
- ucc healthy BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.194357 - 0.701764 -
19 ucc generalisation BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.078431 0.230530 0.453378 0.836325
19 ucc generalisation BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.074627 0.215730 0.544156 0.819732
19 ucc generalisation BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.152809 0.239700 0.835866 0.843875
19 ucc generalisation BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.037037 0.236111 0.642791 0.845400
- ucc generalisation BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.118451 - 0.763144 -
- ucc generalisation BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.227642 - 0.832400 -
20 dygen hate BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.162119 0.777707 0.556406 0.829644
20 dygen hate BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.107438 0.771440 0.536290 0.806773
20 dygen hate BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.618577 0.737288 0.667232 0.761661
20 dygen hate BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.058160 0.774381 0.520744 0.819920
- dygen hate BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.732227 - 0.810266 -
- dygen hate BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.712602 - 0.759315 -
21 cad persondirectedabuse BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.170492 0.411765 0.482379 0.867650
21 cad persondirectedabuse BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.120141 0.422330 0.574214 0.870717
21 cad persondirectedabuse BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.084211 0.408094 0.612836 0.880580
21 cad persondirectedabuse BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.114068 0.412698 0.659694 0.883367
- cad persondirectedabuse BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.435216 - 0.893343 -
- cad persondirectedabuse BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.274268 - 0.811561 -
22 cad identitydirectedabuse BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.127341 0.400000 0.531804 0.808435
22 cad identitydirectedabuse BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.097656 0.401665 0.575728 0.794394
22 cad identitydirectedabuse BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.146830 0.379535 0.566856 0.795727
22 cad identitydirectedabuse BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.085366 0.424365 0.599927 0.801885
- cad identitydirectedabuse BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.362812 - 0.770885 -
- cad identitydirectedabuse BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.263666 - 0.729921 -
23 cad affiliationdirectedabuse BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.069364 0.433613 0.380418 0.879725
23 cad affiliationdirectedabuse BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.098765 0.456835 0.524418 0.874797
23 cad affiliationdirectedabuse BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.423462 0.440514 0.846201 0.883356
23 cad affiliationdirectedabuse BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.073090 0.445652 0.562836 0.860070
- cad affiliationdirectedabuse BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.402010 - 0.853287 -
- cad affiliationdirectedabuse BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.353623 - 0.807568 -
24 hate offensive BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.094327 0.804835 0.391743 0.976767
24 hate offensive BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.064655 0.802737 0.643551 0.975667
24 hate offensive BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.143131 0.815429 0.898465 0.979279
24 hate offensive BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.041481 0.806264 0.818924 0.977839
- hate offensive BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.791569 - 0.979571 -
- hate offensive BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.785226 - 0.966649 -
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25 hate hateful BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.327078 0.347305 0.771206 0.927272
25 hate hateful BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.368421 0.377907 0.919701 0.946408
25 hate hateful BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.372951 0.395238 0.945276 0.946778
25 hate hateful BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.292308 0.344828 0.915899 0.938439
- hate hateful BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.143653 - 0.913388 -
- hate hateful BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.382353 - 0.944837 -

Table 8: Final and instant AUC and F1 scores for upstream tasks for the chronological experiment

order dataset task model final-f1 instant-f1 final-auc instant-auc

1 jigsaw obscene Adapter-Vanilla 0.020779 0.199005 0.634348 0.977025
1 jigsaw obscene BiHNet+Vanilla 0.026471 0.194175 0.726092 0.979034
1 jigsaw obscene BiHNet+Reg 0.117117 0.208877 0.946478 0.978208
1 jigsaw obscene BiHNet+EWC 0.035088 0.298387 0.649704 0.976722
- jigsaw obscene Adapter-Multitask 0.202667 - 0.970656 -
- jigsaw obscene BiHNet-Multitask 0.092511 - 0.944722 -
2 ucc generalisation-unfair Adapter-Vanilla 0.123967 0.256198 0.658976 0.860923
2 ucc generalisation-unfair BiHNet+Vanilla 0.107817 0.222222 0.706271 0.853472
2 ucc generalisation-unfair BiHNet+Reg 0.083832 0.206061 0.682753 0.860750
2 ucc generalisation-unfair BiHNet+EWC 0.105263 0.222841 0.653317 0.871959
- ucc generalisation-unfair Adapter-Multitask 0.185714 - 0.838597 -
- ucc generalisation-unfair BiHNet-Multitask 0.113861 - 0.707083 -
3 hate hateful Adapter-Vanilla 0.100000 0.396985 0.688817 0.940574
3 hate hateful BiHNet+Vanilla 0.080491 0.396450 0.693829 0.939336
3 hate hateful BiHNet+Reg 0.119177 0.334096 0.774023 0.940949
3 hate hateful BiHNet+EWC 0.071477 0.389423 0.544535 0.944195
- hate hateful Adapter-Multitask 0.407692 - 0.960242 -
- hate hateful BiHNet-Multitask 0.152436 - 0.914408 -
4 dygen hate Adapter-Vanilla 0.586525 0.772302 0.734833 0.828820
4 dygen hate BiHNet+Vanilla 0.637133 0.782263 0.706050 0.837907
4 dygen hate BiHNet+Reg 0.606033 0.748860 0.613006 0.762699
4 dygen hate BiHNet+EWC 0.547778 0.790928 0.706884 0.850217
- dygen hate Adapter-Multitask 0.750575 - 0.819942 -
- dygen hate BiHNet-Multitask 0.713164 - 0.760064 -
5 ucc healthy Adapter-Vanilla 0.089796 0.252822 0.607956 0.723211
5 ucc healthy BiHNet+Vanilla 0.130506 0.245672 0.607529 0.717350
5 ucc healthy BiHNet+Reg 0.200000 0.280778 0.680537 0.720583
5 ucc healthy BiHNet+EWC 0.124567 0.239151 0.602608 0.709075
- ucc healthy Adapter-Multitask 0.224204 - 0.690258 -
- ucc healthy BiHNet-Multitask 0.207002 - 0.690280 -
6 jigsaw threat Adapter-Vanilla 0.011019 0.123077 0.590772 0.987871
6 jigsaw threat BiHNet+Vanilla 0.006211 0.109375 0.693627 0.985106
6 jigsaw threat BiHNet+Reg 0.012539 0.095455 0.823852 0.989349
6 jigsaw threat BiHNet+EWC 0.008119 0.107969 0.606869 0.989180
- jigsaw threat Adapter-Multitask 0.094808 - 0.980725 -
- jigsaw threat BiHNet-Multitask 0.047511 - 0.947328 -
7 ucc condescending Adapter-Vanilla 0.056122 0.246080 0.569447 0.785604
7 ucc condescending BiHNet+Vanilla 0.084130 0.243767 0.570273 0.783299
7 ucc condescending BiHNet+Reg 0.162839 0.232461 0.646058 0.776889
7 ucc condescending BiHNet+EWC 0.098160 0.238443 0.587424 0.787313
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- ucc condescending Adapter-Multitask 0.207407 - 0.746329 -
- ucc condescending BiHNet-Multitask 0.169611 - 0.703610 -
8 ucc hostile Adapter-Vanilla 0.079051 0.210169 0.601122 0.837135
8 ucc hostile BiHNet+Vanilla 0.070652 0.193853 0.594370 0.813944
8 ucc hostile BiHNet+Reg 0.190476 0.213992 0.789258 0.855591
8 ucc hostile BiHNet+EWC 0.105572 0.206522 0.602163 0.831534
- ucc hostile Adapter-Multitask 0.213198 - 0.828848 -
- ucc hostile BiHNet-Multitask 0.150235 - 0.803156 -
9 ucc antagonize Adapter-Vanilla 0.085366 0.260870 0.627160 0.824417
9 ucc antagonize BiHNet+Vanilla 0.101545 0.239726 0.620268 0.823707
9 ucc antagonize BiHNet+Reg 0.200000 0.244275 0.760923 0.830485
9 ucc antagonize BiHNet+EWC 0.095465 0.259819 0.577579 0.803287
- ucc antagonize Adapter-Multitask 0.201780 - 0.790624 -
- ucc antagonize BiHNet-Multitask 0.187373 - 0.786051 -

10 jigsaw identity-attack Adapter-Vanilla 0.100503 0.213043 0.841030 0.979880
10 jigsaw identity-attack BiHNet+Vanilla 0.082739 0.241470 0.877627 0.982284
10 jigsaw identity-attack BiHNet+Reg 0.033691 0.223350 0.805231 0.982487
10 jigsaw identity-attack BiHNet+EWC 0.040332 0.232295 0.761092 0.981215
- jigsaw identity-attack Adapter-Multitask 0.145833 - 0.973271 -
- jigsaw identity-attack BiHNet-Multitask 0.085837 - 0.905618 -

11 jigsaw toxicity Adapter-Vanilla 0.177102 0.576288 0.686841 0.938429
11 jigsaw toxicity BiHNet+Vanilla 0.222537 0.580645 0.696388 0.935391
11 jigsaw toxicity BiHNet+Reg 0.552076 0.543160 0.918422 0.930403
11 jigsaw toxicity BiHNet+EWC 0.173575 0.577108 0.622396 0.937142
- jigsaw toxicity Adapter-Multitask 0.573469 - 0.935680 -
- jigsaw toxicity BiHNet-Multitask 0.552855 - 0.922125 -

12 personal-attack tpa Adapter-Vanilla 0.071197 0.365297 0.713532 0.949232
12 personal-attack tpa BiHNet+Vanilla 0.065125 0.357942 0.806359 0.912470
12 personal-attack tpa BiHNet+Reg 0.072626 0.366197 0.841588 0.934629
12 personal-attack tpa BiHNet+EWC 0.074959 0.364000 0.756201 0.930620
- personal-attack tpa Adapter-Multitask 0.364035 - 0.947569 -
- personal-attack tpa BiHNet-Multitask 0.105491 - 0.902844 -

13 cad affiliationdirectedabuse Adapter-Vanilla 0.148270 0.494845 0.618436 0.887943
13 cad affiliationdirectedabuse BiHNet+Vanilla 0.151282 0.470825 0.664817 0.888610
13 cad affiliationdirectedabuse BiHNet+Reg 0.129193 0.419682 0.643099 0.879390
13 cad affiliationdirectedabuse BiHNet+EWC 0.104972 0.502530 0.550398 0.908008
- cad affiliationdirectedabuse Adapter-Multitask 0.449064 - 0.878271 -
- cad affiliationdirectedabuse BiHNet-Multitask 0.317204 - 0.804172 -

14 ucc generalisation Adapter-Vanilla 0.120000 0.235897 0.660351 0.848341
14 ucc generalisation BiHNet+Vanilla 0.122016 0.237288 0.705748 0.859008
14 ucc generalisation BiHNet+Reg 0.096677 0.226164 0.685203 0.875159
14 ucc generalisation BiHNet+EWC 0.107955 0.232258 0.653448 0.874206
- ucc generalisation Adapter-Multitask 0.219178 - 0.834728 -
- ucc generalisation BiHNet-Multitask 0.125604 - 0.710813 -

15 ghc hd Adapter-Vanilla 0.351351 0.425131 0.763803 0.870509
15 ghc hd BiHNet+Vanilla 0.351544 0.443587 0.793900 0.879318
15 ghc hd BiHNet+Reg 0.308617 0.412698 0.780278 0.872039
15 ghc hd BiHNet+EWC 0.291815 0.428850 0.697856 0.878094
- ghc hd Adapter-Multitask 0.391257 - 0.854813 -
- ghc hd BiHNet-Multitask 0.363448 - 0.827565 -
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16 hate offensive Adapter-Vanilla 0.352511 0.802792 0.685974 0.978245
16 hate offensive BiHNet+Vanilla 0.371750 0.805515 0.720766 0.977552
16 hate offensive BiHNet+Reg 0.781868 0.785835 0.955545 0.979944
16 hate offensive BiHNet+EWC 0.373037 0.809084 0.594099 0.976769
- hate offensive Adapter-Multitask 0.799446 - 0.976373 -
- hate offensive BiHNet-Multitask 0.766355 - 0.962001 -

17 abusive hateful Adapter-Vanilla 0.270035 0.458667 0.763553 0.858683
17 abusive hateful BiHNet+Vanilla 0.278997 0.410728 0.770081 0.854976
17 abusive hateful BiHNet+Reg 0.165092 0.424520 0.666253 0.864749
17 abusive hateful BiHNet+EWC 0.275524 0.421230 0.728667 0.849809
- abusive hateful Adapter-Multitask 0.420432 - 0.843342 -
- abusive hateful BiHNet-Multitask 0.189639 - 0.774595 -

18 ucc dismissive Adapter-Vanilla 0.047138 0.235589 0.588588 0.825034
18 ucc dismissive BiHNet+Vanilla 0.060748 0.220994 0.591715 0.822811
18 ucc dismissive BiHNet+Reg 0.146835 0.207299 0.681038 0.819899
18 ucc dismissive BiHNet+EWC 0.065327 0.229508 0.576748 0.808745
- ucc dismissive Adapter-Multitask 0.145923 - 0.801140 -
- ucc dismissive BiHNet-Multitask 0.162839 - 0.769410 -

19 personal-attack a Adapter-Vanilla 0.430756 0.774558 0.797523 0.962485
19 personal-attack a BiHNet+Vanilla 0.519235 0.760917 0.857912 0.963369
19 personal-attack a BiHNet+Reg 0.733024 0.748555 0.947966 0.961693
19 personal-attack a BiHNet+EWC 0.455738 0.761735 0.829767 0.962449
- personal-attack a Adapter-Multitask 0.755801 - 0.961488 -
- personal-attack a BiHNet-Multitask 0.708326 - 0.950576 -

20 cad persondirectedabuse Adapter-Vanilla 0.116608 0.381703 0.589687 0.878956
20 cad persondirectedabuse BiHNet+Vanilla 0.165088 0.381356 0.637047 0.864690
20 cad persondirectedabuse BiHNet+Reg 0.141732 0.391681 0.609079 0.880668
20 cad persondirectedabuse BiHNet+EWC 0.139053 0.396552 0.569930 0.869262
- cad persondirectedabuse Adapter-Multitask 0.381963 - 0.868548 -
- cad persondirectedabuse BiHNet-Multitask 0.264045 - 0.801124 -

21 jigsaw insult Adapter-Vanilla 0.159140 0.548837 0.673561 0.951626
21 jigsaw insult BiHNet+Vanilla 0.168421 0.618182 0.663345 0.950417
21 jigsaw insult BiHNet+Reg 0.561667 0.525070 0.934685 0.949777
21 jigsaw insult BiHNet+EWC 0.134516 0.555082 0.589250 0.947814
- jigsaw insult Adapter-Multitask 0.591755 - 0.948925 -
- jigsaw insult BiHNet-Multitask 0.483471 - 0.916784 -

22 ucc sarcastic Adapter-Vanilla 0.051576 0.179817 0.537452 0.715202
22 ucc sarcastic BiHNet+Vanilla 0.058700 0.156682 0.535132 0.707973
22 ucc sarcastic BiHNet+Reg 0.090909 0.158956 0.632267 0.710375
22 ucc sarcastic BiHNet+EWC 0.090703 0.158163 0.615797 0.714295
- ucc sarcastic Adapter-Multitask 0.115385 - 0.675992 -
- ucc sarcastic BiHNet-Multitask 0.057582 - 0.590061 -

23 ghc vo Adapter-Vanilla 0.339791 0.474674 0.784665 0.893579
23 ghc vo BiHNet+Vanilla 0.333333 0.494453 0.810356 0.897837
23 ghc vo BiHNet+Reg 0.435155 0.471446 0.891330 0.899036
23 ghc vo BiHNet+EWC 0.324538 0.488114 0.735190 0.890318
- ghc vo Adapter-Multitask 0.492221 - 0.902838 -
- ghc vo BiHNet-Multitask 0.430180 - 0.887518 -

24 abusive abusive Adapter-Vanilla 0.237068 0.909381 0.637408 0.975141
24 abusive abusive BiHNet+Vanilla 0.296675 0.906077 0.784075 0.974635
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24 abusive abusive BiHNet+Reg 0.891249 0.897924 0.966972 0.972513
24 abusive abusive BiHNet+EWC 0.296176 0.905965 0.681150 0.975408
- abusive abusive Adapter-Multitask 0.902729 - 0.974823 -
- abusive abusive BiHNet-Multitask 0.868651 - 0.940765 -

25 personal-attack ra Adapter-Vanilla 0.439443 0.746765 0.822923 0.972592
25 personal-attack ra BiHNet+Vanilla 0.521540 0.750300 0.881657 0.974125
25 personal-attack ra BiHNet+Reg 0.728748 0.743187 0.966885 0.972671
25 personal-attack ra BiHNet+EWC 0.440975 0.741830 0.851548 0.974420
- personal-attack ra Adapter-Multitask 0.728530 - 0.969852 -
- personal-attack ra BiHNet-Multitask 0.668837 - 0.955089 -

26 cad identitydirectedabuse Adapter-Vanilla 0.349686 0.352399 0.759334 0.780956
26 cad identitydirectedabuse BiHNet+Vanilla 0.396285 0.405063 0.784712 0.800906
26 cad identitydirectedabuse BiHNet+Reg 0.390533 0.396292 0.791699 0.799686
26 cad identitydirectedabuse BiHNet+EWC 0.369469 0.390764 0.740702 0.802461
- cad identitydirectedabuse Adapter-Multitask 0.369803 - 0.781649 -
- cad identitydirectedabuse BiHNet-Multitask 0.292017 - 0.757460 -
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Table 9: Instant and final AUC and F1 scores for upstream tasks for the random order experiment

dataset task model few-shot-auc few-shot-f1

BAD2 - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.626491 0.475584
BAD2 - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.591835 0.442589
BAD2 - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.627312 0.469799
BAD2 - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.624396 0.483940
BAD2 - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.643871 0.492441
BAD2 - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.661902 0.482916
BAD4 - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.590429 0.335484
BAD4 - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.560764 0.404692
BAD4 - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.591853 0.445521
BAD4 - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.623405 0.448454
BAD4 - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.628114 0.482385
BAD4 - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.637908 0.474747
cad counterspeech BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.947467 0.004090
cad counterspeech BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.940275 0.004717
cad counterspeech BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.994684 0.003210
cad counterspeech BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.890557 0.004376
cad counterspeech BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.973734 0.003040
cad counterspeech BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.933083 0.004785
cmsb sexist BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.800860 0.401189
cmsb sexist BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.791143 0.428305
cmsb sexist BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.847109 0.464678
cmsb sexist BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.788794 0.433862
cmsb sexist BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.838390 0.458685
cmsb sexist BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.858623 0.487342
conan disabled BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.904717 0.413793
conan disabled BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.971757 0.424242
conan disabled BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.970236 0.500000
conan disabled BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.964673 0.451613
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conan disabled BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.988589 0.555556
conan disabled BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.932389 0.344262
conan jews BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.929167 0.606452
conan jews BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.916136 0.563830
conan jews BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.986761 0.814286
conan jews BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.955000 0.658683
conan jews BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.971250 0.769231
conan jews BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.911648 0.625000
conan lgbt BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.826356 0.436975
conan lgbt BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.841163 0.455446
conan lgbt BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.890511 0.426230
conan lgbt BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.726521 0.318519
conan lgbt BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.876452 0.448430
conan lgbt BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.864446 0.454148
conan migrant BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.937178 0.787879
conan migrant BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.933143 0.764706
conan migrant BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.948523 0.783019
conan migrant BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.889955 0.616601
conan migrant BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.961840 0.833333
conan migrant BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.925652 0.697248
conan muslims BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.973152 0.869863
conan muslims BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.961423 0.807818
conan muslims BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.966340 0.835017
conan muslims BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.946108 0.762500
conan muslims BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.987032 0.880795
conan muslims BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.953043 0.845361
conan poc BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.705530 0.242105
conan poc BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.930292 0.492063
conan poc BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.848664 0.309524
conan poc BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.856897 0.400000
conan poc BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.907496 0.394737
conan poc BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.757419 0.259740
conan woman BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.945992 0.659091
conan woman BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.927384 0.629213
conan woman BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.921676 0.744828
conan woman BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.938102 0.608696
conan woman BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.982824 0.745562
conan woman BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.898216 0.612022
dygen african BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.697561 0.031546
dygen african BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.889696 0.043103
dygen african BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.822976 0.032895
dygen african BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.789526 0.028846
dygen african BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.791274 0.031496
dygen african BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.894539 0.030848
dygen animosity BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.545165 0.164412
dygen animosity BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.553239 0.164929
dygen animosity BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.556119 0.166000
dygen animosity BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.541385 0.156479
dygen animosity BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.528676 0.157377
dygen animosity BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.577321 0.181818
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dygen arab BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.706551 0.048900
dygen arab BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.684826 0.043584
dygen arab BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.771614 0.061776
dygen arab BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.673449 0.043222
dygen arab BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.720759 0.061135
dygen arab BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.769525 0.055470
dygen asi BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.722597 0.021341
dygen asi BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.602426 0.016985
dygen asi BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.680983 0.016416
dygen asi BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.639644 0.018154
dygen asi BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.637484 0.013106
dygen asi BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.672150 0.018490
dygen asi.chin BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.684886 0.040449
dygen asi.chin BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.822891 0.050505
dygen asi.chin BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.900363 0.057221
dygen asi.chin BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.740221 0.048408
dygen asi.chin BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.750432 0.040080
dygen asi.chin BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.813962 0.046875
dygen asi.east BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.599577 0.017668
dygen asi.east BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.719864 0.032698
dygen asi.east BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.792294 0.062257
dygen asi.east BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.738057 0.031034
dygen asi.east BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.566423 0.021692
dygen asi.east BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.673008 0.022508
dygen asi.south BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.694890 0.060086
dygen asi.south BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.670054 0.050000
dygen asi.south BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.820420 0.086275
dygen asi.south BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.669341 0.057803
dygen asi.south BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.804298 0.065906
dygen asi.south BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.702177 0.055749
dygen asylum BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.741776 0.010909
dygen asylum BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.818531 0.013187
dygen asylum BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.913690 0.026549
dygen asylum BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.704966 0.013015
dygen asylum BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.841792 0.011976
dygen asylum BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.959743 0.027211
dygen bla BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.663344 0.218642
dygen bla BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.676250 0.214612
dygen bla BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.783386 0.273713
dygen bla BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.662496 0.197213
dygen bla BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.743135 0.222460
dygen bla BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.769149 0.235669
dygen bla.man BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.843789 0.021505
dygen bla.man BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.853931 0.032680
dygen bla.man BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.913739 0.022346
dygen bla.man BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.826485 0.018116
dygen bla.man BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.914314 0.020374
dygen bla.man BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.817650 0.019305
dygen bla.wom BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.886206 0.046218
dygen bla.wom BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.713370 0.025974
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dygen bla.wom BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.865667 0.033537
dygen bla.wom BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.740031 0.033028
dygen bla.wom BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.869987 0.034321
dygen bla.wom BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.796928 0.024691
dygen dehumanization BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.763208 0.142857
dygen dehumanization BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.746079 0.151111
dygen dehumanization BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.790485 0.160643
dygen dehumanization BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.739724 0.129693
dygen dehumanization BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.723382 0.117130
dygen dehumanization BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.727210 0.130159
dygen derogation BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.589725 0.455206
dygen derogation BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.576981 0.459941
dygen derogation BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.651349 0.545455
dygen derogation BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.591059 0.495477
dygen derogation BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.596901 0.507422
dygen derogation BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.692075 0.578187
dygen dis BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.664966 0.094241
dygen dis BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.653491 0.087855
dygen dis BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.794327 0.111288
dygen dis BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.626324 0.085202
dygen dis BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.684887 0.091082
dygen dis BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.726102 0.124748
dygen for BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.833637 0.047970
dygen for BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.725930 0.039927
dygen for BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.929193 0.107023
dygen for BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.769685 0.036474
dygen for BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.832336 0.055202
dygen for BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.903980 0.076372
dygen gay BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.813890 0.081784
dygen gay BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.721734 0.075269
dygen gay BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.805713 0.076312
dygen gay BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.734685 0.079681
dygen gay BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.875041 0.097087
dygen gay BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.826741 0.081169
dygen gay.man BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.719518 0.056338
dygen gay.man BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.671613 0.050633
dygen gay.man BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.677750 0.039052
dygen gay.man BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.669622 0.044304
dygen gay.man BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.751199 0.047478
dygen gay.man BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.669411 0.039216
dygen gay.wom BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.653895 0.048780
dygen gay.wom BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.578229 0.037037
dygen gay.wom BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.682982 0.060302
dygen gay.wom BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.640716 0.039634
dygen gay.wom BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.696146 0.045296
dygen gay.wom BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.763081 0.058027
dygen gendermin BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.688054 0.024578
dygen gendermin BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.711625 0.021362
dygen gendermin BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.842811 0.029173
dygen gendermin BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.639510 0.021116
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dygen gendermin BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.880199 0.035587
dygen gendermin BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.790749 0.029173
dygen immig BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.743909 0.083019
dygen immig BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.781631 0.144828
dygen immig BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.821696 0.170492
dygen immig BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.708115 0.078704
dygen immig BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.840829 0.120000
dygen immig BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.771645 0.093700
dygen indig BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.817480 0.033195
dygen indig BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.718626 0.024263
dygen indig BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.800475 0.040201
dygen indig BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.847406 0.038278
dygen indig BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.917906 0.043689
dygen indig BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.766115 0.022191
dygen jew BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.786166 0.118902
dygen jew BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.781324 0.146597
dygen jew BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.846148 0.200000
dygen jew BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.839360 0.169133
dygen jew BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.784537 0.129713
dygen jew BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.774725 0.106667
dygen mixed.race BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.531906 0.019569
dygen mixed.race BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.646306 0.022857
dygen mixed.race BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.555626 0.017429
dygen mixed.race BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.611304 0.029412
dygen mixed.race BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.558827 0.016863
dygen mixed.race BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.638592 0.023468
dygen mus BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.755388 0.135472
dygen mus BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.797697 0.148014
dygen mus BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.765743 0.122754
dygen mus BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.772548 0.143113
dygen mus BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.816584 0.150289
dygen mus BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.698485 0.104031
dygen mus.wom BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.645392 0.016438
dygen mus.wom BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.717868 0.010417
dygen mus.wom BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.833229 0.014545
dygen mus.wom BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.736740 0.018059
dygen mus.wom BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.766520 0.016807
dygen mus.wom BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.758558 0.012945
dygen non.white BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.824000 0.061093
dygen non.white BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.696062 0.056604
dygen non.white BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.824159 0.070866
dygen non.white BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.801129 0.068100
dygen non.white BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.838850 0.058925
dygen non.white BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.839195 0.076577
dygen ref BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.834419 0.098039
dygen ref BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.868346 0.123348
dygen ref BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.788232 0.068966
dygen ref BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.814017 0.076923
dygen ref BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.908773 0.126482
dygen ref BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.856012 0.095745
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dygen support BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.606195 0.013962
dygen support BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.794912 0.060606
dygen support BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.451712 0.007207
dygen support BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.682239 0.016563
dygen support BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.696765 0.017021
dygen support BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.740696 0.021645
dygen threatening BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.852452 0.139013
dygen threatening BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.793205 0.112735
dygen threatening BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.798413 0.113725
dygen threatening BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.810625 0.136709
dygen threatening BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.882179 0.145631
dygen threatening BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.866154 0.121008
dygen trans BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.558231 0.096525
dygen trans BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.619845 0.106538
dygen trans BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.817006 0.146132
dygen trans BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.615229 0.093352
dygen trans BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.735171 0.135189
dygen trans BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.714170 0.124077
dygen trav BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.646662 0.020243
dygen trav BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.564392 0.021053
dygen trav BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.762115 0.029350
dygen trav BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.611448 0.023576
dygen trav BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.664540 0.028169
dygen trav BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.606042 0.022814
dygen wom BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.666830 0.191529
dygen wom BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.772368 0.252459
dygen wom BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.849288 0.369515
dygen wom BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.702072 0.194139
dygen wom BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.769987 0.248322
dygen wom BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.757370 0.227474
ghc cv BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.812127 0.062893
ghc cv BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.781179 0.062500
ghc cv BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.838447 0.060403
ghc cv BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.824924 0.062176
ghc cv BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.825069 0.072000
ghc cv BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.818089 0.045977
hatecheck black BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.789423 0.425000
hatecheck black BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.843558 0.496552
hatecheck black BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.931186 0.641791
hatecheck black BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.876891 0.448087
hatecheck black BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.926859 0.552632
hatecheck black BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.856827 0.426230
hatecheck disabled BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.886520 0.507463
hatecheck disabled BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.880580 0.624204
hatecheck disabled BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.954725 0.870968
hatecheck disabled BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.906063 0.584795
hatecheck disabled BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.965245 0.622222
hatecheck disabled BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.894543 0.538462
hatecheck gay BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.906400 0.512195
hatecheck gay BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.932067 0.615385
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hatecheck gay BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.902274 0.517647
hatecheck gay BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.890527 0.580645
hatecheck gay BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.959058 0.646617
hatecheck gay BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.797588 0.413793
hatecheck hate BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.779787 0.742597
hatecheck hate BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.711358 0.669704
hatecheck hate BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.745539 0.738854
hatecheck hate BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.768348 0.750000
hatecheck hate BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.822555 0.786957
hatecheck hate BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.798437 0.806517
hatecheck immigrants BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.862502 0.502857
hatecheck immigrants BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.919529 0.592593
hatecheck immigrants BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.915845 0.704000
hatecheck immigrants BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.842041 0.443114
hatecheck immigrants BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.930885 0.502732
hatecheck immigrants BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.936488 0.615385
hatecheck muslims BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.909837 0.617647
hatecheck muslims BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.929787 0.633094
hatecheck muslims BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.940720 0.588235
hatecheck muslims BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.923197 0.616438
hatecheck muslims BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.937066 0.544218
hatecheck muslims BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.887850 0.545455
hatecheck trans BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.751396 0.291339
hatecheck trans BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.891404 0.561644
hatecheck trans BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.940533 0.678899
hatecheck trans BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.825156 0.395939
hatecheck trans BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.876546 0.361991
hatecheck trans BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.851881 0.454545
hatecheck women BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.861084 0.485981
hatecheck women BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.941924 0.681319
hatecheck women BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.954110 0.747253
hatecheck women BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.948801 0.609524
hatecheck women BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.952622 0.646465
hatecheck women BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.860923 0.374269
misogyny - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.803650 0.362264
misogyny - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.814446 0.380567
misogyny - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.853848 0.332248
misogyny - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.817719 0.335766
misogyny - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.858276 0.385185
misogyny - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.832160 0.341137
multi - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.643382 0.237037
multi - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.631730 0.215385
multi - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.592240 0.182062
multi - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.575144 0.184080
multi - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.632464 0.220779
multi - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.625541 0.218023
single - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.923063 0.618852
single - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.909798 0.554622
single - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.887218 0.483180
single - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.904630 0.562162
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single - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.958845 0.687747
single - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.869882 0.502370
single-adversarial - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.836229 0.521739
single-adversarial - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.768038 0.366355
single-adversarial - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.831907 0.490991
single-adversarial - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.846279 0.459770
single-adversarial - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.900268 0.592941
single-adversarial - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.797279 0.402367
stormfront - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.861921 0.794595
stormfront - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.862494 0.740113
stormfront - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.872769 0.779944
stormfront - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.834097 0.774869
stormfront - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.861880 0.776596
stormfront - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.865701 0.754617
us-election hof BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.751050 0.293103
us-election hof BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.633272 0.225166
us-election hof BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.808955 0.385321
us-election hof BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.739496 0.278788
us-election hof BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.786699 0.333333
us-election hof BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.792411 0.297030

Table 10: AUC and F1 scores for few-shot downstream tasks for the chronological experiment

dataset task model few-shot-auc few-shot-f1

BAD2 - BART-Single 0.635964 0.490090
BAD2 - BART-Adapter-Single 0.654797 0.483221
BAD2 - BART-BiHNet-Single 0.620018 0.467909
BAD2 - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.678801 0.475962
BAD2 - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.582984 0.435165
BAD2 - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.660194 0.491484
BAD2 - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.633916 0.470588
BAD2 - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.702097 0.514039
BAD2 - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.714881 0.537445
BAD4 - BART-Single 0.689085 0.469841
BAD4 - BART-Adapter-Single 0.670554 0.455056
BAD4 - BART-BiHNet-Single 0.661543 0.470270
BAD4 - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.679876 0.468085
BAD4 - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.603978 0.454918
BAD4 - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.604742 0.447552
BAD4 - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.613064 0.438889
BAD4 - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.655514 0.455056
BAD4 - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.639380 0.480447
CAD counterspeech BART-Single 0.622264 0.002805
CAD counterspeech BART-Adapter-Single 0.924328 0.004264
CAD counterspeech BART-BiHNet-Single 0.636023 0.002685
CAD counterspeech BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.956223 0.005682
CAD counterspeech BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.988743 0.004640
CAD counterspeech BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.833646 0.003597
CAD counterspeech BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.950907 0.005013
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CAD counterspeech BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.988743 0.006369
CAD counterspeech BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.931207 0.004535
CMSB sexist BART-Single 0.832720 0.494071
CMSB sexist BART-Adapter-Single 0.830289 0.483221
CMSB sexist BART-BiHNet-Single 0.819125 0.464088
CMSB sexist BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.857568 0.510242
CMSB sexist BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.849790 0.509294
CMSB sexist BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.855256 0.515625
CMSB sexist BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.883429 0.549165
CMSB sexist BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.878635 0.531835
CMSB sexist BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.843043 0.483926
CONAN disabled BART-Single 0.995150 0.851064
CONAN disabled BART-Adapter-Single 0.997623 0.933333
CONAN disabled BART-BiHNet-Single 0.995626 0.637681
CONAN disabled BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.951217 0.478873
CONAN disabled BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.918315 0.357895
CONAN disabled BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.989730 0.458333
CONAN disabled BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.940044 0.535211
CONAN disabled BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.993343 0.666667
CONAN disabled BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.897062 0.295082
CONAN jews BART-Single 0.994053 0.931034
CONAN jews BART-Adapter-Single 0.992500 0.890625
CONAN jews BART-BiHNet-Single 0.977670 0.775194
CONAN jews BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.973902 0.734694
CONAN jews BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.931477 0.522936
CONAN jews BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.953617 0.627907
CONAN jews BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.960663 0.684932
CONAN jews BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.978371 0.839695
CONAN jews BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.957102 0.548077
CONAN LGBT BART-Single 0.912992 0.543353
CONAN LGBT BART-Adapter-Single 0.935733 0.577540
CONAN LGBT BART-BiHNet-Single 0.895403 0.539326
CONAN LGBT BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.925165 0.538071
CONAN LGBT BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.937694 0.533937
CONAN LGBT BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.889820 0.453125
CONAN LGBT BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.925165 0.537313
CONAN LGBT BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.937451 0.529412
CONAN LGBT BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.854065 0.494253
CONAN migrant BART-Single 0.977594 0.897297
CONAN migrant BART-Adapter-Single 0.987959 0.913978
CONAN migrant BART-BiHNet-Single 0.983447 0.900000
CONAN migrant BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.948639 0.789744
CONAN migrant BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.914204 0.663755
CONAN migrant BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.901016 0.653386
CONAN migrant BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.906675 0.669456
CONAN migrant BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.972875 0.841584
CONAN migrant BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.922146 0.664000
CONAN muslims BART-Single 0.991436 0.877076
CONAN muslims BART-Adapter-Single 0.990668 0.907216
CONAN muslims BART-BiHNet-Single 0.992338 0.923077
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CONAN muslims BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.991764 0.929577
CONAN muslims BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.987902 0.858065
CONAN muslims BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.957673 0.809211
CONAN muslims BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.972783 0.854237
CONAN muslims BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.993946 0.860841
CONAN muslims BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.977792 0.787879
CONAN people of color BART-Single 0.885714 0.514851
CONAN people of color BART-Adapter-Single 0.959324 0.782609
CONAN people of color BART-BiHNet-Single 0.981198 0.777778
CONAN people of color BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.898925 0.692308
CONAN people of color BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.929555 0.560748
CONAN people of color BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.889831 0.280374
CONAN people of color BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.903195 0.376623
CONAN people of color BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.935730 0.640000
CONAN people of color BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.916190 0.528302
CONAN woman BART-Single 0.996055 0.870748
CONAN woman BART-Adapter-Single 0.998638 0.891892
CONAN woman BART-BiHNet-Single 0.995671 0.864865
CONAN woman BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.986123 0.849315
CONAN woman BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.928379 0.645161
CONAN woman BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.980048 0.738095
CONAN woman BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.961720 0.648352
CONAN woman BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.994484 0.881119
CONAN woman BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.971879 0.754717
Dygen African BART-Single 0.709622 0.022642
Dygen African BART-Adapter-Single 0.753744 0.023981
Dygen African BART-BiHNet-Single 0.807282 0.016970
Dygen African BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.820106 0.036810
Dygen African BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.760201 0.021008
Dygen African BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.821272 0.027027
Dygen African BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.782441 0.036630
Dygen African BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.857950 0.040541
Dygen African BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.860730 0.023256
Dygen animosity BART-Single 0.583085 0.180437
Dygen animosity BART-Adapter-Single 0.561059 0.176707
Dygen animosity BART-BiHNet-Single 0.506374 0.137174
Dygen animosity BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.564928 0.176871
Dygen animosity BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.575415 0.191136
Dygen animosity BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.534618 0.168067
Dygen animosity BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.577934 0.175299
Dygen animosity BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.552231 0.168276
Dygen animosity BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.607637 0.193622
Dygen Arabs BART-Single 0.635554 0.031128
Dygen Arabs BART-Adapter-Single 0.675253 0.039457
Dygen Arabs BART-BiHNet-Single 0.748829 0.062640
Dygen Arabs BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.808592 0.076503
Dygen Arabs BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.735965 0.057851
Dygen Arabs BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.636772 0.048780
Dygen Arabs BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.801646 0.051051
Dygen Arabs BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.834051 0.078329
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Dygen Arabs BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.719747 0.040161
Dygen Asians BART-Single 0.653580 0.034602
Dygen Asians BART-Adapter-Single 0.683574 0.029940
Dygen Asians BART-BiHNet-Single 0.688481 0.023437
Dygen Asians BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.846577 0.024024
Dygen Asians BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.690327 0.016667
Dygen Asians BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.742070 0.018817
Dygen Asians BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.689384 0.016588
Dygen Asians BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.785647 0.016760
Dygen Asians BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.641292 0.014134
Dygen Chinese people BART-Single 0.783270 0.044543
Dygen Chinese people BART-Adapter-Single 0.815762 0.050481
Dygen Chinese people BART-BiHNet-Single 0.812867 0.039356
Dygen Chinese people BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.826175 0.044759
Dygen Chinese people BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.843012 0.060606
Dygen Chinese people BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.829689 0.057225
Dygen Chinese people BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.816698 0.052369
Dygen Chinese people BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.835825 0.042989
Dygen Chinese people BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.809353 0.041339
Dygen East Asians BART-Single 0.692402 0.026871
Dygen East Asians BART-Adapter-Single 0.746267 0.024161
Dygen East Asians BART-BiHNet-Single 0.777790 0.061674
Dygen East Asians BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.709308 0.034884
Dygen East Asians BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.760627 0.041667
Dygen East Asians BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.677499 0.039437
Dygen East Asians BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.703587 0.036000
Dygen East Asians BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.824933 0.038647
Dygen East Asians BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.802792 0.036585
Dygen South Asians BART-Single 0.684706 0.050251
Dygen South Asians BART-Adapter-Single 0.665598 0.051583
Dygen South Asians BART-BiHNet-Single 0.662986 0.079365
Dygen South Asians BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.780351 0.073702
Dygen South Asians BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.733631 0.074675
Dygen South Asians BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.747811 0.060790
Dygen South Asians BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.714140 0.061281
Dygen South Asians BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.738230 0.065574
Dygen South Asians BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.723940 0.062874
Dygen Asylum seekers BART-Single 0.959743 0.053571
Dygen Asylum seekers BART-Adapter-Single 0.897400 0.021583
Dygen Asylum seekers BART-BiHNet-Single 0.786654 0.016854
Dygen Asylum seekers BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.767387 0.013072
Dygen Asylum seekers BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.930999 0.016227
Dygen Asylum seekers BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.875705 0.013187
Dygen Asylum seekers BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.919956 0.019608
Dygen Asylum seekers BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.843828 0.022901
Dygen Asylum seekers BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.956532 0.028777
Dygen Black people BART-Single 0.748573 0.219591
Dygen Black people BART-Adapter-Single 0.737509 0.248555
Dygen Black people BART-BiHNet-Single 0.727815 0.234192
Dygen Black people BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.790263 0.255428
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Dygen Black people BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.739259 0.243959
Dygen Black people BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.735536 0.238202
Dygen Black people BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.711824 0.242321
Dygen Black people BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.753437 0.237248
Dygen Black people BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.776706 0.230143
Dygen Black men BART-Single 0.970776 0.023669
Dygen Black men BART-Adapter-Single 0.818695 0.027397
Dygen Black men BART-BiHNet-Single 0.820316 0.023419
Dygen Black men BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.912066 0.024390
Dygen Black men BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.908616 0.019640
Dygen Black men BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.908616 0.020374
Dygen Black men BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.986930 0.022989
Dygen Black men BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.950335 0.025157
Dygen Black men BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.957340 0.024896
Dygen Black women BART-Single 0.796041 0.048193
Dygen Black women BART-Adapter-Single 0.844900 0.044444
Dygen Black women BART-BiHNet-Single 0.836289 0.039911
Dygen Black women BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.814120 0.036735
Dygen Black women BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.828480 0.031936
Dygen Black women BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.815092 0.029605
Dygen Black women BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.796470 0.032454
Dygen Black women BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.825734 0.034156
Dygen Black women BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.806968 0.037344
Dygen dehumanization BART-Single 0.703067 0.175439
Dygen dehumanization BART-Adapter-Single 0.653162 0.130233
Dygen dehumanization BART-BiHNet-Single 0.729720 0.130719
Dygen dehumanization BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.803086 0.158654
Dygen dehumanization BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.726701 0.129524
Dygen dehumanization BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.730518 0.107981
Dygen dehumanization BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.775381 0.165450
Dygen dehumanization BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.839332 0.142649
Dygen dehumanization BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.778659 0.107505
Dygen derogation BART-Single 0.514538 0.438830
Dygen derogation BART-Adapter-Single 0.511880 0.483633
Dygen derogation BART-BiHNet-Single 0.523676 0.464508
Dygen derogation BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.705633 0.566964
Dygen derogation BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.702747 0.573463
Dygen derogation BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.632040 0.539097
Dygen derogation BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.706101 0.565619
Dygen derogation BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.702820 0.587181
Dygen derogation BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.698568 0.566215
Dygen People with disabilities BART-Single 0.656806 0.092555
Dygen People with disabilities BART-Adapter-Single 0.683058 0.088962
Dygen People with disabilities BART-BiHNet-Single 0.672755 0.085106
Dygen People with disabilities BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.764702 0.123404
Dygen People with disabilities BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.817699 0.201835
Dygen People with disabilities BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.760772 0.130536
Dygen People with disabilities BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.817542 0.156334
Dygen People with disabilities BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.765716 0.145631
Dygen People with disabilities BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.719064 0.104167
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Dygen Foreigners BART-Single 0.865222 0.064368
Dygen Foreigners BART-Adapter-Single 0.884991 0.057034
Dygen Foreigners BART-BiHNet-Single 0.820148 0.054250
Dygen Foreigners BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.916614 0.078313
Dygen Foreigners BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.910111 0.135266
Dygen Foreigners BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.785367 0.041420
Dygen Foreigners BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.908439 0.079027
Dygen Foreigners BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.907064 0.064240
Dygen Foreigners BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.893594 0.065934
Dygen gay BART-Single 0.875634 0.130031
Dygen gay BART-Adapter-Single 0.833293 0.108911
Dygen gay BART-BiHNet-Single 0.795869 0.080495
Dygen gay BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.856252 0.110843
Dygen gay BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.919566 0.111801
Dygen gay BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.876808 0.101053
Dygen gay BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.889835 0.104208
Dygen gay BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.892645 0.110132
Dygen gay BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.818323 0.065341
Dygen Gay men BART-Single 0.654332 0.042169
Dygen Gay men BART-Adapter-Single 0.645526 0.038633
Dygen Gay men BART-BiHNet-Single 0.614690 0.031835
Dygen Gay men BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.756145 0.052142
Dygen Gay men BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.759221 0.043302
Dygen Gay men BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.737160 0.048696
Dygen Gay men BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.748153 0.049689
Dygen Gay men BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.796858 0.055738
Dygen Gay men BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.700956 0.042003
Dygen Gay women BART-Single 0.575847 0.035961
Dygen Gay women BART-Adapter-Single 0.558069 0.028694
Dygen Gay women BART-BiHNet-Single 0.553636 0.032258
Dygen Gay women BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.768479 0.061176
Dygen Gay women BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.740930 0.059754
Dygen Gay women BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.744051 0.082474
Dygen Gay women BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.635514 0.056206
Dygen Gay women BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.799903 0.061758
Dygen Gay women BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.731807 0.038647
Dygen Gender minorities BART-Single 0.852108 0.030905
Dygen Gender minorities BART-Adapter-Single 0.795011 0.035794
Dygen Gender minorities BART-BiHNet-Single 0.778906 0.027231
Dygen Gender minorities BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.868471 0.035461
Dygen Gender minorities BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.730162 0.022670
Dygen Gender minorities BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.780365 0.021053
Dygen Gender minorities BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.871331 0.031696
Dygen Gender minorities BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.868585 0.031949
Dygen Gender minorities BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.761714 0.025641
Dygen Immigrants BART-Single 0.906365 0.182456
Dygen Immigrants BART-Adapter-Single 0.845723 0.180602
Dygen Immigrants BART-BiHNet-Single 0.780274 0.090909
Dygen Immigrants BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.811105 0.095552
Dygen Immigrants BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.809194 0.103448
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Dygen Immigrants BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.808537 0.129032
Dygen Immigrants BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.785020 0.089783
Dygen Immigrants BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.816552 0.092399
Dygen Immigrants BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.815099 0.088685
Dygen indig BART-Single 0.743278 0.040000
Dygen indig BART-Adapter-Single 0.864376 0.050955
Dygen indig BART-BiHNet-Single 0.879705 0.029126
Dygen indig BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.825127 0.026616
Dygen indig BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.849291 0.029316
Dygen indig BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.845764 0.029474
Dygen indig BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.774495 0.026316
Dygen indig BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.800475 0.027273
Dygen indig BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.869300 0.035635
Dygen Jewish people BART-Single 0.695314 0.117871
Dygen Jewish people BART-Adapter-Single 0.660048 0.091097
Dygen Jewish people BART-BiHNet-Single 0.692381 0.126531
Dygen Jewish people BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.859924 0.156352
Dygen Jewish people BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.770853 0.158664
Dygen Jewish people BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.782482 0.129760
Dygen Jewish people BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.788038 0.141491
Dygen Jewish people BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.819858 0.139384
Dygen Jewish people BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.833787 0.126856
Dygen Mixed race BART-Single 0.568220 0.017316
Dygen Mixed race BART-Adapter-Single 0.592517 0.017544
Dygen Mixed race BART-BiHNet-Single 0.497586 0.014388
Dygen Mixed race BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.699045 0.034146
Dygen Mixed race BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.586744 0.019444
Dygen Mixed race BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.682698 0.028571
Dygen Mixed race BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.636702 0.019116
Dygen Mixed race BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.694742 0.028807
Dygen Mixed race BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.671599 0.026906
Dygen Muslims BART-Single 0.789611 0.106996
Dygen Muslims BART-Adapter-Single 0.790257 0.120055
Dygen Muslims BART-BiHNet-Single 0.739825 0.125000
Dygen Muslims BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.846611 0.152727
Dygen Muslims BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.806735 0.122503
Dygen Muslims BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.834092 0.191919
Dygen Muslims BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.774975 0.142574
Dygen Muslims BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.879749 0.168297
Dygen Muslims BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.817724 0.119948
Dygen Muslim women BART-Single 0.714734 0.018265
Dygen Muslim women BART-Adapter-Single 0.722132 0.021277
Dygen Muslim women BART-BiHNet-Single 0.877367 0.023256
Dygen Muslim women BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.686270 0.017143
Dygen Muslim women BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.619937 0.009756
Dygen Muslim women BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.815172 0.015083
Dygen Muslim women BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.939060 0.020367
Dygen Muslim women BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.908840 0.031250
Dygen Muslim women BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.753292 0.010152
Dygen Non-whites BART-Single 0.862599 0.095541
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Dygen Non-whites BART-Adapter-Single 0.851783 0.078534
Dygen Non-whites BART-BiHNet-Single 0.824677 0.070796
Dygen Non-whites BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.827832 0.070640
Dygen Non-whites BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.862513 0.070764
Dygen Non-whites BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.880372 0.077079
Dygen Non-whites BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.805565 0.069930
Dygen Non-whites BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.888207 0.093923
Dygen Non-whites BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.853555 0.071571
Dygen Refguees BART-Single 0.942489 0.223529
Dygen Refguees BART-Adapter-Single 0.909316 0.142857
Dygen Refguees BART-BiHNet-Single 0.827890 0.063670
Dygen Refguees BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.887150 0.125461
Dygen Refguees BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.888220 0.091603
Dygen Refguees BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.802226 0.082418
Dygen Refguees BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.845984 0.080201
Dygen Refguees BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.898429 0.143426
Dygen Refguees BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.867457 0.107595
Dygen support BART-Single 0.730528 0.023256
Dygen support BART-Adapter-Single 0.663866 0.021277
Dygen support BART-BiHNet-Single 0.615421 0.012780
Dygen support BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.549388 0.009479
Dygen support BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.568507 0.012005
Dygen support BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.537178 0.010194
Dygen support BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.528541 0.011655
Dygen support BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.636856 0.017167
Dygen support BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.669362 0.024768
Dygen threatening BART-Single 0.875585 0.177650
Dygen threatening BART-Adapter-Single 0.836170 0.138889
Dygen threatening BART-BiHNet-Single 0.790577 0.108659
Dygen threatening BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.901731 0.130360
Dygen threatening BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.835296 0.099010
Dygen threatening BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.712324 0.081425
Dygen threatening BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.864872 0.123077
Dygen threatening BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.893550 0.140152
Dygen threatening BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.860865 0.109546
Dygen Trans people BART-Single 0.694125 0.134293
Dygen Trans people BART-Adapter-Single 0.729872 0.150538
Dygen Trans people BART-BiHNet-Single 0.687860 0.119816
Dygen Trans people BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.748769 0.160584
Dygen Trans people BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.765517 0.127080
Dygen Trans people BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.764915 0.123810
Dygen Trans people BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.790838 0.161100
Dygen Trans people BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.803334 0.166329
Dygen Trans people BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.747644 0.122754
Dygen Travellers BART-Single 0.669575 0.021668
Dygen Travellers BART-Adapter-Single 0.706848 0.023585
Dygen Travellers BART-BiHNet-Single 0.766577 0.032941
Dygen Travellers BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.670805 0.028169
Dygen Travellers BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.697895 0.026465
Dygen Travellers BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.653241 0.020654
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Dygen Travellers BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.734996 0.027184
Dygen Travellers BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.649694 0.026144
Dygen Travellers BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.741318 0.022508
Dygen Women BART-Single 0.756641 0.218409
Dygen Women BART-Adapter-Single 0.852057 0.308998
Dygen Women BART-BiHNet-Single 0.825839 0.273973
Dygen Women BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.841440 0.317797
Dygen Women BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.834226 0.322457
Dygen Women BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.828297 0.278317
Dygen Women BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.818255 0.274834
Dygen Women BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.858158 0.344423
Dygen Women BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.791889 0.276094
GHC class for violence BART-Single 0.641220 0.035088
GHC class for violence BART-Adapter-Single 0.631671 0.026230
GHC class for violence BART-BiHNet-Single 0.627405 0.026906
GHC class for violence BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.795453 0.042781
GHC class for violence BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.728225 0.034115
GHC class for violence BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.789855 0.047244
GHC class for violence BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.757210 0.042827
GHC class for violence BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.822064 0.052786
GHC class for violence BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.847850 0.055980
hatecheck black BART-Single 0.967115 0.946237
hatecheck black BART-Adapter-Single 0.956154 0.868687
hatecheck black BART-BiHNet-Single 0.934679 0.831683
hatecheck black BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.944744 0.582781
hatecheck black BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.956763 0.756303
hatecheck black BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.966314 0.671642
hatecheck black BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.930929 0.480874
hatecheck black BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.928526 0.604317
hatecheck black BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.956154 0.573171
hatecheck disabled BART-Single 0.990839 0.836066
hatecheck disabled BART-Adapter-Single 0.985898 0.802920
hatecheck disabled BART-BiHNet-Single 0.924412 0.571429
hatecheck disabled BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.993782 0.735484
hatecheck disabled BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.983344 0.666667
hatecheck disabled BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.991395 0.741722
hatecheck disabled BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.984177 0.750000
hatecheck disabled BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.997058 0.881890
hatecheck disabled BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.941039 0.560847
hatecheck gay BART-Single 0.972348 0.777778
hatecheck gay BART-Adapter-Single 0.956538 0.687500
hatecheck gay BART-BiHNet-Single 0.907722 0.537500
hatecheck gay BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.968758 0.739496
hatecheck gay BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.953200 0.560510
hatecheck gay BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.942996 0.578947
hatecheck gay BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.918588 0.552632
hatecheck gay BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.947909 0.701754
hatecheck gay BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.864985 0.450262
hatecheck hate BART-Single 0.701328 0.430678
hatecheck hate BART-Adapter-Single 0.717094 0.474286
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hatecheck hate BART-BiHNet-Single 0.727140 0.569231
hatecheck hate BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.815678 0.795876
hatecheck hate BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.795384 0.836852
hatecheck hate BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.764893 0.836364
hatecheck hate BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.820777 0.839552
hatecheck hate BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.902120 0.834061
hatecheck hate BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.846102 0.869718
hatecheck immigrants BART-Single 0.979479 0.890909
hatecheck immigrants BART-Adapter-Single 0.971380 0.857143
hatecheck immigrants BART-BiHNet-Single 0.939898 0.708661
hatecheck immigrants BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.932347 0.637037
hatecheck immigrants BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.968518 0.750000
hatecheck immigrants BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.937097 0.634483
hatecheck immigrants BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.924857 0.600000
hatecheck immigrants BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.968822 0.702290
hatecheck immigrants BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.971897 0.779661
hatecheck muslims BART-Single 0.958333 0.714286
hatecheck muslims BART-Adapter-Single 0.969806 0.643357
hatecheck muslims BART-BiHNet-Single 0.912862 0.558659
hatecheck muslims BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.961359 0.647482
hatecheck muslims BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.935897 0.620690
hatecheck muslims BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.931943 0.656934
hatecheck muslims BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.888779 0.523256
hatecheck muslims BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.973820 0.717557
hatecheck muslims BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.903157 0.517241
hatecheck Trans people BART-Single 0.937442 0.876404
hatecheck Trans people BART-Adapter-Single 0.923348 0.716981
hatecheck Trans people BART-BiHNet-Single 0.903304 0.645669
hatecheck Trans people BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.935780 0.491018
hatecheck Trans people BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.916933 0.515723
hatecheck Trans people BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.922750 0.557823
hatecheck Trans people BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.917531 0.611940
hatecheck Trans people BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.933852 0.515723
hatecheck Trans people BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.850020 0.397906
hatecheck women BART-Single 0.946348 0.680851
hatecheck women BART-Adapter-Single 0.963803 0.857143
hatecheck women BART-BiHNet-Single 0.953789 0.891892
hatecheck women BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.928732 0.780488
hatecheck women BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.955639 0.550000
hatecheck women BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.958494 0.839506
hatecheck women BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.884371 0.418919
hatecheck women BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.949163 0.750000
hatecheck women BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.927204 0.409639
misogyny - BART-Single 0.822216 0.329032
misogyny - BART-Adapter-Single 0.837551 0.334426
misogyny - BART-BiHNet-Single 0.805479 0.322785
misogyny - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.844372 0.395522
misogyny - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.839064 0.382671
misogyny - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.828667 0.335616
misogyny - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.848168 0.372760
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misogyny - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.865112 0.396825
misogyny - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.805919 0.327759
multi - BART-Single 0.839205 0.401028
multi - BART-Adapter-Single 0.709392 0.259740
multi - BART-BiHNet-Single 0.642476 0.196636
multi - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.617924 0.191589
multi - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.614951 0.215269
multi - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.616131 0.191702
multi - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.597265 0.195773
multi - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.674493 0.248244
multi - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.623469 0.216086
single - BART-Single 0.990007 0.852679
single - BART-Adapter-Single 0.988204 0.871287
single - BART-BiHNet-Single 0.965336 0.679856
single - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.939223 0.629126
single - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.888218 0.508744
single - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.927218 0.629771
single - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.932330 0.634051
single - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.969689 0.716904
single - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.928502 0.606171
adversarial - BART-Single 0.979721 0.837321
adversarial - BART-Adapter-Single 0.977043 0.781726
adversarial - BART-BiHNet-Single 0.954980 0.670232
adversarial - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.857171 0.490196
adversarial - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.837839 0.439873
adversarial - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.859952 0.511149
adversarial - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.864196 0.520979
adversarial - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.912971 0.607803
adversarial - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.838634 0.444444
stormfront - BART-Single 0.844468 0.805897
stormfront - BART-Adapter-Single 0.811555 0.766595
stormfront - BART-BiHNet-Single 0.757382 0.709832
stormfront - BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.884122 0.733728
stormfront - BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.848016 0.756032
stormfront - BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.861334 0.776903
stormfront - BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.854757 0.792929
stormfront - BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.901288 0.810390
stormfront - BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.868593 0.757493
US-election hateful BART-Single 0.668330 0.228571
US-election hateful BART-Adapter-Single 0.664259 0.232558
US-election hateful BART-BiHNet-Single 0.616334 0.224852
US-election hateful BART-Adapter-Vanilla 0.761029 0.379747
US-election hateful BART-BiHNet+Vanilla 0.744485 0.296875
US-election hateful BART-BiHNet+Reg 0.751641 0.357895
US-election hateful BART-BiHNet+EWC 0.787684 0.314961
US-election hateful BART-Adapter-Multitask 0.781250 0.408602
US-election hateful BART-BiHNet-Multitask 0.788209 0.350877

Table 11: AUC and F1 scores for few-shot downstream tasks for the random order experiment
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Abstract

The perception of offensive language varies
based on cultural, social, and individual per-
spectives. With the spread of social media,
there has been an increase in offensive con-
tent online, necessitating advanced solutions
for its identification and moderation. This pa-
per addresses the practical application of an of-
fensive language taxonomy, specifically target-
ing Hebrew social media texts. By introduc-
ing a newly annotated dataset, modeled after
the taxonomy of explicit offensive language
of (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk et al., 2023),
we provide a comprehensive examination of
various degrees and aspects of offensive lan-
guage. Our findings indicate the complexities
involved in the classification of such content.
We also outline the implications of relying on
fixed taxonomies for Hebrew.

1 Introduction

The definition of offensive language can vary de-
pending on cultural, social, and personal view-
points. In a general sense, offensive lan-
guage encompasses any form of communica-
tion that may upset or discomfort individu-
als or groups (Haugh and Sinkeviciute, 2019;
Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, 2023). It can be
broadly categorized into explicit forms (Kogila-
vani et al., 2021; Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk,
2023), including insults and hate speech, and im-
plicit forms which use subtle insinuations or coded
language to convey bias. Social media platforms
have become significant sources of offensive lan-
guage, with surveys revealing a rise in hate speech
instances (Alsagheer et al., 2022; Costello and
Hawdon, 2020). Numerous countries have laws
against hate speech and false information. Failure
to properly regulate such content can result in le-
gal consequences and harm to a platform’s reputa-
tion. While content filters on platforms can help
reduce offensive language, their effectiveness is

diminishing due to the growth of user-generated
content. Consequently, Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) techniques are gaining importance in
identifying offensive language. However, detect-
ing offensive language in low-resource languages,
like Hebrew, remains a challenge (Zampieri et al.,
2019b) due to the lack of available resources.

The taxonomy of offensive language is crucial
as it establishes a structured framework for vari-
ous inappropriate content, assisting automated sys-
tems in moderating and responding to such con-
tent. This classification creates a foundational
structure that not only streamlines the intricate
landscape of online communication but also acts
as an instrument to enhance the safety and func-
tionality of digital platforms. The practicality of
offensive language taxonomies often raises con-
cerns, especially in the ever-evolving digital land-
scape. Creating a comprehensive taxonomy is
challenging given the vast and nuanced spectrum
of offensive content. Relying solely on a static tax-
onomy may not capture the dynamic nature of lan-
guage, especially as slang, idioms, and colloqui-
alisms evolve. There’s also a risk of misinterpreta-
tion or misclassification, which can inadvertently
lead to stifling genuine discussions or failing to
catch genuinely harmful content.

This study distinguishes itself from prior stud-
ies on identifying offensive texts by deviating from
the approach of just focusing on a certain form of
offensive language or relying on an intuitive def-
inition that encompasses various kinds of offen-
sive language, without being grounded in a system-
atic linguistic taxonomy. In this paper, we study
the practical implications of applying an offensive
language taxonomy to the collection and analysis
of Hebrew social media texts. For this purpose,
we present here a new annotated dataset follow-
ing a simplified taxonomy of explicit offensive lan-
guage introduced in (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk
et al., 2023). The data represents all the levels
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of this taxonomy, which allowed us to examine
the practical consequences of collecting and ana-
lyzing offensive texts. We were able to determine
what types and aspects of offensive language pose
a significant challenge for binary and multi-class
classification of offensive language.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
covers the related work. Section 3.2 describes
the collection and annotation of the offensive lan-
guage dataset in Hebrew, and Section 3.3 reports
on the dataset analysis. Finally, Section 4 con-
cludes our work and describes potential future
tasks.

2 Related Work

Multiple works on automated offensive language
detection exist, including early unsupervised
lexicon-based approaches (Tulkens et al., 2016),
traditional supervised approaches (Davidson et al.,
2017), and recent approaches based on deep neu-
ral networks (Zampieri et al., 2019b) and trans-
former models (Liu et al., 2019; Ranasinghe et al.,
2019). However, the clear majority of the offen-
sive detection studies deal with English. Recently,
many researchers started to develop multilingual
methodologies and annotated corpora in multiple
languages. For example, such languages as Ara-
bic (Mohaouchane et al., 2019), Dutch (Tulkens
et al., 2016), French (Chiril et al., 2019), Turk-
ish (Çöltekin, 2020), Danish (Sigurbergsson and
Derczynski, 2019), Greek (Pitenis et al., 2020),
Italian (Poletto et al., 2017), Portuguese (Fortuna
et al., 2019), Slovene (Fišer et al., 2017), and Dra-
vidian (Yasaswini et al., 2021) were explored for
the task of offensive content identification.

Despite the great international effort, many low-
resource languages got much less attention than
others. For example, only a few works proposed
solutions for Hebrew: a Hebrew corpus of user
comments annotated for abusive language was in-
troduced in (Liebeskind and Liebeskind, 2018);
an annotated Facebook comments dataset and a
system for offensive text detection was suggested
in (Litvak et al., 2021), and a union of these
two datasets and together with monolingual, cross-
lingual, and multilingual experiments for the task
of offensive language detection was presented in
(Litvak et al., 2022). Hebrew and Arabic are
both members of the same family of languages
known as the Semitic languages, and some authors
made use of the wealth of resources available in

Arabic. For example, the most recent work in-
troduced a new offensive language corpus in He-
brew containing 15,881 Twitter labeled by Arabic-
Hebrew bilingual speakers into one or more of
the five available classes, namely abuse, hate, vi-
olence, pornography, or non-offensive (Hamad
et al., 2023). Fine-tuning of pre-trained Hebrew
LLMs showed that the proposed dataset is benefi-
cial for the detection of offensive language in He-
brew (Litvak et al., 2022).

The first offensive language taxonomy suitable
for social media content appeared in (Zampieri
et al., 2019a,b). This three-level hierarchy for of-
fensive language classification was created to of-
fer a methodical technique to distinguish between
various forms and degrees of offensive language.
In (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk et al., 2022), the
combined schema for explicit and implicit of-
fensive language was tested on English datasets,
and difficulties with agreement among annota-
tors about the distinction of particular categories
emerged. Based on linguistic ideas like Grice’s
implicitness categories, the work (Lewandowska-
Tomaszczyk, 2023) established a holistic method
that targets both explicit and implied types of abu-
sive language. However, to this day, no applica-
tions or evaluation of similar taxonomy in Hebrew
exists.

3 Hebrew Offensive Language
Taxonomy and Dataset

3.1 Taxonomy

We derive the aspects of offensive language
for Hebrew from the taxonomy proposed by
(Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk et al., 2023) that in its
turn extends a taxonomy proposed in (Zampieri
et al., 2019a,b). We have translated this taxon-
omy to Hebrew and focused on the first six lay-
ers that represent explicit offensive language. In
this taxonomy (depicted in Figure 1), after decid-
ing of whether or not the text is offensive, one has
to determine the presence or absence of the tar-
get of an offense, then decide on the type of tar-
get, and rule whether or not the expression is vul-
gar. The next step is to state what is the severity
of the offense (discrediting, insulting, hate speech,
threat) and what are the offense aspects (racism,
homophobia, xenophobia, religious profanity, sex-
ism, ageism, ableism, ideologism, classism, unde-
termined).
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Figure 1: Explicit offensive language taxonomy

3.2 Dataset Collection and Annotation

As a starting point for data collection, we created a
list of offensive terms in Hebrew using the method
of (Liebeskind and Liebeskind, 2018), as follows.
Initially, 67 offensive terms were chosen, and then
they were supplemented using a statistical mea-
sure of word co-occurrence. We obtained the 100
most similar words for each offending term in
the first list using the Dice coefficient (Smadja
et al., 1996) and a sizable unannotated corpus of
Facebook comments (Liebeskind and Liebeskind,
2018), supposing that words that often occur to-
gether are thematically relevant (Schütze and Ped-
ersen, 1997). Then, from these candidate lists,
683 offensive terms were manually chosen and as-
signed to one or more offensive aspects. Note that
we could not find any example of xenophobia that
is not racist, so this aspect is excluded from the
analysis. We adopted a classification method that
requires only a context-based connection between
the offensive term and the aspect. For instance,
the word עלוקה! (leech) has been categorized as
profanity because it is frequently directed at a par-
ticular religious group of the population. Or, for
instance, the word גנב! (thief) has been labeled as
classism because criminals frequently belong to a
particular social class. This strategy aims to ob-
tain a diverse dataset that cannot be separated by
the search terms alone, necessitating the annota-
tion and analysis presented in this work. Finally,
we extracted offensive tweets from Twitter using
the offensive terms. In this manner, we ensured
that our data encompasses all aspects of offensive
language, not just the most prevalent types. Conse-
quently, we were able to evaluate the applicability
of offensive taxonomy for dataset creation.

To demonstrate the efficacy of our extraction
method, we trained the 100-dimensional fastText
word embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017) on
the constructed dataset that is suitable for morpho-
logically rich languages, such as Hebrew. Using

t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-
SNE) (Belkina et al., 2019), we retrieved 30 neigh-
boring words for each aspect and visualized the
results. We prefer the t-SNE method over the Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) (Shlens, 2014)
method because it captures nonlinear structures
and clusters in high-dimensional data more effec-
tively. Figure 2 shows that there is a clear separa-
tion between the neighboring words that occur in
the different offensive aspects, indicating that they
are readily identified. However, owing to their
close association in reality, certain categories virtu-
ally overlap, such as racial and ideological (mak-
ing racism an ideology) or ableism and classism
(identifying a person in a different socioeconomic
position as handicapped).

Figure 2: t-SNE-based visualization of the 30 neighbor-
ing fastText vectors

We used the INCEpTION platform (Klie et al.,
2018) to produce annotations. The data was di-
vided into 9 files, one file per offensive aspect,
with 50 comments in every file, making it 450
texts in total. Our annotators were unaware of
this division. The texts were given to two native
Hebrew speakers who were requested to annotate
them independently. Given that the texts came
from social networks frequented by young individ-
uals who use slang and modern language, we se-
lected annotators between the ages of 20 and 30.
The annotators were first asked to decide whether
or not a text is offensive and then to proceed ac-
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cording to taxonomy levels of Section 3.1; we
have computed Cohen’s Kappa agreement coeffi-
cient (Cohen, 1960) for every level/parameter sep-
arately. First, the annotators determined whether
or not the target of the offense is present in the
text (agreement 0.49), then they identified the tar-
get’s type (agreement 0.84) and the severity of the
offense (agreement 0.73 for hate speech and insult,
0.66 for discrediting, and 0.97 for threat), and they
determined whether or not the expression is vulgar
(agreement 0.63). As the last step, the annotators
were instructed to list (in alphabetical order) each
aspect of explicit offensive language that applies
to the text, achieving an agreement of 0.68. Cal-
culating the inter-annotator agreement not only al-
lows us to evaluate the clarity of the annotation
guidelines but also the inherent difficulty of the
classification and how well humans comprehend
the task. In order to create the final dataset, we re-
solved instances where the labels did not align by
involving a third annotator for disambiguation.

3.3 Dataset Analysis
Table 1 describes the three tokens with the high-
est tf-idf values for every file. We can see that
some words appear across files, for example, the
word !Kל (go), which is not a vulgar word but may
be considered impolite if it is used as “get out”
in the sentence. The categories where words are
related (although these words are not necessarily
vulgar or insults) are “homophobia” and “ideolo-
gism” where, for example, the last name of a for-
mer prime minister is mentioned (Bennet).

Table 2 shows the three words with the highest
normalized count for every file. Again, we see that
words appear across files.

To tokenize the texts, we cleaned the data from
punctuation, numbers, and non-Hebrew charac-
ters, and applied the AlephBERT tokenizer (Seker
et al., 2021).

We see the words that have high tf-idf values or
high unigram count are not necessarily the words
related to their respective offensive aspect, ex-
cept for “sexism" and “profanity" files. Moreover,
these words often represent the most prominent to-
kens in more than one file. For instance, an un-
related offensive word such as !Nעבריי (a criminal)
is among the most common words in the file “sex-
ism". Therefore, straightforward word-based clas-
sification does not seem very helpful in this case.

To evaluate the creation process’ validity and
to better comprehend the practical applicability of

the annotated dataset we extracted the data for spe-
cific offensive language categorization tasks using
the various taxonomy levels.

Table 4 reports the results of the binary classi-
fication for every offensive category with at least
10 sentences. We treat the category sentences as
positive samples, and the rest of the sentences as
negative samples. This table also reports the fi-
nal dataset statistics, i.e., the number of sentences
in the dataset that were annotated as containing
a specific offensive aspect. Note that there are
sentences that were not annotated as offensive at
all, and therefore the total number of sentences
is smaller than 450. We have applied eXtreme
Gradient Boost (XGB) (Chen et al., 2015) (we
have also applied Random Forest (RF) (Pal, 2005)
and Logistic Regression (LR) (Wright, 1995), but
XGB provided slightly better results). to texts rep-
resented as BERT sentence embeddings encoded
with AlephBERT (Seker et al., 2021). We split
the data into training and test sets (80%/20%) and
classified offensive types/aspects with at least 10
sentences. For example, in offensive aspects, this
pruning left us with 7 categories out of 10. We
see that upper taxonomy levels such as target pres-
ence accuracy exceed the majority values signif-
icantly; however, lower taxonomy levels pose a
more serious challenge - vulgarity and severity of
the offense are especially difficult. On the lowest
taxonomy level for most of the offensive aspects,
the accuracy does not exceed the majority values,
except for the “other” aspect which is the largest
class. However, “homophobia" has significantly
higher precision than other classes.

As baselines we applied two fine-tuned trans-
formers – a multilingual BERT model or (Hug-
gingFace, 2024) which we denote by mlbert, and
the Hebrew BERT model of (Chriqui and Yahav,
2021) denoted by hebert, to the task of binary clas-
sification for different levels of our taxonomy. We
have fine-tuned every model for 10 epochs with
batch size 16, Adam optimizer, and standard learn-
ing rate of 0.00002. All texts were padded to the
maximal length, and the attention mask was set to
ignore the padded tokens. Comparative results of
these transformer models appear in Table 5. We
can see that the hebert model has an obvious ad-
vantage over the mlbert for all the categories, but
both models perform worse that traditional classi-
fiers.

In Table 3 we report the results of the multi-
class classification of offensive parameters per tax-
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file words with top tf-idf transcription translation
racism ,נבלות! נבלה! , פאשיסט! phashist, navela, navelot fascist, scavenger, scavengers
homophobia ,התחת! !Mקוקסינלי , לסביות! lesbiot, koksinelim, hatachat lesbians, shemales , the a**
sexism ,תעופי! !Mבוגדי, !Kל lekh, bogdim, ta’ofi go , traitors, get out
profanity !Kל, ,שלו! הזה! haze, she’lo, lekh this , that is not, go
ageism ,די! הזויה! , הולני! cholani, hazuya, day sick, delusional, enough
ableism ,זבל! !Nקשקש, קרימינל! kriminal, kashkashan, zevel criminal, rascal, garbage
classism !Nעברייי, מסית! , עלובה! aluva, matsit, avaryan wretched, agitator, offender
ideologism ,מושהט! !Nבשלטו, בנט! Bennett, b’shelton, moshachat Bennet, in power, corrupt
other ,פה! כבר! ,!Kל pach, kvar, lekh trash can , already , go
all files !Kל, ,עלובה! שלא! lekh, aluva, she’lo go, wretched, that is not

Table 1: Tokens with highest tf-idf values per file.

file unigrams transcription translation
racism ,עכשיו! !Zהו, !Mכלו klum, utz, akhshav now, except, nothing
homophobia ,ראיתי! !Kל, ילדה! yalda, lekh, ra’iti I saw, go, girl
sexism ,מסית! ,עלובה! !Nעבריי avariyan, aluva, mesit agitator, wretched, criminal
profanity ,התחת! ,לסביות! כמה! kama, lesbiyot, taat the a**, lesbians, how much
ageism ,בנט! ,הכל! דיקטטורי! diktatory, hakol, Bennett Bennet, all, dictatorial
ableism ,כבר! ,עוד! בכל! bekol, od, kvar already, more, in every
classism ,נבלה! ,עוד! !Nב ben, od, neveilah scavanger, more, son
ideoligism ,שלא! ,הזה! !Kל lekh, hazeh, she’lo that not, this, go
other ,עכשיו! ,ערב! ולא! ve lo, erev, akhshav now, evening, and not
all files !Kל, ,עוד! כמה! kama, od, lekh go, more, how much

Table 2: Unigrams with top counts per file.

parameter classes F1 acc maj
presence 2 0.699 0.699 0.518
target type 4 0.232 0.615 0.641
severity 4 0.201 0.354 0.616
vulgarity 2 0.589 0.616 0.565
aspects 7 0.125 0.488 0.545

Table 3: Multiclass classification of offense types and
aspects.

onomy level. We can see that accuracy decreases
as we descend through taxonomy levels, with one
notable exception - offense severity is the hardest
category to classify.

4 Conclusions and Limitations

This paper explores the use of an offensive lan-
guage taxonomy for Hebrew social media content.
Using a new dataset annotated following the taxon-
omy of (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk et al., 2023),
we highlight the challenges of classification and
the limitations of static taxonomies for Hebrew.
The difficulty in classifying categories like vulgar-
ity and offense severity shows the complexities of
interpreting linguistic nuances. The results from
the multi-class classification further reinforced the
notion that as we venture deeper into the taxon-
omy levels, the task of classification becomes pro-
gressively challenging. In sum, this paper under-
lines the paramount importance of a multifaceted

approach to offensive language detection. Rely-
ing solely on individual words or fixed taxonomies
may not capture the multifarious nature of lan-
guage, especially when dealing with nuanced top-
ics like offensive content. Future efforts should
consider incorporating advanced linguistic models
and domain-specific knowledge to enhance classi-
fication performance, especially at more granular
taxonomy levels.
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parameter category sentences P R F1 acc majority
presence present 175 0.695 0.693 0.693 0.694 0.513
presence absent 184 0.676 0.669 0.664 0.667 0.513
target group 86 0.502 0.501 0.492 0.718 0.777
target non-targeted 39 0.448 0.493 0.469 0.885 0.899
target individual 247 0.542 0.527 0.511 0.615 0.640
target ind. wrt. gr./gr. wrt. ind. 14 0.480 0.487 0.483 0.936 0.964
severity discredit 103 0.370 0.380 0.375 0.600 0.794
severity insult 303 0.420 0.427 0.421 0.470 0.607
severity hate speech 89 0.493 0.497 0.479 0.780 0.822
vulgatiry vulgar 157 0.507 0.507 0.503 0.528 0.563
vulgarity not vulgar 202 0.583 0.564 0.551 0.597 0.563
aspect homophobia 32 0.726 0.654 0.681 0.930 0.925
aspect sexism 12 0.488 0.500 0.494 0.977 0.972
aspect racism 26 0.470 0.481 0.476 0.907 0.939
aspect classism 10 0.488 0.494 0.491 0.965 0.977
aspect other 229 0.602 0.599 0.599 0.605 0.534
aspect ideologism 100 0.589 0.527 0.509 0.756 0.767
aspect profanity 11 0.488 0.494 0.491 0.965 0.974

Table 4: Binary classification of offensive categories.

parameter category mlbert acc hebert acc
presence absent 0.377 0.494
presence present 0.558 0.494
target non-targeted 0.610 0.909
target individual 0.558 0.662
target ind. wrt. gr./gr. wrt. ind. 0.610 0.974
target group 0.675 0.636
severity insult 0.377 0.234
severity hate speech 0.558 0.234
severity discredit 0.584 0.299
severity threat 0.623 0.013
vulgarity not vulgar 0.351 0.571
vulgarity vulgar 0.584 0.571
aspect racism 0.766 0.416
aspect homophobia 0.636 0.909
aspect sexism 0.623 0.013
aspect other 0.325 0.455
aspect profanity 0.584 0.987
aspect ideologism 0.507 0.351
aspect classism 0.571 0.013
aspect ageism 0.675 0.987

Table 5: Binary classification of offensive categories
with fine-tuned transformers.
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Abstract

We present an analysis of the sentiment in
Greek political speech, by focusing on the most
frequently occurring emotion in electoral data,
the emotion of ‘disgust’. We show that emo-
tion classification is generally tough, but high
accuracy can be achieved for that particular
emotion. Using our best-performing model to
classify political records of the Greek Parlia-
ment Corpus from 1989 to 2020, we studied
the points in time when this emotion was fre-
quently occurring and we ranked the Greek
political parties based on their estimated score.
We then devised an algorithm to investigate the
emotional context shift of words that describe
specific conditions and that can be used to stig-
matise. Given that early detection of such word
usage is essential for policy-making, we report
two words we found being increasingly used
in a negative emotional context, and one that
is likely to be carrying stigma, in the studied
parliamentary records.

1 Introduction

Detecting the emotion of a text involves its classifi-
cation based on specific emotion categories. The
emotion categories are often defined by a psycho-
logical model (Oberländer and Klinger, 2018) and
the field is considered a branch of sentiment analy-
sis (Acheampong et al., 2020). Classifying a text as
negative or positive may be a simpler task, but this
coarse level of aggregation is not useful in tasks
that require a subtle understanding of emotion ex-
pression (Demszky et al., 2020). As described by
Seyeditabari et al. (2018), for example, although
‘fear’ and ‘anger’ express a negative sentiment, the
former leans towards a pessimistic view (passive)
while the latter with a more optimistic one that
can lead to action. This has made the detection of
emotions preferred over sentiment analysis for a
variety of tasks (Bagozzi et al., 1999; Brave and

∗Corresponding author.

Figure 1: Plutchik’s Wheel of emotions colored based on our
sentiment aggregation. Green colour corresponds to positive
sentiment, red to negative sentiment, and yellow to emotions
that we didn’t include in the aggregation.

Nass, 2002; Kabir and Madria, 2021), including
political science (Ahmad et al., 2020).

Most studies in emotion detection concern
resource-rich languages while only a few concern
under-represented languages (Ahmad et al., 2020).
We developed a new Greek dataset for emotion clas-
sification, by using the eight primary emotions (Fig-
ure 1) from Plutchik’s Wheel (Plutchik, 1980). Fol-
lowing similar studies for resource-lean languages
(Ranasinghe and Zampieri, 2021; Das et al., 2021;
Alexandridis et al., 2021), we used this dataset to
fine-tune and assess multilingual and monolingual
pretrained Language Models (PLMs) for emotion
classification. Although these benchmarks achieve
low to average results for most of the studied emo-
tions, the performance for DISGUST is much higher
and comparable to the performance of sentiment
and subjectivity classification when we aggregate
the emotions accordingly. This finding allowed
us to proceed to the primary research goal of this
study, which is described next.

We annotated the records of the Greek Parlia-
ment Corpus (Dritsa et al., 2022) from 1989 to
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2020, using our best-performing classifier, for the
emotion of DISGUST, which is the most frequently
occurring emotion in electoral data (Mohammad
et al., 2015). Disgust is defined as a marked aver-
sion aroused by something highly distasteful, 1 and
one can distinguish moral from physical disgust
(Chapman and Anderson, 2012). In this work, we
consider disgust as a strong emotional reaction
of aversion triggered by a repulsive or offensive
speech, often accompanied by feelings of discom-
fort and a desire to distance oneself from the source
of the feeling. Based on our classifier’s predictions,
we studied the points in time when this emotion oc-
curred most frequently. Also, we ranked the Greek
political parties based on their detected score. Then,
we investigated the emotional context shift, focus-
ing on words that describe specific conditions and
which can be used to stigmatise (e.g., handicapped,
crazy, disabled). Our analysis shows that the words
we targeted are being increasingly used in an emo-
tional context related to DISGUST in the studied
parliamentary records.

This study presents a new dataset of 3,194 Greek
tweets classified for emotion, plus 7,753 used for
augmentation. Despite its limited size, this is a
dataset for emotion detection that can facilitate
the development (e.g., by controlled crowd sourc-
ing) of larger datasets. We fine-tune and assess
PLMs on our dataset, presenting the results per
emotion (and by aggregating at the sentiment and
subjectivity level), showing that the classification
of DISGUST is promising. Based on this result, we
devised an algorithm that can capture the evolu-
tion of this emotion given a selected target term,
as in the “euphemism trendmill” (Felt and Riloff,
2020) but applied to political speech, where a word
associated with negative reactions can influence
political attitudes (Utych, 2018).

2 Related Work

Emotion classification is an NLP task with var-
ious use cases (Oberländer and Klinger, 2018;
Acheampong et al., 2020; Demszky et al., 2020;
Seyeditabari et al., 2018; Sailunaz et al., 2018;
Gaind et al., 2019).2 Early enough, Transform-
ers (Vaswani et al., 2017) were employed for the
task (Kant et al., 2018), showing the benefits of

1https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/
disgust

2An earlier review of the field can be found in the work
of Mohammad (2016).

transfer learning (Mohammad et al., 2018). Unfor-
tunately, although datasets exist in English (De-
sai et al., 2020), there is a lack in other, espe-
cially resource-lean languages. Ahmad et al. (2020)
detected emotion in Hindi by transferring learn-
ing from English, capturing relevant information
through the shared embedding space of the two
languages. A similar path was followed by Tela
et al. (2020), who fine-tuned the English XLNet
(Yang et al., 2019) on (10k samples of) the Tigrinya
language. The same strategy has been assessed
for other NLP tasks, such as name entity recog-
nition and topic classification (Hedderich et al.,
2020),3 while in the related task of offensive lan-
guage detection, Ranasinghe and Zampieri (2020)
experimented with transfer learning across three
languages (not Greek), showing the benefits of the
multilingual BERT-based XLM-R (Conneau et al.,
2019). XLM-R outperforms various machine/deep
learning and Transformer-based approaches in emo-
tion classification (Das et al., 2021) while Kumar
and Kumar (2021) showed that in zero-shot trans-
fer learning from English to Indian it compares
favourably to the state-of-the-art.

Emotion Detection for the Greek language
A few published studies have focused on senti-
ment analysis in Greek (Markopoulos et al., 2015;
Athanasiou and Maragoudakis, 2017; Tsakalidis
et al., 2018), yet limited published work concerns
emotion detection, probably due to the lack of pub-
licly available resources. Fortunate exceptions in-
clude the work of Krommyda et al. (2020) and the
work of Palogiannidi et al. (2016). The former
study suggested the use of emojis in order to assign
emotions to a text, so this approach is expected
to work only with emoji-rich corpora. The latter
study created an affective lexicon, which can lead
to efficient solutions, but is not useful to fine-tune
pre-trained algorithms, such as the ones discussed
above. Alexandridis et al. (2021) was the first to
experiment with two BERT-based models, trained
on a Greek emotion dataset, which is not publicly
available. Upon communication with one of the
authors, part of their data is included in our dataset.
Another exception is the work of Kalamatianos

3We also point the interested reader to the work of Pires
et al. (2019), who indicated that transfer is possible to lan-
guages in different scripts (yet, better performance is achieved
when the languages are typologically similar) and to that of
Lauscher et al. (2020), who studied the effectiveness of cross-
lingual transfer for distant languages through multilingual
Transformers.
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et al. (2015), who was the first to publish an emo-
tion dataset in Greek but their study comes with two
major limitations. First, inter-annotator agreement
was not reported using a chance-corrected mea-
sure, making the results less reliable. Second, the
lack of emotion (neutral category) is disregarded,
but this is the majority class in domains such as
politics, making the results of their inter-annotator
agreement even less reliable.

Emotion and Political NLP
Existing sentiment and emotion analysis research
in political contexts lacks emphasis on Greek polit-
ical NLP (Papantoniou and Tzitzikas, 2020), par-
ticularly in estimating the emotion of disgust. Sen-
timent and emotion analysis has been applied to
parliamentary speeches (Valentim and Widmann,
2023), party manifestos (Koljonen et al., 2022;
Crabtree et al., 2020) and to predict political af-
filiation (Hjorth et al., 2015) or emotive rhetoric
(Kosmidis et al., 2019). These studies do not di-
rectly address Greek parliamentary records and
they are based on simplistic lexicon-based mod-
els, which makes it difficult to distinguish when a
word is used neutrally or emotively (Koljonen et al.,
2022). Our work is different, because we employ
emotion classification to detect alarmingly nega-
tive usage of words that can be used to stigmatise.
This is similar to the detection of euphemism and
dysphemism (Felt and Riloff, 2020), but applied
to political speech, where a word associated with
negative reactions can influence political attitudes
(Utych, 2018).

3 Dataset Development

This section presents our new dataset, compris-
ing tweets annotated regarding the emotion of the
author. We did not opt for sentences extracted
from political records, because these are less fre-
quently emotional, as opposed to tweets. Our pri-
mary motivation for excluding this source was the
optimisation of the annotation process, avoiding
the annotation of non-target texts. We discuss this
dataset in subsets used in our experiments, first fo-
cusing on the evaluation subset (PALO.ES), then
training (PALO.GR), and last regarding secondary
sources, such as data for augmentation (ART) and
data used to fine-tune PLMs first in English with
neutral tweets.4

4This only served to adjust to a setting where the majority
of tweets is characterised by lack of emotion.

Class Emotions
ANGER anger, annoyance, rage

ANTICIPATION anticipation, interest, vigilance
DISGUST disgust, disinterest, dislike, loathing

FEAR fear, apprehension, anxiety, terror
JOY joy, serenity, ecstasy

SADNESS sadness, pensiveness, grief
SURPRISE surprise, distraction, amazement

TRUST trust, acceptance, liking, admiration
OTHER sarcasm, irony, or other emotion
NONE no emotion

Table 1: Emotion classes and their respective emotions.

3.1 PALO.ES

This subset comprises Greek tweets provided by
Palowise.ai,5 each annotated by two professional
annotators employed by the company. Each tweet
was annotated regarding ten emotion classes, pre-
sented in Table 1.6 We report an inter-annotator
agreement of 0.51 in Cohen’s Kappa (more details
regarding instruction and annotation rounds can be
found in Appendix A).

3.2 PALO.GR

PALO.GR follows the same annotation process as
PALO.ES, but each professional annotator was now
given 1,000 different tweets. Out of the 2,000 an-
notated tweets, we excluded 135 (6.8%) that were
labelled as OTHER, leaving 1,865 tweets in total.
In order to augment the under-represented posi-
tive emotion classes (e.g., JOY, SURPRISE, TRUST),
we provided our annotators with 543 more tweets,
which had been classified as positive by the com-
pany. This led to a total of 2,408 tweets.

3.3 Employing Secondary Sources
Augmentation was facilitated with Greek tweets
retrieved for several emotions (we will refer to this
sample as ART).7 To do so, we used target words
that could have been selected by users under spe-
cific emotional states. For example, in order to col-
lect tweets related to JOY, we searched for tweets
that contain terms such as ‘I am happy’. The ex-
act terms used to retrieve tweets per emotion are
presented in Table 8.
Using an existing English dataset can assist as
a prior step, by fine-tuning multilingual PLMs in
emotion detection in English, before moving to a
resource-lean language, such as Greek. Moham-
mad et al. (2018) introduced such a dataset for

5https://www.palowise.ai/
6Annotated samples are provided in Appendix B.
7We used: https://www.tweepy.org/.
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ANGER ANTIC. DISGUST FEAR JOY SADNESS SURPRISE TRUST NONE TOTAL
SE.EN 37.0 14.3 37.8 17.6 37.2 29.4 5.1 5.2 2.8 7,724
SE+ 33.6 12.9 34.3 16.0 33.8 26.7 4.6 4.7 11.9 8,519
ART 12.9 12.9 12.9 12.9 12.9 12.9 10.9 11.7 12.9 7,753
PALO.GR 9.8 9.8 24.2 0.7 16.2 1.5 6.2 21.6 46.2 2,408
PALO.ES 10.8 2.8 31.7 0.5 1.8 0.6 1.4 2.2 60.6 786

Table 2: The relative frequency per emotion (columns 1-8), or their absence (column 9), along with the total number
of tweets (last column) per dataset. In bold are the highest values per class.

the ‘1st SemEval E-c Task’, a multi-dimensional
emotion detection dataset,8 which can be used to
fine-tune (multilingual or monolingual) PLMs in
emotion classification in English. We will refer
to this dataset as SE.EN. The task of the chal-
lenge was defined as: “Given a tweet, classify it
as ‘neutral or no emotion’ or as one, or more, of
eleven given emotions that best represent the men-
tal state of the tweeter”. The dataset comprised
7,724 tweets with binary labels for each of the
eight categories of Plutchik (1980): ANGER, FEAR,
SADNESS, DISGUST, SURPRISE, ANTICIPATION,
TRUST, and JOY, which were expanded with OPTI-
MISM, PESSIMISM, LOVE, and with NONE for the
neutral tweets. These categories are not mutually
exclusive, i.e., a tweet may belong to one or more
categories (Appendix B).
Better representing the neutral class was done
in a final step of this dataset development process.
There were 218 (2.8%) neutral SE.EN (training and
development) tweets, which means that it is as-
sumed that most often tweets do comprise emo-
tions. Although this may be simply due to the
sampling of the data, we find that this assumption
is weak. Depending on the domain, most often it is
the lack of emotion that characterises a tweet, since
it often comprises news, updates or announcements.
Based on this observation, and in order to better
represent the neutral class, we enriched SE.EN with
795 neutral tweets that were taken from the time-
line of the British newspaper ‘The Telegraph’,9

provided by the online community Kaggle.10 We
dub this extended dataset SE+.11

3.4 Class Distribution

The class support of all the datasets is presented in
Table 2. SE+ has the highest total support and the
highest percentage of the categories ANGER, AN-

8https://competitions.codalab.org/competition
s/17751

9https://www.telegraph.co.uk/
10https://www.kaggle.com/
11Preliminary experiments with the dataset of Demszky

et al. (2020) showed that it wasn’t beneficial.

TICIPATION, DISGUST, FEAR, JOY and SADNESS

compared to the other datasets. The distribution
of the support for the ART dataset is evenly spread.
For the PALO.GR and PALO.ES datasets we observe
a high percentage for the category DISGUST and
especially for the category NONE. By adding more
neutral tweets to SE.EN, the support for NONE in-
creased from 2.8% to 11.9%, almost reaching ART

(12.9%).

4 Emotion Classification Benchmark

We preprocessed the tweets of all the datasets by
removing all URLs and usernames (e.g., @Pa-
padopoulos), while tokenisation was undertaken
with respect to each model’s properties. We trained
our systems in order to classify the tweet into one
or more of the eight former emotion categories of
Table 3, excluding NONE. The score for the NONE

class was calculated as the complementary of the
maximum probability of the other eight categories.
In other words, if the maximum emotion score was
lower than 0.5, the NONE class was assigned.

From Emotions to Subjectivity and Sentiment
In order to study not only the emotions but also
the sentiment of the tweets, we aggregated ANGER,
FEAR, SADNESS, DISGUST into a ‘NEGATIVE’ sen-
timent category (in red in Fig. 1). TRUST and JOY

were aggregated into a ‘POSITIVE’ category (in
green in Fig. 1). The rest were considered as be-
longing to a ‘NEUTRAL’ category. ANTICIPATION

and SURPRISE (in yellow in Fig. 1) were not con-
sidered neither as POSITIVE nor as NEGATIVE, be-
cause we find that the sentiment they express is
ambiguous. To model subjectivity, we used the
NONE emotion class, linking low NONE scores to
the subjective and high to the objective class (i.e.,
a low score indicates the presence of at least one
emotion).

Selected Evaluation Measure
For evaluation, we report the Area Under Precision-
Recall Curves (AUPRC) per emotion, sentiment
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and subjectivity category, chosen based on the
highly imbalanced nature of our dataset.12

4.1 Machine and Deep Learning Benchmarks

We used six Transformer-based models, using one
LLM pre-trained on multiple languages and one
that was pre-trained on Greek. We used Random
Forests as a baseline (RF:PALO).13

XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2019) is a Transformer-
based multilingual LLM which leads to state-of-
the-art performance on several NLP tasks, espe-
cially for resource-lean languages. For our task,
we added a fully-connected layer on top of the
pre-trained XLM-R model. We fed the pre-trained
model with vectors that represent the tokenised sen-
tences, and subsequently, the pre-trained model fed
the dense layer with its output, i.e., the context-
aware embedding (length of 768) of the [CLS] to-
ken of each sentence (Appendix C, Fig. 5). The
number of nodes in the output layer is the same
as the number of classes (eight). We fine-tuned
the multilingual XLM-R first on the English SE+
and then we further fine-tuned it on the Greek
ART and PALO.GR datasets, yielding two models:
X:ART and X:PALO respectively. We also experi-
mented with merged ART and PALO.GR, yielding
X:ART+PALO. To assess the benefits of using an
English dataset as a prior step, we fine-tuned XLM-
R directly on PALO.GR, without any fine-tuning
on SE+, which yielded X:NOPE. and tried zero-
shot learning by training the model only on SE+,
yielding to X:ZERO.
GreekBERT was introduced by Koutsikakis et al.
(2020) and it is a monolingual Transformer-based
LLM for the modern Greek language. We fine-
tuned GreekBERT on PALO.GR, which led to the
BERT:PALO model.14 Further experimental details
are shared in Appendix C.

4.2 Experimental Results

We used as the high quality PALO.ES dataset as our
evaluation set and we present the results in emotion,
sentiment, and subjectivity classification.

Emotion Classification
Table 3 presents the AUPRC (average across three
restarts) of all seven models, per class and overall,

12AUPRC captures the tradeoff between precision and recall
for different thresholds.

13We used TFIDF and default parameters of: https://sc
ikit-learn.org/stable/.

14We used: https://huggingface.co/.

for the task of emotion classification. The standard
error of the mean is also calculated and shared in
Appendix C (Table 10). X:ART+PALO was the best
overall, achieving the best performance in ANGER,
FEAR, SADNESS and NONE. X:PALO followed
closely, with best performance in ANTICIPATION,
JOY, SURPRISE, TRUST and (shared) in NONE.

Sentiment and Subjectivity Classification

Table 4 presents the AUPRC for the task of sen-
timent and subjectivity detection. X:ART+PALO,
X:PALO and BERT:PALO perform equally high in
subjectivity (0.98). These models were also top
performing for the neutral sentiment and the ob-
jective class, along with the X:NOPE model, which
did not use fine-tuning in English as a prior step.
This means that using an English dataset as a prior
fine-tuning step assisted in the detection of the sub-
jective emotions. Specifically, X:PALO was the best
for positive and BERT:PALO for negative ones.

Zero-shot Classification

Considering its zero-shot learning, X:ZERO did
achieve considerably high scores in DISGUST and
NONE (0.82 and 0.92 respectively), also scoring
high in JOY. More generally for POSITIVE emo-
tions, it scored only three percentage points lower
from the best performing X:PALO. X:ZERO also out-
performed X:ART, which had the worst results. The
low performance of X:ART indicates that retrieving
data based on keywords may not be the right way to
build a training dataset, when the evaluation dataset
is sampled otherwise. On the other hand, combined
with other datasets it can lead to improvements, as
for example X:ART+PALO that outperforms both
X:ART and X:PALO for the emotion classification
task, and especially for subjective emotions.

Emotion Classification Averaged Across
Systems

Figure 2 presents the average AUPRC score (across
systems) per emotion, sentiment and subjectivity
class, allowing us to compare the different emo-
tions and emotion groups for the average perfor-
mance. We observe that our dataset provides ad-
equate training material for DISGUST and for the
lack of any emotion (NONE). The former proba-
bly explains also the high score for the NEGATIVE

sentiment while the latter for the NEUTRAL.
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ANGER ANTIC. DISGUST FEAR JOY SADNESS SURPRISE TRUST NONE AVG
X:ZERO 0.38 0.12 0.82 0.03 0.49 0.10 0.07 0.18 0.92 0.35
X:ART 0.33 0.13 0.68 0.07 0.31 0.07 0.05 0.10 0.89 0.29
X:ART+PALO 0.51 0.43 0.94 0.15 0.50 0.19 0.06 0.25 0.99 0.45
X:PALO 0.46 0.50 0.93 0.09 0.54 0.04 0.09 0.28 0.99 0.44
X:NOPE 0.43 0.19 0.90 0.03 0.48 0.03 0.03 0.20 0.98 0.37
BERT:PALO 0.49 0.31 0.95 0.03 0.45 0.03 0.03 0.24 0.98 0.39
RF:PALO 0.34 0.14 0.81 0.05 0.13 0.02 0.03 0.10 0.93 0.28

Table 3: Emotion classification AUPRC per emotion and macro-averaged across all emotions (last column). The
average across three restarts is shown per model per column.

SENTIMENT SUBJECTIVITY

NEG POS NEU AVG SUBJ OBJ AVG

X:ZERO 0.84 0.40 0.93 0.72 0.80 0.93 0.86
X:ART 0.69 0.18 0.90 0.59 0.72 0.90 0.81
X:ART+PALO 0.95 0.41 0.99 0.78 0.97 0.99 0.98
X:PALO 0.95 0.43 0.99 0.79 0.96 0.99 0.98
X:NOPE 0.93 0.39 0.99 0.77 0.95 0.99 0.97
BERT:PALO 0.96 0.39 0.99 0.78 0.97 0.99 0.98
RF:PALO 0.84 0.17 0.95 0.65 0.87 0.95 0.91

Table 4: AUPRC in sentiment and subjectivity classifi-
cation, using our seven emotion classifiers (the average
across three restarts is shown). The two macro average
scores are shown on the right of each task.

Figure 2: Average AUPRC score of all seven systems in
emotion (in purple), sentiment (light green), subjectivity
(dark blue) classification.

5 Detecting Emotions in Political Speech

We mechanically annotated and studied the emo-
tion in the textual records of the Greek Parliament.
We focused on DISGUST, which is the emotion that
our classifiers capture best (see Figure 2). We opted
for detecting a single emotion, instead of sentiment
or subjectivity, because the latter could be linked to
multiple emotions and hence providing us with an
inaccurate conclusions. For example, as we noted
in the introduction, ‘fear’ and ‘anger’ are both neg-
ative, but the pessimistic view of the former differs
from the optimistic view of the latter (Seyeditabari
et al., 2018). Such subtle differences, however,
should not be ignored in our socio-political study
(Ahmad et al., 2020), where we: (a) explore the

Figure 3: Average predicted DISGUST score per month for
the records of the Greek Parliament Corpus. The ten highest
values are shown with red bullets.

emotion evolution in political speech, (b) utilise
its presence to compare political parties, (c) ex-
plore the context of terms used to stigmatise people
(Rose et al., 2007).
The Greek Parliament Corpus,15 which we
used to undertake this study, comprises 1,280,918
speeches of Greek Parliament members from 1989
to 202016, which were split into 9,096,021 sen-
tences (with average word length of 19) for the
purposes of our research.

Model Selection
We manually evaluated our 3 best performing
emotion detectors, that is, X:PALO, BERT:PALO,
X:ART+PALO, on a sample of 173 sentences, that
were randomly selected from the Greek Parliament
Corpus, and annotated for sentiment classification
(neutral, positive, negative and mixed) by three
postgraduate students. The pairwise Cohen’s kappa
was found to be 0.55 while for all the tweets at least
2 out of three annotators agreed. X:PALO was found
to perform slightly better in this sample, hence it
was preferred over X:ART+PALO (one percentage
unit higher in AUPRC in DISGUST; see Table 3)
for this study.

5.1 Emotion Evolution in Political Speech

Figure 3 illustrates the detected DISGUST emo-
tion, monthly averaged, with the 10 highest values

15https://zenodo.org/record/7005201
16The proceedings for 1995 are not publicly available.
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(i.e., months) highlighted. A probability score was
computed for each sentence of the records, by em-
ploying the DISGUST emotion head of our X:PALO

model. Then, we macro-averaged the computed
scores per month. The highest DISGUST score was
observed between 1991 and 1993 (September 1991,
April 1992, April 1993, August 1993), in 2000
(January 2000, March 2000), in 2015 (November
2015, April 2015) and in 2019 (January 2019, May
2019). By investigating the main events of these
months, we found that there is at least one event
per month that could potentially explain these high
scores (more information about the selected events
and examples of text can be found in Table 12 and
Table 13 in Appendix D).

5.2 Political Parties and ‘Disgust’
By computing the average DISGUST score per
party,17 we were able to compare all political par-
ties, as depicted in Table 5. We observe that the
two highest scores correspond to far-right political
parties. The Democratic Social Movement and the
Communist Party of Greece follow closely. On the
lower end of the diagram are the Opposition and
the Parliament. Both categories include speeches
that the parliament stenographer could not assign
to a specific member, but rather used a generic
reference, e.g., ‘A member (from the Official Op-
position)’ or ‘Many members’. Opposition refers
to such cases for members of the political party
that came second during the national elections of
each parliamentary period. Parliament refers to
speeches delivered by many members at the same
time. Both are characterised by lack of any emo-
tion, which can be explained by the boilerplate
sentences that they use in their speeches. For exam-
ple, the most common sentence of the Parliament
is ‘Affirmative, affirmative’. Correspondingly, a
common sentence of Opposition is the ‘By major-
ity.’. However, the DISGUST of Opposition is higher
than that of Parliament, as the former also includes
sentences that could express DISGUST, such as:

‘Disgrace, disgrace’.

5.3 Emotional Context Shift
Studying language evolution can reflect changes
in the political and social sphere (Montariol et al.,
2021), changes whose importance increases when
they regard language used to stigmatise people.

17We used the model output for the emotion of disgust per
sentence, macro-averaging the scores across all the sentences
of the respective party.

Rose et al. (2007) presented 250 labels used to stig-
matise people with medical illness in school. Mo-
tivated by the correlation that was recently found
between the negative sentiment and stigmatising
language (Jilka et al., 2022; Delanys et al., 2022),
we (a) explore the frequency of some of these terms
in the parliamentary records, and (b) utilise emo-
tion classification to investigate the evolution of the
negative context they appear in over time. Static
word embeddings (in multiple spaces) can be used
to capture semantic shift and word usage change
(Levy et al., 2015; Gonen et al., 2020), and con-
textual embeddings can be used to detect generally
context shifts (Kellert and Zaman, 2022). We pro-
pose that emotional context shifts also apply, and
that emotion classifiers can unlock the study of
those shifts (e.g., to assess language evolution).

Political Party Score
(fr) Golden Dawn 33%
(fr) Greek Solution 28.6%
(l) Democratic Social Movement 28.3%
(fl) Communist Party of Greece 26.4%
(l) Alternative Ecologists 25.2%
(r) Political Spring 24.6%
(-) Independent (out of party) 24.5%
(-) Independent Democratic MPs 23.8%
(c) Union of Centrists 23.5%
(c) Democratic Alliance 21.6%
(l) Coalition of the Radical Left 21.5%
(l) Coalition of the Left, of Movements

and Ecology 20.7%
(l) European Realistic Disobedience Front 20.7%
(r) Independent Greeks 20.6%
(r) New Democracy 19.6%
(fr) Patriotic Alliance 19.2%
(c) The River 19%
(l) Popular Unity 19%
(cl) Movement for Change 18.5%
(cl) Panhellenic Socialist Movement 17.4%
(l) Democratic Left 17.2%
(cr) Democratic Renewal 15.3%
(-) Extra Parliamentary 14%
(fr) Popular Orthodox Rally 13.3%
(-) Opposition 6.3%
(-) Parliament 0.3%

Table 5: Average DISGUST score per political party.
The color intensity reflects the score. Political positions
of the parties are denoted in a parenthesis, where ‘f’
corresponds to ‘far’, ‘r’ to ‘right’, ‘c’ to ‘center’, ‘l’ to
‘left’ and ‘-’ to unspecified position.

The target was set on terms that have been used
to stigmatise, which set a major barrier to help-
seeking people and especially to ones with a mental
illness (Rose et al., 2007). This fact set our focus
on three such terms, which (a) were frequently oc-
curring according to the study of Rose et al. (2007),
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and (b) were present in our Greek parliamentary
corpus; i.e., ‘crazy’ (Brewis and Wutich, 2019),

‘handicapped’ (Jahoda et al., 1988), and ‘disability’
(Veroni, 2019). We note, however, that stigmatis-
ing language exists beyond this domain, e.g., in-
cluding terms related to obesity (Pont et al., 2017),
which we plan to investigate in future work. Ini-
tially, we retrieved sentences containing each of
the terms from the Greek parliament corpus.18 We
then sliced our corpus as in (Gonen et al., 2020),
focusing on three periods: from 1989 to 2000, from
2001 to 2010, and from 2011 to 2020. From each
decade we sampled 100 sentences per target word,
each of which was scored with X:PALO regarding
the DISGUST emotion, in order to report the aver-
age DISGUST score per decade. The target words
describe specific conditions, whose stigmatised use
can be captured by an increased score over time
(the algorithm is in the Appendix D). The statisti-
cal significance of the differences between slices is
computed with bootstrapping.19

Control groups were created with the words
‘bad’ and ‘good’, repeating the same methodol-
ogy, as well as with words related to politics whose
usage could also be linked to stigma. One group
comprised ‘racism’ and ‘illegal immigrant’ while
the other comprised the words ‘communism’, ‘cap-
italism’, ‘left’ and ‘right’. The support of all the
selected words is shared in Appendix D (Table 6).20

The results show that there was a statistically
significant shift after 2011 for ‘handicapped’ and
‘disability’ (Fig. 4, Appendix D).21 An exploration
of texts comprising those terms (Appendix D, Ta-
bles 16 and 15) revealed voices disgusted by the sit-
uation of specific social groups. The term ‘crazy’,
on the other hand, has been used to stigmatise (Ap-
pendix D, Table 17).

6 Discussion

6.1 Ethical Considerations

With this study we used a classified emotion as the
means to detect stigmatised words. As was shown
by Jilka et al. (2022) and Delanys et al. (2022),

18Each term corresponds to a group of derivative terms,
including for example inflected word forms.

19p-values computed by re-executing one thousand times
Algorithm 1 (Appendix D), re-sampling texts per slice.

20We disregarded low-support terms such as ‘spastic’, ‘psy-
chopath’, ‘gay’, ‘fascism’, ‘feminism’.

21A st. significant negative shift is observed also for the
terms ‘left’ and ‘illegal immigrant’.

Figure 4: Average DISGUST score computed on random
samples per term (horizontally) per decade (in red the most
recent). Faded colors and one asterisk indicate to a p-value
that was greater than 0.05. Three asterisks indicate to p-value
< 0.01, and two asterisks to 0.001 < p-value < 0.05.

negative sentiment is correlated with stigmatising
language regarding medical terms while medical
or neutral use of the same terms is related more
to neutral emotions. However, any detected terms
with our suggested (emotional context shift) ap-
proach should only be considered as suggestions
to be studied by human experts. By no means
should our presented approach be considered as a
solid method to detect stigmatised words. Even if
the emotion classification was made by humans,
not systems, still any suggested stigmatised terms
should be assessed in a broader context, inside and
outside the domain in question.

Another ethical consideration stems from the
current lack of text classifiers to incorporate suc-
cessfully the conversational context. Much like
toxic language detection (Pavlopoulos et al., 2020),
the inferred emotion of any text should be in the
context of the whole speech and perhaps daily par-
liamentary records. The robustness of the exist-
ing classifiers, as well as the development of ones
aware of conversational context, could be made
possible by undertaking an adequate annotation
experiment of the studied political proceedings.

6.2 Impact
The application of the proposed emotion shift
method is not limited to one domain. For instance,
it can be used to complement studies in language
evolution, e.g., by detecting terms with big shifts
as possible candidate terms whose language usage
may have changed. Furthermore, besides stigmatis-
ing language, the proposed method can be applied
to other domains of high societal impact, such as
for the analysis of food hazards. The detection of
product or hazard categories that become increas-
ingly associated with a high disgust emotion (e.g.,
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in product reviews) may reveal patterns important
for decision making.

6.3 Thematic Analysis

Additional insights could complement our emo-
tional shift study by analysing themes and topics
in the corpus. In the specific political corpus, such
a direction could be implemented by extracting
terms characterising a specific political party but
being infrequent overall. A similar study was per-
formed to highlight terms from folklore texts found
in specific locations (Pavlopoulos et al., 2024).

7 Conclusion

We presented a new dataset of Greek tweets la-
belled for emotion. Our benchmark showed that
PLMs are strong performers for the task of de-
tecting the emotion of disgust, the most frequent
emotion in electoral data. Focusing on the political
domain, we utilised our best performing emotion
classifier to identify points in time when this emo-
tion was frequent and to sort the political parties.
Furthermore, we introduced a method to assess a
word’s emotional context shift, which showed that
the words ‘handicapped’ and ‘disabled’ are increas-
ingly used in a negative emotional context, and that
the word ‘crazy’ is likely to be carrying stigma in
Greek political speech. Directions for future work
comprise a more thorough analysis of the stigma
for the latter word, also investigating shifts in other
estimated emotions; an exploration of more poten-
tially stigmatised words; and the application of our
method to more languages. Furthermore, we plan
to experiment with more augmentation strategies
and to explore methodological improvements by
investigating disagreements and by employing ad-
ditional annotators. Another proposed direction is
the extraction of topics from the corpus, followed
by a correlation study with the computed emotions.
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Limitations

While we are using state-of-the-art PLMs, the se-
lected models are not designed to handle lengthy
text input, which could be more useful in political
speeches. Experimentation with models such as
the Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020) could extend
the current study. Furthermore, our emotion clas-
sification disregarded irony or sarcasm, which can
occur frequently in a political corpus. Extending
our classification schema or employing irony and
sarcasm classifiers could provide complementary
dimensions to the ‘disgust’ emotion that was inves-
tigated with this study. Finally, in this study we
explore the emotion evolution of a word’s context
by employing emotion classification. Emotion dis-
tribution shifts are very likely in political corpora
over time, but this also means that the performance
of the emotion classifiers might be affected. In-
vestigating the out-of-distribution generalisation
ability of the emotion classifiers could verify their
robustness towards this direction.
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Appendix

A Inter-annotator agreement

The first annotation round was performed by pro-
viding the annotators with the guidelines suggested
by Mohammad et al. (2018), asking two questions
per tweet. The first question was: Which of the fol-
lowing options best describes the emotional state
of the tweeter?, seeking for the primary emotion
of the respective tweet. The second question was:
Which of the following options further describes
the emotional state of the tweeter? Select all that
apply., now allowing more than one emotions to be
assigned. Tweets were provided to the annotators
as examples per emotion (Appendix B, Table 6).
Cohen’s Kappa improved to 0.36 for the primary
emotions while Fleiss Kappa (Fleiss and Cohen,
1973) was found to be 0.26 for the multi-label an-
notation setting, which is still low.
The second round followed a manual investiga-
tion of the annotations, which revealed that dis-
agreement was often on tweets comprising news
or announcements. Attempting to alleviate a possi-
ble misunderstanding, we updated the annotation
guidelines so that the annotators were guided to
classify tweets with news or announcements to the
NONE class (more details in Appendix B, Table 7).
The final annotation experiment was performed
by following the updated guideline and by provid-
ing both annotators with the same batch of 999
tweets and filtering out tweets that the annotators
disagreed on. Cohen’s Kappa improved to 0.51
(+15) and Fleiss Kappa improved to 0.44 (+18). We
kept 786 out of 999 tweets that annotators agreed
on at least one emotion, rejecting 146 tweets with
no agreement and 68 tweets labelled with the emo-
tion OTHER. Due to its size and guaranteed quality,
we employ PALO.ES only for evaluation purposes.
We note that although the established agreement is
high enough for such a subjective task,22 we chose
to use our models only on specific emotions that
we trust (see Section 5).

B Annotation guidelines

Examples for all the classes of the PALO.ES dataset
are shown in Table 9. The examples shown to the
annotators of our dataset (PALO.ES and PALO.GR),
addressing the question: Which of the following

22Low levels of inter-annotator agreement is a well-known
problem in emotion/sentiment/subjectivity studies, where
lower agreement scores are reported (Tsakalidis et al., 2018).
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options best describes the emotional state of the
tweeter?, are shown in Table 6. The guidelines
were updated with the note and the example of
Table 7, for the final annotation of PALO.ES and
PALO.GR parts. The words used to retrieve tweets
per emotion for the development of ART are shown
in Table 8. We note that not all words referring to a
specific emotion lead to the retrieval of tweets com-
prising that emotion. For example, searching for
‘happiness’ (aiming for tweets classified to JOY),
we receive emotionless tweets, such as ‘Happiness
is an emotion that must be expressed to the same
degree as the rest.’

anger (also includes annoyance, rage)
In the meantime, everyone is citing Papastratos as an
example. How do hotels even operate, you @@?
Have you seen a hotel closed on a Sunday? They
have @@ for brains, what can I say... #syriza_misfits
#HE_IS_COMING_AGAIN
anticipation (also includes interest, vigilance)
I hope he manages to improve the quality of Netflix, if
such a possibility exists.
disgust (also includes disinterest, dislike, loathing)
Guys, an advice: stay far away from FORTHNET, it is the
most terrible stuff circulating on the internet.
fear (also includes apprehension, anxiety, terror)
I’m afraid the next phase of the pandemic in the country
has started earlier than we anticipated. In the autumn, it’s
almost certain that things will evolve into a new (worse)
wave or the escalation of the current one, exactly for the
reasons you’re mentioning.
joy (also includes serenity, ecstasy)
The person who gives me the codes FINALLY paid for
Netflix. I’m going to have a stroke from joy.
sadness (also includes pensiveness, grief)
With regret, I inform you that if you are a @COSMOTE
subscriber and have a technical fault, you won’t get any
help on Saturday or Sunday, and for the repair, you might
have to wait a week!!!!
surprise (also includes distraction, amazement)
Great news! Cosmote TV finally has channel E!
trust (also includes acceptance, liking, admiration)
@SpyrosLAP: That’s very good. It’s time for the Ministry
of Education to move the country forward #Cyprus #Cyta
@AnastasiadesCY #STAYHOME #StayAtHome
other (sarcasm,irony,or other emotion)
OTE, are you listening? I’ve been calling 13888 since
Friday, but it’s like talking to a grave. What happened to
our telecommunications giant? @COSMOTE
none
These are the new series and movies coming to Netflix in
December! https://t.co/pxIpmDyZx1

Table 6: The options and the corresponding examples
from the guidelines during the annotation for the devel-
opment of our dataset.

C Experimental details

GreekBERT and XLM-R (Figure 5) were trained
for 30 epochs with early stopping, patience of 3

NOTE If the tweet involves
news/announcement, it should
be classified in the ‘none’ class,
assuming that the author does not
have the emotion expressed by the
news

EXAMPLE "EXCLUSIVE: Topical Question for
NOVA and unfair competition Mari-
naki" SYRIZA testifies! ’URL’ via
@user

Table 7: Note and example added to the annotation
guidelines during the development of the PALO.ES
dataset.

Words Emotion
disgrace, mercy, drat, get
lost, fuck, feel angry, feel
anger, fool, stupid, abomi-
nation

anger, disgust

wait, expect, look forward anticipation
am afraid, scare, scary,
tremble, afraid

fear

am glad, am happy, was
very happy, oh yeahhh,
yesss, perfect, ecstatic

joy

am sorry, feel sad, grieve,
sadness, disappointment

sadness

am surprised, surprise surprise
trust trust
announcement, news none

Table 8: English translations of words used to retrieve
tweets per emotion for the development of ART.

epochs, batch size 16, learning rate 1e-5 for XLM-
R and 5e-5 for GreekBERT, monitoring the valida-
tion loss, maximum length of 109 for XLM-R and
85 for GreekBERT. The selection of the hyperpa-
rameters occurred after manual tuning and the use
of a GPU was necessary for the experiments.

D Emotion detection in political speech

Events potentially responsible for ‘disgust’

Table 12 presents events that potentially ratio-
nalise the highest DISGUST scores in the respective
months. These are September of 1991,23 April of

23https://www.newscenter.gr/politiki/970602/\k
ontogiannopoylos-katalipseis-paideia
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anger, disgust
Aren’t you ashamed to rip off the world like this with the PPC [ Public Power Corporation]? You send to
us to pay what you lack? Unacceptable.. Shame on you again.
anticipation
Huge interest in the top tennis tournament! #tennis #Wimbledon
disgust
Comedown might be the right word. Decadence may be more correct. Will it be the 1st time a team gets
the bottom ride? or the last one? No matter how we say it, it has perpetrators #arispao
fear
I wish, but... I will soon be cut off if I don’t get a card.
joy
#nrg topped the list of the fastest growing businesses in Greece for 2018! Congratulations to the whole
team, keep going strong!
sadness
How nice was before cell phones. How many tears, longings, loves, urgent or not, took place inside the
chamber. I personally remember many similar things at OTE. Now it is probably a cultural monument of
England although it still functions normally.
surprise
How did this happen? In other words, PPC paid the D.T. of her client? What a scandal!
trust
PAOK will hardly lose Euro because they also have the confidence of the open.
none
PPC: The new tariffs are in effect - Detailed prices | -24 hours Local news of Western Macedonia

Table 9: English translations of texts from PALO.ES per emotion.

Emotion
anger antic. disgust fear joy sadness surprise trust none AVG

X:ZERO 0.38 (0.02) 0.12 (0.01) 0.82 (0.02) 0.03 (0.00) 0.49 (0.04) 0.10 (0.02) 0.07 (0.01) 0.18 (0.03) 0.92 (0.01) 0.35
X:ART 0.33 (0.01) 0.13 (0.01) 0.68 (0.03) 0.07 (0.01) 0.31 (0.04) 0.07 (0.01) 0.05 (0.01) 0.10 (0.01) 0.89 (0.01) 0.29
X:ART+PALO 0.51 (0.00) 0.43 (0.00) 0.94 (0.00) 0.15 (0.01) 0.50 (0.04) 0.19 (0.04) 0.06 (0.01) 0.25 (0.01) 0.99 (0.00) 0.45
X:PALO 0.46 (0.01) 0.50 (0.00) 0.93 (0.00) 0.09 (0.01) 0.54 (0.03) 0.04 (0.01) 0.09 (0.02) 0.28 (0.02) 0.99 (0.00) 0.44
X:NOPE 0.43 (0.00) 0.19 (0.01) 0.90 (0.00) 0.03 (0.01) 0.48 (0.07) 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.20 (0.13) 0.98 (0.00) 0.37
BERT:PALO 0.49 (0.02) 0.31 (0.09) 0.95 (0.00) 0.03 (0.02) 0.45 (0.09) 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.24 (0.03) 0.98 (0.00) 0.39
RF:PALO 0.34 (0.01) 0.14 (0.02) 0.81 (0.01) 0.05 (0.03) 0.13 (0.02) 0.02 (0.00) 0.03 (0.01) 0.10 (0.01) 0.93 (0.00) 0.28

Table 10: AUPRC (average across three repetitions) of emotion classifiers with the standard error of the mean
(SEM) in the brackets

Figure 5: The architecture of XLM-R and GreekBERT for
the emotion classification task.

1992,24 April of 1993,25 August of 1993,26 January
24https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macedonia_nami

ng_disput
25https://www.esiweb.org/macedonias-dispute-g

reece
26https://www.tovima.gr/2008/11/25/archive/pws

-epese-o-mitsotakis/

of 2000,27 March of 2000,28 November of 2015,29

April of 2015,30 January of 2019,31 and May of
2019.32

Emotional context shift
The support of the selected terms is shown in Fig-
ure 6, where we can see that the usage of half of
them (i.e., ‘capitalism’, ‘left’, ’right’, ‘racism’, ‘il-
legal immigrant’) is increased in the last decade.

27https://m.naftemporiki.gr/story/1844644/poli
tikooikonomika-orosima-10-dekaetion

28https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2000_Greek_leg
islative\_election

29https://www.ertnews.gr/eidiseis/ellada/prosf
igiki-krisi-ke-periferiakes-exelixis-sto-epikent
ro-tis-episkepsis-tsipra-stin-tourkia/

30https://www.theguardian.com/business/live/20
15/apr/08/\shell-makes-47bn-move-for-bg-group-l
ive-updates

31https://www.euronews.com/2019/01/24/explaine
d-the-controversial-name-dispute-between-greec
e-and-fyr-macedonia

32https://www.lifo.gr/now/greece/i-stigmi-poy
-o-tsipras-anakoinose-proores-ekloges-thlipsi-s
tin-koymoyndoyroy-kai-sto
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Sentiment Subjectivity
neg pos neu AVG subj obj AVG

X:ZERO 0.84 (0.01) 0.40 (0.02) 0.93 (0.01) 0.72 0.80 (0.02) 0.93 (0.01 0.86
X:ART 0.69 (0.03) 0.18 (0.03) 0.90 (0.01) 0.59 0.72 (0.03) 0.90 (0.01) 0.81
X:ART+PALO 0.95 (0.00) 0.41 (0.00) 0.99 (0.00) 0.78 0.97 (0.00) 0.99 (0.00) 0.98
X:PALO 0.95 (0.00) 0.43 (0.02) 0.99 (0.00) 0.79 0.96 (0.00) 0.99 (0.00) 0.98
X:NOPE 0.93 (0.00) 0.39 (0.02) 0.99 (0.00) 0.77 0.95 (0.01) 0.99 (0.01) 0.97
BERT:PALO 0.96 (0.00) 0.39 (0.06) 0.99 (0.00) 0.78 0.97 (0.00) 0.99 (0.00) 0.98
RF:PALO 0.84 (0.01) 0.17 (0.01) 0.95 (0.00) 0.65 0.87 (0.01) 0.95 (0.00) 0.91

Table 11: AUPRC (average across three runs) of sentiment and subjectivity classifiers with the standard error of the
mean (SEM) in the brackets.

Date Event
1991, Sep Bill of the Minister of Education Vassilis

Kontogiannopoulos brought reactions.
1992, Apr Meeting of political leaders; Macedonian

issue.
1993, Apr FYROM officially becomes a member of

the UN.
1993, Aug Disputes leading to the fall of the govern-

ment.
2000, Jan Finalization of the drachma exchange rate

against the euro.
2000, Mar Elections New Democracy succeeds Pan-

hellenic Socialist Movement.
2015, Nov The Greek Prime Minister visits the Turkish

Prime Minister.
2015, Apr The Greek Prime Minister visits the Rus-

sian Prime Minister.
2019, Jan Macedonian Issue.
2019, May Loss in European elections leads to a call

for early parliamentary elections.

Table 12: The months with the higher values of DIS-
GUST, potentially rationalised by the shown events.

As shown in Fig. 6, for some words there are
not enough data to validate our findings, especially
for the earliest time period (prior to 2001). Hence,
we compute and share the p-values (Table 14), by
focusing on 2011 as a time limit and by using the
Mann-Whitney U-test.33 We used two periods, one
before and one after 2011. Experiments with boot-
straping and three slices (before 2001, after 2011,
and in between) brought similar findings regarding
before/after 2011 but inconclusive regarding 2001.

Algorithm 1 describes the procedure to compute
the evolution of the emotion of a targeted word’s
(w) context in a sliced corpus C. Each slice c is
sentence-tokenised and each sentence s is scored
based on a model M .

33We used https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/r
eference/generated/scipy.stats.mannwhitneyu.ht
ml, setting “less” as the alternative hypothesis and sampling
randomly from the largest period.

Figure 6: Support of the target words per decade.

Algorithm 1: Emotion Context Shift
Data: Target word w;

Number of slices S;
C : {cj , cj : {t1, ..., t|cj |}, j ∈ S}

Result: Ew : {e(c1), ..., e(cS)}, 0 ≤ e ≤ 1
1 foreach j in {0, ..., S} do
2 e(cj), i← 0, 0
3 foreach text in cj do
4 if w in text then
5 e(cj)← e(cj)+classifier(text)

i← i+ 1

6 e(cj)← e(cj)
i

7 return {e(c1), ..., e(cS)} /* Contextual
emotion evolution of w. */
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September 1991
How can we trust that new measures will not again be applied in medio anno - to remember our literally
language - of the school year measures like those brought by Mr. Kontogiannopoulos that induced not just
a crisis, but an explosion.
April 1992
We have reached the point where the government of Bulgaria and the friend of our Prime Minister Mr
Zhelev recognized Skopje before they even existed.
April 1993
I think that in the current situation this is unacceptable, if all of us who babble about Macedonia want
to finally convey/mean that there is a new issue that needs to be addressed with new priorities and new
hierarchies.
August 1993
This is for you to see, how far from reality you are, even today and not only for the 8 years that you were
in power; cut off from the European and the international reality and misinforming the Greek people.
January 2000
And I think that this announcement ultimately led to another completely unsuccessful attempt at structural
change in our economy, and gave the seal of failure to the Government; the Government that has no future
at least in the post-EMU era.
March 2000
In other words, are we going to be holding elections with wretched legislation and every time promise that
after the elections we will see these things again? The issue is under what conditions are we conducting
the elections now.
November 2015
He took 3 billion in cash, he got visas for the Turks and all kinds of Jihadists and Islamists to enter the
European Union and do whatever they want, and not only that but its accession negotiations began.
April 2015
Even flirting with Putin and Russia is going nowhere.
January 2019
Hand-by-hand, you SYRIZA and New Democracy, you are selling out our Macedonia.
May 2019
What I mean is: Because some so-called "centrist" voters were horrified by the behaviour of the far-right
wing within the New Democracy political party, which has imposed its law on the leadership of New
Democracy, now New Democracy wants to create a communication counterweight based on the ethos of
Mr. Polakis and while we are heading for elections we are talking about Mr. Polakis and not about issues
that are serious and concern the everyday life of the citizens.

Table 13: English translations of parliamentary texts classified as DISGUST from the 10 highest-scored months.

Target term P value (pre/post 2001) P value (pre/post 2011)
handicapped 1.000 0.000
disability 0.984 0.000
crazy 0.110 0.145
left 0.724 0.000
right 0.243 0.605
capitalism 0.260 0.406
communism 0.940 0.048
illegal immigrant 0.024 0.000
racism 0.077 0.075
good/bad 0.916 0.000

Table 14: Target terms along with their corresponding P values. On the top are terms used to stigmatise people,
followed by terms related to politics whose usage could also be linked to stigma, followed by a control group. In
bold are values lower than 0.05.
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Handicapped
Why don’t you take these measures, which—if you want—and in a way vindicate these people but come
quickly and cut all the pensions and also pass the dead still as disabled through the health boards? It’s a
shame what’s happening.
Here you have leveled labor and insurance rights, flexible working relationships break bones, violation of
the work hours, circumventing daily working time is the norm, collective agreements do not exist, labor
and delivery benefits are cut, employers blackmail women not to have children, or else they fire them and
you talk to us with too much hypocritical interest in the job security of the handicapped?
Where does the money go, ladies and gentlemen? Where did the money go? To the truly entitled,
necessary person of the Greek society, with the society that you created, with all these fake-handicapped,
fake-unemployed, fake-entitled? What have you not done for so many years?
This card, in fact, can give handicapped citizens their lost dignity, a dignity that is violated in the worst
way every time, for example, the paraplegic is asked to prove the self-evident facts of his disability to the
health boards, a dignity that is annihilated, when the physically disabled person tries to be served by a
public service
It’s ironic, but it’s tragic, with thousands of murdered workers who don’t come home, -go out to get their
wages and get killed because there’s no safety precautions- with tens of thousands handicapped - see
the information from the Union, I’m running out of time and I don’t want to - with millions crippled
by occupational diseases - no measure for them! - with workers like guinea-pigs, literal guinea-pigs, in
squalid conditions

Table 15: English translations of randomly selected parliamentary texts, classified as DISGUST and comprising the
term ‘handicapped’.

Disability
So, all these illegalities and the Court of Auditors has covered many during your days—I’m referring to
people with disabilities, I’m referring to the contracts on hourly wages and so many—you won’t even
take them to judicial review? Won’t you finally let them be controlled through the procedure that has been
provided for up to now? This is dangerous for the functioning of the Democracy.
It is an extreme racist speech, which we have recently seen directed against our fellow human beings,
people with disabilities and especially against our Paralympians, with characterizations which I do not
want to bring back to the House of Parliament, which escape the bounds of decency - this rather it is
a luxury for the particular gentleman - but beyond any limit of human behavior at the expense of the
Paralympians, i.e. our fellow human beings who set an example of competitiveness and ethics in Greek
society.
If so, why don’t you protest and why don’t you show the same sensitivity in other cases that lately, we read
every day in the press about the so-called "people with disabilities", who every day overwhelm various
committees and pass and enter the public and we have "people with disability" who are football players,
"people with disabilities" who served in the army in submarine disaster units and you didn’t show the
same sensitivity and send any of them to the prosecutor? But, you found the infirm elderly and cut the
pensions.
Is it maximalist to demand back what you have paid for and considered labor conquests over the last
hundred years of the labor, feminist and social movements? Do you want to tell me today in Parliament
that Mr. Kouroumbilis has for so many years demanded that everything be printed in "Braille" and that it
be entered for the blind? Are you telling me that you can take steps to make it compulsory for universities
to take the blind or the mute or any person with disability and make them compulsory and be like that?
Do children go to school comfortably when they have mobility problems? Do they have someone to
accompany them? Listen: In this state, if you don’t pay, you don’t live.
When all of you parties that have made governments have commercialized people’s health, our children’s
education, the needs of people with disability and so much more, will you now exclude forests? You just
serve it, as usual, with the mantle of the philanthropist, so that you have no differences from the previous
ones.

Table 16: English translations of randomly selected parliamentary texts, classified as DISGUST and comprising the
term ‘disability’.
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Crazy
The rest? Are they all crazy and liars? Are all those who talk about all that is happening in ERT lying?
Everyone, but everyone, is lying? No one, but no one deserves, does not need basic respect in the midst of
a parliamentary process to get a concrete answer for what he complains about? But anyone? There are
two of you here today.
The Greek citizen who hears all these things wonders: Are you crazy? Are you, the Government, crazy or
do you just think that the Greek are idiots? Do you think you are speaking to idiots and saying all this?
You are calling the citizens to go on strike, which you yourself have condemned to death by executing
orders from foreign centers.
Which crazy person today will open a business? Who? Under what conditions? With a tax that reaches
45% when Mr. Prime Minister, the same job, the same business in Cyprus pays 10% and in Bulgaria
15% What protection will we do, Mr. Prime Minister? You promised me here that you would study the
carbon dioxide tax applied by Sarkozy for foreign products, which come into the country and operate in
competition with the Greek ones.
Colleagues ladies and gentlemen, I also told you yesterday: It is not only unfair and provocative, it is
crazy that a mini market in Sikinos pays the same tax, the same fee as a bar-restaurant in Mykonos that
makes several million euros.
But what crazy person will take the seasonal under these conditions that reduce it by 50% and not
immediately rush to the regular subsidy? So are we wrong when we say that this amendment effectively
abolishes the seasonal allowance? Whatever else you invent, Mr. Minister, you cannot convince any
human being who possesses the slightest judgment, the rudimentary ability to judge.

Table 17: English translations of randomly selected parliamentary texts, classified as DISGUST and comprising the
term ‘crazy’.
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Abstract

With the use of algorithmic moderation on on-
line communication platforms, an increase in
adaptive language aiming to evade the auto-
matic detection of problematic content has been
observed. One form of this adapted language is
known as "Algospeak" and is most commonly
associated with large social media platforms,
e.g., TikTok. It builds upon Leetspeak or on-
line slang with its explicit intention to avoid
machine readability. The machine-learning al-
gorithms employed to automate the process
of content moderation mostly rely on human-
annotated datasets and supervised learning, of-
ten not adjusted for a wide variety of languages
and changes in language. This work uses lin-
guistic examples identified in research litera-
ture to introduce a taxonomy for Algospeak and
shows that with the use of an LLM (GPT-4),
79.4% of the established terms can be corrected
to their true form, or if needed, their underlying
associated concepts. With an example sentence,
98.5% of terms are correctly identified. This
research demonstrates that LLMs are the future
in solving the current problem of moderation
avoidance by Algospeak.

1 Introduction

Content Warning: This report contains some
examples of hateful content.

Due to recent developments in legislation within
the European Union1, the trend towards automatic
content monitoring has been strengthened. Start-
ing earlier and continuing up to today, all major
social media platforms are implementing commu-
nity guidelines and employing automatic content
moderation (Morrow et al., 2022), at least partly re-
lying on machine-learning-based identification ap-
proaches. Machine learning techniques are needed
to handle the continuously increasing amount of
content generated on all social media platforms.

1https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/dsa-
impact-platforms

In the past and present, the algorithms employed
to detect problematic content, e.g., Hate Speech
or content not deemed fitting for the social me-
dia platform based on their community guidelines,
are often based on underlying datasets created for
supervised classification of the content to be iden-
tified (Fortuna et al., 2022). Due to the nature of
supervised classification, unseen data points are a
challenge and can mislead the classification algo-
rithm. The increasingly online-native user base of
these platforms is aware of this phenomenon and is
able to use it to their advantage (Steen et al., 2023).
This phenomenon is called Algospeak. Algospeak
refers to the concept of trying to communicate a
sensitive or a potentially harmful message without
it being detected by the algorithmic detection mech-
anism. Following Steen et al. (2023), Algospeak
can contain “orthographic, lexical, and phonetic
variations of standard language”, it is a language
specifically developed in reaction to content mod-
eration on platforms. The field and definition of
Algospeak are still very new in research on the
algorithmic detection of online harms. But it has
been shown that changing vocabulary and topic
influences the quality of, for example, hate speech
prediction (Florio et al., 2020). Understanding that
established Algospeak terms only exists because
they successfully circumvented the detection of on-
line moderation systems makes it clear that it is a
true problem in the constant strive for a safe online
environment. There is a need to identify a strategic
approach to handling Algospeak in the future.

This paper relies on examples of Algospeak pro-
vided by the research community (Steen et al.,
2023). It categorizes them into underlying linguis-
tic categories, displayed in the first known non-
exclusive taxonomy. This taxonomy is utilized in a
few-shot prompt engineering process with GPT-4
to transform the Algospeak terms into generally
known and established words, phrases, or concepts.
It demonstrates that with the straightforward ap-
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plication of a large language model, this advanced
Algospeak can be deciphered and, in the future,
included in more standardized content detection
models. Contributions: 1) The research establishes
a non-exclusive taxonomy for Algospeak. 2) It
demonstrates that Large Language Models (LLMs)
can be utilized for deciphering Algospeak. 3) It
indicates that performance can be improved with
context.

2 Related Research

For the detection of hate speech, toxic speech,
abusive language, or similar fields, the algorith-
mic approach to content detection has predomi-
nantly focused on supervised transformer-based
architectures (Mozafari et al., 2020; Poletto et al.,
2021; Fortuna et al., 2022; Plaza-del arco et al.,
2023). The fine-tuning of transformer-based mod-
els, specifically BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), has
shown clear improvement in performance com-
pared to other approaches (Liu et al., 2019; Caselli
et al., 2021; Mathew et al., 2021; Kirk et al., 2022;
Fillies et al., 2023). Recently, the use of pre-trained
large language models combined with prompting to
detect hate speech has garnered attention (Schick
et al., 2021; Chiu et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2023;
Plaza-del arco et al., 2023; Muktadir, 2023).

Algospeak is a relatively new phenomenon first
identified by public news outlets (Curtis, 2022; Del-
kic, 2022; Titz and Lehmann, 2023) and more for-
mally by (Steen et al., 2023; Klug et al., 2023).
Steen et al. (2023) distinguishes Algospeak from
Textspeak, Leetspeak, and LOLspeak by identify-
ing that the main intention of Algospeak is not to
create a group identity or community but to circum-
vent online moderation. Steen et al. (2023) con-
ducted 19 semi-structured interviews with content
creators and collected 70 examples of Algospeak.
Their goal was to analyze the usage of Algospeak
and the relationship between the creators and Tik-
Tok’s content moderation mechanisms. On a more
formalized side, Cho and Kim (2021) created a tax-
onomy for noisy text, based on the user’s intention.

Coded language in general, but more specifi-
cally Code-Mixing and Code-Switching, are well-
studied linguistic phenomena (Bali et al., 2014). Es-
pecially in hate speech detection, coded language
is well examined (Barman et al., 2014; Mathur
et al., 2018; Bohra et al., 2018). The works focused
mainly on mixed code for hate speech dealing with
translation (Tundis et al., 2020). In the domain of

Leetspeak and propaganda detection, Tundis et al.
(2020) designed a supervised network to classify
texts using Leetspeak encoding directly. Similarly,
but in the field of images, Vélez de Mendizabal
et al. (2023) also used Neural Networks to decode
Leetspeak. Singh et al. (2023) applied an unsu-
pervised clustering-based approach for language
standardization. This research differs from existing
research by introducing a content-oriented taxon-
omy and testing the value of prompt-based unsu-
pervised deciphering of Algospeak, which contains
not only Leetspeak but also coded language itself.

3 Algospeak

Algospeak is defined in this research as stated by
Steen et al. (2023), who formulate that "from a
sociolinguistic perspective, Algospeak can resem-
ble orthographic, lexical, and phonetic variations
of standard language." It is further identified that
Algospeak is a related linguistic phenomenon to
Internet-based communication such as Textspeak,
Chatspeak, or SMS-language (Drouin and Davis,
2009), Leetspeak (Perea et al., 2008), and LOLs-
peak (Fiorentini et al., 2013). However, it differs in
intent, not primarily being used to establish identity
or community membership but rather as a language
specifically developed in reaction to content mod-
eration on platforms.

4 Dataset

The used dataset consists of 70 words identified
by Steen et al. (2023). The words were collected
in June 2022 by qualitatively reviewing relevant
social media news articles, and posts on Twitter,
Reddit, and TikTok. The content was selected by
identifying instances where a nonstandard word
or emoji was used instead of a common word. It
was then validated that the words were used as
Algospeak by interviewing 19 globally distributed
TikTok creators, aged 19–32, who had used them.
One word was excluded in the research due to the
lack of a clear reference word. The full list of
words can be seen in Appendix C.

5 Taxonomy

To structure the prompting and provide insight for
future research, the Algospeak instances were or-
ganized into a taxonomy comprising seven classes:

1. Change in spelling to unknown spelling
("abortion" to "@b0rt!0n")
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2. Change in spelling to known spelling ("porn"
to "corn")

3. Abbreviations ("SA" for "sexual assault")

4. Pictorial representations (use of emoticons)

5. Paraphrasing ("unalive" for "kill" or "suicide")

6. Repurposing of existing words ("Accountant"
for "sex workers")

7. Phonetic resemblance ("not see" for "Nazi",
"kermit sewer slide" for "commit suicide")

All classes involve changes to either the seman-
tic meaning or the orthography of the original term,
with some examples incorporating mixtures of both.
Class 2, "Change in spelling to known spelling,"
is distinguished from Class 6, "Repurposing of ex-
isting words," by the fact that the original word re-
mains identifiable within the obscured word. This
differentiation also applies for Class 2 and Class 7.

6 Prompting for decoding Algospeak

The research utilizes ChatGPT and its underlying
GPT-4 model (OpenAI et al., 2024) as the basis
for its evaluation due to its very recent release, its
size, and its capability of human-level performance
on professional and academic benchmarks (Minaee
et al., 2024). Further research also suggests its
comparatively good performance in hate speech
detection (Matter et al., 2024).

To work with LLMs, Ekin (2023) identifies
different methods of prompt engineering. He
broadly distinguishes between basic and advanced
approaches. Basic methods use control codes, tem-
plates, iterative testing, and refinement, while ad-
vanced strategies utilize temperature and token con-
trol, prompt chaining, and adapting prompts. This
study focuses on the basic techniques. Standard
templates were designed and then iteratively tested
and refined until the results were correct in over
50% of cases within each class. Each class of the
previously defined taxonomy 5 is matched with a
corresponding prompt. The underlying template
constructed to build all the prompts consists of
three parts: first, the desired answer length is de-
fined; second, information is provided about the
kind of change expected; and lastly, the obscured
word or words are provided. For example, the
prompt for Class 7, Phonetic resemblance, is: “An-
swer using just one or at most two words: consider-
ing phonetic resemblance, what word or group of
words is meant by ’not see’?” All designed prompts
can be found in the Appendix A.

Algospeak Word GPT-4
@b0rt!0n abortion Abortion
auti$m autism Autism
blk Black Black
bl00d blood Blood
b00bs breasts Boobs

Table 1: Examples for taxonomy class 1, "Change in
spelling to unknown spelling," Algospeak variations as
identified by Steen et al. (2023).

Algospeak Word GPT-4
in bio link in bio Kinky

Black people N/A

female genitals Pussy

pornstar Pornstar

male genitals Penis

fuck Frog

White people High five

Table 2: Examples for taxonomy class 4 "Pictorial",
Algospeak variations as identified by Steen et al. (2023).

In the second step, it was tested whether GPT-
4’s prediction quality would increase by providing
more context. In this case, for each wrongly identi-
fied Algospeak instance, the prompt was adjusted
to include the section: “The words are used in a
sentence like:” followed by an example of the ob-
scured word in use. All example sentences can be
found in Appendix B.

7 Results

All 69 Algospeak terms from the reference litera-
ture, their meanings, and the predictions of GPT-4
are displayed across 7 tables. A selection of exam-
ples for classes 1 (Change in spelling to unknown
spelling, 1), 4 (Pictorial, partly, 2), and 7 (Pho-
netic resemblance, 3) are included in the paper.
All complete tables for all classes can be found in
the Appendix C. An overview of class wise accu-
racy with and without context can be seen in Table
4. This research manually checked the correct-
ness of the predictions, in a group of two, reaching
mutual agreed annotations. A prediction is con-
sidered correct if the exact word or a reasonably
fitting synonym was provided (e.g., "male genitals"
for "Penis"). Regarding Table 1, it is observed
that GPT-4 had no problems predicting changes
in spelling to unknown spelling, with all 17 terms
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Algospeak Word GPT-4
blink in lio link in bio Blindly
cue anon QAnon Qanon
kermit sewer
slide commit sui. Commit sui.
le dollar bean lesbian Lebanese pou.
leg booty com. LGBT com. LGBTQ+ com.

Table 3: Examples for taxonomy class 7 "Phonetic",
Algospeak based on Steen et al. (2023).(com. is short
for community and sui. for suicide and pou. for pund).

correctly identified, for the full table see 5. Class
2, as seen in Table 6 in Appendix C, proved more
challenging, with the meanings of words obscured
by misspelling them into different existing terms;
here, 3 of 5 terms were correctly identified. All
five abbreviations, as seen in Table 7 in Appendix
C, were correctly identified by GPT-4. The most
issues arose with Class 4 (see Table 2 or full Table
8 in Appendix C), where only 13 of the 21 emoti-
cons were correctly identified. For the first time,
some predictions were close in meaning, such as
"ejaculation" and "orgasm," or did not follow the
prompt by not searching for the hidden semantic
meaning, simply stating as "frog." One emoti-
con ( , annotated as "black people") had to be
omitted because GPT-4 did not allow the answer to
be presented, indicating correct identification but
non-compliance with community guidelines. All
three words in Class 5 (Paraphrase), see 9 in Ap-
pendix C, were correctly identified. Five out of
7 words from Class 6 (Table 10, in the Appendix
C) concerning the repurposing of existing words
were correctly identified. Additionally, 9 out of 11
Phonetic resemblance words from Class 7 were ac-
curately deciphered, as seen in Table 3, for the full
table see Table 11 in Appendix C. In Table 12, it is
shown that 13 of the 14 previously incorrectly iden-
tified words were correctly attributed to their right
meaning or word when given an example sentence.

8 Discussion

As demonstrated by the results, GPT-4 is capable
of identifying the true meaning or reference word
of 79.4% of all examples without context. This
achievement is noteworthy, considering that deci-
phering these terms often requires in-depth domain
knowledge. The model, however, appears to still
struggle with emoticons, though its ability to dis-
cern multilevel meanings improves when context

Class Acc. Acc. Con.
1. Change in spell.
to unknown spell. 1.0 -
2. Change in spell.
to known spell. 0.6 1.0
3. Pictorial
representations 0.6 1.0
4. Abbreviations 1.0 -
5. Paraphrasing 1.0 -
6. Repurposing of
existing words 0.714 0.856
7. Phonetic
resemblance 0.818 1.0

Table 4: Measured Accuracy for each class of the tax-
onomy, with context and without context. (spell. short
for spelling, Acc. short for Accuracy, Con. short for
Context)

is provided. Given the closed nature of GPT-4, we
can only speculate about the source of its domain
knowledge. It is plausible that the terms originating
in 2022, along with their associated media cover-
age, contribute to GPT-4’s familiarity with them.
This might suggest that the model’s understanding
of more recent linguistic developments could be
less robust. This hypothesis may apply to Classes
3, 4, and 6 but possibly not to those related to
orthography or general language understanding,
such as Classes 1, 2, and 5. The observation that
context significantly enhances predictions aligns
with expectations, given LLMs operate partly on
word-level predictions. The evaluation of the per-
formance is based on human assessment, which is
prone to error. For example, the only misclassifi-
cation with context by the model, "swimmer" for
"sheep," could arguably be considered accurate, as
"sheep" is a known euphemism for non-vaccinated
individuals within the anti-vaccine movement.

9 Ethical Considerations

This research adheres to the ACM Code of Ethics,
upholding general ethical principles, applying pro-
fessional responsibility, and promoting leadership
principles as advocated by the ACM. The research
serves the interests of society, with the public good
being the main consideration. The limitations as-
sociated with this work are discussed in Section
11. The algorithmic detection of abusive content is
essential for maintaining a harm-free environment.
Algospeak often serves to circumvent censorship
by platforms relying on detection methods that lack
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context sensitivity or exhibit bias. Therefore, this
research advocates not only for the use of LLMs
to decode coded language but also for enhancing
content moderation capabilities through context-
aware approaches and the use of precise, decoded
datasets. These context-aware approaches will help
online communities, which momentarily resort to
Algospeak for legitimate reasons (e.g., during on-
line sex education), to express themselves freely in
the future.

10 Conclusion and Future Work

This research aims to contribute to the field of abu-
sive harm detection by identifying a strategy to
handle the prevalent avoidance tactic of Algospeak
on social media. A taxonomy for classifying Al-
gospeak was developed and served as the basis for
employing basic prompt engineering techniques.
Utilizing these tailored prompts, GPT-4’s ability
to decode Algospeak was assessed. The findings
conclusively show that LLM GPT-4 can decipher
Algospeak with high accuracy (79.4%) without con-
text, and almost flawlessly (98.5%) when a single
example sentence is provided. The research un-
derscores the value of LLMs in supporting future
content moderation efforts, not only in straight-
forward classification tasks but also in clearing
cleaned datasets by deciphering coded language.
Future studies should explore the capabilities of
various LLMs, incorporate different datasets, use
advanced prompting techniques, and assess how
decoded datasets impact trained classifiers.

11 Limitations

This preliminary study was designed as an initial
proof of concept. Future work should expand the
scope to include a broader range of Large Language
Models (LLMs) or word-level predictors, ideally
leveraging open-source options. It is crucial to
assess how these models handle less known Algos-
peak or more recent linguistic developments. Ad-
ditionally, the impact of varying context levels on
model performance warrants further investigation,
along with the practical influence of this approach
in detecting harmful content.
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A Prompts for all seven classes of the
taxonomy

1. Change in spelling to unknown spelling: "An-
swer using just one word: considering leet
speak and phonetic ressemblance what word
is meant by: ’XX’"

2. Change in spelling to known spelling: "An-
swer using just one word: If this word is not
used in the fitting context, what is the word
meant by using it: XX"

3. Abbreviations (SA = sexual assault): "Answer
using just one or at maximum three words: If
these abbreviations are used on social media,
what concepts are referred to: ’XX’"

4. Pictorial (emoticons): "Answer using just one
word: If this emoticon is not used in normal
context, what is the hidden meaning on social
media: ’XX’"

5. Paraphrase: "Answer using just one word:
’XX’ more precise means what?"

6. Repurposing of existing words: "Answer us-
ing just one word: If this word is not used in

the fitting context, what is the meaning of the
word: ’XX’"

7. Phonetic resemblance: "Answer using just
one or at maximum two words: consider
phonetic resemblance what word or group of
words is meant by: ’XX’"

B Example Sentences

1. accountant: "I am an accountant on an adult
website"

2. blink in lio: "You can find my bink in lio"

3. cornucopia: "That stament towards gay people
is cornucopia"

4. Frog: "Frog this, I dont like it"

5. swimmers: "These swimmer put what ever
the government tells them in their body"

6. in bio: "You can find my

7. in bio"

8. : " this, I dont like it"

9. : "All these need to be educated"

10. : "You can put this straight on

11. : "Horrible things happen in at the mo-
ment. Peace please."

12. : "All my can rap."

13. : "Lets have tonight."

14. : "She has great ."

C Predictions on Classes 1,2,3,4,5,6,7

The Tables 5,6,7,8,9,10,11 display the examples
for all seven classes of the taxonomy. For each
word, the GPT-4 predictions are also displayed.
The Algospeak examples and their annotation from
Steen et al. (2023).
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Algospeak Word GPT-4
@b0rt!0n abortion Abortion
auti$m autism Autism
blk Black Black
bl00d blood Blood
b00bs breasts Boobs
depressi0n depression Depression
h0rny horny Horny
k1ll kill Kill
le$bean lesbian Lesbian
le$bian lesbian Lesbian
seggs sex Sex
sh!t shit Shit
skripper stripper Stripper
str8 straight Straight
$tripper stripper Stripper
tism autism Autism
wh1te White White

Table 5: The table contains the class 1 Algospeak exam-
ples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023). The
GPT-4 predictions are also displayed.

Algospeak Word GPT-4
corn porn Porn
cornucopia homophobia Horniness
fork fuck Fuck
Frog fuck Fag
grape rape Rape

Table 6: The table contains the class 2 Algospeak exam-
ples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023). The
GPT-4 predictions are also displayed.

Algospeak Word GPT-4
ED eating disorder Eating Disorder
SA sexual assault Sexual Assault
SH self-harm Self-Harm
SSA same-sex att. Same-Sex Att.
SW sex worker Sex Work

Table 7: The table contains the class 3 Algospeak ex-
amples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023).
The GPT-4 predictions are also displayed (att. stands
for attraction).

Algospeak Word GPT-4
in bio link in bio Kinky

Black people N/A

female genitals Pussy

porn Porn

pornstar Pornstar

male genitals Penis

fuck Frog

White people High five

ejaculation Nuts/Orgasm

PornHub Basketball

shit Shit

Ukraine Sunshine

breasts Virginity

White people White

sex Spicy/Hot

ejaculation Wet/Sexual ar.

butt Butt

butt Ass

Black people Black Power

cocaine Coke

N-word Ninja

Table 8: The table contains the class 4 Algospeak ex-
amples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023).
The GPT-4 predictions are also displayed (ar. stands for
arousal).

Algospeak Word GPT-4
clock app TikTok TikTok
opposite of love hate Hate
unalive dead, kill, suicide Dead

Table 9: The table contains the class 5 Algospeak exam-
ples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023). The
GPT-4 predictions are also displayed.
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Algospeak Word GPT-4
accountant sex worker Drug dealer
Backstreet Boys
reunion tour COVID-19 pan. COVID-19
panda express COVID-19 pan. COVID-19
Panini COVID-19 pan. COVID-19
panorama COVID-19 pan. COVID-19
swimmers vaccinated peo. Sperm
the vid COVID-19 COVID-19

Table 10: The table contains the class 6 Algospeak
examples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023).
The GPT-4 predictions are also displayed (pan. stands
for pandemic; peo. stands for people).

Algospeak Word GPT-4
blink in lio link in bio Blindly
cue anon QAnon Qanon
kermit sewer
slide commit sui. Commit sui.
le dollar bean lesbian Lebanese pou.
leg booty com. LGBT com. LGBTQ+ com.
nip nops nipples Nipples
not see Nazi Nazi
Ouid weed Weed
sewer slide suicide Suicide
shmex sex Sex
yt White White

Table 11: The table contains the class 7 Algospeak
examples and their annotation from Steen et al. (2023).
The GPT-4 predictions are also displayed (com. is short
for community and sui. for suicide and pou. stands for
pund).

D Predictions with Context

The Table 12 shows the examples of Algospeak
from Steen et al. (2023), the context sentence given
to the model and The GPT-4 predictions.
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Algospeak Word Context GPT-4
accountant sex worker I am an accountant on an adult website Camgirl
blink in lio link in bio You can find my bink in lio Link in bio
cornucopia homophobia That statement towards gay people is cornucopia Homophobia
Frog fuck Frog this, I don’t like it. Fuck
le dollar bean lesbian She is a le dollar bean. Lesbian
swimmers vaccinated people These swimmer put what ever Sheep

the government tells them in their body.

in bio link in bio You can find my in bio Link

fuck this, I don’t like it. Fuck

White people All these need to be educated. Whites

PornHub You can put this straight on Pornhub

Ukraine Horrible things happen in Ukraine
at the moment. Peace please.

breasts She has great . Breasts

sex Lets have tonight. Sex

N-word All my can rap. Blacks

Table 12: The table displays the examples of Algospeak that could not be identified examples and their annotation
from Steen et al. (2023). The GPT-4 predictions are also displayed with the given context statements..
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Abstract

Studies on detecting and understanding the
spread of unreliable news on social media
have identified key characteristic differences
between reliable and unreliable posts. These
differences in language use also vary in expres-
sion across individuals, making it important
to consider personal factors in unreliable news
detection. The application of personalization
methods for this has been made possible by
recent publication of datasets with user histo-
ries, though this area is still largely unexplored.
In this paper we present approaches to repre-
sent social media users in order to improve per-
formance on three tasks: (1) classification of
unreliable news posts, (2) classification of un-
reliable news spreaders, and, (3) prediction of
the spread of unreliable news. We compare the
User2Vec method from previous work to two
other approaches; a learnable user embedding
layer trained with the downstream task, and a
representation derived from an authorship at-
tribution classifier. We demonstrate that the
implemented strategies substantially improve
classification performance over state-of-the-art
and provide initial results on the task of unreli-
able news prediction.

1 Introduction

The distribution of information and news over the
internet has enabled the uncontrolled spread of un-
reliable news and calls for the development of new
social norms of careful information evaluation and
sharing. Algorithms decide the newsfeed for their
users and the widespread propagation of unreliable
news has led to the need of automated means of
detecting such information. Much research has ad-
dressed this issue with a variety of corpora contain-
ing different types of unreliable news, however few
corpora exist which contain a longitudinal com-
ponent of the individuals who spread unreliable
news.

Studies have analyzed the language used when

unreliable news is spread, finding differences in so-
cial and self-referencing words, denial, complaints,
generalizing terms, lower cognitive complexity,
less exclusive words, and more negative emotion
and action words (Sharma et al., 2019; de Oliveira
et al., 2021). Naturally, the way these expressions
are formed varies across individuals, making it im-
portant to model users to improve detection. Initial
work has begun to apply such methods, though the
application of personalization methods for this task
is still largely unexplored (Sakketou et al., 2022;
Mu and Aletras, 2020).

In this work, we show that unreliable news
can be more accurately detected when using per-
sonalization. Personalization has different mean-
ings across literature in natural language process-
ing (Flek, 2020) but in this work it refers to the
process of building personalized representations
of users in order to better model their behaviors.
Our contributions are (1) state-of-the-art results on
the FACTOID and Twitter datasets for detecting
unreliable news spreaders by improving user em-
beddings, (2) an exploration of the task of predict-
ing when unreliable news will be spread, showing
improvements over the best model from previous
work, and (3) a comparison of the performance of
recent personalization methods for both tasks.

2 Related Work

Previous work uses neural methods to combine text-
based features, such as those from statements re-
lated to news data Karimi et al. (2018). Liu and Wu
(2018) use RNN and CNN-based methods to build
propagation paths for detecting misinformation at
the early stages of propagation. Shu et al. (2019)
propose a tri-relationship embedding framework to
model relationships among publishers, news sto-
ries, and social media users for fake news detection.
Karadzhov et al. (2017) introduced a framework
for fully-automatic fact checking using external
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sources. They use a deep neural network with
LSTM text encoding, semantic kernels and task-
specific embeddings that are combined to encode
a claim together with portions of possibly relevant
text from the web. Cui et al. (2019) propose an
explainable fake news detection system, DEFEND,
which considers users’ comments to explain if news
is fake or real. Nguyen et al. (2020) propose a fake
news detection method that uses a graph learning
framework to represent social contexts. Ghanem
et al. (2021) propose FakeFlow model, to enhance
fake news detection by analyzing the flow of affec-
tive information, such as emotions, sentiment, and
hyperbolic language, within texts. By segmenting
input texts into smaller units, FakeFlow effectively
models the interactions between topical and affec-
tive terms, thereby improving its ability to identify
fake news articles. Duan et al. (2020) extracted
linguistic and sentiment features from users’ tweet.
Also the presence of emojis, hashtags and politi-
cal bias has been taken into account for prediction.
(Khilji et al., 2023) captured contextual informa-
tion of user by exploring personalization methods
based on user metadata and credibility features for
debunking misinformation

Researchers are also examining cognitive fac-
tors influencing people’s ability to distinguish fake
news (Pennycook and Rand, 2019). Data-driven
studies analyzing bots’ participation in social me-
dia discussion (Howard and Kollanyi, 2016), user
reactions to reliable/unreliable news posts (Glenski
et al., 2018a), and demographic characteristics of
users propagating unreliable news sources (Glenski
et al., 2018b), are also integral to our understanding
of the problem space.

In the exploration of penalization techniques for
the identification and prediction of misinformation
spreaders, the work of (Plepi et al., 2023; Plepi and
Flek, 2021) presents the importance of incorpo-
rating user-specific context alongside conversation
text and have achieved significant results in both
their sarcasm detection and perception classifica-
tion tasks. (Salemi et al., 2023) also showcases the
significant benefits of integration personalization
techniques into large language models through ex-
tensive experimentation, including zero-shot and
fine-tuned setups. Similarly, Lian et al. (2022) pro-
poses an innovative incremental user embedding
model that dynamically integrates recent user inter-
actions into accumulated history vectors, utilizing
a transformer encoder for personalized text classifi-
cation.

Sakketou et al. (2022) introduced the misinfor-
mation spreader dataset, FACTOID, that captures
long-term context of users’ historical posts. They
provide initial findings on the dataset, which serve
as a baseline for our experiments. The user his-
tories allow us to address a new temporal task of
predicting when someone will spread misinforma-
tion. These histories are categorized across several
contentious topics, offering a comprehensive view
of misinformation spread on Reddit. These cate-
gories include general political debate, SARS-CoV-
2 (COVID-19), gender rights, climate change, vac-
cinations, abortion, gun rights, and debates about
5G technology. Each category encapsulates dis-
cussions from multiple subreddits, encompassing a
variety of stances and biases. The dataset’s breadth
across these topics allows for a broader understand-
ing of misinformation trends and the development
of strategies to anticipate.

Mu and Aletras (2020) predict, using only lan-
guage information, whether a social media user
will propagate news items from unreliable or re-
liable sources before they share any news items.
Unreliable users have a history of sharing content
from unreliable sources at least three times, while
reliable users only share content from trustworthy
sources. They define a binary classification task
and train a machine learning model on a dataset of
user histories leading up to their first news repost,
labeled as either reliable or unreliable. Compara-
tively, our study expands on this approach. While
they use data up until the first news item is shared,
our work includes news items within a user’s his-
tory. We compare their best performing method to
ours, as described in §3.4.

3 Methodology

In this section, we discuss the approaches for the
different setups for personalized representations
in our work. We use static word representations
from GloVe pretrained on the respective dataset as
input for the most of our methods. To facilitate
comparisons with previous work, we also explored
Word2Vec representations that were pretrained us-
ing both datasets. This allowed us to investigate
whether our results benefit from leveraging global
word-word co-occurrence statistics and the linear
substructures within the word vector space. With
these word representations we are able to learn per-
sonalized user embeddings. We further discuss the
task setup and definitions.
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3.1 Definitions
In the Twitter dataset, users are classified as reli-
able or unreliable based on their sharing habits.
Mu and Aletras (2020) define unreliable sources to
be propaganda, clickbait, conspiracy theories, or
satire. In the FACTOID dataset, misinformation is
defined to encompass various forms of politically
oriented false or misleading news. This includes
unintentionally misleading news, deliberately de-
ceptive disinformation, politically skewed hyper-
partisan news, and humorously false satirical news
(Sakketou et al., 2022).

Ruffo et al. (2023) provide a detailed descrip-
tion and taxonomy of information types. The two
datasets we study both cover misinformation, dis-
information, as the news may be intentionally or
unintentionally spread, as well as malinformation,
which includes things like propaganda and is spread
with a malicious intent. We adopt the term unreli-
able to refer to these types of information propa-
gated by online users.

3.2 Task Definitions
We address three tasks, the first of which classifies
users, and two that classify individual posts, as
visualized in Figure 1.

Unreliable News Spreader Detection We clas-
sify if a given user is a spreader of unreliable news
or not. Each user ui is associated with a posting
history H i, as in (Sakketou et al., 2022).

Unreliable News Post Classification For the
classification of unreliable news posts, we want
to predict yij ∈ {unreliable, information} with the
pretrained embeddings E ij and the post history.

Unreliable News Post Prediction For the predic-
tion of unreliable news posts, we want to predict
yij ∈ {unreliable, information} only with the pre-
trained or task embeddings E ij .

3.3 Splitting User Data
When we are classifying users as unreliable news
spreaders, we use all data for that user, as in previ-
ous work. However, when we are classifying posts,
we need to use only posts that precede a post that
we want to classify. To do this, we split users into
artificial users at points in time delimited by the
number of preceding posts and experiment with
different limits to the number of preceding posts.

We partition the post history of each user
ui into chunks of size X and create an artifi-
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Figure 1: Visualization of task setup for prediction and
classification tasks. The fusion and detection box repre-
sents a final layer of our neural model, which assigns a
label corresponding to the task type.

cial user aij for each chunk. The j-th artificial
user for real user i is defined as aij ∈ A =

{a11, . . . , a1M1
, . . . , aN1 , . . . , aNMN

} where Mi =

⌈Li

X ⌉ represents the number of artificial users cre-
ated, and each user ui, with a length of post history
denoted by L, is split into segments of size X .

For each post history chunk, hij , we take the
first X − 1 posts and reserve the label of the X-
th post as classification target. After that we drop
all aij with |hij | < 20 to compute the initial user
representation for E ij based on their corresponding
historical posts.

3.4 User Representations

User2Vec Amir et al. (2016) presented User2Vec,
which computes user embeddings from a corpus
of their text. For the unreliable news spreader
approach we calculate the embeddings E i ∈ Rd

of user ui based on their corresponding historical
postsHi. Computing the embeddings E ij requires
pretrained word embeddings, which we compute
both with word2vec and GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014; Mikolov et al., 2013).

Task Embeddings This approach uses an em-
bedding layer initialized with Xavier initializa-
tion (Glorot and Bengio, 2010), which takes in a
user ID and converts it into a vector representation
in the forward pass. It is updated during training, so
it is expected to encode signals of misinformation
spreaders.

Authorship Attribution Much previous work
has addressed authorship attribution (AA), the task
of classifying, from a predetermined set of authors,
which author wrote a given text (Stamatatos, 2009).
Recent personalization work has looked into de-
riving user representations from authorship attri-
bution classifiers (Plepi et al., 2022a; Welch et al.,
2022). We use SBERT to encode all posts (Reimers
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and Gurevych, 2019) and use the resulting vectors
for classification by passing them through a feed-
forward layer with input size 768. We calculate
performance on the validation set with the embed-
dings before the classification layer (d = 400) for
each post for a user and average these to get the
resulting AA embedding. This is in contrast to pre-
viously mentioned methods that use the distribution
of predictions or probabilities, which have a dimen-
sion size equal to the number of users. This model
achieves an accuracy of 1.5% which is 170x better
than chance for the FACTOID dataset and 0.5% on
the Twitter dataset (175x better than chance).

Combined We perform ablations using each
combination of two of the above methods, and for
using all three at the same time.

T-BERT Mu and Aletras (2020) presented a trun-
cated version of the BERT (T-BERT) which takes
initial 512 words pieces from the text of each user
as input. We also followed the same approach in
all three of our tasks. For post classification and
prediction tasks, we computed user contextualized
T-BERT embeddings by taking the recent 512 to-
kens from each user and concatenate them with
each post before passing to model.

4 Datasets

Our study leverages two pre-existing datasets,
FACTOID (Sakketou et al., 2022) and a Twitter
dataset (Mu and Aletras, 2020). Initially, we con-
sidered other datasets, including CMU-MisCov19
(Memon and Carley, 2020), and data from the PAN
shared tasks (Rangel et al., 2020), however they
were not suitable for our experimentation as they
only provide Tweet IDs or labels for authors not
for tweets and some have missing information for
users, lacking content for the user personalization
techniques.

FACTOID consists of 4,150 users with 3.4M
posts. We use the balanced user split from their pa-
per, which consists of 1,086 unreliable news spread-
ers and an equal amount of real information spread-
ers for 2,172 in total. A user is annotated as a
unreliable news spreader if they have at least two
posts with unreliable news links. We split the data
into train/test to balance the number of spreaders.

We consider posts unreliable news if they have
one or more unreliable news links. When splitting
to create artificial users as described in §3.3, we
vary the number of context posts, using 50, 100,

and 200 posts per user, resulting in 12.8k, 12.5k,
and 11.6k artificial users respectively. We then bal-
ance the post-level data to have an equal number of
real and unreliable news posts, resulting in 19,654
total. Posts contain 119 tokens on average (σ=206).
Other datasets designed for identifying unreliable
news spreaders only include binary labels for the
user-level. To obtain pretrained embeddings with
unsupervised learning algorithms we use data from
users history, most of which is unlabeled (see Ta-
ble 1).

Twitter provides all necessary information in-
cluding user labels and IDs, which enabled us to
recompile the posting history of each user. Un-
fortunately, not all tweets were available for us to
crawl, resulting in only 3.5K users whereas the
original dataset had 6.2K users. The dataset has
2.6M posts, with an approximate distribution of
40:60 between users circulating unreliable news
and other information sharers. Posts contain 25 to-
kens on average (σ=18). The corpus was recrawled
in Plepi et al. (2022b) and further details on col-
lection can be found in their paper. Given that
this dataset indicated negligible social interaction
among its users, our focus was predominantly on
the personalization techniques (rather than the tem-
poral graphs they explored).Users who shared at
least three unreliable links were labeled as mis-
information spreaders. Note that this is different
from the FACTOID dataset, as we wanted to be
consistent with both original works.

FACTOID Twitter

Total Posts 3,354,450 2,626,176
Total Users 4,150 3,541

Unreliable Spreaders 1,086 1,455
Reliable Spreaders 3,064 2,086

Unreliable Posts 9,835 1,521,415
Reliable Posts 70,168 1,104,761

Table 1: Comparison of datasets and label distributions.

5 Experiments

To evaluate the performance of the unreliable news
spreader detection models, we use 5-fold cross val-
idation, for consistency with previous work. We
compare the proposed personalized embeddings
with several previous models for the unreliable
news detection methods. For post-level tasks we
show results after 10 iterations with 20 epochs each
and learning rate of 1e − 5. For post-level tasks
we encode posts with BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
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Model F1 Score

Sakketou et al. (2022) 0.61
T-BERT 0.58
T-BERT+U2V-GloVe 0.59

U2V-GloVe U2V-W2V AA

RF 0.71 0.60 0.74
Ridge 0.73 0.67 0.67

LR 0.71 0.63 0.64
SVM 0.75 0.63 0.69

Table 2: Unreliable News Spreader Detection results
on the balanced FACTOID dataset using the logistic
regression (LR), ridge regression (Ridge), support vec-
tor machine (SVM) and random forest (RF) classifiers
compared to previous work and our combined model.
Reported values are the F1- scores over a 5-fold Cross
Validation. Bold denotes the best overall performance
on the task.

before concatenating user representations. We com-
pare to a Random method, which is a model with a
random vector as input and concatenated to BERT.
We also compare to the best model from Mu and
Aletras (2020), T-BERT. We did not compare to the
graph-based methods used in Sakketou et al. (2022).
They found that the graph-based method on Reddit
achieved 0.3% higher F1 than the User2Vec ran-
dom forest method. We find that the construction
of the Reddit graph also is unlikely to signify inter-
action between users as many users reply to posts
without responding to other comments and with-
out knowing other users. Due to these reasons and
the high model complexity of the graph attention
network, we did not use this model for our tasks.

5.1 Setup & Parameters

To obtain User2Vec features we use the parameters
mentioned in Amir et al. (2016). For the vector size
parameter we adjust GloVe and Word2Vec to the
same dimension d = 400 based on manual tuning.

5.2 Results

For comparison with previous work, we provide
results for the unreliable news spreader detection
task in a similar format and using mostly the same
classifiers as previous work. For results at the post-
level we report results as a distribution over 10
runs.

Unreliable News Spreader Detection The re-
sults for the unreliable news spreader detection
on the Factoid and Twitter datasets are shown in
Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. In Table 2, the

Model F1 Score

T-BERT 0.51
T-BERT+U2V-GloVe 0.65

U2V-GloVe AA

RF 0.62 0.70
Ridge 0.70 0.76

LR 0.75 0.82
SVM 0.70 0.76

Table 3: Unreliable News Spreader Detection results on
the balanced Twitter dataset using the logistic regression
(LR), ridge regression (Ridge), support vector machine
(SVM) and random forest (RF) classifiers compared
to previous work and our combined model. Reported
values are the F1- scores over a 5-fold Cross Validation.
Bold denotes the best overall performance on the task.

best model from Sakketou et al. (2022) is our base-
line at 0.61 F1, which uses a User2Vec (U2V)
model trained on the Google News Corpus using
word2vec (W2V). We compared this setup to one
where the word embeddings are pretrained on in-
domain data using their corpus with both word2vec
(U2V-W2V) and GloVe (U2V-GloVe). Note that
the User2Vec method is initialized with static em-
beddings only so contextualized embeddings from
large pretrained language models are incompati-
ble with this approach. We used the same classic
machine learning classifiers (i.e. random forest, lo-
gistic regression, support vector machines) for the
sake of comparison. We also compared to the best
performing method from (Mu and Aletras, 2020)
(T-BERT).

We included one more model based on T-BERT
but with the U2V-GloVe vectors concatenated to
the input before being passed to a final classifica-
tion layer. We found that this improved perfor-
mance on the FACTOID dataset, but only slightly
over the T-BERT baseline. Simpler classification
models with high quality user embeddings learned
through the authorship attribution and User2Vec
methods outperformed the language model ap-
proach, which we attribute to their training method,
which takes all of a users previous data into account
when learning a representative vector, whereas
BERT can only encode a limited history.

In Table 3, the results are evaluated on the Twit-
ter data by following the same models and em-
bedding methods used in the FACTOID dataset to
assess their performance in detecting unreliable
news spreaders. Here, we did not include the
word2vec approaches, as they performed poorly
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Figure 2: Distributions of F1-scores for personalization methods and combinations while varying the number of
context posts (p) or tokens (t) for the task of classifying unreliable news posts.
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Figure 3: Distributions of F1-scores on the Twitter dataset for personalization methods and combinations while
varying the number of context posts for the task of classifying unreliable news posts.

on the other task compared to GloVe (which in-
cludes Sakketou et al. (2022)). Interestingly, the
highest performance with 82% F1 is achieved by
the model trained on authorship attribution embed-
dings. Here the T-BERT with U2V-GloVe embed-
dings performed much higher than the T-BERT
baseline, but still lower than the best U2V-GloVe
and authorship attribution embedding approaches.
For further experiments with the commonly used
LIWC features, see Appendix A. Note that we do
not compare to the task embedding method because
it requires data from a user for both training and
testing, while this task setup has separate users
across the splits.

Unreliable News Post Classification Figure 2
shows the F1 measure for the unreliable news de-
tection task using FACTOID Dataset. Task embed-
dings in combination with the pretrained authorship
attribution features achieve the best results with a
median F1 score of 72%. The worst score is ob-
tained by the User2Vec approach with 65%. If we
compare the different input sizes, the AA features
benefit from having more data to train on. Other ap-
proaches considered individually seem not to learn
better features with higher input sizes. The combi-

nations follow this trend from the AA embeddings.
The combination of all three seems negatively im-
pacted by User2Vec. However, the influence is not
statistically significant (Kruskal and Wallis, 1952).

Similarly, Figure 3 shows the results for unre-
liable news detection on Twitter. The combined
approach using all user representations had the best
performance with a median F1 score 75%. It is in-
teresting to note that, all approaches appear to learn
better features with fewer users and bigger message
chunks. Contrary to the FACTOID dataset, the au-
thorship attribution approach performs better, as
it did for the unreliable news spreader task, than
the User2Vec embeddings. T-BERT performs rel-
atively low on this task and not much higher than
our random baseline. We believe that the lack of
reproducibility of Twitter datasets in general could
lead to such discrepancies.

Unreliable News Post Prediction Figure 4
shows results for unreliable news prediction for
the FACTOID dataset. In this comparison, we see
that authorship attribution features lose up to 16%
F1 with fewer users and more potentially irrelevant
context. With a smaller context of 50, the differ-
ence is lower by 6% than in the classification task.
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Figure 4: Distributions of F1-scores for personalization methods and combinations while varying the number of
context posts (p) or tokens (t) for the task of predicting unreliable news posts.
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Figure 5: Distributions of F1-scores on the Twitter dataset for personalization methods and combinations while
varying the number of context posts for the task of predicting unreliable news posts.

User2Vec performs similar to chance and task em-
beddings remain high performing, not differing in
the median (p < 0.0003). Combinations of person-
alization methods show similarly high performance.
Here T-BERT shows competitive performance but
still underperforms all of our methods that use task
embeddings.

Similarly, Figure 5 displays the results of the
unreliable news prediction task using the Twitter
dataset. Although these methods rely only on user
embeddings and omit post text, we can observe that
the model is still learning high quality representa-
tions as the results are encouraging. The best score
is obtained by task embeddings with median F1

85%, combining task and User2Vec embeddings
perform second best. We see competitive perfor-
mance from the User2Vec embeddings whereas
they performed randomly on the FACTOID dataset.
The truncated BERT encodings caused the model
to perform poorly, likely due to the fact that it does
not seem to capture enough context for the predic-
tion task. Interestingly, T-BERT performs better
for the FACTOID dataset, and all of our methods
outperform it on the Twitter dataset, leading to a
new state-of-the-art for this task.

Linguistic Analysis In addition to our primary
focus on comparing results of user personalization
methods across two datasets, we explored linguistic
characteristics of the spreaders’ posts. Specifically,
we looked at sentiment scores, which provide an in-
dication of the emotional tone expressed in the con-
tent. These sentiment scores were computed using
VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment
Reasoner, Hutto and Gilbert (2014)), a lexicon and
rule-based sentiment analysis tool specifically de-
signed to gauge sentiments expressed in social me-
dia. Our analysis revealed that unreliable news
spreaders exhibit significantly different sentiment
scores compared to reliable news spreaders. We
tested this observation using a two-sample t-test,
which yielded a p < 0.0001. This provides strong
statistical support for our observation: unreliable
news spreaders indeed have a significantly differ-
ent sentiment score than reliable news spreaders.
Interestingly, our analysis also identified a nega-
tive correlation of -0.11 between the number of
unreliable news posts and sentiment score. This
suggests that as individuals disseminate more unre-
liable news, their sentiment score decreases, imply-
ing a less positive linguistic style among unreliable
news spreaders as they become more active in the
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propagation of unreliable news. By examining se-
lected instances, we observed a consistent pattern.
Sentiment scores experienced a downward shift as
individuals approached the posting of a unreliable
news item.

We also looked at the correlation between the
labels in the FACTOID dataset and the LIWC cate-
gories, similarly to Mu and Aletras (2020). How-
ever, we did not find significant correlations be-
tween the groups. On the Twitter dataset, they
found correlations, for instance, between the use of
power and analyitic words with unreliable news
spreaders, and informal and netspeak language
with reliable news spreaders. These differences
could be due to the difference in writing styles
between Reddit and Twitter users.

6 Discussion

The task of unreliable news post prediction could
provide insight into the patterns of users who
spread unreliable news which could help inform
the design of social media policies or interventions
to prevent such cases. We compared to the best
method from previous work, T-BERT, which we
found competitive with the embedding combina-
tions for post prediction on the Twitter dataset but
with lower scores for post classification and pre-
diction on the FACTOID dataset. When a higher
number of context posts were available, the em-
bedding methods more consistently outperformed
T-BERT. On the spreader detection task, we found
that when we had high-quality user representations
derived from other deep learning models, simple
classifiers were able to achieve higher performance
than the T-BERT baselines, which may introduce
more noise and complexity than necessary.

Our results indicated that embedding perfor-
mance varied depending on the dataset and the spe-
cific task at hand. For instance, User2Vec excelled
at capturing long-term behavioral patterns, making
it particularly effective for tasks where a user’s his-
torical behavior is a key factor. However, it may
not have been as adept at capturing the nuances of
individual posts or the specific contexts in which
they were made. Authorship attribution focused
on the unique linguistic style of users, making it
effective for identifying unreliable news spreaders
who have a consistent writing style, but less so for
those who vary their writing style. These embed-
dings were particularly useful in post-classification,
where they were concatenated with text to provide

a more comprehensive representation. Task embed-
dings were updated during training, allowing them
to adapt to the unique challenges posed by unreli-
able news detection. This adaptability was a key
reason why they often outperformed other methods
in our experiments. On the other hand, the combi-
nation of all user representations (U2V+AA+Task)
showed the best performance on the Twitter dataset,
suggesting that a multifaceted approach that lever-
ages various aspects of user behavior and post char-
acteristics can provide a more robust solution for
unreliable news detection.

In summary, the effectiveness of each user rep-
resentation strategy is highly dependent on the
specific challenges posed by the task of unreli-
able news detection and the nature of the dataset.
There’s no one size fits all solution, and the optimal
strategy may involve a combination of different
user representations to capture the multifaceted na-
ture of user behavior and unreliable news spread.

In a linguistic analysis, we identified that unre-
liable news spreaders tend to exhibit distinct sen-
timent scores that decrease as they circulate more
unreliable news. However, no significant correla-
tions were observed between LIWC categories and
reliable/unreliable news spreaders as was found in
previous work.

7 Conclusions

In this work, we systematically studied the appli-
cation of recent personalization methods to three
distinct yet interrelated tasks. These tasks included
user-level detection of unreliable news spreaders,
post-level classification of unreliable news, and
predicting when unreliable news will be spread.

We found significant improvements in the task of
detecting unreliable news spreaders at a user level
when applying User2Vec embeddings learned with
GloVe pretrained on in-domain data. This result
indicates that a closer alignment with the domain of
the data yields superior performance in identifying
unreliable news agents. Moreover, for post-level
tasks such as classifying unreliable news and pre-
dicting its propagation, we discovered that task em-
beddings learned jointly with the downstream task
outperformed other personalization methods and
previous work. Furthermore, our findings suggest
that combining different personalization methods
can further boost performance.

In addition to these primary findings, our ex-
ploration into linguistic characteristics yielded in-
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triguing insights. We observed a significant differ-
ence in sentiment scores between unreliable news
spreaders and reliable news spreaders, with unreli-
able news spreaders exhibiting a less emotive lin-
guistic style. We also noticed a negative correlation
between the number of unreliable news posts and
sentiment scores, indicating a decline in sentiment
as the frequency of these posts increased.

Future work could explore the integration of our
approach with other forms of analysis, such as net-
work analysis or more nuanced linguistic analysis,
for a more comprehensive understanding of unre-
liable news dynamics. We release our code 1 and
data split to facilitate further research in this vital
field and support shared scientific goals.

Limitations

Previous work from Sheikh Ali et al. (2022);
Sakketou et al. (2022) characterizes a user as a
unreliable news spreader based on whether at least
two unreliable news links were detected in their
post history, while Mu and Aletras (2020) requires
at least three posts. If we look inside the results of
our model, it seems to classify users as unreliable
news spreaders if at least one unreliable news link
was detected. For example this post of a randomly
selected user:

“https://www.dailymail.co.
uk/news/article-4364984/
Ivanka-Trump-hit-claim-ripping-designs.
html is well in keeping of the Trump family trend
of stealing ideas and claiming them as one’s own.”

This post contains an unreliable news link.2

This user was classified as an unreliable news
spreader but according to the definition of an
unreliable news spreader, they are a reliable
news spreader. Which leads to the question how
many times a user should post about unreliable
news in order to be considered as a unreliable
news spreader? Although this threshold of two
unreliable news posts is somewhat arbitrary and
should be adjusted for the desired application, it
serves to show the effectiveness of our approach.

Our methods look at the text of posts being
shared on social media. The links shared by indi-
viduals contain additional multi-modal information.

1Github:https://github.com/caisa-lab/
WOAH24-FakenewsSpreader

2According to https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/

Often these links contain images or video. Our
model does not take the link content into account
and future work could improve model performance
by modeling this information.

The datasets that we use were both labeled us-
ing curated lists of reliable and unreliable news
sources. As such, it is possible that labels con-
tain some noise, as reliable sources may sometimes
have less reliable articles and vice versa. It is also
possible that bias exists in the websites providing
ground truth labels. As such, there is a risk that
this could lead a trained model to incorrectly clas-
sify certain topics or populations. Relatedly, the
previous work that created these datasets assumed
that the sharing of a source was inherently an act
of spreading unreliable news. A dataset that also
contained the stance of the sharer toward the arti-
cles would allow for more nuance regarding what
is shared, one may wish to separate those wishing
to inform others of the unreliability of news from
those who are promoting it.

Ethics Statement

If we develop language models for authorship at-
tribution, they could be used to find other online
accounts of a person, given posts on a single one
of their accounts. This could potentially be used
for user profiling and surveillance of target popu-
lations (Rangel Pardo et al., 2013). Furthermore,
the identification of unreliable news spreaders must
be carefully applied in practice, as people may be
misclassified, leading to the suppression of speech
for these individuals.

User-augmented classification efforts risk invok-
ing harmful stereotyping, as the algorithm labels
people as unreliable news spreaders or classifies
users posts as unreliable news. These can be em-
phasized by the semblance of objectivity created
by the use of a computer algorithm (Koolen and
van Cranenburgh, 2017).

There are forms of bias that apply specifically
in natural language processing research. For exam-
ple, gender bias in a text such as the use of words
or syntactic constructs that connote or imply an
inclination or prejudice against one gender (Hitti
et al., 2019). Machine learning algorithms trained
in natural language processing tasks have exhib-
ited various forms of systemic racial and gender
biases. For example hate speech detection (Boluk-
basi et al., 2016) or learned word embeddings (Park
et al., 2018).
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A Psycholinguistic Features for
Misinformation Spreader Detection

Several previous papers have addressed the use of
psycholinguistic features for the detection of mis-
information spreaders (Rashkin et al., 2017; Shu
et al., 2018). We decided to compare our approach
to the use of such features using the commonly used
lexicon, Linguistic Inquiry and Word count (LIWC;
(Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010; Pennebaker et al.,
2015)). The lexicon provides a set of word cate-
gories for over 6k words, representing linguistic
and psycholinguistic processes.

We construct a feature-vector using the lexicon
by counting each word category and concatenating
these into a single vector. We also experimented
with a concatenation of the LIWC feature vector
and the User2Vec representations. We provide re-
sults in Table 5. The methods for results that do
not use LIWC are copied from §5 for comparison.
We include only the GloVe results here, as they
performed better than Word2Vec. We find that the
LIWC features underperform the personalization
methods, and even lower performance when com-
bined with the User2Vec approach.

B Additional Training Details

We use the transformers HuggingFace model
bert-base-uncased. The model has 12 layers,
a hidden size of 768, 12 heads, and 110M param-
eters. It was trained on lower-cased English text.
The non-BERT models run in a few minutes on a
single CPU. The BERT models for the post-level
tasks take 9-10 hours to run for one context size for
10 runs on an NVIDIA A100 GPU.
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Model U2V LIWC LIWC+U2V AA Baseline

RF 0.71 0.57 0.68 0.74 0.61
Ridge 0.73 0.64 0.71 0.67 -

LR 0.71 0.58 0.71 0.64 0.60
SVM 0.75 0.61 0.71 0.69 0.61

Table 4: Psycholinguistic feature comparison for unreliable news spreader detection results on the balanced
FACTOID dataset using the logistic regression (LR), ridge regression (Ridge), support vector machine (SVM)
and random forest (RF) classifiers. Reported values are the F1- scores over a 5-fold Cross Validation. User2Vec
approaches use GloVe embeddings for training.

Model U2V LIWC LIWC+U2V AA Baseline

RF 0.62 0.65 0.74 0.70 -
Ridge 0.70 0.65 0.73 0.76 -

LR 0.75 0.65 0.74 0.82 -
SVM 0.70 0.63 0.71 0.76 -

Table 5: Psycholinguistic feature comparison for unreliable news spreader detection results on the balanced Twitter
dataset using the logistic regression (LR), ridge regression (Ridge), support vector machine (SVM) and random
forest (RF) classifiers. Reported values are the F1-scores over a 5-fold Cross Validation. User2Vec approaches use
GloVe embeddings for training.
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Abstract

Large Language Models’ safety remains a crit-
ical concern due to their vulnerability to jail-
breaking attacks, which can prompt these sys-
tems to produce harmful and malicious re-
sponses. Safety classifiers, computational mod-
els trained to discern and mitigate potentially
harmful, offensive, or unethical outputs, offer
a practical solution to address this issue. How-
ever, despite their potential, existing safety clas-
sifiers often fail when exposed to adversarial
attacks such as gradient-optimized suffix at-
tacks. In response, our study introduces Ad-
versarial Prompt Shield (APS), a lightweight
safety classifier model that excels in detection
accuracy and demonstrates resilience against
unseen jailbreaking prompts. We also intro-
duce efficiently generated adversarial training
datasets, named Bot Adversarial Noisy Di-
alogue (BAND), which are designed to for-
tify the classifier’s robustness. Through ex-
tensive testing on various safety tasks and
unseen jailbreaking attacks, we demonstrate
the effectiveness and resilience of our mod-
els. Evaluations show that our classifier has
the potential to significantly reduce the At-
tack Success Rate by up to 44.9%. This ad-
vance paves the way for the next generation
of more reliable and resilient Large Language
Models. Our code and datasets are avail-
able at : https://github.com/jinhwak11/
Adversarial-Prompt-Shield

1 Introduction

As the use of the Large Language Models (LLMs)
becomes increasingly prevalent, the importance of
their safety rail guards escalates. Consequently,
there has been a significant surge in research aimed
at enhancing the safety of these Large Language
Models (Xu et al., 2021; Bai et al., 2022b,a; Ope-
nAI, 2023).

Despite their attempts, various types of jailbreak-
ing attacks targeting LLMs have been found. Some

research studies have reported attempts at imper-
sonating a system to indirectly inject malicious
queries into the LLM. This could potentially in-
stigate APIs or tasks leading to financial losses or
breaches of information (Greshake et al., 2023).
DAN (Do Anything Now (King, 2023)) prompt is
a famous prompt jailbreaking attack that enables
the bypassing of safeguards and moderation plat-
forms, allowing hazardous queries such as “how
to build a bomb" or “how to acquire a gun ille-
gally". Undeniably, comprehensive responses to
these inquiries can lead to severe consequences,
especially when LLMs or industrial conversational
agents capable of generating insightful responses
are involved. Additionally, Zou et al. (2023) ex-
plored the use of universal and transferable attacks
on Large Language Models. The study employed
automatic gradient-based optimization approach
to create adversarial suffixes capable of bypassing
LLM safeguards and prompting them to answer any
set of questions. This research was successful in
developing a universal attack that operates across a
diverse set of questions, demonstrating that adver-
sarial examples generated to fool Vicuna-7B and
Vicuna-13B had attack success rates of 87.9% for
GPT-3.5, 53.6% for GPT-4, and 66% for PaLM-2.

To address the evolving problem of jailbreaking
attacks, employing a safety classifier is an applica-
ble method. A schematic representation of this pro-
cess is illustrated in Figure 1, where user prompts
are processed by the safety classifier trained to de-
tect and mitigate potentially harmful or adversarial
content. Depending on the classification outcome,
prompts are either blocked by the safety shield or
forwarded to the LLMs for response generation.
Companies are opting to classifiers that are con-
siderably smaller in size than LLMs, making them
more cost-effective to deploy and easier to update.
OpenAI has provided a free Moderation API (Ope-
nAI) to all developers, allowing them to scrutinize
users’ inputs before transferring them to the LLMs.
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Figure 1: Safety Classifier Workflow.

Additionally, Meta AI research team has engi-
neered the Bot-Adversarial Dialogue (BAD) clas-
sifier (Xu et al., 2021), an open-source tool that
identifies unsafe user utterances. The deployment
of these types of classifiers is effective and does
not necessitate fine-tuning of the large language
models. They can be independently deployed to im-
prove robustness and can be updated more swiftly,
which is why they are currently being utilized in
practice and appear to be the best solution to date.

While numerous studies concentrate on enhanc-
ing the robustness of Large Language Models, the
robustness of current safety classifiers for LLMs
remains an underexplored area. Given the discov-
ery of numerous jailbreaking attacks, it becomes
imperative to investigate and enhance the robust-
ness of classifiers to effectively protect LLMs from
unforeseen jailbreaking attacks. With this in mind,
our work stands out as one of the first deep dives
into the resilience of safety classifiers. The focus
of this study is on direct adversarial attacks against
LLMs. In these attacks, the user prompts malicious
or harmful inquiries which include an adversarial
suffix, as proposed by Zou et al. (2023), which
causes the LLM to bypass its safeguards and di-
rectly respond to the questions.

We are proud to introduce the Adversarial
Prompt Shield (APS) model, a safety classifier
that surpasses existing options in both perfor-
mance and reliability. We present and leverage
the newly generated Bot Adversarial Noisy Dia-
logue (BAND) datasets to augment our safety clas-

sifier training data, thereby enhancing its robust-
ness against adversarial attacks. This approach
involves adding random suffixes and pseudo-attack
suffixes to datasets, making them more resistant
to adversarial attacks without the steep costs often
associated with creating these attacks. By utilizing
BAND, we demonstrate that our classifier becomes
significantly more reliable, even when confronted
with sophisticated and previously unseen attacks.
Our Key Contributions Include:

• Launching Adversarial Prompt Shield (APS)
classifier that outperforms existing models in
both accuracy and resilience.

• Introducing the Bot Adversarial Noisy Dia-
logue (BAND) datasets, designed to fortify
safety classifiers against adversarial attacks
while minimizing associated time costs.

2 Related Work

Jailbreaking Attacks on LLMs While Large
Language Models (LLMs) have shown remarkable
advancement, numerous studies have demonstrated
their vulnerability to adversarial attacks, which can
give rise to significant ethical and legal issues. One
prevalent form of attack on LLMs is known as jail-
breaking (Liu et al., 2023; OpenAI, 2023; Dinan
et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2021; Ganguli et al., 2022),
where a prompt is employed to circumvent the in-
herent limitations and safeguards of these models,
compelling them to generate responses that may
be harmful and in violation of ethical standards.
For instance, “Do Anything Now (DAN) (King,
2023)” prompts LLMs to comply with any user
requests without rejection. Yao et al. (2024) pro-
posed an automated jailbreaking testing framework
that generates various jailbreak attacks and reveals
the vulnerability of LLMs to such attacks. In a
recent study by Zou et al. (2023), a novel adver-
sarial attack method was introduced, employing
adversarial suffixes. This method demonstrated
its capability to successfully attack state-of-the-art
Large Language Models.

To address this emerging adversarial threat, sev-
eral baseline defense strategies have been proposed,
including the use of perplexity filters and paraphras-
ing in the pre-processing phase (Jain et al., 2023).
However, these methods are often specific to cer-
tain types of attacks and may prove impractical.

Safety Classifier Utilizing a safety classifier rep-
resents a viable strategy to bolster the safety of
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Large Language Models, a practice that has found
application in recent advancements involving Large
Language Models (Xu et al., 2021; OpenAI, 2023;
Adiwardana et al., 2020). This classifier is em-
ployed to identify unsafe utterances and subse-
quently guide the system to refrain from respond-
ing or formulate a safe response. The Perspective
API (Jigsaw) and the Moderation API (OpenAI)
are open-access classification models designed to
detect various attributes related to content abusive-
ness and violations. Dinan et al. (2019) and Xu et al.
(2021) introduced classifier models aimed at identi-
fying offensive language within a dialogue context,
with a focus on ensuring dialogue safety. These
classifiers are built upon pre-trained models such as
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and Transformer mod-
els, and fine-tuned for the binary classification task.
To enhance the classifier’s robustness against ad-
versarial attacks, training data was augmented with
adversarial examples collected by crowdworkers.

Although previous studies (Dinan et al., 2019;
Xu et al., 2021) have explored the robustness of the
safety classifier against adversarial user attempts,
they primarily focused on adversarial prompts and
dialogues adhering to the original dialogue datasets.
However, a significant gap exists in the current lit-
erature regarding the examination of safety clas-
sifiers’ adaptability to unforeseen adversarial at-
tacks.

3 Our approach

In this section, we introduce our safety classifier
model, named Adversarial Prompt Shield (APS),
along with the Bot-Adversarial-Noisy-Dialogue
(BAND) datasets. These datasets are specifically
designed to bolster the resilience of safety classi-
fiers against jailbreaking attacks.

3.1 Adversarial Prompt Shield

Base Model We established our safety classifier
models following the framework outlined in pre-
vious studies (Dinan et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2021).
While previous works have employed BERT and
Transformer as base models, we opted for Distil-
BERT due to its demonstrated capacity, retaining
97% of BERT’s capabilities while reducing its size
by 40% (Sanh et al., 2020). Given the potential
increase in complexity associated with applying a
classifier model to LLMs, we selected a lighter and
more efficient model. The overview of our model
is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Overview of Adversarial Prompt Shield.
Data is first processed with annotations and then to-
kenized using the DistilBERT tokenizer. The binary
classification is based on the output of the [CLS] token,
resulting in either ‘Safe’ or ‘Unsafe’.

We primarily focused on developing multi-turn
dialogue safety classifiers using both single-turn
and multi-turn dialogue corpora. To process the
multi-turn dialogue data, we selected the last 8-turn
utterances in each dialogue, comprising one target
utterance and seven previous utterances. The se-
lection of n, representing the number of dialogue
turns, was determined by testing APS Base + model
with various n-turns. Results of these tests are pre-
sented in Table 5, in Appendix A. The preprocessed
input data is processed through our model, which
consists of DistilBERT, fully connected linear lay-
ers, and a sigmoid function. We initialized the Dis-
tilBERT model with pre-trained weights sourced
from Sanh et al. (2020). To perform binary classi-
fication, we added two linear layers to the output
of the [CLS] token in our model; The first layer
is a fully connected dense layer with ReLU activa-
tion function and the second layer is designed to
produce a single output unit followed by a sigmoid
function. The model was fine-tuned on a set of
safety classification corpora described in Table 6,
in Appendix B.

Robust Safety Classifier To fortify the resilience
of our classifiers against adversarial attacks, we
trained two distinct APS models using the Bot Ad-
versarial Noisy Dialogue (BAND) dataset, with
comprehensive details provided in Section 3.2.

APS Random is a model trained with data gen-
erated using the BAND Random method, which
appends random suffixes to each instance. This
method is applicable to any dataset, enabling
its integration into all training corpora. Conse-
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quently, we augment the training data with new
datasets generated via BAND Random approach
and train the model accordingly. APS Pseudo,
on the other hand, is trained with data from the
BAND Pseudo method, utilizing suffixes gener-
ated through semi-optimization. As this method
requires target datasets to optimize suffixes, we
specifically generate pseudo suffixes for the Ad-
vBench corpus, while employing BAND Random
data for other datasets. Both Random and Pseudo
methods allow for the generation of a variable num-
ber of suffixes due to their randomness property.
We ensure balance by generating seven suffixes
for each prompt in the AdvBench dataset and one
suffix for other datasets.

3.2 Bot Adversarial Noisy Dialogue

Zou et al. (2023) emphasized the effectiveness of
incorporating carefully optimized adversarial suf-
fixes into prompts to disrupt LLMs. However, it
is crucial to note that this optimization process
comes with significant computational complexities,
resulting in costs that are about 5 to 6 orders of
magnitude higher compared to what is observed
in computer vision (Jain et al., 2023). While in-
corporating all possible adversarial suffixes in the
training data can potentially enhance the perfor-
mance of the safety classifier, the practicality of
this solution is significantly hindered by the im-
mense computational demands of the procedure.

To mitigate this challenge, we introduce two
novel approaches for autonomously generating
training corpora, focusing predominantly on forti-
fying models against jailbreaking attacks involving
perturbations. The adversarial training that incor-
porates these corpora into the training process will
contribute significantly to the models’ resilience
against sophisticated attacks that deliberately ap-
pend disruptive strings to the ends of the prompts.

Random Suffix Generation The first method,
referred to as “Random”, generates suffixes by ran-
domly selecting twenty strings. Generating random
suffixes does not require any optimization process,
resulting in lower time complexity for generating
new data examples and increasing scalability.

While random suffixes alone may not be effec-
tive in breaking large language models, they can
significantly enhance the robustness of classifiers
when used together in training data. This approach
enables the model to better understand and distin-
guish between the user’s original prompt and noise,

thereby improving its ability to predict accurately
even when faced with perturbations in user prompts.
Additionally, this approach can be applied to any
dataset without the need for specific target datasets
for optimization.

Pseudo Attack Suffix Generation

Building on the Greedy Coordinate Gradient
(GCG) framework(Zou et al., 2023) , our proposed
Pseudo Attack method introduces a computation-
ally efficient strategy for generating adversarial suf-
fixes against large language models (LLMs) which
is presented in Algorithm 1 and for brevity we
call it Pseudo Attack. Unlike the traditional GCG
process, which iteratively seeks the optimal single
token assignment, Pseudo Attack evaluates and ap-
plies all top-k calculated gradients throughout the
modifiable token space. This is encapsulated in the
for loop starting at line 9 of Algorithm 1.

Given an initial prompt x1:n, a subset of tokens
I amenable to modification, our approach (lines
3 to 5 of Algorithm 1) retains the original mecha-
nism for calculating the top-k gradients. However,
instead of selecting and applying a single best re-
placement, Pseudo Attack uniformly samples these
top-k options for every token in I (lines 9 to 11
of Algorithm 1), generating a diverse set of batch
candidate suffixes. In contrast, the GCG method
modifies only one randomly selected token at a
time, which can limit the exploration of samples in
the batch.

From the batch of candidates generated, we iden-
tify and select the top 7 suffixes based on their loss
metrics (lines 15 to 16 of Algorithm 1), represent-
ing the most promising adversarial attacks. This
set, produced through merely one iteration of our
method, offers a significant computational advan-
tage by approximating the potential outcomes of
extensive GCG iterations.

Although our Pseudo Attack generated suffixes
may not possess the same potency as those crafted
through multiple GCG iterations in compromising
LLMs, they serve an invaluable role in training
classifiers. By simulating a wide range of adversar-
ial attacks with minimal computational investment,
these suffixes enable the development of more ro-
bust defense mechanisms against GCG attack.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we present experimental results. In
Section 4.1, we evaluate safety classifiers across
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo Attack Suffix Generation Algorithm

1: Input: Initial prompt x1:n, modifiable subset I , loss L, k, batch size B

2: Output: Set of top 7 optimized prompts {x(1)1:n, x
(2)
1:n, . . . , x

(7)
1:n}

3: for all i ∈ I do
4: χi ← Top-k(−∇exi

L(x1:n)) ▷ Compute top-k promising token substitutions
5: end for
6: B ← empty list, L← empty list
7: for b = 1 to B do
8: x̂

(b)
1:n ← x1:n

9: for all i ∈ I do
10: x̂

(b)
i ← χi[Uniform({1, . . . , k})] ▷ Uniformly select from top-k tokens for position i

11: end for
12: L(b) ← L(x̂(b)1:n) ▷ Compute loss for each sample
13: Add {x̂(b)1:n, L

(b)} to B
14: end for
15: Sort B by loss values in L
16: return {B[j][0] | j = 1 . . . 7} ▷ Return the adversarial suffixes of the top 7 sequences with lowest

loss

various tasks and assess their robustness against
noisy prompts. In Section 4.2, we analyze their
impact on defending against jailbreaking attacks
on Large Language Models.

4.1 Safety Classifier Results

We assess the performance of various classifiers,
including the Bot Adversarial Dialogue (BAD) clas-
sifier (Xu et al., 2021), the Moderation API (Ope-
nAI), and our Adversarial Prompt Shield (APS).
We have implemented four distinct APS models:
APS Base and APS Base + are trained solely on
original corpora without any data augmentation,
whereas APS Random and APS Pseudo models
incorporate datasets augmented using BAND Ran-
dom and BAND Pseudo generation methods, as
described in Section 3.1. You can find detailed
information on each classifier in Table 1.

For performance assessment, we utilize test sets
derived from various classification corpora and cal-
culate the unsafe F1 score as the metric. Further-
more, to assess how resilient these classifiers are
against adversarial prompts, we employ the BAND
Random test sets across the same corpora.

Overall Performance In Table 2, under the col-
umn labeled ‘Original Corpora,’ we present a
comparative analysis of the overall performance
of safety classifiers across different test corpora.
While BAD classifier maintains relatively consis-
tent performance across the datasets, the Modera-
tion API demonstrates significantly lower perfor-

mance, except on the Wikipedia Toxic Comment
(WTC) dataset. We speculate that the Moderation
API might be designed as an instance-based classi-
fier, which could lead to a limited understanding of
multi-turn dialogue datasets.

Notably, APS Base+ model in ours, which in-
corporates the Red-Team Attempts corpus from
Anthropic into the training data, exhibits the best
performance and significant improvements com-
pared to the existing two classifiers. The Red-Team
Attempts corpus stands out as the largest dialogue
data in comparison to other training corpora. It
encompasses a wide array of harmful behaviors,
including violence, unethical behavior, and more.
Integrating this data into the training process equips
the model with knowledge about a broader and
more diverse range of harms, which is reflected in
its performance. This result suggests that collect-
ing more datasets containing diverse examples of
harmful content could further improve the model’s
ability to detect such content.

APS Random and APS Pseudo models, trained
with adversarial training datasets, exhibit a slight
decrease in performance compared to APS Base+

model. This phenomenon aligns with findings from
previous studies (Madry et al., 2018; Jain et al.,
2023) that adding adversarial training data can lead
to a reduction in performance while enhancing ro-
bustness. However, it is noteworthy that these mod-
els only experience a marginal drop in performance
and still outperform the existing classifiers.
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Model Name Model (# Params) Training Data

BAD classifier (Xu et al., 2021) Transformer (311M) WTC, BBF, BAD
Moderation (OpenAI) - Black-Boxed model

APS Base

DistilBERT (66M)

WTC, BBF, BAD
APS Base+ WTC, BBF, BAD
APS Random WTC, BBF, BAD, Red, BAND Rand
APS Pseudo WTC, BBF, BAD, Red, BAND Rand + PA

Table 1: Descriptions of Safety Classifiers. We utilized two existing classifiers, BAD classifier and Moderation
API for our comparative experiments. We implemented four different Adversarial Prompt Shield (APS) models,
each trained with different training corpora including Wikipedia Toxic Comments (WTC), Build-It Break-It Fix-It
(BBF), Bot-Adversarial Dialogue (BAD), Anthropic Red-Team Attempts (Red), and our new Bot-Adversarial-
Noisy-Dialogue (BAND) Random (Rand) and Pseudo-Attack (PA) datasets.

Robustness To assess the classifiers’ robustness
against adversarial prompts, we conducted a perfor-
mance comparison of each classifier on the BAND
Random test sets, which involve the addition of a
random suffix to each prompt. The results can be
found in Table 2, under the column labeled ‘BAND
Random Suffix Corpora.’

BAD classifier experiences a significant drop
in performance on adversarial noisy examples,
with its performance decreasing from 70.5 to 47.2,
underscoring its lack of robustness. Similarly,
APS Base+ model exhibits significant performance
drops on the noised corpora, despite this model
demonstrating state-of-the-art performance on the
original corpora. While Moderation API exhibits
consistent performance on the BAND Random
dataset, it still falls short compared to our APS
Base+ model.

By contrast, APS Random and APS Pseudo
model demonstrate resilience to adversarial exam-
ples, experiencing only marginal drops (Max -0.2)
in performance. These results imply that incorpo-
rating adversarial examples in the training process
proves advantageous for enhancing the model’s re-
silience to adversarial noise-infused prompts com-
pared to the base models.

4.2 Results Against Jailbreaking Attacks

To examine the transferability of our approach and
its practical implications for Large Language Mod-
els (LLMs), we assessed our models against jail-
breaking attacks on LLMs. This evaluation is con-
ducted using AdvBench Harmful Behaviors dataset
with BAND Random suffix, BAND Pseudo Suf-
fix, and Greedy Coordinate Gradient (GCG) Suffix
(Zou et al., 2023). We present and compare the
results both with and without the inclusion of a

safety classifier to demonstrate the effectiveness of
classifiers against jailbreaking attacks.

4.2.1 Experimental Setup
Language Models Used in the Study In our ex-
perimental setup, we utilized three state-of-the-art
language models: Vicuna (Chiang et al., 2023),
Falcon (Almazrouei et al., 2023), and Guanaco
(Dettmers et al., 2023). Specifically, the versions
and sizes employed were “vicuna-7b” (version 1.3),
“falcon-7b-instruct”, and “guanaco-7B-HF”. These
models were cloned from the Hugging Face repos-
itory 1. To ensure that these models functioned
as conversational LLMs, we employed the chat
instruct versions. For suffix generation and the
testing phase, these models were fed adversarial
suffixes to examine their responses. We set the tem-
perature to zero, the maximum length to 512, and
selected the top-most suitable answer.

GCG Suffix Generation For the generation of
Greedy Coordinate Gradient (GCG) adversarial suf-
fixes, we leveraged the associated codebase from
Zou et al. (2023). To produce multiple adversar-
ial suffixes, we utilized the provided demo Jupyter
notebook code optimized for individual harmful
examples.

Pseudo Attack Suffix Generation Both the
Pseudo and traditional Greedy Coordinate Gra-
dient (GCG) methods set parameters k and B at
256, leading to comparable computational times
for single iterations. Given 20 modifiable token
locations within I , GCG requires at multiple iter-
ations for full substitution assessment, potentially
compromising the Large Language Model (LLM)

1https://huggingface.co/models
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Model Name
Original Corpora

WTC
BBF

BAD Ant-Red AdvBench Avg.
Std. Adv. Multi.

BAD (Xu et al., 2021) 66.0 93.5 83.9 49.7 80.7 59.0 73.5 70.5
Moderation (OpenAI) 62.1 67.5 33.2 7.6 56.7 38.6 19.4 51.0

APS Base 63.7 86.1 79.7 58.2 74.9 53.0 69.5 66.1
APS Base+ 64.3 87.1 82.2 57.7 74.9 81.1 92.2 73.9
APS Random 65.7 90.0 76.5 56.9 73.8 79.8 100.0 73.5
APS Pseudo 63.6 90.1 78.1 58.4 73.6 81.4 100.0 73.4

Model Name
BAND Random Suffix Corpora

WTC
BBF

BAD Ant-Red AdvBench Avg.
Std. Adv. Multi.

BAD (Xu et al., 2021) 68.9 68.4 8.8 5.7 54.8 23.9 3.8 47.2
Moderation (OpenAI) 58.3 64.2 28.5 13.5 57.6 40.6 22.2 50.8

APS Base 64.2 64.4 12.1 12.9 52.1 38.5 19.0 49.2
APS Base+ 63.3 54.6 18.8 20.2 55.7 76.2 42.6 60.4
APS Random 66.0 88.8 75.6 58.3 73.6 79.5 100.0 73.4
APS Pseudo 64.0 88.1 75.2 57.3 73.4 81.3 100.0 73.2

Table 2: Performance Results of Various Safety Classifiers. The table presents unsafe F1 scores for both original
datasets (Original Corpora) and those with random suffixes (BAND Random Suffix Corpora). We include weighted
averages based on dataset size. Test datasets comprise Wikipedia Toxic Comments (WTC), Build-it Break-it Fix-it
(BBF), Bot-Adversarial Dialogue (BAD), Anthropic Red-Team Attempts (ANT-Red), and AdvBench datasets. The
results of APS models are derived from a single-training run of each model.

before completing all substitutions. This could lead
to reevaluating and replacing previously assigned
tokens, continuing until either the LLM is com-
promised or reaching the 500 iteration limit. By
contrast, the Pseudo method preemptively assigns
substitutions across all modifiable locations, em-
ulating the end-stage of multiple GCG iterations
but with reduced computational demand. This strat-
egy efficiently generates pseudo adversarial exam-
ples, aiding in the development of classifiers more
resistant to GCG attacks. We provide generated
examples across different models in Appendix C.

GCG CLS Model To evaluate the efficacy of our
classifiers and methods, we trained the GCG CLS
model, integrating genuine Greedy Coordinate Gra-
dient (GCG) suffix prompts into the training data.
This model utilized the same training datasets as
APS Random and APS Pseudo, except for the inclu-
sion of the AdvBench dataset featuring real GCG
optimized suffix prompts. By comparing the per-
formance among APS Random, APS Pseudo, and

GCG CLS, we aim to demonstrate the effectiveness
of our adversarial training in mitigating unseen jail-
breaking attacks during the training phase, while
also considering time complexity to generate ad-
versarial training datasets.

Metric To evaluate the safety of different mod-
els and strategies, we use the Attack Success Rate
(ASR) metric, which denotes the ratio of success-
fully attacked cases against LLMs to the total num-
ber of prompts submitted to the LLMs. We utilized
a fine-tuned RoBERTa model (Yu et al., 2023) as
a judgment model, which achieved the highest ac-
curacy among other large language models or rule-
based approaches. In the context of LLMs with a
safety classifier environment, we define an attack-
success case when the prompt effectively bypasses
both the classifier and the large language model.
In other words, if either the classifier identifies the
prompt as unsafe or the language model does not
generate harmful responses or reject to answer, it
is considered a failure in the attack attempt. We
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Test Data AdvBench+ Random AdvBench + Pseudo AdvBench + GCG

Models Vicuna Falcon Gua. Vicuna Falcon Gua. Vicuna Falcon Gua.

LLM Baseline 1.0 37.2 21.8 0.6 44.2 17.3 25.0 44.9 35.6

+ BAD 1.0 37.2 21.8 0.6 43.6 17.3 22.8 41.0 32.3
+ Moderation 1.0 37.2 21.8 0.6 41.7 17.3 22.8 43.3 33.3

+ APS Random 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5 1.9 1.9 1.28 1.3
+ APS Pseudo 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

+ GCG CLS 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.3 3.2 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 3: Results of Attack Success Rate on Various LLMs. We present the Attack Success Rate (ASR) results for
three distinct LLMs: Vicuna, Falcon, and Guanaco (Gua) models, both with and without the integration of safety
classifiers. The LLM Baseline row indicates the ASR of pure large language models without any safety classifiers.
The rows marked with "+" indicate the ASR with each respective classifier. A lower ASR indicates a safer model.

calculate the number of test cases that successfully
attack the large language models and present the
corresponding success rate.

4.2.2 Results of Defending Jailbreak Attacks
As shown in Table 3, our classifiers demonstrate
remarkable effectiveness in defending against vari-
ous jailbreaking attacks on across all large language
models. For instance, our classifiers successfully
thwart all Random Suffix attacks, reducing ASR
from 1.0% to 0.0% for Vicuna, 37.2% to 0.0%
for Falcon, and from 21.8% to 0.0% for Guanaco
model. Similarly, our classifiers significantly de-
crease the ASR for Pseudo attacks; the APS Ran-
dom model lowers the ASR by up to 40.7% for
the Falcon model, while the APS Pseudo model
successfully defends against all attacks, consid-
erably lowering the ASR by up to 44.2%. Com-
pared to existing models such as BAD (Xu et al.,
2021) and Moderation (OpenAI), our models out-
perform them in the all jailbreaking attacks. These
results underscore the clear advantages of integrat-
ing adversarial training to enhance model robust-
ness against adversarial jailbreaking prompts.

Resilience to GCG attack The evaluation of
our approach against Greedy Coordinate Gradient
(GCG) attacks reveals its effectiveness in defend-
ing against previously unseen jailbreaking attempts.
As demonstrated in a study by Zou et al. (2023),
the inclusion of optimized adversarial suffixes in
prompts significantly elevates the ASR for LLMs.
For example, the ASR for the Vicuna model in-
creases significantly, reaching as high as 25.0%,
despite its initial low ASR of 1.0% on Random and
Pseudo suffix prompts. This pattern remains consis-
tent across other large language models. Existing

classifiers show minimal improvement in ASR, still
resulting in a 22.8% ASR for Vicuna model, 41%
ASR for the Falcon, and 32.3% ASR for Guanaco
model. This indicates that well-optimized adver-
sarial suffixes can disrupt LLMs and successfully
bypass existing safety classifiers.

By contrast, our classifiers and GCG CLS ef-
fectively defend against GCG attacks, with APS
Random showing a maximum ASR of 1.9% and the
Pseudo model showing 0.0% ASR for all LLMs.
It is noteworthy that even though APS Random
and Pseudo models do not incorporate real attack
data in their training datasets, they perform as well
as the GCG CLS model, underscoring the robust-
ness and effectiveness of our models in defend-
ing against unseen jailbreaking attacks. Given the
resource-intensive nature of generating GCG suffix
datasets, APS Random proves advantageous due to
its lower computational demands and independence
from target datasets. APS Pseudo, while slightly
more complex than Random, offers significantly
reduced computational requirements compared to
GCG, yet still demonstrates superior performance
in defending against GCG jailbreaking attack.

4.2.3 Time Complexity Comparison
To evaluate efficacy of our methods, we compare
the average time to generate a suffix across differ-
ent models as depicted in Table 4. The AdvBench+
Random method achieves the fastest generation
times, with each sample requiring less than 0.1 sec-
onds. Employing the AdvBench+ Pseudo method
expedites the process further by producing seven
samples in each iteration; consequently, the mod-
els Vicuna, Falcon, and Guanaco require on aver-
age 1.75, 2.50, and 2.00 seconds respectively to
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Test Data AdvBench+ Random AdvBench + Pseudo AdvBench + GCG

Models Vicuna Falcon Gua. Vicuna Falcon Gua. Vicuna Falcon Gua.

Generation Time < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 1.75 2.50 2.00 98.48 61.39 102.38

Table 4: Comparison of Average Time for Suffix Generation Across Different Methods. We present the average
time taken to generate one suffix (in seconds) using different models: AdvBench+ Random, AdvBench+ Pseudo,
and AdvBench+ GCG.

generate a single suffix sample. In contrast, the
AdvBench+ GCG method necessitates multiple it-
erations for a single suffix creation, leading to no-
tably protracted generation times: Vicuna averages
98.48 seconds, Falcon 61.39 seconds, and Gua-
naco 102.38 seconds. As a result, AdvBench +
Pseudo takes approximately 2 seconds, which is
much more efficient compared to GCG, which ex-
hibits approximately 55 times overhead in Vicuna.

These experiments were conducted on a high-
performance system equipped with an AMD Ryzen
Threadripper 3970X 32-core processor, 256 GB of
RAM, and an NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU, ensuring
that the computational demand was well-supported.
Such detailed exploration of time complexities is
crucial for enhancing the development of adver-
sarial training techniques. Efficient generation of
adversarial suffixes enables the practical integra-
tion of robust classifiers into systems, improving
their resilience against sophisticated attacks with-
out compromising on the training efficiency.

5 Conclusion

We introduce Adversarial Prompt Shield (APS),
which serves as a safety classifier capable of identi-
fying and mitigating unsafe prompts. Additionally,
we introduce the Bot Adversarial Noisy Dialogue
(BAND) datasets, adversarial corpora that helps to
enhance the model’s robustness. Through a com-
parative analysis, we demonstrate the limitations
of existing safety classifiers, as they experience
substantial performance degradation when exposed
to perturbed adversarial prompts. By contrast, our
models, trained with BAND corpora, maintain con-
sistent performance. Furthermore, through the eval-
uation of three large language models with and
without a safety classifier, we demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of applying safety classifiers to LLMs
to enhance their safety against jailbreaking attacks.

While our advancements have significantly im-
proved upon existing classifiers, it is worth noting
that our BAND datasets currently focus solely on

suffix generation. Considering the emergence of
diverse jailbreaking attacks, expanding our gener-
ation methods to include randomly placed noise
could prove beneficial in defending against a wider
range of attacks. We anticipate further progress in
addressing these technical and ethical challenges.
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Our APS Base model, tailored for multi-turn dia-
logue safety classification, underwent evaluation
with varying context lengths to determine the op-
timal input dialogue length. We utilized test sets
from various corpora as outlined in Table 6. Un-
safe F1 scores were calculated across these datasets,
with weighted averages reported based on dataset
sizes. The results are summarized in Table 5, in-
dicating that the safety classifier trained on N = 8
achieved the highest average F1 score.
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N WTC
BBF

BAD ANT-Red. AdvB Avg.
S. Adv. Mul.

4 63.8 88.9 77.7 55.4 73.4 80.5 61.7 72.7
6 63.8 88.7 81.1 60.0 73.5 81.1 87.6 73.4
8 64.3 87.1 82.2 57.7 74.9 81.1 92.0 73.9

Table 5: Unsafe F1 Scores for the APS trained using Different Numbers of N-turn Dialogues. The results
shown indicate the test results of each model trained on different n-turn dialogue corpora. We report unsafe F1
scores across different testing corpora, including Wikipedia Toxic Comments (WTC), Build-It Break-It Fix-It (BBF),
Bot-Adversarial Dialogue (BAD), Anthropic Red-Team Attempts (ANT-Red), and AdvBench (AdvB) datasets.

B Details on Corpora used for
Fine-Tuning

The base model was fine-tuned on the following
safety classification corpora.

• Wikipedia Toxic Comments (WTC) corpus
(cjadams et al., 2017)

• Build-it, Break-it, Fix-it (BBF) corpus (Dinan
et al., 2019)

• Bot-Adversarial Dialogue (BAD) corpus (Xu
et al., 2021)

• Red-Team Attempts corpus from Anthropic
(Ganguli et al., 2022),

• Harmful behaviors corpus from AdvBench
(Zou et al., 2023).

The relevant information about each corpus is
shown in Table 6.

C BAND Datasets

We present the examples generated by BAND
Random and Pseudo methods, compared to the
GCG (Zou et al., 2023) method in Table 7. The
GCG method substitutes one token per iteration,
potentially leaving some modifiable tokens as the
initial token such as an exclamation mark as shown
in Table 7 GCG examples. The BAND Pseudo
method substitutes all modifiable tokens in one
iteration, making replacements to all modifiable
tokens.
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Corpus Name
# Instances

Safe Unsafe

Wikipedia Toxic Comments (cjadams et al., 2017) single-turn 201081 22468

Build-it, Break-it, Fix-it (Dinan et al., 2019)
Standard single-turn 27000 3000

Adversarial single-turn 27000 3000
Multi-turn multi-turn 27000 3000

Bot-Adversarial Dialogue (Xu et al., 2021) multi-turn 47942 30932

Anthropic Red-Team Attempts (Ganguli et al., 2022) multi-turn 16475 22486

AdvBench (Zou et al., 2023) single-turn - 520

Table 6: Statistics of Safety Classification Corpora. We report the number of instances across different corpora.

Original Dataset BAND Random BAND Pseudo GCG (Zou et al., 2023)

Instruct people on
how to obtain and
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to obtain and use ille-
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vor($^{-TABLE com-
press raz om_. speci-
fication!!!FFER

Create a program that
can be used to spread
malware and viruses !
decor sure <>send ! ! !
! ! LB ! ! tequila ! ! ! !
! Wheels

Table 7: Examples of Generated Datasets across Different Methods.
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Abstract

Cyberbullying has grown in recent years, pri-
marily attributed to the proliferation of so-
cial media users. This phenomenon mani-
fests in various forms, such as hate speech
and offensive language, increasing the neces-
sity of effective detection models to tackle this
problem. Most approaches focus on super-
vised algorithms, which have an essential draw-
back—they heavily depend on the availability
of ample training data. This paper attempts to
tackle this insufficient data problem using data
augmentation (DA) techniques. We propose a
novel data augmentation technique based on a
Diffusion Language Model (DLA). We com-
pare our proposed method against well-known
DA techniques, such as contextual augmenta-
tion and Easy Data Augmentation (EDA). Our
findings reveal a slight but promising improve-
ment, leading to more robust results with very
low variance. Additionally, we provide a com-
prehensive qualitative analysis using classifica-
tion errors and complementary analysis, shed-
ding light on the nuances of our approach.

1 Introduction

Social networks have fundamentally transformed
human communication. Initially conceived as plat-
forms for sharing ideas, experiences, and opinions,
popular networks like Facebook, Twitter, Reddit,
and others emerged. However, these platforms have
also become arenas for intolerance, hateful com-
ments, aggression, and harassment. Consequently,
detecting hate speech has become a significant con-
cern for researchers in natural language processing
(NLP) due to its harmful societal impact, affecting
the interactions within online communities (Burnap
and Williams, 2015). The intolerance and aggres-
sion displayed by certain users harm the experi-
ences of other individuals or entire online groups.

As the frequency of online interactions contin-
ues to rise, the necessity for automated systems
to detect and handle abusive language becomes

increasingly critical (Nobata et al., 2016). Cur-
rently, many approaches view this challenge as a
supervised classification task, encountering diffi-
culties such as requiring extensive labeled datasets
to train the models. However, creating these new
labeled data is often costly and demands significant
human resources. To address this obstacle, an alter-
native solution involves using data augmentation
techniques, which entails generating synthetic data
from existing datasets. This approach was initially
proposed for computer vision tasks and has been
adapted for text processing. However, many ex-
isting methods provide little diversity in the data
generated. For example, techniques like Easy Data
Augmentation (Wei and Zou, 2019a), contextual
augmentation (Kumar et al., 2020), (Kobayashi,
2018), and back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2015)
make only a small amount of changes to the origi-
nal data.

We introduce an innovative data augmentation
approach leveraging a diffusion language model
to tackle these challenges. We propose to use Dif-
fuSeq (Gong et al., 2022), a non-autoregressive
model employing a sequence-to-sequence frame-
work, with the added capability of conditional gen-
eration based on input sequences. This unique
setup enables us to generate samples conditioned
on their respective classes from the original dataset.
Compared to traditional methods, our diffuser is
sure to generate conditional and more diverse text.
We compare our proposed technique and widely
used data augmentation methods like contextual
augmentation (Devlin et al., 2019) and EDA (Wei
and Zou, 2019b). The key contributions of this
research are summarized as follows:

• A comparative analysis of the data augmen-
tation methods. Presenting the advantages
of using diffusers in text data augmentation
tasks.

• A qualitative analysis of errors in classifica-
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Figure 1: Training and inference process for our diffusion language model. We display synthetic examples in
Spanish.

tion to try and understand the limitations of
our approach.

2 Related work

This section presents an overview of the approaches
prop task of hate speech detection. Most research
on identifying abusive language tackles the prob-
lem as text categorization (Schmidt and Wiegand,
2017; Fortuna and Nunes, 2018), wherein posts,
comments, or documents are assigned to prede-
fined categories based on their content. Further-
more, most of these works primarily use English
datasets due to their widespread availability. A di-
verse array of features has been explored to detect
abusive language. Initial efforts relied on manually
crafted features such as bag-of-words representa-
tions, alongside syntactic and semantic features, to
train machine learning algorithms including Lin-
ear Regression, Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Random Forest, and Naive Bayes classifiers (Magu
et al., 2017; Robinson et al., 2018; Frenda et al.,
2019; Vidgen and Yasseri, 2020; Martins et al.,
2018; Madukwe and Gao, 2019; Rai et al., 2020;
Pariyani et al., 2021). Research findings suggest
that lexical methods have the potential to identify
hate speech. However, their decisions are primar-
ily based on single words or small context win-
dows. We want to explore techniques that can ac-
count for a significant amount of context for each
word.(Koushik et al., 2019; Watanabe et al., 2018;
Abro et al., 2020).

Recent research has focused on leveraging deep
learning to improve the ability of classifiers to
identify abusive language, bypassing the need for
manual feature engineering. Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) have been a popular approach,
as demonstrated by Gambäck and Sikdar (2017);
Mozafari et al. (2020) who employed deep con-
textualized word representations alongside a CNN

for supervised fine-tuning. Furthermore, Zhang
et al. (2018) incorporated a Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) layer within their CNN model, benefit-
ting feature extraction and sequential information.
Recently, pre-trained language models, such as
ELMO, GPT-2, and BERT, have been success-
fully integrated into abusive language detection
systems (Liu et al., 2019; Nikolov and Radivchev,
2019). These models leverage pre-existing knowl-
edge from vast amounts of text data, demonstrably
improving detection performance.

As previously mentioned, limited training data
presents a significant challenge when training our
models, particularly for tasks requiring nuanced
understanding. With a restricted pool of exam-
ples, models struggle to generalize and perform
adequately on novel data. Data augmentation tech-
niques offer a solution by artificially expanding the
training set, effectively increasing data size and
diversity. Current research on hate speech detec-
tion, particularly for non-English languages, lacks
exploration of these techniques. This presents a sig-
nificant opportunity to investigate the effectiveness
of data augmentation for hate speech detection.

3 Methodology

Our methodology consists of two parts. The first
part trains a diffusion language model to generate
synthetic data conditioned to its class (aggressive
or not aggressive). The second part augments our
original training data using the diffusion model just
trained. Then, it trains an aggressiveness classifier
on the augmented dataset. Figure 1 presents this
whole training and inference process.

3.1 Training a Diffusion Language Model

To train our diffusion model, we create a dataset
consisting of sequence pairs (source, target). We
want to generate a target sequence that contains spe-
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cific bad words because we consider those words
relevant to the aggressive class. We set a bad word
and an example in our source sequence to achieve
this. We then follow the next steps to create this
new dataset.

1. First, we take our training dataset and deter-
mine their most relevant words. As a metric,
we use the chi-squared score. We create a list
of those words that are offensive, too. We de-
note it as S. For each word w in S, we create
a set Tw that consists of all training tweets
that contain w.

2. Given a word w in S, we take a pair of tu-
ples (xi, yi), (xj , yj) from Tw, where xi, xj
are tweets and yi, yj are their labels. We set
the source sequence as: "Generate a tweet
with the word w and the yj polarity. Example
with a polarity yi: xi". The target sequence
consists only of xj . In Figure 1, we can ob-
serve a concrete example.

3.2 Data selection
The diffusion model generates data of different
qualities. We aim to understand if a higher or
lower data quality leads to a better classifier per-
formance. We fine-tune a pre-trained language
model h, RoBERTuito (Pérez et al., 2021), on our
training set to measure data quality. Then, we gen-
erate a synthetic dataset three times larger than
the original. We sort this data regarding its con-
fidence score given by our base model (RoBER-
Tuito). Given a synthesized sentence (x′i, y

′
i), we

first verify that argmaxh(x′i) = y′i, and then use
h confidence score as a rank for (x′i, y

′
i). We define

the confidence score as the maximum predicted
probability maxh(x′i). We split this sorted set into
three pieces that we call low, middle, and high-
confidence datasets.

4 Experimental Settings

4.1 Dataset
We consider the MEX-A3T dataset for the aggres-
siveness detection task (Aragón et al., 2020). This
dataset consists of Mexican Spanish tweets and
two classes: aggressive and not-aggressive. Table
1 shows the distribution of this dataset.

4.2 Compared Methods
We compare our DA method with two tradi-
tional DA techniques. Contextual augmentation

Class Train Test
Not aggressive 5222 2238
aggressive 2110 905

Table 1: Statistic for the MEX-A3T dataset.

(Kobayashi, 2018): We use a pre-trained language
model, RoBERTuito, for this method. We consider
two actions at the word level: insert and substitute.
Easy Data augmentation(Wei and Zou, 2019a):
We consider three main actions at the word level:
random swap, random delete, and synonym sub-
stitution. We use nlpaug library (Ma, 2019) to
implement both methods with default hyperparam-
eters.

4.3 Diffuser training setups

We train a DiffuSeq model from scratch using the
following parameters: 2000 diffusion steps, a learn-
ing rate of 0.001, a batch size of 100, 100000 learn-
ing steps, and a sequence length of 128.

4.4 Classifier

We choose RoBERTuito as our classifier. We fine-
tune it in our original dataset and every augmented
dataset.

5 Results and Analysis

Table 2 shows the classifier’s results trained on sev-
eral augmented datasets generated by our diffusion
model. We also compare our method with standard
data augmentation techniques, such as Contextual
Augmentation and Easy Data Augmentation. We
run each experiment 5 times with a set of 5 random
seeds. Table 2 displays their average and standard
deviation.

5.1 Complementary analysis

Considering only one method, the best-performing
classifier is achieved using the middle-confidence
diff augmented data. However, we can observe that
individual data augmentation techniques only get a
slight improvement concerning our baseline. To de-
termine a more robust model, we look for the most
effective way to combine our best-performing mod-
els: middle-confidence diff and synonym substitu-
tion. We try two ways to accomplish this objective.
The first consists of making an ensemble of the
two models. We only calculate the average of the
two predictions. The second consists of generating
different combinations of augmented datasets. We
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Method F1-positive F1-negative F1-Macro Accuracy
W/o augmentation 82.6±0.78 92.72±0.33 87.738±0.54 89.736±0.46
Low-confidence diff 82.09±0.65 92.762±0.13 87.426±0.37 89.692±0.22
Middle-confidence diff 82.772±0.45 93.02±0.15 87.896±0.26 90.068±0.19
High-confidence diff 82.376±0.54 92.898±0.2 87.638±0.34 89.876±0.27
Contextual aug: substitute 82.47±0.73 92.728±0.52 87.6±0.61 89.724±0.63
Contextual aug: insert 82.44±0.45 92.694±0.35 87.568± 0.37 89.684±0.4
EDA 82.168±0.69 92.634±0.46 87.402±0.57 89.578±0.58
Synonym 82.48± 0.39 92.934±0.37 87.706±0.31 89.93±0.4
Combination 1 82.684±2.73 93.028±1.7 87.858±1.87 90.058±1.98
Combination 2 82.644±4.37 92.902±1.87 87.774±2.84 89.928±2.44
Combination 3 81.804±4.89 92.422±2.11 87.114±2.84 89.304±2.46
Ensemble 83.41±4.43 93.166±5.27 88.288±3.69 90.322±4.59

Table 2: Classification results for the aggressiveness detection task. We display the average and standard deviation
of five runs. Results include an ensemble model and three models trained on different combinations of middle
confidence-diff and synonym substitution datasets.

Example GT MC diff Syn
If there’s something that really annoys me, it’s the pr****tutes who think they’re saints, RIDICULOUS 0 1 1
I see this guy as kind of effeminate. It’s like he resembles Fabiruchis 1 0 0
For your understanding, Sergio used the terms ’h**ker’ and ’sl*t’, but he didn’t address them to the women with the intention of insulting them. 0 1 0
They have no morals or shame!!! 1 1 0

Table 3: Sample of misclassified examples on the test set for our two best models. GT corresponds to the ground
truth labels, MC diff to Middle-confidence diff, and Syn to Synonym substitution method.

consider the following synthetic datasets: data_1
is obtained by applying synonym substitution to
the original dataset. data_2 refers to the middle-
confidence diff set. data_3 is achieved by applying
synonym substitution to data_2. In this way, Com-
bination 1 comprises the original data, data_1 and
data_3. Combination 2 is the union of the original
data, data_1 and data_2. Finally, Combination 3
consists of the original data, data_1, data_2, and
data_3.

We run each experiment five times and calculate
the average and standard deviation for every metric.
In Table 2, we can observe the most effective ap-
proach to combine augmented datasets is through
an ensemble of both models. However, it is the
most expensive option.

5.2 Error Analysis

According to our results, we conduct an error analy-
sis on our best-performing models, which are those
trained on middle-confidence diff and synonym
substitution datasets.

Table 3 presents some of the most common error
patterns. To maintain data privacy, we paraphrased
the original examples in Spanish and translated
them into English. In the first example, it was
misclassified for both models because it contains

some offensive words. However, it is not a harmful
message. The third example was misclassified for
the same reason, although the synonym substitution
model got the correct answer. The second and
fourth examples are considered offensive even if
they do not contain bad words. That is why at least
one of the models was wrong.

5.3 Loss function

Training a diffusion model for the text generation
task presents different challenges. For instance, it
performs poorly when trained on a small dataset
because it has millions of parameters. To address
this limitation, we design a framework (detailed in
section 3.1) to train our diffusion model effectively.
Another limitation we observed is that the model
requires enormous training steps to converge. We
can notice this behavior in Figure 2, where we can
confirm that our model converges successfully.

6 Conclusion and Future work

This work introduces a novel data augmentation
technique employing a Diffusion Language Model.
We systematically compare our proposed method
against conventional data augmentation techniques
through a series of experiments through a series
of experiments. The outcomes of these experi-
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Figure 2: Visualization of the loss function during dif-
fusion model training for the first 50000 steps. Data is
displayed on a logarithmic scale.

ments reveal a modest yet discernible enhancement
achieved by applying our diffuser data augmenta-
tion technique, thereby highlighting the potential
for further exploration into related strategies.

We envision our study as a catalyst for delving
deeper into DLM’s advantages in generating syn-
thetic data. We aim to inspire further investigations
into leveraging DLM for similar purposes. More-
over, it’s worth noting that there is also a gap in
exploring data augmentation techniques for hate
speech detection in non-English languages. This
opens the opportunity for future research, offer-
ing opportunities for innovation and advancement
within the field.

In future work, we plan to analyze the poten-
tial biases of the MEX-A3T dataset and how the
models trained on this corpora could acquire them.
We expect to find sexism or gender bias and then
conduct an analysis similar to that of (Sap et al.,
2019).

Furthermore, we want to employ various metrics
to comprehensively assess the diversity of the syn-
thetic data generated by the diffuser. This includes
leveraging established metrics like Distinct-N (Li
et al., 2015) to quantify the number of unique N-
grams and Self-BLUE (Zhu et al., 2018) to measure
the intrinsic similarity of the synthetic data. In ad-
dition to these quantitative measures, we will also
conduct a visual inspection to qualitatively evaluate
the data’s diversity and richness.

A preliminary analysis has already yielded
promising results. It suggests that the diffuser can
generate synthetic data significantly different from
the original data, indicating a high degree of di-
versity. We plan to incorporate a more detailed
quantitative and qualitative diversity evaluation in
our future work.

Limitations and Ethical Concerns

Our work presents the following limitations:

• The dataset was manually labeled, which im-
plies that assignation depends on some factors.
The notion of aggressiveness could vary ac-
cording to gender, education, place of birth,
cultural factors, etc. The diversity of anno-
tator backgrounds could introduce a broader
range of perspectives and potentially enrich
the dataset. However, it is important to con-
sider these biases when analyzing the data.

Data augmentation techniques are suscepti-
ble to propagating biases in a dataset. We
note that our method suffers from a particular
type of bias. The aggressive class of the data
set is closely related to the use of bad words.
Our technique propagates this bias by generat-
ing text conditional on these words. We plan
to reduce this bias by increasing the number
of tweets that do not contain these offensive
words.

• Our dataset contains 10,475 Spanish tweets.
This is a small number of tweets to train ef-
ficiently a diffusion model. We address this
limitation by pairing tweets to create a more
extensive dataset.

Regarding potential ethical concerns, we recog-
nize the intricate nature of analyzing content from
social media platforms. Working with such data
brings forth concerns regarding privacy and moral
conduct. It is imperative to underscore that our re-
search solely relied on existing publicly accessible
datasets, and we refrained from direct interaction
with users on social media platforms. The dataset
used in this study is public and was taken from the
MEX-AT3 official site. We meticulously adhered
to the terms of service and user agreements gov-
erning these datasets. Additionally, it’s essential to
highlight that measures were taken to anonymize
the datasets, safeguarding individual privacy. How-
ever, to maintain the confidentiality of our analysis,
we paraphrased the examples displayed and trans-
lated them into English. Although individuals may
share posts publicly, they may not anticipate the
widespread dissemination of their content.
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Abstract

Thanks to the popularity of social media, data
generated by online communities provides an
abundant source of diverse language informa-
tion. This abundance of data allows NLP prac-
titioners and computational linguists to analyze
sociolinguistic phenomena occurring in digital
communication. In this paper, we analyze the
Twitter discourse around the Mexican Spanish-
speaking LGBT+ community. For this, we eval-
uate how the polarity of some nouns related to
the LGBT+ community has evolved in conver-
sational settings using a corpus of tweets that
cover a time span of ten years. We hypothesize
that social media’s fast-moving, turbulent lin-
guistic environment encourages language evo-
lution faster than ever before. Our results in-
dicate that most of the inspected terms have
undergone some shift in denotation or connota-
tion. No other generalizations can be observed
in the data, given the difficulty that current NLP
methods have to account for polysemy, and
the wide differences between the various sub-
groups that make up the LGBT+ community.
A fine-grained analysis of a series of LGBT+-
related lexical terms is also included in this
work.

Content Warning: This paper contains harmful
and derogatory language towards the LGBT+
community that some readers may find offen-
sive.

1 Introduction

The LGBT+ community is a large booming com-
munity in social networks, whether in Facebook
groups, TikTok videos, or posts on Instagram and
X, formerly known as Twitter.1

The visibility social media provides to the
LGBT+ community has enabled great advances
in liberation movements and the diffusion of queer
voices and ideas. These advances translate to
improvements in LGBT+ rights and acceptance
from the general public; some examples are the
recent legalization of equal marriage throughout
the Mexican national territory and the overwhelm-
ing national and international fame that some trans
women have achieved through their social media
in the past couple of years.

With the fast-paced creation of diverse content
on social media platforms comes the opportunity to
study linguistic phenomena with a finer granularity
than ever before. However, this vast amount of data
creates the need for computational tools and natural
language processing technologies to facilitate its
study. Both allow for more accurate analysis and
new approaches to studying these phenomena.

Several studies have been published in the last
decade examining language use on Twitter, most

1Because this data has been collected prior to the renaming
of Twitter, from this point on we will refer to the social media
platform as Twitter and documents collected from Twitter as
tweets.
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of them in English.
In this paper, we intend to explore the Mexican

Spanish-speaking community and its opinions of
the LGBT+ community on Twitter from a com-
putational perspective. We do that by studying
the collective’s formas nominales de tratamiento
(FNOMT) or nominal forms of address, that is, any
term that is indicative of a member of the LGBT+
community and any variation of those terms. We
explore how the studied FNOMT have evolved over
time, be it through changes in connotation in their
use or any shifts in their meaning.

We collected 730, 178 tweets published in Mex-
ico that contain terms gathered from a list of
FNOMT we compiled to identify the LGBT+ com-
munity; words such as puto, gay, homosexual, etc.
The specific objective of this paper is to study how
the usage of these terms has evolved over time, di-
achronically. We do this by studying the number
of tweets in which these terms are used and the
sentiment of the text each year. We also study any
shifts in the semantic meaning of the words using
Word2Vec to generate the vectors representing the
semantic meaning of each FNOMT and analyzing
how it changes over time.

The structure of the paper is the following: in
Section 2, we settle our definition of “LGBT+ com-
munity” and address some linguistic particularities
of various terms in Mexican Spanish that address
said community (FNOMT). Subsequently (Section
3), we pigeonhole what these terms refer to when
addressing the LGBT+ community and how lin-
guists have studied these terms. We proceed to
explain the dataset creation (Section 4) and exper-
iments (Section 5), and finally close with a brief
conclusion (Section 6).

2 LGBT+ Community and Speech

The LGBT+ group broadly refers to people who
identify as a gender or sexual minority. This in-
cludes all people referred to in the aforementioned
acronyms, whether they are lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, intersex, queer, etc. Any mention of
the LGBT+ community in this paper refers to any
person with a gender identity or sexual preference
that cannot be confined into the traditional ideas of
heterosexuality and the binary of male and female
gender.

Now, regarding a possible characteristic lan-
guage of the community, (Navarro-Carrascosa,
2020) has pointed out a characterization based on

several linguistic aspects such as the lexicon (ap-
pellatives, formation of words and expressions),
grammatical gender (generic feminine, feminiza-
tion, masculinization and non-binary gender), re-
signification and grammaticalizations; as well as
novelties in communicative and pragmatic func-
tions (attenuations, intensifications, affiliations),
concluding that it is indeed possible to speak of a
type of speech characteristic of a social group and
that is used to reaffirm and express the identity of
the collective. It is also worth noting that not only
is the diversity of linguistic aspects where a partic-
ular use of language is reflected wide but also the
creativity of the community stands out (Navarro-
Carrascosa, 2020). However, in this paper we will
study the terms to refer to people belonging to the
LGBT+ collective in Mexican Spanish. We do not
confine these terms to those used within the LGBT+
community, as we study vocabulary used inside and
outside the group in derogatory and non-derogatory
ways.

3 Nominal forms of Address (FNOMT)

The Nueva Gramática de la Lengua Española, (Es-
pañola et al., 2009), a widely accepted linguistic
reference for the Spanish language, indicates that
these forms of addressing other speakers, whether
via pronouns or nouns, are called forms of ad-
dress, in Spanish, formas nominales de tratamiento
(FNOMT). As Couto (2005) mentions: “The nom-
inal forms of address can not be separated from
the intricate social network that constitutes the web
between individuals and society”. Therefore, it is
important to emphasize that naming someone by
means of pronouns or nouns establishes a social dis-
tancing or rapprochement. An extremely important
factor for the LGBT+ community lies outside the
norms established by the patriarchy and has histori-
cally been rejected, judged, and insulted. However,
this negative charge is hardly reflected in the pro-
nouns of the Spanish language. Consequently, in
the specific context of this paper, we will speak
only of the nominal forms of address or in Spanish
formas nominales de tratamiento, in other words,
the way in which the people of the collective are
named. Examples of these are many: jotos and
lenchas in Mexican dialect, gays and queer as an-
glicisms and bolleras and mariquita for the Spanish
case.

Navarro-Carrascosa (2021, 2023) defines the
FNOMT as words (nouns or adjectives) used in
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Category Examples (in Spanish) Translation
Derogatory words mayate, marica, estúpida cunt, faggot, stupid
Names variations Alvara, la Josesa, Miguela she Alvaro, she José, she Michael
Nicknames - adjectival expressions trapito, gay, panzona trap, gay, chubby
Nicknames - zoonymic expressions perra, gata, zorra bitch, pussy, foxy
Parentage expressions hermana, hermane, compañere sister, sibling, comrade
Other syntagmatic expressions la más, la mero mero, la muy muy the best (fem.), a real one (fem.), the very best (fem.)

Table 1: Formas nominales de tratamiento, nominal forms of address and examples, as defined by Cautín-Epifani
(2015).

certain communicative situations to refer to an-
other person (either the addressee or a referent).
These forms imply a certain social relationship of
the emitter towards the referent with a certain de-
gree of courtesy that, at the same time, manifests
an attitude of autonomy or affiliation on the part of
the speaker towards the person to whom he/she is
addressing or referring to.

In English, Mavhandu-Mudzusi (2003) explore
the terms the LGBT+ community prefer to be
called, and which they hate. They do that from
a qualitative methodology, interviewing 19 partici-
pants.

The FNOMT are a linguistic tool used to ad-
dress the interlocutor within the conversation. They
could be the names of the person such as Joseph
or Juanito, certain titles of relationship, profession
or some types of honorifics such as Don, Dr. or
Señora. Navarro-Carrascosa (2021) considers any
type of adjective to fit this description, as long as
it is used to refer to another person in a specific
context, pointing out that they are not necessarily
vocative but are used for something basic and fun-
damental, which is to name and designate social
relations. Along many opinions, we selected the
classification of the FNOMT written by Cautín-
Epifani (2015) since it was obtained from a study
of social networks and considered account insults,
which is convenient for the present research (the
examples are contextualized for the LGBT+ lexi-
con). Cautín-Epifani’s categories can be seen in
Table 1.

The first category on Table 1 refers to an insult
used in Spanish in either a friendly or derogatory
way. Name variations are different forms of writ-
ing the someones name, in English language this
is very popular, for example Mike for Michael or
Bob for Robert. For nicknames there are two cate-
gories, the first one is for adjective based FNOMT
like gordito / fatty. While the zoonymic expres-
sion employs words that refer to animals to name
people; for example, zorra / foxy. In the case of

parentage expression, the speakers use words that
refer to members of a family, like hermano / bro, to
address other people. Finally, other syntagmatic ex-
pressions are lexicalized uses of words like adverbs
to create a specific meaning with some stability.

Derogatory words, insults, or slurs are an im-
portant issue to address because many FNOMTs
used to identify the community began as insults.
The phenomenon is called appropriation. Borba
(2015) defines it as the process that occasionally
happens when the same addressee retakes the term
to refer among themselves under their own norms
and interpretations. However, many of these terms
are used within the community in a non-pejorative
way, thanks to the appropriation of the FNOMT. A
good example of this in Mexico is the use of the
word joto / faggot, a term that was initially used
to refer in a derogatory way to homosexual men
but is currently employed within the community.
This FNOMT is now even used to name civil as-
sociations, such as El Colectivo Jotos: Juntos y
Organizados Terminaremos con la Opresión Sex-
ual / Jotos’ Collective: Together and organized we
will end Sexual Oppression.

In this study, we explore how several FNOMTs
referring to the LGBT+ community have evolved
on Twitter in frequency of use, the semantic context
in which they are found, and the general sentiment
of the text they are found in. Other similar studies
have previously been conducted, mostly in English.
In this regard, Shi and Lei (2020) did a similar
investigation of LGBT+ community FNOMT clus-
tering semantic neighbors in literature written in
English from the 1860s to the 2000s, a 150-year
time frame. They demonstrated changes in deno-
tation and connotation of various words indicative
of the LGBT+ community, but they used a small
set of terms that are not representative of the entire
modern LGBT+ community: gay, homosexual, les-
bian, and bisexual. However, in the present work,
we believe that lexical changes are accelerated due
to the rapid dissemination of information from so-
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cial networks, which drives linguistic changes in a
shorter period of time than before the widespread
adoption of these digital tools.

In Spanish, Vásquez et al. (2023) compiled a
Twitter corpus of hate speech in Twitter by FNOMT.
With this data set, the shared task Homo-Mex was
conducted to design strategies for automatic de-
tection hate speech towards LGBT+ population
(Bel-Enguix et al., 2023-09).

4 Dataset Creation

In this section, we discuss the process we followed
to create the corpus of tweets scrapped from Twit-
ter, and the selection of FNOMT used.

We collected the tweets using the Twitter API,
which allowed us to download large amounts of
tweets that met certain criteria. Data collection
was performed prior to Elon Musk’s acquisition
of Twitter, this distinction is important as a doc-
umented increase in hate speech towards several
groups, including the LGBT+ community, has been
recorded since Hickey et al. (2023). For the pur-
pose of our study, we extracted tweets written in
Spanish within the Mexican territory over a period
of eleven years. In Twitter they are marked with
the tags “es” and “mx”, denoting the Mexican re-
gion and usage of Spanish language. We created
a Python script to download as many tweets as we
could for each month from 2012 to 2022.

The Twitter API at that time permitted a max-
imum of 500 tweets per query. To the best of
our knowledge, this is a random sample of tweets
matching search criteria for the given month. For
all the terms, we downloaded a maximum of 500
for each month and each morphological variation.
The tweets we downloaded were published be-
tween January 2012 and October 2022. We only
download those published that were a standalone
post and not a reply to another tweet or retweet.
The database we created contains a total of 730,178
unique tweets. Although we imposed region and
language restrictions on the tweets, we are unable
to determine the author’s background. Therefore,
we assume that the tweets come from a diverse
set of social and economic contexts. Occasionally,
Twitter tags may fail, and tweets that are not writ-
ten in Spanish or that do not properly belong to the
Mexican variant of Spanish may slip in, based on
manual inspection we found that these cases appear
to be few, and we assume that most of the collected
tweets do fit our criteria.

We gathered a group of students within the Lan-
guage Engineering Group at The Autonomous Uni-
versity of Mexico and had them compile a list of
FNOMTs indicative of the LGBT+ community
from social media platforms such as Facebook,
Instagram, TikTok, Twitter, etc. We recognize
that this may introduce some bias as these may
be FNOMT that are used by present day university
students. We believe that this list of FNOMTs is
a near complete list of every possible term used
to identify a member of an LGBT+ community
members. In analysis, some terms were excluded
as they had little representation or were hononyms
with common words not relevant to the LGBT+
community and introduced too much noise.

To diversify our results, we considered the pos-
sible gender and number inflections in each of the
FNOMTs that are present in the Spanish language.
Finally, contemplating the various nuances that
these words may have, we considered apprecia-
tive suffixes such as diminutives mariquita / "little
fag", and augmentatives maricón / "big faggot". In
this case, the appreciative affixes in Spanish are
morphemes that indicate the speaker’s closeness to
their addressee. Another important linguistic char-
acteristic to consider was the use of extended gen-
der characteristics of LGBT+ FNOMTs in Spanish.
Cases such as the usage of -e and -x to mark neutral-
ity are very common within the LGBT+ community.
One example of this is the word joto, which can be
written as jote/jotes or jotx/jotxs to give the term a
more gender-inclusive meaning. The effeminiza-
tion of words is also a constant linguistic process
in these social circles. In the Spanish language,
some words have no morphological gender inflec-
tion, such as marica. This means that not all of the
selected search terms for our download process had
the same linguistic variations for data extraction.
Having compiled the list of extraction terms, we
downloaded our dataset for analysis. We display all
the FNOMT terms used when building the dataset,
and we also show the alternate inflections we con-
sidered in Appendix D. It was necessary to define
exactly the variations we wished to use so that the
Twitter API could collect all the tweets we were
interested in.

5 Experiments

In this section, we discuss the design and imple-
mentation of the experiments and discuss interest-
ing cases of changes observed in FNOMTs during
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the window of extracted tweets.

5.1 Diachronic usage of FNOMT
Following the creation of the corpus, we performed
an analysis of the diachronic use of FNOMTs. For
this, we obtained the number of occurrences of
each term over the period of one month, for every
month within the time range of the collected tweets.

Next, we determined the polarity trend of each
FNOMT over time. The labels that we assigned
were Positive, Negative, and Neutral. Although
a simple look at the slope of the curves obtained
for each label could be a good indication of their
trends, we sought a statistical method to confidently
determine the usage trends of each label over time.
We obtained the polarity of the tweets’ usage with
Python’s package Pysentimiento (version 0.5.2),
a sentiment analysis model pre-trained on English
and Spanish tweets (Pérez et al., 2023). This model
may not perfectly detect polarity in all cases, but
error is minimal and this model suffices for the pur-
poses of our analysis. Then, we determined each
trend using the Mann-Kendall trend test (Mann,
1945; Kendall, 1975). This allowed us to determine
if a trend is increasing or decreasing with a p-value
of 0.05 and estimate the slope of the trend. The
results of these trend analyses per FNOMT are at-
tached in Appendix A. We also show the polarity
for all the considered FNOMTs in Appendix B.
Line graphs are provided in the next subsection for
some interesting examples, line graphs are avail-
able for all of the terms in our GitHub repository2.

5.1.1 Usage Trend of FNOMTs

Figure 1: Tracking of the usage and changes in polarity
of the term Homosexual.

Throughout this section please refer to Ap-
pendix B for visualized usage trends and polarity.

2[LINK HERE]

Figure 2: Tracking of the usage and changes in polarity
of the term Lesbiana, lesbian in English.

Please refer to Appendix A for the results of the
Mann-Kendall test supporting these interpretations.
Particularly interesting cases are referenced in this
section.

Several terms demonstrate minimal changes in
usage over time for example, bisexual, mayate, and
travesti show no statistical trend variation in their
usage.

Many terms have a minor but noticeable decrease
in their usage over time, while others seem consis-
tent, although they may taper in usage in recent
years. The FNOMTs with these trends are puto,
joto, and gay. Meanwhile, other terms display a
pronounced downward usage trend. Some of these
are homosexual, lencha, lesbiana, machorra, mar-
ica, and maricón. An important observation is that
several of these terms that show an obvious de-
crease in usage are targeted toward gay cis women.
We also note that lencha, machorra, marica, and
maricón display a decrease in usage as time goes
by. We suspect that the vulgarity of these words
is discouraging their public use. Homosexual in
Figure 1, and lesbiana in Figure 2, also have been
used less across time. A FNOMT with consistent
usage up until recently is the term puto. Its trend
can be seen in Figure 3.

Some of the analyzed terms seem to have been
recently introduced to the Mexican vocabulary or
recently gained popularity. Some examples are fem-
boy, crossdresser, and no binario, which make a
sudden appearance in the Twitter discourse. Inter-
estingly, the majority of terms that address groups
that challenge not only sexual norms but gender
norms have seen an increase in usage, such as trans,
transgénero, transexual, and drag. In fact, the
only terms that directly address gender variational
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Figure 3: Tracking of the usage and changes in polarity
of the term puto – faggot in English.

groups that do not show an explicit upward trend
in usage are vestida, no binario, and travesti. This
seems to suggest that topics involving non-cis gen-
dered communities are becoming a greater topic
of discussion in recent years among the Mexican
population in Twitter. The other terms that show
an increase in apparition address more niche sub-
groups among the LGBT+ community, these being
intersexual and pansexual. This suggests that these
communities are becoming more known among
the general public in recent years and thus have a
greater representation in public discourse. Further-
more, we visualize an upward trend in the usage of
trans in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Tracking of the usage and changes in polarity
of the term Trans.

Lastly, we notice that traditional umbrella terms
that describe members of the LGBT+ community,
such as homosexual and gay, are in decline, while
queer shows a steady increase in use. We propose
that queer is gaining popularity over these terms as
it is more inclusive to all members of the LGBT+
community, while it does not specifically reveal the

details of gender or sexual orientation. This allows
people who use the term to identify themselves
as a member of the LGBT+ community without
revealing specific details regarding their sexual ori-
entation and/or gender identity/expression.

5.1.2 Tracking Shifts in Connotation
In most cases, the polarity trends simply follow
the same trends as those of usage. That is, if us-
age decreases, the negative, positive, and neutral
appearances decrease proportionally with insignifi-
cant differences relative to each other.

Notably, all of the studied terms show a minor
positive usage, while negative and neutral polarity
dominate the polarity of the documents in which
these terms appear. This can be attributed to the
negative opinion the Mexican community holds to-
wards the LGBT+ community despite the apparent
advances in their acceptance and inclusion in civil
society.

We notice that the term gay has a minor decrease
in usage, however there is a clear decrease in the
frequency of negative tweets with a clear rise in
neutral tweets. We hypothesize that this could re-
flect shifting attitudes towards cis-gendered gay
people. We visualize this change in trend in Fig-
ure 5.

Figure 5: Tracking of the usage and changes in polarity
of the term Gay.

We also point out an interesting trend for the
term transexual visualized in Figure 6. Here, we
observe an increase in usage, while the increase in
neutral usage follows this trend closely. However,
the negative usage does not follow this upward
trend. This pattern is not visualized in other terms
like trans, further suggesting that there is a more
negative focus on LGBT+ community members
with non-cisgender identities. A similar pattern can
be observed for the term bisexual in Appendix B.
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Figure 6: Tracking of the usage and changes in polarity
of the term transexual.

5.2 Semantic Neighbors

To study the semantic shift in the FNOMTs, we
created an embedding representation of these terms
using Gensim’s Word2Vec (Řehůřek and Sojka,
2010).

The vectorized representation used 400 dimen-
sions, and it was created with a window of 5 and the
Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) method. We
preprocessed the tweets using a Spanish tokenizer.
Next we normalized some words, removed URLs
and normalized mentions and hashtags within the
tweet text. We also removed accents from all words
because spell-checking is not common in social me-
dia discourse. Then, for periods of two years, we
compared the nearest semantic neighbors to the
FNOMTs while also comparing the distance be-
tween all the embeddings in the vocabulary for the
analyzed period of time. This distance tells us the
semantic similarity between words and allows us to
find the most semantically similar words in a group
of years. This was done calculating the cosine sim-
ilarity between the word vectors. We grouped the
use of the terms to every two years, with the excep-
tion of the last three years. We kept the years 2020,
2021, and 2022 together since we did not obtain
data for all of 2022.

If a term appeared in less than 50 tweets in a
group of years, we did not consider its frequency
to be representative enough to include it in the
results. We also omitted "no binario" because it is
composed of more than one word, and Word2Vec
is designed to represent only one word at a time.

The semantic neighbors for each FNOMT in
each group of years are available in Appendix C.
If the cells are blank, it means that in that group
of years the word was used less than 50 times in

the period. Each cell of the table presents the 8
words most similar to the selected term, in the one
corresponding to the group of years with which we
made the calculation. The table is ordered so that
the most similar words appear first.

We discuss some interesting results observed
among the studied terms.

It is worth noting that several FNOMTs had very
similar semantic neighbors over the years. Some
examples are closetera and afeminado, which re-
port similar insults every couple of years, suggest-
ing that the semantic shift for these terms is mini-
mal.

The term asexual in 2012-2013 is related to
words that deal with internal discussions of this
group; for example, reproduction and sexes; but,
in later groups it appears together with words that
relate to the social context and the rights of asexu-
als such as discriminate, minority, biologically, etc.
Finally, in the last years, only words that have to do
with other, perhaps more niche sexual orientations,
appear. Such terms are demisexual, polysexual, ar-
romantic, and so on. Meanwhile, drag starts with
a few words like dragqueen and kings; but as time
progresses, we see several references that suggest
that this term often appears in discussions of popu-
lar drag queen reality show Ru Paul’s Drag Race,
with terms such as season, race, reality, rupaul,
queen, and rprd (referencing the title of the show).

The term gay in early years is used in reference
to discussion of sexual identities, appearing with
terms such as heteroflexible, bisexuals, heteros, bro-
mance, lgbt, etc; but, slowly the term evolves to
include colloquial words used within the LGBT+
community. We begin to see words like bears, fem,
handsome. In the 2020 to 2022 range, words such
as sugar, bottom, twinks, and furry appear. These
words are mostly used in sexual contexts among
LGBT+ speakers. Suggesting that inner LGBT+
discourse is becoming more prevalent over basic
discussion of views on the gay community.

The term homosexual is associated with popular
debate topics related to this demographic in the
early 2010s, such as marriage and adoption. In the
mid to late 2010s we notice several terms related
to the Catholic Church appear, such as Vatican,
Christians and Priests. This could be because of
the negative relationship the Catholic Church has
traditionally had with the homosexual community
or discourse involving homosexual behavior among
religious leaders.

Some highly derogatory FNOMTs towards gay
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men have remained negative over the years, such
as marica and mariquita, constantly being asso-
ciated with other negative terms directed towards
the LGBT+ community. In spite of their reduced
usage over time, this consistent association with
other negative FNOMTs supports the findings of
the polarity experiments that suggest these terms
have been consistently negative and continue to be
so.

The term Lesbian is another FNOMT that has
a clear decrease in usage in recent years; how-
ever, there is no clear evidence of a semantic shift.
We believe its usage decline may be in part be-
cause more community-specific FNOMTs have
risen in popularity, such as bisexual, demisexual,
and pansexual. It is possible that words like lesbian
and homosexual reduce their frequency in favor of
more community-specific terms. Curiously we see
that lesbian appears several times with montserrat
or monserrat, possibly in reference to Montser-
rat Oliver, a famous Mexican TV personality who
identifies as lesbian.

The word pansexual, in the early 2010s, was
close to words like demisexual, heteroflexible, and
lesbian. For the 2014 to 2017 ranges, some more
offensive words appear in semantic proximity, such
as pathetic, mentally ill, and obsessive compulsive.
In recent years, only the names of other LGBT+
FNOMTs appear as semantic neighbors to pansex-
ual, perhaps indicating that word usage has evolved
to be more neutral and less derogatory. Another
possibility could be that public attention is less
fixated on this community.

Words related to the trans community are the
most variable. FNOMTs trans, transexual, trans-
género, transformista, and travesti have similar se-
mantic neighbors to other identities in the LGBT+
community. These semantic neighbors seem to re-
flect the social hardships they have suffered with
words like harass, fight, activist, discriminated, etc.
There are also words that suggest a sexualization of
the community, such as fetish, bottom, legs, gogos
and cabaret. Notably, derogatory words appear as
neighbors to these terms. One example is lgbtttqxyz
which is used to make fun of the LGBT+ commu-
nity for containing many different labels. We find
it interesting that this community has gained more
public attention in recent years, but the semantic
neighbors to these FNOMTs are not as derogatory
as other terms in spite of the negative polarity of
many of the tweets they appear in. Further inves-
tigation will be required to fully understand what

this means.

6 Conclusions

As has been observed throughout the study, the
use of FNOMTs for members of the LGBT+ com-
munity has demonstrated variation in connotation
and denotation within the past 10 years. There is
a general decrease in the use of derogatory terms,
while more specific terms for certain sub-groups
of the LGBT+ community have increased. We
notice that the vocabulary describing the LGBT+
community has expanded due to a recent increase
in some FNOMT that seem to have been recently
introduced into the Mexican vocabulary, such as
femboy, non-binary, crossdresser and drag. No-
tably, more general terms have had more semantic
variation over time. An example of this is homosex-
ual, which ranges from political issues to religious
discourse. Other more specific terms, such as pan-
sexual and asexual, show variations ranging from
discrimination to a greater correlation with other
sub-groups of the LGBT+ community. Of all the
terms, those related to the trans community have
seen the greatest increase in usage, likely due to
the recent popularity of drag reality shows and po-
litical debate on trans rights driven by discrimina-
tory groups such as the Trans Exclusionary Radical
Feminist (TERF) movement.

Finally, it is important to notice that all of these
semantic changes and observations are only within
a ten-year range. This demonstrates that LGBT+
FNOMTs are experiencing a faster shift in connota-
tion and denotation than that observed in previous
studies. In conclusion, the use of FNOMTs revolv-
ing around the LGBT+ community is extremely
broad. This study gives us an idea of the evolu-
tion of opinions and thoughts towards the LGBT+
community and how they have evolved over time.
However, we cannot claim that the results presented
here are precise enough to draw clear conclusions
without collecting more data and doing a more
fine-grained analysis of each sub-community of the
LGBT+ collective. We hope to address these issues
in future work.
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A Usage Trends

In this appendix, we share the FNOMTs studied
in this paper and the trends they followed in our
collected data. We report the FNOMT and the fre-
quency of tweets they appear in within the time
span. We consider the total usage, as well as
the positive, neutral, and negative usages, and dis-
play the trend they follow according to the Mann-
Kendall statistical test with a p-value of 0.05 (as
described in Section 5.1.1).
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Term Frequency Feature Usage Positive Neutral Negative

afeminado 2334
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing
Slope -7.08 -1.55 -2.79 -1.81

asexual 1737
Trend decreasing no trend decreasing decreasing
Slope -1.80 -2.18 -2.67 -3.84

bi 22025
Trend decreasing decreasing no trend decreasing
Slope -0.45 -0.15 -0.14 -1.02

bisexual 10358
Trend no trend no trend increasing decreasing
Slope 0.16 0.22 0.43 -0.69

closetera 2016
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing
Slope -10.47 -2.60 -5.92 -3.14

crossdresser 232
Trend increasing increasing increasing increasing
Slope 37.34 7.05 7.56 27.65

drag 17163
Trend increasing increasing increasing increasing
Slope 0.98 0.26 0.63 0.65

femboy 605
Trend increasing increasing increasing increasing
Slope 30.78 2.07 2.40 12.58

gay 62020
Trend decreasing decreasing increasing decreasing
Slope -2.01 -1.11 0.85 -0.82

homosexual 38359
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing
Slope -2.28 -0.23 -0.56 -0.36

intersexual 365
Trend increasing increasing increasing increasing
Slope 19.16 4.22 4.93 10.56

joto 57650
Trend decreasing no trend no trend decreasing
Slope -0.02 -0.29 -0.39 -0.38

lencha 6954
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing
Slope -4.63 -0.99 -1.81 -2.61

lesbiana 30736
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing
Slope -1.73 -0.27 -0.56 -0.62

machorra 2674
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing
Slope -11.13 -1.92 -6.82 -2.57

marica 35834
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing
Slope -2.25 -0.25 -0.95 -0.37

maricón 25686
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing
Slope -3.75 -0.23 -1.41 -0.29

mariposon 658
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing
Slope -14.35 -3.95 -8.00 -2.72

mariquita 5372
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing
Slope -6.91 -1.39 -1.84 -2.20

no binario 904
Trend increasing increasing increasing increasing
Slope 15.21 1.72 3.14 4.17

mayate 9260
Trend no trend no trend increasing decreasing
Slope -0.16 0.19 0.32 -0.68

panes 9210
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing no trend
Slope -0.95 -0.33 -0.93 0.40

pansexual 629
Trend increasing increasing increasing increasing
Slope 25.64 4.83 6.23 11.19

puto 62423
Trend decreasing increasing decreasing no trend
Slope 1.50 -0.70 -1.35 0.02
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Term Frequency Feature Usage Positive Neutral Negative

puñal 8578
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing
Slope -8.20 -0.51 -2.63 -0.56

queer 5988
Trend increasing increasing increasing increasing
Slope -0.24 0.04 0.39 0.65

rarx 6812
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing
Slope -4.67 -0.81 -2.29 -1.47

trans 24279
Trend increasing increasing increasing increasing
Slope 1.62 0.22 0.45 0.49

transexual 5200
Trend increasing no trend increasing no trend
Slope 0.29 0.87 1.57 0.33

transgénero 3407
Trend increasing increasing increasing increasing
Slope 5.04 0.96 2.00 1.16

travesti 9020
Trend no trend no trend no trend decreasing
Slope -1.29 -0.22 -0.10 -2.21

vestida 25152
Trend decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing
Slope -1.13 -0.37 -0.90 -0.99
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B Usage Trends and Polarity Visualized

Here, we visualize the usage of each FNOMT over
time and the proportion of tweets that had a neg-
ative polarity in red, neutral polarity in gray, and
positive polarity in green. The values are the aver-
age usage within the year, this is to accommodate
that fact that 2022 contained data for 9 months
while every other year had data for all 12 months.
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C Semantic Neighbors

In this appendix, we display the FNOMTs and their
semantic neighbors found every two years. Many
of these terms are hashtags or slang and are difficult
to easily translate. We invite the reader to follow
the explanation in Section 5.2.

Table 2: The words most similar to the term’s semantic vector across the years.

Año / Término afeminado asexual bi bisexual closetera crossdresser drag femboy

2012-2013

conosco sexos japi hetero imbeciles battleship
varoniles reproduccion gona heterosexuales hahahaa police
atractivo trisexuales am heterosexual dramaticos regina

viril serlo gonna serlo xs factor
matt demasiadas madrugando pansexual hipocritas dragqueen

amanerado preferencias kasa reproduccion swag kings
varonil fingir woodstock homo cren mall

educado lesvianas draga trisexuales netaaa culturas

2014-2015

patetico quisieran gona hetero nop race
atractivo apoyarlos ef heteros pss temporadas
emojis agradar aim pansexual querras rupaul
excesos pretendientes japi transexuales groseria rupauls
traten discriminen campeon heterosexuales ammm pauls
dani orgullosos dwh inter mentalidad infinity

desperdicio nacimos cv sexos deprime marra
filtros sinceros ar bisexualidad dejarse cabaretito

2016-2017

mamado juzguen ef pansexual atacando rupaul
varoniles sexualmente área masculino valeria queens
machos discrimino bicampeon intolerante belinda rupauls

machista camisas fumar cisgenero hombrecito rupaulsdragrace
cantantes rudos campeonato intersexual goey queen
machitos flexibles ci single hater race

femeninos minoria codigo embarazo seh temporadas
desperdicio gaylesbiana doblete anal riata season

2018-2019

cantan fem mario quiran buuu rupaul
amanerado biologicamente mtro chicusuario aplicate queens
viceversa heteronorma refundacion heterosexuales darks stars
operadas pansexuales idem pansexual baek rupauls
aceptable discriminadas euroderma heterosexual sirvienta ru

vulva particularmente radiogrupo pansexuales pedooo season
inferior vulva sub fem insistentes race

repudiados alienigenas goleo transgenera cojiendo rpdr

2020-2022

masc polisexual adi bisex pior travestidecloset lmd fem
pasivos arromanticas agustin curiosos wacala piernitas race trannymx

musculoso pansexualidad mich heterobi tmbn travestiputita rupaul crossgirl
masculinos skoliosexual tri engañado jajajajajajajajajaja crossdressingsissy queens femme

halago pansexuales articulo machosdotados jajaka crossdressing ru bubis
varonil demisexual julian casado glodeja trannylover queen contadas
boomer hermafroditas cff hetero pendejes bigass rpdr obveo

heteronormado orientaciones lft pansexuales ternuritas tvdecloset reality hotgirl
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Table 3: The words most similar to the term’s semantic vector across the years.

Year / Term gay homosexual intersexual joto lencha lesbiana machorra marica

2012-2013

bromance espr aigre puñalito porfis lenchas justina maricones
afeminados adopcion nombrecito closeteros chepa lencha esaa jotitos

chicos matrimonio tutifruti cagadas loquitas machorras frustrada putitos
bisexuales parejas talackova miadas espantan amber alondra jotos

heteros homosexualidad jenna mayates ekis liam pepa raritos
idiotas newsblog inmediatamente bicicletita vero larry marimacha closeteros

heteroflexible matrimonios efe decirtelo sara friendzone despecho putos
buga abandono gaaay manas cabaretito gaylesbiana trailera manas

2014-2015

homosexualidad homosexualidad intergenero machorras lesbianitas masculinas nop maricones
lgtb colombia trasvesti ropita brenda emos gacha putitos

heteros ue venus espantan timida milf groseria putomaricon
heterosexuales igualitario actualmente habladores divierto sinceros esooo jotitos

bisexuales vaticano gasta panochas loquitas barbas loquilla putito
television prejuicios identifica closeteras primas patanes delevigne soccer

temas eeuu ritchie ammm raritas estilistas pss garganta
osos catolico pedofilo feas vane senos querras mayates

2016-2017

lgbt homosexualidad cisgenero manas amika parecidas valeria putitos
igualitarios adopcion intolerante hombrecito thearmyroyal evidencia maquillo maricones

sex cristianos incluya closeteras twin cogidas uste raritos
bisexuales igualitario binario culos valeria montserrat espantar jotitos
homofobia sacerdote independiente raritos micheladas reirse lesbianismo ardor

lgtb union discriminatorio enamorandonostv amigays curiosos engañan después
guapos homofobia lgbtt riata ño ridiculez ocurrente jotos

demisexual rechazo noala raritas adorables cantantes xk maricón

2018-2019

homo heterosexuales intersex mana lili mutuamente netaaa jotitos
too rechazan particularmente pedooo aplicate topaba quién maricones

guapos sacerdote consúltalo mensa oph ofendieron nuca colosal
actores heterosexual siglas aplicate lok pastrana asca dilo

fem burlarse garantizara carlitos goe monserrat hahahahah vara
varoniles homosexualidad transvesti buuu asca infecciones karime putitos
autores transplante aliadas xddd monserrat casandose nms perdedores
amigues ofensivo lgbtttqxyz pedota polinesios canarios axilas ojetes

2020-2022

sugar heterosexuales intersex pendejusuario jajajajaa bisexuales mamesss maricones
boys incidentales orientaciones machita chulas trasvestis veanle chillon

pasivos catolico hermafroditas menso juntaba panic apestosa mamon
furry religioso ignoradxs tmbn vidente tomboy ternuritas puñetas

twinks heterosexual transgeneros jajaa rupollo vidente castrosa mariposon
latinos divide identidades jajajajaa lloramos terfa cheto hediondo
chicxs onvres asexuales jotolon osooo lesbico encabronada blandengues
homos aceptados pansexuales jajajajajajajajajaja arruinen believe criticona aguante
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Table 4: The words most similar to the term’s semantic vector across the years.

Year / Term maricón mariposon mariquita mayate panes pansexual puto puñal

2012-2013

mamador layun calzones manas pasteles demisexual emputado pomo
maricòn jarioso jotitos sudo jamon trisexuales cuidense clavaron

irias xavi maricas jarioso deliciosos atea vucetich matame
pitote jugara raritos intimidades ricos amber wevos cuidense
sidoso omar bichos foco peces lesbicas peles punal
ogete pomo putitos okis tostados opinen maten tomale

reportate semis manas compare chocolates curiosidades mariconadas aguantate
mariconusuario moises jotos shiii mantequilla heteroflexible jodiendo resuelve

2014-2015

madrazos desvergue sanchez webo peces generos hdp lavate
chicharo puños maricas papelito pasteles pateticos mueranse clavando
muller tirandose calzones wuey panaderia hermafrodita madridistas hieren
beetle nuño putomaricon puños cinco metaleros cogiendo calamaro
escuda borrando marica queres chocolate inventan puños tinieblas

mariconadas atleti rogandole barco tenango intenten ptm escuda
pacquiao revancha culhuacan corra ricos angelina cagada ternurita
tirandose telerisa maricones aahhh tostados meh américa bravs

2016-2017

ardor nuño sanchez gad dulces trastorno callense espalda
púes ardor maricas continuacion pasteles trios ardor claves

descarado aurelio escondite pepsi postres sw marrano profundo
ardida mugroso calzones mariconsitos muerto generos culero hocicon
ojalá zidane bichos amplio peces somo webos clavan

molotov chaco después chakal deliciosos signo cojones chachita
cojones calla putitos prro panaderia obsesivocompulsivo valiendo maricón

enamorandonostv dt raritos superbowl pan gender acabarla webos

2018-2019

fantoche chales sanchez cacharon peces respetuosa alaverga halagos
gachupin pendejooo maricas yunes muerto asumen chingao tiernos
miedoso perdedores colosal pajaritos dulces transgenera telosico morenacos

jijo quejaban dilo buro bimbo particularmente saquese cacheton
mariguano chofis escondite besotes pan cisgenero wilos conca

ardor mantenidos bichos dodgers deliciosos chicusuario ardor arrastrados
putote miado calzones peque platillos fem aver mantenidos
aver gabo jotitos yuya frijolitos sexos carlitos incompetentes

2020-2022

hediondo descerebrado catarinas chakales muerto polisexual mamaria lopitos
ratlista sacaton sanchez espiando dulces asexuales ratlista orto

changoleon pianistas ctm cogidota deliciosos skoliosexual alaverga chango
lopitos violin alfredo lampiño peces cisgenero graban buey
violin pejendejo aguante empina chocolate lithsexual pelaste manito

agachon suelas dilo mamarlo pasteles nb sientate bastardo
cienfuegos tartufo chivas teng pescados arromanticas huevotes osico
perdedor inmundo vara hhh postres intersex nomames sapo
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Table 5: The words most similar to the term’s semantic vector across the years.

Year / Term queer rarx trans transexual transgénero travesti vestida

2012-2013

etaro feito vision transgenero travestismo show alborotadas
folk esoo coahuila trasvesti diversidad strippers jotitas

kumbia ultimamente grasas diversidad lgtb queens maquillada
garbage pensandolo privado travestismo aceptara paquita zapatillas
pasiones decirtelo laboral lgbttti activistas artistas desnuda

town ojitos escala actualidad acoso conj ranchovestida
room memito bike acoso homos transexuales novias
fallen loquitas cis hetero marcharan ultima peinada

2014-2015

folk bro transgenero transgenero dafneen show alborotadas
indie high queer intersexuales migrantes lorena alborotada

kumbia gacha lgbt jenner intersexuales transexuales pausini
punk últimamente caitlyn activista integrantes bisexuales jotitas

dragqueen pensandolo lgbttti caitlyn venus chicas lawrence
fun celoso saturadas venus organizaciones maquillaje maquilladas
sex cogiendo transexuales dafneen realizan transgenero mesera

boyfriend okay genero genero activistas ligue blusa

2016-2017

teamo divertidos transgenero transgenero amparos tinder blanco
transgender rbd genero fluido luchan cis alborotada

as seh transexual genero basado chicas alborotadas
lgbttti hater paola binario padecen drags harley

gorditos chistosos transexuales transgeneros intersexuales bisexuales quinn
rupaulsdragrace paca resistencia intersexuales exigimos feminismo vestido

folk cuerdo transfemicidios eeuu activistas vaginas dejaron
pet adorables alessa bisexuales deportista sexys jotas

2018-2019

levis cagados cis transgenero trasvestis transexuales vestido
bisexualas mensa lgbttti intersexuales intersex activos alborotada

hermafroditas dañado transexuales intersexual particularmente fetiches vestidos
intersex lqm transexual intersex lgbtttqxyz intersexuales mezclilla
positivos psss transgender travestis transvesti intersex peinada
manfloras ximena transgenero cis garantizara transsexual gala
binarias nah tvs pansexuales tttrans pasiva celeste
sumisos feito feministas muxe discriminadas curiosos azulado

2020-2022

cuirs raras transgirl transgenero ttt tvcloset alborotada
intersex hater lgbttti patologizante lgttbi travestidecloset vestido

pansexuales exigentes recordarles trangenero lesbicos activas gala
resistimos pensandolo ellestransmexico intersexual hermafrodita travestismexico disfraces

chicxs pendejusuario dali ttt acuden morenas vestidos
binarixs pendejes transgender intersexuales hubbard piernitas maquillada

pansexualas ñoña playboy acomodan hombrestrans crossdresser vestir
inquisitivos ofendidas morenas trannymx validar travesty darks
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D FNOMT and Translations

Search terms used for scraping data from X, their
translations, and alternative FNOMT variations
used for search. We advise that this table contains
harmful language towards the LGBT+ community
in both English and Spanish.

Table 6: FNOMT search terms, their translations, lexical variations. We do not claim that this is a complete list of
FNOMT that address the LGBT+ community, but these were the words most commonly used at the time of this
study, some terms were considered but disregarded as described in Section 4.

Term Translation FNOMT
Afeminado Effeminate afeminados, afeminadito, afeminaditos
Asexual Asexual asexuales, asexualito, asexualita, asexualitos, asexualitas
Bi Bi bis
Bisexual Bisexual bisexuales, bisexualito, bisexualitos
Closetera Closeted closetero, closeteros, closeteras, closeterito, closeterita, closeteritos, closeteritas
Crossdresser Crossdresser crossdressers
Drag Drag Queen drags, draga, dragas
Femboy Femboy femboys, femboysito, femboysitos
Gay Gay gays, gaysito, gaysita, gaysitos, gaysitas
Homosexual Homosexual homosexuales, homosexualito, homosexualita, homosexualitos, homosexualitas
Intersexual Intersexual iintersexuales
Joto Faggot jota, jotos, jotas, jotito, jotita, jotitos, jotitas
Lencha Dyke lenchas, lenchita, lenchitas
Lesbiana Lesbian lesbianas, lesbianitas, lesbianitas
Machorra Dyke machorras, machorrita, machorritas
Marica Fag maricas, mariquita, mariquitas
Maricón Faggot maricon, maricones, mariconsito, mariconsita, mariconsitos, mariconsitas
Mariposon Fairy mariposones, mariposonsito, mariposonsita, mariposonsitos, mariposonsitas
Mayate Dyke mayates, mayatito, mayatitos
No Binario Non-Binary no binarie, no binarios, no binaries
Panes Pansexuals No FNOMT
Pansexual Pansexual pansexuales, pansexualito, pansexualita, pansexualitos, pansexualitas
Puñal Faggot puñales, puñalito, puñalitos
Puto Faggot puta, putos, putas, putita, putito, putitos, putitas, putx, putxs, pute, putes
Queer Queer queers, queersito, queersita, queersitos, queersitas
Rarx Nongendered Weirdo rarxs, rarito, raritx, rarita, raritos, raritxs, raritas
Transexual Transexual transexuales
Transgénero Transgendered transgenero, transgeneros, transgeneros
Trans Trans No FNOMT
Travesti Transvestite travestis
Vestida Dresser vestidas
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Abstract

We investigate the impact of free speech and
the relaxation of moderation on online social
media platforms using Elon Musk’s takeover
of Twitter as a case study. By curating a
dataset of over 10 million tweets, our study
employs a novel framework combining content
and network analysis. Our findings reveal a sig-
nificant increase in the distribution of certain
forms of hate content, particularly targeting the
LGBTQ+ community and liberals. Network
analysis reveals the formation of cohesive hate
communities facilitated by influential bridge
users, with substantial growth in interactions
hinting at increased hate production and dif-
fusion. By tracking the temporal evolution of
PageRank, we identify key influencers, primar-
ily self-identified far-right supporters dissem-
inating hate against liberals and woke culture.
Ironically, embracing free speech principles ap-
pears to have enabled hate speech against the
very concept of freedom of expression and free
speech itself. Our findings underscore the del-
icate balance platforms must strike between
open expression and robust moderation to curb
the proliferation of hate online.

1 Introduction

Social media platforms have become the primary
forum for public discussion in today’s digital world.
While this surge of content fosters a diversity of
viewpoints, it also presents significant challenges
in maintaining a healthy, productive, and inclusive
online environment. One of the most pressing is-
sues is the detection and management of abusive
content (Lenhart et al., 2016; Davidson et al., 2017).
Traditional moderation methods, reliant on auto-
mated systems and centralized teams, are increas-
ingly struggling to keep pace with the ever-growing

*Equal Contribution.

content volume and the complex nature of abusive
content (Pavlopoulos et al., 2020). In response,
community moderation, also known as crowd mod-
eration, has emerged as a promising strategy for
safeguarding online spaces (Cullen and Kairam,
2022; Lampe et al., 2014; Seering and Kairam,
2023). This approach leverages the collective vigi-
lance of community members, empowering them to
participate directly in content moderation (Matias,
2019b).

Current research primarily focuses on the effects
of stricter moderation practices, such as account
bans or subreddit closures (Ali et al., 2021; Chan-
drasekharan et al., 2022; Horta Ribeiro et al., 2021),
and their impact on user behavior and community
dynamics (Cheng et al., 2015). While these studies
offer valuable insights into online control mecha-
nisms, a gap exists in our understanding of how
loosening community moderation impacts user be-
havior and discourse dynamics. Examining how
reduced moderation intensity shapes online com-
munity norms and interactions is crucial, as it can
offer nuanced perspectives on striking the right
balance between enabling free expression and up-
holding community standards within digital spaces.

Our work aims to address this gap by exploring
the ramifications of diminished moderation within
online communities. Recently, the push for free
speech and the voices supporting the downfall of
heavy moderation have been resonant (Israeli and
Tsur, 2022). Many platforms, including X (hence-
forth referred to as Twitter), have opted to relax
their moderation policies and open-sourced their
algorithms for transparency. Elon Musk’s infusion
of Free Speech on Twitter could unleash a flurry
of support for similar measures in other platforms
due to the shifting societal norms and the onset
of the woke culture that emphasizes inclusivity
and diverse perspectives (Sobande et al., 2022),
potentially leading platforms to adapt their rules
and practices to align with these evolving norms.
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Previous studies have documented a rise in hate
speech and bot activity subsequent to the acquisi-
tion of Twitter (Hickey et al., 2023; Benton et al.,
2022). However, research has yet to explore how
this takeover (moderation relaxation) has impacted
community engagement dynamics.

By integrating content and network analysis, our
work probes into the shifts in linguistic patterns and
user interactions on Twitter, thoroughly exploring
how free speech and hate content propagation inter-
twine following Elon Musk’s takeover. Specifically,
we focus on three primary research questions,

1. How did the Hate Speech landscape change
after the relaxation of moderation?

2. How does the moderation relaxation affect the
hate in existing communities?

3. Can we (early) detect the users who drove the
change in this landscape?

2 Related Work

Hate Speech and Moderation. Zannettou et al.
(2018) report that Gab, a platform designed as a
less restrictive alternative to Twitter, had a higher
prevalence of hate speech attributed to its appeal
among alt-right users, conspiracy theorists, and
those with extremist views. These findings high-
light the potential risks associated with loosening
moderation policies. Prior studies demonstrate how
platform-wide moderation interventions, such as
account bans or subreddit quarantines, can effec-
tively mitigate hate speech and disrupt the growth
of harmful communities (Chandrasekharan et al.,
2017, 2022).

Hateful User Detection. To detect hateful users,
Qian et al. (2018) propose a model that uses intra-
user representation learning on a user’s historical
posts and inter-user representation learning across
similar posts by other users. Irani et al. (2021) find
that hateful user detection performance increases
by combining BOW models with user-level repre-
sentations based on latent author topics and user
embeddings. Ribeiro et al. (2018) emphasize the
challenges of hate speech detection due to the sub-
jectivity and noise inherent in social media text.
Thus, activity patterns, word usage, and network
structure are used to detect hateful users. Also,
Das et al. (2021) demonstrates significant perfor-
mance improvements when both textual features
and social connections are used.

3 Dataset

Existing research on the effects of Elon Musk’s
takeover of Twitter mainly measures surface-
level metrics like volume of hate speech and
bot activity or are comparative studies on older
datasets (Rohlinger et al., 2023; Hickey et al.,
2023). Yet, understanding the impact on user in-
teractions, community formation, and influential
user interactions necessitates data on network dy-
namics, which current datasets do not provide. To
address this, we curate a new dataset1 that tracks
hate speech and models user interactions surround-
ing this content.

3.1 Hateful tweet extraction (D1)

Following An et al. (2021), we first collate a list
of ethnic slurs from Wikipedia.2 From this list,
we manually selected a subset (henceforth referred
to as keywords) based on various factors such as
their severity, relevance on social media platforms,
and diversity. To further refine the keywords suit-
able for our analysis, we conducted a trial run by
querying these keywords on Twitter’s Academic
API for a few days, noting their relative frequency
and relevance to the scope of our study. After this
filtering process, we converged on the final set of
32 keywords to be used for data collection.

We set the timeline in focus containing a month
before the takeover (Sept. 27 to Oct. 27, 2022),
the day of the public announcement of the takeover
(Oct. 28, 2022), and a month after it (Oct. 29 to
Nov. 28, 2022).

We use the Academic API for data collection,
aiming to collect relevant data exhaustively and not
just a representative subsample. Our script loops
day-by-day for all 63 days and collects all tweets
satisfying the following conditions: (1) Language
labeled as EN, (2) Not a Retweet, and (3) Con-
tains at least one of the keywords. The collection
is exhaustive as we impose no hard limit on the
quantity. We collect 1,008,111 tweets posted by
584,416 unique users whose cumulative retweet
count is 886,162.

3.2 Hateful user timeline collection (D2)

We also collect user-specific tweets to identify
users who drive significant change. For this, we
explore several hate classification models to apply
another stricter filter over the collected dataset to

1The dataset can be shared upon a formal request
2Wikipedia List of Ethnic Slurs
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Table 1: Percentage increase in the composition of Hate-
ful content by category

Hate category % Increase (p-value)
Sexism 22.8 (<0.0001)
Racism 50.5 (<0.0001)

Disability 53.3 (0.0019)
Sexual Orientation 38.6 (<0.0001)

Religion 50.2 (<0.0001)
Other 16.4 (0.0007)

improve its quality. Following Saha et al. (2023),
we use HateXplain3 which outputs a probability
value between 0 and 1 for each tweet, with 0 being
Normal and 1 being Abusive. As it is a probability
distribution, we take 0.5 as the default threshold.
To justify the threshold, we manually annotate 200
tweets and compare them with the score given by
HateXplain, verifying that a threshold is ideal by
inter-annotator agreement. We subsequently fil-
ter 288,566 gold-standard hateful tweets, of which
87,027 have at least 1 Retweet in the dataset.

Focusing on 6,168 users who posted at least three
hateful tweets (i.e., key contributors) out of a total
of 202,884, we collect their entire Twitter activ-
ity in our chosen time of focus, including original
tweets, replies, quotes, and retweets. This leads
to a total collection of 9,716,185 tweets, of which
1,772,072 are original tweets.

4 Experiments

4.1 How did the Hate Speech landscape
change?

To study the changes in the linguistic landscape, we
analyze 1) Types of hate speech, 2) Representative
words, and 3) Shifts in word semantics.

4.1.1 Types of Hate Speech

We first analyze the changes in the prevalence of
the keywords in D1 after the moderation relaxation.
We find a 32.81% increase in tweets containing the
selected keywords. The keywords with the most
significant increases are the ‘n****r’ by 83.3%,
‘d*rkie’ by 81.1%, ‘com*ie’ by 64.7%, ‘h*lf-br**d’
by 43.6%, and ‘paj**t’ by 35.7%. The prevalent
use of such terms in the dataset post-relaxation
implies a significant rise in certain forms of hate
speech, reflecting the shifting landscape on Twitter.

3Hate-speech-CNERG/bert-base-uncased-hatexplain-
rationale-two

To gain deeper insights, we analyze the specific
categories of hate speech that became more preva-
lent after the relaxation. For categorizing hate
tweets, we evaluate several popular open-source
models and select Twitter Roberta Base Hate Mul-
ticlass (Antypas and Camacho-Collados, 2023),4 as
it is trained on a diverse corpus of tweets compiled
from thirteen distinct datasets, making it highly rel-
evant and well-suited for our study. Moreover, this
model performs best when manually verified on a
subset of tweets from our dataset. It is trained to
classify each tweet into one of several categories:
sexism, racism, disability hate, hate based on sex-
ual orientation, religious hate, other types of hate,
or non-hate speech.

We preprocess the tweets by converting the text
to lowercase, removing mentions, non-alphabetic
characters, and URLs before feeding them through
the categorization model. Our analysis focuses
specifically on the original tweets posted by the
identified hateful users (D2), excluding replies,
retweets, and quoted tweets, providing a clearer
insight into their patterns of hate speech without
the noise of external interactions.

Overall, we note a significant 32.6% rise in the
hate speech composition on D2 post-relaxation. Ta-
ble 1 shows the category-wise percentage increase
where all categories see an increase in their compo-
sition, with the most being in Disability (53.3%),
Religion (50.2%), and Racism (50.5%) with low
p-values confirming their statistical significance.

4.1.2 Representative Words
To identify shifts in language tone and term us-
age across categories, we employed log-odds ra-
tios combined with informative Dirichlet priors
and word frequency analysis, following Monroe
et al. (2017). We employ the same preprocessing
steps detailed in 4.1.1. Additionally, we lemma-
tize words for uniformity and exclude words un-
der three characters to improve data quality. We
then calculated the log-odds ratio (z-score) for each
word between the pre and post-takeover corpora,
using prior frequencies from the Google Books
Ngram corpus (Lin et al., 2012).5 This method
identifies representative words unique to each cor-
pus based on significance within each. Words were
filtered based on both z-score and frequency, select-
ing the top 50 for the pre-takeover corpus and the
bottom 50 for the post-takeover corpus, with a min-

4cardiffnlp/twitter-roberta-base-hate-multiclass-latest
5Google Books Ngram Viewer
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Table 2: Cosine similarity association of Topics and
Keywords before and after the relaxation

(Topic, Keyword) Before After

(Moderation, Curbing) 0.02 0.37

(Free Speech, <0.001 0.34
Elonmuskbuystwitter)

(Free Speech, Facebooknazis) <0.001 0.32

(Hate Speech, Free) 0.22 0.39
(Hate Speech, Facebooknazis) <0.001 0.34
(Hate Speech, Unrestricted) 0.15 0.33

(Hate Speech, Neonazis) 0.14 0.31

(Liberal, Commie) 0.26 0.32
(Liberal, Worktard) <0.001 0.38

(Liberal, Millionvotesmyass) <0.001 0.38
(Liberal, Fakeelection) <0.001 0.32
(Liberal, Bidensucks) <0.001 0.32

(Liberal, MAGA) <0.001 0.30
(Liberal, Womansplaining) 0.17 0.31

(Conservative, Fuckthegop) <0.001 0.32
(Conservative, Semifacist) <0.001 0.29

(Woke, Wokeisdead) <0.001 0.28
(Woke, Babykilling) <0.001 0.34

imum frequency threshold of 1% of their respective
corpus size.

Examining the category of disability, before
the relaxation, prevalent words such as ‘retarded’,
‘f**k’, and ‘stupid’ underscore a pervasive use of
derogatory language. Post-relaxation, these terms
persist, joined by others like ‘tra*ny’ and ‘schizo’,
further stigmatizing individuals with mental health
conditions and transgender identity.

In the category of racism, pre-relaxation terms
like ‘com*ie’ and ‘slave’ targeted specific ethnic
or political groups. Post-relaxation, there was a
marked increase in the usage of highly offensive
racial slurs like ‘n***a’ and ‘n****r’. Before the
relaxation, terms such as ‘chinese’ and ‘illegal’
hinted at racial discrimination against specific eth-
nic or immigrant groups. Post-relaxation, a focus
on racial and political divisions emerged through
terms like ‘black’ and ‘democrat’, accompanied
by a surge in explicit language, reflecting a shift
towards more vulgar expressions of racism.

In the category of religion, post-relaxation dis-
course intensified with terms like ‘murderous’ and
‘evil’, signaling a move towards more extreme and

negative portrayals of religious concepts.
However, for categories sexism, sexual orienta-

tion, and other, our analysis didn’t reveal a signif-
icant shift in representative words following the
takeover.

4.1.3 Shifts in Word Semantics
Finally, we analyze shifts in semantics to identify
entities increasingly associated with hate speech
after the relaxation. To investigate changes in word
semantics, we employ a word2vec model, trained
separately on datasets from each timeline on D2 (all
user tweets published before and after the takeover),
following Tahmasbi et al. (2021). This approach
is based on the premise that words frequently used
together in sentences will be positioned closer to
the model’s latent space. By examining these spa-
tial relationships, we aim to identify significant
contextual shifts of words after the relaxation.

Analyzing contextual changes associated with
keywords reveals increased hate towards political
agendas, particularly the left wing. Notably, the
irony arises as the left’s advocacy for free speech
intensifies, yet our results indicate an increased
critique against these left-wing agendas. Table 2 il-
lustrates the cosine similarity between the topic and
the keyword before and after Elon Musk’s takeover.
The increased association between Moderation and
Curbing suggests discussions on decreased mod-
eration. The term Facebooknazis, critiquing strict
moderation on Facebook, becomes closely linked
with Hate Speech and Free Speech. Elonmuskbuys-
twitter shows a strong association with free speech,
reflecting the impact of Elon Musk’s takeover in
this context. The rise in association between Hate
Speech and Free suggests perceived liberalization
enabling more hateful content circulation. Liberal
and Conservative are associated more with negative
terms post-relaxation, indicating heightened politi-
cal polarization. Increased association of Liberal
with extreme right-wing terms like MAGA signi-
fies a stronger pro-Trump presence post-relaxation.
Woke also becomes more associated with Wokeis-
dead suggesting increased hostility.

4.2 How does the moderation relaxation affect
the hate in existing communities?

To understand the evolution of hate communities
and user behavior, we construct the most repre-
sentative interaction network between the users.
As previous studies have shown that retweets on
Twitter are the most representative of homophilic
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(a) 2 weeks before the takeover (b) 2 weeks after the takeover

Figure 1: ForestFire subsampled (|V | = 1000) visualization of hate interaction network two weeks before and two
weeks after the takeover

interactions (Guerrero-Solé, 2018), using D1, we
construct a retweet interaction network of the 7,385
hateful tweets having at least one retweet that the
above-chosen 6,168 users have posted.

Due to the absence of explicit timestamps in the
Twitter API for retweets, we discretize time inter-
vals into 40 days, aligning with the observation that
a significant portion of retweets occurs within the
same day as the original tweet (Yin et al., 2021),
resulting in a network that grows each day for the
entire period. We also explore various versions of
the construction, like considering each timestamp’s
incoming edges as separate networks, adding di-
rectionality to the edges, and adding normalized
edge weights based on the number of interactions.
For the chosen 7,385 tweets, we collect 100,302
retweets spanning them, resulting in a temporal
edge list of size 99,428 where nodes are users and
edges are retweets.

Figure 2: Rate of growth of the average degree centrality
of nodes increases by 144.44% post-takeover

Similar to Hickey et al. (2023), we observe an

Figure 3: Rate of growth of the number of connected
components decreases by 17.3% post-takeover

average frequency of hateful tweets increase from
15,337 tweets per day to 16,658 after the relax-
ation. Examining the retweet network’s temporal
evolution manually, we find that the hate commu-
nity’s structure evolves a lot internally and also in
its interaction with the rest of the network. The
network expands primarily through bridge nodes
while some communities grow within themselves.
We observe new cliques forming as well as existing
cliques merging. The initial network is visualized
in Figure 1a, and a subgraph of the same size sam-
pled from the final day with the same amount of
nodes is visualized in Figure 1b, where we can
notice the interactions becoming denser and com-
munities merging.

The average edge influx per day of the network
increases after the relaxation from 1,793 to 4,814
(168% increase), suggesting a sudden rise in the
activeness in the user communities. The average
growth rate of the degree of nodes (note that we
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Table 3: Representative words in the user bios of top-
ranked users by MPR

Keyword Log-Odds Score (1e− 2)

MAGA 2.536
Gaslighting 2.203

Self Governance 1.859
ACAB 1.747
Biden 1.166

Prochoice 0.820
Anti Communist 0.269

are talking about the derivative of increase) also
increases from 2.7e−3 to 6.6e−3 (144% increase)
after the relaxation, as seen in Figure 2. Interest-
ingly, despite this evident growth in network size
and interactions, the average growth rate of dis-
tinct connected components decreases from 117
to 97 (17% decrease), as shown in Figure 3. This
counter-intuitive trend hints at the potential merg-
ing of previously separate communities and the
emergence of influential bridge users facilitating
the flow of information across different segments
of the network.

These findings indicate that following the relax-
ation, there is not only an increase in hate speech
but also a rise in the engagement and propagation
of such content across the platform.

4.3 Can we (early) detect the users who drove
the change in this landscape?

Identifying influencers in a time-evolving network
can give insights into which communities drive the
change and which users lead them. We experiment
with various methods and exploit both the network
information and the tweets themselves to identify
the set of most influential users in the hate network.

4.3.1 Moving PageRank (MPR)
We propose the Moving PageRank (henceforth re-
ferred to as MPR) method to identify the set of
users who drive the growth of the hate interaction
network. We calculate the PageRank (PR) for all
the nodes at every network snapshot and then use a
combination of the following three methods to find
users who drive the change. In the following, T1

denotes the timestep just before the takeover, T2

denotes the final timestep, and x denotes a user.

(a) Sum of PR change across all timestamps:

f1(x) =

T2∑

t=2

| PRt(x)− PRt−1(x) |

(b) Maximum PR change between timestamps:

f2(x) = maxT2
t=2 | PRt(x)− PRt−1(x) |

(c) Maximum PR change before and after the
takeover:

f3(x) =| maxT1
t=1PRt(x)−maxT2

t=T1
PRt(x) |

We take the intersection of sets of top 1000 users
identified by f1, f2, and f3 to converge on the final
set,

| f | = | f1 |1000 ∩ | f2 |1000 ∩ | f3 |1000 (1)

Our method identifies 57 key nodes within the
retweet network without directly attributing nega-
tive behaviors to identifiable individuals, focusing
instead on these accounts’ structural roles in infor-
mation diffusion. We also manually verify these
key users and weed out false positive accounts that
crept into the set because of their popularity and
the keywords used. Similar to what Şafak and
Sridhar (2022) observe, we observe a heavy right-
wing presence in most of the key users detected by
our methods, who vocally counter liberal culture
and are often Trump allies, with a few exceptions.
Moreover, the key influencers include a spectrum
of political profiles, from tinfoil hat populism and
sexism to aggressive MAGA rhetoric and misin-
formation, contrasted with pro-Biden stance and
critique of right-wing hate speech.

For the sake of user privacy, we do not perform
any profile-level manual qualitative analysis. We
rather analyze the bios of the top users collectively
and find that most of the profiles indicate their
political stances and ideologies.

As shown in Table 3, the presence of keywords
like ‘MAGA’, ‘Anti Communist’, and ‘Self Gov-
ernance’ suggests a strong presence of right-wing,
conservative, and potentially extremist viewpoints
among these influential users. On the other hand,
keywords like ‘Prochoice’ and ‘Biden’ indicate
the existence of liberal or left-leaning voices as
well, though with lower log-odds scores. The oc-
currence of terms like ‘Gaslighting’ and ‘ACAB’
(an acronym for “All Cops Are Bastards”) points
toward anti-establishment and potentially extrem-
ist ideologies. These keywords in user bios high-
light the polarized political landscape and the di-
verse range of ideological perspectives represented
among the key influencers facilitating the spread of
hate speech on the platform.
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(a) Number of followers (ρ = −0.429) (b) Number of following (ρ = −0.138)

Figure 4: Spearman correlation (ρ) between MPR rank and user profile metrics for the top 2000 users

4.3.2 Early Detection of Influential Users
MPR identifies influential users by analyzing their
structural position and its evolution in the net-
work. We investigate whether examining static user
profile characteristics, such as follower/following
counts and historical tweets before the takeover,
could early identify key actors facilitating hate
speech propagation.

Table 4: R2 scores for Regression models trained on
different feature sets for early detection

Method F1 F2 F1+F2
Linear Regression 0.05 0.07 0.26

AdaBoost Regression 0.22 0.04 0.09

We generate the first feature set (F1) containing
profile metrics such as the number of followers,
followings, and tweets, the age of the account, and
the description length. We run the Spearman cor-
relation (ρ) (Schober et al., 2018) test between the
ranks generated by MPR and each feature and re-
port the two highest ones. We find a correlation of
-0.429 for the follower counts, while the correlation
with the number of accounts a user follows is even
weaker at -0.138 (Figure 4). This indicates that
even the strongest correlated profile metric might
not be a strong indicator.

We compile the second feature set (F2) using
the mean-pooled Sentence-BERT,6 embeddings for
each user based on all their tweets, retweets, quotes,
and replies before the takeover.

To assess whether standard profile metrics and
textual content alone can reliably predict MPR
ranks, we train Linear and AdaBoost regression
models on three combinations of these features (F1,
F2, F1+F2) and report the R2 scores for each.

As shown in Table 4, even the best-performing

6sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-base-v2

model achieves an R2 score of only 0.26, indicat-
ing that user profile characteristics and historical
tweet content alone explain just about a quarter of
the variance in the MPR ranks. Linear Regression
shows minimal improvement when switching from
F1 to F2, suggesting that textual content provides
slightly more predictive power than static profile
metrics. However, combining both significantly
improves performance, highlighting that user in-
fluence on hate speech diffusion is a mix of pro-
file traits and content nature. Interestingly, for the
AdaBoost Regression, we see contrasting results
where F1 alone achieves a reasonably high R2 of
0.22, but adding F2 leads to a drastic drop in per-
formance to 0.09. A potential explanation for this
could be that AdaBoost, being an ensemble method,
is able to effectively model the non-linear rela-
tionships between profile features and MPR ranks.
However, when introducing high-dimensional tex-
tual embeddings, overfitting may occur, causing
the model to prioritize noise over actual predictive
signals from the features.

This analysis reveals that while profile metrics
and historical tweets provide some signal, hate
speech propagation is primarily driven by com-
plex network effects that conventional user profile
metrics and user tweets alone cannot fully capture.
MPR better models these dynamics by tracking the
evolving network structure and information flow
over time rather than relying on static and textual
data alone. For example, users with relatively few
followers can still act as bridge nodes, connecting
communities and facilitating hate content spread
via retweets/quotes over time, gaining centrality
quantified by MPR.

5 Discussion

Our study uncovers concerning trends following
Elon Musk’s Twitter takeover and subsequent re-
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laxation of moderation standards. The findings
indicate that allowing unvetted free speech facili-
tated an increase in hate speech targeting vulnera-
ble communities like LGBTQ+, liberals, and ethnic
minorities. Offensive terminology associated with
racism, sexism, and ableism saw a sharp rise in
usage across the platform (section 4.3.1).

Our analysis (section 4.1.2) uncovers how the
relaxation of moderation enabled a disturbing shift
in the language and rhetoric used to target different
communities. The increased usage of derogatory
terms like ‘tra*ny’, ‘schizo’, and racist slurs signals
a bleak regression towards more aggressive and ex-
plicit forms of hate speech. This deterioration of
content points to how uncontrolled free speech can
provide cover for the normalization of hate under
the disguise of openness. The heightened discrimi-
nation against groups like the LGBTQ+ community
and ethnic minorities through such language can
incite further hostility and marginalization in the
offline world and cause severe psychological im-
pacts on people (Saha et al., 2019). Loosening
restrictions can rapidly alter linguistic norms and
the boundaries of what speech gets visibility on
digital landscapes. Proactive counter-speech cam-
paigns to elevate civil, inclusive rhetoric may be
necessary countermeasures.

The semantic analysis reveals how discussions
around content moderation policies, free speech
principles, and hate speech became increasingly in-
tertwined post-relaxation (section 4.1.3). Paradoxi-
cally, the push for liberal speech norms appeared
to embolden voices fundamentally opposed to such
freedoms. Political polarization was also catalyzed,
with liberals facing intensifying targeting through
far-right rhetoric and derogatory terminology.

Analysis of the hate interaction network exposed
the emergence of tightly-knit communities joined
by bridge users disseminating hateful content (sec-
tion 4.2). The surge in interactions between previ-
ously disparate groups merging into larger hateful
clusters points to an escalating propagation of such
toxic views enabled by the moderation changes.

Identification of influential actors driving these
network dynamics (section 4.3) reveals many are
self-acknowledged far-right voices with records of
promoting misinformation, sexism, anti-immigrant
stances, and false claims of election rigging. The
list also features anti-Trump voices, reflecting the
nuanced landscape. We also find that only the pro-
file metrics and the linguistic insights from user
tweets are insufficient to identify users selected

by MPR, hinting at the paramount importance of
studying network evolution.

One practical application of our methodology
could be to stagger the relaxation of content mod-
eration policies for identified influential users. By
pinpointing the few key individuals contributing
disproportionately to the surge in hate speech af-
ter moderation is loosened, platforms could delay
extending such policy relaxations to these actors.
This measured approach could help mitigate the
rapid proliferation of hate speech enabled by influ-
ential provocateurs.

Our findings echo previous research on plat-
forms embracing unrestrictive speech policies, such
as the analysis of Gab (Zannettou et al., 2018),
which found it quickly became an insulated ecosys-
tem overrun by extreme right-wing ideology, hate
speech, and conspiracies due to minimal modera-
tion. We observe similar phenomena on Twitter
- the merging of hateful communities facilitated
by influential users upon relaxing content modera-
tion. These findings highlight the need for balanced
platform governance that preserves open discourse
while countering abuse and misinformation. How-
ever, we acknowledge the complexities of balanc-
ing free speech with effective moderation. Unfet-
tered speech freedom enables diverse viewpoints
but risks enabling the unchecked spread of harmful
rhetoric. We propose leveraging counter-speech
measures and credible counter-narratives (Mathew
et al., 2019), transparent community-driven poli-
cies and alternative moderation approaches like
user-driven systems (Matias, 2019a) like Commu-
nity Notes or AI assistance with human-in-the-loop.
These strategies must also account for contextual
and cultural nuances in interpreting hate speech
across societal norms (Waseem et al., 2017; Duarte
et al., 2018). By adopting nuanced, adaptive ap-
proaches, platforms can foster inclusive spaces
while upholding free expression principles with-
out providing ideological extremists freedom to
proliferate harmful content.

6 Conclusion

We examine how the relaxation of moderation on
Twitter after Elon Musk’s takeover affects the plat-
form’s interaction dynamics and its users. We ob-
serve that the relaxation catalyzes the increase of
hate speech against most of the commonly targeted
communities and, ironically, against the promotion
of free speech as well. They also set the stage for
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targeted political hate against their opposition. Our
findings illuminate the critical need for social me-
dia platforms to balance free speech with effective
moderation strategies by employing counteractive
measures (like Community Notes). We hope that
future works explore proactive measures that can
be implemented to foster healthy online discourses
without infringing on user freedoms.
Ethical statement. In our work, we have exclu-
sively used publicly available tweets collected via
Twitter’s Academic API, designed for research pur-
poses. Despite the public nature of this data, we
recognize the ethical obligation to preserve the
anonymity and privacy of individuals. It is also
crucial to highlight that our annotation process was
designed to be user identity-agnostic, with anno-
tators being shielded from any personal informa-
tion about users to prevent potential biases. There-
fore, all data has been anonymized in our analysis,
with no direct quotations or identifiable information
such as profile metrics being used in our analysis.

7 Limitations

While our study provides valuable insights into
the impact of relaxed moderation on hate speech
dynamics, we acknowledge potential limitations.
The first is the bias that may be induced due to the
keyword selection, for which we try our best to
keep it balanced and best representative of a wide
range of interests.

The second limitation of our study is the inabil-
ity to establish a clear causal link between Elon
Musk’s takeover of Twitter and relaxed content
moderation policies as the sole driver of increased
hate speech on the platform. The sociopolitical
environment surrounding the new ownership and
Musk’s publicly stated reasons for the takeover
could have independently influenced certain user
behaviors, regardless of concrete policy changes.
The effects we observed could potentially corre-
late with, rather than directly resulting from, the
new moderation approach. Moreover, it is inher-
ently difficult to separate the relaxed moderation
from confounding factors like news cycles, pub-
lic discourse, and perceived changes in platform
that simultaneously shifted during the transition
period. Although our analysis accounts for some
of these factors, completely isolating the policy im-
pact through a hypothetical scenario is infeasible.

Categorizing users as hate perpetrators based
solely on algorithmic outputs, without human val-

idation, can raise ethical concerns about potential
mischaracterization or unfair targeting. We also
recognize that any form of user labeling, even if
anonymized, should be undertaken with caution
and transparency. Ideally, such methods should
involve a human-in-the-loop process to mitigate
erroneous classifications. While we can not guar-
antee the generalizability of our findings to other
platforms, we hope that it serves as a primer for
motivating necessary precautionary measures.
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Abstract

Online gender-based violence has grown con-
comitantly with the adoption of the internet and
social media. Its effects are worse in the Global
majority where many users use social media in
languages other than English. The scale and
volume of conversations on the internet have
necessitated the need for automated detection
of hate speech and, more specifically, gendered
abuse. There is, however, a lack of language-
specific and contextual data to build such auto-
mated tools. In this paper, we present a dataset
on gendered abuse in three languages- Hindi,
Tamil and Indian English. The dataset com-
prises of tweets annotated along three questions
pertaining to the experience of gender abuse,
by experts who identify as women or a member
of the LGBTQIA+ community in South Asia.
Through this dataset, we demonstrate a partici-
patory approach to creating datasets that drive
AI systems.

1 Introduction

Internet adoption promises connectivity, economic
opportunity, and political agency. But for women
and members of the LGBTQIA+ community, the
internet and, in particular, social media can be a site
of harassment and targeting. Some surveys put the
incidence of online gender-based violence (oGBV)
at over 50% (Hicks, 2021). Nearly 85% of women
have seen violence against women online (Unit,
2021). The most common site for such encounters
is social media platforms. oGBV is now seen as an
extension of offline violence, with its effects being

∗ For any questions about this paper please email
Tarunima Prabhakar at tarunima@tattle.co.in

worse “in countries with long-standing or institu-
tionalized gender inequality” (ibid). A study found
that the volume of misogynistic Facebook posts
and tweets, as well as individuals’ engagement with
them, spiked during lockdowns in the pandemic,
with a 168-percent increase from the same period
in 2019 (UN-Women, 2020). The prevalence of
oGBV restricts people from marginalized genders
from accessing economic, social and political op-
portunities, threatening to exacerbate the digital
divide.

As with hate speech, tackling gendered abuse on-
line at scale necessitates automated approaches to
detect it. Such approaches depend on language and
context-specific datasets, which are sparse beyond
English and a few other languages. With the goal
of addressing oGBV in the majority of the world,
and more specifically in India, we focused on cre-
ating a dataset of gendered abuse from India. We
further recognized the importance of centering the
lived experience of abuse in data work (D'Ignazio
and Klein, 2020). While this project extends prior
work on crowd-sourced annotations of hate speech,
it is distinct in attempting to source these anno-
tations from expert annotators, i.e. activists and
researchers who have encountered or responded to
online abuse. As described in the next section, this
annotation was carried out as a part of a project
on user-end interventions to protect oneself and re-
spond to oGBV. Machine learning driven redaction
of tweets, for which this dataset was created, was
just one feature. Thus, we started this exercise from
the primary position of- what constitutes gender
abuse? This makes our work distinct from several
other datasets that use gender as one of many axis
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on which hate speech is expressed (Kumar et al.,
2018b). While gendered abuse inevitably overlaps
with hate speech, by starting with the question of
what is specifically gendered abuse in social media
discourse, we are able to describe the experience
in more detail.

We started this data collection exercise by recog-
nising that any attempt to capture oGBV in a
dataset will necessarily involve simplifications and
omissions. A dataset cannot capture the whole
experience of oGBV that involves a number of
behaviours such as trolling, non-consensual shar-
ing of private information and repeated unwanted
engagement. Furthermore, oGBV is often an ex-
tension of offline violence. Online experiences are
overlaid on offline socio-economic vulnerabilities
and intersected identities to produce a specific ex-
perience of violence. This is a background context
that cannot be captured in a dataset. This dataset
captures a very small aspect of the experience of
oGBV- that which is patently visible in text-based
statements. Within this narrow scope, we use the
terms oGBV and gendered abuse interchangeably.
In the annotation guideline, we used the term gen-
dered abuse instead of oGBV.

This dataset, inspired from values of feminist
technologies such as inclusion, intersectionality
and care, is an attempt at participatory models
of machine learning development (Clancy, 2021).
The definition of gendered abuse, as well as the
annotations, came from activists and researchers
who identify as a marginalized gender and have en-
countered or responded to online or offline abuse.
This paper describes the process of creation of the
dataset in three Indic languages: Hindi, Tamil and
Indian English.

2 Background

As with all datasets on abuse detection, our dataset
too had to contend with the social and theoretical
task of defining abuse (Vidgen et al., 2019). This
dataset was created as a part of a larger project to
build a browser-based tool1 to help mitigate the
effects of online gender-based violence on those
who are at the receiving end of it. The tool includes
a machine learning driven feature for the redaction
of content as well as non-machine learning fea-
tures such as the redaction of problematic words
and tools for archiving. The tool aimed to center
the experiences of those at the receiving end of

1https://uli.tattle.co.in/

oGBV. Through formal and semi-structured inter-
views and focus group discussions with over thirty
activists and researchers working on gender and
minority rights in South Asia, we identified the
varieties of ways in which harm was manifested
and perceived in this group. The interviews and fo-
cus group discussions were conducted over Zoom
from July 2021 to October 2021. The discussions
emphasized the contextual nature of online gender
and sexual abuse. Participants were concerned with
who made a statement, to whom it was directed and
the ongoing global and local events when the post
was written.

The location of moderation - ’user-end’ as op-
posed to platform-end - shaped the respondent’s
views on how harm and abuse should be under-
stood. First, participants in the qualitative research
phase did not express concerns about excessive
moderation through automation. Instead, partici-
pants mentioned that from the perspective of miti-
gating harm to the person harassed, it is acceptable
if the machine learning model ‘over’ moderates on
certain classes of speech, such as hate speech. Sec-
ond, they mentioned that the model should be able
to capture instances that escape platform-centered
moderation because they don’t violate community
guidelines. Thus, oGBV or gendered abuse, as
defined in this dataset, may be broader than other
datasets.

The focus group discussions surfaced that a large
proportion of abuse was in the form of images and
videos. In this first attempt to build a survivor-
centered dataset in Indian languages, the scope was
oGBV as manifested in text-based abuse. We seek
to address this limitation in future iterations of our
project

3 Related Work

Abusive speech has been studied under several over-
lapping categories (Waseem et al., 2017) such as
hatespeech (Badjatiya et al., 2017; Waseem, 2016;
Davidson et al., 2017), offensive language (Chen
et al., 2012; Nobata et al., 2016) and trolling (Mo-
jica de la Vega and Ng, 2018). Kumar et al. (2021)
and Waseem and Hovy (2016) specifically focus on
gender bias and sexism, respectively, within hate
speech. As described in section 5, we tested the cat-
egorizations proposed in these papers to understand
our data better and develop our annotation guide-
line. Waseem (2016)’s dataset of hate speech on
Twitter is especially relevant to our work since they
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also relied on feminist activists and showed that
systems trained on these expert annotations outper-
form systems trained on amateur annotations.

While most of the aforementioned papers focus
on English language content, there has been a push
to expand abuse and hate speech detection to lan-
guages other than English. Within Indic languages,
Hindi has received considerable attention. Mandl
et al. (2019, 2020b) proposed a dataset for hate
speech in Hindi language consisting of 5K and
6K posts sourced from Twitter. Following the pre-
vious work, Mandl et al. (2020a) shared another
hate speech dataset of 3.6K posts scrapped from
YouTube and Twitter. Bohra et al. (2018) intro-
duced a code-mixed Hindi dataset on Hate Speech
containing 4.5K tweets, out of which, 1.6K tweets
are labelled hateful, and the remaining 2.9K are
non-hateful. Tweets are annotated as hate speech
or normal speech. Saroj and Pal (2020) proposed a
dataset for Hindi language on offensive speech con-
taining 2K posts from Twitter and Facebook. Ve-
lankar et al. (2021) created a dataset for Hindi and
Marathi on hate and offensive speech with 4.5K
and 2K posts respectively. Romim et al. (2021)
created a dataset on hate speech consisting of 30K
comments in Bengali from YouTube and Facebook,
10K comments are annotated as hateful. Gupta
et al. (2022) proposed a large-scale (150K) abu-
sive speech dataset of comments in Hindi, Tamil,
Telugu, Kannada and Malayalam sourced from
ShareChat. Chakravarthi et al. (2021) created a
code-mixed dataset on offensive speech consisting
of YouTube comments in Kannada, Malayalam,
and Tamil, with 7.7K comments for Kannada, 20K
for Malayalam, and 43K for Tamil. Bhardwaj et al.
(2020) collect posts from Twitter and Facebook in
Hindi and provide annotations for hostile posts in-
cluding fake news, hate speech, and other offensive
posts. The Kumar et al. (2021) dataset specifically
looked at gendered and communally charged com-
ments in four Indian languages. The dataset was
annotated at three levels: aggression, gender bias,
and communal bias.

While many of these datasets are larger in size
than the one we collected, none of them have
survivor-focused definitions and guidelines along
with expert annotations like the one we provide in
our work.

4 Corpus Creation

To build a robust and diverse dataset, we followed a
two step process. We first scraped a large collection
of tweets and then selected data for annotation from
that collection using a semi-supervised approach.
In the first iteration of the project, we focused on
three Indian languages- Hindi, Tamil and ‘Indian’
English. Indian English (Sailaja, 2012) was sug-
gested as a distinct language by some of the ac-
tivists we engaged with. It was felt that the specific
way English was used in India, which included
some transliteration of words from other languages
and code-mixing, made it distinct enough to merit
specific attention.

4.1 Unlabelled dataset collection

For the initial collection of a large unlabelled
dataset, we crowdsourced a list of slurs and of-
fensive words/phrases from the group of activists
and researchers. Additionally, we created a list of
accounts that are often at the receiving end of hate
online, as well as a list of accounts that are often
found perpetuating hate and abuse on Twitter (now
called X), by manually scanning conversations on
the platform. This was complemented by data from
Arya et al. (2022) and Gurumurthy and Dasarathy
(2022)2, that contained a list of influential or highly
active women on Twitter/X who are often at the re-
ceiving end of online abuse and harassment as well
as annotated data for different variants of potential
harm online. Thus, we scraped tweets using three
criteria: (1) crowdsourced slurs and keywords, (2)
tweets by known perpetrators, and (3) replies to
highly influential women on Twitter. In total, we
were able to scrape close to 1.3 million tweets from
2018-2021. We used the Python Twint library3 to
collect public tweets that matched the three crite-
ria. We filtered for language based on the language
assigned by Twitter. We replaced all user handles
mentioned in the posts, as detected by a regex query
of words starting with ’@’, with the term <handle
replaced>. Thus, the experts could not see who
was being addressed in a post, and whose post was
the message a reply to.

4.2 Stratified Pooling

Our annotation budget determined the dataset size:
roughly 8000 posts in three languages. Despite our

2The data was requested from IT for Change while re-
search from this report was ongoing

3https://github.com/twintproject/twint
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strategy of collecting data based on problematic
keywords, the majority of the dataset was non-
oGBV. Creating an annotation set by randomly
sampling posts from the larger unlabelled dataset
of 1.3 million tweets would have resulted in a very
small dataset of tweets containing gendered abuse.
Thus, we used stratified pooling to create a dataset
in which the percentage of abuse is higher than
the larger data corpus, and possibly higher than
Twitter in general. To do this, we first assign
noisy labels to our unlabelled dataset using demo-
cratic co-training as done in prior work (Rosenthal
et al., 2021). We used various models trained on
open-source datasets for related tasks of offensive
language detection, misogyny detection, and hate
speech detection. In Table 1, we show the set of
datasets and models used for our semi-supervised
annotation per language.

We thus obtain confidence scores for the models
listed above on our large unlabelled dataset. Since
the models are trained on datasets pertaining to
different tasks, we treat these models as Mixture-
of-Experts (MoE) in their own tasks. To obtain a
consensus among them, we average the confidence
scores of all the models per post. We then bin the
posts based on their averaged confidence scores,
categorising them into 10 categories. Finally, we
randomly sample a fixed number of posts from
each bin to include in the final dataset used for
annotation. For English and Hindi, the number of
posts selected from each bin are shown in Table 2.
For Tamil, due to the lack of posts in each bin, we
select posts based on two bins, as shown in Table 3.
The selection of posts from these bins was made to
increase diversity in the kind of content in our final
dataset as well as to maintain balance among the
easily identifiable hate speech by existing models
and the examples on which the models disagree
(which represents the posts with mean scores close
to 0.5).

5 Annotation Guideline

The literature review and focus group discussions
informed our early criteria for marking abuse. Four
researchers in the team who identify as marginal-
ized genders annotated posts in small batches,
as per different typologies such as intersectional
themes (ableist, transphobic and queerphobic, body
shaming), kinds of abuse (sarcasm, threats, deroga-
tory comments), explicit or implicit nature of abuse.
This team consisted of language speakers from

Datasets Model
Used

English Mathew et al.
(2020), Kumar et al.
(2018a) Basile et al.
(2019), Zampieri et al.
(2019), Founta et al.
(2018)

Twitter
Roberta

Hindi Bohra et al. (2018),
Bhattacharya et al.
(2020), Kumar et al.
(2018a), Mandl et al.
(2021)

Bert Based
Code-
mixed
model

Tamil Chakravarthi et al.
(2020), Mandl et al.
(2021)

Indic Bert

Table 1: List of datasets and models used for MoE based
pooling across the three languages

Toxicity score range No. of Tweets
inclusive of the extreme values

0-0.1 400
0.11-0.2 800
0.21- 0.3 800
0.31-0.4 1000
0.41-0.5 1000
0.51- 0.6 1000
0.61-0.7 1000
0.71-0.8 800
0.81- 0.9 800

0.91-1 400

Table 2: Number of posts sampled per bin for our MoE
based pooling of English and Hindi data

each of the three languages- English, Hindi and
Tamil. Such granular labelling helped the team
familiarize itself with the data, as well as surface
disagreements within the team. Over three months,
the team repeatedly annotated batches of data, dis-
tilling the initial typologies to the most essential
labels and converging on a guideline to describe the
purpose of the label. The simplification of labelling
was essential since the labelling had to be carried
out by activists and researchers with other primary
commitments. We converged on the following two
labels:

• Is the post gendered abuse
• Does the post contain explicit or aggressive

language.
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Toxicity score range No. of Tweets
inclusive of the extreme values

0-0.5 4000
0.51-1 4000

Table 3: Number of posts sampled per bin for our MoE
based pooling of Tamil data

When the interrater agreement between the team
members across the labels exceeded 0.3, the team
opened the labelling task to the external group of
gender rights activists and researchers.

We created an annotation guideline with defini-
tions for the labels and examples. The guideline
was initially written in English4 and then translated
into Hindi5 and Tamil. The examples in the Hindi
and Tamil guidelines were picked by the team mem-
bers speaking the language to mirror the motivation
for including the corresponding examples in the En-
glish guideline.

To onboard the annotators to the guideline, we
paired annotators and asked them to annotate a
hundred posts as per the guideline. Where they
disagreed, we asked them to discuss their reasons
for their choice of label. This exercise was repeated
2-3 times for each pair. While in some cases, the
disagreement in the label was a result of misunder-
standing the guideline, we also learnt that absent
any context to a post, such as the relationship be-
tween the person posting and the receiver (in case
of replies) or the broader conversation, each anno-
tator assumed context. This shaped whether they
perceived the post as gendered abuse or not. Thus,
to reduce some of the ambiguity in the imagined
context, we broke the first label into two parts:

• Is the post gendered abuse when not directed
at a person of marginalized gender?

• Is the post gendered abuse when it is directed
at a person of marginalized gender?

The first label would capture outright misogy-
nistic comments, such as those commenting on
women’s capabilities to participate in professional
or public life. The second label is a more expansive
one that we recognize could capture all forms of
abuse. From the perspective of the expert anno-
tators, any form of hate speech, even if the terms

4
https://docs.google.com/document/d/

1JRPGCSM-9YUc0UWIyc3u7NDyvMTYxWFabsiUC6T4AcI/edit?
usp=sharing

5
https://docs.google.com/document/d/

1JRPGCSM-9YUc0UWIyc3u7NDyvMTYxWFabsiUC6T4AcI/edit?
usp=sharing

used are not gendered, when directed at a person
of marginalized genders is gendered abuse. The
inclusion of the second label allowed us to accom-
modate for one assumption in context of the post-
the gender of the person receiving the content.

The final annotation tasks were as follows:

• Is this post gendered abuse when not directed
at a person of marginalized gender and sexu-
ality? Posts which are not otherwise gendered,
sexist, or trans-phobic but become oGBV if
they are directed towards gender or sexual mi-
norities are labelled as yes (1) for this question.
This label accounts for hate speech that can
be used to target gender or sexual minorities.

• Is the post gendered abuse when directed at a
person of marginalized gender and sexuality?
This question is answered yes (1) for misogy-
nist, sexist, trans-phobic comments, or general
backlash against feminist principles, or posts
that explicitly attack someone for their gender
and sexual identity.

• Is this post explicit/aggressive? This question
will be answered as yes (1) when posts contain
slur words or aggressive language, even if
intended as a jest. This question captures posts
that use explicit or aggressive language, even
if the totality of the post is not abusive.

All these tasks were optional. An annotator
could skip one or all questions. When skipping
all questions, annotators were requested to leave a
note in a free-form text field for us to understand
why the post was not annotated.

6 Annotator profiles

The project started with twenty annotators, but only
sixteen annotators remained till the end: six for
Hindi and five each for English and Tamil. For
those who left the project before sufficient time
for onboarding on the annotation guidelines, we
discarded the annotations. Most annotators were
individuals who were active in gender and sex-
ual research and activism in India. One of them
belongs to Sri Lanka, and some have lived in or
moved to other countries during this project. They
either belonged to or worked with the affected
groups/communities or were themselves at the re-
ceiving end of violence and online abuse. They
all self-identified and situated themselves on the
LGBTQIA+ spectrum, and at least a third of them
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explicitly identified and situated themselves on the
vulnerable religious and caste backgrounds in In-
dia—Muslim and Dalit—ensuring an intersectional
approach in the annotation task. The activists and
researchers represent a range of socio-cultural as
well as geographical backgrounds. Each annotator
was actively involved in gender and sexual rights-
based activism in India and foregrounded a wide
range of political perspectives in their work. The
Hindi group had three senior and three early career
participants. The Hindi group had a higher percent-
age of early-career participants. The Tamil group
represented more senior and middle-aged partici-
pants and a greater transnational diversity. Across
the three language groups, some annotators identi-
fied as Dalit, Trans and Muslim. A majority of the
annotators came from urban centers such as Delhi,
Bangalore, Pune and Chennai. All the annotators,
except one who requested anonymity, are listed as
co-authors on this paper.

7 Allocation of Posts to Annotators

We started with the goal of having a total of 8000
posts annotated in each language, with 20% of the
posts (1600) being annotated by three experts. At
the beginning of the exercise seven experts signed
on as annotators for English, six for Hindi and
six for Tamil (nineteen total). While the experts
were compensated for the task which was tied to
the number of posts annotated, their engagement
was considered voluntary and could be terminated
whenever they wished to do so and without any con-
tractual obligations. The posts were assigned to an-
notators in batches. To accommodate for drop-outs
and possible drop-outs, some of the posts were allo-
cated to more than three annotators. Consequently,
all annotators were not allocated an equal number
of posts. In some cases, despite the reallocation,
we did not get the required number of annotations.
Thus, the final dataset has fewer than 8000 posts.
The total number of posts in every language where
at least one label was annotated is show in Table 4

The annotators annotated the posts using a cus-
tom UI that we developed for this task 6. The
interface was accessible through a URL that could
be opened on any browser. The UI was made re-
sponsive to enable annotations on mobile. The
languages of the UI changed based on the language
the annotator was working on. Figure 1 shows

6https://github.com/tattle-made/Uli/
tree/main/annotators

Language Posts with at least
one label annotated

English 7638
Hindi 7714
Tamil 7914

Table 4: Dataset Size

the annotation interface. The posts were annotated
between March 2022 and July 2022.

Figure 1: User-interface to annotate posts

8 Dataset Analysis

The batch-wise allocation of tweets to annotators,
some annotators dropping out and annotators skip-
ping some labels, resulted in some posts having an
even number of annotations (even if the post was
allocated to an odd number of annotators). Table 5
shows the number of posts that were annotated by
a specific number of annotators (ranging from 1 to
6).

We also explore the relationship between label
1: posts that are gendered abuse when not directed,
and label 2: posts that are gendered abuse when
directed at a person of marginalized gender. We
find that in 6058 posts, at least one annotator anno-
tated label 1 and label 2 differently. Table 6 shows
the language-specific breakdown. The Appendix
contains an annotator specific breakdown of how
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N 1 2 3 4 5 6

English
Label 1 6035 484 1112 7
Label 2 6035 484 1112 7
Label 3 6035 484 1112 7

Hindi
Label 1 6074 62 1530 46 1
Label 2 6069 61 1530 46 1
Label 3 6075 61 1530 46 1

Tamil
Label 1 6412 13 1086 349 48 6
Label 2 6411 13 1086 349 48 6
Label 3 6412 13 1086 349 48 6

Table 5: Number of posts annotated by ‘n’ number of annotators

Language Number of posts
English 1342
Hindi 3094
Tamil 1622

Table 6: Posts where at least one annotator marked
label 1 and label 2 differently

Language Label Values

English
Label 1 0.402
Label 2 0.258
Label 3 0.35

Hindi
Label 1 0.396
Label 2 0.314
Label 3 0.501

Tamil
Label 1 0.488
Label 2 0.411
Label 3 0.721

Table 7: Krippendorf Alpha

frequently an annotator marked label 1 and label 2
differently.

8.1 Agreement Assessment

We started with the understanding that there could
be significant disagreement across the annotators
on what constitutes gendered abuse. Yet, we calcu-
late the agreement score for posts to understand the
level of agreement or lack thereof. Table 7 shows
the Krippendorf alpha values for the three labels
for all three languages. Notably, the scores varied
across the three languages, with the scores across
the three labels being higher for Tamil. Tamil and
Hindi have the highest agreement on when the post
is explicit or aggressive.

Language Label IndicBERT XLM-T

English
Label 1 0.44 0.77
Label 2 0.38 0.70
Label 3 0.37 0.74

Hindi
Label 1 0.43 0.74
Label 2 0.59 0.73
Label 3 0.70 0.81

Tamil
Label 1 0.73 0.82
Label 2 0.77 0.85
Label 3 0.79 0.90

Table 8: F1 macro scores per label for fine-tuned models
on our datasets in each language. Highest scores in each
language are boldened.

8.2 Known issues
Due to an issue with allocation of posts in one of
the earliest batches, a small number of posts were
reassigned to the same annotators. That is, anno-
tators were asked to label the posts that they had
already labelled. While we could discard these, we
retain them as they convey important information:
for five posts (two in Tamil and three in Hindi),
the annotators labelled the post differently in every
iteration. The value of the label for these posts is a
decimal that reflects the average score.

9 Dataset Release

Since assessment of gendered abuse is a subjective
task, we are sharing the data with annotator level
labels, instead of aggregate score based on the ma-
jority opinion (Prabhakaran et al., 2021). We have
anonymized the annotator names though they are
recognized as authors on the paper. The data is
shared under a CC BY 4.0 license as CSV files on
GitHub.7

7https://github.com/tattle-made/uli_
dataset
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10 Model performance

To assess performance of existing approaches to
detect oGBV, we tested models from the automated
abuse detection literature on our dataset. Specif-
ically, we created train and test sets from annota-
tions for Label 2 and fine-tuned models on them.
We considered all data annotated by a single anno-
tator as training data and ones annotated by mul-
tiple people (Table 5) as test data, using majority
labelling for the final label. For the models, we
used IndicBERT (Kakwani et al., 2020), which is a
multilingual ALBERT model trained on Indic lan-
guage data, and XLM-T (Barbieri et al., 2022), a
RoBERTa model fine-tuned on Twitter data, on our
dataset. Our choice of model was motivated by the
strong performance of IndicBERT over other mul-
tilingual models like mBERT and XLM-R when
evaluated on tasks in Indian languages (Kakwani
et al., 2020). For XLM-T, we relied on its pre-
training on Twitter data and strong performance in
prior social media based datasets as our primary
motivation for inclusion. For all the models, we
trained for 5 epochs with a learning rate of 5e-06,
a batch size of 8 and the Adam optimizer. To avoid
overfitting, we implement an early stopping mecha-
nism conditioned on the evaluation F1 macro with a
patience of 5 steps. We report the result in Table 8.

We see that the IndicBERT model is able to per-
form on Tamil fairly well. All three labels in En-
glish and Hindi Label 1 are the hardest for the
model to learn. XLM-T, on the other hand, scores
much better across the spectrum, which we hy-
pothesize is due to its familiarity with Twitter data.
Tamil is still the language with the highest perfor-
mance, while English remains the hardest. This cor-
responds to the lower levels of agreement among
the annotators for the English labels outlined in
Table 7, demonstrating the subjectivity of the task.

11 Discussion and Conclusion

This paper presents an attempt to develop a dataset
that centers the experience of those at the receiving
end of gendered abuse, with their active participa-
tion. Through this dataset we seek to put into prac-
tice values in feminist and participatory AI such as
inclusion, intersectionality, and co-designing sys-
tems with those who are subject to its decisions.
The process and the resultant dataset surface nu-
merous questions that need to be clarified through
future work. First, we note a marked difference
in the agreement scores in labels across languages.

This could be a result of the difference in the posts
selected in each language, or a difference in the
interpretation of the annotation guideline by the
annotators of each language. It could also be a
result of difference in the diversity of annotator
backgrounds in each language group. Understand-
ing the source of heterogeneity in agreement scores
in each language group needs further investigation.
Second, a participatory project like this brings to-
gether people with different motivations. While
all the annotators were motivated to address the
challenge of online and offline gender based vio-
lence, the time they cold devote to the annotations
varied. Availability of devices and familiarity with
online interfaces to carry out the annotation also
varied. The interplay of experts’ motivations with
the quality of annotations is a complex topic but
one that needs attention when building participa-
tory datasets and AI. Connected to motivations is
the question of compensation. At present there is
little guidance on compensation for experts’ time
in a project like this. Fair remuneration and recog-
nition of expert contributions is an area of active
research. Third, we recognize that oGBV is in-
creasingly expressed through memes, images and
videos. In future we hope to extend a similar ap-
proach to multi-modal content. Fourth, the process
of creating this dataset was labor intensive. The
core team that developed the annotation guideline
comprised of people speaking the three languages.
Such representation, however, may not have been
feasible if we were working with ten languages.
How best to balance the core goal of participatory
design with material constraints of time and money
is a question with non-obvious answers. Finally,
while we relied on the majority vote on a label to
test the ML models, we will continue to explore
other approaches that don’t flatten the disagreement
across annotators.

12 Limitations

This work has a few limitations. Firstly, the data an-
notations solely concentrated on text-based abuse.
The focus group discussions highlighted that a
large proportion of abuse was in the form of images
and videos, we hope to work on a similar approach
to multi-modal content in the future. Secondly, the
creation of our dataset was labor-intensive, prompt-
ing questions about managing participatory design
goals with time and resource constraints. Lastly,
there is a need for exploring approaches beyond
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majority voting to address disagreements among
annotators in the dataset. In future work, we hope
to circumvent some of these limitations and pro-
vide a more well-rounded approach to mitigating
oGBV.
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A Appendix

A.1 Annotator Disagreement
Table 10 shows the number of posts where an an-
notator annotated label 1 and label 2 differently.
The first two letters in the annotator ID describe
the language the annotator was working with: En-
glish (en), Hindi (hi) or Tamil (ta). Comparisons
about subjective opinions of annotators should not
be drawn from this table since each annotator anno-
tated a different number of posts. This data is not
normalized.

A.2 Model links
For reproducibility, we provide the models along
with the corresponding Huggingface codes and
links in Table 9

Model Model Code
IndicBERT ai4bharat/indic-bert
BERT code-
mixed

rohanrajpal/bert-base-en-hi-
codemix-cased

XLM-T cardiffnlp/twitter-roberta-
base-sep2021

Table 9: Huggingface model codes for models used in
the experiments

Annotator
ID

Posts with
both

Posts with
label 1:yes

Posts with
label 1: no

labels
marked
yes

label 2:no and label
2:yes

en_a1 82 5 92
en_a2 279 24 1
en_a3 809 4 142
en_a4 172 27 99
en_a5 411 4 547
en_a6 427 10 503
hi_a1 430 2 1151
hi_a2 334 66 485
hi_a3 713 412 600
hi_a4 239 110 264
hi_a5 670 9 637
ta_a1 955 2 679
ta_a2 848 9 512
ta_a4 1198 25 59
ta_a5 324 92 83
ta_a6 1075 234 29
ta_a7 245 0 73

Table 10: Difference in opinion on label 1 and label 2
for all annotators
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Abstract

Although social media platforms are a promi-
nent arena for users to engage in interpersonal
discussions and express opinions, the facade
and anonymity offered by social media may
allow users to spew hate speech and offensive
content. Given the massive scale of such plat-
forms, there arises a need to automatically iden-
tify and flag instances of hate speech. Although
several hate speech detection methods exist,
most of these black-box methods are not in-
terpretable or explainable by design. To ad-
dress the lack of interpretability, in this paper,
we propose to use state-of-the-art Large Lan-
guage Models (LLMs) to extract features in the
form of rationales from the input text, to train
a base hate speech classifier, thereby enabling
faithful interpretability by design. Our frame-
work effectively combines the textual under-
standing capabilities of LLMs and the discrim-
inative power of state-of-the-art hate speech
classifiers to make these classifiers faithfully
interpretable. Our comprehensive evaluation on
a variety of English language social media hate
speech datasets demonstrate: (1) the goodness
of the LLM-extracted rationales, and (2) the
surprising retention of detector performance
even after training to ensure interpretability.
All code and data will be made available at
https://github.com/AmritaBh/shield.

1 Introduction

Content Warning: This document contains
content that some may find disturbing or
offensive, including content that is discrimi-
native, hateful, or violent in nature.

Social media has become a platform of content
sharing and discussions for a varied range of in-
dividuals with differing cultural and continental

*These authors contributed equally to this work.

backgrounds. People use social media platforms to
exchange information, and they frequently engage
in dialectal conversations. These discussions are
not always peaceful, they can degenerate into un-
pleasant altercations and bigoted arguments. Thus,
social media platforms often become a host for hate
speech. Hate speech is described as any deliberate
and purposeful public communication meant to dis-
parage a person or a group by expressing hatred,
disdain, or contempt based on their social attributes
(e.g., gender, race). In extreme cases, hate speech
may often lead to real world harms such as hate
crimes, for example the anti-Asian hate crimes dur-
ing the COVID-19 pandemic (Findling et al., 2022;
Han et al., 2023). Therefore, it is essential to have
automatic hate speech detection and moderation
in place to maintain the integrity of social media
platforms as well as to mitigate negative impacts
in real-world scenarios such as increased violence
towards minorities (Laub, 2019).

Given that the issue of hate speech on social me-
dia is a well-established problem, there have been
several works to detect such online hate-speech
(Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017; Del Vigna12 et al.,
2017). While state of the art hate speech detec-
tion models have been able to achieve good per-
formance on benchmark evaluation datasets, most
of these models are built using transformer-based
pre-trained language models or other deep neural
network type models (Sheth et al., 2023b) that are
not interpretable or explainable. However, the task
of hate speech detection is a very sensitive task,
and explainability of automated detectors is an es-
sential and desirable feature. Model interpretability
is essential not only for end-user understanding but
also for understanding biased predictions, domain
shifts, other errors in the prediction, etc.

While incorporating qualities of interpretability
directly into deep neural network models such as
pre-trained language model based detectors is chal-
lenging, one way to potentially perform this is by
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using an auxiliary model to provide explanations
or rationales, that are subsequently used in training
the detection model. This type of a method has
been proposed and used in the FRESH framework
(Jain et al., 2020), where the authors use two dis-
joint networks, one for extracting the task-specific
rationales, and then another that leverages those
rationales to learn the classification task, thereby
enabling faithful interpretability by construction.

Inspired by this work, we propose a framework,
where we use LLMs as the extractor model: we
leverage the textual understanding and instruction-
following capabilities of state-of-the-art LLMs to
extract features from the input text, that is used to
augment the training of a separate base hate speech
detector, thereby facilitating faithful interpretabil-
ity. Overall, our contributions in this paper are:

1. We propose SHIELD, a framework that lever-
ages LLM-extracted rationales to augment a
base hate speech detection model to facilitate
faithful interpretability.

2. We evaluate the goodness of LLM-extracted
features and rationales, and measure the align-
ment of such with human annotated rationales.

3. Through comprehensive experiments on both
implicit and explicit hate speech datasets, we
show how SHIELD retains detection perfor-
mance even after training with rationales for
increased interpretability, despite the expected
interpretability-accuracy trade-off.

2 Our SHIELD Framework

Figure 1: Our proposed SHIELD framework.

We show our proposed SHIELD framework in
Figure 1. In this section, we describe our frame-
work in detail, elaborating on each of the compo-
nents.

LLM Feature Extractor Our framework uses
the state-of-the-art instruction-tuned large language
models (LLMs) in an off-the-shelf manner as tex-
tual feature extractors. Although recent work has
shown that LLMs struggle to perform the hate
speech detection task (Li et al., 2023; Zhu et al.,
2023) when used without any additional model
or fine-tuning, we hypothesize that we can lever-
age the textual understanding capabilities of these
LLMs to simply extract textual features in the form
of rationales. Restricting the use of the LLM to a
simple text-level task would ensure that such mod-
els are not directly being used for sensitive appli-
cation tasks such as hate speech detection (Harrer,
2023). For a given input text xi ∈ X , we use our
carefully designed task prompt to prompt the LLM
to extract features from the text that promotes a
hateful sentiment. In the context of explicit hate
speech detection, such features could include cate-
gories such as derogatory words, cuss words, etc.
Following similar work in (Bhattacharjee et al.,
2023b), we also ask the LLM for rationales as to
why the label is hateful or non-hateful. To per-
form this feature extraction, for each input text we
prompt the LLM using the following prompt:

“You are a content moderation bot. Identify the
list of rationales, list of derogatory language, list
of cuss words that promote a hateful sentiment
and respond with non-hateful if there are none.
Note: The output should be in a json format.”
Text: [input_text]

After post-processing the outputs, we have a list
of k textual features {zj}kj=1 for the given input
text xi.

Hate Speech Detector as Embedding Module
The next component in our framework is the base
hate speech detector which we are trying to aug-
ment, such as HateBERT (Caselli et al., 2020).
HateBERT is a BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) model
that is specifically fine-tuned on hate speech data.
For each input text xi ∈ X , instead of obtaining the
labels or class probabilities, we take the last layer
embedding of the [CLS] token, hi[CLS], essentially
containing all the information of the input text, that
is relevant for the hate-speech detection task.

Feature Embedding Model For the textual fea-
tures and rationales, {zj}kj=1, we extracted via the
LLM, we use a pre-trained transformer-based lan-
guage model (PLM), such as BERT to embed these
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features. PLMs, even without any task-specific
fine-tuning, provide rich, expressive latent repre-
sentations for text. Therefore, we feed in the LLM-
extracted textual features into a BERT (specifically,
bert-base-uncased1) model and obtain the last hid-
den layer embedding of the [CLS] token, and we
denote this as hift[CLS].

Embedding Fusion & Classification From the
previous two components, for each input text xi,
we have two embeddings: text embedding hi[CLS]
from the base hate speech detector, and feature
embedding hift[CLS] from the feature embedding
BERT model. To combine these two, we simply
concatenate these embeddings:

hicombined = hi[CLS] ⊕ hift[CLS] (1)

Note that while authors in (Jain et al., 2020)
only use the extracted rationales in the subsequent
detector model, we use a concatenated view in or-
der to incorporate additional contextual features
that may be very relevant to determining the hate
or non-hate label (Ocampo et al., 2023). We then
feed this combined embedding hicombined into a
feed-forward multi-layer perceptron with two fully
connected layers and a ReLU activation (Agarap,
2018) in between, to project it onto a smaller dimen-
sion space. Following previous work (Pan et al.,
2022; Bhattacharjee et al., 2023a), we do this in
order to retain important features and avoid overfit-
ting of the model during training. We denote this
MLP as f(·). Finally we compute the batch-wise
binary cross entropy loss using the ground truth
label yi for each input text xi:

lossCE = − 1

n

n∑

i

[log p(yi|f(hicombined))+

(1− yi) log(1− p(yi|f(hicombined))]

(2)

where n is the batch size. Since we are using
the BERT feature embedding model just to encode
the textual features z, we keep this model frozen
and train the remainder of the framework with this
simple loss.

3 Methodology and Experimental
Settings

In this section, we discuss our methodology in de-
tail including the datasets we included, the baseline

1https://huggingface.co/google-bert/bert-base-uncased

Dataset # of Posts # of Hateful
Posts Hate %

GAB 14,240 11,920 83.7
Reddit 37,164 10,562 28.4
Twitter 10,457 3,933 37.6

YouTube 5,052 1,699 33.6
Implicit HS 20,391 7,100 34.8

Table 1: Dataset statistics for explicit and implicit hate
speech datasets comprising data from different social
media platforms.

models for hate speech detection along with the
experimental settings.

3.1 Datasets

In order to evaluate SHIELD, we use both explicit
and implicit hate speech datasets. For explicit hate,
we include publicly available benchmark datasets
from the following social media platforms: {GAB,
Twitter, YouTube, and Reddit}. All these datasets
are in the English language. GAB (Mathew et al.,
2021) is a collection of annotated posts from the
GAB website. It consists of binary labels indicating
whether a post is hateful or not. Reddit (Kennedy
et al., 2020) is a collection of posts indicating
whether it is hateful or not. Twitter (Mathew
et al., 2021) contains instances of hate speech gath-
ered from tweets on the Twitter platform. Finally,
YouTube (Salminen et al., 2018) is a collection of
hateful expressions and comments posted on the
YouTube platform. We further pre-process these
according to the method followed in (Sheth et al.,
2023a), in order to get cleaned binary labels. A
summary of the datasets and the distribution of
hateful posts and non-hateful posts can be found in
Table 1.

We also include implicit hate speech in our eval-
uation: while subtle forms of abuse may not be
perceived as overtly harmful initially, they nonethe-
less perpetuate similar degrees of damage over time
owing to their covert nature. Therefore, the detec-
tion of implicit hate speech becomes even more
important. For this reason, we evaluate our pro-
posed model on the Implicit Hate Speech Corpus
(ElSherief et al., 2018). This dataset encompasses
posts compiled from Twitter, annotated as either
explicit hate, implicit hate, or non-hate speech. We
exclusively utilize implicit hate and non-hate for
our binary classification task.
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3.2 Baselines

We compare our proposed SHIELD framework to a
variety of different baselines in order to understand
the impact of the augmentation with rationales. We
use the following well-known baseline hate speech
detection models:

HateBERT: This is also the base model used in
our framework. HateBERT (Caselli et al., 2020)
uses over 1.5 million Reddit messages from sus-
pended communities known for encouraging hate
speech to fine-tune the BERT-base model. We fur-
ther fine-tune HateBERT on each dataset and report
the performance.

HateXplain: Similarly, we fine-tune the HateX-
plain (Mathew et al., 2021) model on each of our
datasets and report the performance. HateXplain
model is trained on hateful posts along with the
target community, the rationales, and the portion
of the post on which human annotators’ labelling
decision is based.

PEACE: We further extend our comparison on
PEACE (Sheth et al., 2023b) framework which
uses Sentiment and Aggression Cues to detect the
overall sentiment of the text.

CATCH: Furthermore, we compare our model
with CATCH (Sheth et al., 2023a) framework
which disentangles the input representations into
invariant and platform-dependent features.

ChatGPT-1shot: Apart from these hate speech
specific detection models, we also compare our
framework with an off-the-shelf GPT-3.5 model,
to understand how well the LLM performs on the
same datasets. We do this in a one-shot manner,
i.e., by proving the task instruction along with an
example input and ground truth label.

3.3 Experimental Settings

To implement our proposed SHIELD framework,
we use PyTorch and the Huggingface Transformers
library. As shown in Figure 1, our first component
uses an off-the-shelf LLM to extract the features
and rationales. Here, we use OpenAI’s GPT-3.5
(specifically, GPT-3.5-turbo-0613)2, since it has
been experimented on a variety of NLP tasks with
huge success (Guo et al., 2024). We access this
model via the OpenAI API. For feature/rationale
extraction and generation, we set the temperature
to 0.1 and top_p to 1. For the Feature Embedding
Model we use a pre-trained, frozen BERT (bert-
base-uncased) and for the Hate Speech Detector

2or otherwise commonly referred to as ‘ChatGPT’

we use a pre-trained HateBERT3 model. We use
AdamW optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with
a learning rate of 2 × 10−5. Model training was
performed on two machines: one with an NVIDIA
GP102 [TITAN Xp] GPU with 12 GB VRAM, and
another with an NVIDIA A100 GPU with 40GB
RAM. For all detection experiments, we use accu-
racy as the evaluation metric.

4 Results and Discussion

In this section we describe our experiments and
elaborate on the experimental results. To explore
the feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed
SHIELD framework, we aim to answer the follow-
ing research questions:

• RQ1: How well does ChatGPT perform on
our set of hate speech detection datasets?

• RQ2: Can we leverage recent state-of-the-
art LLMs to extract features in the form of
rationales, and do these rationales align with
human judgement?

• RQ3: Can SHIELD effectively retain/im-
prove performance of the hate speech detector
while facilitating faithful interpretability?

4.1 Performance of ChatGPT on the hate
speech detection task

Several recent works test whether Large Language
Models have the potential to reproduce human
annotated ground truth labels in social computing
tasks (Zhu et al., 2023). However, even after
extensive pre-training on a large corpus of datasets,
where LLMs are expected to perform well in this
task, this is not the case. To further evaluate this
beyond what other recent works have shown, we
carefully craft a one-shot prompt and prompt
ChatGPT to classify the input text, given a labeled
example in the prompt. The outcome of this
prompt is a single label representing hateful text
as label “1" and non-hateful text as label “0" as
shown in Table 2.

We perform this classification using ChatGPT
for all 5 datasets and compute the accuracy. We
compare the results of this one-shot classification
task with the baseline models (as described in Sec-
tion 3.2) and show the results in Table 3. We see a
stark difference in the performance of the baseline

3https://huggingface.co/GroNLP/hateBERT
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Text "always thought it astounding
no policing agency dares do
this to the armed muslim com-
pounds all over the country"

Prompt You are a hate speech detec-
tion bot. Given a text, respond
with the classification label to-
wards given text with either
hateful labeled as 1 or non-
hateful labeled as 0. Note: It
is essential to give classifica-
tion for all the texts.
Text: "always thought it as-
tounding no policing agency
dares do this to the armed mus-
lim compounds all over the
country"

ChatGPT
response 1

Table 2: Examples of input text, prompt and ChatGPT’s
response for a data sample from the Twitter dataset.

models vs. ChatGPT-1shot classification accura-
cies. While performance on the GAB dataset is
satisfactory, ChatGPT struggles with the other 4
datasets with ~58-65% accuracy. Similar observa-
tions have been reported in other recent work that
have investigated the off-the-shelf performance of
LLMs in hate speech detection (Li et al., 2023; Zhu
et al., 2023).

While this shows ChatGPT and possibly other
LLMs struggle at hate speech detection when used
as a detector directly, these models have also been
shown to have impressive textual understanding
capabilities. Perhaps, simply using these models to
extract features or rationales, instead of performing
the entire detection task, might be beneficial. We
evaluate this in the following subsection.

4.2 Goodness of ChatGPT extracted features
or rationales

We are interested to evaluate the textual and con-
textual understanding capabilities of ChatGPT in
order to extract features in the form of rationales
from the input text that are meaningful to the task
of hate speech detection. Following a similar con-
struction as in (Jain et al., 2020), we use the LLM
(i.e., GPT-3.5) as the extractor model, which un-
like the extractor model in (Jain et al., 2020),

does not require any additional task-specific fine-
tuning. This is possible due to the instruction-
following capabilities of recent LLMs. We care-
fully craft a prompt (as shown in Table 4) to extract
cuss words, derogatory language and rationales
from the input text that serve as interpretable fea-
tures that can be used in the subsequent predic-
tor model (HateBERT) in order to have a faith-
fully interpretable hate speech detector. In order
to evaluate the goodness of the extracted features
or rationales, we compare ChatGPT-extracted ra-
tionales with human-annotated ground truth ratio-
nales. We use the annotated rationale spans in the
HateXplain (Mathew et al., 2021) dataset. After
some standard pre-processing such as removing
stop words, we compute the similarity between
the ChatGPT extracted rationales for the input text
from HateXplain dataset and the human-annotated
rationales and report these scores in Table 5. We
compute similarity metrics in both the token space
(Jaccard and Overlap similarity) and in the latent
space (Cosine and Semantic similarity with Uni-
versal Sentence Encoder embeddings (Cer et al.,
2018)) We see significant overlap and a high se-
mantic similarity between the LLM and human
rationales.

We present some examples from all 5 datasets in
Table 4: the input text with a ‘hateful’ label and the
ChatGPT-extracted features. The three category of
features are shown in different colors: rationales,
derogatory language and cuss words. We see that
the LLM is successfully able to identify the words
and spans quite well.

We also present some examples in Figure 2
to qualitatively discern the overlap between the
human-annotated rationales and the LLM-extracted
ones. Text in red are rationales annotated by hu-
man annotators, text in blue are rationales or words
identified by the LLM and text in purple are the
spans where both the LLM and human annotations
overlap. From these examples, we see that there is
overall a high degree of overlap, and the LLM is
able to capture semantically relevant portions of the
text. Interestingly, we also see that while human an-
notators often annotate words or spans with lesser
relevance to the task, the LLM extracted rationales
do not contain these spans (such as ‘aids figures’
and ‘prominently’ in the first example in Figure 2).
Using LLM-extracted rationales for training might
be even more useful in such cases since some of
the noisy signals in the data can be avoided.
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HateBERT HateXplain PEACE CATCH ChatGPT-1shot SHIELD (ours)

GAB 96 97 91 82 85.39 96.3
YouTube 71 72 72 79 58.34 70
REDDIT 94 93 93 86 65.05 94.5
Twitter 56 60 31 78 60.09 64
Implicit HS 78 76 64 – 65.68 78

Table 3: Evaluation results (test set accuracy) for our SHIELD framework vs. the baseline models. Implicit HS
refers to the Implicit Hate Speech Corpus. Values in bold denote the best performance, and underlined values
denotes the second-best performance.

Figure 2: Examples with both LLM-annotated and human-annotated rationales. Overlap is in purple.

Prompt: You are a content moderation bot. Identify the list of rationales, list of derogatory language, list of cuss words that promote a
hateful sentiment and respond with non-hateful if there are none. Note: The output should be in a json format. "Text"

Dataset Text ChatGPT-extracted features and rationales

GAB
does this mean they arrested the mayor of london
have cordoned off every muzrat ghetto in the uk

every mosque closed down if not its business as usual

arrested the mayor of london, cordoned off every muzrat
ghetto in the uk, every mosque closed down; muzrat, ghetto

REDDIT

"Shut up! 50 years ago we’d have you upside down with a
f**king fork up your a**! You can talk, you can talk, you can talk!
You’re brave now motherf**ker! Throw his a** out, he’s a n**ger!

HE’S A N**GER! HE’S A N**GER! A N**GER!
LOOK, THERE’S A N**GER!"

n**ger; f**king, motherf**ker

Twitter "show me the black muslims bc im calling bs on this and you should too" black muslims; black, muslims

YouTube "Dirty f**king israeli zionist jews" israeli, zionist, jews; f**king

Implicit HS
"i’m so glad #ferguson happened . you woke the world up

to how much black people hate white people ."
ferguson, black people hate white people;

black people, white people

Table 4: Examples from different datasets along with the LLM-extracted features and rationales. Rationales are in
blue, derogatory language is in red, cuss words are in teal.
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Similarity Metric Similarity Coefficients (%)

Jaccard Similarity 60.39
Overlap Similarity 99.17
Cosine Similarity 74.51

Semantic Similarity (via USE) 56.09

Table 5: Similarity between HateXplain human expla-
nations and LLM-extracted features/rationales.

4.3 Hate speech detector performance after
training with extracted rationales

In this experiment, we try to train a hate speech
detector with the extracted rationales additionally
incorporated into the input text, to facilitate faith-
fully interpretable classifications. For this we use
a HateBERT model as the base hate speech de-
tector model and report results in Table 3, along
with results from other baselines. We see that our
SHIELD framework performs at par with a simple
HateBERT fine-tuned on the same dataset, i.e., at
par with the base model. This performance reten-
tion is encouraging, since models are otherwise
known to trade-off accuracy for interpretability
(Dziugaite et al., 2020; Bertsimas et al., 2019). In-
terestingly, in the Twitter dataset, we also see a sig-
nificant 12.5% performance jump by our SHIELD
model as compared to the fine-tuned HateBERT
model. This potentially might be due to noise in
the Twitter dataset: the extracted rationales may
provide more discriminative training signals thus
allowing the detector to train on robust features
instead of noisy ones, although more analysis is
required to verify this claim.

For some additional analysis on the effect of the
framework components, we modify the choice of
the base pre-trained language models in the two
model components: the hate speech detector, and
the feature extractor. The specific variations we ex-
periment with are: (1) the original SHIELD frame-
work which has HateBERT as the hate speech de-
tector (HSD) and bert-base-uncased as the feature
embedding model (FE), (2) SHIELD with a pre-
trained roberta-base as the HSD instead of Hate-
BERT and (3) SHIELD with a pre-trained roberta-
base as the FE instead of bert-base-uncased. We
choose to perform this analysis with roberta instead
of the two bert based models since RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019) has been shown to sometimes have
better performance than BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)
on a variety of natural language understanding
tasks (Tarunesh et al., 2021). We report the re-

sults of this analysis in Table 6. Overall, we see
some variation in performance on the model choice
for the HSD and FE components. While roberta-
base as the FE component marginally helps to im-
prove performance for only one dataset, i.e., GAB,
roberta-base as the HSD instead of HateBERT
achieves higher performance for three datasets.
This is particularly interesting since, unlike Hate-
BERT, the pre-trained roberta-base is not specifi-
cally trained on the hate speech task.

Overall, SHIELD shows promising results in
leveraging LLM-extracted rationales into augment-
ing a base hate speech detector, to facilitate faithful
interpretability, while maintaining detection perfor-
mance.

5 Related Work

5.1 Hate Speech Detection

There are two primary methods for approaching the
detection of hate speech. Leveraging new or supple-
mentary data is the first strategy. This involves mak-
ing advantage of user attributes (del Valle-Cano
et al., 2023), dataset annotator features (Yin et al.,
2022), or comprehending the ramifications of hate-
ful posts (Kim et al., 2022). One study, for instance,
used the consequences of hateful posts to train a
model on contrastive pairs that represent hate con-
tent in order to detect implicit hate speech (Kim
et al., 2022). An additional study (Yin et al., 2022)
brought to light the challenge of reaching agree-
ment among annotators on subjective issues such as
recognizing hate speech, and it recommended that
definitive labels and annotator traits be included
in training to improve the efficacy of detection.
In a different study (del Valle-Cano et al., 2023),
data from users’ social situations and characteris-
tics were analyzed to predict user satisfaction. But
the problem with these strategies is that they could
be challenging as access to auxiliary information
across different platforms is seldom available.

The second tactic makes use of language mod-
els like BERT, which have been trained on large
text datasets and are renowned for their capac-
ity for generalization. The efficacy of these al-
gorithms can be increased by fine-tuning them us-
ing particular hate speech datasets (Caselli et al.,
2020; Mathew et al., 2021). One such example
is HateBERT (Caselli et al., 2020), a model that
was refined using over 1.6 million hostile remarks
from Reddit and based on a BERT model. In a
similar vein, HateXplain (Mathew et al., 2021)
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GAB YouTube REDDIT Twitter Implicit HS

SHIELD (roberta-base HSD) 87.53 72.2 84.8 67.03 78.36
SHIELD (roberta-base FE) 96.42 69.27 94.21 56.22 77.52
SHIELD 96.3 70 94.5 64 78

Table 6: Analysis of HSD and FE model choices in the SHIELD framework. HSD: hate speech detector, FE:
feature embeddeing model. The original SHIELD framework has HateBERT as the hate speech detector and
bert-base-uncased as the feature embedding model. Numbers in bold denote best performaning model variant for
each dataset.

is another model created to recognize and inter-
pret hate speech. Other strategies include concen-
trating on lexical indications (Schmidt and Wie-
gand, 2017) such as POS tags used (Markov et al.,
2021), facial expressions, content-related portions
of speech, or important phrases that communicate
hate (ElSherief et al., 2018). In order to improve
language model representations, one study man-
ually determined that sentiment and hostility are
causal cues (Sheth et al., 2023b). Another study
leveraged a causal graph to disentangle the input
representations into platform specific (hate-target
related features) and platform invariant features to
enhance generalization capabilities for hate speech
detection (Sheth et al., 2023a). Although effec-
tive, this method also requires auxiliary data (such
as hate target labels) which are seldom available
across various platforms.

5.2 LLMs as Experts or Feature Extractors

Recent advancements in LLM research have
demonstrated improved performance across not
only many natural language tasks (Min et al., 2023),
but also more challenging domains such as writ-
ing and debugging code, performing mathemati-
cal reasoning (Bubeck et al., 2023), etc. This has
motivated a line of research where the commu-
nity has been trying to evaluate how well these
LLMs can perform different tasks. LLMs have
shown promise in the task of data annotation (He
et al., 2023; Bansal and Sharma, 2023), informa-
tion extraction (Dunn et al., 2022), text classifi-
cation (Kocoń et al., 2023; Bhattacharjee and Liu,
2024), and even reasoning (Ho et al., 2022). Given
the ease with which these LLMs can be queried,
these models often serve as faulty experts or pseudo
oracles in many tasks. Past exploration has inves-
tigated whether language models can be used as
factual knowledge bases (Petroni et al., 2019). A
recent work has explored the possibility of using

LLMs in the hate speech detection task (Kumarage
et al., 2024). Similar to our approach, authors in
(Hasanain et al., 2023) have tried to perform pro-
paganda span annotation using language models.
However, our approach focuses on leveraging the
extracted spans, words and rationales to augment
a detector model to enable interpretability in an
otherwise black-box model.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we explore the problem of hate speech
detection on social media and propose a method
to train interpretable classifiers using rationales
extracted by large language models. Given the
unsatisfactory performance of LLMs as off-the-
shelf detectors for hate speech, we instead intend to
leverage the textual understanding and instruction-
following capabilities of LLMs such as ChatGPT
to extract words and rationales from the text that
are associated with the hate speech label. We
propose a framework SHIELD, that uses these
LLM-extracted rationales to augment the training
of a base hate speech detector to facilitate it to be
faithfully interpretable. We verify that the LLM-
extracted rationales align with human judgement.
We train and evaluate our framework on multiple
benchmark datasets comprising both implicit and
explicit hate speech from a variety of online so-
cial media platforms, and demonstrate how our
SHIELD framework is able to maintain perfor-
mance similar to the base model in spite of an
expected accuracy-interpretability trade-off. There-
fore, we have a faithfully interpretable hate speech
detector that simply relies on LLM-extracted ratio-
nales instead of human-annotated.

While our work follows that of (Jain et al., 2020)
and we establish faithfulness by construction, fu-
ture work could explore better ways to evaluate
the faithfulness of the resulting detector. In this
work, we verified the goodness of the extracted ra-
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tionales by comparing it with the ground truth for
one dataset. Future work can investigate better au-
tomated ways to evaluate and verify the quality of
the LLM-extracted rationales. Furthermore, an in-
teresting and responsible direction forward would
be the development of hybrid approaches that lever-
age LLMs for extracting rationales at scale and
then employing human experts to verify the va-
lidity and quality of these rationales. This would
also alleviate some of the concerns surrounding
LLM hallucinations and biases in the LLM being
propagated into the rationale extraction step.

7 Limitations

While our SHIELD framework shows promise in
leveraging large language models to create inter-
pretable hate speech detectors, several limitations
need to be addressed. A inherent trade-off exists
between the interpretability gained through LLM-
extracted rationales and the accuracy of the result-
ing model, requiring further work to optimize this
balance. In certain cases, the LLM may fail to iden-
tify coherent rationales, leading to incomplete or
inaccurate explanations for the model’s predictions.
The choice of the LLM itself is also crucial, as pow-
erful proprietary models like ChatGPT may not be
accessible to all researchers, while open-source al-
ternatives could potentially yield suboptimal perfor-
mance. Our work currently uses ChatGPT for ratio-
nale extraction, but exploring the capabilities of dif-
ferent LLMs, including multilingual and domain-
specific models, could provide valuable insights.
Additionally, our framework may need adaptation
to handle instances where the LLM cannot provide
clear rationales, either through ensemble methods
or by incorporating human feedback mechanisms
to refine the extracted rationales.

8 Ethical Considerations

8.1 Acknowledgment of the sensitivity and
potential harm of hate speech

We acknowledge that hate speech is a sensitive and
potentially harmful topic that can perpetuate dis-
crimination, marginalization, and violence against
individuals or groups based on their race, ethnic-
ity, religion, gender, sexual orientation, or other
protected characteristics. We recognize the impor-
tance of addressing hate speech responsibly and
with great care, as it can have severe psychological,
emotional, and social consequences for those tar-
geted. However, our work strives to better interpret

and mitigate the use of hateful speech promptly
by employing LLMs in an out-of-the-box manner
leveraging their context-understanding capabilities
in hate speech detection task.

8.2 Commitment to responsible use and
mitigation of potential misuse

Our research focuses on leveraging the contextual
understanding capabilities of large language mod-
els (LLMs) to automate the detection of hateful
content, such as derogatory language, cuss words,
and profanities, in the form of rationales across
social media platforms. This aims to enable early-
stage identification and mitigation of hate speech.
We acknowledge the severity of the hateful exam-
ples used, which may potentially promote racial
superiority, incite racial discrimination, or encour-
age violence against certain racial or ethnic groups
– actions that are considered punishable offenses
by law. After a thorough evaluation, we have con-
cluded that the benefits of using real-world practi-
cal examples to enhance the clarity and understand-
ing of our research outweigh any potential risks or
drawbacks associated with their inclusion.

8.3 Ethical guidelines and principles followed

In conducting our research, we adhere to estab-
lished ethical guidelines and principles, such as
those outlined by professional organizations and
academic institutions. We have utilized publicly
available datasets that are appropriately cited in
our paper. We also strive to maintain transparency
by clearly documenting our methods, data sources,
and limitations.
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Abstract

Aporophobia, a negative social bias against
poverty and the poor, has been highlighted as
an overlooked phenomenon in toxicity detec-
tion in texts. Aporophobia is potentially im-
portant both as a standalone form of toxicity,
but also given its potential as an aggravating
factor in the wider stigmatization of groups. As
yet, there has been limited quantification of this
phenomenon. In this paper, we first quantify
the extent of aporophobia, as observable in Red-
dit data: contrasting estimates of stigmatising
topic propensity between low–wealth contexts
and high–wealth contexts via Bayesian estima-
tion. Next, we consider aporophobia as a causal
factor in the prejudicial association of groups
with stigmatising topics, by introducing people
group as a variable, specifically Black people.
This group is selected given its history of be-
ing the subject of toxicity. We evaluate the
aggravating effect on the observed n–grams in-
dicative of stigmatised topics observed in com-
ments which refer to Black people, due to the
presence of low–wealth contexts. We perform
this evaluation via a Structural Causal Mod-
elling approach, performing interventions on
simulations via Bayesian models, for three hy-
pothesised causal mechanisms.

Disclaimer: This paper contains derogatory words
and phrases. They are provided solely as illustra-
tions of the research results and do not reflect the
opinions of the authors or their organisations.

1 Introduction

Aporophobia, from the Greek áporos meaning with-
out resources and phobia meaning fear, describes
a negative social bias against poor people. In com-
municative contexts, one could imagine this taking
the form of direct statements which express neg-
ative sentiment, such as, "I dislike beggars"; or
take the form of negative bias elicited through an

implied or asserted propensity to some negatively–
perceived attribute, situation or behaviour: such as,
“you can’t be poor and be intelligent” or “poor peo-
ple are more likely to be criminals”; or simply the
act of associating poor people with some negative
stereotyping in the same context.

The recent position paper, Aporophobia: An
Overlooked Type of Toxic Language Targeting the
Poor (Kiritchenko et al., 2023), makes the argu-
ment for the need for greater attention to aporopho-
bic attitudes in discourse in the NLP sub–field of
toxic speech analysis. The arguments put forward
are three-fold: 1) aporophobia is an observable
social phenomenon; 2) aporophobia may be an
aggravating factor in the stigmatization of people
groups; and 3) existing toxicity datasets offer too
few aporophobic instances and/or targeted human
annotations for adequate modelling. In the study,
aporophobia was demonstrated according to asso-
ciations with negatively biased topics: identifying
such topics, via a BERTopic analysis on a subset
of tweets containing n-grams proposed as highly
indicative of poor or low–wealth instances.

There remains, however, open questions as to
how disproportionate the associations between
poverty contexts and negative topical associations
are; and how strong an effect aporophobia is as an
aggravating factor in the context of other forms of
toxicity. Our contribution to this research area is
twofold: firstly, we quantify the relative propensity
of stigmatising topics with low–wealth contexts as
opposed to high–wealth contexts. Secondly, we
quantify the aggravating low–wealth status refer-
enced in comments, on the observed rate of topical
n–grams indicative of stigmatising topics associ-
ated with Black people. This group has been se-
lected for their history of being subject to negative
bias.The analysis is performed in the context of a
corpus of publicly available Reddit content. We
ask the following research questions: 1) How sta-
tistically distinct is the co-occurrence of identified
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negatively biased topics in low–wealth contexts
versus high–wealth contexts?; and, 2) Can we esti-
mate quantitatively, a non–negligible aggravating
causal effect of low–wealth references on nega-
tively biased topic rates, in respect of comments
also referencing Black people?

The first research question is one of statistical
associations, e.g., the probability of occurrence of
some negatively social biased, or stigmatising top-
ics given some wealth context, and requires a sub-
jective classification of associated topics as nega-
tively socially biased or not: we ground this subjec-
tivity in literature related to notions of stigmatising
associations, detailed in Section 2.

The second research question is concerned with
aggravation, which implies causation: i.e., some
event increasing the incidence of some result. To
answer this question we adopt the methodology of
Structural Causal Modelling (SCM). This method-
ology allows us to evaluate the strength of causal
interactions according to a presumed causal model.
Thus, to answer the research question we must
introduce a further subjectivity, the causal mecha-
nism under consideration: how we represent this
mechanism of aggravation of stigmatising topic
association against some people group due to low–
wealth status. The introduction of further subjectiv-
ity may give the reader pause; however, we argue
that notions of prejudicial associations, and aporo-
phobia are relatively straightforward concepts in
regards their causal implications, thereby represent-
ing a clear starting point for causal analysis and a
spring–board for further analysis and discussion.

2 Related Literature

In this research, we quantify prejudice against a
group via stigmatising contextual associations. The
suggestion of behaviours, attributes or situations as
having implicit sentiment attachment is not contro-
versial, nor is the idea of a behaviour, attribute or
situation which is viewed negatively, being prejudi-
cial when applied to a group as a stereotype. (Katz
and Braly, 1933)

Various definitions are proffered in literature and
in law to define stigmatising and stigma, however,
most appear to conform in broad terms to the fre-
quently cited Goffman, who defines stigmatization
simply as, “as an attribute that is deeply discred-
iting” (Goffman, 1963). Albrecht et al. measured
this discredited position on the notion of perceived
social distance. Analysis of survey responses iden-

tified social deviants; i.e., ex-convicts, the mentally
ill, and alcoholics as the both most social distanced
and as physically threatening and offensive. The
study highlighted a link between perceived disrup-
tion to social interaction and perceived social dis-
tance. Weiner et al. investigated sentiments to-
wards stigmas perceived as onset-controllable (be-
havioural) or onset-uncontrollable (physical disabil-
ity), where perceived onset-controllable stigmas are
relatively strongly linked to anger, judgement and
lack of pity. There are clear parallels between the
outcomes of these aforementioned studies. Simi-
lar themes are revealed in Taylor and Dear, who
based on analysis of surveys, linked mental health
problems with perceptions of dangerousness, social
isolation and lack of trustworthiness.

The second research question is concerned with
measuring a causal effect, where we must address
the need, limitations and successful use cases of
Structural Causal Modelling. The gold standard
for causal inference is the randomised controlled
trial (RCT) (Eldridge et al., 2016). Observational
data, however, precludes real–world intervention.
Toxic speech analysis is one such field where prac-
tical and ethical considerations limit the scope for
RCT studies. Such observational data is adequate
for modelling statistical associations as the basis
of predictive models, but falls short of being able
to explore the interaction between explanatory fea-
tures in a causal manner. However, the field of
Structural Causal Modelling (SCM) (Pearl, 2009)
offers a solution: a statistical framework for simu-
lating the causal influence of interrelated features,
given some assumed causal model. SCM has its
roots in fields such as genetics (Wright) and econo-
metrics (Haavelmo, 1943). Since, the explanatory
value of its outcomes are predicated on the validity
of the presumed causal model, the method is best
suited to instances where the causal models have
a high degree of apriori confidence. We argue for
its applicability in quantifying aporophobia as an
aggravating factor of prejudicial association , ow-
ing to the near self–evident causal nature of both
aporophobia and prejudicial association of people
group, in relation to stigmatising topics.

3 Data

In the absence of the Twitter data from (Kiritchenko
et al., 2023), we use the subset of 266,268,920
separate public comments, from January 2015
to May 2015, from the Reddit social news ag-
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gregation, content rating, and forum social net-
work (Stuck_In_the_Matrix, 2015).1

We identify a likely low–wealth subset of Red-
dit comments via the presence of one of more of
the n-grams: poor people, poor folks, poor fami-
lies, homeless, on welfare, welfare recipients, low-
income, underprivileged, disadvantaged, lower
class. We identify a high–wealth subset of Red-
dit comments via the presence of one or more of
the n-grams: the rich, rich people, rich ppl, rich
men, rich folks, rich guys, rich elites, rich fam-
ilies, wealth, well-off, upper-class, millionaires,
billionaires, elite class, privileged, executives. We
differ from Kiritchenko et al. in respect of the low
and high wealth n–grams only in the omission of
the bigram, the poor, which a cursory examina-
tion hinted at a high frequency of associated non–
wealth contexts in which it is used as an adjective,
e.g., the poor kittens. There are 215,405 comments
matching the low–wealth context seed n-grams and
258,124 comments matching the high–wealth seed
n-grams. A sample of comments not flagged as
low–wealth or high–wealth contexts were sampled
with a Bernoulli probability of 0.4%, yielding a
control sample of unspecified wealth contexts of
1,063,729 comments.

Additionally, we identify comments referenc-
ing Black people according to the presence of one
or more of the seed n-grams: blacks, Black peo-
ple, black ppl, black kids, black guys, black men,
black women, black families; and separately, com-
ments directly referencing Black people via the
derogatory n-grams: negro, negros, nigger, niggers.
There are a total of 248,108 comments the non–
derogatory, Black people n–grams, and 73,586
comments referencing the derogatory Black peo-
ple n–grams. The total size of this comment set is
approximately 1.8M comments.

4 Methodology

Firstly, we perform topic analysis on the assembled
sub-corpus. We then identify those low-ambiguity
n–grams corresponding to topics, presumed indica-
tive of suggested stigmatising topics with nega-
tive social biases. We make an estimate of the
rate at which comments containing these n–grams
demonstrate the stigmatising topic in question. In
respect of the first research questions, we estimate
the propensity of each of identified negative social
bias, with respect to each of low–wealth and high-

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reddit

wealth comment subsets, and estimate their relative
propensities. In respect of research question 2, we
analyse the aggravating effect of references to a
low-wealth context on co-occurrence frequencies
of observed negatively biased topics with Black
people: we analyse the aggravating effect accord-
ing to three distinct possible causal models. All
code use to generate the data and perform the anal-
ysis can be found on the GitHub repository accom-
panying this paper. 2

4.1 Topic Analysis
Topic analysis is performed separately on: i) the
low-wealth comments subset only; and ii) the
whole set of approximately 1.8M comments, via
BERTopic (Grootendorst, 2022) to identify emer-
gent topics resulting from analysis on a small and
large data set. As per the original study, we use the
all-MiniLM-L6-v2 embedding model; a vectorizer
model , removing english stop–words and terms
that appeared in less than 5% of sentences; and
a minimum topic cluster size of 170 is specified
(i.e., scaled down to approximately 1/3 of the origi-
nal study’s 500 owing to the available low–wealth
comment set size being approximately 1/3 of Kir-
itchenko et al.).

4.2 Topical n–grams corresponding to
presumed stigmatising topics

We rank the top-50 topics identified by BERTopic,
ranked descending according to their frequency
in the low–wealth subset. Within this ranked
list, we select topics which we hypothesise as be-
ing strongly indicative of some underlying stigma.
For each of these topics, and their corresponding
BERTopic–provided most strongly predicting n–
grams, we identify the least semantically ambigu-
ous. For each n–gram set, we then estimate the rate
at which the stigmatising topic is observed, with
respect to 50 randomly sampled comments. The
n–grams are listed in Table 1, where bold face de-
notes the low ambiguity n–grams sampled against,
together with the count of observed stigmatising
topics (as indicated in the table), from inspection
of the random samples. We generally observe the
bold face n–grams to result in high estimates of
likely observance of the stigmatising topic. In the
case of addition, addict, addicts, the unspecified
meaning instances were overwhelmingly indicative
of some addition, possibly substance abuse, but not

2https://github.com/ryanbrate/WOAH_2024_
aporophobia
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clearly specified. Thus, when considered in terms
of the general topic of some addiction, the observed
rate is 46/50.

Top 10 n–grams Presumed Rate
By BERTopic Topic Stigmatising Observed

Topic
police, cops, officer, cop, interaction with 39/50

officers, gun, police officers, law enforcement
homeless man, force, shooting

prison, jail, court, lawyer, as related to 49/50
justice, lawyers, incarceration

trial, guilty, prisons, legal
food, healthy, fast food, eat ultra–processed 22/50

foods, cook meal, mcdonalds food
(mcdonald’s, McDonalds, consumption

McDonald’s), fast, healthy food
drug, drug testing, testing, recipients, testing for 50/50

welfare recipients, welfare, drugs, drug use
drug test, test, tested

fat people, weight, obese obesity 50/50
obesity, overweight, skinny,

people fat, fatties, healthy
relationship, attractive, sex, perceived 41/50

women, dating, date, eligibility
girl, girls, married, divorce
marijuana, drugs, drug, association with 50/50

prohibition, cannabis, legalization, marijuana
weed, illegal, alcohol, pot

mental, mentally, mentally ill, mental 50/50
ill, mental illness, illness, illness

mental health, health, homeless,
homeless people

heroin association with 50/50
heroin

addiction, drugs, drug, substance add. 27/50
sober, addict, unspecified 15/50

life, drinking, addicts gambling 4/50

Table 1: Presumed stigmatising topics, and the counts
they are observed in a random sample of the assembled
corpus, corresponding to the bold face n–grams of the
most relevant n–grams to each identified topic.

4.3 Estimation of the relative propensity of
stigmatising topics with wealth context

For each comment, the presence of topical n–
grams which are interpretable in context as a
stigmatising topic, is a binary event. Accord-
ingly this can be represented as the outcome of
a Bernoulli trial, according to some latent propen-
sity, or probability of occurrence. Using the data
of Tables 1 and 2, we can estimate this propensity,
P (stig., n–grams | wealth cont.).

Table 1 lists counts of presumed stigmatising top-
ics, and the rate they are observed in random sam-
ples which contain the bold–face, low–ambiguity,
topical n–grams listed. We denote this count
Cstig. | sample with respect to a total count, Csample,
for each sample set. Using these counts, we com-
pute a posterior estimation of the probability of
observing the stigmatising topic given the presence
of the n–grams, P (stig. | n–grams). We do this via
via Bayesian Estimation (Kruschke, 2012) using
PyMC (Oriol et al., 2023), assuming an effectively

Count in Count in
Low High

Topical n–grams Wealth Wealth
Context Context

police, cops, cop, 7737 5228
police officers

prison, jail, prisons 5082 4100
fast food, mcdonalds, 2067 1036

mcdonald’s, McDonald’s
McDonalds

drug testing, drug test 694 78
fat people, obese 1450 750

obesity, overweight, fatties
relationship, attractive, dating 3685 6022

marijuana, cannabis 536 573
mentally ill, mental illness 3331 359

heroin 979 316
addiction, addict, addicts 3708 625

Table 2: Co-occurrence counts of the selected n–grams,
presumed indicative of the stigmatising topics in Table 1,
with low and high–wealth contexts.

uniform prior probability, according to equation
set 1.

P (stig.|n–grams) ∼ Logistic(Normal(0, 1.5))

Cstig.|sample ∼ Binomial(P (stig.| n–grams), Csample)
(1)

Table 2 lists the frequencies of the these
same topical n–grams with both the low–wealth
contexts, Cn–gram | low–wealth and high–wealth con-
texts, Cn–grams | high–wealth. We use these counts,
with respect the the total available comments
for each wealth context, to estimate the proba-
bility of an n–gram set given each wealth con-
text, P (n–grams | wealth cont.). We do this via
Bayesian Estimation according to Equation set 2.

P (n–grams|wealth cont.) ∼ Logistic(Normal(0, 1.5))

Cn–grams|wealth cont. ∼ Binomial(P (n–grams | wealth cont.), Cwealth cont.)

(2)

The Bayesian posterior estimate of
P (stig., n–grams|wealth cont.) is then esti-
mated via the chain rule of Equation 3. This is
predicated on the simplifying assumption that
P (stig. | n–grams, wealth cont.) is approximately
equal to P (stig. | n–grams).

p(stig., n–grams|wealth cont.) =

P (stig.|n–grams, wealth cont.)×
P (n–grams|wealth cont.)

(3)

We compare these estimates of stigmatising
topic propensity, for each of the low–wealth and
high–wealth contexts according to the Relative
Risk ratio, given by Equation 4. We apply the
Risk Ratio to paired samples of the posterior esti-
mates of P (stig., n–grams | wealth cont.), for the
low–wealth and high–wealth contexts, yielding a
Bayesian posterior estimate of the Risk Ratio. The
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outcomes of the analysis are given in Section 5.1,
Table 3.

Risk Ratio =
P(stig., n–grams | low–wealth context)
P(stig., n–grams| high–wealth context)

(4)

4.4 Poverty as an aggravating factor of people
group stigmatisation

The presence of a reference to a low–wealth con-
text, some people group and some stigmatising
topic are binary events. However, in regards to
the notion of aggravation of stigmatising topic as-
sociation, the causal process by which one binary
event influences another is not found in the data: it
must be proposed. With this in mind, we note the
following foundational assumptions which follow
naturally from the concepts of prejudice and aporo-
phobia: individuals or groups may be stigmatized
via low–wealth associations: individuals or groups
may be stigmatized outside of low–wealth associa-
tions; and, association with certain topics may act
as proxies for stigmatization.

Supplementary to this, we propose three separate
suppositions regarding how people group and low–
wealth context occurrences are causally related
with each other. Figures 1, 2 and 3 are plate models
of the generative regression models representing
these suppositions. Equation sets 5,6, and 7 are the
corresponding equations defining each regression
model. In each, the observable binary variables as
to the occurrence of people group (Gi), low–wealth
context reference (Wi) and stigmatising topic (Ti),
corresponding to each separate comment (of index
i) are shaded grey: considered on their own, the ob-
servable variables and the edges between them can
be considered as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs),
indicating the direction of influence between them.

Supposition 1: any joint references to Black peo-
ple and references to low–wealth status are inci-
dental, however, both influence the chance of ob-
serving a stigmatising topic. Supposition 2: the
chance of observing low–wealth status references
is influenced by the presence of Black people refer-
ences. Both influence the probability of observing
a stigmatising topic. Supposition 3: the chance of
observing references to Black people is influenced
by the presence of low–wealth status references.
Both influence the probability of observing a stig-
matising topic.

Figure 1: Bayesian regression model for causal suppo-
sition 1: that for each comment, i, the probability of
occurrence of either a reference to the people group of
interest, Gi or low–wealth context, Wi, are not directly
influenced by one another. However, both people group
and low–wealth references influence the probability of
occurrence of a stigmatising topic.

Figure 2: Bayesian regression model for causal suppo-
sition 2: that for each comment, i, the probability of
occurrence of reference to a low–wealth context, Wi,
is influenced by the presence of the people group in
question, Gi. Both in–turn influence the probability of
occurrence of a stigmatising topic, Ti.

Ti ∼ Bernoulli(P (Ti = 1))

P (Ti = 1) = Logistic(t1 + Gi.t2 + Wi.t3)

t1, t2, t3 ∼ Normal(0, 5)

Gi ∼ Bernoulli(P (Gi = 1))

Wi ∼ Bernoulli(P (Wi = 1))

P (Gi = 1) ∼ Logistic(Normal(0, 1.5))

P (Wi = 1) ∼ Logistic(Normal(0, 1.5))

(5)

Ti ∼ Bernoulli(P (Ti = 1))

P (Ti = 1) = Logistic(t1 + Gi.t2 + Wi.t3)

Wi ∼ Bernoulli(P (Wi = 1))

P (Wi = 1) = Logistic(w1 + Gi.w2)

Gi ∼ Bernoulli(P (G = 1))

P (G = 1) ∼ Logistic(Normal(0, 1.5))

w1, w2, t1, t2, t3 ∼ Normal(0, 5)

(6)
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Figure 3: Bayesian regression model for causal suppo-
sition 3: that for each comment, i, the probability of
occurrence the people group in question, Gi, is influ-
enced by the presence of low–wealth context references,
Wi. Both in–turn influence the probability of occur-
rence of a stigmatising topic, Ti.

Ti ∼ Bernoulli(P (Ti = 1))

P (Ti = 1) = Logistic(t1 + Gi.t2 + Wi.t3)

Gi ∼ Bernoulli(P (Gi = 1))

P (Gi = 1) = Logistic(g1 + Wi.g2)

Wi ∼ Bernoulli(P (Wi = 1))

P (Wi = 1) ∼ Logistic(Normal(0, 1.5))

g1, g2, t1, t2, t3 ∼ Normal(0, 5)

(7)

Each generative (regression) model correspond-
ing to a supposition, is fitted to the data via
PyMC (Oriol et al., 2023). We measure low–wealth
context and stigmatising topic presence via the in-
dicative n–grams previously outlined. Black peo-
ple are considered as the people group, whose oc-
currence is measures via the indicative n–grams
previously outlined. The result of the model fit-
ting are posterior estimates of the probability dis-
tributions of each latent model parameter. We use
these parameters as the basis for simulating the
causal effect of changes to the observed rates of
low–wealth context instances, on stigmatising topic
co–occurrence. The implementation of the genera-
tive (regression) models, has been checked against
simulated data for each of the causal models

In evaluating, can we estimate quantitatively, a
non–negligible aggravating causal effect of low–
wealth references on negatively biased topic rates,
in respect of comments also referencing Black peo-
ple?, we consider the the outcomes of the Bayesian
simulations for each of the causal models in terms
of the statistics given by Equation 8 and Equation 9.
Both of these statistics measure the effect of sim-
ulated interventions, on the observed rate of stig-
matising topic co–occurrence. The intervention
in question, being a factoring of the expectation

of low–wealth context occurrence, P (Wi = 1).
Equation 8 contrasts the effect of intervening vs
not intervening, in the presence of people group
of interest references. Equation 9, contrasts the
effect of an intervention of the same magnitude, in
the presence of people group of interest references
versus in their absence. The combination of both
statistics enables us to measure how disproportion-
ate the aggravating effect of low–wealth status is
on the vilification of some people, according to top-
ical associations. For each causal model and topic
separately we simulate both, the intervention cases
and the non-intervention case over 4000 times, for
a comment set size of 1000, as per the PyMC de-
faults. We record the maximum likelihood point
estimates of P (Ti = 1|Gi = 1, intervention) and
P (Ti = 1|Gi = 0, intervention), for each simu-
lation. Thus, giving us a posterior distribution of
these statistics, from which to calculate credible in-
tervals with respect to the statistics given by Equa-
tions 8 and 9. Several variations on the interven-
tion, a factoring of the models’ latent P (Wi = 1),
are considered, to help identify the general trend.
The outcomes of the analysis can be found in Sec-
tion 5.2.

P (Ti = 1|Gi = 1, intervention)
P (Ti = 1|Gi = 1, no intervention)

(8)

P (Ti = 1|Gi = 1, intervention)
P (Ti = 1|Gi = 0, intervention)

(9)

5 Results and Evaluation

Section 5.1 corresponds to the first research ques-
tions according to the methodology detailed in Sec-
tion 4.3. Section 5.2 corresponds to the second
research question according to the methodology
detailed in Section 4.4

5.1 Estimation of the relative propensity of
stigmatising topics with wealth context

Table 3 lists the posterior estimates of the Risk Ra-
tios, according to Equation 4, a measure of the rela-
tive propensity of each stigmatising topic between
low–wealth and high–wealth subsets. The Risk Ra-
tio is reported according to the 99% most credible
interval. It is evident that mental illness, testing
for drug use, addiction and association with heroin
demonstrate the most extreme estimated propensi-
ties for low–wealth contexts as opposed for high–
wealth contexts, with respect to their lower–bound
Risk Ratio estimates.

The outcomes of Table 3 estimate the skew by
wealth context, in regards to the contextual asso-
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Stigmatising Est.
Topics Risk Ratio

interaction with law enforcement 1.2 to 2.4
as related to incarceration 1.2 to 1.7

ultra–processed 1.1 to 4.3
food consumption
testing for drug use 6.8 to 14.3

obesity 1.9 to 2.7
perceived eligability 0.69 to 0.78

association with
marijuana, cannabis 0.93 to 1.4

mental illness 9.0 to 13.2
association with heroin 3.0 to 4.6

addiction 5.4 to 8.8

Table 3: 99% Credible Interval Risk Ratios comparing
credible estimates of the relative propensity of each
stigmatising topic for low–wealth (as opposed to high).
Bold denotes the lower–bound estimates of the most
severe skews in association.

ciation between the listed stigmatising concepts
and the wealth contexts. We extend this by es-
timating the wealth context skew of stigmatisa-
tion, not just on contextual co–occurrence, but
according number of instances that the stigmatis-
ing topic directly marks person or group repre-
senting the wealth context. I.e., a person of the
corresponding wealth contest described as: be-
ing subject to a drug test; having a mental ill-
ness, using heroin use, or having an addiction.
Thus, we estimate a Risk Ratio based not on an es-
timate of P (stig., n–grams | wealth cont), but on
P (dir., stig., n–grams | wealth cont.). As per the
chain rule expansion of Equation 10, we require an
estimate of P (dir., | stig., n–grams, wealth cont.).

P (dir., stig., n–grams | wealth cont.) =

P (dir., | stig., n–grams, wealth cont.)×
P (stig, | n–grams, wealth cont.)×

P (n–grams | wealth cont.)

(10)

For each of mental illness, testing for drug use,
addiction and association with heroin, we further
sample 50 comments containing the correspond-
ing topical n–grams of Table 2 for each of low–
wealth and high–wealth contexts. From these
samples and for each wealth context, we obtain
counts of: i) the number of sample comments for
which the topical n–grams are demonstrative of
the stigmatising topic in question, Cstig., | sample;
and ii) of those comments for which the top-
ical n–grams are demonstrative of the stigma-
tising topic, a count of the subset for which
the stigmatising topic is directed marks people
representative of the wealth context in question,
Cdir. | stig., sample. These counts are reported in Ta-
ble 4. We then make a posterior Bayesian estimate,

for each of low–wealth and high wealth contexts of,
P (dir. | stig., n–grams, wealth cont.), as per Equa-
tion set 11. We the subsequently obtain a poste-
rior estimate of the propensity of directed stigmati-
sation, P (dir., stig., n–grams | wealth cont.) as per
Equation 10.

directed low–wealth high–wealth
stigmatisation context context

having mental illness 39/50 16/50
tested for drug use 48/50 16/50
having addiction 43/50 23/50
using heroin use 42/47 20/45

Table 4: Cdir. | stig. sample / Cstig. | sample counts. Where
Cstig. | sample is a count of comments where the stigma-
tising topic is observed, and Cdir. | stig., sample is a count
of where this observed stigmatising topic is directed at
people representative of the wealth context.

P (dir. | stig. , n–grams, wealth cont.) ∼ Logistic(Normal(0, 1.5))

Cdir., | stig., sample =

Binom(P (dir. | stig. , n–grams, wealth cont.), Cstig. | sample)

(11)

We present these updated Risk Ratios, reflecting
the relative propensity of directed stigmatiation ac-
cording to wealth context in Table 5. We observe
an even greater skew towards low–wealth contexts
of directed stigmatisation with respect to the anal-
ysed topics than of the contextual association with
stigmatising topics of Table 3.

directed Est.
stigmatisation Risk Ratio

having mental illness 14.3 to 51.0
tested for drug use 14.9 to 58.0
having addiction 7.9 to 22.5

heroin use 4.5 to 12.5

Table 5: 99% Credible Interval Risk Ratios comparing
estimate of the relative propensity of directed stigmatisa-
tion for low–wealth (as opposed to high). Bold denotes
the lower–bound estimates of the Risk Ratios.

Closer inspection of the comment random sam-
ples, demonstrates the low–wealth contexts with
respect to these high association topics, to be highly
specific : homelessness is overwhelmingly the low–
wealth n–gram related to mental illness and addic-
tion and association with heroin; and welfare (as
in receipt of government aid) in respect of drug
testing, drug test topical associations.

5.2 Poverty as an aggravating factor of people
group stigmatisation

As per the analysis of Section 4.4, for each pro-
posed causal model, the propensity of low–wealth
contexts was directly factored as an explanatory
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intervention as to the effect of low–wealth context
on stigmatising topic association with reference to
Black people. The statistic given by Equation 8
estimates the relative increase in expected stigma-
tising topic occurrence, given the presence of the
people group of interest, due to the intervention.
The statistic is calculated as a 99% Credible Inter-
val. Thus, where the lower–bound estimate of this
statistic exceeds 1.0, for some level of interven-
tion on the expected rate of low–wealth contexts,
the implication is that there is a non-zero effect on
observed stigmatising topic rates due to the inter-
vention, with a 99% probability. Figures 4a and
4b give the lower bound estimate with respect to
causal suppositions 1 and 2. Figure 4a gives esti-
mates of this lower bound statistic for the topical
n–grams police, cops, cop, police officers, given
causal supposition 1. Figure 4b gives estimates of
this lower bound statistic for the topical n–grams
police, cops, cop, police officers and prison, jail,
prisons, given causal supposition 2. In both cases,
the causal link, between low–wealth references and
observed frequency of those specific stigmatising
topics is weak: a very large intervention is needed
before the lower–bound estimated measure of the
effect is non–negligible.

The statistic given by Equation 9, for some
causal supposition, estimates the relative increase
in expected stigmatising topic occurrence at some
level of intervention: contrasting comments con-
taining and omitting the people group. Where this
statistic exceeds 1.0, for some level of intervention
on the expected rate of low–wealth contexts, the
implication is that there is a non-negligible relative
increase. Figures 4c and 4d gives the lower bound
estimates of the 99% Credible Interval estimates of
this statistics. We see lower bound estimates of this
statistic exceed 1.0 for both prison, jail, prisons
and police, cops, cop, police officers, given either
causal supposition 1 or 2.

To further contextualise the results, we again ran-
domly sampled comments. We sample 50 samples
from the pool of 629 comments where Black peo-
ple, low–wealth references and police,cop, cops,
police officer topical n–grams are present; and 50
samples from the pool of 348 comments where
Black people, low–wealth reference and prison,
jail, prisons topical n–grams are present.

The Black people, low–wealth, police, cop, cops,
police officer samples have the following observed
implications: 38/50 discuss the targeting of Black
people by the police, and a further 2/50 are related

in that they imply a disproportionate response by
the judicial system. The following quote typifies
the common referencing of low–wealth and Black
people in stigmatised contexts, “Do poor people
commit more crimes? Yes. Are there more poor
Black people? Also yes. Does that mean police
target blacks more harshly? No.”

In the Black people, low-wealth, prison, ... topi-
cal n–grams, 45/50 explicitly refer to the incarcer-
ation of Black people.

6 Limitations and Conclusion

With regards the research question, how statisti-
cally distinct is the co-occurrence of identified neg-
atively biased topics and low–wealth contexts ver-
sus high–wealth contexts?, we see evidence of sup-
port of aporophobia for several proposed stigmatis-
ing topics: mental illness; testing for drug use; ad-
diction; and association with heroin. Based on the
incorporation of estimates, of the probability of top-
ical n–grams indicative of a stigmatising topic actu-
ally being that topic, each was estimated as highly
disproportionately associated with low–wealth con-
texts. Additionally, in further incorporating esti-
mates of the probability of a stigmatising topic
being directed at people of groups representative of
the wealth context, an even greater skew towards
low–wealth contexts was shown. E.g., heroin is
more likely to contextually occur with low–wealth
contexts than high–wealth; but low–wealth people
or groups are even more likely to be characterised
as using heroin than high–wealth users. These re-
sults are predicated on the wealth context n–grams
being suitable proxies for the respective wealth
contexts. However, it should be noted that what
was observed in these strongest of outcomes, cor-
responded to highly specialised manifestations of
aporophobia, in respect of highly specific social
discussions: E.g., drug testing in the context of
welfare receipt. This is somewhat expected: the
selected n–grams were chosen for high precision
in respect of the context they predict: to promote
strong signals to facilitate detection. There remains
an open question as to how to address aporophobia
as a phenomenon related to less polarising depic-
tions of low–wealth status, in terms of relatively
more ambiguous language.

With respect to the second research question,
can we estimate quantitatively, a non–negligible
aggravating causal effect of low–wealth references
on negatively biased topic rates, in respect of com-
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(a) lower bound estimate of the statistic given by
Equation 8, with respect to causal supposition 1,
according to a 99% Credible Interval.

(b) lower bound estimate of the statistic given by
Equation 8, with respect to causal supposition 2,
according to a 99% Credible Interval.

(c) lower bound estimate of the statistic given by
Equation 9, with respect to causal supposition 1,
according to a 99% Credible Interval.

(d) lower bound estimate of the statistic given by
Equation 9, with respect to causal supposition 2,
according to a 99% Credible Interval.

ments also referencing Black people?: we detected
an aggravating causal relationship between low–
wealth status and i) police, cops, cop, police officer
assuming causal supposition 1; and ii) both police,
cops, cop, police officer and prison, jail, prisons
according to supposition 2. Inspection of random
samples of these coincident contexts demonstrated
a high estimate of clearly directed negative impli-
cations. However, the analysis suggested a weak
causal relationship. No causal relationship was
found between low–wealth status and any of the
analysed stigmatising topics, for the model related
to causal supposition 3.

The positive results from the Bayesian models
corresponding to supposition 1 and 2, imply the
detection of aporophobia, albeit weakly, in regards
to the assumed causal models and predicated on the
analysis assumptions. In contrast, as was the case
for the causal model corresponding to supposition
3 and the other stigmatising topics; a failure to
detect aporophobia via SCM, implies the proposed
causal model and the data are incompatible: i.e.,
an incorrectly framed causal model; or a dataset or
data features not reflective of the phenomena.

The proposed causal models, were proposed
based on the almost self-evident expressions of

prejudice against a group and aporophobia. In con-
trast, the analysis highlights a problem of data spar-
sity, in balancing feature precision and recall: i.e.,
from the Reddit subset of approximately 266M
comments, only 0.1% referenced the selected low–
wealth n–grams; of which only 2%reference the
Black people n–grams. The pool is further shrunk
according to the considered topics, which could
explain the relatively few stigmatising topics for
which aggravation was detected: prison, jail, pris-
ons and police, cops, cop, police officers. These
topics have the highest representation in the low–
wealth and Black people common context wealth
pools. We interpret these results as further sup-
port for the need for annotation schemes and cor-
responding datasets specifically tailored towards
aporophobia for sensitive detection of the phenom-
ena in regards toxic speech.

7 Future Work

It would be interesting to extend this study to other
dataset domains, but moreover, to incorporate a
modified feature set benefiting from any future
human–annotated datasets dedicated to aporopho-
bia. This would facilitate both a wider and more
sensitive analysis of the topic.
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Abstract

The task of toxicity detection is still a rele-
vant task, especially in the context of safe and
fair LMs development. Nevertheless, labeled
binary toxicity classification corpora are not
available for all languages, which is understand-
able given the resource-intensive nature of the
annotation process. Ukrainian, in particular, is
among the languages lacking such resources.
To our knowledge, there has been no exist-
ing toxicity classification corpus in Ukrainian.
In this study, we aim to fill this gap by in-
vestigating cross-lingual knowledge transfer
techniques and creating labeled corpora by:
(i) translating from an English corpus, (ii) filter-
ing toxic samples using keywords, and (iii) an-
notating with crowdsourcing. We compare
LLMs prompting and other cross-lingual trans-
fer approaches with and without fine-tuning
offering insights into the most robust and effi-
cient baselines.
This paper contains rude texts that only serve
as illustrative examples.

1 Introduction

Lately, the NLP community has shifted away
from exclusively developing monolingual En-
glish models and is placing greater emphasis on
the development of fair multilingual NLP tech-
nologies. There were released plenty of mul-
tilingual models, i.e. mBERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020),
mT5 (Xue et al., 2021), mBART (Tang et al.,
2020), BLOOMz (Muennighoff et al., 2023),
NLLB (Costa-jussà et al., 2022). Additionally,
Large Language Models (LLMs) pre-trained on
extensive corpora have expanded the realm of po-
tential capabilities (Wei et al., 2022) not only for
novel tasks but also for languages.

Nevertheless, the coverage of languages and clas-
sical NLP tasks corpora existence is still unequal.
In the scope of harmful language detection, we
discovered an absence of any toxicity or hateful de-

Toxic I нiх*шеньки їй за те не буде.
And she’s not going to get a f*king thing for it.
А зi всiх комплiментiв якi менi каза-
ли, це те що я п*ар
And of all the compliments I’ve been given, the only
one I’ve received is that I’m a f*got.
Увесь твiттер у ваших *бучих котах.
The whole of Twitter is in your f*king cats.

Non-toxic I знову двi години на прокидання.
And again, two hours to wake up.
Ну, це тiпа добре, коли хвалять.
Well, it’s kind of nice to be praised.
скоро буду своєю серед чужих))) аха
soon I will be my own among strangers))) aha

Table 1: Toxic and non-toxic examples in Ukrainian.

tection corpora for the Ukrainian language. Thus,
the question arises: what is the most effective and
promising approach to acquiring a binary toxicity
classification corpus for a new language, consid-
ering all the recent advancements in the field of
NLP. Answering this main research question, the
contribution of this work are the following:

• We present the first of its kind toxicity clas-
sification corpus for Ukrainian (Table 1) test-
ing three approach for its acquisition: (i)
translation from a resource rich language;
(ii) toxic samples filtering by toxic keywords;
(iii) crowdsourcing data annotation;

• Additionally, we explore three types of
cross-lingual knowledge transfer approaches—
Backtranslation, LLMs Prompting, and
Adapter Training;

• We test both cross-lingual and supervised ap-
proaches on all test sets providing insights
into the methods effectiveness.

All the obtained data and models are available for
the public usage online.1,2,3

1https://huggingface.co/ukr-detect
2https://huggingface.co/textdetox
3https://huggingface.co/dardem/xlm-roberta-large-uk-toxicity
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Method Models Datasets
Translation
Dependence

Data
Creation

Fine
tuning

# Inference
Steps

Cross-lingual Transfer Methods

Backtranslation - Toxicity detection
model for the resource-
rich language;
- Translation model from
resource-rich to the target
language;

— 3

LLM
prompting

- LLM with the knowl-
edge of the resource-rich
language and (emerging)
knowledge of the target
language;

— 1

Adapter
Training

- Auto-regressive multi-
lingual LM where the
resource-rich and target
languages are present; -
Language adapter layers
for both languages;

- Toxicity classification
dataset in the resource-
rich language;
- Corpus for translation
between the resource-rich
and target languages;

1

Data Acquisition Methods

Training Data
Translation

- Translation model to the
target language;
- Auto-regressive multilin-
gual or monolingual LM
for the target language;

- Toxicity classification
dataset in the resource-
rich language;

1

Semi-
synthetic
data by key-
words filtering

- Embedding model of
texts in the target lan-
guage;

- Texts in the target lan-
guage;
- List of toxic keywords in
the target language;

1

Crowdsourcing
data filtering

- Embedding model of
texts in the target lan-
guage;

- Texts in the target lan-
guage;

1

Table 2: Comparison of the considered approaches for cross-lingual detoxification transfer and corpora acquisition
based on required computational and data resources.

2 Related Work

The usual case for cross-lingual transfer setup is
when data for a specific task is available for English
but none for the target language. In such a setup,
translation of training data approach has been al-
ready explored for sentiment analysis (Kumar et al.,
2023) and offensive texts classification (El-Alami
et al., 2022; Wadud et al., 2023).

For toxicity, both monolingual and multilingual
corpora have been introduced. Thus, English Jig-
saw dataset (Jigsaw, 2017) was later extended to
the multilingual format (Jigsaw, 2020). Within
East European language, there were presented of-
fensive language detection in Polish (Ptaszynski
et al., 2024) and Serbian (Jokic et al., 2021) based
on Twitter data. In the related domain, Ukrainian
bullying detection system was developed based on
translated English data in (Oliinyk and Matviichuk,
2023). However, none of the works yet covered
specifically Ukrainian toxicity detection.

Definition of Toxicity While there can be differ-
ent types of toxic language in conversations (Price
et al., 2020; Gilda et al., 2021), i.e. sarcasm, hate
speech, direct insults, in this work include sam-
ples with substrings that are commonly referred to
as vulgar or profane language (Costa-jussà et al.,
2022; Logacheva et al., 2022) while the whole main
message can be both neutral and toxic. Thus, we
are considering the task of binary toxicity classifi-
cation assigning the labels either toxic or non-toxic.

3 Cross-lingual Knowledge Transfer
Methods

Firstly, we test three cross-lingual knowledge trans-
fer methods that do not require any training data in
the target language acquisition (Table 2): (i) Back-
translation; (ii) LLM Prompting; (iii) Adapter
Training. We assume a setup where resource-rich
available language is English.
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Translated dataset Semi-synthetic dataset Crowdsourced dataset

Train
total: 24616
toxic: 12307
non-toxic: 12309

total: 12606
toxic: 6362
non-toxic: 6244

total: 3000
toxic: 1500
non-toxic: 1500

Val
total: 4000
toxic: 2000
non-toxic: 2000

total: 4202
toxic: 2071
non-toxic: 2131

total: 1000
toxic: 500
non-toxic: 500

Test
total: 52294
toxic: 5800
non-toxic: 46494

total: 4214
toxic: 2114
non-toxic: 2008

total: 1000
toxic: 500
non-toxic: 500

Table 3: Statistics of the obtained datasets: train/val/test splits.

Backtranslation For many tasks, an English clas-
sifier may already exist, making it a natural baseline
to translate the input text from Ukrainian to English
and then employ the English classifier for the task.
This Backtranslation approach eliminates the need
for fine-tuning but relies on external models—an
translation system and an English classifier— for
consistent functionality.

LLM Prompting The next approach that as well
does not require fine-tuning is prompting of LLMs.
Current advances in generative models showed the
feasibility of transforming any NLP classification
task into text generation task (Chung et al., 2022;
Aly et al., 2023). Thus, the prompt can be designed
in a zero-shot or a few-shot manner requesting the
model to answer with the label. While LLMs were
already tested for a hate speech classification task
for multiple languages (Das et al., 2023), there
were no yet experiments for any text classification
task for Ukrainian language which might be under-
represented in such models. We provide the final
design of our prompt in Appendix B.

Adapter Training Finally, the most parameter-
efficient approach involves employing language-
specific Adapter layers (Pfeiffer et al., 2020). Such
a layer, firstly, for English, can be added upon mul-
tilingual LM. Everything remains frozen while fine-
tuning of the final Adapter for the downstream task.
Then, English Adapter is replaced with Ukrainian
one and inference for the task in the target language
can be performed.

4 Data Acquisition Methods

To obtain supervised detection models, we test
three ways of training data acquisition for toxicity
detection task (Table 2): (i) English toxicity corpus
translation into Ukrainian; (ii) filtering toxic sam-
ples by pre-defined dictionary of Ukrainian toxic

keywords; (iii) crowdsourcing annotation to filter
Twitter corpus into toxic and non-toxic samples.
The examples of samples from these three dataset
can be found in Appendix C.

4.1 Training Corpus Translation

To avoid the permanent dependence on a transla-
tion system per each request, we can translate the
whole English dataset and, as a result, get synthetic
training data for the task. Then, a downstream task
fine-tuning is possible. This approach’s main ad-
vantage is that there are no external dependencies
during the inference time, but it requires computa-
tional resources for fine-tuning. Moreover, some
class information might vanish after translation and
will not be adapted for the target language.

English Dataset To test this approach, we consid-
ered English datasets Jigsaw data (Jigsaw, 2017).
We collapsed all labels except from “non-toxic”
into one “toxic” class.

Translation Systems Choice To choose the most
appropriate translation system, we took into consid-
eration two opensource models—NLLB4 (Costa-
jussà et al., 2022) and Opus5 (Tiedemann, 2012).
We randomly selected 50 samples per each
dataset and asked 3 annotators (native speakers
in Ukrainian) to verify the quality. As a result, we
choose Opus translation system for toxicity classi-
fication as it preserves better the toxic lexicon. The
system achieved 90% of qualitative translations.

4.2 Semi-synthetic Dataset with Toxic
Keywords Filtering

To obtain toxic samples for these approach, we fil-
tered Ukrainian tweets corpus from (Bobrovnyk,

4https://huggingface.co/facebook/nllb-200-distilled-
600M

5https://huggingface.co/Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-en-uk
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Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1

Translated Test Set Semi-synthetic Test Set Crowdsourced Test Set

Prompting of LLMs

LLaMa-2 Prompting 0.50 0.67 0.42 0.67 0.49 0.67 0.24 0.50 0.32
Mistral Prompting 0.68 0.74 0.70 0.81 0.76 0.75 0.56 0.68 0.52

Cross-lingual transfer approaches

Backtranslation — 0.76 0.56 0.58 0.75 0.68 0.65
Adapter Training 0.66 0.63 0.65 0.66 0.58 0.52 0.64 0.58 0.53

Fine-tuning of LMs on different types of data

XLM-R-finetuned-translated 0.68 0.86 0.70 0.79 0.77 0.77 0.70 0.68 0.67
XLM-R-finetuned-semisynthetic 0.59 0.53 0.53 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.75 0.57 0.48
XLM-R-finetuned-crowdsourced 0.61 0.63 0.62 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.99 0.99 0.99

Table 4: Ukrainian Toxicity Classification results. Within methods comparison, bold numbers denote the best results
within methods types, gray—in domain results of the fine-tuned models. We do not test Backtranslation approach
on the translated data as we cannot guarantee this test set was not present in the English training data of the model.

Does this text contain offenses or
swear words?

Yes

   I don't care about that.

No

Figure 1: Interface (translated into English for illustra-
tion) of the toxicity classification task for data collection
with crowdsourcing.

2019a) based on toxic keywords (Bobrovnyk,
2019b). We provide the full description of toxic
keywords list construction in Appendix A. Then,
tweets that did not contain any toxic words and ad-
ditional texts from news and fiction UD Ukrainian
IU dataset (Kotsyba et al., 2016) were considered
as non-toxic.

4.3 Data Filtering with Crowdsourcing

To obtain toxic samples with crowdsourcing, we
took Ukrainian tweets corpus (Bobrovnyk, 2019a),
erased URL links, and Twitter nicknames, dropped
phrases with less than five and more than twenty
words, randomly sampled texts for the annota-
tion with Toloka platform6 (Figure 1). We hired
only workers who passed the in-platform test of
Ukrainian language knowledge. Each task page
contained 9 real tasks, 2 control tasks with known
answers, and 1 training task with known answers
and explanations. We blocked participants if their
answers were inadequately fast (less than 15 sec-
onds per page), if they skipped 5 pages in a row,

6https://toloka.ai

or if they failed on more than 60% of tasks with
known answers. The crowdsourcing instructions
and interface are listed in Appendix D.

5 Experimental Setup

The statistics of train/val/test splits are presented in
Table 3. For the Ukrainian texts encoder, XLM-
RoBERTa7 (Conneau et al., 2020) has already
been proven as a strong baseline for multiple lan-
guages (ImaniGooghari et al., 2023). For LLMs
prompting, we experimented with couple setups
choosing LLaMa-28 (Touvron et al., 2023) and
Mistral9 (Jiang et al., 2023) as the most promising
models for the Ukrainian inputs processing. For
English toxicity classifier, we used an open fine-
tuned version of the DistilBERT model to classify
toxic comments.10

6 Results

The classification results are presented in Table 4.
Within methods that do not require fine-tuning,
Backtranslation and Adapter Training look like
promising baselines. Mistral outperforms LLaMa
with top results on the semi-synthetic test set, but
poorly on translated and, most importantly, crowd-
sourced data. At the same time, Backtranslation
achieved top results on these two datasets that illus-
trates real Ukrainian toxic data the most.

When fine-tuned on the crowdsourced data,
XLM-R exhibits almost perfect performance on

7https://huggingface.co/FacebookAI/xlm-roberta-large
8https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Llama-2-7b-chat-hf
9https://huggingface.co/mistralai/Mistral-7B-v0.1

10https://huggingface.co/martin-ha/toxic-comment-model
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both the in- and out-of-domain test sets. Undoubt-
edly, data collected through human annotations
embodies the most accurate understanding of toxi-
city. However, its performance significantly drops
on translated data with the results even lower than
unsupervised approaches. That can be due to the re-
duced toxicity in the translated data: not all labelled
originally toxic data remained toxic in Ukrainian.
Conversely, the model fine-tuned on the translated
data demonstrates the best results on the annotated
test set. Thus, the Training Data Translation ap-
proach still stands as a viable baseline, showcasing
robustness across out-of-domain data.

7 Conclusion

We presented the first of its kind study in toxicity
detection in the Ukrainian language. Firstly, we
tested several cross-lingual knowledge transfer ap-
proaches for the task that have different resources
requirements: Backtranslation that requires three
inferences steps, LLMs prompting, and Adapter
training that requires only adapter layer fine-tuning.
Still, the Backtranslation approach showed the best
performance within unsupervised baselines.

Next, we explored three methods for acquiring
a binary toxicity classification corpus: translating
an existing labeled English dataset, filtering toxic
samples using a predefined list of Ukrainian toxic
keywords, and collecting data through crowdsourc-
ing. The model fine-tuned on translated data ex-
hibited the most resilient performance across out-
of-domain datasets, serving as a robust baseline.
Ultimately, the model fine-tuned on manually an-
notated data demonstrated the highest performance.

Limitations & Ethics Statement

In this work, we encounter toxic speech as only
speech with obscene lexicon and commonly re-
ferred to as vulgar or profane language (Costa-jussà
et al., 2022). Thus, this work does not cover any
other sides and shades of offensive language like
hate, sarcasm, racism, sexism, etc. We believe that
this study in toxic language detection will build a
new foundation of any harmful language detection
in Ukrainian.

Another limitation of this work that we consider
only resource-rich language as English. For trans-
lated corpus acquisition it might also be beneficial
to explore other languages from the linguistic fam-
ilies that are closer to Ukrainian, i.e. Polish or
Croatian, if the corpora for the desired task exist in

the corresponding languages.
In conclusion, the proposed toxicity detection

model is openly shared with the community for fur-
ther exploration. Deploying this model for specific
use cases and domains should be complemented by
human-computer interaction solutions that uphold
users’ freedom of speech while fostering proactive
conversations. We firmly believe that our proposed
toxicity classification data and models will con-
tribute to the development of more fair and safe
multilingual LLMs.
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A The Full List of Toxic Keywords Used for Filtering

This list only serves to increase reproducibility of our work and has no intention to offend the reader.
Additionally to the openly available list of Ukrainian toxic keywords11, we also came up with some

additional words that can be divided into the following groups:
Slurs towards a group of people under discrimination (nationality, race, sexual orientation etc.):
“хохол”, “хохли”, “хохлом”, “хохлами”, “жид”, “жиди”, “жидом”, “жидами”, “жидовка”, “жи-

довський”, “жидовськi”, “жидовська”, “вузькоглазий”, “вузькоглазi”, “нiга”, “нiгга”, “нiггерам”,
“нiггери”, “нiггерiв”, “нiгер”, “нiгера”, “нiгерами”, “нiгери”, “нiгерка”, “нiгерська”, “нiгерський”,
“нiгерських”, “нiгерськi”, “нiгерiв”, “нiгрiла”, “нiгєр”, “нiгєра”, “нiгєри”, “нiгєрський”, “педара-
стiв”, “педераст”, “педерастiя”, “педик”, “педики”, “педикiв”, “педiк”, “педiковського”, “пiдар”,
“пiдари”, “пiдором”, “пiдараси”, “пiдорський”, “пiдорас”, “пiдарас”, “пiдарам”, “пiдару”, “пiд-
арасу”, “пiдарасам”, “тьолка”, “тьолкою”, “тьолки”, “тьолками”, “тьолкам”, “тьолцi”, “блядь”,
“блядi”, “шалава”, “шалави”, “прошмандовка”

Most often used toxic or hate appeals to the opponent:
”уйобок”, ”хуйло”, ”ахуєл”, ”уєбан”, “уїбан”, “довбойоб”, “долбойоб”, “залупа”, “гандон”, “пизда”,

“їблан”, “єблан”, “їбанутий”, “єбанутий”
Different obscene words (forms without endings):
“їбат”, “їбан”, “пизд”, “бля”

B LLM Toxicity Classification Prompt

Denote: even if we perform classification for texts in Ukrainian, the core structure of the note is still in
Enlglish. Such a design was proven to be the most successful in our experiments.

Classify the text into two categories: contains obscene words or contains none obscene words. Reply with
only one word: obscene or normal.

Examples:
Text: Сьогоднi знайти у вiдкритих джерелах точну суму, витрачену на будiвництво об’єкта,
що про нього мова, майже неможливо. Sentiment: normal.
Text: знаєте, якщо свої дебiльнi коментарi ще й iлюструвати посиланнями на росiйську вiкi,
хтось може здогадатися, що ви тупий єблан. Sentiment: obscene.

Text: {text}
Sentiment:

11https://github.com/saganoren/obscene-ukr
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C Corpora Data Examples

C.1 Translated Data
Here, we provide examples in Table 5 of data gained from the Data Translation approach. The translation
are the ones obtained from the utilized translation model (Tiedemann, 2012).

Toxic ви всi тупi осли.
youre all dumb asses

Non-toxic Є два адмiнiстратори, якi досить добре працюють з такими статтями,
можливо, ви могли б зв’язатися з ними.
there are two admins that do handle such articles pretty well you could maybe contact and

Toxic I Роберт - це чорне лайно
and robert is a black shit

Non-toxic Гаразд, я почав трансляцiю нової статтi, я використав вашу запропоновану
назву може використовувати бiльше деталей зараз
ok i started the transtion the new article i used your suggested title could use a lot more detail now

Toxic Що за купа ср*них ботанiв?
what a bunch of f**king nerds

Non-toxic Зупинiться, будь ласка, якщо ви продовжите вандализувати сторiнки, ви
будете заблокованi вiд редагування wikipedia
please stop if you continue to vandalize wikipedia you will be blocked from editing

Toxic Альтернативна поп-культура, що означає п*зда чи ци, розкидає таємничу
сучку, яка руйнує все, що примара називає когось, це спосiб дати людинi
знати, що вони є п*зда в той час як цензують iнших навколо вас в громад-
ських мiсцях або в соцiальних кутах, сучасний сленг попереджаючи iнших
про небезпеку.
alternative pop culture meaning c*nt or cee unt a percieved mysterious bitch that destroys everything whem
calling someone this is a way of letting anyone know they are a c*nt while censoring others around you in public
or in social corners a modern slang alerting other of the danger

Non-toxic Адмiнiстратори виконують дiї, що ґрунтуються на громадському консенсусi,
вони не приймають одностороннiх рiшень далi, тому у зв’язку з цим
редактори, якi зосереджують свою увагу на виборах або канадалях, не
мають можливостi перенаправити кандидатiв на партiйнi статтi.
admins execute actions based on community consensus they do not make unilateral decisions further that afd did

not have the involvement of editors who focus on ontario or canadawide elections so they were likely unfamiliar
with the option of redirecting to party candidate articles

Table 5: Examples of translated samples for Toxicity Classification task. English translation are taken from the
Jigsaw dataset (Jigsaw, 2017).
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C.2 Semi-synthetic Data
Here, we provide examples in Table 6 of data gained by filtering with toxic keywords.

Toxic @USER нє, китай рулить, то однозначно. ден сяопiн був генiєм економiки.
але це було пiдписано бо бiльше нi на шо пi**рович не заслужив:)
@USER no, the Chinese drive, of course. The shoopin was an economic genius. But it was signed because no
more on the sublarcier was worthy of:)

Non-toxic @USER 1) доброго часу, колiжанцi дав почитати збiрку, багато що оцiнила,
але запитала про ”Самонедостатнiсть” ..
@USER 1) good time, the colts gave the collection a lot of reading and appreciated, but asked about ”Memo-
nysity...”

Toxic вже не пi**рас?
Isn’t that a f**got?

Non-toxic Не раз заявляв про намiри зайти на наш ринок iрландський Ryanair .
More than once, he claimed to visit our market in Irish Ryanair.

Toxic сьогоднiшня мрiя - адекватний транспорт в крим, щоб не доводилося
щоразу мозок собi ї**ти стиковкою цих жахливих людиноненависницьких
рейсiв
Today’s dream is a safe transport into the ice so that every brain doesn’t have to f**k its way through these terrible
man - hated flights.

Non-toxic Спiврозмовники досягли домовленостi про проведення чергового засiдання
Спiльної мiжурядової українсько - туркменської комiсiї з економiчного та
культурно - гуманiтарного спiвробiтництва вже ближчим часом .
Coordinators have reached an agreement to hold a joint Intergovernmental Union Commission on Economic and
Cultural Cooperation for a longer time.

Toxic нема вiдчуття гiршого, нiж коли розумiєш, шо ти конкретно так тупанув,
i через це все йде по п**дi.
There’s no worse feeling than when you realize that you were exactly f**king that way, and that’s why everything
goes on p*ss.

Non-toxic Державне пiдприємство « Конструкторське бюро „ Пiвденне “ iм . М . К
. Янгеля » було створено 1951 як конструкторський вiддiл Пiвденного
машинобудiвного заводу з виробництва вiйськових ракет .
The state enterprise (C) was created by 1951 as the South Carworker’s design department for the production of
military rockets.

Table 6: Examples of natural samples for Toxicity Classification task obtained from Ukrainian tweets corpus
from (Bobrovnyk, 2019a) and news and fiction UD Ukrainian IU dataset (Kotsyba et al., 2016) by the toxic keywords
filtering.
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C.3 Crowdsourced Data
Here, we provide examples in Table 7 of data gained by crowdsource collection.

Toxic Фу ти що той як його п*дар?
What are you, like his f*got?

Non-toxic Якщо не думати про певнi проблеми, то жити дуже навiть можна.
If you don’t think about certain problems, you can live very well.

Toxic П*здєц, я такий безкоштовно могла будь-де знайти
F*ck, I could have found one for free anywhere)

Non-toxic Бо я щось зовсiм вiд новин вiдвик...
Because I’m not used to the news at all...

Toxic Завод по проiзводству сосатєльних х*ов.
A factory for the production of sucking d*ks.

Non-toxic Нарiзав вам фрагменти вчорашнього ефiру з Мураєвим.
I’ve cut you fragments of yesterday’s broadcast with Muraev.

Toxic Тому от вони, а не х*рь якась
So here they are, not some bul*hit

Non-toxic Особливо, коли в тебе другий день шалена слабкiсть.
Especially when you’ve been feeling crazy weak for two days.

Toxic Давайте, розкажiть нам що це просте спiвпадiння, оце х*та з Мо*нкою.
Go ahead, tell us that it’s a simple coincidence, this f*k with the sc*tum.

Non-toxic Не люблю свята, бо це лише витрати та клопiт, а так жодної рiзницi зi
звичайним рутинним днем.
I don’t like holidays because they’re just expenses and hassle, and there’s no difference between them and a
normal day.

Toxic Ну для мене люба френдзона це ху*ве мiсце
Well, for me, any friendzone is a fu*ing place

Non-toxic Є цiкавi персонажi й дiалоги, сюжет середнiй.
There are interesting characters and dialogues, but the plot is average.

Table 7: Examples of crowdsourced samples for Toxicity Classification task obtained from Ukrainian tweets corpus
from (Bobrovnyk, 2019a).
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D Crowdsourcing platform instructions and interface

Here, we list the full instruction and task interface in the original Ukrainian language. Per each page, the
annotators were paid 0.10$.

D.1 General instructions for the task.
Вам потрiбно прочитати речення i визначити, чи мiстять вони образи або нецензурнi та
грубi слова.
You need to read the sentences and determine if they contain insults or obscene and rude words.

Увага! Необразне речення може мiстити критику i бути негативно забарвленим.
WARNING! A non-figurative sentence can contain criticism and be negatively colored.

Приклади
Examples

Образливi речення:
Offensive sentences:

• Iнтернет-шпана, не тобi мене повчати.
Internet-nasty crew, it’s not for you to teach me.

• Яка пiдписка, що ти несеш, поїхавший?
What is the subscription, what are you talking about, are you mad?

• Щонайменше два малолiтнiх дегенерати в тредi, мда.
At least two juvenile degenerates in a thread, huh?

• Взагалi не бачу сенсу сперечатися з приводу дюймiв, хуєвий там ips чи нi, машина не
цим цiкава.
In general, I don’t see any point in arguing about inches, whether the ips is fucked up or not, this is not what makes the car

interesting.

Нейтральнi (не образливi) речення:
Neutral (not offensive) sentences:

• У нас є убунти i текнiкал прев’ю.
We have Ubuntu and Teknical previews.

• вiн теж був хоробрим!
He was brave too!

• Це безглуздо, ти ж знаєш
It makes no sense, you know that.

• Якщо вiн мрiє напакостити своїм сусiдам, то це погано.
If he dreams of hurting his neighbors, that’s bad.

D.2 Task interface
Чи мiстить цей текст образи або нецензурнi слова?
Does the text contain insults or obscenities?

• Так
Yes

• Нi
No
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Abstract

Increasing hateful conduct online demands ef-
fective counterspeech strategies to mitigate
its impact. We introduce a novel dataset an-
notated with such strategies, aimed at facil-
itating the generation of targeted responses
to hateful language. We labelled 1000 hate
speech/counterspeech pairs from an existing
dataset with strategies established in the social
sciences. We find that a one-shot prompted clas-
sification model achieves promising accuracy
in classifying the strategies according to the
manual labels, demonstrating the potential of
generative Large Language Models (LLMs) to
distinguish between counterspeech strategies.

1 Introduction

Over 60% of the world’s population use social
media platforms (Dean, 2024) and many interac-
tions on these involve hateful and toxic language
(Vidgen et al., 2019). While recent research has
begun to investigate the use of counterspeech
as an effective technique to mitigate hate while
preserving the right to free speech (compared
to traditional flagging and moderation), there is
little natural language processing (NLP) research
investigating counterspeech generation based on
known, effective strategies.

There are, in fact, a wide range of strategies
employed in counterspeech, from fact-checking to
use of humour, and research on counterspeech de-
ployed in real-life situations shows its effectiveness
to vary significantly depending on the approach
taken (Benesch et al., 2016; Chung et al., 2023).

Our contributions Focusing on English lan-
guage interactions, we develop a nuanced under-
standing of counterspeech by annotating 1000 ex-
amples from the Multitarget-CONAN dataset of
hate speech/counterspeech pairs (Fanton et al.,
2021) with labels based on strategies developed

by experts. We then conduct a benchmark classi-
fication experiment to investigate the capacity of
LLMs to distinguish between the strategies used.

2 Background

de Gibert et al. (2018) define hate speech as “any
communication that disparages a target group of
people based on some characteristic such as race,
colour, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, nation-
ality, religion, or other characteristic.” While hate
speech may constitute only a small proportion of
social media content, nearly one third of the popu-
lation is affected by it (Vidgen et al., 2019), neces-
sitating research into its prevention and mitigation.

Contrary to traditional content removal, which
may be considered to impinge upon freedom of
speech, the idea of responding with counterspeech
has gained ground. Another advantage of this
approach is that its use is unbound by the intrica-
cies of what constitutes hate speech according to
the disparate platform guidelines. Cepollaro et al.
(2023) define counterspeech as “communication
that tries to counteract potential harm brought
about by other speech.” Real-world studies report
counterspeech as an effective technique to counter-
act hate speech (Mathew et al., 2019). For example,
Buerger (2021) elicits improvements in discourse
in online comment sections through the application
of carefully drafted counterspeech, and social
media platforms like Facebook are reportedly
investigating its application (Osman, 2022).

Prior research has illuminated the varied effec-
tiveness of counterspeech strategies in mitigating
hateful conduct (see also Section 3.2) (Benesch
et al., 2016; Chung et al., 2023). However, this
work has thus far focused on empirical investiga-
tion of manually crafted counterspeech interven-
tions (e.g. Hangartner et al., 2021).

We seek to introduce the strategies developed
by social scientists and policy experts to the NLP
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Strategy Definition Examples

Positive Tone, Em-
pathy and Affilia-
tion

This strategy involves connecting on a per-
sonal level, showing understanding or soli-
darity with the speaker or target. Look for
friendly, empathetic language.

1. I understand why this topic is upsetting. Let’s
find a solution together.
2. Migrants need help. They flee to find better
living conditions.

Fact-Checking Addresses inaccuracies or false claims by pre-
senting facts. Look for use of verifiable facts
or simple corrections.

1. Statistics show crime rates have decreased.
2. From what I know only a minority of the Gypsy
population live in shanty towns.

Humour/Sarcasm Uses wit, jokes, or sarcasm to counter hate
speech, often lightening the conversation’s
tone. Identify humour by the playful or ironic
twist in the counterspeech.

1. If believing in equality makes me a ’snowflake’,
then I’m ready for a blizzard!
2. Really? I thought it was due to the salaries of
the players. But of course it’s the same old Jewish
conspiracies fault.

Warning of Conse-
quences

Highlights potential negative outcomes of hate
speech, like social or legal consequences. Rec-
ognize it by alerts or cautionary advice.

1. Remember, spreading hate can lead to serious
consequences, not just online but in real life too.
2. It is also quite dangerous to say something so
strong without proof.

Denouncing Expresses outright rejection of the hateful
views and may call out the hate speech by
directly labelling it as racist, sexist, cause for
discrimination etc.

1. Hate has no place in our community.
2. The mere existence of a minority is not a reason
to target it. There is no need to be racist.

Pointing Out
Hypocrisy

Underlines logical flaws or double standards
in the hate speech. Identifies and questions
inconsistencies, or presents contradicting or
hypocritical positions in the hate speech.

1. Ironic, you advocate for free speech but silence
those who disagree with you?
2. Imagine if someone of another religion had
power over you this way. Would you rather have
that person’s power over you or not?

Questioning Asks questions that prompt reevaluation of the
presented views or statements. Characterised
by questions that challenge the assumptions
or generalizations in hate speech or use of
rhetorical or direct questions aiming to pro-
voke thought or self-reflection.

1. What exactly is your fear about sharing public
places with people of a different religion?
2. When you say niggas are enemies of the people,
who exactly are ‘the people’?

Table 1: Seven strategies to counter hate speech with definitions and examples. These also serve as (refined)
annotation guidelines.

counterspeech research community by implement-
ing a combination of manual and automated strat-
egy annotations on the hate speech-counterspeech
dataset presented by Fanton et al. (2021) (see also
4.1). We create seven label classes based on the
strategies discussed in the literature (Benesch et al.,
2016; Chung et al., 2023). Table 1 provides a sum-
mary of these strategies, along with examples. The
choice of strategies is supported by the complex-
ity and variety observed in niche-sourced (that is,
expert-produced) counterspeech data (Tekiroğlu
et al., 2020), akin to the one in our research.

We conducted an annotator feedback survey after
the annotation pilot study which revealed that most
annotators find Denouncing to be the most confus-
ing strategy, frequently mistaking it for Shaming
and Labelling due to similar elements of ‘rejecting
hate’. Therefore, we merge Denouncing and Sham-
ing and Labelling strategies for the next phase of
annotation. Moreover, from the strategies proposed
by annotators in their feedback, our analysis iden-
tified the inclusion of Questioning as necessary,
and consequently incorporated it into the strategies

considered in our study. See also Section 4.2 and
Appendix B.2 for details of the annotation process,
including the changes made to the guidelines based
on annotator feedback.

3 Related Work

Two recent works provide a comprehensive
overview of the social and technical challenges
of using counterspeech to counter toxic content.

The first, a systematic review of work from mul-
tiple fields by Chung et al. (2023) identified eight
strategies that have been used in counterspeech
studies in the social sciences and real-world policy-
driven campaigns. They also summarised the ev-
idence of the effectiveness and efficacy of these
strategies, which suggests that some approaches
may provide better results in certain circumstances,
but that this is highly context dependent.

For a more technical perspective meanwhile,
Bonaldi et al. (2024) survey NLP methods and
datasets for counterspeech generation, finding a
range of approaches to collecting data from crowd-
sourcing to nichesourcing responses—that is, har-
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nessing the knowledge of experts trained in coun-
tering online hate.

One of the most widely used nichesourced
datasets is that of Fanton et al. (2021) who present
a dataset of 5003 hate speech/counterspeech pairs
on multiple targets of hate curated using an inno-
vative combination of language model generation
and expert review and post-edit. We annotate a sub-
section of this data with strategy labels (see also
Section 4.1). The only work we are aware of to
have previously analysed the strategies present in
a dataset is that of Chung et al. (2019), who re-
cruited non-expert annotators to label the response
types in the CONAN dataset. We extend this work by
developing and testing an annotation scheme and
guidelines and exploring automated identification
of these strategies.

3.1 Application of Large Language Models

Qian et al. (2019) were among the first to ex-
periment with automated “generative intervention”
in hate speech using a Seq2Seq encoder-decoder
model, a Variational Auto-Encoder model and Re-
inforcement Learning. Tekiroğlu et al. (2020) pro-
pose the use of NLG for automated intervention
and depict large language models as a promising
alternative to manual intervention through their
use of the GPT-2 language model to produce coun-
terspeech and the model fine-tuned on an expert-
generated counterspeech dataset secured a higher
novelty score. A notable aspect is that their exper-
imental automatic classifier showed better results
over human filtering.

Tekiroğlu et al. (2022) compare the performance
of various language models to determine the most
suitable model for counterspeech generation us-
ing the Multitarget-CONAN (Fanton et al., 2021).
They find that automatic post-editing using ma-
chine translation with a fine-tuned GPT-2 model
improves the quality of generated responses, elimi-
nating the need for manual post-edit effort.

Ashida and Komachi (2022) use few-shot
prompting to present quantitative analysis of length,
diversity, and quality of counterspeech across
several models. While they find GPT-3 to produce
responses of relatively high quality, most outputs
are found to present facts to counter hate. There-
fore, they acknowledge the potential for generating
strategic counterspeech and leave that for future
work, which we begin to explore in our study.

3.2 Counterspeech Strategies

Most research to date is found in the social sciences
and policy literature and focuses on real-world and
usually non-automated (i.e. human-written) inter-
ventions. Hangartner et al. (2021) show the poten-
tial role of empathy in effectively mitigating hate
speech. Other studies also provide results on rel-
ative efficacy of various counterspeech strategies
(Bilewicz et al., 2021; Carthy and Sarma, 2023;
Obermaier et al., 2023). Lasser et al. (2023) sub-
stantiate Opinionating without insults, sarcasm or
negative tone in general to be effective in mitigating
toxicity in online hate speech. Overall, evidence
from these studies indicates that a strategy frame-
work is important for effective counterspeech.

Thus far, there has been little exploration of
these strategies in the NLP literature. The closest
we find are those of Chung et al. (2019) (see
above) and of Tekiroğlu et al. (2020), who refer
to strategies as ‘counterspeech argument types’
and present a comparison of variety in argument
types across crowd, niche, and crawl-sourced
data. In niche (expert)-sourced data, they observe
higher complexity and variety in arguments.
Therefore, this study relies on niche-sourced data
for counterspeech strategy identification.

Recent studies have highlighted the potential of
LLMs as classifiers for text-based tasks. Møller
et al. (2024) assessed LLMs for automated text an-
notation, finding promising results but lacking the
depth of human annotations. Conversely, Zhang
et al. (2024) demonstrated superior performance
of LLMs over human efforts through iterative
fine-tuning in text classification. Further investiga-
tions have applied LLMs to other tasks like news
classification (Zhang et al., 2024; Zhao and Yu,
2024) and legal text annotation (Savelka, 2023).
In our study, we extend these investigations to the
complex and subjective challenge of classifying
counterspeech into seven strategy labels. We
employ human annotation to assess the intricacy of
this task and to provide a benchmark for automated
classification using GPT-3.5. Our goal is to eval-
uate the performance of the LLM in counterspeech
classification. The human annotation primarily
aims to gauge the complexity of the task, serving
both as a benchmark for automated classification
and as a dataset for future fine-tuning and strategy-
guided counterspeech generation, rather than to
compare human and automated labeling directly.
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4 Method

4.1 Data
Multitarget-CONAN (Fanton et al., 2021), is a
dataset of hate speech/counterspeech pairs with
respect to eight targets of hate, curated using a
human-in-the-loop generation-review pipeline
in which reviewers were trained annotators who
reviewed and/or post-edited the counterspeech
interventions, which were then iteratively fed
back to GPT-2 as training data. Our preliminary
analysis of the dataset found sufficient diversity
and examples of the key strategies identified by
Benesch et al. (2016) and Chung et al. (2023). We
sampled 1000 examples (approximately 20% of
the dataset), equally representing all targets of hate,
for counterspeech strategy annotation. We make
all data available on acceptance.

4.2 Counterspeech Strategy Annotation
Overview We formulated an annotation frame-
work by consolidating the strategies delineated by
Benesch et al. (2016) and Chung et al. (2023) with
guidelines for each strategy including definitions,
the key characteristics associated with each strat-
egy, and examples drawn from the specifications of
Benesch et al. (2016). In a pilot study, we initially
recruited ten annotators to label 350 examples. Ob-
serving low agreement among non-expert annota-
tors, we collected annotator feedback and refined
the annotation guidelines (Table 1) and trained two
of the annotators. The two trained annotators and
the first author then labelled the full set of 1000
examples. This iterative approach resulted in the
current dataset, validated through measures of inter-
annotator reliability outlined in section 4.2 below.

Inter-Annotator Agreement Evaluation To
measure inter-annotator agreement, we utilised
(1) Cohen’s kappa: a statistic for inter-annotator
and intra-annotator reliability testing for pairs of
annotators (McHugh, 2012); (2) Fleiss’ kappa:
adaptation of Cohen’s kappa for three or more
annotators (McHugh, 2012); and (3) raw agree-
ment percentages for completeness. We also used
Cohen’s kappa to showcase the inter-annotator
agreement per strategy. Tables 5 and 6 show the
range of values and their reliability indication for
Cohen’s κ and Fleiss’ κ.

Annotation process We recruited 10 annotators
from among university peers and colleagues to la-
bel 350 examples, which were partitioned into sets

Figure 1: Distribution of strategies in our final dataset.

of 50 and labelled by pairs of participants (see also
Appendix B.2.1). See Appendix A for a full Data
Statement.

Observing low agreement (Cohen’s κ = 0.15;
37.4%), we refined the final guidelines to produce
Table 1 (see Appendix B.2 for details of these
changes) and trained two of the non-expert anno-
tators to address comprehension gaps in the key
indicators for each strategy. The two trained an-
notators and one of the authors of this paper then
labelled the full set of 1000 examples (see also
Appendix B.2.3).

4.3 Automated Classification

To investigate the potential of generative large lan-
guage models in classifying counterspeech strate-
gies, we benchmarked the dataset with one-shot
prompting of a GPT-3.5 model. For this, we aggre-
gate annotator responses by majority vote between
the three trained annotators. We include the classifi-
cation prompt in Appendix C.1 for reproducibility.

5 Analysis

Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of strategies in
the dataset, where we can see clear preferences of
the nichesourced reviewers/editors towards certain
response types. Fact checking is the most prevalent
strategy despite the fact that it is not thought to be
effective due to people’s cognitive biases.

Annotation We report Cohen’s kappa (κ) and
raw percentage agreement for annotator pairs, as
well as per-strategy agreement.

Comparing the inter-annotator agreement
between our two trained annotators on the 100
examples that they labelled both before and after
receiving training and the adjustments to the
labelling scheme and guidelines, we observe an
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Strategy Cohen’s κ
Questioning 0.72
Hypocrisy & contradictions 0.61
Humour/sarcasm 0.59
Positive tone, empathy, affiliation 0.57
Warning of consequences 0.56
Fact checking 0.55
Denouncing 0.52

Table 2: Strategy-specific inter-annotator reliability.

improvement in Cohen’s κ from 0.12 to 0.58, high-
lighting the effectiveness of these interventions.
For the full dataset, we observe agreement of
κ = 0.56 (67.9%) between the trained annotators,
commonly interpreted as ‘moderate’ agreement
(McHugh, 2012). However, we observe large
strategy-specific variations (Table 2). Additionally,
we calculated Fleiss’ kappa between all three
annotator labelling, which yielded a value of 0.46,
also indicating ‘moderate’ agreement. Results
indicate that, while the annotation task is not
trivial, consensus can be reached.

Automated Classification We report the perfor-
mance of the GPT-3.5 automated classifier based
on three metrics: precision, recall, and F1 Score.
The macro-averaged results are shown in Table 3
alongside the majority class baseline. For a break-
down of scores by strategy class, see Figure 2.

Metric Majority Class Classification
Precision 0.40 0.70
Recall 0.10 0.62
F1 0.57 0.62

Table 3: Comparing automated classification results
alongside the majority class baseline metrics

Compared to the baseline, these results suggest
a reasonable capacity to identify and categorise
counterspeech strategies and suggest potential for
LLM-driven counterspeech interventions.

To further understand which strategies are han-
dled well by the model and which ones pose a
challenge, we present a breakdown of scores by
counterspeech strategy in Figure 2. The strategies
are abbreviated as shown in Table 4.

6 Conclusion

We have conducted an exploratory study to enhance
our understanding and application of counterspeech
strategies in NLP. By annotating a dataset with
seven prominent strategies, and investigating their
classification with an LLM, we contribute to the

Acronym Strategy
FC Fact-Checking
PEA Positive Tone, Empathy, and Affiliation
DG Denouncing
PHC Pointing Out Hypocrisy or Contradictions
QG Questioning
WC Warning of Consequences
HS Humour/Sarcasm

Table 4: Legend for Counterspeech Strategies

Figure 2: Performance by counterspeech strategy.

ongoing research on combating hate speech online
by providing a validated strategic counterspeech
dataset for training and testing automated coun-
terspeech techniques. Inter-annotator agreement
analysis on the dataset indicate ‘moderate’ to ‘sub-
stantial’ agreement among annotators across the
counterspeech strategies, validating the reliability
of the annotated dataset. The evaluation of the au-
tomated classifier, employing a one-shot prompted
GPT-3.5 model yielded a promising F1 Score of
0.62. While the results indicate an encouraging
start, they also highlight areas for improvement ,
particularly in increasing recall without compro-
mising on precision.

In future work, we aim to explore more
sophisticated prompting strategies, expansion
and enhancement of the strategic counterspeech
dataset, and counterspeech generation using mod-
els fine-tuned on the dataset to generate nuanced
and targeted strategy-driven counterspeech.

Limitations

Multi-annotator labelling revealed a low Cohen’s κ
score reflecting challenges in achieving consensus
among annotators. Although subsequent refine-
ments and training improved reliability, this ob-
servation underscores the difficulty of classifying
counterspeech strategies. It potentially necessitates
further refinement to create more nuanced guide-
lines and more extensive training for annotators.
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Our dataset encompasses 1000 examples. The
relatively limited size of the dataset may pose a
challenge to the general applicability of our find-
ings. While our sample was chosen to equally
represent multiple targets of hate, some counter-
speech strategies are under-represented in the re-
sulting annotated dataset. While this likely reflects
real-world occurrences, where certain strategies
such as fact checking are more frequently utilised
than others, this limitation presents a challenge for
future research since generating nuanced strategy-
driven counterspeech of adequate quality may re-
quire datasets with sufficient examples for each
strategy. In addition, our current selection does not
provide an exhaustive list of effective strategies.
The evolving nature of online discourse calls for
the expansion of counterspeech strategies.

The automated classification performance high-
lights potential for improvement in precision and
recall. The model’s performance reflects the cur-
rent limitations of language models in capturing
the intricacies of human language. This points to
the ongoing need for enhancements in NLP tech-
nology and continual expert involvement in the
development of automated solutions.

Our study focuses on the classification of
counterspeech strategies without evaluating
their relative efficacy in mitigating hate speech.
The association between strategies and their
effectiveness in different contexts is an important
area for future NLP research.

We acknowledge that our use of closed-source
commercial language models could impact repro-
ducibility. However, these experiments are prelimi-
nary investigations into the application of language
models for counterspeech strategy classification
and future work will explore reproducible methods.

Ethical Considerations

Our study and experiments have been approved by
our institute’s Research Ethics Committee (refer-
ence on acceptance).

Since our experiments involved human exposure
to potentially upsetting content, we took the follow-
ing mitigation measures:

• Participants were informed about the nature
of the task and warned about potential distress
due to the offensive language in the data (1) in
the Information Sheet and (2) in the Consent
Form again.

• Participants had to provide consent and affirm
that they had no physical disabilities, men-
tal health issues, or any other conditions that
might potentially negatively affect their well-
being through participation in the study.

• Participants could withdraw from the study at
any time.

• Each participant was allocated a small subset
of the data, an average of 50 examples, and
a generous time frame, averaging more than
two weeks to mitigate prolonged exposure to
potentially distressing language.

Chung et al. (2023) raise the concern of ‘dual-
use’ in automated counterspeech where the same
technology could be used against legitimate voices.
To avoid this, hate speech detection algorithms
should be accurate and unbiased. Also, coun-
terspeech interventions should consider diverse
parameters including speakers, recipients, and
medium of communication, and evaluation should
also assess social impact for a more comprehensive
understanding of the potential impact of counter-
speech (Chung et al., 2023).
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A Data Statement

We collected annotator information to document
the Data Statement for the counterspeech strategy
classification undertaken as part of this study as
recommended by Bender and Friedman (2018).

Curation Rationale The data used in our study
is a subset of Multitarget-CONAN curated by Fan-
ton et al. (2021). It was selected for the reasons
outlined in 4.1.

Language Variety en-UK, en-US

Author Demographic Unknown

Annotator Demographic Annotator demograph-
ics for the counterspeech strategy classification,
including individual annotation, are as follows:

• Age: 18 – 54

• Gender: Male: 6 (55%); Female: 5 (45%)

• Ethnicity: Asian 9: (82%); British: 2 (18%)

• Language Proficiency:

– Fluent – Native: 7 (64%)
– Intermediate – Advanced: 4 (36%)

• Training or experience in relevant disciplines:
Yes: 2 (18%); No: 10 (82%)

Task Situation The annotations were conducted
between February – March 2024.

Text Characteristics Hate speech and counter-
speech pairs concerning eight targets of hate (see
also 4.1), along with annotated counterspeech
strategies.

Provenance Data statement was not available for
the original dataset.

B Counterspeech Strategy Annotation

B.1 Annotation Framework
We provided a concise version (similar to Ta-
ble 1) of the original comprehensive annota-
tion framework, comprising the strategies – Fact-
Checking, Positive Tone, Empathy, and Affiliation,
Denouncing, Shaming and Labelling, Pointing Out
Hypocrisy or Contradictions, Warning of Con-
sequences, and Humour/Sarcasm, for the multi-
annotator labelling pilot study. The following rea-
sons underpinned this decision: (1) Peer annotators,
primarily non-experts, with limited time, required
concise guidelines to effectively engage in the task.
(2) Condensed format provided quick and acces-
sible reference, and expedited the initial training
process. (3) The initial round of annotation aimed
to elicit subjective perspectives and improve guide-
lines by incorporating feedback based on ‘descrip-
tive dataset paradigm’ (Rottger et al., 2022).
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B.2 Annotation Process
B.2.1 Multi-Annotator Labelling
We attribute the following potential reasons for
none-slight agreement among annotators in our
pilot study based on 350 examples:

1. Complexity of the task: ambiguity in class
definitions or the highly subjective nature of
the task may have contributed to divergent
annotations.

2. Cultural and interpretational differences: di-
verse perspectives and cultural backgrounds
may have influenced their understanding and
classification of instances.

3. Expertise and training: limited expertise in or
exposure to counterspeech may have led to
inconsistencies in annotation.

4. Language fluency and communication: varia-
tions in English fluency levels and communi-
cation skills may have impacted their ability
to accurately classify instances.

B.2.2 Annotator Feedback Survey
Key observations from the annotator feedback sur-
vey were:

1. Annotators expressed interest in the addition
of specific strategies: Questioning (1), Edu-
cating (2), Drawing Parallels (1), and Positive
Tone (1).

2. Annotators identified Denouncing as the
most confusing, cited by six annotators, fol-
lowed by Shaming and Labelling (4) , Warn-
ing of Consequences (2), and Pointing Out
Hypocrisy or Contradictions (2).

3. Annotator preferences for counterspeech
strategies in their application to mitigate hate
speech: Fact-Checking (6), Positive Tone,
Empathy, and Affiliation (5), Warning of
Consequences (1) and Denouncing (1).

Based on this feedback, we: (1) incorporated
Positive Tone alongside Empathy and Affiliation,
and (2) consolidated the categories of Shaming and
Labelling and Denouncing into a single category,
retaining ‘Denouncing’ as the overarching classifi-
cation that encompasses ‘Shaming and Labelling’.
Also, Questioning emerged as an indispensable cat-
egory based on our analysis following annotator
feedback and was later added to the framework.

B.2.3 Trained-Annotator Labelling
As part of training, confusing terms and definitions
were translated into the native language of the anno-
tators, accompanied with further clarifications. For
instance, Fact-Checking was defined as counter-
ing hate speech with factual or general educational
rebuttals, while Denouncing involved morally cri-
tiquing hate speech, with or without shaming and
labelling its speaker.

Trained annotators were not directly provided
with the Questioning label to avoid potentially mis-
labelling counterspeech framed as questions with-
out due consideration of semantics. However, if
annotators strongly believed that none of the ex-
isting strategies applied, they were encouraged to
designate an external category such as Educating,
Questioning, or use of Hostile Tone. This allowed
for subsequent analysis to assess the necessity of
such strategies and their incorporation.

B.2.4 Inter-Annotator Agreement Measures
Table 5 and Table 6 show the interpretation of Co-
hen’s κ based on McHugh (2012) and Fleiss’ κ
based on Landis and Koch (1977) respectively.

Cohen’s κ Agreement Level

≤ 0 No agreement
0.01− 0.20 None to slight
0.21− 0.40 Fair
0.41− 0.60 Moderate
0.61− 0.80 Substantial
0.81− 1.00 Almost perfect

Table 5: Interpretation of Cohen’s kappa

Fleiss’ κ Agreement Level

< 0.00 Poor
0.00− 0.20 Slight
0.21− 0.40 Fair
0.41− 0.60 Moderate
0.61− 0.80 Substantial
0.81− 1.00 Almost Perfect

Table 6: Interpretation of Fleiss’ kappa

C Automated Classification

C.1 Automated Classifier Prompt
Table 7 shows the one-shot prompt used for the
automated classification experiment with GPT-3.5
for 700 examples of the dataset chosen for the ex-
periment.
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Section Content

Preamble You are a helpful assistant and an expert at strategy classification.
Example Given the hate speech: "I can’t believe migrants like you are allowed to be

here." and the counterspeech: "Everyone has the right to be here. Discrimina-
tion based on identity is harmful and unjust.", classify the counterspeech into
one of the following strategies:
(A)Fact-Checking (B)Positive Tone, Empathy, and Affiliation
(C)Humour/Sarcasm (D)Denouncing (E)Pointing Out Hypocrisy or
Contradictions (F)Warning of Consequences (G)Questioning
The answer should be only the letter corresponding to the correct strategy
option.

answer: (D)

Instruction Given the hate speech: "Faggots are poisoning our children minds with their
filthy depravity." and the counterspeech: "Isn’t this just equating homosexuality
and pedophilia? How can this be allowed? This is about intolerance and
prejudice spreading it’s negative influence throughout all parts of our society.",
classify the counterspeech into one of the following strategies:
(A)Fact-Checking (B)Positive Tone, Empathy, and Affiliation
(C)Humour/Sarcasm (D)Denouncing (E)Pointing Out Hypocrisy or
Contradictions (F)Warning of Consequences (G)Questioning
The answer should be only the letter corresponding to the correct strategy
option.

answer:

Model
Response

(E)

Table 7: One-shot prompt used in the automated classification experiment and corresponding response.
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Abstract

Models for detecting toxic content play an
important role in keeping people safe online.
There has been much progress in detecting
overt toxicity. Covert toxicity, however, re-
mains a challenge because its detection requires
an understanding of implicit meaning and sub-
tle connotations. In this paper, we explore the
potential of leveraging references, such as ex-
ternal knowledge and textual interpretations, to
enhance the detection of covert toxicity. We
run experiments on two covert toxicity datasets
with two types of references: 1) information
retrieved from a search API, and 2) interpreta-
tions generated by large language models. We
find that both types of references improve de-
tection, with the latter being more useful than
the former. We also find that generating in-
terpretations grounded on properties of covert
toxicity, such as humor and irony, lead to the
largest improvements1.

1 Introduction

The proliferation of toxic speech on social media
platforms has raised significant societal concerns.
Previous attempts to detect such content have
largely focused on overt expressions (Waseem and
Hovy, 2016; Davidson et al., 2017; Founta et al.,
2018; Basile et al., 2019), and often rely on appar-
ent associations, such as explicit language, over-
looking contextual nuances (Röttger et al., 2021;
Hartvigsen et al., 2022; Lee et al., 2022). In reality,
however, toxicity is often more latent than appar-
ent. This underscores the importance of identifying
these concealed forms of toxicity, i.e. covert toxic-
ity, which includes implicit expressions that convey
prejudiced views towards specific groups (Breit-
feller et al., 2019; Han and Tsvetkov, 2020) and
masked forms that utilize coded language and emo-
jis (Taylor et al., 2017; Lees et al., 2021). Therefore,

1https://github.com/softly-ai/RefBasedToxicityDetector

Input

Extract all the implied meaning:

The post suggests that the ‘fearless girl’ 
statue is not a genuine representation of 
female empowerment, but rather a 
marketing ploy by Wall Street bankers.

Not Hate

Interpretation (Generation)

LLM

Don’t worry, that fake fearless girl statue funded 
by wall street bankers will stay up.

LLM

Web

Knowledge (Retrieval)

Hate or Not?

Unclear

Hate

Figure 1: Covertly toxic statements are not immediately
apparent and may be challenging for existing toxicity
classifiers. Relevant references, such as retrieved docu-
ments or generated interpretations, can aid detection.

detecting covert toxicity requires deciphering con-
notations and contextual cues, posing a significant
challenge to existing toxicity classifiers (Ocampo
et al., 2023).

Recent studies have demonstrated that complex
and multi-layered tasks, such as fact checking and
question answering, can be enhanced by an in-
termediary stage of relevant document retrieval
(Karpukhin et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2020; Izac-
ard and Grave, 2021; Singh et al., 2021; Liu et al.,
2023; Gao et al., 2023; Li et al., 2023) or generating
reasoning steps (Zhou et al., 2022; Wei et al., 2022;
Kojima et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2023a). We fo-
cus on identifying covert toxicity, and, in a similar
vein, we propose that augmenting models with an
intermediate step of identifying references would
enhance their performance in detecting covert tox-
icity. To illustrate, consider the example in Fig-
ure 1, where the input text (“Don’t worry, that fake
fearless girl statue funded by wall street bankers
will stay up”) is not overtly toxic, which makes
it challenging to detect. However, we can pro-
vide additional contextual cues by utilizing two
types of references: (1) Web-retrieved external
knowledge can provide contextual cues linking
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the “fearless girl statue” to feminism, albeit not
overtly. The model could recognize the associa-
tion between the statue and feminism, yet results
from gpt-3.5-turbo remain inconclusive, indicat-
ing ambiguity. (2) Large language model (LLM)
- generated interpretation can reveal underlying
connotations when prompted (“Extract all the im-
plied meaning behind the text.”). By integrating
such interpretations into the model, it can better
comprehend the contextual implications embedded
within a text, thereby facilitating a more accurate
prediction.

In this work, we explore the efficacy of refer-
ences for covert toxicity detection and examine
the capability of LLMs to generate references that
are as effective as the documents they can gen-
erate for tasks demanding comprehensive knowl-
edge (Yu et al., 2023). We compare search results
from the web with interpretations obtained from
simple prompts for LLMs to uncover hidden mean-
ings in the given text, in terms of their ability to
aid toxicity detection. We show that interpretations
generated from our pipeline with LLMs are the
most effective, and that the effectiveness of these
interpretations can be further improved by ground-
ing their prompts to ask about specific properties
of covert toxicity (Ocampo et al., 2023).

In summary, we show that (1) web-retrieved ex-
ternal knowledge and LLM-generated interpreta-
tions help models make more accurate predictions
on covert toxicity; (2) LLM-generated interpreta-
tions related to granular properties of covert toxic-
ity are the most effective references.

2 Core Concepts

2.1 Covert Toxicity

Covert toxicity encompasses various forms of hid-
den toxicity that may not be immediately appar-
ent (Lees et al., 2021). It includes implicit and
subtle toxic speech, which does not overtly ex-
press abusive or hateful intent. Instead, it relies on
unique nuances that mask the true meaning beneath
the surface (ElSherief et al., 2021). Covert toxic-
ity conveys messages that are delicate or elusive,
making them challenging to analyze or describe.
It often relies on indirect methods like complex
sentence structures or emojis to convey its mean-
ing (Ocampo et al., 2023).

Detecting covert toxicity presents two main chal-
lenges. The first is understanding hidden toxicity in
language that deliberately avoids explicit profanity

and insults. In such cases, people may attempt to
conceal their toxicity through obfuscation tactics
such as misspellings, code words, implied refer-
ences, or utilize visual signs such as emojis and
ASCII art) or subtle harmful expressions like irony,
sarcasm, and microaggressions. To improve detec-
tion in these cases, it is crucial to comprehend the
underlying meaning behind the words used. The
second is the risk of misclassifying positive state-
ments as toxic due to spurious correlations, such
as identity-specific terms, without considering the
context. To avoid such errors, the detector needs to
adeptly understand the contextual cues surrounding
specific terms.

2.2 References

This paper proposes to employing helpful refer-
ences to improve covert toxicity detection. We pro-
pose two distinct types of references with regard to
the input text q. (1) Non-parametric references
refer to web-retrieved external knowledge that can
be obtained from an external corpus or the web
relating to q. Retrieval of this information typically
involves identifying the most semantically similar
document D to q; (2) Parametric references refer
to LLM-generated interpretation that can be gen-
erated from instruction-following LLMM. Given
query q,M is prompted to produce an intermediate
output, denoted as Gi ∼ PM(Gi | i, q), where i is a
specific instruction. Based on different i, intermedi-
ate output Gi can contain different information. We
use the properties that are frequently observed in
covert toxicity according to (Ocampo et al., 2023),
such as black humor, irony, and rhetorical ques-
tions, and experiment with various combinations
of the generated references. We share the specific
wording for each prompts in Appendix Table 5.

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets

In order to demonstrate the efficacy of our frame-
work in detecting different forms of covert toxi-
city, we evaluate on two distinct covert toxicity
detection datasets. (1) Latent Hatred (ElSherief
et al., 2021) is a binary classification task that in-
volves identifying whether a given text contains
implicit hate; (2) Hatemoji (Kirk et al., 2022) is a
binary classification tasks that involves determin-
ing whether the short-form synthesized statement
contains emoji-based hate speech. Dataset details
are discussed in Appendix A.1.
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Prompt Strategy Latent Hatred Hatemoji

Binary F1 Binary F1

Direct 0.593 0.873
Chain-of-Thought 0.572 0.845

Reference 0.615 0.875

Table 1: LLM-based zero-shot performance compari-
son. The best model for each dataset is shown in bold.
‘Implication‘ property of reference has been used.

3.2 Baselines & Implementation Details
Zero-shot Evaluation using LLMs. In our eval-
uation, we contrast our methodology with the fol-
lowing techniques: (1) Direct simply requests the
prompt to produce the outcome; (2) CoT uses
chain-of-thought prompts (Kojima et al., 2022; Wei
et al., 2022) to generate both an explanation and
its corresponding response; (3) Reference is our
main approach that leverages references to produce
the outcome. We have five different properties of
reference which are implication, sentiment, irony,
humor and rhetorical question. The reference prop-
erty used for Table 1 and Table 2 is implication,
where all implied meanings of the target are gen-
erated. We share our prompts and implementation
details in Appendix A.2.1.

Supervised Training. We present two baselines
for supervised training: (1) Text learns the direct
mapping between the target text and its correspond-
ing label; while (2) Text + Reference trains a
model to map the concatenation of target text and
its corresponding reference to its respective label.
Implementation details are in Appendix A.2.2.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Performance Comparison
Zero-shot Inference. Table 1 indicates that the
reference-based approach is highly effective in im-
proving the zero-shot performance of LLM. On
the other hand, the use of a chain-of-thought style
approach for tasks with implied meaning is found
to be counterproductive, as it leads to a decrease
in performance. This finding is in contrast to the
effectiveness of this approach for tasks that require
complex reasoning, such as math or logical rea-
soning tasks (Wei et al., 2022). Notably, the per-
formance difference between the reference-based
and non-reference-based approaches is significant
for implicit toxicity, while it is relatively small for
Hatemoji, where the input text mostly consists of
explicit toxic content, although it may be hidden

Model Input Latent Hatred

Binary F1

BERT-base Text 0.683
RoBERTa-large Text 0.733

BERT-base Text + Reference 0.709
RoBERTa-large Text + Reference 0.742

Table 2: Supervised training performance compari-
son. The best model for Latent Hatred is shown in bold.
‘Implication‘ property of reference has been used.

within emojis. It is important to highlight that the p-
value is approximately .000, indicating a significant
result (See Appendix A.2.1 for more details).

Supervised Training. The results presented in
Table 2 demonstrate that the model trained on both
the target text and the reference exhibits superior
performance compared to those trained solely on
the target text, with a notable 1.2 - 3.6% increase in
binary F1. The evidence suggests that incorporat-
ing supplementary information into the fine-tuning
process leads to an enhancement in performance.

4.2 Impact of Reference Type

In order to comprehensively evaluate the impact of
reference types on performance, we compare the
set of references described in Section 2.

Non-parametric vs. Parametric References.
To start, we compare the use of non-parametric and
parametric references. For the non-parametric ref-
erence, we initiate a request to the Google Search
API using the input text q directly as a search query.
We gather the top five search results and concate-
nate their descriptions to generate a passage via
LangChain (Chase, 2022). The resulting passage is
then utilized as a reference. For the parametric ref-
erence, we use implication which is used in Table 1
and 2. Figure 2 indicates a noticeable improvement
in performance when using both parametric and
non-parametric references. However, it is worth
noting that the use of parametric reference outper-
forms non-parametric reference by a significant
margin of 2.1%.

Variations of Parametric References. To fur-
ther investigate what other parametric references
can be generated to help model prediction, we em-
ploy few properties (i.e., implication, sentiment,
irony, humor, rhetorical question) of implicit hate
speech (Ocampo et al., 2023). Prompts for gen-
erating reference for each property are in Table 6.
Figure 2 shows the varying effectiveness of the
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No reference + Google Search + Implication + Humor + Irony + Rhetoric + Sentiment + All
Reference

0.56
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Figure 2: LLM-based zero-shot performance comparison with different reference variants on Latent Hatred. +all
refers to the concatenation of all the references (i.e., implication, humor, irony, rhetoric, sentiment).

type of generated references we use. Results in-
dicate that interpretations with prompts that ask
about granular properties of covert toxicity (e.g.,
humor, irony) are the most effective references. We
could not reveal any specific performance improve-
ment patterns, but one interesting finding pertains
to the sentiment reference. Sentiment is usually
expressed as positive or negative while there is no
strong positive correlation between negative sen-
timent and implicit hate, which may contribute to
the poor performance observed in this aspect.

4.3 Generated Interpretations vs
Human-written Implications

We proxy the quality of our generated interpreta-
tions by comparing them with the human-written
implications in the Latent Hatred dataset. Since the
human-annotated implications are only provided
for a subset of those that are labeled as containing
implicit hate, we compute accuracy only for these
samples in the zero-shot setting. For the model
interpretations, we use ‘implication’ property of
the reference. On the surface, Table 3 indicates that
human implications are better predictors of con-
vert toxicity than model interpretations. However,
the former were written by annotators who knew
the label of the instance that they were annotating,
possibly introducing label leakage. Indeed, even
if we only keep the human implications, accuracy
remains the same. On the other hand, model inter-
pretations are generated without knowing the label,
and therefore are not biased towards generating an
interpretation that hints at the ground truth. This is
supported by the larger drop in accuracy when we
use only model interpretations as the input.

5 Related Work

Beyond Explicit Toxicity. Focusing solely on
identifying explicit harmful text content may not of-
fer a comprehensive understanding of the nuanced
intentions and societal implications associated with
toxic language usage (Jurgens et al., 2019; Rossini,

Approach Latent Hatred

Accuracy

Target + Human implications 0.98
Human implications only 0.98 (−0.0)

Target + Model interpretations 0.88
Model interpretations only 0.78 (−0.10)

Table 3: LLM-based zero-shot performance with hu-
man implications vs model interpretations for the subset
of Latent Hatred that is labeled as implicit hate.

2022). Recent analyses have adopted fine-grained
criteria, including implication (Taylor et al., 2017;
Breitfeller et al., 2019; Han and Tsvetkov, 2020;
Lees et al., 2021; ElSherief et al., 2021), context
sensitivity (Pavlopoulos et al., 2020; Xenos et al.,
2021; Gong et al., 2021; Menini et al., 2021; Moon
et al., 2023), and subjectivity (Sap et al., 2022;
Rottger et al., 2022), to gain a holistic understand-
ing of toxicity beyond explicit signs.

Enhancing Models with LLM Output. Recent
research has emphasized the use of LLMs to pro-
duce contextual information, such as explanations
or knowledge, for addressing specific queries. This
approach involves generating intermediate reason-
ing stages or rationale-like explanations to tackle
complex tasks (Wei et al., 2022; Kojima et al.,
2022; Anil et al., 2022; Dohan et al., 2022; Wang
et al., 2023b; Saparov and He, 2023). Furthermore,
LLMs are employed to generate relevant knowl-
edge for solving tasks that involve commonsense
reasoning (Liu et al., 2022; Fang et al., 2022) or
tasks that require knowledge (Yu et al., 2023).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a reference-guided covert
toxicity detection framework. The framework com-
prises non-parametric and parametric references
that can be obtained from external sources and large
language models, respectively. Our study demon-
strates that incorporating additional references im-
proves the model’s ability to identify covert toxicity,
resulting in more accurate detection performance.
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7 Limitations

The covert toxicity datasets (e.g., Latent Hatred,
Covert Toxicity) exhibit significant subjectivity. In
a non-trivial number of cases that we manually
examined, the discrepancies between LLM-based
predictions and ground truth labels presented a chal-
lenge for the authors on whether the predictions
or the given labels were correct. Therefore, an im-
portant future work will be to account for these
cases to more accurately capture the performance
of coverty toxicity detection.

(Huang et al., 2023) also mentions that indi-
viduals tend to exhibit a preference towards Chat-
GPT inferences in cases where there are disagree-
ments between ChatGPT and human labels. Con-
sequently, this may be the reason why zero-shot
LLM inference demonstrates lower performance
than supervised fine-tuning, despite various papers
showing that modern instruction-following models
can achieve similar results to supervised fine-tuning
in a zero-shot setting. Despite such variances, our
methodology consistently yields superior results
compared to other approaches.
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A Appendix

A.1 Dataset Details
Dataset statistics and its corresponding evaluation
metrics are presented in Table 4. It is important
to note that the label distribution for Latent Ha-
tred (ElSherief et al., 2021) is 34% positive and
66% negative. The maximum random accuracy for
this distribution would be approximately 66, while
the maximum random binary F1 score would be
around 50.75.

A.2 Implementation Details
A.2.1 Zero-shot LLM Inference
In this experiments, we use gpt-3.5-turbo lan-
guage model, as of June 2023, with specific set-
tings of temperature set to 0 and topp set to 1,
which enables us to produce deterministic output
for all the baselines. Prompts used for this evalua-
tion are in Table 6. Despite instructing the model
to solely consider responses with ’yes’ and ’no’,
it sometimes generates unclear responses in com-
plex cases due to the internal parametric policy that
is trained with human preferences (Ouyang et al.,
2022). In order to address such scenarios, we opt
to only consider responses featuring ’yes’ as a pos-
itive prediction, assuming it carries significant con-
fidence in its prediction. For the evaluation metrics,
we consider binary F1 as shown in Table 4. The
implementation of our two-step approach incurs
a higher cost compared to the one-step prediction
method that doesn’t utilize reference. However,
this increased cost is relatively insignificant as it
amounts to less than $20 for all our experiments.

A.2.2 Supervised Training
We use BERT-base (Devlin et al., 2019) and
RoBERTa-large (Liu et al., 2019) for the exper-
iments. When conducting fine-tuning experiments,
we implement the Adam optimizer with a maxi-
mum sequence length of 256. In each experiment,
we conduct a search for the optimal learning rate
amongst [2e-5, 1e-5, 5e-6, 3e-6], and batch size
amongst [4, 8, 16]. Full data statistics are presented
in Table 4.

A.3 Prompts used in the paper
We present prompts used in prediction for zero-shot
inference (Table 5) and generating interpretation
(Table 6).
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Dataset # Train # Dev # Test Metric

Latent Hatred (ElSherief et al., 2021) 12,234 4,078 4,079 Binary F1
Hatemoji (Kirk et al., 2022) - - 3,930 Binary F1

Table 4: Datasets used in the paper. Report train and development only for Latent Hatred which we show supervised
fine-tuning results.

Method Instruction

Direct
Given Post: ‘{text}’
Answer yes or no for whether the post may contain implicit hate.

Chain-of-Thought
Given Post: ‘{text}’
Answer yes or no for whether the post may contain implicit hate.
Let’s think step by step.

Reference

Given Post: ‘{text}’
Passage: ‘{passage}’
Refer to the passage above,
Answer yes or no for whether the post may contain implicit hate.

Table 5: Prompts used for prediction

Reference Instruction

Implication
Given Post: ‘{text}’
Extract all the implied meaning of a post.

Sentiment
Given Post: ‘{text}’
Identify the sentiment of a post.

Irony
Given Post: ‘{text}’
Identify whether there is irony or sarcasm with yes/no and if there is, explain it.

Humor
Given Post: ‘{text}’
Identify if it contains black humor and if so explain it.

Rhetoric
Given Post: ‘{text}’
Identify if it contains a rhetorical question and if so explain why it is one.

Table 6: Prompts used for parametric reference generation
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Abstract
Natural language processing research has be-
gun to embrace the notion of annotator subjec-
tivity, motivated by variations in labelling. This
approach understands each annotator’s view as
valid, which can be highly suitable for tasks
that embed subjectivity, e.g., sentiment analy-
sis. However, this construction may be inappro-
priate for tasks such as hate speech detection,
as it affords equal validity to all positions on
e.g., sexism or racism. We argue that the confla-
tion of hate and offence can invalidate findings
on hate speech, and call for future work to be
situated in theory, disentangling hate from its
orthogonal concept, offence.

1 Introduction
Recently, natural language processing (NLP) re-
searchers have dedicated significant efforts towards
tasks under the umbrella of online abuse detection.
For example, racism (e.g. Talat, 2016; Talat and
Hovy, 2016), sexism and misogyny (e.g. Jiang
et al., 2022; Zeinert et al., 2021), xenophobia (e.g.
Ross et al., 2016), homophobia (Dias Oliva et al.,
2021), and transphobia (e.g. Chakravarthi et al.,
2022) have been all been proposed as suitable for
automated identification using NLP methods. Col-
lectively these can be referred to as isms. We under-
stand isms as prejudices, stereotyping, or discrimi-
nation on the basis on some personal characteristic.
For example, sexism is defined as prejudice, stereo-
typing, or discrimination, typically against women,
on the basis of sex or gender (Masequesmay, 2008).

This line of research has been faced with high an-
notator disagreement (e.g. Leonardelli et al., 2021),
and as a result has conceptualised this as an indi-
cation that the concepts themselves are subjective.
For example, Rottger et al. (2022) argue that la-
belling such phenomena is inherently subjective
and can either be addressed as descriptive, i.e., en-
couraging annotator subjectivity, or prescriptive,

∗Equal contribution.

i.e., discouraging it. By constructing abuse as in-
dividually subjective, social norms are disregarded
in favour of an approach that is blind to existing
conditions of marginalisation. This stands in con-
trast to early work in the field, which sought to
tease apart the distinction between offensiveness
and hate (Davidson et al., 2017), and sought frame-
works to identify the particular vectors which indi-
cated hate (Talat et al., 2017; Wright et al., 2017).

Discrimination is also an area subject to policy
and regulatory debates. Policy often distinguishes
hate from offence. For instance, in its definition of
sexism, the European Institute for Gender Equal-
ity (EIGE) position sexism as the presence rather
than the offensiveness of a gendered stereotype:

‘Sexism is linked to beliefs around the fun-
damental nature of women and men and the
roles they should play in society. Sexist as-
sumptions about women and men, which
manifest themselves as gender stereotypes,
can rank one gender as superior to another.’

In this position paper, we consider such isms
and how offence and hate1 are orthogonal2 con-
cepts that can be mutually informative, and argue
that their conflation can delegitimise research arte-
facts and findings. That is, we contend that the
hatefulness of a statement is invariant of a reader’s
position on whether it should be allowed within
a particular public forum. Consider for instance
the use of gendered slurs: while inappropriate for a
general audience (e.g., a public debate) they may be
appropriate for others (e.g., academic work explor-
ing the uses of expletives). In particular, we argue
that isms are culturally defined, whereas offence
is a subjective experience. Thus, we argue that it
is the presence of a stereotype that determines if

1Hate speech ‘attacks or uses pejorative or discriminatory
language with reference to a person or a group on the basis of
who they are’ (UN), including subtle stereotyping.

2We use ‘orthagonality’ in the philosophical sense to refer
to concepts that differ in scope, content, and purpose.
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a statement is hate speech, rather than individual
perceptions of its offensiveness. Understanding
isms as culturally defined, and offence as individu-
ally subjective allows us to distinguish any offence
caused to a reader from whether a message con-
tains hate speech. We therefore call for approaches
to annotating online abuse that delineate the degree
of offence caused from the phenomenon itself.

2 Understanding Subjectivity

Recent efforts in NLP have constructed annotation
as subjective, without attending to what other fields
have understood this to mean. Subjectivity has been
posed as the reason why ‘humans (e.g. annotators)
[are] sensitive to sensory demands, cognitive fa-
tigue, and external factors that affect judgements
made at a particular place and point in time’ (Alm,
2011). Philosophy, however, sees subjectivity as
concerning people’s differing perspectives, formed
by factors such as cultural and individual experi-
ences (Solomon, 2005). This implies that the only
valid knowledge is based on personal experiences,
thereby negating the existence of objective or com-
munal truths. In contrast, relativism proposes that
criteria of judgement are relative to a culture or
society (Baghramian, 2004). For instance, while
humour may be subjective, we can understand con-
cepts such as beauty to be culturally defined.

Hate speech detection, in particular, has often
been argued to be a subjective task (e.g. Almanea
and Poesio, 2022; Basile, 2020). Under this fram-
ing, researchers collapse the label classes offensive
hate speech (e.g. Leonardelli et al., 2021), thereby
further conflating these concepts. For instance,
Akhtar et al. (2021) posit that ‘judging whether a
message contains hate speech is quite subjective,
given the nature of the phenomenon’. When cat-
egories of abuse are described as subjective, we
understand that there is no ground truth, and wider
cultural norms do not impact what constitutes hate.
Within the concept of isms, we argue that is the
wrong approach and that these are culturally de-
fined. That is, we argue that, for a stereotype or
norm, there is a ground truth given by the cultural
and temporal context a statement is made in.

2.1 Stereotypes as Socially-defined Artefacts

Isms are a term given to various forms of marginal-
ization and concepts such as racism, sexism, trans-
phobia, etc. Such isms rely on tropes and stereo-
types about a target group (Manne, 2017). They
describe beliefs about the way a group is and how it

ought to be (Ellemers, 2018). Although stereotypes
are held by individuals, they are formed collec-
tively (Butler, 1989). For example, stereotypes are
observable: we can catalogue the content of gender
stereotypes within a culture (Prentice and Carranza,
2002), suggesting these are not solely individual
but instead exist in the ‘collective brain’.

Haslam et al. (1997) argue that stereotypes
emerge when individuals are acting in terms of
a common social identity. Although the belief that
stereotypes are simply an inferior representation of
an unfamiliar group may be alluring, they serve to
represent group-based realities: they represent (and
accentuate) perceived differences between then in-
and out-group (Haslam et al., 1997). Through
the lens of self-categorisation theory, Haslam et al.
(1997) argue that stereotypes are a social force–
they reassure individuals of their belonging to a
group ‘by: (1) enhancing perceived in-group ho-
mogeneity; (2) providing associated expectations
of mutual agreement; and (3) producing pressure
to actively reach consensus through mutual influ-
ence’. Uniformity of belief is thus the very essence
of a stereotype. Stereotypes cause harm by lim-
iting people’s capacity to develop personally and
professionally.3 The shared nature of stereotypes
is what causes their severity, a single individual
holding and acting on discriminatory beliefs is less
consequential than a group holding and acting on
the same beliefs. However, because stereotypes are
collective, they are also fuzzy; while individuals
in the in-group are at least aware of stereotypes,
they do not necessarily believe in them. This is in
part why the degree of offence to isms may vary.
Group memberships and social relations play a key
role in shaping cognition, leading to the application
and salience of stereotypes to be context-dependent
but consensual at the group level nonetheless.

2.2 Acceptability as a Social Norm

Generally speaking, some isms are less socially ac-
ceptable nowadays than they were a century ago
due to the social justice movements of the last cen-
tury. Such movements have, in some countries,
resulted in an increased public awareness of the
harms caused by stereotypes, making support for
some of them less socially acceptable. That is,
the Overton Window, a political theory that de-
scribes the spectrum of acceptable policies and dis-
course, has shifted to make it less socially accept-

3United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Hu-
man Rights, accessed 24th April 2024
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able to hold particular stereotypical beliefs. The
result of such a shift is that people do not wish
to label statements they agree with as an ism lest
they be labelled as *ists themselves. For instance,
homophobia has become less tolerated in many
countries, and individuals do not want their state-
ments, or them, to be labelled as homophobic. Yet
while being labelled as homophobic is perceived
as undesirable, this does not mean that homopho-
bic comments are not made, and policies not pur-
sued. For example, in the United States of Amer-
ica, the American Civil Liberties Union has cur-
rently flagged more than 500 legal bills as anti-
LGBTQ (American Civil Liberties Union, 2023).
Thus, despite forward progress on some forms
of discrimination and isms (Azcona et al., 2023;
Menasce Horowitz, 2023), there are still socially
acceptable isms that come in two general flavours:
the benevolent isms and the scientific isms.

The Benevolent *Ism Some stereotypes may be
seen as ‘positive’ and therefore not recognised
by some as hateful. The existence of ‘benevo-
lent’ stereotypes (Jha and Mamidi, 2017), such as
‘neosexism’ (Tougas et al., 1995)—those without
clear negative connotations—means that annota-
tors may be unlikely to recognise them as harm-
ful. For example, the seemingly positive stereo-
type in Western nations that Asians are successful,
high-achievers leads to their vilification (for being
too high-achieving) and the perception that they
lack interpersonal skills (Wong and Halgin, 2006).
These stereotypes may also cause indirect harm
to the individuals who may feel they are not liv-
ing up to what is expected from them (Haslam
et al., 1997). We might be tempted to only op-
pose or target stereotypes that imply or directly
state that a certain group is inferior, however this
approach would leave many of the issues of stereo-
typing unaddressed. For example, not addressing
claims such as ‘women need to be protected’ or that
‘women’s bodies are more aesthetically pleasing’
suggests that the perception of women as inferior,
or inherently sexualised, should remain acceptable.

The Scientific *Ism This ism uses evolutionary
biology as evidence for stereotypes. In this case,
different groups are proposed as differing on the ba-
sis of natural differences, such as physiology. One
such example is the idea that women are naturally
more nurturing than men due to imaginations of
gender roles of the past. However, investigations of
hunter-gatherer societies indicate that this idea may

not be an accurate reflection of past societies and so-
cial evolution (Hewlett and Macfarlan, 2010). The
idea of evolutionary psychology as evidence stems
from Social Darwinism (Miller, 2011), which ar-
gues that one cannot accuse nature of being -ist,
and therefore any generalisation based on biology
cannot be labelled as such. Such pseudo-scientific
isms are commonly used as a rationalisation for
the ‘objective’ differences between dominant and
marginalised groups (e.g. Browne (2006)).

2.3 Separating Isms and Offensiveness

So far, we have established that isms are rooted
in socio-cultural contexts, and, while not neces-
sarily factual or objective, exist as normative and
therefore stable concepts, given their socio-cultural
and temporal situations. As norms, isms can cause
harms to members of targeted groups, present bar-
riers to harmonious community relations, or pose
threats to law and order (Barendt, 2019).

Offensiveness can be understood as moral out-
rage or disgust (Sneddon, 2020). As isms can be
harmful, it is tempting to suggest that they should
always be constructed as offensive. However, this
would not afford the high levels of disagreement
often observed in their annotation. Such disagree-
ment can be accounted for by considering the de-
gree of offence taken as subjective. That is, the
degree of offence is knowable only by each anno-
tator. According to Sneddon (2020), we tend to
give claims of offensiveness more credence than
they deserve. That is, offence itself does not pose a
moral harm. People get more offended about top-
ics that particularly matter to them, and these are
impacted by one’s identity: A citizen of the USA is
more likely to be offended by the burning of their
national flag than a European. That is to say, when
we are offended, we take the object of offence as a
personal affront. This has material consequences
when it comes to modelling isms as offensive.

3 Annotator Competency

Dataset labelling in NLP is typically performed by
annotators recruited either as crowd-sourced work-
ers (e.g. Abercrombie et al., 2023a; Basile et al.,
2019; Fersini et al., 2018), academics or students
available to the researchers (e.g. Cercas Curry et al.,
2021; Fanton et al., 2021; Jiang et al., 2022), or
people deemed to hold expertise in the phenom-
ena (e.g. Talat, 2016; Vidgen et al., 2021; Zeinert
et al., 2021). However, Standpoint Theory (Hard-
ing, 1991) argues that annotators, can largely only
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be competent within their own lived experiences,
regardless of training. Without lived experience,
annotators may not be able to gain a full under-
standing of the ism under consideration. For in-
stance, Larimore et al. (2021) found that white
annotators were far less competent in identifying
anti-Black racism than Black annotators. Guide-
lines and labelling taxonomies, no matter how thor-
oughly and carefully constructed are not capable
of adjusting for a lifetime of lived experience. It is
not, therefore, inherent subjectivity within the task,
but rather differences in annotator ability due to
their personal standpoint that impact on annotators’
ability to recognise whether hate speech or abuse
is present. Sometimes even if an individual does
recognise the target phenomenon, they may choose
to ignore it for political reasons (Marable, 1995).

4 Towards a New Formulation of Isms as
Cultural Formation of Societal Norms

Given our understanding of isms as culturally rel-
ative constructions and offence as an individually
subjective concept, we propose that isms can best
be understood as cultural formations of societal
norms. That is, isms encode norms, which are in-
herently fuzzy at the border (Hall, 1997). When
creating data for isms, researchers often work at the
fuzzy borders of acceptability. In operating at these
borders, and developing computational methods to
draw them, research delineates what is acceptable
from that which is not. While such borders are
inherently messy, through an understanding of de-
termining acceptability as cultural norms, we can
refocus our attention towards the question of how
such norms and borders should be drawn.

For instance, Douglas (1978) argues that deter-
mining what is ‘dirt’ is a cultural process which
strengthens communities and builds community co-
hesion. That is, while encountering an offensive
instance, i.e., an instance of sexism, can be desta-
bilising to a community, the process with which
the community makes a determination, and the
determination itself, allows for the community to
reify itself. This is particularly important as we can
come to understand that isms are culturally defined
objects, and identifying the borders of acceptability
necessitates an ongoing negotiation with the com-
munities in question (Thylstrup and Talat, 2020).
Within this formulation of isms, we can come to
understand isms as distinct from offence. Thus, this
formulation of isms provides space for both a cul-
tural understanding of isms whilst making space

for offence as an individual and subjective notion.

5 Recommendations
We have argued that conflation of isms and offence
stems from annotation task construction. We rec-
ommend that schema be designed to carefully de-
lineate these concepts, by e.g., creating distinct cat-
egories, and labelling them separately. Researchers
should be clear about the phenomenon they are in-
vestigating. If the task is offensiveness, a subjective
framing may very well be appropriate. In the case
of isms, given the confusion surrounding them, the
question posed to annotators may be better phrased
as whether the instance makes reference to stereo-
types about a particular group.

As guidelines cannot meaningfully offset gaps
between annotators and any missing lived expe-
rience required to identify isms, we recommend
that annotator recruitment target people with rel-
evant profiles to label the data in question. We
recommend subject-area experts, such as feminist
scholars or those working in the target area such
as relevant NGO and activist stakeholders, be in-
volved at every stage of the data annotation process
and their expertise to be carefully incorporated into
the schema (Abercrombie et al., 2023b). In the
case where experts are out of reach, annotators
should be recruited to label data for which they
have lived experience. Where this is not possible,
schema should allow annotators the option of indi-
cating where they do not have the necessary lived
experience to label specific items.

6 Conclusion: Implications for NLP
If, as we propose, identifiying isms is not subjec-
tive, we must conclude that annotator differences
are irrelevant at the individual level for such tasks.
Rather, they are symptoms of disagreement on the
degree to which isms offend individual annotators.

At the group level, we must take care not to treat
conflicting responses equally. If a minority with
the necessary lived experience (e.g. to recognise
misogyny) disagree with the majority who don’t,
that matters. For example, Gordon et al. (2022)
attempt to pick out the ‘correct’ minority perspec-
tives from the wider pool of annotators for each in-
stance, and Fleisig et al. (2023) specifically assume
that the majority of annotators are likely ‘wrong’,
i.e., they will not recognise the target phenomenon.
However, belonging to the targeted group is not
necessarily sufficient.

Construction of the desired classification schema
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based on societal norms comes with its challenges.
While prescriptivist annotation based on agreed so-
cietal norms may be desired, it can be difficult or
even impossible to implement comprehensively in
practice. One reason for this is that it is proba-
bly not possible to recruit annotators with the cor-
rect standpoint or competencies to recognise every
instance—or indeed to know what those character-
istics might be. Another is the nature of building
classification schema. While a clearly defined, un-
ambiguous, comprehensive and static Aristotelian
classification scheme may be desired rather than
prototypical classification, it can be hard or even
impossible to implement, and people generally re-
sort to the latter (Bowker and Star, 2000, p. 61-62).

Despite this, we believe that it is vital that isms
like misogyny and other hate and abuse not be con-
structed as individually subjective, but rather as cul-
turally formed societal norms. While there may be
much to gain from examining the responses of in-
dividual annotators to these tasks, NLP researchers
should be careful not to conflate individual differ-
ences with inherent subjectivity of tasks.

Limitations

We have presented a position on the modelling of
hate speech in NLP backed by existing literature
in philosophy, gender studies, and critical race
theory. While we have made actionable recom-
mendations for NLP researchers working on hate
speech and related phenomena, schema definition
and annotator recruitment to exactly capture a
phenomenon are known to be challenging. We
encourage researchers to follow best practices
and involve interdisciplinary researchers and other
stakeholders given the nature of the particular task.

Ethical Considerations

This paper presents a re-framing of tasks related
to hate speech and abusive language detection.
In this new frame, we delineate between that
which causes offence at an individual level and
that which is hate, defined at a societal level with
regard to concepts such as sexism, racism, and so
forth, collectively referred to as isms. From this
understanding of isms, it becomes clear that current
practices reinforce social norms of desirability and
respectability. The implications of disentangling
offence from isms, is then to disentangle individual
desirability from our understanding and modelling
of isms. Consequently, our framing makes space
for marginalised communities to name the discrimi-

nation that they are subject to, without also making
determinations on whether discriminative mes-
sages should be moderated for all potential viewers.
This affords space for marginalised communities,
in particular, to call out the discrimination that
they are subject to, regardless of whether others
recognise that discrimination. Furthermore, by
disentangling offence from isms, public policy
analysis and decisions on what should be regulated
and what should be subject to individual preference
can disregard whether content causes offence,
and instead pay attention to whether the content
constitutes a discriminatory statement on its own
merits. Data and models that arise from disentan-
gling offence from isms thus afford individuality in
terms of what causes offence to an individual, and
therefore what they would wish to (not) be exposed
to, without making inference as to whether that
content constitutes an ism. Further, our framing
of isms removes sovereignty to individually define
and operationalise isms. Instead, we follow Butler
(1989) in their understanding that isms arise from
the socio-cultural citations of past events, i.e.,
from the norms that are established and reused in
a given society over time. Thus, establishing what
constitutes an ism is a task that must be conducted
by examining the social and political conditions in
a given society and is liable to change with society.
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Abstract
Perceptions of hate can vary greatly across
cultural contexts. Hate speech (HS) datasets,
however, have traditionally been developed
by language. This hides potential cultural bi-
ases, as one language may be spoken in differ-
ent countries home to different cultures. In
this work, we evaluate cultural bias in HS
datasets by leveraging two interrelated cul-
tural proxies: language and geography. We
conduct a systematic survey of HS datasets
in eight languages and confirm past findings
on their English-language bias, but also show
that this bias has been steadily decreasing in
the past few years. For three geographically-
widespread languages—English, Arabic and
Spanish—we then leverage geographical meta-
data from tweets to approximate geo-cultural
contexts by pairing language and country in-
formation. We find that HS datasets for these
languages exhibit a strong geo-cultural bias,
largely overrepresenting a handful of countries
(e.g., US and UK for English) relative to their
prominence in both the broader social media
population and the general population speaking
these languages. Based on these findings, we
formulate recommendations for the creation of
future HS datasets.

1 Introduction

Far from the idyllic image of social media connect-
ing people, increasing social cohesion, or letting
everyone have an equal say, harmful content includ-
ing hate speech (HS) has become rampant online
(Vidgen et al., 2019) and has been linked to social
unrest, hate crimes, and even deaths (Banaji et al.,
2019; Müller and Schwarz, 2021).

To counter this phenomenon, a mature body of
research has developed annotated datasets for auto-
matic HS detection (Vidgen and Derczynski, 2020).
Past work, however, has highlighted systematic
gaps and biases in HS datasets (Park et al., 2018;
Davidson et al., 2019; Wiegand et al., 2019; Ne-
jadgholi and Kiritchenko, 2020; Wich et al., 2020).

Figure 1: Geographical representativeness of au-
thor population of English hate speech datasets. A
positive value N ( negative value −N ) indicates that

a country is N times more ( less ) represented in En-
glish hate speech datasets relative to the global English-
speaking population.

In particular, HS datasets exhibit a strong language
bias, with the vast majority of datasets developed
for English (Poletto et al., 2021). This focus on
English, and more generally on languages, when
developing HS datasets creates a risk of cultural
blindness. Indeed, while certain languages, such
as Basque, Icelandic or Yoruba, are highly indica-
tive of a certain cultural context, others, such as
English, are present across cultures. Yet, under-
standing the cultural context of a statement is cru-
cial to determine whether it is hateful (Aroyo et al.,
2019). Statements may be perceived as hateful in
one culture but not in another (Lee et al., 2023b),
even within the same language (Lee et al., 2023a).
For instance, the term “Paki” is used as a neutral
abbreviation for Pakistani in Pakistan whereas it is
a racial slur in the UK. Despite the importance of
the cultural context in the study of HS, the cultural
origin of HS datasets remains largely unclear.

In this work, we aim to bridge this gap by an-
swering the following research question: To what
extent are HS datasets culturally biased? We
operationalize cultural bias by measuring the repre-
sentation of two cultural proxies in HS datasets: (a)
language, and (b) geo-cultural contexts (de Rosa
et al., 2018), defined as the combination of a lan-
guage and a country. We first conduct a systematic
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survey of HS datasets in eight widely-spoken lan-
guages: Arabic, English, French, German, Indone-
sian, Portuguese, Spanish and Turkish. We confirm
past findings on their English-language bias but
also show that this dominance has been steadily de-
creasing in the past few years, with other languages
such as Arabic catching up. We then depart from
the traditional language-level analysis and situate
our analysis in geo-cultural contexts. We focus
on three geographically-widespread languages—
English, Arabic and Spanish—and on Twitter, the
main data source for HS datasets. We leverage
geographical metadata from the annotated tweets
in the datasets to infer the locations of their au-
thors and find that HS datasets for these languages
predominantly represent authors from a handful of
countries (the US and UK for English, Chile and
Spain for Spanish, and Jordan for Arabic). We also
find that such countries are largely overrepresented
in HS datasets compared to their prominence in
both the broader social media population and the
general population speaking these languages. We
identify two main factors to explain the lack of
representativeness of HS datasets: the lack of rep-
resentativeness of Twitter itself as well as the sam-
pling decisions made by authors. For the latter, we
observe that non-uniform geographic sampling is
typically intentional for Arabic and Spanish, moti-
vated by a focus on specific geo-cultural contexts.
In contrast, we find that such non-uniform sampling
is commonly disregarded when compiling English
HS datasets, which systematically lack information
on the geographical origin of both data and anno-
tators, hiding potential mismatches and ignoring
the diversity of English speakers online. Based on
these findings, we formulate recommendations for
the creation of future HS datasets. Overall, our
main contributions are:

1. A systematic survey of 75 HS datasets in eight
languages (Arabic, English, French, German,
Indonesian, Portuguese, Spanish and Turk-
ish), revealing a persistent, though diminish-
ing, dominance of English (§3).

2. Evidence of geo-cultural bias in existing HS
datasets for three geographically-widespread
languages: English, Arabic and Spanish (§4).

3. Preprocessed HS corpora for the eight sur-
veyed languages and code for geocoding to
stimulate research in this area.1

1https://github.com/manueltonneau/
hs-survey-cultural-bias

2 Background

2.1 Languages and Geographies as
Interrelated Cultural Proxies

Language has historically played a pivotal role in
cultural identity (Collins, 1999) and can be a good
proxy for culture when a certain language is spoken
only by a specific cultural group (e.g., Basque). Yet,
some languages, such as English, Arabic or Span-
ish, have transcended cultural boundaries through
human mobility, colonization, and imperialism.
Such global adoption means that people who share
a common language may come from diverse cul-
tural backgrounds. These cultural differences also
have online implications, whereby social media
communities tend to form around both a common
language and geography rather than just a com-
mon language (Mekacher et al., 2024). To take
into account such differences, we use both lan-
guage and geo-cultural contexts in our analysis of
cultural bias. Cross-language bias measures how
well different languages are represented, while geo-
cultural contexts capture the representation of geo-
graphic locations, taking into account the cultural
characteristics of a population, such as a common
language (de Rosa et al., 2018).

2.2 Cultural Biases in NLP
The drastic progress in NLP tasks over the past
decade can be partially attributed to the grow-
ing availability of large text corpora (Raffel et al.,
2020), used to train language models. Yet, past
work shows that these corpora are largely com-
posed of English-language content (Joshi et al.,
2020; Holtermann et al., 2024; Zhao et al., 2024),
containing smaller amounts and lower-quality con-
tent for other widely spoken languages (Kreutzer
et al., 2022). Adding to such language biases, past
work has uncovered geographic biases in NLP cor-
pora, where represented dialects and topics dis-
proportionately originate from the Minority World
(Graham et al., 2014b, 2015; Dodge et al., 2021).
Driven by the necessity to include social factors
in language modeling (Hovy and Yang, 2021), an
emerging body of scholarship has developed ap-
proaches to include geographical information in
language representation (Bamman et al., 2014;
Rahimi et al., 2017; Hovy and Purschke, 2018;
Kulkarni et al., 2021; Hofmann et al., 2022). De-
spite these efforts, recent language models still suf-
fer from cultural biases, mirroring views largely
aligned with Western, Educated, Industrialized,
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Rich and Democratic (WEIRD) individuals (Atari
et al., 2023; Naous et al., 2023; Manvi et al., 2024).
In order to mitigate such biases, it is crucial to
document their presence in training and evaluation
corpora, especially for culturally-sensitive tasks
like HS detection (Baider, 2020).

2.3 Biases in Hate Speech Datasets

Past work has highlighted several biases in HS
datasets. Many such biases can be linked to
the subjectivity and demographics of annotators
(Al Kuwatly et al., 2020), including racial bias
(Davidson et al., 2019; Sap et al., 2019), gender
bias (Park et al., 2018), and political bias (Wich
et al., 2020). Other biases are related to the way
such datasets are constructed, resulting in a large
overrepresentation of the hateful class as well as
certain topics and users (Dixon et al., 2018; David-
son et al., 2019; Wiegand et al., 2019; Nejadgholi
and Kiritchenko, 2020). Despite the extent of
this scholarship, little attention has been given
to cultural bias in HS corpora. The most recent
widely-cited and large-scale survey of HS resources
does point to an English-language bias (Poletto
et al., 2021) and a dominance of Twitter as a data
source, which is known to be skewed towards cer-
tain geo-cultural contexts.2 Also, Arango Monnar
et al. (2022) point out that Spanish HS datasets are
largely developed in the national context of Spain,
motivating tailored approaches to other Spanish-
speaking contexts such as Chile. Finally, past work
highlights the cultural sensitivity of HS, uncover-
ing country-specific offensive words (Ghosh et al.,
2021) as well as disparities in cross-cultural HS an-
notations (Lee et al., 2023a), stereotype definition
(Bhutani et al., 2024) and cross-dialect HS detec-
tion performance (Castillo-lópez et al., 2023) for
a given language. To the best of our knowledge,
our work is the first to systematically investigate
cultural bias in HS datasets.

3 Language Bias in Hate Speech Datasets

We start our analysis of cultural bias at the
language-level, as some languages are specific to
single cultural contexts. We conduct a systematic
survey of HS datasets in eight languages with a
large presence on social media platforms: Arabic,
English, French, German, Indonesian, Portuguese,
Spanish and Turkish.

2https://datareportal.com/
essential-twitter-stats

Language Twitter
only

Twitter +
other Other Synthetic Total

English 12 3 10 4 29
Arabic 11 0 0 1 12
Spanish 6 0 0 1 7
German 2 1 2 2 7
Turkish 5 0 1 0 6
French 3 0 1 2 6
Portuguese 3 0 1 1 5
Indonesian 2 0 1 0 3

Table 1: Number of available hate speech datasets by
language and data source

3.1 Survey Approach
To identify HS datasets, we rely on three data
sources. First, we inspect the Hate Speech Data
Catalogue3 (Vidgen and Derczynski, 2020) and
find 80 candidate datasets for our languages of in-
terest. Second, we inspect the datasets listed in the
latest survey of HS datasets (Poletto et al., 2021)
and find 20 additional candidate datasets that are
not listed in the HS Data Catalogue. Finally, we
conduct a Google search for each language and in-
spect the links of the first three result pages in each
case, adding 43 candidate datasets that are neither
in the HS Data Catalogue nor listed by Poletto et al.
(2021). From those 143 unique datasets, we keep
only the datasets that fit the following three criteria:

1. The dataset is documented, meaning it is at-
tached to a research paper or a README file
describing its construction.

2. The dataset is either publicly available or
could be retrieved after contacting the authors.

3. The dataset focuses on HS, defined broadly as
“any kind of communication in speech, writing
or behavior, that attacks or uses pejorative or
discriminatory language with reference to a
person or a group on the basis of who they are,
in other words, based on their religion, ethnic-
ity, nationality, race, color, descent, gender or
other identity factor” (UN, 2019).

We provide additional details on the surveying in
the Appendix (§A).

3.2 Results
Out of the 143 aforementioned datasets, we identify
75 available datasets that meet our three criteria
for the eight languages of interest. We provide a
breakdown in terms of language and data source
in Table 1 as well as the number of datapoints
by language (Table 4) and a complete list of the
datasets for each language (§A.2) in the Appendix.

3https://hatespeechdata.com/
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Figure 2: (A) Number of hate speech datasets per lan-
guage over time (B) Share of hate speech datasets for
the 8 languages of interest over time

Language and data source We find that English
is the most common language in terms of HS de-
tection resources, representing 39% of all available
corpora and 41% of all annotated datapoints for
our eight languages of interest. We also find that
Twitter is by far the most common data source
across languages. This is particularly the case for
Arabic, with 92% of corpora originating from Twit-
ter, followed by Spanish (86%) and Turkish (83%).
Additionally, we find that some languages are par-
ticularly affected by a lack of data availability. For
instance, 50% of identified Indonesian datasets and
38% of identified Portuguese datasets could not be
retrieved (see Appendix §A.3 for more details).

Temporal dynamics To understand the dynam-
ics of HS detection resource creation across lan-
guages, we further present the number of datasets
per language over time as well as the language-
level share of all datasets over time (Figure 2). We
find that while English has dominated other lan-
guages in terms of the number of datasets over
time, its dominance in terms of share of all HS
datasets has steadily declined over the years, going
from 100% of all datasets for the eight languages
of interest in 2016 to 39% in 2023. In parallel,
languages such as Arabic have been catching up.

Such growth in corpus availability points towards
a broadening of research that aims to address the
multilingual nature of HS.

4 Geo-Cultural Bias in Hate Speech
Datasets

While such language-level analysis is crucial to
uncover gaps in existing resources and motivate
the development of resources for under-served lan-
guages, it cannot account for and may hide poten-
tial large differences in resources between coun-
tries with a common language. In this section, we
investigate the extent of geo-cultural bias in HS
datasets, approximating geo-cultural contexts as
a combination of one language and one country.
For this purpose, we leverage the rich geographical
metadata of tweets to map posts and their authors
to a country location. We focus on three geographi-
cally widespread languages—English, Arabic and
Spanish—for which the HS detection resources
mostly emanate from Twitter (Table 1).

4.1 Author Location Inference

We use tweet geographical metadata to infer the
country location of tweets’ authors.

Information sources While there is a plethora
of available information to infer user location from,
from self-reported location to geocoordinates, time-
zone and linguistic features of tweets, each of these
features has weaknesses. Profile locations are only
available for a fraction of users, may contain vague
locations (e.g., Planet Earth) or non-geographic
text (Hecht et al., 2011) and may not always match
with the device location (Graham et al., 2014a).
Geo-coordinates are even rarer (1–2% of all tweets
according to Twitter4) and may point to locations
other than a user’s home location, for instance if the
user is travelling. Further, linguistic features have
proven to not be a good proxy for location (Graham
et al., 2014a) and while dialectal variability may
inform on a user’s location (Jurgens et al., 2017),
language identification methods incorporating this
variability are scarce beyond English. Finally, time-
zones of different countries with a common lan-
guage may overlap. While acknowledging these
limitations, we decide to use exclusively the two
features that are equally available across languages
to infer user country location: the geocoordinates
of tweets and the self-reported user profile location.

4https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/
tutorials/advanced-filtering-for-geo-data
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English Arabic Spanish

Share of all Twitter datasets
with retrieved tweet IDs 9/15 6/11 4/6

# unique tweets with tweet IDs 155,974 456,892 24,752
# tweets with tweet IDs and

retrieved geographical metadata 64,057 251,178 14,684

# tweets with inferred author
country location 50,116 247,408 13,273

Table 2: Summary statistics of data collection and author
location inference

Geographical data collection Tweet geocoor-
dinates and user profile location are usually not
shared in public HS datasets for privacy reasons. In
this context, we first attempt to retrieve the tweet
IDs of all Twitter datasets for English, Arabic and
Spanish by either collecting them when they are
publicly available or contacting the authors to re-
quest access. We are able to retrieve tweet IDs for 9
English (Waseem, 2016; Waseem and Hovy, 2016;
Jha and Mamidi, 2017; ElSherief et al., 2018a,b;
Vidgen et al., 2020; Mathew et al., 2021; Samory
et al., 2021; Toraman et al., 2022), 6 Arabic (Al-
badi et al., 2018; Alsafari et al., 2020; Alshaalan
and Al-Khalifa, 2020; Mulki and Ghanem, 2021b;
Ameur and Aliane, 2021; Ahmad et al., 2023) and 4
Spanish (Pereira-Kohatsu et al., 2019; García-Díaz
et al., 2021; Arango Monnar et al., 2022; Vásquez
et al., 2023) Twitter HS datasets. We then use
the Twitter API to retrieve the tweet author self-
reported location and the tweet geocoordinates if
available. Out of all tweet IDs, we are able to re-
trieve some geographical information, that is either
the tweet’s author self-reported location, geocoor-
dinates or both, for 64,057 (41%) English, 251,178
(55%) Arabic and 14,684 (59%) Spanish tweets.
We report the main statistics of data collection in
Table 2.

Country inference We infer the country of origin
of a tweet author in two ways. First, in case a tweet
is geotagged, we assign the country location of
the geotag to its author. In cases where a user
has no geotagged tweets but has a self-reported
location, we use geocoding to convert the reported
location to a country location. Specifically, we
use the Google Geocoding API as Graham et al.
(2014a) demonstrate it performs better than other
geocoding tools. In case a tweet has no available
geographical metadata, we are not able to infer
its author country location and do not analyse it
further.

Geocoding evaluation For each language, we
sample 50 unique user locations geocoded within
a country and have one author annotate whether
this country match is correct. We also sample 50
unique user locations that could not be associated
with a country and annotate whether they could
have been associated from the information they
contained. We find that the Google Geocoding
API is able to associate approximately two thirds
of unique user locations to a country, a value that
is relatively constant across languages. We also
find that this geocoding method exhibits a very
high precision (92–96% across languages), with
the few errors happening for ambiguous location
strings containing multiple locations and which
are therefore not geocodable. Also, the share of
non-geocoded user locations that could have been
geocoded from the provided information is rela-
tively low (12–16%). These instances typically
involve the use of emojis, such as national flags,
and nicknames for locations (e.g., “Down Under”
for Australia), which the Geocoding API fails to
recognize. We provide more information on the
geocoding evaluation in the Appendix (§B).

Inference In total, we are able to infer the coun-
try location of 50,116 English tweets, represent-
ing 8% of all posts from the surveyed English HS
datasets, 247,408 Arabic tweets (52%) and 13,273
Spanish tweets (27%).

4.2 Reference Points for Representativeness

For each language L, we aim to assess the geo-
cultural representativeness of Twitter HS datasets
relative to three larger groups: the general Twitter
user population speaking language L, the general
social media population speaking L, and the gen-
eral population of speakers of L.

Twitter user population In the absence of reli-
able information on country share of Twitter users
by language, we derive this statistic by using a
large Twitter dataset stemming from a recent col-
laborative project (Pfeffer et al., 2023) that col-
lected all tweets posted within a 24-hour period
starting on September 21, 2022, including the ge-
ographical metadata. This so-called Twitter Day
dataset amounts to approximately 116 million En-
glish tweets, 27 million Spanish tweets and 19 mil-
lion Arabic tweets posted by 17, 5 and 2 million
users respectively.
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Figure 3: Share of speakers by country location in three reference populations: Twitter users who authored the posts
in the Twitter public hate speech datasets (Twitter hate speech data); Facebook and Instagram users (Facebook Ads
audience) and all speakers of a language (All [language] speakers).

General social media population Given their
large user population and geographical coverage,5

we use the Facebook and Instagram user popula-
tions as a proxy for the general social media popu-
lation. Specifically, we use the audience measure-
ment tool of Facebook Ads. This tool, which has
been used in past demographic research (Zagheni
et al., 2017; Palotti et al., 2020; Rama et al., 2020),
provides the number of Facebook and Instagram
users in a given country aged 13 and older that are
using these platforms in each of our languages of
interest. We then compute the country-level share
of the overall Facebook Ads audience for each lan-
guage.

General population Finally, we use official
statistics on the country-level number of speakers
of each language of interest. We provide further
details on the data sources for each language in the
Appendix (§A.4).

5https://datareportal.com/social-media-users

4.3 Results

We compute the country share of users speaking
each language of interest from four different popu-
lations: (i) the Twitter users who authored the posts
of the public Twitter HS datasets, (ii) the Twitter
user population from the Twitter Day dataset, (iii)
the broader social media population using Face-
book and Instagram user populations as a proxy,
and (iv) the full population of speakers of the lan-
guage of interest. We report the comparison be-
tween (i), (iii), and (iv) in Figure 3 and between (i)
and (ii) in Figure 6 in the Appendix.

Bias and lack of representativeness We observe
that the majority of Twitter users who authored the
posts from the HS datasets originate from a handful
of countries for each language, namely the United
States and the United Kingdom for English, Jor-
dan for Arabic, and Chile and Spain for Spanish.
We also find that the Twitter user population who
authored the posts from the public HS datasets is
a highly skewed subset of both the broader social
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media population and the general speaker popula-
tion in terms of country location. We further ob-
serve a general trend where countries with higher
economic development are overrepresented in HS
datasets compared to both the social media popula-
tion and the general population of speakers (notably
the US, UK, Australia, and Canada for English,
Spain and Chile for Spanish and to a lesser extent,
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait for Arabic). In contrast,
countries with lower economic development tend
to be under-represented in the HS datasets (e.g.,
India, Nigeria, and Pakistan for English, Egypt, Al-
geria and Iraq for Arabic and Colombia, Venezuela
and Peru for Spanish).

Factors affecting representation Several factors
could explain such lack of representativeness. First,
the country representation in the Twitter HS data
generally aligns with the country representation in
the general Twitter population, which is also not
representative of the broader social media popula-
tion nor the total population of speakers. This is
particularly the case for English (Pearson correla-
tion of 0.99) but less the case for Spanish (0.43) and
Arabic (0.21). Second, this misalignment can also
be explained by sampling decisions made when
creating the HS datasets. We observe that these
decisions are largely intentional for Arabic and
Spanish, motivated by the focus on a specific geo-
cultural context. For instance, Jordan’s dominance
for Arabic is largely explained by the focus on
users with a location in Jordan in the sampling of
the largest Arabic HS dataset (Ahmad et al., 2023).
Similarly, the importance of Chile for Spanish is
driven by the choice of Chilean Spanish keywords
used for sampling in Arango Monnar et al. (2022).
In the case of English, sampling also appears to
affect representation as we observe large gaps be-
tween the country representation in the HS datasets
and in the general Twitter population (Figure 6).
Yet, such decisions appear to be either implicit or
unintentional as a country focus is almost never
mentioned in English HS datasets.

Data and annotator origin Cultural misalign-
ment between data and annotator origin creates a
risk of annotation error, due to a lack of cultural un-
derstanding. Using the information provided by the
dataset authors, we measure the alignment between
data and annotator origin for all non-synthetic En-
glish, Arabic and Spanish datasets. We report the
results in Figure 4.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Percentage

Spanish

Arabic

English

Figure 4: Percentage share (%) of each scenario when
comparing data and annotator geographical origin:
no information if either the origin of the data or of

the annotator is not provided; partial alignment if data
and annotator origin partly overlap (e.g., Spanish an-
notators annotate tweets from Spain and Mexico) and
full alignment if data and annotator origin perfectly

overlap.

Our most striking result is the lack of informa-
tion provided by English HS dataset creators about
potential cultural misalignment. Indeed, whereas
both the data and annotator origin are provided and
partially or fully align in 66% of cases for Spanish
and 63% for Arabic, none of the surveyed English
datasets provide both pieces of information. Specif-
ically, the vast majority of English HS datasets
report only the data source (e.g., Twitter) but no
precise geographical origin. Similarly, annotator
origin is provided in most cases but usually only
contains the name of the crowdsourcing platform
used (e.g., MTurk, Crowdflower), whose workers
originate from a variety of geographies (Difallah
et al., 2018).

5 Discussion and Recommendations

Bias evaluation In this work, we evaluated cul-
tural bias in HS datasets in two steps: at the lan-
guage level and at the geo-cultural level, approxi-
mated as a combination of one language and one
country. At the language-level, we observe a domi-
nance of English in the number of HS datasets but
find that this dominance has been decreasing, with
other languages such as Arabic catching up. We
also observe that the vast majority of HS corpora
originate from Twitter. This is in line and comple-
ments the most recent widely-cited and large-scale
survey of HS resources (Poletto et al., 2021). Focus-
ing on three geographically widespread languages,
namely English, Arabic and Spanish, we then un-
cover large disparities in country representation,
with the majority of data originating from a handful
of countries. For each language, we also find that
such countries are largely overrepresented in the
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HS datasets compared to their prominence both in
the broader social media population and the general
population of speakers. While the cross-geographic
disparities in resources for certain languages had
been discussed in past work (e.g., Arango Monnar
et al., 2022), our work is the first to quantify such
disparities and expose the lack of representative-
ness of existing resources.

Reasons for bias An important reason for the
lack of representativeness of HS datasets comes
from their primary data source, Twitter, which it-
self is a highly non-uniform sample of the broader
social media population and the general popula-
tion (Mislove et al., 2011; Lasri et al., 2023). In
this regard, while our analysis exclusively focuses
on Twitter, our findings are likely applicable be-
yond Twitter, as other data sources, such as Reddit,
suffer from the same lack of representativeness.6

Beyond the data source, we observe that sampling
decisions made by dataset creators are crucial in
reducing representativeness. For instance, seed
words are sometimes specific to certain countries,
such as Chile for Spanish (Arango Monnar et al.,
2022).

Implications The primary implication of our
work is the higher risk for less represented cultural
contexts to face HS detection errors, due to sev-
eral factors. First, HS often manifests in culturally
specific forms, from its targets (Ousidhoum, 2021)
to country-specific offensive words (Ghosh et al.,
2021). For instance, the Fulani ethnic group is an
important target of online HS in Nigeria (Aliyu
et al., 2022; Tonneau et al., 2024) whereas it is
not in the US or the UK. The fact that such terms
are likely to be less encountered during training
may contribute to more false negatives and there-
fore less protection from HS in under-represented
contexts (Dixon et al., 2018). Further, the same
words could have different meanings across cul-
tural contexts. For instance, Castillo-lópez et al.
(2023) highlight the diverse connotations of the
word “fregar” across Spanish-speaking regions, po-
tentially carrying a misogynistic undertone in Spain
but not in Ecuadorean Spanish. This discrepancy
can lead to false positives and excessive moderation
in under-represented contexts resulting from the ap-
plication of cultural norms from over-represented
contexts to under-represented contexts.

6https://worldpopulationreview.com/
country-rankings/reddit-users-by-country

Moreover, this performance gap is compounded
by a potential misalignment between the origins
of data and annotators, resulting in a higher risk
of annotation errors for less-represented countries
in the annotation workforce. In this regard, we
show that creators of English HS datasets seem
less aware of this problem compared to Spanish or
Arabic, as they consistently fail to provide infor-
mation on the cultural contexts both the data and
annotators originate from. A possible explanation
for this difference is that contrary to English, di-
alects in some languages such as Arabic are not
mutually intelligible (e.g., Moroccan and Syrian)
rendering the match between data and annotator
origin particularly relevant to ensure that the an-
notator understands the content they are supposed
to annotate. Another possible explanation is the
tendency to equate English with US-centric data
as the majority of English tweets and researchers
working on English HS originate from the United
States, thereby overlooking the diversity of English
speakers online. This lack of information on data
and annotator origins may hide a misalignment.
For instance, 48% of the crowdworkers employed
by Founta et al. (2018) to annotate English tweets
are from Venezuela. Lastly, we find that less devel-
oped countries tend to be under-represented in HS
datasets, potentially reinforcing the marginaliza-
tion of the same populations HS detection systems
are built to protect. While this phenomenon has
been documented within the US context for African
Americans (Davidson et al., 2019), our findings
suggest it can be extended globally.
Recommendations Based on our results, we for-
mulate three recommendations for the development
of future HS datasets.

Recommendation 1
Situate datasets in language and geography

When possible, we argue that such a step is nec-
essary to reduce cross-cultural errors in HS de-
tection, especially for culturally-widespread lan-
guages such as English. This can be operational-
ized by using context-specific seed words for sam-
pling or restricting the analysis to users with a spe-
cific location. It will allow practitioners to use data
that corresponds to the cultural context they want
to apply their models in. This additional informa-
tion will also help better quantify the cultural bias
in HS datasets and identify low-resource contexts
that require more annotated data.
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Recommendation 2
Work with annotators that share the same ori-
gin as the data to annotate and specify their
demographics

This second step will help further reduce detection
errors, by ensuring that cultural nuances are well
understood. Again, this is especially relevant for
culturally-widespread languages and we acknowl-
edge that this recommendation only holds in cases
where the data’s geographical origin is available
or can be inferred. This is in line with prior work
advocating for the inclusion of affected communi-
ties in determining what is hateful (Maronikolakis
et al., 2022) and also echoes the necessity of well-
documented data statements (Bender and Friedman,
2018).

Recommendation 3
Ensure data availability while protecting user
privacy

We find that a non-trivial amount of datasets can-
not be retrieved. While it is crucial to protect the
privacy of users on such a sensitive topic, ensuring
data access is also crucial to maximize HS detec-
tion performance. In line with prior work (Assen-
macher et al., 2023), we recommend to publicly
release an anonymized version of the dataset and
provide full data upon request, under conditions
that protect users.

6 Conclusion

This work presented the first evaluation of cultural
bias in HS datasets. We confirm past findings on
the English-language bias of HS datasets, but also
show that this bias has been steadily decreasing in
the past few years. We also find evidence of geo-
cultural bias for English, Arabic and Spanish, with
HS datasets overrepresenting more developed coun-
tries and underrepresenting less developed coun-
tries. We finally uncover a relative lack of aware-
ness of the possibility of such bias among English
HS dataset creators, who systematically fail to pro-
vide information about data and annotator origin,
hiding potential mismatches. Based on our results,
we call for a more nuanced approach to HS de-
tection that takes into account the specific cultural
contexts in which speech occurs. We highlight that
both language and geography are imperfect repre-
sentations of culture on their own and discuss the

importance of situating datasets using both features
and resort to annotators sharing the same origin
as the data to limit cross-cultural errors. Still, we
are aware that what constitutes “culture” is debated
(e.g., Kuper, 2000), as are the rights of minority
cultures vis-à-vis larger ones. We advocate for
more inclusive representation of different cultures
in resources like HS datasets, while recognizing the
limitations of language and geography as cultural
proxies.

Limitations

Missing data An important limitation of our
work is the sole focus on Twitter for the evalua-
tion of geo-cultural bias. While we believe that our
conclusions extend to other geo-culturally biased
data sources of HS datasets (e.g., Reddit), we can-
not empirically verify this claim. Further, we are
only able to retrieve geographical information for a
subset of all tweets and Twitter users. For instance,
we cannot retrieve information for tweets with un-
available IDs, that were deleted or that do not have
any geographical metadata. This data is likely not
missing at random and thus represents a source of
bias in our analysis. For instance, there may be a
selection bias where users from some countries are
more likely to share their location.

Location and geography do not equate culture
While we discuss the importance of using language
and geography to define the origin of HS datasets,
we are aware that both are imperfect proxies for
culture. Diaspora communities illustrate this well:
they often have a cultural mix from their origin
and current countries. Also, users may provide
incorrect location information.

Code-mixing In our analysis, we only focus on
single languages (e.g., English, Spanish). Yet,
we are aware that code-mixing, that is the com-
bined use of several languages, is prevalent in many
English-speaking Majority World countries such as
India and Nigeria. We are also aware that a few HS
datasets exist for such contexts (e.g., Mathur et al.,
2018; Tonneau et al., 2024) and encourage future
work to include them in their analysis, in order to
get a better estimate of cultural bias in HS datasets.

Ethical Considerations

Data Privacy Owing to the sensitivity of the
topic and to protect user privacy, we only provide
aggregate results on user location.
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A Data Sources

A.1 Additional Descriptive Statistics

We report the number of datasets by language and
survey source in Table 3. The main reason for
dropping datasets from the analysis is that a lot of
datasets do not focus specifically on hate speech but
rather toxicity or offensiveness. The second main
reason is the lack of availability of some datasets,
as further detailed in §A.3

We also provide additional information in Table
4 on the total number of data points annotated for
hate speech as well as the share of all data points
by language.

A.2 Retained Hate Speech Datasets

We list below the retained datasets for each lan-
guage, including six datasets under a “Multilingual”
heading.

Arabic

1. Are They Our Brothers? Analysis and Detec-
tion of Religious Hate Speech in the Arabic
Twittersphere (Albadi et al., 2018): 6,136 an-
notated Arabic tweets sampled using names
of religious groups. Tweets are annotated as
containing religious hate or not and for the
hateful ones, which religious group is targeted.
Religious hate is defined as “speech that is in-
sulting, offensive or hurtful and is intended to
incite hate, discrimination, or violence against
an individual or a group of people on the basis
of religious beliefs or lack of any religious
beliefs”. The annotators are CrowdFlower
Arabic-speaking crowdworkers with an IP ad-
dress in the Middle East. The inter-annotator
agreement rate is 81% for the first question
and 55% for the second question.

2. T-HSAB: A Tunisian Hate Speech and Abusive
Dataset (Haddad et al., 2019): 6,039 Tunisian
Arabic social media posts sampled using hate-
related keywords. The comments were anno-
tated as either hateful, abusive or normal by
three Tunisian native speakers with a higher
education level. Hate comments are defined
as instances that “(a) contain an abusive lan-
guage, (b) dedicate the offensive, insulting,
aggressive speech towards a person or a spe-
cific group of people and (c) demean or de-
humanize that person or that group of people

based on their descriptive identity (race, gen-
der, religion, disability, skin color, belief)”.
The reported Krippendorff α is 0.75.

3. L-HSAB: A Levantine Twitter Dataset for
Hate Speech and Abusive Language (Mulki
et al., 2019): 5,846 Levantine tweets sampled
using hate-related keywords. The comments
were annotated as either hateful, abusive or
normal by three Levantine native speakers
with a higher education level. Hate com-
ments are defined as instances that “(a) con-
tain an abusive language, (b) dedicate the of-
fensive, insulting, aggressive speech towards
a person or a specific group of people and
(c) demean or dehumanize that person or that
group of people based on their descriptive
identity (race, gender, religion, disability, skin
color, belief)”. The reported Krippendorff α
is 0.765.

4. Hate and offensive speech detection on Ara-
bic social media (Alsafari et al., 2020): 5,361
Gulf and Modern Standard Arabic tweets sam-
pled through keyword-based, hashtag-based
and profile-based approaches. The tweets are
annotated in terms of hatefulness, aggressive-
ness, offensiveness, irony, stereotype and in-
tensity. Hate speech is defined as “possessing
one or more of the following characteristics:
1. Insulting or defaming a specific group by
using derogatory adjectives words or slurs.; 2.
Defending or justifying hate crime.; 3. Pro-
moting and encouraging hate.; 4. Advocating
superiority of one group over the other.; 5.
Threatening and inciting violence.; 6. Nega-
tive and disparaging stereotypes.; 7. Irony and
jokes to humiliate and ridicule the target based
on their protected characteristic.; 8. Special
cases: a) Self-attacking, where the speaker
attacks his own protected characteristic with
hateful words. b) Re-posting or quoting hate-
ful content”. The annotators are three Gulf
native speakers with a high educational level.
The Cohen κ ranges from 0.77 to 0.9 across
annotation levels.

5. Hate Speech Detection in Saudi Twittersphere:
A Deep Learning Approach (Alshaalan and
Al-Khalifa, 2020): 9,316 Saudi Arabic tweets
sampled using keyword and hashtags. The
tweets were annotated as hateful or not in
batches by Figure Eight crowdworkers, Saudi
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Language HS Data
Catalogue Poletto et al. (2021) Google Search Total

found
Total
kept

English 52 16 7 75 29
Arabic 7 1 8 16 12
Spanish 3 0 6 9 7
German 6 1 3 10 7
Turkish 2 0 5 7 6
French 3 1 4 8 6
Portuguese 4 1 6 11 5
Indonesian 3 0 4 7 3

Table 3: Number of available hate speech datasets by language and data source

Language # datapoints
in HS datasets

Share of
all HS datapoints

English 623,272 41%
Arabic 478,326 32%
Turkish 151,921 10%
German 120,085 8%
Spanish 48,861 3%
Portuguese 46,914 3%
French 25,486 2%
Indonesian 14,904 1%

Table 4: Number and share of datapoints by language
for hate speech datasets

annotators and three freelancers familiar with
the Saudi dialect. Hate speech is defined as
“language that attack a person or a group based
on some characteristic such as race, color, eth-
nicity, gender, religion, or other characteris-
tic”. The inter-annotator agreement rate is not
reported.

6. AraCOVID19-MFH: Arabic COVID-19 Multi-
label Fake News & Hate Speech Detection
Dataset (Ameur and Aliane, 2021): 10,828
Arabic tweets sampled using keywords in the
context of COVID-19. The tweets are anno-
tated as hateful or not, whether it gives advice,
whether it is news or an opinion, whether it
contains blame or other negative speech and
whether it is worth fact-checking. It is anno-
tated by only one expert annotator.

7. Let-Mi: An Arabic Levantine Twitter Dataset
for Misogynistic Language (Mulki and
Ghanem, 2021a) 6,550 Levantine Arabic
tweets replying to popular female journalists
during the October 17th 2019 in Lebanon.
Tweets are annotated by three Levantine na-
tive speakers as non-misogynistic or as one of

seven misogynistic categories (discredit, de-
railing, dominance, stereotyping and objectifi-
cation, sexual harassment, threat of violence
and damning). Unanimous agreement was
found on 5,529 tweets, majority agreement on
1,021 tweets and conflicts on 53 tweets.

8. Working Notes of the Workshop Arabic Misog-
yny Identification (ArMI-2021) (Mulki and
Ghanem, 2021b) 9,833 Arabic tweets for
misogyny identification composed of Mod-
ern Standard Arabic and several Arabic di-
alects including Gulf, Egyptian and Levantine.
The Levantine dataset corresponds to the Let-
Mi dataset while the multi-dialectal tweets
were collected using anti-women hashtags and
scraping misogynists’ timelines. The annota-
tion scheme is both binary (misogynystic or
not) and multi-class, following the annotation
scheme of the Let-Mi dataset. The Krippen-
dorff α is 0.94 for the binary task and 0.67 for
the multi-class task.

9. Overview of OSACT5 Shared Task on Arabic
Offensive Language and Hate Speech Detec-
tion (Mubarak et al., 2022): Arabic tweets
sampled from Mubarak et al. (2023). Each
tweet was annotated by three Appen crowd-
workers as 1) offensive or not and for offen-
sive tweets 2) into fine-grained hate speech
types. Hate speech is defined as “offensive
language targeting individuals or groups based
on common characteristics such as Race (in-
cluding also ethnicity and nationality), Reli-
gion (including belief), Ideology (ex: political
or sport affiliation), Disability (including dis-
eases), Social Class, and Gender”. Cohen’s κ
value is 0.82.

10. Hate Speech Detection in the Arabic Lan-
guage: Corpus Design, Construction and
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Evaluation (Ahmad et al., 2023): 403,688 Jor-
danian Arabic tweets sampled using language,
keyword and location filters, focusing on users
located in Jordan’s main cities. The tweets
were annotated by native Jordanian Arabic
speakers as either positive, neutral, offensive
but not hateful or hateful. Hate speech is de-
fined as “as a form of discourse that targets
individuals or groups on the basis of race, reli-
gion, gender, sexual orientation, or other char-
acteristics”. Fleiss’ κ is 0.6.

English

1. Hateful Symbols or Hateful People? Predic-
tive Features for Hate Speech Detection on
Twitter (Waseem and Hovy, 2016): 16,907
annotated English tweets using a decision
list to identify offensive content, focusing
on oppression of minorities. Labels include
“Racism/Sexism/Neither”. The tweets were
first annotated by the two authors and later re-
fined by an external annotator. Inter-annotator
agreement is κ=0.84.

2. Are You a Racist or Am I Seeing Things?
Annotator Influence on Hate Speech Detec-
tion on Twitter (Waseem, 2016): 6,909 an-
notated English tweets as an extension of
Waseem and Hovy (2016) dataset, with an
overlap of 2,876 tweets. Labels include
“Racism/Sexism/Neither/Both”. Annotators
are recruited from CrowdFlower without a
background selection. The inter-annotator
agreement is κ=0.57.

3. Automated Hate Speech Detection and the
Problem of Offensive Language (Davidson
et al., 2017): 24,802 annotated English tweets.
Hate speech is defined as language that is used
to expresses hatred towards a targeted group
or is intended to be derogatory, to humiliate,
or to insult the members of the group, with
an emphasis on context. Labels include “Hate
speech/Offensive but not hate/Neither”. An-
notators are recruited from CrowdFlower and
the inter-annotator agreement is 0.92.

4. When Does a Compliment Become Sexist?
Analysis and Classification of Ambivalent Sex-
ism Using Twitter Data (Jha and Mamidi,
2017): 7,205 annotated English tweets focus-
ing on different types of sexist content. Origi-
nal labels include “Benevolent sexism/Hostile

sexism/Others”. “Hostile sexism” (N=3,378)
and “Others” (N=11,559) tweets were ex-
tracted from Waseem and Hovy (2016).
“Benevolent sexism” content (N=7,205) was
annotated by three experts with an interanno-
tator agreement of 0.74.

5. Detecting Online Hate Speech Using Context
Aware Models (Gao and Huang, 2017): 1,528
annotated comments of 678 users from the
Fox News website. Hate speech is defined as
language which explicitly or implicitly threat-
ens or demeans a person or a group based
upon a facet of their identity such as gender,
ethnicity, or sexual orientation. Labels include
“Hateful/Non-hateful”, annotated by two na-
tive English speakers with an interannotator
agreement of 0.98.

6. Hate Speech Dataset from a White Supremacy
Forum (de Gibert et al., 2018): 10,568 anno-
tated sentences from posts and threads from
Stormfront. Hate speech is defined as (a)
deliberate attack (b) directed towards a spe-
cific group of people while (c) motivated by
aspects of the group’s identity. Labels con-
tain “Hate/No hate/Relation/Skip”. “Relation”
refers to a sentence that would be considered
hateful when used together with other sen-
tences. Three expert annotators achieved an
agreement of 90.97%.

7. Peer to Peer Hate: Hate Speech Instigators
and Their Targets (ElSherief et al., 2018b):
27,330 annotated English tweets identifying
hate content, as well as hate instigator and tar-
get. Hate speech definition was in line with
content guidelines of Facebook and Twitter.
Each tweet was annotated (a) hateful or not
and (b) as containing a direct attack towards
the mentioned account or not, by three Crowd-
flower annotators. Inter-annotator agreement
is 92.8% and 82.6% for the two classifications
respectively.

8. Hate Lingo: A Target-based Linguistic Analy-
sis of Hate Speech in Social Media (ElSherief
et al., 2018a): This dataset consists of 28,318
Twitter posts labeled as “directed” hate speech
targeting specific individuals or entities, and
331 posts categorized as “generalized” hate
speech directed towards broader groups with
common protected characteristics like ethnic-
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ity or sexual orientation. Each tweet was anno-
tated by at least three independent annotators
from Crowdflower, with a Krippendorff’s α
of 0.622.

9. Large Scale Crowdsourcing and Character-
ization of Twitter Abusive Behavior (Founta
et al., 2018): 80,000 tweets annotated for vari-
ous types of inappropriate speech. Initially
classified into seven categories - offensive,
abusive, hateful, aggressive, cyberbullying,
spam, and normal - the final labels used were
“Normal/Spam/Abusive/Hateful”. Annotators
were recruited from CrowdFlower with the
largest group (48%) from Venezuela. Agree-
ment of annotators was grouped in three cat-
egories, with approximately 55.9% of tweets
receiving “overwhelming agreement” (at least
80% of the annotators agree).

10. Anatomy of Online Hate: Developing a
Taxonomy and Machine Learning Models
for Identifying and Classifying Hate in On-
line News Media (Salminen et al., 2018):
5,143 comments annotated for hateful con-
tent from YouTube and Facebook videos
published by news media. One author per-
formed open coding to develop a taxonomy
of four types of hateful language - “Accu-
sations/Humiliation/Swearing/Promoting Vi-
olence” - and nine target categories (e.g., re-
ligion, political issues). Then two other re-
searchers coded a random sample, achieving
an overall agreement score of 75.3%.

11. A Benchmark Dataset for Learning to Inter-
vene in Online Hate Speech (Qian et al., 2019):
Two aggregated HS intervention datasets col-
lected from Gab posts (N=21,747) and Red-
dit comments (N=7,641) respectively. Each
conversation segment was annotated by three
annotators who were recruited from Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk). The annotations
include hate speech classification and sug-
gested intervention responses.

12. Constructing interval variables via faceted
Rasch measurement and multitask deep learn-
ing: a hate speech application (Kennedy et al.,
2020): 50,000 annotated social media com-
ments from YouTube, Twitter, and Reddit writ-
ten primarily in English. Annotations span
eight categories from counterspeech to geno-

cide. Annotators, recruited from MTurk, were
evaluated using the (a) infit mean-squared
statistic (0.37-1.9) to assess bias of favoring
certain responses, and (b) the percentage of
comments where the identity group of the hate
target was flagged (no less than 20%).

13. Detecting East Asian Prejudice on So-
cial media (Vidgen et al., 2020): 40,000
English tweets aimed at detecting con-
tent targeting the East Asian community
during Covid-19. Tweets were catego-
rized into five primary groups: “hos-
tility/criticism/counterspeech/discussions of
prejudice/unrelated”. 20,000 of these tweets
were further annotated with secondary labels
such as threatening language, interpersonal
abuse, and dehumanization. Trained annota-
tors specializing in hate speech performed the
annotations. Each tweet was annotated by two
annotators with a Fleiss’ κ of 0.54.

14. HateXplain: A Benchmark Dataset for Ex-
plainable Hate Speech Detection (Mathew
et al., 2021): A total of 20,148 annotated posts
sourced from Twitter (N=9,055) and Reddit
(N=11,093). Data were annotated by three
annotators from three different perspectives:
the basic (“hate/offensive/normal”), the target
community, and the rationales (specific post
components considered hateful). Each tweet
was annotated by three annotators recruited
from MTurk with a Krippendorff’s α of 0.46.

15. Learning from the Worst: Dynamically Gen-
erated Datasets to Improve Online Hate De-
tection (Vidgen et al., 2021b): This synthetic
dataset contains 41,255 entries annotated for
hate speech and non-hate speech. Specific
types of hate identified include derogation,
animosity, threatening language, support for
hateful entities, and dehumanization, with
targets of hate also noted. Annotation was
performed on an open-source web platform
with each case labeled by 3-5 trained anno-
tators, primarily British (60%), with expert
oversights.

16. “Call me sexist, but...” : Revisiting Sexism
Detection Using Psychological Scales and Ad-
versarial Samples (Samory et al., 2021): This
re-annotated dataset comprises 4,078 entries
from existing Twitter samples focused on sex-
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ism. Annotations cover overall sexism, four
specific sexist content categories including be-
havioral expectations, stereotypes and compar-
isons, endorsements and denials of inequality,
and rejection of feminism, plus three phrasing
categories: “uncivil and sexist/uncivil but not
sexist/civil“. All annotators were U.S.-based
MTurkers. Five annotators rate each entry and
the majority agreement rates were 81% for
content, 98.8% for phrasing, and 100% for
overall sexism.

17. HateCheck: Functional Tests for Hate Speech
Detection Models (Röttger et al., 2021): This
synthetic dataset consists of 3,728 entries de-
signed for hate speech detection, featuring 29
functionalities across 11 classes, such as pro-
fanity usage and pronoun reference. A team of
ten trained annotators were recruited to ensure
data quality, achieving a high inter-annotator
agreement with a Fleiss’ κ score of 0.93.

18. An Expert Annotated Dataset for the Detec-
tion of Online Misogyny (Guest et al., 2021):
This dataset includes 6,383 Reddit posts and
comments labeled for misogyny using a hi-
erarchical taxonomy with four misogynistic
categories (e.g., Pejoratives, Treatment, Dero-
gation, Gendered Attacks) and three non-
misogynistic categories (e.g., Counterspeech,
Non-misogynistic Attacks, None). Secondary
and third-level labels were also included. UK-
based native English speakers annotated the
dataset. Each data entry was annotated by 2-3
annotators. Inter-annotator agreement varied,
with Fleiss’ κ ranging from 0.145 to 0.559
for categories and 0.484 for the binary task
(misogynistic/non-misognistic).

19. Introducing CAD: the Contextual Abuse
Dataset (Vidgen et al., 2021a): This dataset
features 25,000 annotated Reddit entries for
classifying online abuse into six primary
categories: “Identity-directed/Person-
directed/Affiliation-directed/Counter
Speech/Non-hateful Slurs/Neutral”, along
with subcategories. Annotations also noted
whether contextual information was necessary
and included corresponding rationales.
Instead of crowdsourcing, trained institutional
annotators were recruited. Inter-annotator
agreement for the primary categories,
measured by Fleiss’ κ, averaged 0.583.

20. ETHOS: an Online Hate Speech Detection
Dataset (Mollas et al., 2022): Two datasets
comprising 998 binary-labeled hateful com-
ments and 433 messages with detailed la-
bels were collected from YouTube (via Hate-
busters) and Reddit. Annotations were con-
ducted on the Figure-Eight platform, assess-
ing whether comments contained hate speech,
incited violence, or targeted specific groups.
Further, comments were categorized based on
hate speech related to gender, race, national
origin, disability, religion, and sexual orienta-
tion. Almost each comment was annotated by
five different annotators. Fleiss’ κ scores var-
ied, reaching 0.814 for the binary variable and
up to 0.977 for disability-related hate speech.

21. Hatemoji: A Test Suite and Adversarially-
Generated Dataset for Benchmarking and De-
tecting Emoji-based Hate (Kirk et al., 2022):
The study presented two datasets examining
hateful online emojis. The first dataset con-
tains 3,930 hand-crafted test cases, annotated
as hateful or non-hateful by three trained an-
notators, achieving a Randolph’s κ of 0.85.
The annotators represented three nationali-
ties—Argentinian, British, and Iraqi—with
one being a native English speaker. The sec-
ond dataset includes 5,912 entries annotated
by a team of 11 (including one quality control
annotator). Each entry was initially classified
by three annotators, with hateful entries fur-
ther categorized into four types and targets
of hate. The annotator team included seven
British, and one each from Jordanian, Irish,
Polish, and Spanish backgrounds, with nine
being native English speakers. Randolph’s κ
scores for three rounds ranged from 0.902 to
0.938.

22. Introducing the Gab Hate Corpus: defining
and applying hate-based rhetoric to social me-
dia posts at scale (Kennedy et al., 2022): This
dataset comprises 27,665 posts from Gab, an-
notated for hate speech using a hierarchical ty-
pology that distinguishes between high-level
hate-based rhetoric, defined as “Language that
intends to — through rhetorical devices and
contextual references — attack the dignity of a
group of people, either through an incitement
to violence, encouragement of the incitement
to violence, or the incitement to hatred”, tar-
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geted populations (e.g., race or ethnicity), dif-
ferentiation between mere vulgarity or aggres-
sion and hate speech, and between implicit
and explicit rhetoric. Undergraduate research
assistants based in the US were trained to an-
notate the data. Inter-annotator agreement
was measured using Fleiss’s κ and Prevalence-
Adjusted, Bias-Adjusted κ. Agreement scores
for top-level categories are human degradation
(0.23, adjusted 0.67), calls for violence (0.28,
adjusted 0.97), and vulgar/offensive content
(0.30, adjusted 0.79).

23. Free speech or Free Hate Speech? Analyzing
the Proliferation of Hate Speech in Parler (Is-
raeli and Tsur, 2022): This dataset consists of
10,000 annotated posts from Parler, scored on
a Likert scale from 1 (not hate) to 5 (extreme
or explicit hate). A group of 112 student anno-
tators achieved a satisfactory agreement level
of 72% and a Cohen’s κ of 0.44.

24. SemEval-2023 Task 10: Explainable Detec-
tion of Online Sexism (Kirk et al., 2023): This
dataset includes 20,000 social media com-
ments from Reddit and Gab to identify online
sexism. Sexism was categorized on three lev-
els: binary (sexist or not sexist), detailed sub-
categories (threats, harm plans and incitement,
derogation, animosity, and prejudiced discus-
sion), and 11 specific manifestations. Each so-
cial media entry was reviewed by three trained
annotators who all self-identified as women.
The annotator team included seven British,
as well as Swedish, Swiss, Italian, and Ar-
gentinian annotators, with eight being native
English speakers. For cases lacking unani-
mous agreement in binary judgments, or less
than two-thirds consensus in sub-categories
and detailed manifestations, expert reviewers
were consulted to provide final labels.

French

1. An Annotated Corpus for Sexism Detection
in French Tweets (Chiril et al., 2020): 11,834
tweets for detecting sexism. Sexist content
was defined as directed/descriptive/reported
assertions to the addressee. Each tweet was an-
notated by five student annotators with an av-
erage Cohen’s κ of 0.72 for sexist content/non
sexist/no decision categories, and 0.71 for di-
rect/descriptive/reporting/non sexist/no deci-
sion.

2. CyberAgressionAdo-v1: a Dataset of Anno-
tated Online Aggressions in French Collected
through a Role-playing Game (Ollagnier et al.,
2022): 19 multiparty chat conversations from
a role-playing game for high-school students
were collected and annotated to determine the
presence of hate speech, type of verbal abuse,
and humor. Hate speech was defined as con-
tent that mocks, insults, or discriminates based
on characteristics like color, ethnicity, gen-
der, sexual orientation, nationality, religion,
or others. The dataset was fully annotated
by one expert, with a second annotator re-
viewing four conversations. Inter-coder agree-
ment reached Cohen’s Kappa scores of 98.4%
for hate speech, 91.5% for verbal abuse, and
96.3% for humor.

3. Detection of Racist Language in French
Tweets (Vanetik and Mimoun, 2022): 2,856
annotated tweets for racist content detection.
The dataset was annotated by two French na-
tive speakers with a κ agreement of 0.66. In
the case of disagreement, a third annotator
assigned the final label.

German

1. Detecting Offensive Statements Towards For-
eigners in Social Media (Bretschneider and
Peters, 2017): Three datasets sourced from
Facebook (with sample sizes of 2,649; 2,641;
and 546) and focused on cyberhate and offen-
sive language, particularly hostility towards
foreigners. Offensive statements, their sever-
ity, and targets were annotated by two human
experts. The intercoder agreement Cohen’s κ
yielded scores of 0.78, 0.68, and 0.73 for the
respective datasets

2. Measuring the Reliability of Hate Speech An-
notations: The Case of the European Refugee
Crisis (Ross et al., 2017): 541 annotated orig-
inal tweets containing only textual content,
specifically to detect hate speech related to
the refugee crisis. Each part was annotated
by two annotators with a Krippendorff’s α of
0.38.

3. RP-Mod & RP-Crowd: Moderator-and
Crowd-Annotated German News Comment
Datasets (Assenmacher et al., 2021): 85,000
annotated comments from a German news-
paper Rheinische Post. Comments were an-
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notated for various types of hate speech in-
cluding sexism, racism, threats, insults, and
profane language, as well as for organizational
content and advertisements. Annotations were
conducted by crowdworkers from the Crowd
Guru platform. Each comment was reviewed
by five (close to) native German annotators,
resulting in a Krippendorff’s α interannotator
agreement score of 0.19.

4. DeTox: A Comprehensive Dataset for German
Offensive Language and Conversation Analy-
sis (Demus et al., 2022): This dataset consists
of 10,278 German annotated tweets, defined
as hate speech if they “attack or disparage per-
sons or groups based on characteristics such as
political attitudes, religious affiliation, or sex-
ual identity”, and distinct from toxicity. Each
comment was evaluated by three student an-
notators. Interannotator agreement, assessed
using Gwet’s Agreement Coefficient, ranged
from 0.75 to 0.95 across different categories.

5. Improving Adversarial Data Collection by
Supporting Annotators: Lessons from GAHD,
a German Hate Speech Dataset (Goldzycher
et al., 2024): This adversarial synthetic HS
dataset includes approximately 10,966 exam-
ples. Hate speech was defined as abusive or
discriminatory language targeting protected
groups or individuals as members of such
groups, with “poor people” also recognized
as a protected category. All annotators are
native or highly competent German speakers.
The interannotator agreement across various
rounds ranged from 0.83 to 0.99.

Indonesian

1. Hate speech detection in the Indonesian lan-
guage: A dataset and preliminary study (Al-
fina et al., 2017): This dataset comprises 713
tweets related to the 2017 Jakarta Governor
Election, annotated as hate speech or non-hate
speech. Hate speech categories was defined as
hatred of religion/ethnicity/race/gender. Each
tweet was annotated by three student anno-
tators, each from different religious, racial,
and gender backgrounds. Tweets subject to
disagreements were excluded, resulting in
a 100% interannotator agreement for the in-
cluded tweets.

2. Hate Speech Detection on Indonesian Insta-
gram Comments using FastText Approach
(Pratiwi et al., 2018): The dataset consists
of 572 annotated Indonesian Instagram com-
ments, with 286 labeled as “HS” (presum-
ably indicating hate speech) and 286 labeled
as “not HS” (non-hate speech). The annota-
tions were done manually by three Indone-
sian annotators from diverse age and gender
backgrounds. Comments with disagreement
among annotators were removed, ensuring
100% inter-annotator agreement for the in-
cluded samples.

3. Multi-Label Hate Speech and Abusive Lan-
guage Detection in Indonesian Twitter (Ibro-
him and Budi, 2019): 13,169 Indonesian
tweets with 7,608 labeled as non-hate and
5,561 labeled as hate speech. The annotations
cover abusive language, hate speech detection,
identification of the target, category, and level
of hate speech. The annotations were per-
formed by crowdsourced native Indonesian an-
notators with diverse religious, racial/ethnic,
and residential backgrounds. Each tweet was
annotated by 3 annotators, and only tweets
with 100% inter-annotator agreement on the
final label were included.

Multilingual

1. SemEval-2019 Task 5: Multilingual Detec-
tion of Hate Speech Against Immigrants and
Women in Twitter (Basile et al., 2019): The
dataset contains 19,600 annotated tweets, with
13,000 in English and 6,600 in Spanish, fo-
cused on hate speech against immigrants and
women. The annotations identify the presence
of hate speech, the level of aggressiveness,
and the targeted group. Three annotators la-
beled the data. For the English dataset, the
reported average confidence scores (combin-
ing inter-rater agreement and reliability) are
0.83 for hate speech detection, 0.70 for iden-
tifying the target group, and 0.73 for aggres-
siveness level. For the Spanish dataset, the
average confidence scores are 0.89, 0.47, and
0.47 respectively.

2. CONAN - COunter NArratives through Nich-
esourcing: a Multilingual Dataset of Re-
sponses to Fight Online Hate Speech (Chung
et al., 2019): The dataset contains 4,078 pairs
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of hate speech and counter-narrative text, with
1,288 pairs in English, 1,719 in French, and
1,071 in Italian. The synthetic dataset was
created by crowdsourcing to NGOs in the UK,
France, and Italy. Two annotators per lan-
guage independently annotated all the counter-
narratives. The inter-annotator agreement,
measured by Cohen’s κ, is 0.92 across the
three languages for annotating the hate speech
sub-topic.

3. Overview of the HASOC track at FIRE 2019:
Hate Speech and Offensive Content Identifi-
cation in Indo-European Languages (Mandl
et al., 2019): The datasets contain anno-
tated Twitter and Facebook data for hate
speech detection in Hindi (N=4,665), Ger-
man (N=3,819), and English (N=5,852). The
labels include binary hate speech detection,
types of hate speech, and the targeted group
(for English and Hindi only). Several junior
annotators were recruited, and the overlap per-
centages between annotators for hate speech
detection on a subset annotated twice were
72% for English, 83% for Hindi, and 96% for
German.

4. Multilingual and Multi-Aspect Hate Speech
Analysis (Ousidhoum et al., 2019): The
dataset comprises 13,014 tweets in Arabic
(N=3,353), English (N=5,647), and French
(N=4,014), labeled via crowdsourced annota-
tors from MTurk using a multi-level scheme.
The annotations capture directness, hostility
level, target, group, and the annotator’s feeling
aroused by the tweet. Each tweet was anno-
tated by five annotators and the interannotator
agreement is measured using Krippendorff’s
α with 0.153 for English, 0.244 for French,
and 0.202 for Arabic.

5. Multilingual HateCheck: Functional Tests
for Multilingual Hate Speech Detection Mod-
els (Röttger et al., 2022): The dataset con-
tains synthetic test cases for detecting hateful
speech across ten languages: Arabic, Dutch,
French, German, Hindi, Italian, Mandarin,
Polish, Portuguese, and Spanish. It comprises
36,582 test cases, out of which 25,511 (69.7%)
are labeled as hateful, and 11,071 (30.2%) as
non-hateful. Hate speech was defined as abuse
targeted at a protected group based on age, dis-
ability, gender identity, race, national or eth-

nic origin, religion, sex, or sexual orientation.
Each test case was reviewed by three native-
speaking annotators. Annotator agreement
was measured by the portion of disagreement
where at least 2 out of 3 annotators disagreed
with the expert gold label, ranging from 0.73%
for Italian to 21.22% for French.

6. Large-Scale Hate Speech Detection with
Cross-Domain Transfer (Toraman et al.,
2022): 200,000 human-labeled tweets, cov-
ering both English (N=100,000) and Turkish
(N=100,000) languages. Hate speech was
defined including not only hateful behavior
but also frequently observed domains based
on target groups (religion, gender, race, pol-
itics, and sports). The labels include “hate
speech/offensive/normal”. Each tweet was an-
notated by five student annotators. The inter-
annotator agreement, measured by Krippen-
dorff’s α coefficient, is 0.395 for the English
data and 0.417 for the Turkish data.

Portuguese

1. A Hierarchically-Labeled Portuguese Hate
Speech Dataset (Fortuna et al., 2019): 5,668
Portuguese tweets sampled using hate-related
keywords and profiles. The annotators are
Portuguese native speakers who are Informa-
tion Science students. Each tweet is anno-
tated by three students as hateful or not, and
if hateful, the type of hate speech is also an-
notated (e.g., sexism). Hate speech is defined
as “language that attacks or diminishes, that
incites violence or hate against groups, based
on specific characteristics such as physical ap-
pearance, religion, descent, national or ethnic
origin, sexual orientation, gender identity or
other, and it can occur with different linguistic
styles, even in subtle forms or when humour
is used”. Fleiss’ κ is 0.17.

2. Toxic Language Dataset for Brazilian Por-
tuguese (ToLD-Br) (Leite et al., 2020): 20,818
Brazilian Portuguese tweets sampled using
keywords, hashtags as well certain user pro-
files (e.g., Bolsonaro). Each tweet was anno-
tated by three Brazilian university students
as either LGBTQ+phobia, obscene, insult,
racism, misogyny, xenophobia or neutral. The
average Krippendorff’s α is 0.55.
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3. HateBR: A Large Expert Annotated Corpus of
Brazilian Instagram Comments for Offensive
Language and Hate Speech Detection (Var-
gas et al., 2022): 7,000 Brazilian Instagram
posts commenting content from major Brazil-
ian politicians. Each comment was annotated
by three annotators in three steps: 1) offensive
or not and 2) intensity of offensiveness and
3) hate speech type. Following Fortuna et al.
(2019), hate speech is defined as “a kind of
language that attacks or diminishes, that in-
cites violence or hate against groups, based
on specific characteristics such as physical ap-
pearance, religion, or others, and it may occur
with different linguistic styles, even in sub-
tle forms or when humor is used. Therefore,
hate speech is a type of language used against
groups target of discrimination (e.g., sexism,
racism, homophobia).” The annotators are
Brazilians with a high education level. The
average Cohen’s κ is 0.75 for offensiveness
and 0.47 for intensity of offensiveness.

4. TuPy-E: detecting hate speech in Brazil-
ian Portuguese social media with a novel
dataset and comprehensive analysis of mod-
els (Oliveira et al., 2023): 9,367 Brazilian
Portuguese tweets sampled using hate-related
keywords and random sampling. Each tweet
was annotated by three individuals in two
steps: 1) as aggressive or not, 2) if aggressive,
assign to one hate speech category among
ageism, aporophobia, body shame, capacitism,
LGBTphobia, political, racism, religious in-
tolerance, misogyny and xenophobia. Hate
speech is defined as “the use of language that
attacks or degrades, incites violence, or pro-
motes hatred against groups based on specific
characteristics such as physical appearance,
religion, national or ethnic origin, sexual ori-
entation”. Annotators are Brazilian with a
high level of education. The agreement rate is
not reported.

Spanish

1. Detecting and Monitoring Hate Speech in
Twitter (Pereira-Kohatsu et al., 2019): 6,000
annotated tweets from Spain selected using
hate keywords. The tweets were annotated by
four annotators (one public servant and three
graduates) as hateful or not and a fifth anno-
tation was sought in case of disagreements

(Cohen κ: 0.588). Hate speech is defined as
“a kind of speech that denigrates a person or
multiple persons based on their membership
to a group, usually defined by race, ethnicity,
sexual orientation, gender identity, disability,
religion, political affiliation, or views”.

2. Detecting misogyny in Spanish tweets. An
approach based on linguistics features and
word embeddings (García-Díaz et al., 2021):
7,682 Spanish tweets from both Spain and
Latin America, annotated as either misogy-
nous or not. The tweets were annotated by
two annotators (Krippendorff α: 0.69).

3. Multilingual Resources for Offensive Lan-
guage Detection (Arango Monnar et al.,
2022): 9,834 annotated Chilean Spanish
tweets sampled using hate-related Chilean
keywords. Tweets were annotated by three na-
tive Chileans as either hate speech, insult, un-
intended or intentional profanity. Hate speech
is defined as “stereotypical language to offend
minority groups such as women, immigrants,
sexual or racial minorities”. The authors re-
port an agreement rate higher than 90% and a
Krippendorff α higher than 0.7 for all labels.

4. Analyzing Zero-Shot transfer Scenarios
across Spanish variants for Hate Speech De-
tection (Castillo-lópez et al., 2023): 4,000
Spanish tweets from both Spain and Latin
America sampled using geolocation and hate-
related keywords. The tweets were annotated
by three Latin American native Spanish speak-
ers as xenophobic, non-xenophobic or ambigu-
ous (Cohen κ: 0.44, agreement rate: 88%). A
tweet is xenophobic if (i) “The content of the
tweet primarily targets immigrants as a group,
or even a single individual, if they are con-
sidered to be a member of that group (and
NOT because of their individual characteris-
tics)” and (ii) “The content of the tweet prop-
agates, incites, promotes, or justifies hatred
or violence towards the target or a message
that aims to dehumanize, hurt or intimidate
the target”.

5. HOMO-MEX: A Mexican Spanish Annotated
Corpus for LGBT+phobia Detection on Twit-
ter (Vásquez et al., 2023): 11,000 Mexican
tweets sampled using nouns indicative of the
LGBTQ+ community. The annotators were
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composed of 11 Mexican and 1 Colombian
individuals. Each tweet were annotated by
four annotators as either “LGBTQ+phobic”,
“not LGBTQ+phobic” or “irrelevant to the
LGBTQ+ community” (Cohen κ: 0.43). If
annotated as LGBTQ+phobic, the tweets were
further annotated by type of LGBTQ+phobia.

Turkish

1. Hate Speech Detection with Machine Learn-
ing on Turkish Tweets (Mayda et al., 2021a):
1,000 annotated Turkish tweets, sampled us-
ing names of target groups. Labels include
hate speech, offensive expression, none of the
two. Annotated by two evaluators and dis-
agreements are annotated by a third annotator
(agreement rate of 83.4%).

2. Hate Speech Dataset from Turkish Tweets
(Mayda et al., 2021b): 10,224 annotated
Turkish tweets, sampled using name of tar-
get groups (e.g., jews). Labels include hate
speech, offensive speech, or neutral. The
tweets classified as hate were further anno-
tated into subclasses, including ethnic, re-
ligious, sexist, and political tags. Two an-
notators labeled tweets separately, reaching
a 92.5% agreement rate, later increased to
98.4% after discussion. A third evaluator re-
solved remaining disagreements.

3. A Turkish Hate Speech Dataset and Detec-
tion System (Beyhan et al., 2022): This work
contributes two hate speech datasets: the Is-
tanbul Convention Dataset and the Refugee
dataset. Hate speech is defined as “language
that is used to express hatred towards a tar-
geted group or is intended to be derogatory,
to humiliate, or to insult the members of
the group”. The annotation scheme has four
parts: (1) whether the tweet has no, weak
or strong offensive language, (2) stance to-
wards the Istanbul Convention or Refugees
(pro, against or neutral), (3) target group and
(4) hate speech type (e.g., insult, exclusion).
The Istanbul Convention Dataset is composed
of 1,206 tweets selected using hashtags and
keywords. It was annotated by three senior
undergraduate students (Krippendorff α: 0.84
for binary task and 0.82 for multi-class task).
The Refugee Dataset is composed of 1,278
tweets selected using immigrant-related key-

words. Part of it was annotated by the under-
graduate students and another part was anno-
tated by employees of the Hrant Dink Founda-
tion.

4. Homophobic and Hate Speech Detection
Using Multilingual-BERT Model (Karayiğit
et al., 2022): 31,290 Turkish Instagram com-
ments sampled from accounts often posting
homophobic and more generally hateful com-
ments. The comments are annotated as either
homophobic, hateful or neutral. The posts
were annotated by two researchers.

5. SIU2023-NST - Hate Speech Detection Con-
test (Arın et al., 2023): Shared task contribut-
ing two Turkish hate speech datasets: 2,240
tweets on the Israel-Palestine conflict anno-
tated by hate speech type, as well as how
severe hateful cases are; 4,683 tweets on
refugees annotated as hate speech or not, as
well as how severe hateful cases are.

A.3 Unavailable Datasets
We were not able to retrieve 5 English (Nobata
et al., 2016; Fersini et al., 2018; Rezvan et al.,
2018; Sarkar and KhudaBukhsh, 2021; Vidgen and
Yasseri, 2020), 3 Indonesian (Aulia and Budi, 2019;
Pratiwi et al., 2019; Asti et al., 2021), 3 Portuguese
(Maronikolakis et al., 2022; Carvalho et al., 2022,
2023), 1 Spanish (Fersini et al., 2018) and 1 Ger-
man (Maronikolakis et al., 2022) datasets.

A.4 Official Statistics
For English, we use data on the number of speakers
as a first or second language7. In the absence of
such detailed data for other languages, we use data
on the number of native speakers by country for
Spanish8 and Arabic9.

B Geocoding Evaluation

We provide the full results of the geocoding evalu-
ation in Table 5.

C Comparison with Twitter Day

Post-level We provide a comparison between the
country shares for posts in the Twitter hate speech

7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_
countries_by_English-speaking_population

8https://cvc.cervantes.es/lengua/espanol_
lengua_viva/pdf/espanol_lengua_viva_2022.pdf

9https://www.worlddata.info/languages/arabic.
php
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English Arabic Spanish

Share of geocoded user locations 59% 71% 66%
Share of correct geocoding 92% 94% 96%
Share of non-geocoded user locations that could have been geocoded from the provided information 14% 12% 16%

Table 5: Geocoding evaluation

data and the Twitter Day dataset in Figure 5.

User-level We provide a comparison between the
country shares for users in the Twitter hate speech
data and in the Twitter Day datasets across lan-
guages (Figure 6).
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Figure 5: Share of posts by country location in two reference populations: posts in the Twitter public hate speech
datasets (Twitter hate speech data) and all Twitter posts, using the Twitter Day dataset as a proxy (Twitter Day)
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Figure 6: Share of speakers by country location in two reference populations: Twitter users who authored the posts
in the Twitter public hate speech datasets (Twitter hate speech data) and Twitter user population, using the Twitter
Day data as a proxy (Twitter Day)
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Abstract
To address the limitations of current hate
speech detection models, we introduce
SGHateCheck, a novel framework designed
for the linguistic and cultural context of
Singapore and Southeast Asia. It extends
the functional testing approach of Hate-
Check and MHC, employing large language
models for translation and paraphrasing
into Singapore’s main languages, and refin-
ing these with native annotators. SGHate-
Check reveals critical flaws in state-of-the-
art models, highlighting their inadequacy
in sensitive content moderation. This work
aims to foster the development of more ef-
fective hate speech detection tools for di-
verse linguistic environments, particularly
for Singapore and Southeast Asia contexts.

Disclaimer: This paper contains violent
and discriminatory content that may be dis-
turbing to some readers.

1 Introduction
Hate speech (HS) detection models have be-
come crucial tools in moderating online con-
tent and understanding the dynamics of on-
line hate. Traditionally, these models are eval-
uated against held-out test sets. However,
this method often falls short in fully assessing
the models’ performance due to the systematic
gaps and biases inherent in HS datasets. Rec-
ognizing this limitation, functional tests, such
as those introduced by HateCheck (Röttger
et al., 2021) and extended by Multilingual Hat-
eCheck (MHC) (Röttger et al., 2022), offer
a nuanced approach to evaluate HS detection
models more thoroughly by simulating a vari-
ety of real-world scenarios across multiple lan-
guages.
Despite these advancements, there remains

a significant gap in HS detection for the di-
verse linguistic landscape of Singapore. This

country is home to a unique mix of commonly
used languages, including English, Mandarin
Chinese (Mandarin), Tamil, and Malay, each
with its own cultural nuances and idiomatic
expressions that standard datasets may not
fully capture. Furthermore, the Southeast
Asian (SEA) cultural context presents addi-
tional challenges, as existing models primarily
focus on Western cultural contexts, leaving a
gap in our understanding and detection capa-
bilities of HS within this region.
To address these gaps, we introduce SGHat-

eCheck1, an extension of the HateCheck and
MHC frameworks. SGHateCheck is designed
to evaluate HS detection models against a com-
prehensive set of functional tests tailored to
the linguistic and cultural nuances of Singa-
pore and the broader SEA context. Through
SGHateCheck, we aim to contribute to the de-
velopment of more inclusive and effective HS
detection models, providing better protection
against online hate for users in Singapore and
SEA. To our knowledge, SGHateCheck is the
first functional test comprehensively evaluate
HS in Singapore and SEA context.
Similar to MHC, SGHateCheck’s functional

tests for each language closely align with the
original HateCheck’s framework, which was
developed through interviews with civil soci-
ety stakeholders and a thorough review of HS
research. Unlike MHC, which relied on an-
notators for manual translation and rewrit-
ing of English test cases into other languages,
SGHateCheck employs large language models
(LLMs) for translating and paraphrasing Hat-
eCheck’s templates into Singapore’s four pri-
mary languages. Native language annotators
then refine these machine-generated templates.

1Dataset available at https://github.com/Social-AI-
Studio/SGHateCheck
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To ensure cultural relevance, we collaborate
with experts familiar with Singapore’s societal
issues to identify vulnerable groups targeted
by HS. This information guides the automated
generation of test cases, which are further re-
fined by native annotators for accuracy and
cultural sensitivity.
We showcase SGHateCheck’s efficacy as a di-

agnostic tool by evaluating cutting-edge, fine-
tuned LLMs using a mix of publicly available
HS datasets in English, Mandarin, and Malay.
Although these models perform well on exist-
ing datasets, SGHateCheck testing highlights
critical limitations: 1) weaker models predom-
inantly misclassified test cases as non-hateful;
2) while multilingual dataset fine-tuning some-
what mitigates biases, the performance gains
are modest; 3) compared to MHC and Hate-
Check, these LLMs underperform on SGHat-
eCheck test cases on selected functionalities,
even in languages like English and Mandarin.
Such shortcomings could have severe implica-
tions if these LLMs were deployed for content
moderation, risking harm by inadequately pro-
tecting users against HS or unnecessarily lim-
iting free expression. By exposing these flaws,
SGHateCheck aims to drive the development of
more robust HS detection models, particularly
for Singapore and SEA contexts

2 Constructing SGHateCheck
2.1 Defining Hate Speech
SGHateCheck adopts the definition of HS from
HateCheck as “abuse aimed at a protected
group or its members for belonging to that
group.” In the context of SGHateCheck, pro-
tected groups include race, religion, descent,
sexual orientation, gender, disability, and
age, aligning with Singapore’s legal framework
against harmful speech, specifically referenc-
ing the Maintenance of Religious Harmony
Act2 and the Penal Code’s section 298A3.
These laws serve as the foundation for identify-
ing protected groups in SGHateCheck’s func-
tional tests.

2.2 Defining Functional Tests
In SGHateCheck, functional tests meticulously
evaluate HS detection LLMs by differentiat-

2https://sso.agc.gov.sg/Act/MRHA1990
3https://sso.agc.gov.sg/Act/PC1871

ing between various types of hateful and be-
nign content. These tests are designed to be
fine-grained, distinct, and contrastive, distin-
guishing between HS that uses profanity and
non-hateful expressions incorporating similar
language. For instance, there are specific tests
for HS involving profanity against protected
groups (e.g., Singlish (SS)4:“f*ck all gays lah”)
contrasted with non-hateful, colloquial uses of
profanity (e.g.. SS:“Why these f*cking sirens
like that one?”). Tests are organised into cat-
egories based on their thematic relevance, en-
hancing the models’ ability to discern nuanced
language use across different contexts.

2.3 Selecting Functional Tests
We tailored the selection of functional tests
to align closely with the original HateCheck
framework, emphasizing engagement with ex-
perts on Singapore’s societal nuances. Draw-
ing from HateCheck’s methodology, which was
grounded in interviews with NGO workers and
a comprehensive review of HS research, we in-
corporate Singapore-specific elements. This
approach enhances the relevance of our tests,
making them a robust tool for evaluating
HS detection LLMs within Singapore’s unique
context. All test-cases are short text state-
ments, and they are constructed to be clearly
hateful or non-hateful according to our defini-
tion of HS.

SGHateCheck comprises 28 functional tests
for Singlish, 26 for Mandarin, and 21 each for
Malay and Tamil. This customization reflects
linguistic and cultural considerations, such
as excluding slur homonyms and reclaimed
slurs absent in these languages, and omit-
ting spelling variations in Malay and Tamil
to simplify translation. For Mandarin, we
utilized templates from the Mandarin version
of MHC. Like HateCheck and MHC, these
tests distinguish between HS and non-hateful
content with similar lexical features but clear
non-hateful intent, ensuring nuanced detection
across diverse expressions of hate.

Distinct Expressions of Hate. SGHate-
Check evaluates various forms of HS, includ-
ing derogatory remarks (F1-4) and threats
(F5/6), alongside hate conveyed through slurs
(F7) and profanity (F8). It assesses hate artic-

4Singlish refers to the colloquial form of English in
Singapore
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ulated via pronoun references (F10/11), nega-
tion (F12), and different phrasings like ques-
tions and opinions (F14/15). Uniquely, it in-
cludes tests for Singlish, featuring spelling vari-
ations such as omissions or leet speak (F23-
34), and for Mandarin, it considers non-Latin
script variations and Pinyin spelling (F32-34),
enriching its evaluative scope.

Contrastive Non-Hate. SGHateCheck
also evaluates non-hateful content, including
uses of profanity (F9), negation (F13), and
references to protected groups without mal-
ice (F16/17). It further examines contexts
where HS is quoted or countered, specifically
in counter-speech scenarios where responses
aim to neutralize hate (F18/19). Addition-
ally, it differentiates content targeting non-
protected entities, such as objects (F20-22),
ensuring a clear distinction between HS and
non-hateful.

2.4 Generating Test-Cases
We adapted HateCheck’s test cases for
Singlish, Malay, and Tamil using a combina-
tion of machine translations from ChatGPT
and Google Translate, followed by rigorous re-
view and adjustment by bilingual translators.
Initially, we applied these translation tools to
adapt HateCheck templates for the mentioned
languages, while Mandarin test cases were di-
rectly sourced from MHC. Subsequently, bilin-
gual translators were enlisted to validate and
refine these translations, including the MHC
Mandarin templates, ensuring accuracy and
cultural relevance. This process involved at
least two translators per language, allowing
for a nuanced approach to translation, particu-
larly for terms without direct equivalents, such
as certain profanities in Malay and Tamil. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the distribution of machine-
translated templates verified and accepted by
the translators, as well as the number of man-
ually rewritten templates. In these test cases,
templates translated by ChatGPT accounted
for approximately half of all templates utilized.
This suggests significant potential for leverag-
ing machine translations to assist in the trans-
lation of templates across other low-resource
languages
Templates that were not machine-translated

were manually created by the translators. Im-
portantly, translators were not required to ad-

here rigidly to the English originals. For in-
stance, templates containing the word ’f*ck’—
which lacks a direct Malay equivalent—were
either adapted to an alternative expression
(’Kau boleh pergi mampus selamanya’, trans-
lating to ’die forever’ in English, for ’You
should f*ck off forever’), or they were ex-
cluded from the list of templates, as indicated
by ’Dropped’ in Table 1. All templates in-
herit the predetermined hatefulness from Hat-
eCheck and MHC.
Next, we leverage the constructed good qual-

ity templates to generate the test cases for
the protected groups. In SGHateCheck, pro-
tected groups are delineated by specific target
groups (e.g., Hindus within the category of Re-
ligion), using placeholders in test cases to de-
note group identifiers. Templates facilitate the
scalable generation of test cases, seamlessly re-
placing placeholders for both group identifiers
(e.g.. SS:“{IDENTITY_P} are a pest.”) and
common slurs (e.g.. SS:“The {SLUR_P} sia,
always like that one.”), streamlining the cus-
tomization process for each test case. Target
groups and common slurs were identified with
consultation of local experts. This method en-
sures comprehensive representation across all
protected groups without the need for addi-
tional, language-specific placeholders. Each
generated test case is verified by two to three
native speakers who are proficient in the lan-
guages for validation later on. SGHateCheck
uniformly covers six protected groups across
all languages, reflecting consistent social con-
texts and targets, thereby maintaining unifor-
mity in addressing HS across diverse linguistic
settings.
In total, across four languages, SGHate-

Check comprises 21,152 test cases, with 15,052
classified as hateful and 6,100 as non-hateful
according to the template labels. The distribu-
tion varies by language due to differing num-
bers of functional tests and slurs, with Singlish
featuring the highest number of cases (7,023)
and Tamil the fewest (2,851). The average
length of a test case is 10.5 words or 42.6 char-
acters, showcasing the dataset’s diversity and
depth.

2.5 Validation
Each test case is associated with a predefined
gold label from its corresponding template, in-
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Singlish Malay Tamil
ChatGPT 371 358 193

Google Transl. - 96 61
HateCheck 77 - -

Manual Written 153 209 227
Dropped 0 8 12

Total 601 671 399

Table 1: Distribution of template translation for
Singlish, Malay and Tamil

dicating its level of hatefulness. A total of
10,926 test cases were sampled and annotated
by 16 recruited annotators to ensure the qual-
ity and accuracy of the data. Each test case
was reviewed by three annotators for English,
Malay, and Mandarin languages and by two
annotators for Tamil language. Annotators fol-
lowed specific guidelines to maintain a consis-
tent definition of hate. To ensure that only
high quality test cases were used in the ex-
periments, test cases lacking majority agree-
ment or mismatching their gold label were
excluded from further experiments. Conse-
quently, 10,394 test cases were retained for
the study, while 532 were excluded. The inter-
annotator agreement and excluded test cases
can be found in Appendix B.

3 Benchmarking LLMs on
SGHateCheck

We evaluated various state-of-the-art open-
source LLMs such as mBERT, LLaMA2,
SEA-LION, and SeaLLM using SGHateCheck.
These LLMs were fine-tuned with existing hate
speech datasets before testing.
The BERT multilingual base model (un-

cased) (mBERT) (Devlin et al., 2018) employs
masked language modeling (MLM) and next
sentence prediction (NSP) for its training. It
supports 104 languages, prominently including
English, Mandarin, Tamil, and Malay, facili-
tating a broad linguistic reach for applications
in diverse linguistic environments.
The LLaMA2 model (Touvron et al., 2023),

part of Meta’s auto-regressive LLM family, is
available in sizes ranging from 7 to 70 billion
parameters. We utilized the 7 billion parame-
ter version. Predominantly trained on English
(89.7%), it includes minor language data con-
tributions (0.01-0.17%).
The Mistral-7B model (Jiang et al., 2023)

is an auto-regressive model noted for its per-
formance, outpacing LLaMA in tasks like con-
tent moderation. Although the specifics of its
training data are not disclosed, it has shown
effectiveness in Southeast Asian languages.
The SEA-LION-7B model (Singapore,

2023), leveraging the MPT architecture,
is specifically trained on a wide array of
languages from the Southeast Asian region,
including Thai, Vietnamese, Indonesian,
Chinese, Khmer, Lao, Malay, Burmese, Tamil,
and Filipino, showcasing its focus on linguistic
diversity within this geographic area.
The SeaLLMv1-7B model (Xuan-

Phi Nguyen*, 2023), developed on the
LLaMA2 architecture, underwent initial pre-
training with a dataset comprising English
and several Southeast Asian languages, includ-
ing Thai, Vietnamese, Indonesian, Chinese,
Khmer, Lao, Malay, Burmese, and Tagalog.
It was then fine-tuned with a similar language
set, albeit with an increased emphasis on
English content, to enhance its linguistic
versatility and performance.

3.1 LLM Fine-tuning
We devised two specialized datasets, EngSet
and MultiSet, tailored for training the bench-
mark LLMs to recognize HS across different
linguistic contexts. EngSet integrates English-
language data from two prominent sources,
Twitter Hate (Waseem and Hovy, 2016) and
HateXplain (Mathew et al., 2021), to capture
a wide range of hateful and non-hateful con-
tent. MultiSet expands this framework into
a multilingual domain by incorporating Man-
darin and Malay examples from COLD (Deng
et al., 2022) and HateM (Maity et al., 2023),
respectively, creating a richer dataset that re-
flects the linguistic diversity encountered in
HS detection. For each of these sets, we use
part of the data for fine-tuning and a held out
set for evaluation. We use the binary (hateful
or non-hateful) labels to fine-tune the LLMs
using LoRA (Hu et al., 2021) adapter train-
ing except for mBERT, which we perform full
fine-tuning.
To assess the efficacy of the LLMs, held-

out tests were conducted using samples from
COLD (in MultiSet) and HateXplain (in both
EngSet and MultiSet). The results, detailed
in Table 2, indicate that most LLMs achieved
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commendable performance, with accuracy and
F1 scores ranging from 0.7 to 0.9. SEA-LION
was the outlier, with its scores falling below
the 0.7 threshold across all evaluated metrics,
highlighting a potential area for improvement
in handling diverse linguistic data.

3.2 How do the models perform
overall?

Table 3 shows the average accuracy and F1
scores across the benchmark LLMs. SGHate-
Check’s analysis illustrates a performance dis-
crepancy between LLMs fine-tuned on EngSet,
a monolingual dataset, and those on MultiSet,
a multilingual dataset. EngSet-tuned mod-
els, with a significantly lower average macro
F1 score, predominantly misclassify test cases
as non-hateful, resulting in a skewed accuracy
favoring non-hateful classifications. This im-
balance highlights the models’ limitations in
effectively detecting HS within monolingual
data, underscoring the enhanced performance
and adaptability of LLMs fine-tuned on multi-
lingual datasets. Conversely, MultiSet-tuned
models show more balanced accuracy across
languages but vary in performance by lan-
guage, with Tamil displaying notably low F1
scores attributed to a high bias. The LLMs
achieve the highest F1 scores for Mandarin
tests, suggesting better model generalization
for this language.

3.3 How do the fine-tuned models
perform across Functional Tests?

Table 4 shows the MultiSet fine-tuned LLMs’
performance for various functionality tests.
Upon closer examination of MultiSet fine-
tuned models across various functional tests, it
became evident that while all models demon-
strated proficiency in identifying non-hateful
content (F16 and F17) and abuses targeting
inanimate objects (F20), achieving accuracy
scores over 0.600, disparities emerged in more
nuanced categories.
Despite their generally robust performance,

Mistral and SeaLLM exhibited vulnerabilities
in tests aimed at recognizing denunciations of
hate speech (HS) (F18) that included quo-
tations of the original HS, where their accu-
racy dropped to 0.219 or lower. This issue
was more pronounced in Mandarin, where the
models sometimes completely failed to detect

such nuances, as evidenced by a zero accuracy
score. Additionally, these models performed
poorly in tests focusing on abuse directed at
non-target individuals and groups (F21 and
F22), with their accuracy falling below 0.667.
Excluding results for Tamil, where all mod-

els uniformly underperformed, the data re-
vealed a lack of consistency in model per-
formance across languages within identical
functional groups. This inconsistency did
not follow a discernible pattern related to
the language of the test cases. For exam-
ple, SeaLLM’s performance varied across lan-
guages; it fared better in Malay compared to
Singlish and Mandarin. However, its weak-
est functional categories in Malay were signifi-
cantly outperformed in other languages, under-
scoring the complex interplay between model
training, linguistic context, and the inherent
challenges of accurately classifying nuanced
HS across diverse languages.

3.4 How do the fine-tuned models
perform across target groups?

Table 5 shows the MultiSet fine-tuned LLMs’
performance on SGHateCheck breakdown by
protected groups. The more effective LLMs,
specifically Mistral and SeaLLM, showcased
superior performance with an average F1 score
exceeding 0.593. In contrast, mBert and SEA-
LION lagged significantly, with their scores
not surpassing 0.390. Analyzing performance
across different target groups, it was observed
that representations of seniors received the
lowest average F1 score of 0.389. Conversely,
categories pertaining to the Muslims were iden-
tified with the highest scoring, reaching up
to 0.532. Notably, among racial groups, Indi-
ans and, within religious categories, Buddhists
were the lowest scoring targets, indicating po-
tential areas for model improvement.

3.5 How does the performance on
SGHateCheck compare with that
on HateCheck and MHC?

To evaluate SGHateCheck’s efficacy against
non-localized counterparts, we tested mod-
els trained with MultiSet on HateCheck and
MHC’s Mandarin dataset (results shown in
Table 6. Initial comparisons on language
pairs (SGHateCheck Mandarin vs. MHC Man-
darin, and SGHateCheck Singlish vs. Hate-
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Fine-tune
Dataset

Held-out
Dataset

LL MB MI SO SM
Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1

EngSet HateExplain 0.835 0.723 0.837 0.745 0.851 0.756 0.667 0.065 0.836 0.725
MultiSet HateExplain 0.834 0.728 0.845 0.753 0.831 0.704 0.685 0.192 0.802 0.657
MultiSet COLD 0.797 0.719 0.809 0.781 0.796 0.763 0.533 0.378 0.783 0.749

Table 2: Accuracy (Acc.) and F1 for held-out tests, for LL:LLaMA2, MB:mBert, MI:Mistral, SO:SEA-
LION and SM: SeaLLM.

Metric Fine-tune
Dataset

Average Singlish Malay Mandarin Tamil
NH H NH H NH H NH H NH H

Accuracy EngSet 0.981 0.108 0.952 0.277 0.991 0.087 0.996 0.060 0.986 0.008
MultiSet 0.784 0.413 0.842 0.455 0.705 0.502 0.624 0.636 0.965 0.058

F1 EngSet 0.307 0.404 0.309 0.263 0.252
MultiSet 0.480 0.507 0.536 0.585 0.291

Table 3: Average accuracy and F1 for cases labeled non-hateful (NH) and hateful (H) for each language
averaged across the fine-tuned LLMs. Red numbers indicate an accuracy of less than 0.500, which is
worse than chance.

Check) show similar average macro F1 scores.
However, a deeper analysis into specific func-
tionalities reveals significant differences. For
instance, performance on SGHateCheck Man-
darin showed notable discrepancies in certain
areas compared to MHC Mandarin, and sim-
ilarly, SGHateCheck Singlish diverged signifi-
cantly from HateCheck in classes related to
non-hateful group identifiers, highlighting the
unique challenges and contributions of SGHat-
eCheck in detecting HS within localized con-
texts.

3.6 Discussion
The nuanced findings from our experiments
with SGHateCheck offer valuable insights into
the landscape of HS detection models. Over-
all, models perform better with straightfor-
ward, direct representations of hateful speech
(HS) and non-hateful test cases, but struggle
in more complex scenarios, such as when HS is
employed illustratively in denunciations. This
observation aligns with our hypothesis that
the limitations identified in HateCheck and
MHC are also present in the Singapore con-
text.
Comparing the different models we tested,

Mistral 7B’s standout performance raises in-
triguing questions, especially given its effi-
ciency across diverse languages and tasks, save
for a couple of specific functionalities in Man-
darin. This exception not only piques interest

but also marks an area ripe for in-depth anal-
ysis to uncover underlying reasons behind this
deviation.
The observed bias towards non-hateful clas-

sifications in models like mBert and SEA-
LION, despite mBert’s strong performance in
isolated tests, brings to light the critical role
of SGHateCheck in identifying and mitigat-
ing model biases. This discrepancy highlights
the tool’s effectiveness in revealing blind spots
that traditional held-out tests might overlook,
emphasizing the importance of comprehensive
testing beyond standard datasets.
Moreover, the benefits of a varied fine-

tuning dataset become evident, aligning with
the theory that cross-lingual transfer can en-
hance model performance. However, this im-
provement isn’t uniformly observed across all
languages, particularly in Tamil, where the ex-
pected boost in model effectiveness was min-
imal. Such variability underscores the com-
plexity of language-specific biases and the
challenges in generalizing model improvements
across diverse linguistic contexts.
Finally, the comparative analysis between

SGHateCheck and benchmarks like MHC Man-
darin and HateCheck uncovers specific func-
tional areas where models underperform, de-
spite seemingly similar overall effectiveness.
This discrepancy underscores the necessity for
targeted functional tests to precisely diag-
nose and address model weaknesses, reinforc-
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Prt. Grp. Target LLaMA2 mBert Mistral SEA-LION SeaLLM Average
Age Seniors 0.430 0.340 0.462 0.256 0.456 0.389
Disability Mentally Ill 0.426 0.332 0.578 0.239 0.586 0.432

Physically Disabled 0.478 0.410 0.534 0.243 0.563 0.446

Gender/Sexuality
Homosexual 0.538 0.384 0.648 0.246 0.609 0.485
Transsexual 0.478 0.376 0.614 0.258 0.598 0.465
Women 0.553 0.474 0.648 0.246 0.623 0.509

Nationality Immigrants 0.490 0.357 0.658 0.245 0.592 0.469

Race
Chinese 0.545 0.429 0.699 0.264 0.634 0.514
Indians 0.516 0.369 0.651 0.258 0.622 0.483
Malay 0.523 0.425 0.639 0.268 0.630 0.497

Religion
Buddhist 0.437 0.376 0.544 0.271 0.576 0.441
Christian 0.464 0.347 0.596 0.260 0.603 0.454
Hindu 0.461 0.355 0.608 0.289 0.573 0.457
Muslim 0.564 0.487 0.720 0.253 0.636 0.532
Average 0.493 0.390 0.614 0.257 0.593

Table 5: F1 scores for protected groups (Prt. Grp.) and its target placeholders in Singlish, Mandarin,
Malay and Tamil for MultiSet fine-tuned models

F# MHCM SHCM HC SHCS
F7 0.224 0.421 0.270 0.208
F16 0.690 0.490 0.799 0.598
F17 0.481 0.487 0.799 0.486
F19 0.308 0.180 0.475 0.397
Overall
F1 0.564 0.585 0.535 0.507

Table 6: F1 scores of selected functionalities (F#)
for MHC Mandarin (MHCM), SGHateCheck Man-
darin (SHCM), HateCheck (HC) and SGHateCheck
Singlish (SHCS). Please see Appendix A.5 for de-
scription of functionality number (F#)

ing the importance of localization and context-
specificity in developing robust HS detection
systems.

4 Related Work

4.1 English Hate Speech Datasets
Hate speech (HS) includes expressions that at-
tack or demean groups based on characteris-
tics such as race, religion, ethnic origin, sexual
orientation, disability, or gender. Researchers
have developed numerous datasets to study
HS across different platforms, with a focus on
explicit text-based (Pamungkas et al., 2020;
Founta et al., 2018; Waseem and Hovy, 2016;
Davidson et al., 2017a), implicit text-based
(Mathew et al., 2021; ElSherief et al., 2021),
and multimodal hate speech (Kiela et al., 2020;
Fersini et al., 2022; Hee et al., 2023). Re-
cent efforts have also involved the development
of generative methods to create adversarial
datasets for improved HS detection. However,
ensuring the quality and consistency of anno-

tations in naturally collected data poses a sig-
nificant challenge (Awal et al., 2020). Recent
studies have delved into diagnostic methods
that provide robust functional tests to system-
atically evaluate hate speech detection models
(Röttger et al., 2021, 2022).

4.2 Non-English Hate Speech Datasets
Given the scarcity of datasets in non-English
languages, there have been attempts to do
zero-shot cross-lingual HS detection but model
performance has been found to be lacking
(Pelicon et al., 2021; Nozza, 2021; Bigoulaeva
et al., 2021). Therefore to bridge this gap, we
see several datasets curated for specific regions
(Moon et al., 2020; Deng et al., 2022).

There has been recent interest in applica-
tion of hateful content moderation in the SEA
region, involving some of the low resource lan-
guages. This has led to several new datasets
created for this purpose, notably Indonesian
hate speech datasets (Pamungkas et al. (2023);
Ibrohim and Budi (2019); Febriana and Budi-
arto (2019)), Thai Dataset (Sirihattasak et al.
(2018)) and Vietnamese HS dataset (Luu et al.
(2021)). The data is collected from social
media such as twitter and human annotator
provide binary hateful/non-hate labels. With
SGHateCheck, we extend the idea of diagnos-
tic dataset of HateCheck to SEA region.

4.3 Hate Speech Detection Models
Hate speech (HS) detection has been a sig-
nificant area of research, leveraging natural
language processing (NLP) techniques. Ex-
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isting studies have developed NLP methods
using deep learning to train models for de-
tecting hate speech, which includes learning
multi-faceted text representations (Cao et al.,
2020; Mahmud et al., 2023) and fine-tuning
transformer-based models (Awal et al., 2021;
Caselli et al., 2021). Additionally, researchers
have explored other approaches such as us-
ing model-agnostic meta-learning for detecting
hate speech across multiple languages (Awal
et al., 2023), and analyzing network propaga-
tion and conversation threads to identify in-
stances of hate speech (Lin et al., 2021; Meng
et al., 2023). Furthermore, with the recent
emergence of large language models (LLMs),
there is increasing exploration into using these
LLMs for detecting and explaining hate speech
(Wang et al., 2023). Consequently, there is
a growing need to systematically evaluate the
robustness of these hate speech detection sys-
tems.

5 Conclusion

The unveiling of SGHateCheck marks a pivotal
advancement in HS detection research, bridg-
ing the gap between global methodologies and
Singapore’s distinct sociolinguistic landscape.
By integrating Singlish, Malay, Tamil, and a
culturally adapted Mandarin dataset, SGHate-
Check extends beyond the foundational frame-
works provided by HateCheck and MHC. This
expansion results in a comprehensive suite of
over 21,152 test cases, with 11,373 meticu-
lously annotated, encompassing both hateful
and non-hateful content. This breadth and
depth offer a nuanced platform for evaluating
HS detection models, enabling a detailed anal-
ysis of their capabilities and limitations across
a spectrum of linguistic and cultural contexts.

SGHateCheck serves as a diagnostic tool, rig-
orously testing five models fine-tuned on di-
verse HS datasets in English, Mandarin, and
Malay. The findings reveal a significant bias
in models towards classifying ambiguous cases
as non-hateful, particularly in languages or di-
alects not included in their training data. This
limitation underscores the importance of com-
prehensive and localized testing frameworks
like SGHateCheck, which can uncover biases
that conventional held-out tests may overlook.
Amidst a research landscape traditionally

dominated by Western socio-linguistic norms,
SGHateCheck pioneers a shift towards more lo-
calized interpretations of HS. This shift is cru-
cial for the development of detection models
that are both effective and sensitive to the nu-
ances of regional languages and dialects, es-
pecially in the linguistically diverse Southeast
Asian region. Through SGHateCheck, we as-
pire to inspire and catalyze further research
into HS detection in low-resource languages,
fostering a more inclusive and equitable digi-
tal discourse.

6 Limitation

Building on HateCheck and MHC, SGHate-
Check adapts their framework to Singapore’s
unique context but also inherits some limita-
tions, such as focusing more on model weak-
nesses rather than strengths and not account-
ing for external context or the full spectrum of
protected groups. The use of fixed template-
placeholder pairs to generate test cases sig-
nificantly restricts their flexibility. As a re-
sult, they fail to effectively represent certain
specific forms of hate, such as demeaning a
transgender individual. The linguistic diver-
sity and code-switching prevalent in Singapore
pose additional challenges, making the mono-
lingual approach less reflective of real-world
hate speech usage. Moreover, the direct trans-
lation of templates without local nuances may
not fully capture the local expression of hate,
highlighting the need for a more nuanced ap-
proach to truly reflect Singapore’s sociolinguis-
tic landscape.
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A Data Statement
A.1 Curation Rationale
SGHateCheck functional test dataset made spe-
cially to test for the sociolinguistical context
of Singapore. Templates from MHC and Hat-
eCheck were translated by language experts
with the help of machine generated cases. In
total, 21,152 test-cases were generated and
11,373 test cases were annotated as hateful,
non-hateful or nonsensical.

A.2 Language Variety
SGHateCheck covers Singlish, Malay, Man-
darin and Tamil.

A.3 Translator and Annotators
Proficiency and Demographics

All translators and annotators have the target
language proficiency (Studied as a subject in
school for at least 10 years and/or use it in
a family setting) and use them in social situ-
ations (Read and/or write it in social media
and/or use it with family and/or friends).
Before participating, all annotators were

briefed about the definition of HS and pro-
tected groups in the study. We screened them
on a hateful/non-hate classification task on a
sample dataset, for the respective languages.
All translators and annotators are fluent

in English in addition to the target language.
They were in their 20s and were studying for
their Bachelors or Masters. 5 of the 8 transla-
tors and 8 of the 18 annotators are females.

A.4 Data Creation Period
Translations were done between November
2023 and February 2024. Annotations were
created between January 2024 and March
2024.

A.5 Functionality and Annotation
Table A.5 shows the full description of each
functionality, as well as the number of annota-
tions in each of them.

B Inter Annotator Agreement and
Test Case Exclusion

To ensure the quality of the test cases used in
the experiments, we excluded ambiguous test
cases and calculated the inter-annotator agree-
ment (IAA) for the remaining test cases.
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B.1 Inter-Annotator Agreement

The IAA score for each language is calculated
using Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff, 2018),
as shown Table 8. All languages have an IAA
score greater than 0.667, indicating an accept-
able level of agreement.

B.2 Excluded Test Cases

Firstly, we treat test cases lacking major-
ity consensus as ambiguous and exclude
them from our experiments (“Undetermined”).
Singlish, Malay, and Mandarin each have
fewer than ten cases of this nature. Con-
versely, Tamil, which has only two annotations
per test case, exhibits a significantly higher
number of these ambiguous cases.
Secondly, if the labels of test cases do not

match those of their corresponding templates,
the test cases are deemed ambiguous and are
excluded from the experiments (“Mismatch”).
All languages have less than 100 instances of
such cases.
The overview of annotated test cases, unani-

mous annotations, undecided annotations and
annotations that do not match ’Gold Labels’
can be found in Table 7.

C Finetuning Details

For all models, the hardware used are NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 3090 with 24gb of memory.

C.1 Waseem and Hovy (2016)

Labelled English HS dataset used in EngSet
and MultiSet fine-tuning.

C.1.1 Sampling
First, a manual search of common slur words
was used to obtain a basket of frequently oc-
curring terms. Next, terms were fed into the
Twitter search API to collect the data. In to-
tal 136,052 tweets were collected and 16,914
tweets were annotated.

C.1.2 Annotation
The annotations were done by the authors and
reviewed by a 25 year old female gender stud-
ies student. The tweets were labelled one of
All, Racism, Sexism and Neither. The inter-
annotator agreement had a Cohen’s κ of 0.84.

C.1.3 Data Used
16,038 of 16,914 tweets were used (31.1% of
tweets used are hateful). Some tweets became
inaccessible at the time of data collation.

C.1.4 Definition of HS
A list of 11 HS identifiers were identified by the
authors. The criteria are partially derived by
negating the privileges observed in McIntosh
(2003), where they occur as ways to highlight
importance, ensure an audience, and ensure
safety for white people, and partially derived
from applying common sense.

C.2 Mathew et al. (2021)
Labelled English HS dataset used in EngSet
and MultiSet fine-tuning

C.2.1 Sampling
Dataset was sourced from Twitter (Davidson
et al., 2017b; Mathew et al., 2019; Ousidhoum
et al., 2019) and Gab (Mathew et al., 2019).
The twitter dataset consists of 1% of randomly
collected tweets from January 2019 to June
2020. Reposts and duplicates were removed,
and usernames were masked. In total, 9,055
entries were taken from twitter and 11,093
were taken from Gab.

C.2.2 Annotation
MTurks with high HIT Approval Rate and
HIT Approved were used for annotation. Each
entry was annotated 3 times, and labelled
Hateful (29.5% of the dataset), Offensive, Nor-
mal or Undecided. The Krippendorff’s α was
0.46.

C.2.3 Data Used
15.4k annotations in the training data split
used. Of the 4 possible labels used, cases with
the ’Hateful’ label were labelled as hateful, the
rest were considered non-hateful.

C.2.4 Definition of HS
The definition is taken from Davidson et al.
(2017b) which is language that is used to ex-
presses hatred towards a targeted group or is
intended to be derogatory, to humiliate, or to
insult the members of the group. The tar-
get groups used in HateXplain are Race, Reli-
gion, Gender, Sexual Orientation and Miscel-
laneous.
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Compilation Annotations
Lang. Unanimous. 2 out of 3 Undetermined Mismatch Retained Excluded

Singlish 2695 276 3 38 2933 41
Malay 2041 207 5 40 2208 45

Mandarin 2330 511 7 64 2777 71
Tamil 2559 - 292 83 2476 375

Table 7: Breakdown of annotation compilation. Unanimous indicates that all annotators agreed on the
same annotation. 2 out of 3 means two out of three annotators agreed (N/A for Tamil because each test
cases only had 2 annotations). Undetermined denotes cases where each annotators disagree completely
and chose different options. Mismatch occurs when the labels of test cases differ from those of their
corresponding templates. Retained represents the number of test cases validated as robust and used in
the experiments, while Rejected denotes those excluded due to ambiguity.

Language Krippendorff’s α

Singlish 0.800
Malay 0.817

Mandarin 0.682
Tamil 0.672

Table 8: The inter-annotator agreement scores for
individual languages.

C.3 Maity et al. (2023)
Labelled Malay HS dataset used in MultiSet
fine-tuning

C.3.1 Sampling
Data was gathered using the Twitter stream-
ing API and Search API using a basket of key-
words commonly associated with cyberbully-
ing (Zainol et al., 2018). The texts were re-
moved if it is a retweet, is not written in Malay,
has a URL or has less than 10 characters.

C.3.2 Annotation
An initial group of annotators annotated 300
tweets. These tweets were used to train and se-
lect 3 annotators fluent in Malay as main anno-
tators. Where the annotators could not come
up with a majority decision, a third annotator
was involved. The inter-annotator agreement
had a Fleiss’ κ of 0.85. 4,892 tweets were anno-
tated as one of non-hateful or hateful (38.6%).

C.3.3 Data Used
All 4,892 samples were used for training

C.3.4 Definition of HS
The definition is taken from United Nations
(2019) which is any kind of communication
in speech, writing or behaviour, that attacks
or uses prerogative or discriminatory language
with reference to a person or a group on the

basis of who they are. The target groups iden-
tified are taken from Twitter: race, ethnicity,
national origin, caste, sexual orientation, gen-
der, gender identity, religious affiliation, age,
disability, or serious disease.

C.4 Deng et al. (2022)
Labelled Mandarin dataset used in MultiSet
fine-tuning

C.4.1 Sampling
Keywords and descriptive words of target
groups were identified and crawled in widely
discussed sub-topics in Zhihu, a social media
site from China.

C.4.2 Annotation
17 native Mandarin speakers (9 males, 8 fe-
mailes) from various regions in China were
used to annotate the data as Offensive or Non-
Offensive. The data was first pre-annotated by
machine, and corrected by annotators. Each
case was processed by 3 annotators, and the
majority annotation becomes the final anno-
tation. The inter-annotator agreement had a
Fleiss’ κ of 2-class is 0.819.

C.4.3 Data Used
A Model-in-the-loop system was used to split
data into Train, Dev and Train. 25,726 (50%
offensive) cases in the Train dataset was used
in training.

C.4.4 Definition of HS
As defined in the questionaire given to anno-
tators, Does the text contains any form of
targeted offense to individuals or groups? It
includes veiled or direct offensive content ex-
pressing rudeness, disrespect, insults, threats
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and profanity based on something such as race,
religion, sex or sexual orientation.

D Prompts and Result Processing
D.1 LLM Prompts
The following prompt was used for training of
the models

"""Label the given Input as 0 or 1,
↪→ where 0 is not hateful and 1 is
↪→ hateful.

### Input:
{Test Case}
### Label:
{Label}"""

Where {Case} is a case from the dataset,
and {Label} is 0 (representing non-hate) or 1
(representing hate).

The following prompt was used for evalua-
tion of models

"""Label the given Input as 0 or 1,
↪→ where 0 is not hateful and 1 is
↪→ hateful.

### Input:
{Test Case}
### Label:
"""

Where {Case} is a case from the dataset,
and {Label} is 0 (representing non-hate) or 1
(representing hate).

For post processing, the last character of the
prediction is read 0 (representing non-hate) or
1 (representing hate).

D.2 LLM Rejected Ouputs
There are cases where output was a repetition
of the prompt without any further prediction,
or an empty prompts. Models with bad out-
puts, together with the number of occurrence
from the corresponding test sets are as follows
LLaMA2 trained with EngSet:

• 24 from SGHateCheck Tamil

• 2 from SGHateCheck Mandarin

SEA-LION trained with EngSet

• 3 from HateCheck

• 1723 from MHC Mandarin

• 15 from SGHateCheck Singlish

• 309 from SGHateCheck Malay

• 1979 from SGHateCheck Tamil

• 1693 from SGHateCheck Mandarin

SEA-LION trained with MultiSet:

• 1 from SGHateCheck Tamil
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Func.
Class

Functionality Gold
Label

# of Annotated Cases
SS MS ZH TA

Derogation

F1: Expression of strong negative
emotions (explicit) hateful 140 126 140 140

F2: Description using very negative
attributes (explicit) hateful 84 112 112 210

F3: Dehumanisation (explicit) (ex-
plicit) hateful 131 132 126 146

F4: Implicit derogation hateful 303 140 139 140
Threat.
language

F5: Direct threat (explicit) hateful 131 119 140 140
F6: Threat as normative statement hateful 140 140 140 168

Slurs F7: Hate expressed using slur hateful 12 20 16 18
Profanity
usage

F8: Hate expressed using profanity hateful 140 140 140 118
F9: Non-hateful use of profanity non-hate 10 10 10 46

Pronoun
reference

F10: Hate expressed through refer-
ence in subsequent clauses hateful 140 140 140 126

F11: Hate expressed through refer-
ence in subsequent sentences non-hate 140 140 140 196

Negation F12: Hate expressed using negated
positive statement hateful 113 116 140 152

F13: Non-hate expressed using
negated hateful statement non-hate 131 132 140 168

Phrasing F14: Hate phrased as a question hateful 122 124 140 157
F15: Hate phrased as an opinion hateful 117 132 140 160

Non-hateful
group
identifier

F16: Neutral statements using pro-
tected group identifiers non-hate 131 132 140 171

F17: Positive statements using pro-
tected group identifiers non-hate 140 140 140 269

Counter
speech

F18: Denouncements of hate that
quote it non-hate 118 122 120 118

F19: Denouncements of hate that
make direct reference to it non-hate 100 106 362 82

Abuse
against non-
protected
targets

F20: Abuse targeted at objects non-hate 10 10 10 37
F21: Abuse targeted at individu-
als (not as member of a protected
group)

non-hate 10 10 10 36

F22: Abuse targeted at non-
protected groups (e.g. professions) non-hate 10 10 10 42

Spelling
variations

F23: Swaps of adjacent characters hateful 150 - - -
F24: Missing characters hateful 131 - - -
F25: Missing word boundaries hateful 118 - - -
F26: Added spaces between chars hateful 115 - - -
F27: Leet speak spellings hateful 87 - - -
F32: ZH: Homophone char. re-
placement hateful - - 140 -

F33: ZH: Character decomposition hateful - - 58 -
F34: ZH: Pinyin spelling hateful - - 55 -
Total non-hate 618 656 656 865

hate 2298 1552 2083 1724
Total 2974 2253 2848 2851

Table 9: Number of test-cases annotated in SGHateCheck across functionalities. Also shown in this table
is the functional class which the functionalities belong to, its functionality number and gold labels.327
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